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NOTICE

The reader is hereby notified that this bulletin is subject to revisions and amendments
when and where such revision or amendment is necessary to effect agreement with the
latest approved information on inspection and fabrieution of wood aircraft design criteria,
\Vhen using this document, the reader should therefore make certain that it is the latest
revision and that all issued amendments, if any, are included therein. \Vhen ordering

this document from the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Otlice,
a request for all revisions and amendments thereto should be inade to insure receipt of

a complete bulletin.
Copies of this bulletin and amendments thereto may be obtained from the Superin-

tendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.
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CHAPTER1

GENERAL

1.0. Purpose and Use of Bulletin bulletin, which is based chiefly on results of in-
vestigations conducted during the past 40 years

1.00. INTRODUCTION. This bulletin has been by the Forest Products Laboratory, is limited to
prepared for use in the inspection and fabrication information on wood, modified wood, glues, and
of both military and commercial aircraft, and processing that is of direct concern to inspectors
contains material which is acceptable to the United and fabricators of wood aircraft. Strength data
States Air Force, Navy Bureau of Aeronautics, and other design criteria are beyond the scope of
and Civil Aeronautics Administration. It should, this bulletin. For such data the reader is referred
of course, be understood that methods and pro- to "Bulletin ANC-18a, Design of Wood Aircraft
cedures other than those outlined herein are also Structures."
acceptable, provided they give equivalent results 1.02. ACKNOWBCDGAUŒf. The many staff mem-

or provided they are properly substantiated and bers of the Forest Products Laboratory par-
approved. The applicability of the inspection ticipating in the preparation of this bulletin wish
and fabrication procedures contained in this to express their appreciation to aircraft manu-
bulletin as contract or certification requirements facturers and others for the valuable assistance
will in each case be defined by the procuring or given in connection with the various parts of this
certificating agency. bulletin, the extent of which is too great to make

1.01. SCOPE. The technical material in this practical separate acknowledgments.

1
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CHAPTER 2

WOOD

2.0. Basic Information on Wood as an Air- and very little, as a rule along the grain (longi-
craft Material tudinally). Although certain coatings when ap-

plied to wood will greatly reduce the rate at which

2.00. GENERAL. Wood consists mainly of it takes on or gives off moisture to the atmosphere,
hollow fibers built up of interconnected cellulose there is no practical coating that will prevent
chains arranged more or less spirally around the wood from changing its moisture content over a
fibers in the direction of their longest dimension. long period of time.
The walls of the fibers and other cells are infil- It is not always possible to proportion a solid

trated with an amorphous material called lignin plank so as to develop the necessary strength in
which also binds the cells together so firmly that, every direction and at the same time utilize the
when wood is ruptured under stress, separation full strength of the wood in all directions of the
usually occurs within the fiber walls rather than grain. It is the purpose of plywood, which is
in the bond between the fibers. Therefore, for made up by gluing several plies or sheets of veneer
mechanical purposes wood may be considered as together, to meet this deficiency by so combining

being made up of tubes of indefinite length firmly the various plies that the grain of any one ply is
welded together rather than separable fibers of usually at right angles to the grain of the adjacent
varying lengths. Unlike metals, which have gen- ply or plies, which results in a redistribution of
erally uniform strength in all directions and whose the material.
every cubic inch is identical, wood has not, for The properties of wood can also be modified by
instance, the same strength across the grain as resin treatments, and a combination of resin treat-
parallel to the grain; that is, its tensile strength ment and compression. Promising new materials

may vary as much as 40 to 1, its crushing strength with marked stability against swelling and shrink-
1 to 1, and its modulus of elasticity 150 to 1. Not ing are thus made up of veneer impregnated with
only do different species of wood differ in their resins and pressed into solid pieces.
properties, but trees of the same species and even By laminating and molding thin layers of wood

parts of the same tree may vary, depending on or veneer to shape during the gluing operation,
the growth conditions prevailing when the wood structures of sharp single curvature and complex

was formed. double curvature are readily and efficiently pro-
Most substances expand more or less when duced.

heated. In the case of wood, the thermal expan- 2.01 HEARTWOOD AND SAPWOOD. In DOSt WOOds

sion is so small as to be unimportant in ordinary three regions are readily discernible in the end

usage. surface of the log: (1) the bark; (2) a light-
Any piece of wood will give off or take on mois- colored layer next to the bark, called the sapwood;

ture from the surrounding atmosphere until the and (3) an inner body, usually darker than the
amount of moisture in the wood balances with sapwood, called the heartwood (Hg. 2-1). In the
that of the atmosphere. Wood, like many other structural center of the tree trunk there is a small,
hygroscopic materials, shrinks as it loses moisture soft core-the pith.
and swells as it absorbs moisture. Wood shrinks In the sapwood many of the cells (parenchyma)
most across the grain in the direction along the are alive and serve mainly in the transfer and
annual rings (tangentially), about one-half to storage of food, which accounts in part for its
two-thirds as much across these rings (radially), greater susceptibility to attack by certain fungi

2
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and insects. Most of the cells, however, are dead old Douglas-fir trees often is yellowish in color
and serve only as channels for the movement of in contrast to the more reddish inner part of the
sap and to add strength to the tree trunk. In the trunk. Heartwood infected with decaymay be dis-
heartwood all of the cells are dead and function colored in various ways (sec.2.3213).
mainly in supplying strength to the trunk. Light-colored zones, known as internal sapwood,

In some woods there is little or no difference in are occasionaDy found in the heartwood of Doug-
color between heartwood and sapwood. Spruce las-fir, Sitka spruce, western redcedar, western

(exceptSitka spruce), hemlock, the true firs, Port larch, and other species.
Orford white-cedar, basswood, cottonwood, and The thickness of the sapwood layer varies con-
beech are examples of this class, whereas in pine, siderably as between different species. In black
Douglas-fir, baldeypress, ash, oak, maple, birch, ash, bÌack cherry, northern white-cedar, western
sweetgtun, and numerous other species there is a redcedar, Douglas-fir, and spruce it is usually less
well-marked contrast between sapwood and heart- than 1½ inches and consequently constitutes but
wood. In Sitka spruce the sapwood normally is a relatively small part of the lumber cut from
white and the heartwood pale reddish brown. these species. In white ash, birch, maple, and

Although the sapwood is, as a rule, light in color, hickory, on the other hand, the sapwood is so
it may be discolored by sap stain, wood-destroying thick that it often comprises more than half the
and other fungi, chemical stains within the wood, cut.
and color leached from the bark. The color of the Within each species the sapwood is thickest in
heartwood may be of a uniform shade or it may be the most vigorous trees, especially those grown in
streaked or variegated, as is often the case in the open. The sapwood decreases in thickness
sweetgum. The outer part of the heartwood of from the stump to the top of a tree trunk as a rule,

Figure 2-1. Cross section of ichite ash log, s1torcing irregularly s11aped heartwood at conter, icide sapwood, annual
rings in />oth sapwood and heartwood, and bark.

042374-51-2
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but nevertheless the proportion of sapwood to These layers correspond closely to yearly in-
heartwood generally increases toward the top. crements of growth and for that reason are called

Year by year, as a tree increases in diameter by annual rings (fig.2-1). Many tropical timbers
the addition of new layers of sapwood under the show no well-defined annual rings, because growth
bark, the zone of heartwood enlarges at substan- in them is more or less continuous throughout the
tially the same rate. The change consists prin- year.
cipally in the death of the adjacent sapwood and The annual rings in trees vary in width with the
its transformation into heartwood by the infiltra- environmental conditions (stand density, soil
tion of coloring matter and various other materials moisture, etc.) under which the trees grew. In
into its cell walls and cell cavities. In woods which trees that started growth in the open the annual
have tyloses (p. 6) the pores become partially or rings are wide at the center and narrower toward
completely plugged with these ingrowths as the the bark, as a rule, but in trees that came up in a
sapwood turns into heartwood, or in some species forest the rings are likely to be narrow at the
many years before. The circumference of the center and wider farther out. In some logs the
heartwood often is irregular and does not neces- rings average wider at the top and in others at the
sarily follow the annual rings (fig.2--1). butt end. In leaning softwood trees the annual

Heartwood is not fundamentally weaker or rings usually are wider on the lower side, and in
stronger than sapwood, but there are some changes leaning hardwood trees on the upper side.
in physical characteristics, besides change in color, 2.04. SPRINGWOOD AND SUMMERWOOD. Spring-
which accompany heartwood formation. After wood is the wood formed on the inner side of the
the timber is cut, the heartwood usually is more annual ring during the early part of each growing
resistant to the attack of certain insects and to season. It is usually more porous, softer, weaker,
decay, stain, and mold than the sapwood. In the and, especially in the conifers, lighter in color than
living tree the sapwood is usually less subject to the sunnnerwood, which is formed in the outer
attack, whereas specific fungi often infect the part of the annual ring during the latter part of
heartwood (p.107). Heartwoodislesspermeable the growing season. Segments of annual rings
to liquids, as a rule, which is an advantage in in a cross section of Douglas-fir, magnified 20
many uses but a disadvantage in the injection of diameters, are shown in figure 2-36. The dark
preservatives. Because it is less permeable, heart- layer in the upper part of each segment is the
wood seasons at a slower rate than the sapwood. summerwood, and the lighter layer in the lower
In resinous species the heartwood usually contains part is the springwood. The two may be fairly
more resin than the sapwood. sharply differentiated from each other within

2:02 CELLULAR STRUCTURE. 3Voodis composed each annual ring, as in Douglas-fir and oak, or
of cells tightly together for the most part. The the transition may be gradual, as in walnut. In
cells vary considerably in size and shape within some woods (for example, yellow-poplar, birch,
a piece of wood and as between species. The prin- maple, basswood, cottonwood, and sweetgum) the
cipal kinds of cells and their usefulness in identi- transition from springwood to sununerwood with-
fying wood species are discussed on pages 6 to 9. in the annual ring is not clear. The division be-
On account of the cellular structure of wood, its tween rings is, however, plain enough.

mass is distributed over a large cross section, The width of the summerwood and the percent-
thereby giving it relatively high bending strength age that it occupies in the total width of the annual
and stiffness per unit of weight, but relatively rings varies considerably in some species, as yellow
low hardness per unit of area. pines, TJouglas-fir, oaks, ashes, and hickories, ac-

The specific gravity of all wood substance is cording to the vigor of the tree at the time the
practically the same; therefore, the great differ- rings were formed.
ences in specific gravity and, consequently, in 2.05. PLAIN-SAWED AND QUARTER-SAWED LUMBER.

strength and hardness of different species of wood Wood can be cut in three distinct planes with

are due largely to differences in size of cell cavities respect to the annual layers of growth: crosswise,
and thickness of their walls. exposing the transverse or end-grain surface;

2.03. ANNUAL ËINos. In timber grown in tem- lengthwise along any of the radii of the annual

perate climates well-defined concentric layers of rings, exposing the radial or so-called quarter-
wood can be seen on the cross section. sawed, edge-grain, or vertical-grain surface; and

4
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Figitre 2-2. Quartcr-same<l (A) <tn<l plain-sawc<l (B) boar<ls cut from 700-

lengthwise tangent to any of the annual rings, Squared dimension stock may show two plain-
exposing the tangential or so-called plain-sawed sawed and two quarter-sawed faces, or all four
or flat-grain surface. Quarter-sawedand plain- of an intermediate form.
sawed boards are shown in figure 2-2. 2.06. Guns axo TErfURE. The terms "grain"

Quarter-sawed lumber shrinks and swells less and "texture"are used rather loosely in connec-
in width and twists, cups, slivers, surface checks, tion with hunber. "Grain" is used in referring

and casehardens in seasoning less than plain-sawed (a) to the annual rings, as coarse, fine, even, edge,
lumber. On the other hand, plain-sawed hunber and flat grain; (b) to the direction in which the
is cheaper to produce and does not "collapse"so fibers run, as straight, spiral, interlocked, wavy,
easily in drying in species subject to this particu- and curly grain; and (c) to the relative size of
lar defect, such as western redcedar, redwood, the pores and the fibers, as open grain and close

sweetgum, and swamp oak; also, any knots that grain.
are present are round or oval instead of long spike "Texture" is often used synonymously with

knots. grain. In addition it is used to express certain
The annual rings often run diagonally across physical aspects of wood quality, as "hardtex-

the end of a board so that it cannot be said to be ture" and "softtexture," "toughtexture" and
either strictly plain sawed or quarter sawed. "brittletexture," but the word "texture"adds

5
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nothing specific to the meaning of such terms and structure, which aid in further identification as to
may as well be omitted. genera and species.

"Texture" is sometimes described as "good"or 2.1L STRUCTURE OF HAnnwoons. The hard-

"poor"depending on the appearance of wood, its woods differ from the softwoods as a class in the
reaction under the pick test (liftinga splinter by presence of larger cells, constituting pores, or

means of a pointed instrument and observing how vessels, scattered among the smaller ones, which

it breaks), or splitting off a sliver and breaking are mostly fibers. Figure 2-3 shows the pores and

it in the hand, but such tests are not so reliable or other cells in a hardwood cube highly magnified.

definite as specific gravity, rings per inch, and The pores serve primarily in conducting sap from
slope of grain for designating wood quality. the roots to the leaves. In many hardwoods the

- . pores can be seen distinctly without magnification
For the sake of clearness, it is recomInended

.

as small holes on smoothly cut cross sections-and
that the annual rmgs be referred to as such, except

·

« as fine grooves on planed longitudinal surfaces.
with respect to the terms "edgegrain," or aver-

-

,,
- In other hardwoods the pores are so small thattical grain, and "flatgram," which are thoroughly . . .

established and fixed in their meaning, and that they cannot be seen without magnification.
.

,, In some hardwoods the pores formed at the be-
(exceptas just stated) the use of the term "orain .

be confined to the direction of the fiberŠ; for ginning of each year's growth are decidely larger
- than those formed later m the growing season.example, straight, spiral, wavy, and mterlocked .

Such woods are called rmg porous. Oak, ash, and
gram. The term "texture"should be used to ex-

- hickory are examples (figs.2-6, 2-7, 2-8, 2-0, 2-12,
press the relative size of the pores and fibers or and 2-13). In other hardwoods the pores arethe relative ainounts of springwood and sununer- .

more or less uniform in size in each year's growth.wood, as coarse,and fine texture, even and uneven

texture. Such woods are called diffuse porous. Maple,
birch, and sweetgum are examples (figs.2-21,
9-22, 2-23, and 2-24). A certain arrangement of

2.1. Identification of Wood the pores within each annual ring also is character-

istic of each species of wood and helps in its
2.10. MEANING OF THE ÌERMS "Hanowoons" AND identification.

"Sorowoons." Those who work with or handle In certain hardwoods the pores in the heart-
wood usually identify the different kinds by their wood and inner sapwood become more or less
general appearances. In describing to others how plugged up with ingrowths from the neighboring

to identify wood, however, specific differences cells, known as tyloses, which usually have a
must be pointed out, since general appearances glistening or iridescent appearance (figs.2-4 and
cannot be described with suflicient accuracy to 2-7). In other woods the pores are partly filled
differentiate any considerable number of woods- with dark-colored gum, while in still others they
The specific differences most useful in wood iden- are empty. These variations in pore contents are
tification are found in the cellular structure, color, a fairly reliable aid in wood identification.
odor, taste, weight, hardness, and, in some cases, The fibers in hardwoods are so small that they
exudation of resin or oil. cannot readily be distinguished individually with

All woods can be grouped in two general classes: a hand lens. Their function is to give strength

The hardwoods, which come from trees with broad to the wood. They average about one twenty-
leaves, and the softwoods, or conifers, which come fifth inch in length, but their length has no rela-

from trees with needlelike or scalelike leaves. The tion to their strength, since when wood fails in
terms "hardwoods"and "softwoods"are not de- tension or compression the fibers do not slip by
scriptively exact, since some of the so-called soft- each other, as in a rope, but break or buckle within
woods, as southern yellow pine and Douglas-fir, themselves. The thickness of the fiber walls, how-
are harder than some of the so-called hardwoods, ever, greatly affects their strength.
as basswood and cottonwood, but the terms have Scattered among the pores and fibers of many
been in use so long that their meaning has become wood species are parenchyma cells, which serve to
definitely established. The structure of these two store excess food. When aggregated into groups,
classes of wood is fundamentally different. With- they form light-colored tissues which may appear
in each class there are considerable variations in on the cross-section as a "halo"around the pores,

6
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wf v wr V
Figure 2-3. Drawing of a small cube of hardroo0d highly magnifierl: it, transverse surface; rr, radial surface;

ty, tanUential surface; ar, annual ring; tor, 70004 raU; tof, 20004 fibers; e, essels, or pores.

as in the surunerwood of ash; or as numerous fine inward, and are known as rays, or wood rays (for-
tangential lines, as in oak and hickory; or as merlycalled"medullaryrays") (fig.-2-3). Their
boundaries to the annual rings, as in yellow- function is to conduct sap radially and to store
poplar and magnolia. Various modifications of

excess food. In oak, the rays are distinctly visible
the types of cells so far described also occur in . .

. as broad hues on the cross-section and as largewood, but they are of no value in identification
"flakes"froin a fraction of an inch to several inchesexcept when a coinpound microscope is used.

In addition to the vertically arranged cells de- high on radial surfaces. In all other native com-

scribed, there are strips of horizontally elongated mercial species they are much smaller, often not
cells in wood which extend radially from the bark being visible on a cross-section without a lens.

7
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2.12. THE STRUCTURE OF SorTwoons. In soft- inagnified. On account of the absence of pores,
woods the bulk of the wood is composed of fibrons the softwoods are also called nonporous woods,
cells, tracheids, averaging about one-fourth inch although "porous"in the sense of containing
in length, which serve the combined purpose of empty spaces or absorbing liquids applies to both
the pores and wood fibers of hardwoods. They softwoods and hardwoods. On a smoothly cut

are almost uniform in width tangentially, and are cross-section the fibrous cells can be seen with a
arranged in definite radial rows. Figure 24 hand leus, resembling in their regularity the cells
shows a drawiug of a small softwood cube highly of a honeycomb except that in the outer part of

hrd

tr fwrvrd
F'igure 2-l¡. Drawing of a smali cube of softwood highly inagnified; tt, transverse surface; rr, radial surface; tg, tan-

gential surface; ar, annual ring; sp, springwood; sm, summerwood; tr, tracheid, or fiber; wr, wood, ray; fwr,
fusifornt wood ray containing horizontal resia duct; hrd, horizontal resin duct. The large hole near the center of
t1te transverse surface and the passage along t1terig1tt edge are vertical resin ducts, ord.

8
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each annual ring they are flattened radially and be described accurately. Furthermore,
thicker walled, producing a denser band of sum- the color varies more or less for each
merwood (figs.2-30, 2-31, 2-35, 2-36, 2-42, and species and is affected by light, moisture,
2-43). decay, and other natural agencies which

Rays are also present in softwoods, but they are discolor the wood, so that it must be
aln ays very small and on the cross-section are in- supplemented by other characteristics in
visiblewithoutalens (fig.2-4). identifying wood. A comparison of the

Resin ducts are passages extending vertically color of a wood to be identified with
between fibrous cells and radially within certain known samples usually is of more value
rays. They serve for the storage and conduction than any other impression that can be
of resin and are present normally only in the pines, conveyed in writing.

spruces, larches or tamaracks, and Douglas-fir In considering the color of wood, it should
(figs.2-39, 2-35, 2-36, and 2-37)· be remembered that heartwood and sap-

In the pines, the resin ducts are plainly visible wood usually differ in color and that wood
with a lens and occasionally, on a smoothly cut changes in color on long exposure to light
cross-section, barely visible without a lens. On and air. References to the color in the
longitudinal surfaces they are often visible as descriptions and key which follow are
characteristic brownish lines. In the spruces, - based on freshly cut longitudinal surfaces
larches, and Douglas-fir they are smaller, less of sound heartwood, unless otherwise
numerous, and, in the cross-section, appear often stated.
in short tangential rows as whitish specks in the (b) Odor and taste. Some woods have a char-
summerwood. On longitudinal surfaces of spruce aeteristic odor which helps in their iden-and Douglas-fir, the resin ducts are less distinct . .

tification after one is fannliar with it orthan they are in the pines, but can usually be found
on comparison with known samples. Un-

on careful examination, especially by tilting the fortunately odor cannot be described with
planed wood back and forth in the light. Since

anv degree of accuracy. The taste of
the resin ducts extend in the same direction as the y~wood often resembles the odor, al-
fibers, the direction of the grain can be determined though exceptions occur. Both odor and
by thein taste are more pronounced in the heart-Exudations of resin and pitch pockets are com- wood than in the sapwood.
mon in woods containing resin ducts, and are not .

. (c) TVeight. When wood is dry, its weightfound in the cedars, baldcypress, redwood, hem- . . .

aids in identification, although somelock, and true firs, which normally have no resin . . .

. species are highly variable in weight.ducts. Oily exudations have been noted on the For instance, the heavier grades of ma-ends of Port Orford white-cedar stored in a warm . .

. . hogany may weigh twice as much as theplace. The absence of exudations of resin, how-
. lighter grades.

ever, does not mean the absence of resin ducts.
Resin will not exude, as a rule, on cuts made after Since no definite weight can properly be as-
the wood is seasoned; but warming pieces of pine, signed to each species, descriptive terms
Douglas-fir, larch, and spruce in an oven or other- based on specific gravity (weightwhen

wise will usually cause enough resin to exude froni oven-dry and volume when green) class

the ends to form specks, thereby indicating the limits are used in connection with the de-

presence of resin ducts. This is especially true of scriptions of the woods that follow:
pine and Douglas-fir, and to a less extent, of spruce areemo oravun class ne.serivace term

and larch. Below 0.20_ ____-_ --__ Extremely light.
From 0.20 to 0.25_-_ __- Exceedingly light.2.13. PHYSICAL ŸROPERTIES USEFUL IN IDENTIFI-
From 0.25 to 0.30_

__
_ _ _ Very light.

CATION· From 0.30 to 0.36 --- Light.

(a) Color. The color of wood is one of its From 0.36 to 0.42 __ Moderately light,

most easily observed characteristics, and From 0.42 to 0.50 ___ Moderately heavy.
. . . From 0.50 to 0.60 - _ _ Heavy.

in some cases is suñicient for its identin-
From 0.60 to 0.72 ---------- Very heavy.

cation. Frequently, however, the color From 0.72 to 0.86 ____ ___- Exceedingly heavy.
is not sufficiently distinctive so that it can Above 0.86-_ --_- Extremely heavy.

9
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(d) Hardness. The hardness of wood, as de- The letters after the names refer to the forest
termined by its resistance to indentation region in which the trees grow, as indicated on
or cutting (especiallyacross the grain) is the map (fig.2--5) although the geographic dis-
useful in distinguishing species with con- tribution of each species is not confined exactly
siderable differences in hardness, but this to the limits of the regions indicated.
property is too variable and too difficult

HARDWOODSto determine with any degree of accuracy
to be useful in distinguishing species of (a) The «chite oak groesp. The following are
nearly the same average hardness. The the principal connnercial species of the white oak

hardness of each species of wood, like group :

many other properties, is affected by den- White oak (Quercusalba) (A, B, D, E).
sity and moisture content. Bur oak (Quercusmacrocarpa) (A, B, C, D).

2.14. PROCEDURE IN IDENTIFYlNG 34toon. If tlie Swan2pwhite oak (Qtserozesbicolor-formerly
color, odor, or general appearance is not suffici- Querctosplatanoides) (A, B, D) .

ently distinct to identify a sample of wood, the Post oak (Quercus stellata-formerly Quer-
more detailed structure must be taken into con- cas minor) (E and southern half of B
sideration. The structure and other physical prop- and D).
erties of the various species that the inspector is Chinquapin oak (Quercusmilhlenbergii--
likely to meet are described in the following pages, formerly Q2tercusac2eminata) (B, D, and
and a key has been prepared that will aid in their all but eastern part of E).
identification. The illustrations of the woods are Swamp chestnut oak (Quercusprinus-for-
photographs of thin cross sections magnified 20 merly Q2terctosmichatimii), also known as
diameters. They will prove helpful in studying cow oak (E) .

the structure of each species or group of species. Overeup oak (Quercuslyrata) (E).
The characteristic structure is usually seen to Chestnut oak (Qteercusmontana-formerly

best advantage on a smoothly and freshly cut end Querctis prinus) (B and eastern half of
surface across rings of average width. The area D).
examined need not be large, but it is advisable to The woods of most of the species of the white
make observations at several places. Note first if oak group are so much alike in color and structure
pores are present. If pores cannot be seen with that no reliable means of identifying each species
the unaided eye, use a hand lens. A lens mag- has been found. Chestnut oak can usually be dis-
nifying from 8 to 15 diameters is preferable for tinguished from other species of the white oak
this work. The lens should be held close to the group by the more open pores of the springwood
eye and then the object brought within focus, care in the heartwood.
being taken not to shut out the light too much. If The woods of the white oak group are heavy
pores are present, note whether the wood is ring and hard on the average. The sapwood is mostly

porous or diffuse porous, etc., as outlined in the from 1 to 2 inches wide. The heartwood is gray-
key, pages 40 to 44. If pores are not present, try ish brown, usually without any reddish tinge. The
to classify the wood according to the subdivisions dry wood is without characteristic odor or taste,
under the softwoods. but the green wood has a sour odor.

It is not expected that the key can be used suc- The annual rings are made very distinct by
cessfully without some practice. The inspector the.large pores in the springwood, which form
should provide himself with known samples and a porous ring from l to 3 pores wide. In the heart-
study the illustrations of cross-sections in the wood these pores are nearly all filled with tyloses,
manual so as to become familiar with the terms except in chestnut oak, in which they are more
used. Samples for comparison should be of heart- open but not so much so as in woods of the red
wood of the tree trunk, showing average width of oak group.
rings, and at least 3 inches from the center, or pith, The pores of the summerwood are arranged in
of the tree. irregular, branched, V-shaped groups extending

2.15. DESCEFFION OF WOODS IN Kys. The com- across the rings. They are very small and so nu-
mon and scientific names are those used by the merous that they are difficult to count even under

Forest Service. a good hand lens. This feature is an absolutely
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reliable means of distinguishing the commercial Quercusdigitata), also known as Spanish
woods of the white oak group from those of the oak (E and southern part of D).
red oak group, the summerwood pores in the latter Swainp red oak (Quercusrubra pagodaeo-
being larger and not so numerous. Compare iUus- folia-formerly Quercuspagodaeofolia),
trations of post oak (fig.2-6) and chestnut oak also known as swamp Spanish oak (E).
(fig.2-7), with illustrations of northern red oak Scarlet oak (Quercus coccinea) (B and D,
(fig.2-8) and pin oak (fig.2-9), and also samples except Texas).
of the two groups. Pin oak (Quercuspalustris) (B, D).

The most characteristic feature of all oak woods, Water oak (Quercusnigra) (E).
including the red oak and live oak groups, is the Willow oak (Quercusphellos) (E).
presence of certain broad rays, very conspienous Laurel oak (Quercuslaurifolia) (Southeast-
on the end surface and appearing on the radial ern part of E).
surface as silvery "patches"from ½ inch to 4 Blackjack oak (Quercusmarilandica) (B, ex-
inches in height with the grain. cept northern part, D, E).

Plain-sawed chestnut resembles plain-sawed The wood of the species of the red oak group
white oak, but is lighter in weight and has only averages about as heavy and hard as that of the
very fine rays. white oak group. The sapwood is from 1 inch to

(b) The red oak group. The following are the 3 inches wide. The heartwood usually has a red-

principal commercial species of the red oak group: dish tinge, although occasional pieces resemble

Northern red oak (Quercusborealis) (A, C). white oak in color. The dry wood is without
Eastern red oak (Quercusborealis maxima) characteristic odor.or taste, but unsensoned wood

(B, D). has a sour odor.
Black oak (Quercuscelutina), also known as The annual rings average wider than those in

yeBow oak (B, D, E, and southern part the woods of the white oak group and as a rule
of A). are more distinct because the springwood con-

Southern red oak (Quercusrubra-formerly sists of mostly open pores forming a porous ring

12
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Ifigure 2-'i. Chestnut oak. Cross section maUnified 20 diameters.

Figure 2-8. Northern red oak. Cross section magnified 20 diameters.
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from 2 to 4 (1 in. narrow rings) pores wide. The wood of the American and slippery ehns
Blackjack oak is an exception in that the spring- usually is moderately heavy and easy to work;
wood pores are mostly closed with tyloses, as in that of the rock elm and cedar elm is heavier,
the woods of the white oak group. harder, and ranks higher in mechanical properties,

The pores in the summerwood are larger but as a rule. All species vary, however, as is shown
less numerous than those in the white oak group, in the following tabulation of specific gravities
and can easily be counted under a hand lens. of the species for which data are available (table
(Compare figs. 2-6 and 2--8.) An inspector should 2-1).

provide himself with a half-inch cube of heart- The sapwood varies from about one-half inch
wood of the white oak group and one of the red wide in slippery ehn to 2 or 3 inches wide in white
oak group, both showing rings of average width ehn, with rock ehn and cedar ehn intermediate,
and cut smoothly across the ends. These cubes The heartwood is brownish, usually with a reddish

may be tied together, thus affording a convenient tinge, being darker in slippery elm than in the
means of comparison. other species. The wood is considered practically

(c) The elms. tasteless and odorless, but slippery elm has a
American elm (Ulmus americana), also slight odor resembling that of the bark, which is

known as white elm, soft elm, and gray familiar to many on account of its medicinal uses.
elm (A, B, C, D, E). The elms usually have interlocked grain, which

Slippery elm (Ulmus fulva-formerly Ulmus gives them a tendency to warp.
pubescens), also known as red elm (A, B, The annual rings are most conspicuously defined
C, D, E). in slippery elm and least in rock elm and cedar

Rock elm (Ulmus thomasii-formerly Ulmus ehn. .In slippery ehn, the springwood consists
racemosa), also known as cork elm (A, of several rows of large pores as a rule, but in
B, D). white elm, rock elm, and cedar elm only one row

Cedar elm (Ulmus crassifolia) (Western part of large pores is present, except in very wide
of E). annual rings. In rock ehn and cedar ehn, the

14
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Table 2-1. Specific Gravity Values of Four Elms

Specific gravity based on weight when oven dry and volume-

Specios when green when oven dry

Minimum Average Maximum Minimum Average Maximum

Rock elm 0. 43 0. 57 0. 73 0. 50 - 0. 66 0. 93
Slippery elm . 39 . 48 . 63 . 44 . 57 . 75
American elm . 38 . 46 . 57 . 43 . 55 . 68
Cedar elm_

_ __
. 43 . 59 . 69 . 47 . GD . 87

springwood pores are smaller than in American (d) The ashes.
elm and are usually filled with tyloses in the heart- White ash (Fraximis americana) (A, B, C,
wood, so as to make them inconspicuous on a D, E).
cross section. (Compare figs. L10 and all.) Green ash (Framinus pennsylvanica lanceo-
This difference in the size and number of the pores lata) (A, B, C, D, E).
of the springwood is probably the most reliable Black ash (Frawinus nigra), also known as
means of distinguishing the species of elm. The brown ash and hoop ash (A, C, and northern
pores of the summerwood of all the elms are very parts of B and D) .

numerous and joined in more or less continuous The above three species comprise about 98 per-
wavy tangential lines found in no other conuner- cent of all the ash cut. The white ash and green
cial wood except hackberry. Hackberry, how- ash are very much alike and are sold as "white
ever, has light gray heartwood tinged with green; ash" or "ash."
and the rays are distinct without a lens, while in The sapwood of the white and green ashes is
the elms they are not visible to the unaided eye. comparatively wide and white. The heartwood

Figure 2-10. American elm. Cross section magnilied 20 diameters.
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Figure 2-11. Rocle el Cross section magnif ed 20 dia eters

Figure 2-12. White ash. Cross section maUnified 20 diameters.
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is grayish brown, occasionally with a reddish wood is reddish brown and is without characteris-

tinge. In the black ash the sapwood is narrow, tic odor or taste.
usually less than 1 inch wide, and the heartwood The annual rings are clearly defined by a zone of
is grayish brown, without any reddish tinge. larger pores in the springwood. The pores in
Black ash averages considerably lighter in weight both springwood and summerwood are rather few
than the other two species, but the wood in the and isolated. The most characteristic feature of
swelled butts of white ash growing in very wet the hickories is the numerous (5to 20) fine, light-
swamps of the South often is lighter than that of colored tangential lines (parenchyma)in each
black ash. annual ring. A lens is necessary to see these lines

Ash wood, especiany black ash, has a faint odor distinctly. The rays are not visible without a
when worked but for all practical purposes is con- lens (fig.2-13) .

sidered odorless and tasteless. Hickory is not easily confused with other woods.

All three species have definite annual rings The great hardness and fine lines of parenchyma
made very conspicuous by several rows of large distinguish it from other commercial species.

pores in the springwood. In the sumerwood the (f) Pecan (Carya illinoensis, formerly Hicoria

pores are few, very small, and isolated, or oc- pecan), also known as sweet pecan (westernhalf
casionally two or three in a radial row (fig.2-12). of D and E).
In the white and green ashes the sunnnerwood Although pecan is a species of hickory in the
pores are surrounded by light-colored tissue (par- botanical sense, it belongs to a group distinct from
enchyma) which projects tangentially, producing the true hickories (see above) and its wood is
light-colored lines often joining pores somewhat somewhat lighter in weight, softer and less tough,
separated, especially in the outer portion of the on the average. It, however, is suitable for uses
annual ring. (This is not shown as clearly in where a strong wood, but not the high degree of
the illustration of white ash, figure 2-12, as it toughness characteristic of the true hickories, is
appears on a smoothly cut end surface by reflected desired. Concomitant with its lower density, it
light.) In black ash wood the parenchyma is also shrinks less.
scant and projects little, if any, from the pores· The wood of pecan resembles that of true hick-

The rays in all the ashes are too fine to be dis- ory closely in structure and color, although the
tinctly visible without a lens. pores decrease more gradually in size from the

Chestnut resembles the heartwood of the ashes, inner to the outer part of the annual ring, making
especially black ash, but is lighter in weight and the wood less distinctly ring porous (fig.2-14) .

hascompaiativelymanyporesinthesmnmerwood, The heartwood also is more reddish in color, as
the pores being arranged in radial groups. Ehn a rule, although both of these features often are
can be distinguished from ash by its nonerous not sulliciently distinct to distinguish positively
summerwood pores arranged in wavy tangential the wood of pecan from that of the true hickories.
lines. (g) Black zoalnut (Juglans nigra) (B, D, and

(e) The true hickories. northern half of E).
Shagbark hickory (Carya ovata, formerly Black walnut is heavy, hard, and usually

Hicoria ovata) (A, B, D, and northern part straight-grained. The heartwood has a chocolate-
of E). brown color often with a purplish tinge. The sap-

Shellbark hickory (Carya Zaciniosa, formerly wood is nearly white except when darkened by
Hicoria laciniosa) (D ).

steaming.

Mockernut hickory (Carya tomentosa, for- The annual rings are fairly distinct, for the
merly Hicoria alba) (B, D, E). pores in the springwood gradually decrease in

Pignut hickory (Carya glabra, formerly size toward the outer limit of each annual ring.
Hicoria glabra), also known as black hick- Most of the pores are visible without a lens, but
ory (B, D). the rays are very fine (fig.2-15).

The wood of the true hickories is very heavy The color and distinct pores are usually sufi-
and very hard and ranks high in toughness as a cient to distinguish black walnut from all other

rule. woods.

The sapwood is several inches wide. The heart- (h) Mahogany (Secietenia spp.) (native in
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Figure 2-13. S1tagbar1e 1tic1cory. Cross section maUnified 20 diameters.
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Figure 2-1/7. Pecan. Cross sectiott maO9tified 20 diameters.
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1

Figitre 2-15. 13lac1c toalutet. Cross section magnified 20 diometers.

southern Florida, Mexico, Central America, of sweetgum and birch are not distinctly visible
northern South America, and the West Indies). without a lens.

Mahogany has a lustrous reddish-brown appear- (i) Khaya (Khaya spp.) (West Coast of

ance, turning darker on exposure to light. It Africa).
varies greatly in weight. The lighter pieces are Khaya, frequently called "African mahogany"

often classed separately as "baywood."The wood in the trade, resembles mahogany in color, strue-
is practically odorless and tasteless. ture, and properties but differs in having slightly

The growth rings (probablyannual rings), larger pores and no well-defined growth rings (fig.
which are defined by light-colored lines, are 2-17). Occasionally narrow zones of less porous
widely variable in width from one thirty-second wood occur, but these must not be confused with

to one-half inch or more (fig.2-16). The pores the sharply defined white lines found in mahog-

are plainly visible without a lens and uniformly any. The weight of the two woods is similar,
distributed throughout the growth ring, appear- although mahogany averages a little heavier.
ing as grooves on the longitudinal surfaces. Like mahogany, khaya has pores plainly visible

Numerous pores contain dark, amber-colored gum. without a lens, many of the pores containing a
The rays are also distinct without a lens. dark amber-colored gum.

Khaya resembles mahogany more than any other (j) American beech (Fagus grandifolia, for-
wood. It has about the same color, and the pores merly Fagus atroptmicea) (A, B, D, E, and east-
are fully as distinct without a lens, but the fine, ern half of C).
light-colored lines which define the growth rings American beech is a heavy, hard wood, without

are missing, thus affording an easy method of dis- characteristic odor or taste. The heartwood has
tinguishing the two woods. (Compare figs. 2--16 a reddish tinge, varying from light to moderately
and 2--17.) dark. The sapwood is usually several inches wide

Sweetgum and birch can be stained so as to and passes gradually into the heartwood.
imitate mahogany surprisingly well, but on The pores are invisible without a lens and de-
close inspection it will be found that the pores crease in size, slightly and gradually, from the
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Figure 2-10. Mahouany. Cross section maUnified 20 diameters.

Figure 2-17. Khaya. Cross section magnified 20 diaaneters.
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inner to the outer portion of each ring (fig.2-18). defined by a narrow, more light colored band in
Some of the rays are broad, being fully twice the outer part of each ring. The pores are not

as wide as the largest pores on cross sections. On visible without a lens and fairly uniform in size,
radial surfaces the larger ones appear as con- except that they are slightly smaller in the ex-
spicuous reddish-brown "flakes,"and on tangential treme outer portions of the annual rings.
surfaces as darker dashes, measuring about one- A striking characteristic of sycamore is the nu-
eighth inch with the grain. The other rays are merous relatively large rays conspicuous on
very fine. smoothly cut end surfaces (fig.2-19)and as darker

Maple resembles beech, except that in maple the reddish-brown "flakes"up to three-sixteenths inch
widest rays are about thesame width as the largest along the grain on radially cut hunber.and veneer.
pores and not so conspicuous on the radial sur- (7) Black cherry (Prtmus serotina) (A, B, C,
face. American sycamore resembles beech in D, E).
structure; but all the rays in sycamore are wide The wood of black cherry is moderately heavy,
and therefore appear more numerous, and the fairly straight-grained, and without characteristic
wood is considerably lighter in weight. odor or taste. The sapwood is narrow. The heart-

(k) American sycamore (Platanus occiden- wood has a lustrous, reddish-brown color.
talis), sometimes called plane. (Occurs in all The annual rings are fairly well defined on
States east of the Great Plains.) account of the slightly larger pores of the spring-

The wood of American sycamore is moderately wood, which decrease in size gradually toward the
heavy, being just slightly heavier than sweetgnin. outer limit of each annual ring. The pores are
It usually has interlocked grain and is subject to not visible without a lens.
shake, especially in large trees. The pale-reddish The rays are very distinct on the cross section,
sapwood is from 1½ to 3 inches wide and merges the larger ones being as wide as the largest pores
gradually into the reddish-brown heartwood. It (fig.2-20).
is without characteristic odor or taste. Cherry is easily distinguished from most other

The annual rings are, as a rule, distinct, being woods by its color. Mahogany has a similar color,

FiUnre 2 18. American bocch. Cross section magnified 20 diameters.
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Figure 2-20. Bktck cherrU. Cross section m<tynified 20 di<tmeters.
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but the pores in mahogany are easily visible with- Sugar maple and black maple, both classed as

out a lens and frequently contain a reddish-brown "hard maple," are heavy, hard, and difficult to

giun. cut across the grain. In these respects they differ
(m) The maples. from silver maple and red maple, which are classed

Sugar maple (Acer saccharophorum, form- as "softmaple," and are not quite so heavy and

erly Acer sacchartem) (A, B, C, D). hard, although red maple is heavier and harder
Black maple (Acer nignem) (B, D). than silver maple. The ranges in specific gravity
Red maple (Acer rubnem) (A, B, C, D, E). found in these species are given in table 2--2.
Silver maple (Acer saccharinum) (A, B, D, The sapwood is wide in all the maples and is

E, and southern half of C). often sold separately as "whitemaple." The heart-

Table 2-2. ßpecific Gravily Values of Four Maples

Specir vity based on weight when oven dry and volume-

Species When green When oven dry

Mirimum Averago Maximum Minimum Averago Maximum

Sugar maple 0. 49 0. 56 0. 68 0. 57 0. 68 0. 89
Black maple . 49 . 59 . 65 . 56 . 70 . 78
Red maple_

__
. 44 . 49 . 60 . 50 . 55 . 70

Silver maple
_

. 38 . 44 . 52 . 42 . 51 . 61

wood is light reddish-brown, without characteristic as the largest pores, and the pores decrease in size

odor or taste. and number toward the outer part of each annual
The annual rings are defined by a thin reddish ring.

layer usually conspicuous on dressed longitudinal (n) The birches.
surfaces. Yellow birch (Betula lutea) (A, B, C).

The pores are all very small and uniformly Sweet birch (Betula lenta), also known as
distributed throughout the annual rings (figs.2-21 black birch and cherry birch (A, B, and

and 2-22). eastern half of D).
The rays are very distinct without a lens, and Alaska birch (Betula neoalaskana) (Alaska).

under a lens the largest ones appear fully as wide Paper birch (Betula papyrifera) (A, C, and

as the largest pores. On radial surfaces the rays northern part of B).
are conspicuous as small reddish-brown "flakes" The woods of the yellow birch and sweet birch
about one thirty-second to one-sixteenth inch wide are so much alike that as a rule no distinction is
with the grain. In sugar maple and black maple made between the two, although sweet birch is
only part of the rays are as wide as the pores; the somewhat heavier. The yellow birch is the more
others are very fine, being barely visible with a abundant of the two. The heartwood of both is
lens. In both the soft maples nearly all the rays marketed as "red birch" and the sapwood as
appear broad, although usually not quite so broad "yellowbirch." The wood is heavy to very heavy,
as the large ones of the hard maples. They give straight or curly grained.
the appearance, however, of being more numerous. Alaska birch and paper birch are similar in
This is a rather fine distinction, and an inspector properties, both being moderately heavy and
should have samples for comparison. moderately hard.

Birch and beech resemble maple somewhat, al- The sapwood of all the birches is comparatively
though a little experience with the woods will wide and practically white; the heartwood is light
readily show the difference. Birch has larger to dark reddish brown. The heartwood of Alaska
pores, visible as fine grooves on dressed surfaces, and paper birch in trees of commercial size fre-
and the rays on the cross section are not distinctly quently is infected with decay. Birch wood is
visible without a lens. In beech some of the rays practically odorless and tasteless.
are very conspicuous, being fully twice as wide The annual rings are sharply but not conspic-
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Figure 1. Red maple. Cross section magnified 0 diameters.
Pilk fleck in lower right-hand quarter.

Fifure 2-22. SKUcr maple. Cross section magnified 20 diameters.
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FiUure 2-23. Yellow bircit. Cross section nuignified 20 diameters.

uously defined by a thin layer of denser tissue in and sweet birch by their lower weight, although
the outer part of each annual ring (fig.2-23). there is some overlapping, as is indicated by the
The pores are of ahnost uniform size throughout ranges in specific gravity of the wood of these
the annual rings and barely visible, under a good species at heights in the tree 8 to 16 feet above

light, on a very smoothly cut cross section. On ground as given in table 2-3.
dressed longitudinal surfaces the pores appear as Paper birch usually has numerous pith flecks
fine grooves. The rays are not visible without (sec.2.30) which are absent or comparatively
a lens, their diameter being much smaller than scarce in yellow and sweet birch, as a rule, although

that of the largest pores. they sometimes are common in the latter two
Yellow birch and sweet birch cannot positively species and scarce in paper birch. River birch

be distinguished from each other by means of the (Bet2da nigra), which is rarely cut into lumber,
wood alone. Neither can Alaska birch and paper also has numerous pith flecks, as a rule.
birch be distinguished from each other, but they Maple is occasionally confused with birch, but
can in many cases be differentiated from yellow the two are easily distinguished by the fact that

Table 2-3. Specific Gravity Values of Four I3irches

Specific gravity based on weight when oven dry and volume-

Species When green When oven dry

Minunum Average Maxhnum Mitiimum Average Maximum

Sweet birch-
_ _______

0. 53 0. 60 0. 68 0. 60 0. 71 0. 81
Yellow birch

____
. 48 . 55 . 61 . 55 . 66 . 74

Alaska birch
_________

. 44 . 49 . 55 . 51 . 59 . 66
Papor birch

_________
. 42 . 48 . 54 . 54 . 60 . 66
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in maple the pores are much smaller and the rays ish brown with a greenish tinge, occasionally pur-
wider, the latter being very distinct without a lish brown.
lens. The annual rings are limited by light-colored

(o) ßtoeetgum (Liquidambar styraciflua), also lines. The pores are evenly distributed through-
known as red gum (southernparts of B, D, E). out the annual ring, and are too small to be visible

Sweetgum is moderately heavy, with somewhat with the unaided eye. The rays are distinct with-

interlocked grain, and without characteristic odor out a lens but narrower than the largest pores (fig.
or taste. The sapwood (sold as "sapgum")is 2--25). The heavier grades of yellow-poplar are
highly variable in width. It is white, with a difficult to distinguish from magnolia and cucum-
pinkish hue, or often blued with sap stain. The bertree.
heartwood is reddish brown, often with irregular (q) ßouthern magnolia (Magnolia grandi-
darker streaks. The wood has a very uniform flora), also called evergreen magnolia. (Coastal
structure. The annual rings and pores are not Plain from southern North Carolina to eastern
distinct to the unaided eye, but the rays are fairly Texas.)
distinct without a lens (fig.2--24). This species is much like yellow-poplar in color

The fine, uniform texture, interlocked grain, and and structure but is appreciably heavier and
reddish-brown color are usually sufficient to dis- stronger. The heartwood normally is greenish
tinguish sweetgum from other woods. yellow or brown, but occasionally it exhibits vari-

(p) Yelloto-poplar (Liriodendron tt:l pifera), ous shades of purple to almost black. It has no
also known as whitewood, tulip poplar, tuliptree characteristic odor or taste.
(B, D, E). The annual rings are fairly distinct on smooth

Yellow-poplar is moderately light, straight surfaces, being defined by narrow, whitish lines.
grained, and without characteristic odor or taste. The pores are too small to be visible without a lens,
The sapwood is from 1 inch to several inches wide. uniform in size, and evenly distributed in the an-
The heartwood is light to moderately dark yellow- nual ring. The rays are barely visible without a
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Figure 2-25. Yelloto-poplar. Cross sectiott tuaUttifie<l 20 <tiarneters.

lens, being light colored and about as wide as the dish-brown color. It is without taste, but has a
largest pores. slight characteristic odor even when dry. The

A similar species of magnolia, called sweetbay wood is diffuse porous, the pores being invisible
(Magnolia virginiasta), growing in the southeast- without a lens. The rays are fairly distinct on
ern portion of the country from southern New the end surface and often conspicuous on the radial
England to Texas, is of some commercial impor- surface (fig.2-26).
tance. No test data on the wood are available, but (s) Cottomcood (Populus spp.) (B, C, D, E,
it is reported to be similar to southern magnolia. F) .

Cucumbertree (Magnolia acuminata) is easily Cottonwood is light to moderately light, soft,
confused with yellow-poplar as well as with other and more or less cross-grained. The straighter-
species of magnolia, although it averages soinewhat grained lumber warps less and is believed to come
heavier than yellow-poplar. It is not quite so from old, slow-growing trees known as "yellow
heavy as southern magnolia and has narrower . cottonwood"indistinctionfromthe"whitecotton-

rays. It is frequently sold as yellow-poplar. It wood," which usually has wide annual rings and

grows in the same region, except in Florida and is more subject to warping. Cottonwood is with-
along the South Atlantic coast. (It can be posi- out taste but has a slight characteristic odor. The
tively distinguished from yellow-poplar and other heartwood, which is light grayish brown, is not
species of magnolia with a compound microscope.) clearly defined from the sapwood.

(r) Bassicood (Tilia glabra, Tilia heterophylla, The pores, which are barely visible to the naked
and other species), also known as linden (A, B, eye, are very numerous and of about uniform size
C, D, E). throughout the annual ring. The rays are very

Basswood is a light, soft, straight-grained wood fine, barely visible with a lens (fig.2-27).
with a creamy white or very pale brown color. The Light-weight water tupelo resembles cotton-
heartwood is not clearly defined from the sapwood. wood but has smaller pores. Yellow-poplar is
Occasionally the heartwood has an abnormal red- similar in weight and hardness, but its greenish
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Figure 2-26. 13assecood. Cross section neagnified 20 dianteters.

Figure 2-2'i. Cottonicood. Cross section magnified 20 diameters.
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Figue

tinge usually distinguishes it. Basswood has a the pores are not in distinct radial rows. (Com-
more creamy-white color, smaller pores, and more pare figs. 2-24 and 2-28.) The rays are very fine,
distinct rays. a fact which, together with the small pores and in-

(t) Water tupelo (Nyssa aquatica), also known conspicuous annual ring boundaries, makes the
as tupelo gum and tupelo. (Coastal and Missis- wood unusualy featureless except for its inter-
sippi bottomlands of E.) locked grain.

This is one of the most variable of native species The wood of swamp tupelo (Nyssa biflora),
of wood. Trees growing in inundated swamps which grows along the coast from Maryland to
usually have swelled butts which contain exceed- Texas, is indistinguishable from that of water
ingly light wood, whereas 10 to 16. feet above the tupelo and is usually marketed as such. Black-
ground the wood may be normal. Ranges in gum (Nyssa sybvatica) does not produce as light
specific gravity from 0.19 to 0.52 have been found wood and has darker heartwood, but even so it is
in trunks, and even lighter wood is produced in difficult to distinguish from the heavier wood of
the roots of this species in wet situations. The the other two species.
wood characteristically has interlocked grain.

The wide sapwood is dead white in color, and CONIFERS
the heartwood is light brownish gray. It is with-
out characteristic odor or taste. (u) The cedars.

The pores are very small (invisiblewithout a Alaska yellow-cedar (Ukamaecyparis noot-

lens), rather uniform in size, and fairlp evenly katensis), also known as Alaska cypress
distributed throughout the annual ring, which is (westernportion of H and northward along
bounded by a narrow line sometimes difficult to see the coast to Alaska).
clearly. Occasionally three or more pores are ad- Port Orford white-cedar (Chamaecyparis
jacent in radial rows, as seen with a hand Iens on latosoniana), also known as Port Orford
a smoothly cut surface, a fact which distinguishes cedar (southwesternOregon and north-
this wood from the sapwood of sweetgum, in which western California).
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Northern white-cedar (Thuja occidentalis) the characteristic odor of cedar shingles and a
(A, B, C). somewhat bitter taste when chewed. The wood

Western redcedar (Thuja plicata) (H, north- is not "pitchy"and contains no resin ducts, al-

ern F). though it contains a slight quantity of aromatic
California incense-cedar (Libocedrus decur- oils.

rens) (Oregon and California). The annual rings are distinct, moderate in width,

The wood of Port Orford white-cedar is mod- with a thin but well-defined band of summerwood
erately light in weight, straight-grained, and with (fig. 2--30). The springwood is very soft and
a pungent, spicy odor and taste. The sapwood spongy.
is not clearly defined from the heartwood, which Northern white-cedar resembles western red-
is very pale brown in color. cedar in odor and taste but generally is without

The summerwood is not dense and hard, as in the reddish hue; usually it has narrower annual
many coniferous woods, and the springwood is rings, less pronounced summerwood, and aver-
a little firmer than in the western redcedar, thus ages lighter in weight.
making Port Orford white-cedar a wood very uni- California incense-cedar is also very similar to
form in structure and less spongy than some of western redcedar, although it has wider sapwood
the other cedars (fig.2-29). as a rule. Particles of amber-colored resin in the

The odor and very light-brown color are usually ray cells, as seen on the radial surface with a good
enough to identify Port Orford white-cedar. hand lens, are abundant in California incense-

Alaska yellow-cedar is similar to Port Orford cedar but ahnost absent in the western redcedar.
white-cedar in weight and structure but is almost In California incense-cedar (fig.2-31) the spring-
clear yellow in color. The odor is less spicy, more wood is firmer than in western redcedar, making
disagreeable, but also strong and characteristic. the wood as a whole more uniform in texture.

Western redcedar is light in weight and Although the odor and taste resemble those of
straight-grained. The sapwood is rarely over 1 western redcedar, they are more acrid in California
inch wide. The heartwood is reddish brown, with incense-cedar.

Figure 2-29. Port Orford white-ceder. Cross section magnified 20 diameters.
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FiUnre 2-30. Western redcedar. Cross section magnified 20 diameters.

Fifure 2-31. California incense-codar. Cross section maßnified 20 diameters.
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(v) The schite pine group. thin layer of sulmnerwood approximating the
Eastern white pine (Pinus strobres) (A, B, white pines in appearance, and is sometimes sold

C). as "whitepine." It usually can be distinguished,
Western white pine (Pinus monticola), also however, by its horny, glistening layer of summer-

known as Idaho white pine (F, H, I). wood, especially in the wider rings, in which it is
Sugar pine (Pinus lambertiana) (I). more conspicuous. (Compare figs. 2-32 and

Eastern and western white pine are very similar 2-34.) Often the sununerwood is more distinct
in the character of the wood. They are light to on the longitudinal surface. In a shipment of
moderately light, straight-grained, and practically ponderosa pine lumber, numerous boards with

tasteless but have a slight, yet distinct, resinous conspicuous layers of summerwood may usually
odor. Of the two, the western species is slightly be found.
heavier. The sapwood varies from 1 to several Sugar pine is very much like other species of
inches in width. The heartwood is creamy brown the white pine group in structure and properties.
to light reddish brown, especially reddish at knots. The sapwood is from 1 to several inches wide.

The annual rings are distinct, but the summer- The heartwood is very light brown, only slightly
wood is not a pronouncedly darker or appreciably darker than the sapwood and practically never
harder layer. Through a lens, the resin ducts reddish, as is the case quite often in the white

appear on the cross section as specks or minute pines. Brown stain, which is common, is caused
openings (fig. 2-32). On longitudinal surfaces by drying the lumber under certain conditions.
they usually are visible to the naked eye as yellow- The summerwood never appears as a horny,
ish-brown lines. Exudations of resin occur occa- glistening band as in the yellow pines.
sionally, especially when the wood is warmed. The wood of sugar pine has a slightly coarser

Since the eastern and western white pines are texture than that of white pine; that is, the fibrous
very similar in appearance and properties, it is cells and resin ducts have a greater average di-
not necessary to distinguish between the two com- ameter. The distinction is rather fine, however,
mercially. The outer portion of ponderosa pine to use without a compound microscope (fig.2-33) .

logs usually has narrow annual rings, with a very On a longitudinal surface the resin ducts usually

Figure 2-82. Eastern white píne. Cross section magnified 20 diameters.
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Figure 2-33 ßugar pine. Cross section magnif ed 20 diameters.

Figure 2-3/;. Ponderosa pine. Cross section magnified 20 diameters.
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are more conspicuous as brownish lines, but in odor, especially when freshly cut. The sunnner-
some pieces of sugar pine they are inconspicuous, wood of both species,3vhich is dark and hornlike,
and occasionally in eastern white pine, western distinguishes them from species of the white pine
pine, and ponderosa pine they may be just as group, although often it is very narrow, especially
prominent as in any sugar pine. in ponderosa pine. (Compare figs. 2-34 and 2-35.)

White granular exudations with a sweetish taste (Red pine is the only one of the native pines that
are quite common in sugar pine lumber and when can positively be distinguished from all other
present are the most reliable means of distinguish- native species of pine with a compound
ing it from other pines. microscope.)

(tc) The yelloto pine group (m)Douglas-§r (Pseudotsuga taxifolia) ,
also

Ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) (F, G, known as red fir, yellow fir, and "Oregon pine"
H, I). (export) (F, G, H, I).

Red pine (Pinus resinosa), also called Nor- Douglas-fir differs from true firs (white fir,
way pine (A, northern part of B, C). noble fir, balsam fir, etc.) in that it is heavier,

- Ponderosa pine is one of the lightest and weak- stronger, more durable, and has resin ducts and

est woods of the yellow pine group and averages distinctly darker, heartwood. The heartwood has
only slightly heavier than western white pine. a l'eddish hue, usually quite pronounced, espe-
It is more variable, however, some of the more cially after exposure, although in old coast firs the
vigorous second growth approximating solithern outer part of the heartwood is less reddish and
yellow pine in structure and properties. is marketed as "yellowfir." The heartwood of

Red pine is somewhat heavier than ponderosa Douglas-fir has a characteristic odor when worked.
pine, on the average, and less variable in weight. The sapwood is from one to several inches wide.

The sapwood of both species varies from 2 to 4 The annual rings are made distinct by a con-
inches in width, and the heartwood is light spicuous band of summerwood. Resin ducts are
reddish brown, becoming darker on exposure to not so distinct as in the pines, usually appearing

light. The heartwood has a distinct resinous as whitish specks in the summerwood. Often

Figure 2-35. Red pine. Cross section magnified 20 diameters.
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Figure 2-36. Douglas-fir. Cross section m<tynifle<l 20 <li<tmeters.

several ducts are in short tangential rows, a fea- usually straight-grained woods. In the white

ture not normally found in the pines. (Compare spruce and red spruce the heartwood is as light
figs. 2-35 and 2-36.) Slight exudations of resin colored as the sapwood, but in Sitka spruce the
ou cross sections are connnon or can usually be heartwood has a light reddish tinge, making it a
made to appear slightly by warming the wood. little darker than the sapwood.
The wood is moderately heavy to heavy. The annual rings are clearly defined by a dis-

With a compound microscope, Douglas-fir can tinct, but not very hard and horny, band of sum-
easily be distinguished from all other commercial merwood. Spruce resembles the white pines in
woods by the presence of fine spirals in the fibers texture, but the resin ducts are fewer and smaller
that resemble the thread in a nut. This can be in spruce (comparefigs. 2-32 and 2-38), usually

seen under a microscope on a longitudinal split appearing on the cross sections as whitish specks
surface without preparing a microscopic slide. iu the suunnerwood and on longitudinal surfaces

(y) Western larch (Lario occidentalis) (F, H). as faint lines. Pitch pockets are occasionally
Larch resembles Douglas-fir considerably but found in spruce, and slight exudations of resin

has narrower sapwood (rarelyover 1 inch) and, occur on cuts made before the wood is seasoned.
instead of being reddish in color, the heartwood On account of its reddish tinge, Sitka spruce
is russet brown. The resin ducts in the two spe- inight be confused with light grades of Douglas-
cies are of about the same character, although the fir. The fir, however, has wider summerwood,
fir is more resinous as a rule (fig.2-37). except in very narrow rings; therefore, rings of

(z) The spruces. average width should be compared. Split or
White spruce (Picea glauca, formerly Picea smoothly dressed tangential surfaces of Sitka

canadensis) (A, C). spruce usually have numerous slight indentations
Red spruce (Picea rubra) (A, B). which give it a "pocked"appearance never found
Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) (alongcoast in Douglas-fir (fig.2-39). This characteristic is

from northern California into Alaska). more pronounced in material with narrow annual
The spruces are light to moderately 1Ïght, rings and may be missing entirely in wide-ringed
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F¡gure 2-ß7. estern larch. Cross section magnified 20 dia ciers.

Figure -38. Sitko sproce. Cross section magn¡ßed 20 diameters.
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SITKA SPRUCE 00VgAS, AR

Figure 2- ß9. Split irrngential, surfaces of Sitlett spruce avs<l Dougl<ts-fir allowing 11te "poeleted"reppearance of títe
spruce, not founti in Dottgltts-(r. T1tis c1ttt/Wcteristic is most pronounced in Siilta apruce with narroic rings
and is almost entirely absent in very icide-rittged neaterial,

spruce, especially that near the center of the tree. arbitrary terms without definite meaning. As a
Occasionallÿ the eastern spruces also show this rule, the darker grades are heavier, but that is
uneven tangential surface to a slight extent. Some not always the case. The heartwood has a char-
ponderosa pine trees also develop this "pocked"acteristic rancid odor when fresh. In dry wood
appearance of the wood, but the pine can be dis- the odor is less pronounced, but can often be de-
tinguished by the large and more numerous resin tected by.whittling or, better yet, sawing the wood
ducts and darker heartwood. and holding the sawdust to the nostrils. The wood

Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmanni) is a is without characteristic taste. The weight varies

conunon tree of the Rocky Mountain and Cascade from moderately light to moderately heavy.
Ranges. That growing in the United States aver- The annual rings usually are irregular in width

ages lighter in weight than Sitka spruce and and outline (fig.2-40). The summerwood is very
therefore a smaller percentage is of suitable distinct but narrow, although often wider than in
strength for use in aircraft. The wood of Engel- the cedars. Cypress wood feels greasy or waxy
mann spruce cannot be distinguished from that to the touch, especially the heavier and darker
of white and red spruce by its color or cellular kinds. Resin ducts and exudations of resin are
structure. absent.

(aa) The cypresses. . Baldcypress resembles the cedars and redwood
Baldcypress (Taxodium distichum) (E). somewhat; but the cedars have an aromatic odor
Pondcypress (Taxodium ascendens) (E). and spicy taste, and redwood is tasteless and odor-

These two species cannot be distinguished by less.
means of the wood alone. They are highly vari- (bb) Redicood (ßequoiasempervirena) (North-
able in color and weight. Commercially, the wood western portion of I).
is often classified as "white,""yellow,""red,"and Redwood can easily be distinguished from other

"black"cypress according to color, but these are native species (exceptgiant sequoia, which grows
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MMMEla un aFigure 2--40. Baldcypress. Cross section nified 20 diameters.

Figure 2-41. Redwood. Cross section magnißed 20 dictmeters.
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in the Sierra Nevada Mountains but is not com- 242) and California red fir the springwood as
mercially important) by its moderately light, red- well as the summerwood has a faint reddish tinge,
dish brown wood without odor or taste. Western making it difficultto distinguish these species from
redcedar heartwood, with which it is most easily western hemlock, which they also resemble closely
confused, has pronounced odor and taste. It has in structure. In fact, it often is not possible to
no pores or resin ducts (fig.241). The sunnner- distinguish these species without a compound
wood, although usually narrow, is rather dense. microscope. Although the suunnerwood is dis-
The color may vary from light to dark shades of tinct in all of these species, it is not as hard as
reddish brown. in Douglas-fir. The wood is light to moderately

(cc) The t2meßrs. light in weight.
Noble fir (Abies procera, formerly Abies Resin ducts are normally absent in the true firs,

nobilis) (H). although occasionally tangential rows of trau-
California red fir (Abies magnigca) (I, matic ducts (abnormalducts due to an injury)

southern H). are present, but exudations of resin rarely occur.
Pacific silver fir (Abies amabilis (western The wood is practically tasteless, but the heart-

half of H and I and along the coast to wood often has a disagreeable odor, especially
southern tip of Alaska). when green or remoistened.

White fir (Abies concolor) (G, H, I). (dd) Western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla)
Grand fir (Abies grandis) (H, and north- (F, H, and northwestern California).

western parts of F and I). This is a moderately light, straight-grained
These and other species of lesser importance species. The sapwood is not readily distinguished

belong to the true, or balsam fir group, which is from the heartwood, which is pale brown in color
distinct from Douglas-fir. Both heartwood and with a reddish tinge. Narrow bands of summer-
sapwood of white fir, grand fir, and Pacific silver wood, which are not very hard, clearly define the
fir are nearly white in color-more specifically, annual rings (fig.2-43). The springwood as well

the springwood is white but the summerwood is as the summerwood is slightly reddish, which

brownish with a lavender tinge. In noble fir (fig. makes it difficult to distinguish hemlock from noble

Figure 2-!,2. Noble fir. Cross section magnified 20 dianteters.
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Figitre 2-!;S. Western 1eemloc1c.. Cross section ot<tynified 20 diameters.

fir. Resin ducts are normally absent, although paratively large, forming a distinct porous
frequently tangential rows of traumatic resin ring, and decrease in size more or less
ducts are found, appearing in the form of dark abruptly toward the summerwood. (For
lines on transverse and longitudinal sections. "Diffuse-porus woods," see B, p. 42.)
Resia does not ordinarily exude from these ducts, 1. Sunnnerwood figured with irregular V-
and the wood may be said to be non-resinous for shaped patches of pores and light-colored
all practical purposes· tissue extending across the annual rings

2.16. KEY FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF lŸOOD USE-
and visible without a lens on a smoothly

TUL IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF AIRPLANES. (Unless cut cross section. Many rays very broad
otherwise directed, all observations as to structure and conspicuous. Wood heavy to veryshould be made on end surfaces of rmgs of average heavy.
width cut smoothly with a, sharp knife; and all
observations as to color should be made on freshly THE OAKS.
cut longitudinal surfaces of the heartwood. A a. Pores in the summerwood very small and
lens with a magnifying power of from 8 to 15 so numerous as to be exceedingly difficult
diameters should be used.) to count under a lens; pores in the spring-

wood of the heartwood more or less com-
HARDWOODS pletely plugged with tyloses; except in

chestnut oak, in which they are moreI. Wood with pores. The pores are conspicu-
. open. Heartwood brown, usually with-ously larger than the surroundmg cells, .

out reddish tmge.although in some species they are not visible

without magnification. Neither the pores nor THE WHITE OAK GROUP, page 11.
the fiber cells are in continuous radial rows· b. Pores in the summerwood larger, dis-
(For "Wood without pores," see II, p. 43.) tinctly visible with (sometimeswithout)

A. Ring-porous woods; that is, the pores at the a. hand lens, and not so numerous but
beginning of each annual ring are com-. that they can readily be counted under
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a lens, pores in the springwood mostly rounded by light-colored tissue (paren-
open; tyloses not abundant. Heartwood chyma), which projects more or less
brown, usually with reddish tinge. tangentially, occasionally connecting

THE RED OAK GROUP, page 12, pores widely separated, especially to-
. ward the outer portion of the annual

2. Summerwood figured with long or short . .

rings. Grain usually straight.
wavy bands running more or less parallel
with the annual rings, and visible without THE ASHES.

a lens on a smoothly cut cross section. Rays ai. Projections of light-colored tissue
not distinct without a lens. from the pores of the outer summer-

a. Careful examination with a hand lens wood comparatively long and distinct.
shows that the pores of the summerwood Heartwood grayish brown, occasion-

are very numerous and joined so as to ally with reddish tinge. Sapwood
form more or less wavy tangential bands. wide and usually present in wide

Grain frequently interlocked. boards. Wood heavy.

THE ELMS. GREEN ASH, page 15.

a . Large pores in the springwood usually WHITE ASH, page 15.

in one row, except in very wide rings. A. Projections of light-colored tissue
Heartwood light reddish brown. Sap- from the pores of the outer summer-
wood usually more than 1 inch wide. wood short, often absent. Heartwood

a2. Rows of pores in the springwood grayish brown. Sapwood usually less
than 1 inch wide and therefore scarceconspicuous because they are large

enough to be plainly visible with- in lumber. Wood moderately heavy.
out a lens; they are mostly open, BLACK ASH, page 15.
containing only a few tyloses; and 3. Summerwood not figured with radial orthey are fairly close together· tangential bands distinctly visible without
Wood moderately heavy; fairly a lens. Pores in the summerwood com-
easy to cut· paratively few and isolated or in radial

AMERICAN ELM, page 14. rows of two or three. Rays not distinctly

b2. Rows of pores in the springwood visible without a lens.
a. Numerous continuous fine li<rht-coloredinconspicuous because they are ' ' e =

small, being barely visible without tangentiallines (parenchyma)independ-

a lens; they are closed with tyloses, ent of the pores in each annual ring

especially in the heartwood; and plamly visible under a lens. Sapwood
wide; heartwood reddish brown. Woodthey often are somewhat separated.

Wood heavy; difficult to cut. very heavy.
ai. Pores decreasing in size abruptly

ROCK ELM. page 14· from springwood to summerwood.
CEDAR ELM, page 14· THE TRUE HICKORIES, page 17.

bi. Large pores in springwood in several bi. Pores decreasing in size more or less
rows; mostly open, containing few gradually from springwood to sum-
tyloses. Heartwood deep reddish merwood.
brown. Sapwood usually less than 1 PECAN, page 17.
inch wide. Wood moderately heavy.

b. No fine lines of parenchyma visible ex-
SLIPPERY ELM, page 14 cept occasional short projections of par-

b. Careful examination with a hand lens enchyma from the outermost pores of,the
shows the pores of the summerwood to summerwood. Sapwood narrow; heart-
be few and isolated (or occasionally in wood grayish brown. Wood moderately
radial rows of two or three), but sur- heavy.
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BLACK ASH, page 15. on radial or tangential surfaces.

B. Diffuse-porous woods; that is, the pores are Pores crowded in springwood, de-
of about uniform size and evenly distrib- creasing in size and number in the
uted throughout each annual ring, or if they outer portion of the annual rings,

are slightly larger and more numerous in thereby giving rise to a harder and

the springwood they gradually decrease in darker band of summerwood. Wood
size and number toward the outer edge of heavy.

the ring. AMERICAN BEECH, page 19.
1. Pores comparatively large and conspicuous,

. . b. Largest rays about as wide as, or slightly
plamly visible without a lens. -

wider than, the largest pores.
a. Heartwood dark chocolate brown. Pores

. ai. Heartwood deep reddish brown. Sap-usually contam tyloses. Wood heavy. . .

wood usually less than 1½ mehes wide.
BLACK WALNUT, page 17. Pores slightly decreasing in size from

b. Heartwood reddish brown. Many pores inner to outer portion of each annual

partly filled with dark amber-colored ring, thereby defining the annual

gum. Wood moderately heavy to heavy. rings. Rays conspicuous on the radial

ai. Fine, light-colored, continuous tan- surface, but not darker than the sur-
gential lines varying from one thirty_ rounding wood. Wood moderately

second to one-half inch apart, prob- heavy.
ably borders of annual rings, plainly BLACK CHERRY, page 21.
visible without a lens· bi. Heartwood light reddish brown.

MAHOGANY, page 17. Sapwood usually several inches wide.
. Pores of uniform size throughout thebi. No fine, light-colored, tangential hnes .

present, although lighter colored zones
annual rmg. The rings defined by

. thm reddish-brown layer usuallywithout sharp boundaries may be pres- .

'

conspicuous also on longitudinal sur-ent. faces. The rays conspicuous on the
KHAYA, or "AFRICAN MAHOGANY," radial surface as reddish-brown flakes

page 10- one thirty-second to one-sixteenth
2. Pores not plainly visible without a lens inch wide with the grain.

(althoughbarely visible under favorable a2. Wood heavy, difficult to cut across
conditions in birch and cottonwood). the grain with a knife. Only part
a. Largest rays fully twice as wide as the of the rays broad, the others very

largest pores; visible on the radial sur- fine, barely visible with a lens.
faces as conspicuous "flakes."Heart- Pith flecks rarely present.
wood light reddish brown· BLACK MAPLE, page 23.

ai. Practically all rays on transverse and SUGAR MAPLE, page 23.tangential surfaces broad and appear-
ing crowded; up to three-sixteenths b2. Wood moderately heavy, fairly
inch wide with the grain on radial or easy to cut across the grain with

tangential surfaces. Pores crowded, a knife. Practically all the rays

decreasing 3ittle, if any, in size at ex- broad, but not so broad as in sugar
treme outer portion of the annual maple, therefore not so prominent
rings. Wood moderately heavy. but giving the appearance of being
AMERICAN SYCAMORE, page 91.

inore numerous. Pith flecks com-

Ã. Only part of the rays on transverse
inon.

RED MAPLE, page 23.
and tangential surfaces broad, the
others narrower than the largest pores, SILVER MAPLE, page

-23.

therefore not appearing crowded; up cx. Heartwood yellowish or brownish,
to one-eight inch wide with the grain with greenish tinge, sometimes pur-
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plish but never reddish brown. Wood dish) np to three thirty-seconds
moderately heavy. inch wide with the grain. Wood
SOUTHERN MAGNOLIA, page 26. light; has faint odor when

worked. Gram usually straight.
c. Largest rays narrower than the largest

pores. BASSWOOD, page 27.

ax. Pores comparatively large under a bs. Heartwood light gray, clearly but
lens, and barely visible without a lens not conspicuously defined from
under conditions of good light; white sapwood. Rays not con-
visible without a lens on a smooth spicuous under lens, all 1 to 3
longitudinal surface as fine grooves. pore-widths apart. Inconspicu-

a2. Heartwood brown or reddish ous on radial surfaces. Wood
brown; without characteristic odor. light to moderately heavy; with-

as. Wood heavy to very heavy. out characteristic odor. Grain
SWEET BIRCH, page 23. usually interlocked.

WATER TUPELO, page 27.
YELLOW BIRCH, page 23.

bs. Wood moderately heavy- SOFTWOODS
ALASKA BIRCH, page 23.

II. Wood without pores. The fibrous cells (tra-PAPER BIRCH, page 23. cheids) very small; practically uniform in
b2. Heartwood grayish white; with size except in the sununerwood, where they

faint but characteristic odor when are narrower radially; arranged throughout
worked. Wood light to moderately in definite radial rows. Rays very fine.
light- A. Resin ducts present; visible without a lens

COTTONWOOD, page 27. on longitudinal surfaces as brownish lines.
. . Occasionally pitch pockets, pitch streaks,b . Pores very small, not visible without . .

and exudations of resm also present. Resin-
a lens.

ous, or pitchy, odor.
a2. Heartwood reddish brown, often

figured with irregular darker 1. Individual resin ducts very distinct on
streaks; sapwood white or pinkish. cross sections under a lens, appearing as
Wood moderately heavy; grain minute openings; ilumerous, but nortaally
usually interlocked. not m rows.

SWEETGUM, page 26. THE PINES.

b2. Heartwood yellowish or brownish, a. Sunnnerwood inconspicuous and only
usually with greenish tinge, some- slightly harder than the springwood

times purplish, never reddish when cut across the grain. Heartwood
brown. Wood moderately light to light reddish or creamy brown. Wood
moderately heavy. Grain usually light to moderately light.
straight. EASTERN WHITE PINE, page 32.

CUCUMBERTREE, page 27. WESTERN WHITE PINE, page 32.
YELLOW-POPLAR, page 26.

SUGAR PINE, page 32.
c2. Heartwood light colored.

b. Summerwood conspicuously darker and
as. Heartwood creamy white or occa-

. harder than the springwood, appearingsionally slightly reddish, not .

as a glistenmg layer on transverse orclearly defined from the sapwood.
longitudinal surfaces, although usually

Larger rays conspicuous under a
- narrow. Wood moderately light to mod-lens; 2 to 10 pore-widths apart.

erately heavy.Rays often conspicuous on radial
surfaces as flecks (sometimesred- PONDEROSA PINE, page 32.
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RED PINE, page 34. brown, rarely containing amber-

2. Individual resin ducts indistinct on cross
colored specks of resin. Spring-

sections under a lens, appearing as whitish wood not firm. Sapwood usually

specks; not numerous, frequently in tan- less than 11nch wide.

gential rows of two or more. WESTERN REDCEDAR, page 30.

a. Heartwood reddish or yellowish; with b2. Rays, as seen under a hand lens on
characteristic slightly resinous odor freshly split radial surface, orange
different from pine. Wood moderately red with numerous fine amber-
light to moderately heavy. colored specks of resin. Spring-

DOUGLAS-FIR, page 34. wood firm. Sapwood usually over
1½ mehes wide.

b. Heartwood moderately dark brown or
reddish brown, much darker than sap

CALIFORNIA INCENSE-CEDAR, page 30.

wood; odorless. Wood moderately bi. Heartwood without characteristic
heavy. taste, odor somewhat rancid. Longi-

WESTERN LARCH, page 35. tudinal surfaces often feel and appear
waxy. Weight variable from mod-

c. Heartwood pale reddish brown, slightly erately heavy.
darker than sapwood; odorless. Wood
moderately light. BALDCYPRESS, page 37.

SITKA SPRUCE, page 35. 2. Odor of dry wood faint, not distinctive-
practically odorless and tasteless. Wood

d. Heartwood almost white, same color as light to moderately light.
sapwood; odorless. Wood moderately

a. Heartwood medium to dark reddish
light· brown, sapwood white.

RED SPRUCE, page 35. REDWOOD, page 37.
WHITE SPRUCE, page 35. b. No distinction in color between heart-

B. Resin ducts, pitch pockets, pitch streaks, and wood and sapwood, both pale reddish
exudations of resin normally absent. brown.

1. Odor of dry wood distinctive. ai. Springwood white, summerwood
, a. Heartwood light canary yellow. Odor brown with lavender tinge.

not spicy or aromatic, somewhat dis~ PACIFIC SILVER FIR, page 39.
agreeable. Wood moderately heavy.

WHITE FIR, page 39.
ALASKA YELLOW-CEDAR, page 29.

bi. Springwood and summerwood pale
b. Heartwood pale brown, not reddish· reddish brown.

a2. Odor pungently spicy. Heartwood
a,. Heartwood with disagreeable odor,

not much darker than sapwood.
 

especially when moist.
Wood moderately light.

CALIFORNIA RED FIR, page 39.
PORT ORFORD WHITE-CEDAR, page 29. NOBLE FIR, page 39.

bx. Odor mildly aromatic, not .pungent. b2. Heartwood without disagreeable
Heartwood distinctly darker than odor.
sapwood. Wood very light• WESTERN HEMLOCK, page 39.

NORTHERN WHITE-CEDAR, page 30.
2.2. General Characteristics

c. Heartwood moderately light to dark
brown or reddish brown. 2.20. SPECIFIC ÜRAVITY AND UNrr WEIGHTS OF

as. Heartwood with bitter taste, odor re- WoOD. The specific gravity or unit weight of a
sembling cedar shingles. Wood light. piece of wood based on its weight and volume when

a2. Rays, as seen under a hand lens on oven dry or at a known moisture content affords a
freshly split radial surface, light good index of its strength when free from weaken-
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ing defects. In any species pieces of low specific gether with values of the change, in unit weight

gravity are almost invariably low in strength prop- accompanying a change of 1 percent in moisture
erties for the species. Consequently specifications content.1 The averages at 15 perceut may be used
for aircraft lumber and requirements for impor- directly to compute the average weights of wood

tant parts include minimum allowable values of parts at that moisture content and with the aid
specific gravity. Also, in order to avoid excep- of values from columns 11 or 12 the average weight

tionally heavy pieces upper limits of specific grav- at some other moisture content may be computed.
ity are included for some species (sec.2.414). The tabulated minimum weights may be used to
Since both the weight and volume (belowthe determine whether or not a piece of material is
fiber-saturation point) of a piece of wood change above the specified minimum weight. The follow-
with changes in moisture content, it is necessary ing example illustrates this use:
to specify conditions under which the weight and A spruce spar 11/16 by 5½ inches by 17½ feet
volume are to be measured. is found to weigh 17.35 pounds, and the moisture

For convenience specific gravity requirements content indicated by an electric moisture meter is
for wood in aircraft are based on weight and vol- 11 percent. What is the specific gravity of the
ume when oven dry. Some of the current issues spar based on weight and volume when oven dry ?
of AN specifications for aircraft woods give, in The weight per cubic foot of the spar at 11 per-
addition to the minimum values of specific gravity cent moisture content is :

on this basis, equivalent values of weight per cubic 17.35
foot (includingmoisture) at several values of 1 Õš25×5.5 =24.43 lb. per cu. ft.
moisture content in the range of 8 to 16 percent as 144

×17.5

alternatives. From column 12, table 24, the adjusting constant
Specification AN-W4a describes three methods for 1 percent change of moisture content for spruce

for the determination of specific gravity based on is 0.120. 0.120×11=1.32. This value deducted
weight and volume when oven dry. These are from 24.43 (theweight per cubic foot at 11 percent
designated respectively "Volumetric displace- moisture content) equals 23.11 pounds per cubic
ment," "Linear measurement," and "Empirical." foot on an oven-dry basis. From table 2--5, 23.11
The first two depend on obtaining the weight and pounds per cubic foot equals a specific gravity
volume of pieces of wood after they have been of 0.371. This is the specific gravity of the spar
dried to zero moisture content. Obviously, they based on its weight and volume when oven dry.
can be used only on samples and are not applicable Obviously also the data of table 24 can be used
to actual airplane parts. The "EmpiricaF' method to establish schedules of minimum acceptable
may be applied to actual parts, or to full-sized weights of parts having known volumes and mois-
pieces of lumber and is readily usable for produc ture content. For example, the required weight
tion control. It depends on determining the of a spar of noble fir at 15 percent moisture con-
weight (in pounds) and the volume (in cubic tent is 23.9 pounds per cubic foot (table24, col-
inches), estimating the moisture content by mois-

umn 10). If a spar of this species has a volume of
ture meter or otherwise, dividing weight by vol 0.710 cubic foot and weighs 16.85 pounds at 11
ume, and multiplying the result by a factor F percent moisture content, what will be its weight
which takes into account the units of weight and

per cubic foot at 15 percent moisture content?
volume employed, the expected shrinkage from Then the weight of the spar per cubic foot is
the current moisture content to zero, and the 16.85
weight of moisture included in the piece. The re- g or 23.73 lb.
sult is a computed value of specific gravity based
on weight and volume when oven dry. ValueS I The values in table 2-4, columns 4 and in 6 to 12, inclusive,

ivere derived from the averages in columns 2 and 3 and the
for F for a number of aircraft species and for minimum given in Column 5 by the steps indicated in the foot-

different values of moisture content are oiven in "° "*° the tanie. vaines of minimum permissinie weights per
cubic foot at 15 percent moisture content in this table do not

a table included in the specification. agree exactly with those in the several AN specifications for air-
. . . craft woods and computations made from this table may disagree

Table 2-4 gives average and minimum permlS- slightly with those that may be made from table 1 of AN Speci-

sible values of unit weight for the oven-dry con. fication AN-W-4a. In general, the discrepancies are not
, significant. They are due to slight differences in the assumptionsdition and for 15 percent moisture content to- on which the several sets of underlying computations are based.
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TABLE 2-4. Average and Minimum Values of ßpecific Grcevity and Weight for Various Aircrctft Woods Under Di.gerent Conditions of Moisture and Accompanying
Adjusting Constcmts

Grams per cubic centiTneter and pounds per cubic foot Constants I for adjusting val-
Average Specifle gravity an1 we 1 en

i 11
ybased on weiglit 13ased on weight and volume at 15 percent moisture eon- tiesforeach 1percentchange

specific tent In 1noisture content
gravity

basedon
Species weiglat Average Minimur¤ 13ermitted Average Minimum permitted

av enal - For grams For polmds
volume Si3eeific Ereiglat per Specifie Weight per

Grains per greight per
Grams per Weight per

cepletrene
3 fr cribic

when greell gravity etibic foot gravity 2 etibic foot e lecteei
etibic foot 4 et ibnice

ce.T eubie foot 6

(1) . (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Haidwoods (broadleaved
species): Poinids Pounds Portuds Pounds

Ash,black__ _______- 0.451 0.531 33.1 0.48 30.0 0.553 34.5 0.502 31.3 0.00147 0.092
Ash,conanaercialwhite6

.535 .618

39.6
.56

34.9
.651

40.6
.593

37.0
.00220

.137

Basswood, American
.325 .398

24.8
.36

22.5
.405

25.3
.367

22.9
.00047 .029

Beech, Anaerican
.563 .671

41.9
.60

37.4
.694

43.3
.623

38.9
.00153 .095

Birch,Alaska__
.488 .594

37.1
.53

33.1
.607

37.9
.543

33.9
.00087 .054

Birch,papero_____
.484 .600

37.4
.54

33.7
.607

37.9
.547

34.1
.00047 .029

Birch, sweet and yel
lon__ ___ _______

.574 .688

42.9
.58

36.2
.709

44,2
.601

37.5
.00140 .087

Cherry,black__ ____

.471 .534

33.3
.48

30.0
.569

35.5
.515

32.1
.00233 .145

Cottonwood,eastern
.372 .433

27.0
.39

24.3
.454

28.3
.411

25.6
.00140 .087

Ehn,American__ ___

.458 .554

34.6
.50

31.2
.568

35.4
.514

32.1
.00093 .058

Elni,rock-___________
.574 .658

41.1
.60

37.4
.696

43.4
.638

39.8
.00253 .158

Hickory _(true hicko-
ries) 9___

__
______

.641 .801

50.0
.71

44.3
.806

50.3
.715

44.6
.00033 .021

Khaya ("African ma-
hogany")

__
____

.429 .467

29.1
.42

26.2
.510

31.8
.463

28.9
.00287

.179

Locust,black_ ______

.659 .708

44.2
.64

39.9
.779

48.6
.711

44.4
.00473 .295

Alagnolia, southern___
.460 .530

33.1
.48

30.0
.559

34.9
.509

31.8
.00193 .120

Alahogany 1°__
_____

.459 .508

31.7
.46

28.7
.549

34.3
.501

31.3
.00273 .170

Alaple,red____
.486 .546

34.1
.46

28.7
.585

36.5
.499

31.1
.00260 .162

Alaple,silver__
.439 .506

31.6
.46

28.7
.534

33.3
.488

30.5
.00187 .117

Alaple,sugar_
.564 .676

42.2
.60

37.4
.697

43.5
.621

38.8
.00140 .087

Oak,coinniercialred a
.561 .676

42.2
.62

38.7 .695

43.4
.639

39.9
.00127 .079

Oak co n1mercial
white "_.

.592 .719

44.9
.62

38.7
.736

45.9
.637

39.7
.00113 .071

Pecan __-. ____

.601 .694

43.3
.62

38.7
.731

45.6
.657

41.0
.00247 .154

Sweetgun1_.
____

_.-_

.441 .530

33.1
.48

30.0
.546

34.1
.496

31.0
.00107 .067

Sycaniore, Arnerican_
.456 .539

33.6
.49

30.6
.560

34.9 .511

31.9
.00140 .087

Tupelo,1vater______
.455 .524

32.7
.47

29.3
.553

34.5
.499

31.1
.00193 .120

TValnut,black _____

.513 .562

35.1
.52

32.4
.611

38.1
.569

35.5
.00327 .204

Yellow-poplar___
__

.376

i
.427

26.6
.38

23.7
.4õ4

28.8 ,407

2õ,4 i
,00180 ,112
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Softwoods (coniferousspe-
cies) :

Baldcypress
____

. 425 . 482 30. 1 . . 43 26. 8 . 513 32. 0 . 461 28. 8 . 00207 . 129
Douglas-fir (coast)

Class N
_

_ _ _ . 448 . 512 31. 9 . 45 28. 1 . 543 33. 9 . 481 30. 0 . 00207 . 129
Class L_

__-
. 381 . 432 27. 0 N

. 38 23. 7 . 460 28. 7 . 408 25. 5 . 00187 . 117
Fir, California red . 372 . 421 26. 3 . 38 23. 7 . 449 28. 0 . 408 25. 5 . 00187 . 117
Fir, noble--_

_ _
. 351 . 403 25. 1 . 36 22. 5 . 426 26. 6 . 383 23. 9 . 00153 . 095

Fir, Pacific silver . 351 . 415 25. 9 . 38 23. 7 . 431 26. 9 . 396 24. 7 . 00107 . 067
Fir, white _ _ _ . 348 . 397 24. 8 . 36 22. 5 . 421 26. 3 . 384 24. 0 . 00160 . 100
Hemlock, western . 382 . 443 27. 6 . 40 25. 0 . 466 29. 1 . 423 26. 4 . 00153 . 095
Inconse-cedar, Califor-

nia___ .346 .365

22.8
.32

20.0
.406

25.3
.361

22.5
.00273 .170

Larch, western
_ _ _ _

. 482 . 587 36. 6 . 53 33. 1 . 600 37. 4 . 543 33. 9 . 00087 . 054
Pine, eastern white_ . 344 . 373 23. 3 . 34 21. 2 . 408 25. 5 . 375 23. 4 . 00233 . 145
Pine, ponderosa_

_
_ _ . 379 . 420 26. 2 . 38 23. 7 . 454 28. 3 . 414 25. 8 . 00227 . 142

Pine, red_-__
_

. 440 . 507 31. 6 . 46 28. 7 . 535 33. 4 . 488 30. 5 . 00187 . 117
Pine, sugar_ __

_ _ _ _ _ . 348 . 378 23. 6 . 34 21. 2 . 413 25. 8 . 375 23. 4 . 00233 . 145
Pine, western white

_ _ _
. 363 . 418 26. 1 . 38 23. 7 . 441 27. 5 . 403 25. 1 . 00153 . 095

Redcedar, western. - - _ . 310 . 342 21. 3 . 31 19. 3 . 370 23. 1 . 338 21. 1 . 00187 . 117
Redwood

_ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . 380 . 416 26. 0 . 38 23. 7 . 453 28. 3 . 417 26. 0 . 00247 . 154

Spruce, red, white, and
Sitka---_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ . 362 . 407 25. 4 . 36 22. 5 . 436 27, 2 . 389 24. 3 . 00193 . 120

White-cedar, northern_ . 293 . 315 19. 7 . 29 18. 1 . 346 21. 6 . 321 20. 0 . 00207 . 129
White-cedar, Port Or-

ford_
_

_-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . 399 . 440 27. 5 0. 40 25. 0 . 477 29. 8 . 437 27. 3 . 00247 . 154
Yellow-cedar, Alaska_ . 415 . 465 29. 0 . 41 25. 6 . 499 31. 1 . 444 27. 7 . 00227 . 142

1(Columns 11 and12.) To adjust value to an oven-dry wofght and volume basis or to any desired 7 Values in this column are rounded from the product of the values in column 11 and 62.4 These
moisture content, add constant to value to be adjusted for each 1 percent increase in moisture below may be used for dircet adjustment of pounds por cubic foot with differences in moisture content below
the fiber-saturation point; subtract constant from value to be adjusted for each 1 pereent decrease in the fiber-saturation point but will be only approximate for changes greater than 8 percent moisture.moisture below the fiber-saturation point. These constants take shrinkage or swelling with moisture B Includes white ash, green ash, and blue ash.
changes into consideration. 3Includes shellbark hiekory, mcekernut hickory, pignut liiakory, and shagbark hickory.

Minimum permitted values are from ANC Handbook on Design of Wood Aircraft Structures 10 Includes material from Central America and Cuba.
Supplement No. 2, p. 11, table 2-1, February 1943. Includes white oak, but oak, swamp chestnut oak, and post oak.

3 Values in column 7 are obtained by taking 1.15 times the quantity, column 3 minus five-eighths of Includes northern red oak, southern red oak, laurel oak, water oak, swamp red oak, willow oak,
the difference between column 3 and column 2, namely, column 7=1.15 [col.3-¾ (col.3-col. 2]; (col. and black oak.
7-col.3)÷15-coL11. This value does not agree exactly with the value given in current ANC specifications. The

4 Values in this column are equal to values in column 7 times 62.4. values in the specifications were prepared under slightly different basic assumptions and are as follows:
a Values in this column are equal to values in column 5 plus column 7 minus column 3. Douglas-fir, elass N, 29.7, class L, 25.1; western hemlock, 26.7; Sitka spruce, 23.9.
6 Values in this column are equal to values in column 9 times 62.4. 8 Maximum value permitted, Douglas-fir, class L, 0.47; Port Orford white-cedar, 0.55.
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Tal>le 2-5. Pounds per Cul>ic Foot and Corresponding Specific Gravity Values

Pounds per cubic foot Specifie gravity Pounds per cubic foot Specific gravity Pounds per cubic foot Specific gravity

10 0. 100 28 - 0. 449 46_
_ _ _ __

0, 737
11 . 176 29 . 465 47_

__
. 753

12 . 192 30 . 481 48 . 769
13 . 208 31 . 497 49 . 785
14 . 224 32 . 513 50

_
. 801

15 . 240 33 . 529 51_ . 817
16

.256

34
.545

52_
.833

17 . 272 35 . 561 53_ . 849
18 . 288 36 . 577 54. . 865
19 . 304 37 . 593 55_ . 881
20 . 321 38 . 609 56_ . 897
21 . 337 39 . 625 57_ . 913
22 . 353 40 . 641 58_ . 929
23 . 369 41 . 657 59_ . 946
24 . 385 42 . 673 60_ . 962
25

.401

43
.689

61_
.978

26 . 417 44 . 705 62_ . 994
27 . 433 45 . 721 62.4

__________
1. 000

From column 12, table 2-4, the constant for ad- moisture content for comparison by use of the con-
justing weight per cubic foot for noble fir is 0.095 stants from table 2-4, columns 11 and 12.

per 1 percent moisture. To adjust the weight For example, if the wetted length of a specimen
from 11 percent moisture content to 15 percent of sweet or yeBow birch having a moisture con-
moisture content add (4×0.095)or 0.38 to 23.73 tent of 12 percent is six-tenths of its total length,
pounds per cubic foot. This equals 24.11 pounds the grams per cubic centimeter value is 0.60. To

per cubic foot at 15 percent moisture content. convert this to specific gravity on an oven-dry
Therefore, this spar is acceptable since the mini- weight and volume basis, multiply 0.00140 (the
nuun weight at 15 percent moisture content is 23.9 adjusting constant for sweet and yellow birch
pounds jaer cubic foot. from table 2-4) by 12 and subtract the product,

The weight of the spar at any other moisture 0.0168 from 0.60. This gives a specific gravity
content may be obtained in a similar manner. on the basis of weight and volume when oven-dry

2.200. Flotation method. A rapid method of of 0.60 minus 0.017, or 0.583.
determining the specific gravity or the unit weight For the same sample to adjust the value of grams
consists of determining the proportion of a piece per cubic centimeter at 12 percent moisture con-
of wood with parallel sides and square ends that tent to grams per cubic centimeter at 15 percent
is submerged when it is floated in water with the moisture content, add 3×0.00140, or 0.0042, to
longer dimension vertical or nearly so. That is 0.60 (gramper enbic centimeter at 12 percent
illustrated by figure 2-44. The piece is carefully moisture content) which equals 0.604 gram per
lowered into a container of water until it floats cubic centimeter at 15 percent moisture.
freely and then quickly removed so that water With careful manipulation the flotation method
is not absorbed. Also the water level is marked has been found to give results accurate to about

on the sample before the wetted length is ex- 0.01 gram per cubic centimeter. If a large pro-
tended by capillary action. The average wetted portion of the surface is end grain, as, for ex-
length is measured, and this, divided by the total ample, in a section 1 inch by 1 inch extending
length, gives the specific gravity directly of oven- across the width of a board, speed is essential in
dry samples. With samples of known moisture making the immersion and marking the water
content below the fiber-saturation point the values line in order to avoid error from the absorption
obtained by the flotation method may be converted of water.

to grams per cubic centimeter or weight per cubic The use of the flotation method may be facili-
foot at 15 percent moisture content, or to similar tated by estimating values directly from specimens
values on an oven-dry basis or to any desired markedin10equalunitsoflengthorbycomparing
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them with a scale of equal length so marked. For
determining the acceptability of material the
required immersion depth may be marked on
specimens before test.

2.201. ßpecißc gravity of veneer. A rapid
method of determining the specific gravity of

veneer has been developed. A sample of veneer
is accurately cut with an ordinary paper trimmer
to 100 square centimeters (10.0by 10.0 centi-
meters) or 50 square centimeters (7.07by 7.07
centimeters) depending upon its thickness. The
thickness of the veneer is measured by a microm-
eter to 0.001 inch. The veneer is then attached
to a sensitive spring of the type used in a Jolly
balance, and a chart is read directly in specific
gravity for the given thickness of veneer em-
ployed. Parallel readings for allowable toler-
ances of thickness are included. The specific grav-
ity of the sample at the current moisture content
is read directly from the chart. If the veneer is
oven dry, the specific gravity will thus be read
directly from the chart. For veneer at a moisture
content below the fiber-saturation point, a simple
conversion from current specific gravity to an
oven-dry weight and oven-dry volume basis may
be made by subtracting the product of a constant
and the percent of moisture. Such constants for
each species and for groups of species are given
in table 2--4, column 11.

The equil»nent required consists of (1) a paper
trimmer with adjustable stop to cut the veneer
samples to exact size; (2) a micrometer caliper
to measure veneer thickness; (3) a gage, consist-
ing of a steel plate, used to set the trimmer stop
for cutting samples of the desired surface area.

...-- (A rule graduated to 0.01 inch or to 0.02 centi-
meters may be used in the absence of a prepared
steel plate gage. Cut veneer sample at a slight
angle to the grain using a wood block to hold the
veneer flat.) ; (4) a sensitive helical spring, of

--- -- the type used in a Jolly balance, having an elon-
gation of about 5 centimeters per gram within

a range of about 9 grams; (5) a strong piece of
thread, one end of which is tied to the spring,
and the other end to a paper clip used to attach

1
y the veneer samples to the thread. The thread

carries an indicator, which should be checked fre-
Figure e-44. Flotation metisoa of determining specific quently at zero chart reading. The indicator maygravity or unit weiglet. Tree operation may be expedited be a horizonta11ine on a small piece of paper fast-and f lee accuracy en1tanced if t1te vessel is filled to over-

tiowing and tire water line maricea on tire specimen ened to the thread through two holes so that it can
immediately atter immersion. be slid up or down; (6) a suitable support from
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Figure 2-/¿5. Determining t1tc specific gravit?/ of vener .
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which the spring can be suspended, and upon hand line as a guide, slanting lines may be drawn
which the specific gravity chart may be fastened in turn across the other vertical lines of the chart,

in such a way that it may slide sideways back of thus supplying means of reading the specific
the thread supporting the specimen. The spring gravity for each thickness of veneer indicated by
and chart may be suspended by means of screw- the vertical lines on the chart (fig. 245).
eyes driven into a wall, in which event the di- Adjust the elongation of the spring to the
ameter of the screw-eye should be slightly larger specific gravity chart by intercepting the correct
than that of the spring. Where a wall is not avail- suspension point of the spring. This point can
able, the screw-eyes may be driven into the sur- be found experimentally as follows: place the
face of a flat board held vertically (fig. 2-45) ; small end of the spring through the supporting

(7) a 5-gram weight, to be used in adjusting the screw-eye (or other support) and insert a thin
elongation of the spring to the specific gravity strip of metal (an old razor blade will serve) over
chart; and (8) a specific gravity chart drawn the screw-eye and into a coil near the extremity
according to directions given in the following of the spring. With the paper clip in place, set
discussion. the zero line of the weight scale (shownon the

To construct a specific gravity chart for use in right side of the specific gravity chart) under the
this method, first find experimentally, from the indicator. Fasten the 5-gram weight to the paper
weight range permissible within the elastic limit clip and note where the indicator falls on the
of the helical spring described, the thicknesses of weight scale. If the indicator is carried past
veneer admissible for specimens of a given surface the 5-gram mark, remove the 5-gram weight and
area. shorten the effective length of the spring by inter-

Draw a.horizontal line across the top of a sheet cepting it farther down with the metal strip. Re-
of paper and divide this line into equal spaces of set the indicator on zero and again note the dis-
about one-half inch, the dividing point between placement made by the 5-gram weight. Repeat
the spaces to represent thickness of veneer by this procedure until the weight displaces the
0.001-inch classes; for example, 0.038, 0.039, 0.040, spring just the right amount to bring the indica-
etc. From each point on the horizontal line a tor from the zero point to the 5-gram line.
vertical line at right angles to the zero line is ex- It is a good plan to insure against the spring
tended downward. On the vertical line nearest being overloaded by placing a smaller screw-eye
the right hand edge of the sheet establish a weight under the spring at the point beyond which it
scale by suspending a 5-gram weight from the should not be stretched. If the suspension thread
spring and determining the elongation of the is then passed through this screw-eye, the spring
spring. This distance should be marked on the will not be elongated beyond this point.
chart from the zero line downward and will serve The procedure for determining the specific
at all times in synchronizing the spring and the gravity of veneer is as follows: (1) Set the paper-
chart. On the same line establish a maximum trimmer stop with the steel plate gage and cut the
specific gravity value for the chart by computing veneer sample to size. (Samples will have a
the voltune of a sample of the thickness designated square surface. Use 100-square-centimeter sam-
for that line and asstuning a weight slightly above ples for veneers of average density and of thin
the maximum of the range desired and within to medium thickness; use 50-square-centimeter
the elastic limit of the spring. Compute the samples for heavy woods or thick veneers. This
specific gravity of the theoretical specimen and precaution is taken to prevent overloading of the
locate this point on the vertical line. Interme- helical spring.) (2) Obtain the average thick-
diate specify gravity rea,dings for veneer of the ness of the sample with the micrometer, select the
same thickness may be provided by dividing the proper thickness line on the specific gravity chart,
vertical line in equal parts from the zero line and adjust the chart so that the selected line is
downward, each division representing a specific back of the vertical thread; (3) adjust the zero
gravity interval of 0.01 inch. For convenience line of the chart to the indicator on the thread;
in completing the chart the thickness scale at the (4) attach the veneer sample to the paper clip on
top may be extended to the left beyond the chart the thread and read the specific gravity as regis-
to a zero point. With this point as one reference tered by the indicator on the thread (fig.2-45).
and each of the specific gravity points on the right (When the sample is 50 square centimeters in
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surface area, the specific gravity reading will have that the specific gravity of the wood selected does
to be multiplied by 2.) If the sample is oven dry, not fall below a certain point, and it is not the
the specific gravity of a 100-square-centimeter actual determination of the specific gravity of

sample is thus obtained without computation; each sample that is sought. In these instances, it
(5) if the sample is not oven dry, correct the is possible to shorten still further the inspection
specific gravity from current volume and moisture procedure, as follows: First, cut the veneer sample
content below fiber-saturation point to an oven- to size. Then, from the specifications determine
dry basis by use of the constants appearing in the the maximum thickness to be dealt with in the
table 2-4, column 11. For approximate values tolerance range of the veneer samples to be tested.
the constant may be rounded to the nearest digit Set the thickness scale of the specific gravity chart
in the third decimal place, as 0.001, 0.002, and for this thickness back of the thread and note the
0.003. passing mark (leastpassing specific gravity mark,

To use the chart for veneer in thicknesses of corrected for moisture content when necessary)
0.014 to 0.021 inch, suspend a sample 100 square on the chart. Assume that all pieces registering

centimeters in surface area on the line of the chart an equal or greater value than this are acceptable.
representing twice its actual thickness, and double The pieces that do not pull the indicator down to
the reading to obtain the correct specific gravity. the passing mark may be deficient in thickness
To use the chart for veneer in thicknesses of 0.056 and, after being calipered, they still may be accept-

.to

0.086 inch, suspend a sample 50 square centi- able if they reach the passing mark for their
meters in surface area on the line representing particular thickness. This leaves only a fraction
half its thickness, and read specific gravity di- of the total number of pieces to be calipered, thus
rectly from the chart. saving time in inspection.

In some inspections, the object is to ascertain 2.202. Conversion equivalents. Tables 2-5 and

Table 2-8. Specific Gravity Values and Corresponding Pounds per Cubic Foot

Specific gravity Pounds per cubic foot Specific gravity Pounds per cubic foot Specific gravity Pounds per cubic foot

I
0.15 9.4 0.44 27.5 0.73 45.6

.16

10.0
.45

28.1
.74

46.2
.17

10.6
.46

28.7
.75

46.8
. 18 11. 2 . 47 29. 3 . 76 47. 4
.19

11.9
.48

30.0
.77

48.0
.20

12.5
.49

30.6
.78

48.7
. 21 13. 1 . 50 31. 2 . 79 49. 3
. 22 13. 7 . 51 31. 8 . 80 49. 9
. 23 14. 4 . 52 32. 4 . 81 50. 5
. 24 15. 0 . 53 33. 1 . 82 51. 2
. 25 15. 6 . 54 33. 7 . 83 51. 8
.26

16.2
.55

34.3
.84

52.4
. 27 16. 8 . 56 34. 9 . 85 53. 0
. 28 17. 5 . 57 35. 6 . 86 53. 7
. 29 18. 1 . 58 36. 2 . 87 54. 3
. 30 18. 7 . 59 36. 8 . 88 54. 9
. 31 19. 3 . 60 37. 4 . 89 55. 5
. 32 20. 0 . 61 38. 1 . 90 56. 2
. 33 20. 6 . 62 38. 7 . 91 56. 8
.34

21.2
.63

39.3
.92

57.4
.35

21.8
.64

39.9
.93

58.0
. 36 22. 5 . 65 40. 6 . 94 58. 7
. 37 23. 1 . 66 41. 2 . 95 59. 3
. 38 23. 7 . 67 41. 8 . 96 59. 9
. 39 24. 3 . 68 42. 4 . 97 60. 5
. 40 25. 0 . 69 43. 1 . 98 61. 2
.41

25.6
.70

43.7
.99

61.8
. 42 26. 2 I . 71 44. 3 1. 00 62. 4
. 43 26. 8 . 72 44. 9
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Table 2--7. Conversion Factors for Grams per Cubic Centimeter and Po2mds per Cubic Foot

Given 70 201

Grams per Pounds per
cc. cu. ft.

Multiply by Multiply by

Weightingrams
__ _

__ ______ _ _ _ ___ ____ _ 62.4
Volume in cubic centimeters

Weight in pounds
_ _ _ __ _ _

_ _ _ _ 0. 016 ..

Voluine in cubic feet
Weight in pounds

_ __
2. 31 144

Length in feetX width in inchesXthickness in inches
Weight in pounds

_ _ ____
27. 7 1728

Volume in cubic inches
Weight in ounces _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1. 73 108

Volume in cubic inches
Weight in grams . 061 3. 81

Volume in cubic inches

6 list equivalents between pounds per cubic foot 4. At 12 percent moisture content 1 cubic foot
and grams per cubic centimeter or specific gravity of the spar=27.2-3×0.120=26.84, or 1
that will be useful when conversion between these foot of length of the spar=26.84×0.0586
units is desired. = 1.57 pounds per foot of length,

Means of arriving at grams per cubie centimeter 2.21. MOISTURE CONTENT.

or pounds per cubic foot by the use of different 2.210. Moisture Content of Green Lumber. In
units of weight and measurement are given in
table 2-7 living trees, sapwood geuerally contains more

water than heartwood. This is particularly true2.203. Decimal Equivalents of Fractions of an - - -

of the conifers, m the sapwood of which there is
Inch often considerably more water than in the heart-

½c=0.0625 ¾6=0.5625 .

¾=
.125

¾=
.625 wood. On the other hand, m many of the hard-

¾e=
.1875

1½c=
.6875 woods the moisture content of heartwood and sap-

¾=
.25

¾=
.75 wood is more uniform-a condition which also

Vic=
.3125

1¾e= .8125

applies to some of the softwoods.
% =

.37õ

½ 875
a=

.4375

1
.9375 130th sapwood and heartwood frequently contain

.a

more moisture at the base of the tree than higher

2.204. TVei,yhtsof Wood Members. The weight up, but whether the upper part or butt of a tree
- contains more moisture per average unit volume

per foot of length of a member havmg parallel .

for the entire cross section depends upon the spe-sides may be computed as follows: .

Example. To find the weight per 1 foot of cies and conditions under which the tree grew.
- - Trees with much more moisture in the sapwoodlength of a spar 1½ by D% mehes m cross section .

- may contain more water in proportion to theirhavmg a moisture content of 12 percent. .

. volume m the top logs because these generally con-1. The volume of 1 foot of length= . .

1.5×5.625 tam a larger proportion of sapwood. On the other

144
×1=0.0586 cu. ft· hand, trees in which the moisture distribution is

2. From table 24 the average weight of more nearly uniform as a rule contain more water

spruce at 15 percent moisture content= per unit volume or weight in the butt logs. Green
27.2 pounds per cubic foot. butt logs of sugar pine, western larch, redwood,

3. Adjust pounds per cubic foot to the mois- and western redcedar often sink in water, although

ture content of the spar by use of the the upper logs float.
constant 0.120 from table 24 for each 1 It is a common belief that trees contain more
percent change in moisture from 15 per- moisture during the growing season, when the sap
cent. is said to be "up,"than in the fall and winter when
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the sap is said to be "down."This belief has no selection of test pieces and a suitable number of
foundation in fact. Tests made in the United samples will minimize such error.
States and Canada show that trees cut in the 2.2110. Owen-çõry method. The moisture con-
winter contain fully as much water as trees cut tent of wood by the oven-dry method is determined
in the summer. Tests made in the tropics indicate as follows:
as much or more moisture in trees before the rainy 1. Select a representative sample of the
season than immediately after the rainy season· material.

The sapwood of living trees often contains more 2. Immediately after sawing, remove all loose
than 100 percent of moisture, and trees have been splinters and weigh the sample.
found in which the moisture content was over 300 3. Put sample in an oven maintained at a
percent of the dry weight. In such cases the cell temperature of 212° to 221° F. (100°towalls are fully saturated, and the cell cavities are 105° C.) and dry until constant weight
ahnost filled with water. In the heartwood of is attained.
some green conifers the moisture content is as low 4. Iteweigh the sample to obtain the oven-dry
as 30 percent· weight.

There is a maximum amount of moisture which 5. Divide the loss in weight by the oven-dry
wood of any specific gravity can hold. For ex - weight and multiply the result by 100 toample, if a piece of wood could have a specific get the percentage of moisture in the orig-
gravity-of 1.5 (actuallysuch wood does not exist) inal sample. Thus,
it would contain no air space and would be all

(W-D)wood substance so that there could be no room Percentage moisture= 100,
for moisture; a piece of wood with a specific

. wheregravity (based on oven-dry weight and green TV=original weight as found under
volume) of 0.40 could hold a maximum of 185 2 above,
percent moisture, based on the dry weight of the D=oven-dry weight as found under
wood·

4 above.
The moisture content of seasoned wood is de-

penrient upon the humidity and temperature of First step: If possible, the sample should be
the surrounding air as discussed under "Seasoning taken at least 2 feet from one end of the piece.
and Storage of Lumber" (sec.5.0). Wood gives off or takes on moisture more rapidly

2.211. Moisture content determination. Two from the end grain than from side grain; as a
methods of making moisture content determina- result, there may be considerable difference be-
tions for wood are recognized: (1) by determina- tween the moisture content at the end and else-

tion based upon the drying of a sample in an oven where in a stick. For this reason, a sample from
and (2) by means of electric moisture meters. within about a foot of the end of a long board
They are not interchangeable, but they do comple- may not be representative.
ment one another, since each has a distinct field of Short pieces of wood dry out much more rapidly
usefulness not covered by the other. than longer ones. In order to reduce the time

An accurate determination of the moisture con- required for drying, therefore, the length of the
tent of a test section of wood can be made by the sample in the direction of the grain should usually
oven-dry inethod, regardless of original moisture be about 1 inch. With material 1 square inch or
content, moisture distribution, size, species, den- less in cross-sectional area, however, a sample more
sity, or temperature of the stock being tested. On than 1 inch long is generally desirable, and the
the other hand, it means cutting into and causing length in this case may be chosen so as to give the
waste of a part of the original board or plank and sample a vohune of 2 or more cubic inches. The
24 hours or more for drying before the moisture other dimensions may be equal to the cross section
content can be determined. Since the moisture of the board from which the sample is taken.
content will vary between pieces in a given log or ßecond step: It is important that the weight be
shipment, a number of tests by either method must taken immediately after the sample is cut, for the
be made to obtain an average. Such an average material is subject to moisture changes on expos-
can be in error to whatever extent the tests made ure to the air. The degree and rapidity of
did not fully represent the total lot. Intelligent changes are dependent on the moisture content of
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the piece and the air conditions to which it is ance of kiln operation. However, the work of an

exposed. inspector charged with the control of moisture in

In order to insure good results, the weights wood may be greatly facilitated and the value of
should be correct to within at least one-half of 1 his judgment enhanced by the use of electrical

percent. moisture-indicating insti-uments. These instru-

The metric system of weights is very conveni- ments give instantaneous readings and are suffi-

ent in making moisture determinations. ciently accurate for the control of moisture con-
The kind of scales to be used and the size of tent of materials being processed, or purchased

smallest graduation necessary to insure the speci- under moisture content specifications. Since such

fled accuracy will depend on the weight, and con- materials are generally of a single species, the nec-
sequently the size, of the sample and kind of essary corrections can be made for species and for
wood. Small spring postal scales reading to one- temperatures, approximately between 30° and 100°
half ounce are not suitable for accurate weighing F., thus greatly simplifying the procedure. Occa-
of small moisture samples. sional check readings should be made against

Third step: When placed in the oven for dry- stock of the same shipments and species where the
ing, the samples should be open-piled to allow moisture content has been determined by the oven-
free access of air to each piece. The oven should dry method. Such check readings should prefer-
have some ventilation, thus allowing the evapor- ably be made before cutting on the same section
ated moisture to escape. A thermometer should used to determine moisture content by the oven-
be provided by which the temperature can be as- dry method. It is not to be expected that the
certained at any time. Excessive temperatures moisture-meter readings will agree absolutely in

er excessive periods in the drying oven will cause each case with the oven-dry determination. When
distillation of the wood, and erroneous results differences occur, the oven-drying tests should be
will be obtained. Ordinarily, in the case of low- resorted to and should take precedence over the
density woods, 12 hours' oven drying is sufficient, meter readings.

while high-density woods may require 48 hours' The following example indicates how a moisture

even drying. meter might be used: A given lot of airplane
FourtA step: As in the case of the first weight spruce is to be taken from the storage piles into

taken, it is essential that the sample be weighed the cut-up room. The specification limits the
inunediately after being removed from the oven. moisture content to a range of 1½ percent above

FiftA step: A typical example of the computa- and below the average and states the average ac-
tion necessary for determining the percentage of ceptable. Oven-dry tests are made of a num-
moisture is: ber of pieces, and moisture-meter tests are made

A 2- by 2- by 1-inch sample of air-dry Sitka on the same pieces. The first test may indicate
spruce weighed 30.8 grams. The sample after a moisture content of 9 percent, and the meter may
even-drying weighed 27.5 grams. Find the mois- indicate 10 percent after corrections for species
ture content of the sample. and density have been made. It may be assumed

that all other material of the same species, density,
. (30.8-27.5) 330 . .

Percentage moisture 27.5
×100

27.5
=12 and moisture content would give the same readmg

on the meter. The inspector may correct for the
2.2111. Electric moisture meters. Electric mois- difference between the two methods of moisture

ture meters give an instantaneous moisture con- determination and continue with the meter method
tent reading, based on the effect of the moisture to check as many pieces as are necessary, even all

on the electrical resistance or capacity of the piece. pieces under some conditions, discarding all ma-
The values are affected by a number of factors, terial that did not fall within the acceptable range.
such as density, species, temperature, moisture dis- All material not acceptable could be returned to
tribution, and thickness of material. The presence the storage shed for further conditioning. Mois-
of glue or paint may affect the accuracy. Many ture meters would be valuable also in checking the
moisture meters are limited to readings covering moisture content of air-dry stock before shipment
a moisture-content range between 7 and 25 percent. from the mill.

Moisture meters will not satisfactorily serve in The electrical-resistance type is generally sup-
place of kiln samples used in dry kilns for guid- plied with a range of measurement of 7 to 25 per-
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cent, although some meters have special scales F. are not reconnnended because of lack
extending to about 60 percent. Measurement made of satisfactory temperature-correction
within the higher range are not, however, so ac- data.
curate as those made at from 7 to 25 percent. (10) If the needle points cause splitting of

Fortunately, most measurements needed are be- veneers, disregard the readings.

tween 7 and 25 percent, and the higher range is (11) Moisture content measurements with
used only in special cases. needle electrodes on plywood should be

Measurements of electrical resistance with a regarded as approximate, since glue lines
portable meter become very diffien1t to make at containing electrolytes are likely to show
moisture content values below 7 percent because moisture-content values that are too high.
of the high electrical resistance of dry wood. The (12) The use of moisture meters on material

electrical resistance of wood varies with species thicker than 1 inch should be permitted
and temperatures, and corrections should be ap- if contact points are driven to a depth
plied for these variables. equal to one-fifth of the thickness of the

Instrinnents which measure the electrical ca- material.
pacity of wood may also be used for determining (13) If a moisture meter does not function
variations in Inoisture content. In this case, a properly, it should be returned to the
high frequency field is created by the instrument manufacturer for recalibration.
adjacent to the electrode. Materials introduced 2.22. RINGS PER INCH. ËingS per inch, or its
into this electrical field absorb energy and affect inverse, the width or thickness of growth rings,
the flow of current in the circuit. This change is a measure of the rate of diameter growth of the
is shown by a meter which may contain a calibra- tree. Rings per inch is not in any species a defi-
tion for a single species, or an arbitrary scale may nite criterion of strength. Specifications for air-

be used which can be converted into moisture con- craft woods include requirements for a minimum
tent readings from tables supplied by the manu- number of rings per inch in order to decrease the
facturer. Variations in the density of the wood probability of low strength values in coniferous

affect the accuracy of the capacity-type instru- species and the likelihood of objectionable warp-
ment, so that the iiistrument should not be used ing in either hardwoods or softwoods and to pro-
indiscriminately on species of unknown calibra- mote uniformity in the material (sec. 2.414).
tion. Material below the required minimum specific

The following conditions should be observed in gravity and having low strength values is more
makingmoisturecontenttestselectrically: likely to be found among pieces of coniferous

(1) Follow the written instructions of the species with a number of rings per inch below the
manufacturer of the moisture meter. specified mininnun or, regardless of species, among

(2) Apply corrections for species, tempera- pieces with an exceptionally large number of rings

ture, or density when necessary. per inch. Rejection of material on the basis of

(3) Measurements should be made at several the number of rings per inch is somewhat arbi-
points on the faces of the boards. trary, because it does not always reflect the

(4) No measurements should be made on the strength of the piece.
end of lumber. Rings per inch should be measured at the end of

(5) Moisture content values should not be a piece of wood and in a radial direction. Meas-
assumed when calibrations have not been urement or count on a longitudinal surface is ac-
made. curate only when the surface is truly radial or

(6) Drive needle points full depth and with edge grained.
the current flow parallel to the grain. 2.23. Añovrr or SUMMERWOOD. The inspector

(7) Plate electrodes, such as on capacitance should not use the amount of summerwood as a
type meters, should not be used on rough sole criterion for acceptance or rejection of air-
lumber. plane material.

(8) Measurements should not be made on In some species the proportion of summerwood
lumber which has been subjected to sur- is indicative of the specific gravity and therefore
face wetting, such as rain or fog. of the strength. This is particularly true of south-

(9) Measurements above 100° F. or below 30° ern yellow pine and Douglas-fir. After some
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practice the inspector will be able, through obser- first, followed by the imbibed water. The fiber-
vation of the proportion of summerwood, to form saturation point is that condition in which all the
a fairly good idea of whether any particular piece free water has been removed but all the imbibed
is considerably below, considerably above, or near water remains; for most woods this point is be-
the required specific gravity. The proportion of tween

625 and 30 percent moisture content.
summerwood, however, is not a sufliciently accu- Wood changes size with moisture content only

rate indicator of strength to permit its use as the below the fiber-saturation point. Since, in sea-
sole criterion for the acceptance or rejection of soning green wood, the surface dries more rapidly
airplane material. For example, a piece of wood than the interior and reaches the fiber-saturation
may contain a large percentage of sununerwood point first, shrinkage may start while the average
and show a good weight but yet may be brash be- moisture content is considerably above the fiber-
cause of such defects as compression wood, com- saturation point. Wood shrinks most in the
pression failures, and decay. Also summerwood direction of the annual growth rings (tangen-
itself may be of variable density, though such tially), above one-half to two-thirds as much

differences are not easily recognized. across these rings (radially), and very little, as
2.24. SIIRINKAGE or Woon. Wood, like inany a rule, along the grain (longitudinally). The

other materials, shrinks as it loses moisture and joint effects of radial and tangential shrinkage
swells as it absorbs moisture.. on the shape of various sections in drying from

While wood in its green condition as it comes the green condition are illustrated in figure 2-46.
from the tree may contain water ranging in quan- When a board is excessively cross-grained the
tity from 30 to 250 percent, based on the weight lengthwise shrinkage is a combination of cross-
of the oven-dry wood, the removal of only the wise and longitudinal shrinkage, resulting in a
last 25 or 30 percent of this moisture content has greater shortening than would occur in a straight-
the effect of shrinking the wood on drying out; grained piece. Shrinkage is usually expressed as
and since wood in service is never totally dry, the a percentage of the green diriensions, which repre-
possible shrinkage effect falls within a relatively sent the natural size of the piece. Table 2-8 gives
narrow range. Water is held in the wood in two the range in shrinkage in different directions for
distinct ways-imbibed water in the walls of the most of the commercially important native species.
wood cells and free water in the cell cavities. Shrinkage in drying is proportional to the mois-
When wood begins to dry, the free water leaves ture lost below the fiber-saturation point. Ap-

Figure 2 !;6. Effects of radial and tangential s1erin1cage on flee s1tape of various sections in drying from flee

green condition.
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proximately one-half the total shrinkage possible
has occurred in wood seasoned to an air-dry con- s,rx sesuca

dition (12-to 15-percent moisture content) and
about three-fourths in lumber kiln dried to a
moisture content of about 7 percent. Hence, if
wood is properly seasoned, manufactured, and
installed at a moisture content in accord with its
service conditions, there is every prospect of satis- 1
factory performance without serious changes in
size or distortion of section.

In general the heavier species of wood shrink 's

more across the grain than the lighter ones.
Heavier pieces also shrink more than lighter pieces
of the same species. When shrinkage is more of a
factor than hardness or strength, a lightweight
species should be chosen. When both hardness
or strength and low shrinkage are very important,
then an exceptional species, such as black locust, , o
should be chosen. Inorsr

se co rewr(Ë«cesrÍ"
Fidare 2 77. Moisture content-s1trin1xtge relation in Sitka

Table 2-8. Range in Average Shrinkage of a Number of
spruce lumber.

Native Species of Wood

From green to portional to the moisture-content changes. For
From green to air-dry condi-

Direction of shrinkage oven-dry con- tion (12-to 15. example, assume that a piece of flat-sawed Sitka
dition percent mois-

to-e etweene) spruce board at 12 percent moisture content loses
5 percent of moisture. The shrinkage curvePercent of Percent of . .

areensua arcensue (marked"tangential")mdicates that from the
Tangential_

_
4. 3-14. 0 2.1 - 7.0 oreen condition to 7-percent moisture content, theRadial 2. 0- 8. 5 1.0 - 4.2 " . . .

Longittidinal . 1-- . 2
.05-- .10 shrmkage in width would be, approxunately, 5¾

Volumetric_ 7. o-21.0 3.5
-10.5 percent; and to 12-percent moisture content, would

I be 4½ percent. The difference of 1¼ percent in-
dicates the shrinkage in width of the board be-

The average tangential, radial, and volumetric cause of the 5-percent loss in moisture. These
shrinkages for individual species dried to an air- curves represent average values, and the shrink-
dry, kiln-dry, or oven-dry condition are given in age of an individual board may be below or above

table 2-9. the indicated amount.
Theoretically the normal moisture-content- 2.240. Effects of change of moisture content on

shrinkage relation may be considered a direct one, curved wood members. Changes in moisture con-
from zero shrinkage at the fiber-saturation point tent with accompanying shrinkage or swelling,

to maximum shrinkage at zero moisture content. cause curved wood members (a) to increase or de-
Actually, however, some shrinkage takes place be- crease in curvature if they are free to do so, or (b)
fore the average moisture content reaches the fiber- to be subjected to internal stress if they are so
saturation point and the relationship in lumber held that the curvature cannot change. These
of commercial size is somewhat similar to the phenomena are perhaps most readily understood
curves in figure 2-fi. For practical use, a straight- by a consideration of what happens when moisture
line relation may be assumed without appreciable changes take place in a continuous circular ring
error. The curves represent average values, and formed by laminating. When moisture is lost the
the shrinkage of an individual board may, of radial dimension, being across the grain, tends to
course, be above or below the amount indicated. decrease, whereas the inner and outer circum-

Changes in moisture content in seasoned wood, ferences, being in the direction of the grain, have
such as those caused by seasonal variation in rela- only an extreipely small tendency to shrink. Con-
tive humidity, produce changes in dimension pro- sequently, the difference between the two circum-
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Table 2-9. Shrinkage Values for Commercially Important Aircraft Woods

Shrinkage (percentof dimension when green) from green to-

Species Air driell toes1 oatle5d tc1s)moisture i Kiln dried to 6 at7e
v

unesinoísttire2 sti- Oven dried to0 percent moisture (test valties)

Radial Tangential Volumetric Radial Tangential Voltimetric Radial Tangential Volumetric

Hardwoods (Broad-leaved species)
Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent

Ash,black _______ 2.5 3.9 7.6 3.8 5.8 11.4 5.0 7.8 15.2

Ash,conunercialwhite3 2.3 3.8 6.4 3.4 5.6 9.6 4.6 7.5 12.8

Basswood,Arnerican___ 3.3 4.6 7.9 5.0 7.0 11.8 6.6 9.3 15.8

Beech,Anierican 2.6 5.5 8.2 3.8 8.2 12.2 5.1 11.0 16.3

Birch,Alaska_ 3.2 5.0 8.4 4.9 7.4 12.5 6.5 9.9 16.7

Birch paper___ 3.2 4.3 8.1 4.7 6.4 12.2 6.3 8.6 16.2

Birch*__ ____
3.4 4.4 8.2 5.2 6.7 12.2 6.9 8.9 16.3

Cherry,black_ 1.8 3.6 5.8 2.8 5.3 8.6 3.7 7.1 11.5

Cottonwood,eastern 2.0 4.6 7.0 2.9 6.9 10.6 3.9 9.2 14.1

Elri,Arnerican ___ 2.1 4.8 7.3 3.2 7.1 11.0 4.2 9.5 14.6

Elni,rock________ 2.4 4.0 7.0 3.6 6.1 10.6 4.8 8.1 14.1

Hickory (true hickories) 3.6 5.7 9.0 5.5 8.6 13.4 7.3 11.4 17.9

Khaya ("African rnahogany") 2.0 2.9 4.4 3.1 4.4 6.6 4.1 5.8 8.8
Locust,black_ ____ 2.2 3.4 4.9 3.3 5.2 7.4 4.4 6.0 9.8
Alagnolia,southern 2.7 3.3 6.2 4.0 5.0 9.2 5.4 6.6 12.3

Alahogany___ 1.7 2.4 3.8 2.6 3.6 5.8 3.5 4.8 7.7
Alaple,red___ 2.0 4.1 6.6 3.0 6.2 9.8 4.0 8.2 13.1

Alaple,silver_ 1.5 3.6 6.0 2.2 5.4 9.0 3.0 7.2 12.0

Alaple,sugar_ 2.4 4.8 7.4 3.7 7.1 11.2 4.9 9.5 14.9

Oak,conunercialred6. 2.2 4.5 7.4 3.2 6.8 11.1 4.3 0.0 14.8

Oak,comrnercialwhite 2.7 4.6 8.0 4.0 7.0 12.0 5.4 9.3 16.0

Pecan______. ___
2.4 4.4 6.8 3.7 6.7 10.2 4.9 8.9 13.6

Saveetgun1__...
__

2.6 5.0 7.5 3.0 7.4 11.2 5.2 9.9 15.0

Sycaniore, Arnerican 2.6 3.8 7.1 3.8 5.7 10.6 5.1 7.6 14.2

Tupelo,water__
___

2.1 3.8 6.2 3.2 5.7 9.4 4.2 7.6 12.5

TValnut.black
___

2.9 4.4 6.3 4.3 6.6 9.5 5.8 8.8 13.0

Yellow-poplar__-___ 2.0 3.6 6.2 3.0 5.3 9.2 4.0 7.1 12.3

Seefootnotesatendoftable.
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os Table 2-9. Shrin1cageValues for Commercially Important Aircraft Woods-Continued
o

Shrinkage (percent of dimension when green) from green to-

Species Air drieel toest
ni

tc5pe nt moisture i Kiln dried to 61 at7e esinoisture " (esti- Oven dried to0 percent moisture (test values)

Radial Tangential Volumetric Radial Tangential Volumetric Radial Tangential Volumetric

Sofitvoods(Conifers) Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent
Baldcypress_

_ ___ ___ _ __ __ _
1. 9 3. 1 5. 2 2. 8 4. 6 7. 9 3. 8 6. 2 10. 5

Douglas-fir_
__ _ __ _

2. 5 3. 9 5. 9 3. 8 5. 8 8. 8 5. 0 7. 8 11. 8
Fir,Californiared __________ __ _ 1.9 3.4 5.9 2.8 5.2 8.8 3.8 6.9 11.8
Fir, noble_

__ _ _ _ __ _
2. 2 4. 1 6. 2 3. 4 6. 2 9. 4 4. 5 8. 3 12. 5

Fir, Pacific silver
_ _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ 2. 2 5. 0 7. 0 3. 4 7. 5 10. 6 4. 5 10. 0 14. 1
Fir, white

_ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1. 6 3. 5 4. 7 2. 4 5. 2 7. 0 3. 2 7. 0 9. 4

Hemlock, western
__ _ _ _

2. 2 4. 0 6. 0 3. 2 5. 9 8. 9 4. 3 7. 9 11. 9
Incense-cedar, California_

___ ___ _
1. 6 2. 6 3. 8 2. 5 3. 9 5. 7 3. 3 5. 2 7. 6

Larch, western
_ _ _ _ _ _

2. 1 4. 0 6. 6 3. 2 6. 1 9. 9 4. 2 8. 1 13. 2
Pine, eastern white

_ __ . _ _ _ _
1. 2 3. 0 4. I 1. 7 4. 5 6. 2 2. 3 6. 0 8. 2

Pine,ponderosa_________
_____ __

2.0 3.2 4.8 2,9 4.7 7.2 3.9 6.3 9.6
Pine,red_ ________ __ _ __ 2.3 3.6 5.8 3.4 5.4 8.6 4.6 7.2 11.5
Pine, sugar _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ 1. 4 2. 8 4. 0 2. 2 4. 2 5. 9 2. 9 5. 6 7. 9
Pine, western white

_ _ _ _ _ _ __
2. 0 3. 7 5. 9 3. 1 5. 6 8. 8 4. 1 7. 4 11. 8

Redcedar, western
_

- _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ 1. 2 2. 5 3. 8 1. 8 3. 8 5. 8 2. 4 5. 0 7. 7
Redwood

___ _ ___ _
__ 1.3 2.2 3.4 2.0 3.3 5.1 2.6 4.4 6.8

Spruces___
___ _ __ _ ___

2.2 3.9 6.2 3.2 5.8 0.2 4.3 7.8 12.3
White-cedar, northern . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1. 0 2. 4 3. 5 1. 6 3. 5 5. 2 2. 1 4. 7 7. 0
White-cedar, Port Orford

_ ____
2. 3 3. 4 5. 0 3. 4 5. 2 7. 6 4. 6 6. 9 10. 1

Yellow-Cedar, Alaska_
___ _ ___ _ _

1. 4 3. 0 4. 6 2. 1 4. 5 6. 9 2. 8 6. 0 9. 2

I These shrinkage values have been taken as one-half the shrinkage to the oven-dry condition as o Average mockernut hickory, pignut hiekory, shagbark hickory, and shellbark hickory.
given in the last 3 columns of this table. 6 Average of black oak, eastern red oak, laurel oak, northern red oak, pin oak, scarlet oak, southern

2 These shrinkage values have been taken as three-fourths the shrinkage to the oven-dry condition red oak, swamp red oak, water oak, and willow oak.
as given in the last 3 columns of this table.

'

Average of bur oak, ehestnut oak, post oak, swamp chestnut oak, swamp white oak, and white oak.
3 Average of Biltmore white ash, blue ash, green ash, and white ash. 8 Average of red spruce, Sitka spruce and white spruce.
4 Average of sweet birch and yellow bireh.
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ferences remains too great for the decreased radial and in which the grain runs circumferentially, a
dimension. The result is a tension stress in the change in moisture content wiII tend to cause a
radial direction (acrossthe grain of the wood), change of shape.
which tends to shorten the outer circumference, Loss of moisture and the accompanying shrink;
causing compressive stress along it, and at the age tends to make the usual curved piece more
same time tends to lengthen the inner circum- sharply curved and to increase the angle between
ference, causing tension stress. Conversely, in- the ends of the piece. Swelling has the opposite
crease in moisture content results in radial swell- effect (fig.2-48). In either case, the percentage
ing, which causes radial complession; tension, or change of angle in members that are not restrained
stretching, along the outer circumference; and is approximately the same as the percentage
compression along the inner circumference. change in the radial dimiension of the piece. Thus,

If the radial shrinkage or swelling is uniform if a curved member has a central angle of 100°,
around the circular ring, the stresses mentioned radial shrinkage of 1 percent will change the angle
above will also be uniform around it and there will to 101° and swelling of 10 percent wiß change it
be no tendency for the shape to change. A ring to 99°.
that is other than circular or that varies in radial These effects of shrinkage account for the com-
thickness may be expected to change shape. mon observations of the change of shape of curved

With any type of curved member, other than a wood members. Ordinarily, the changes that will
continuous ring formed by two concentric circles occur cannot be accurately predicted, and it is con-

ANOLE AFTER SA/ELL/NO
OR/G/NAL ANGLE

AA/GL£ ATTER SHRIN/fA6E

Figtere 2-Jy8. Changes in cierved toood neeneber cattsed by s1erin1cage and stoelling. Not draton to scale.
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sequently necessary either to make such pieces casionally, knots start at some distance from the
oversize and provide for machining at the time of pith as a result of the development of adventitous
assembly into a structure or to depend on spring- shoots.
ing the member into place. As long as a limb remains alive, its fibers inter-

Since shrinkage and swelling are least in the di- lace with those of the tree trunk, producing an
rection of the width of an edge-grained face, lami- intergrown knot (fig.2-49). Many of the lower
nations of a curved laminated member should be limbs die, however, after a longer or shorter time
flat-grained on their curved faces to make the as a result of shading, or other causes, but they
member edge-grained on its noncurved faces, so may not break off for many years thereafter.
that shrinkage and swelling in the direction of the After the death of a limb, the wood formed in
radius of the curve, and the resultant striesses, will the tree trunk makes no further connection with it
be minimized. but grows around it, producing an encased knot,

Thus solid stock which has been bent sufficiently which may be either loose, so that it will drop out,
to upset the fibers considerably on the concave side or tight, so that it is held in position when the
has a stronger tendency to straighten on absorbing trunk is sawed into lumber (fig. 2-50). When
moisture than laminated stock of the same total lumber dries, the knots shrink more than the sur-
radial thickness because the upset fibers tend to rounding wood, thereby becoming checked or
straighten out lengthwise on absorption of mois- loosened.
ture. Eventually, the dead limb breaks off, the stub

heals over, and the distortion of grain in suc-
2.3. Defects and Blemishes ecssive growth layers becomes less and less with

increasing diameter of the trunk, until finally
2.30. GENERAL. A defect is any irregularity oc- clear wood with normal grain is produced in the

curring in wood that may lower its strength. A area covering the knot.
blemish is anything, not necessarily a defect, mar- A knot cut through transversely is known as
ring the appearance of the wood. a round knot, one cut through obliquely is known

The following is a discussion of the nature and as an oval knot, and one cut through lengthwise
occurrence of defects and blemishes in aircraft is known as a spike knot (figs.2-49 and 2-50).
lumber. Some of the defects here described are A sound, tight knot is solid across its face, fully
common, whereas others seldom occur in aircraft as hard as the surrounding wood, shows no signs
lumber or occur only in one or two species, and of decay, and is so fixed by growth or position
are recorded here mainly to afford reference in the that it will firmly retain its place in the piece.
event they are encountered by inspectors. The Only knots of this character are permitted in air-
extent to which defects and blemishes are permis- plane stock. In the sizes allowed in aircraft stock,
sible in aircraft parts is given in section 2.4. intergrown knots are necessarily tight and encased

The frequency with which the more important knots may be tight.
defects and blemishes occur in nine softwoods Knots are objectionable on account of the dis-
that are in current or prospective use for aircraft tortion and, in encased knots, the discontinuity of
is shown in table L10, which is based on a study the grain which they produce, thereby weakening
of commercial lumber made at a number of repre- the wood, causing irregular shrinkage, and making
sentative mills. These data apply to the quality the machining more difficult; when loose they are
of lumber from which aircraft stock would neces- likely to drop out; in resinous species pitch often
sarily be obtained, but most of this quality would exudes more freely from knots than from the
fall short of aircraft specifications because of ex- clear wood; and in all woods knots usually are
cessive cross grain or other defects. Defects considered as marring the appearance of the lum-
would necessarily be relatively small in lumber ber unless painted.
grades of C and better, but, even so, some would In measuring a knot, a question frequently
be too large to meet aircraft specifications. arises as to whether only the knot itself or the more

2.301. Knots. A knot is the base of a limb em- or less distorted grain immediately surrounding
bedded in the tree trunk. Normally a knot starts it should be included in the measurement. This
at the pith and increases in diameter from the distinction is plainly shown in figure 2-51. The
pith outward as long as the limb is alive. Oc- knot proper, A, measured three-eighths inch, as
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Table 2-10. Frequency of Defects in Present and Prospective Aircraft Softwoods

[Based on lumber of C and Better quality except as noted]

Percent of pieces in which the following defects occurred

Species Stain
Pitch pockets Pitch streaks Pitch Knots Worm holes Bark pockets Dark streak

Blue Brown

Sitkaspruce..____.... 14 24
__

17 26
Douglas-fir (coast type) 33 28 7 8 __ ___

2 4 1 2
Western hemlock 6 10

_ _
76 10 2

White fir 1.
_ _ 66 4

___
27 | 19 5

Western larch 10 1 5 35 1 2 39
Sugarpine___ 8 8 10 15 -- 3 3 4 5
Western white pine 6 6 27 45 1 1 20 9 1
Ponderosa pine. 10 6 7 24 1 6 14 5 4
Redwood2__. 1 63

__
__ 12 1 5 5 2 21

1 Average for D and Better Inland Empire white fir and C and Better California white fir.
2 Average for A Finish and B Finish; no C or D Finish made.
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Figtere 2--/;D. Intergrown rotend knots in yeBoto pine.

compared with three-fourth inch for the total area, 2.3020. Diagonal grain. Diagonal grain is de-
B, which included a surrounding zone where the viation of the plane of the annual rings from
grain met the surface at an angle of about 45°. parallelism with the longitudinal axis of a piece
The method of measurement, therefore, would of wood. It is due to such natural causes as crook,

often determine the acceptability of the piece. bulges, butt swell, pitch and bark pockets, blister
The correct method is to measure only the knot grain, some types of curly grain, healing over of

proper, as at A, because the exact boundaries of knots and injuries, and to the common practice
the knot can be determined more accurately as a of sawing tapered logs parallel to the pith instead
rule than the boundaries of the surrounding 45° of to the bark.
wood and because admissible knot sizes are in- Slope of grain is usually expressed as the num-
tended to apply only to the knot itself. Figure her of units in which a deviation of one unit
2-51 also shows a cross section of a knot of equal occurs. (The smaller the number of units in
size as seen on the edge grain; in this view the which unit deviation occurs, the steeper is the
change in direction of the rings as they approach slope. Thus, 1 in 16 is a steeper slope than 1
the knot is plainly seen. in 18.)

2.302. Ûross grain. Cross grain in wood means For convenience, the slope of grain in the radial
that the fibers are not parallel with the major axis plane, no matter what its cause, is usually spoken
of the piece. of as diagonal grain. Since diagonal grain is

Cross grain is objectionable when excessive be- usually more easily detected than spiral grain,
cause it reduces strength, may cause warping in examination should first be made for diagonal
drying, and makes it difficult to surface wood grain. If its slope is steeper than permissible, an
smoothly when planing against the grain. examination for spiral grain need not be made.

Cross grain may be either of two major types, 2.3021. ßpinaigrain. Due to an unknown cause,
namely, diagonal grain (fig.2-52) or spiral grain the fibers in some trees are not vertical but follow

(fig.2-53), or a combination of the two. a spiral course similar to the stripes on a barber
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poÌe or a stick of candy. Spiral grain in peeled flat-sawn boards or cants sawed some distance
posts, poles, or tree trunks is evidenced by inclined from the pith, the slope of the spiral can be re-
rather than vertical season checks, as in the dead duced by proper attention in edging and ripping

tree to the left in figure 2-54. The spiral is more such pieces into smaller ones. On the other hand,
often right-handed, as in a right-hand screw false or artificial spiral grain is produced when

thread, in the tree. Ordinarily, the steepness of straight-grained tiinber is not cut parallel to the
the spiral decreases from the bark toward the pith fibers as seen on the tangential surface. Super-
of the tree but this is not universally true. Also, ficially, it has the appearance of natural spiral
the slope of the spiral sometimes fluctuates, espe- grain and should be similarly regarded. It can
cially near the butt of the tree, so that a block split sometimes be distinguished frorn natural spiral
radially will show a ruffled or fluted appearance as grain, however, by the fact that the slope does not
in figure 2-55. change from one side to the other and, therefore,

Truly straight-grained lumber cannot be pro- when the piece is split radially the split surface
duced from spiral-grained trees, but with wide will be flat, whereas in naturally spiral-grained

Figure 2-50. Above: An encased knot (hemlocle). Below: A spike knot, interfrown for most of its length (gelloto
pine).
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Figtere 2-51. Met1tod of meastering a 1enot. Only t11e actutti diameter, A, is meastoretl. Bottom, te board wille
<t 1cnot sit otta in cross section.

wood, the changing direction of the spiral may wood if slight scratching of the surface is permis-
cause the split surface to be twisted. sible. Figure 2-56 iHustrates four scribes, A, B,

When spiral grain is present, the principal evi- C, and D, that have been found satisfactory. In
dence on a radial surface of a piece is the tendency A and B the point trails about 5 inches behind
for the surface to be chipped in planing and for a the vertical handle by means of which it is pulled,
splinter raised by a knife point to run into the which gives it somewhat greater freedom of lateral
piece instead of tearing out to a uniform depth. movement than can be obtained with C and D.

The principal indicators of the fiber direction on Scribe A has further advantages over B in that
a truly tangential (plain-sawedor flat-grained) the handle is swiveled; the point, which is a phono-
surface are checks, pores, resin ducts (fine,brown- graph or moisture-meter needle, can easily be re-
ish lines in the pines, spruces, Douglas-fir, and placed; and the long tapered head on the set
tamarack) , wood rays (mostconspicuous in the screw that holds the phonograph needle in place
oaks), the course taken by a scribe used as de- can be used to line up the direction in which the
scribed later in this section, the direction in which scribe is pulled with the path it has recently trav-
a free flowing ink or dye spreads, the course taken ersed. Scribes B and C are simpler to construct,
by a narrow strip lifted by a knife point or turn since they are made of one piece of drill rod with
out, and the surface splits formed when a sharp one end tapered and hardened. B is more diffi-
pointed tool, such as a chisel, is pushed into the cult to sharpen properly than C, since the point
piece and subjected to a prying action. must be a perfect cone in order to function well.

The scribe test consists in drawing a sharply Scribe D consists of a phonograph needle held in
pointed steel scribe in the direction in which the a mechanical pencil. It has been found that the
grain seems to run. Enough pressure must be points follow the grain best if inclined 10° to 20°
applied so that the point will penetrate the wood from the vertical toward the direction in which
slightly and freedom of lateral movement must they are pulled.
be enough to allow the point to follow the grain. In using the scribes it is advantageous to make

When properly used, the scribe test is one of the one trial scratch, pulling the scribe in the direction
best methods for determining the direction in in which the grain appears to run and then making
which the grain runs on a surface of a piece of a second scratch near to the first one by pulling the
66
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Bottom View.

Side Vie

figure 2-52. TypicaZ break in diagonal-grained specimen (Douglas-fir).
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e 2-53. 2'ypical breale i spirat.praine specimen (sitica spruce)
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Figure 2-õ/. Straig1st grain and rig1st-1tand spiral indicated by direction of seasoning c1tec1cs in dead tree
trun1cs.

Figttre 2-55. Left-leand spiral grain of varying or ßuctuating slope indicated by split radial sterface.
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A g
C D

Figure 2-56. ßcribes for determining direction of t1te fibers on flee surface of wood. A, ßwivel-leandled with
pleonograph-needle point; B, one-piece drill rod bent to skape and point sligletly hardened; C, a straight piece
of drill rod with point slightly hardened; D, mecitanical pencil witle phonograph-needle point.

'8

C

Figure 2-57. Tangential surface of wood tested witle scribes to determine direction of grain. Note paral-
lelism of scribe marks in same areas.

scribe in the direction parallel to the first one un- with three different kinds of scribes. Their ap-
less it obviously did not follow the grain. Bands proximate parallelism for each scribe indicates a
of summerwood may deflect the scribe from fol- high degree of consistency and the way they follow
lowing the true course of the fibers. In that case the split, wavy edges of the birch veneer indicates
a number of short scratches should be made in the accuracy in following the true direction of the
springwood only. grain.

Figure 2-57 shows a number of scratches made It should be emphasized that the scratches made
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by the scribes follow the direction of the fibers on C. Truly flat- (or quarter-) sawn board, diag-
the surface and do not necessarily indicate the true onal grain only (C, fig. 2-58). Description. An-
slope of spiral grain, unless the surface is tangen- nual rings on radial surface are not parallel to
tial or practicaÌlyso. edges of piece; fiber direction on tangential surface

2.3022. Combination of diagonaZ and spira¿ is parallel to edge. Method of measurement.

grain. When a piece has diagonal and spiral Mark line ab parallel to annual rings and measure
grain in combination, the true slope of the fibers oa and ob. Slope of diagonal grain=oa/ob.

may be found by the use of table 2-11 or by com. D. Truly flat- (or quarter-) sawn board, both
putations after expressing the measured slopes to spiral and diagonal grain (D, fig.2--58). Descrip-
the same base. Thus, if the slope of spiral is 1 in tion. Neither annual rings on radial surface nor
20 (equivalentto 11/2 in 30), and if that of_ the fiber direction indicators on tangential surface are
diagonal grain is 1 in 30, the combined slope, or parallel to edges of piece. Method of measure-
the true slope of the fiber is p'(11/2)2+ (1)2in 30= ment. Diagonal grain, locate line ab parallel to

. . 30 annual rings, slope of diagonal <rrain=oa/ob

1.8 in 30, which is the same as 1 m
-or 1 in 162/s. . .

'

1.8 sprial grain, locate hne cb parallel to fiber direc-
The computation of the above example also can be tion indicators, slope of spiral grain=oc/ob¡
made by reducing the slopes to decimals (namely, combined slope of grain, (1) locate lines aa' and
1 in 20=0.05 and 1 in 30=0.033) squaring these ca' parallel to oc and oa, respectively, (2) com-
and taking the square root. Thus: bined slope of grain=oa'/ob¡ or calculate com-

p'(.05)2+ (.033)2=¥.0025+.001089= V.003589= bined slope of grain from slope of spiral grain and
0.06, slope of diagonal grain as explained in section

which corresponds to a slope of l in 16¾. 2.3022.
. . . E. Board not truly flat- or quarter-sawn, noTo get the true fiber direction, which is the slope

cross grain (E, fig. 2--58). Description. Annualof grain that determines the maximum effect on .

rmgs are parallel, to edges of piece; fiber directionthe strength properties, it is usually necessary to .

. .
indicators on tangential surface (exposedby split-determme the slopes of spiral gram and of diago- . .

. tmg or shaving away some of the wood) parallelnal grain separately and to combme them by com- .

to edges of piece.putation as just described.
F. Board not truly flat- or quarter-sawn, diag-

2.3023. Detailed methods for determining slope onal grain only (F, fig. 2---58). Description. An-
of cross grain. The following detailed methods nual rings not parallel to edges of piece; fiber di-
for determining cross grain in boards whose origi- rection on tangential surface (exposedas noted
nal surfaces are truly tangential and radial and above) is parallel to edges of piece when viewed
in those whose original surfaces are not truly tan at right angles to exposed surface. Method of
gential and radial, represent some of the less com measurement. Diagonal grain, (1) select a point
plex methods (fig.2-58) . A more complete dis such as b which is either on the edge nearest thecussion of methods for determining the direction pith or farthest away from the pith; (2) trace
of gram and measuring its slope is given in Forest the growth layer from b to c on the end; (3)Products Laboratory Report No.1585· thence from c across the end (whichmust be square

A. Truly flat- (or quarter-) sawn board, no with the long edges of the piece) to d¡ (4) then
cross grain of any kind (A, fig. 2-58). Descrip- locate point a on line cd, where oa is the shortest
tion. Annual rings on radial surface are parallel distance from o to cd¡ (5) the slope of diagonal
to edges of piece; fiber direction on tangential sur- grain=oa/ob. Spiral grain, after having deter-
face is parallel to edges. mined slope of diagonal grain, split or shave away

B. Truly flat- (orquarter-) sawn board, spiral wood to expose tangential surface and determine
grain only (B, fig. L58). Description. Annual that fiber direction indicators are parallel to ob.
rings on radial surface are parallel to edges of G. Board not truly flat- or quarter-sawn, spiral
piece; fiber direction on tangential surface is not grain only (G, fig. 2-58). Description. Annual
parallel to edges of piece. Method of measure- rings are parallel to edges of board; fiber direc-
ment. Draw line ab parallel to fiber direction tion on tangential surface (exposedas indicated
indicators and measure oa and ob. Slope of spiral above) not parallel to edges of piece. Method
grain=oa/ob. of measurement. Spiral grain, cut to expose tan-
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Table 2-11. Combined Slope of Spiral and Diagonal Grain I

Slope of spiral Slope of spiral or diagonal grain, whiehever is steeper
or diagonal

t ( rs fl t 1-10 1-11 1-12 1-13 1 14 1-15 1-16 1-1 1-18 1 19 1-20 1-21 1 22 1-23 1 24 1-25 1-26 1-27 1-28 1-29

1-10_ 7.1
1-11- 7.4 7.8
1-12. 7.7 8.1 8.5
1-13- 7.9 8.4 8.8 9.2
1-14 8.1 8.7 9.1 9.5 9.9
1-15- 8.3 8.9 9.4 9.8 10.2 10.6
1-16- 8.5 9.1 0.6 10.1 10.5 10.9 11.3
1-17- 8. 6 9. 2 0. 8 10. 3 10. 8 11. 2 11. 7 12. 0
1-18 8. 7 9. 4 10. 0 10. 5 11. I 11. 5 12. 0 12. 4 12. 7
1-19 8.8 9.5 10.1 10.7 11.3 11.8 12.2 12.7 | 13.1 13.4
1-20 8. 9 9. 6 10. 3 10. 9 11. 5 12. 0 12. 5 13. 0 13. 4 13. 8 14. 1
1-21

_ 9.0 9.7 10.4 11.1 11.6 12.2 12.7 13.2 | 13.7 14.1 14.5 14.0
1-22

_
9.1 9.8 10.5 11.2 11.8 12.4 12.9 13.5 13.0 14.4 14.8 15.2 15.6

1-23
_

9.2 9.9 10.6 11.3 12.0 12.6 13.1 13.7 14.2 14.6 15.1 15.5 15.0 16.3
1-24

_
9.2 10.0 10.7 11.4 12.1 12.7 13.3 13.9 14.4 14.9 15.4 15.8 16.2 16.6 17.0

1-25 9.3 10.1 10.8 11.5 12.2 12.9 13.5 14.1 14.6 15.1 15.6 16.1 16.5 16.9 17.3 17 7
1-26

_ 9.3 10.1 10.0 11.6 12.3 13.0 13.6 14.2 14.8 15.3 15.9 16.3 16.8 17.2 17.6 18.0 18.4
1-27 9.4 10.2 11.0 11.7 12.4 13.1 13.8 14.4 15.0 15.5 16.1 16.6 17.1 17.5 17.9 18.3 18.7 19.1
1-28 9.4 10.2 11.0 11.8 12.5 13.2 13.9 14.5 15.1 15.7 16.3 16.8 17.3 17.8 18.2 18,6 19.1 19.4 19.8
1-29 9.5 10.3 11.1 11.0 12.6 13.3 14.0 14.7 15.3 15.0 16.5 17.0 17.5 18.0 18.5 18.9 19.4 19.8 20.1 20.5

1 Based on formula: Combined slope of grain= (slopo of spiral grain)2‡(slope of diagonal grain)2.

How To Determine Combined Slope of Spiral and Diagonal Grain

First, determine slopes of spiral and of diagonal grain separately. To determine the combined, or resultant, slope find the column headed by the steeper of the two slopes and in this column locate the
figure in line with the flatter of the two slopes as given in the lefkhand column. This figure represents the length in inches (or other units) in which the grain deviates I inch (or other unit) with respect to the
central axis of the piece.

Examples: If the slope of spiral grain is 1 in 20 and the slope of diagonal grain is 1 in 25, the combined slope is 1 in 15.6. or if the slope of diagonal grain, is 1 in 18 and the slope of spiral grain is 1 in 22, the
combined slope is 1 in 13.9.
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G H
Figtere 2-58. Measterement of slope of grain.

gential surface and locate line ab on tangential at right angles to exposed surface. Method of
surface, parallel to fiber direction indicators, slope measurement. Diagonal grain, as explained in
of spiral grain=oa/ob. If permissible, an alter- (F) above; spiral grain, (1) after having located
nate method is to split the wood radially and point a as described above, expose tangential sur-
measure the slope of spiral grain directly, as is face as indicated above, (2) locate line be parallel
indicated for diagonal grain in F of figure 2-58. to fiber direction indicators, (3) slope of spiral

H. Board not truly flat- or quarter-sawn, both grain=ae/ob¡ combined slope of grain, (1) after

diagonalandspiralgrain(H,fig.2-58). Descrip- having exposed tangential surface and located
tion. Annual rings not paraHel to edges of piece; point e as explained above, lay a straightedge on
fiber direction on tangential surface (asindicated the piece so that one edge lies along the line ob,
above) not parallel to edges of piece when viewed (2) measure ob, (3) measure oe, (4) combined
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slope of grain=oe/ob¡ or determine combined 2.303. Checks, splits, and shakes. A check is a
slope of grain from slope of spiral grain and slope longitudinal crack in wood, generally in the radial

of diagonal grain as explained in section 2.3022. direction, or across the annual rings (fig.2--60).
An alternate method is to split the wood radially Checks are usually due to uneven shrinkage in
and measure the slope of spiral grain directly. seasoning. Thick lumber checks more severely

The deviation of diagonal or spiral grain or a than thin lumber, and aircraft veneer is too thin
combination of the two from a longitudinal corner to be subject to checking.

can also be measured with a divider or caliper. A split is a longitudinal crack in wood. It is
The caliper may be graduated on the inner side caused by rough handling or other artificially
of one or both legs to read directly the slope of induced stress. Typically it exends through the
grain for a base line of predetermined length. thickness of a piece from side to side regardless
Such a caliper is particularly advantageous for of whether the piece is edge-grained or flat-
reading the combined slope of grain across a cor- grained. When splits take a radial or tangential
ner some distance from the end as in figure 2-59, course they are not readily distinguishable from
which is based on the principle that the diagonals checks or shakes. Veneer, because of its greater
of a rectangle are equal in length, that is the dis- fragility, splits much more readily than lumber.
tance ac in D, figure 2-58 is equal to a'o. Further A shake is a longitudinal crack in wood between
details may be found in Forest Products Labora- two annual rings (fig. 2-61). Shakes, unlike
tory Report No. 1592. checks and most splits, do not develop in seasoning

Figure 2-59. Direct measurement of combined slope of grain by means of a graduated caliper, naing different
base lines of the same length-6 inches in this case.
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Figure 2-60. Checks in a flat-grain board.

or handling but originate in the green timber. and up to several inches in length, that results

They may, however, become accentuated in season- from the burrowing of larvae into the growing
ing. Shakes would very seldom be encountered tissue of the tree. It is a defect of hardwoods
in either lumber or veneer approaching aircraft rather than of softwoods and is probably most
quality. common in basswood, some species of birch, and

It is obvious that relatively large checks, splits, maple, particularly soft maple. It varies con-
and shakes may seriously weaken wood members siderably in different boards, from slight traces
in resistance to longitudinal shear, and finished to a number of large streaks which might have
parts containing them should be rejected. an appreciable weakening effect, particularly in

2.304. PitA flecks. A pith fleck is a narrow thin material such as veneer. Figure 2-62 shows
streak resembling pith, usually brown in color pith flecks in basswood.

Pigure 2-61. Shake in a flat-grain board.
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2.305. Compression failures. Compression fail- They may develop when standing trees are bent
ures are deformations of the fibers due to exces- severely by wind or snow, when timber is felled
sive compression along the grain either in direct over irregularities of the ground, when logs and

end compression or in bending. The deformations sawed stock are roughly handled, or from exces-
range from well-defined buckling of the fibers, sive stresses in service and, possibly, longitudinal
visible to the unaided eye as wrinkles across the stresses induced by the growth of the tree.
face of the piece (fig. 2--63), to slight crinkling Compression failures, whether readily apparent
of the fiber walls visible only with a high-power to the eye or so fine as to be difficult to detect even
microscope. with the aid of a microscope, seriously reduce the
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bending strength and shock-resisting capacity of sion should also be tried. When viewed in this
wood. When present on the tension side of a bent manner, a failure appears as an irregular line
member, they usually cause an abrupt and com- extending across the grain, as shown in figure
plete fracture across the grain under relatively 2-63. A liberal application of carbon tetrachlor-
Iow stresses (fig.2-64) . All material containing ide on a surface helps to make minute compression
compression failures, therefore, is unsuitable for failures more distinct when present.
aircraft parts in which strength is of importance. The presence of numerous minute compression

Compression failures can best be seen in wood faihires may often be detected by the appearance
so placed that light strikes along the fibers at an of the crosscut surface, as in figure 2-65. On the
angle of about 20° with the surface. A source pith side of the black pencil line in the figure,
of concentrated light, such as a spotlight, is best. groups of springwood and sinnmerwood fibers
The piece should be viewed at angles of between are shown broken off at minute compression fail-
45° and 90° to the grain from the side on which ures close to the saw cut, rather than being cut
the light is located. Other angles of light and vi otT cleanly by the saw. This end breakage of

Figtere 2-63. Pronous a r otpress ailtere in Sit1m . pruce.
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Figure 2-64. Effect of contpressiot failtere in yellow-poplar beam. Top, piece containing compression failure as it
appeared before application of load. Bottont, same piece after fracture. The compression failure on the ten-
sion side has caused an abrupt and complete fracture across the grain.

Figure 2-65. Crosscut through Sitka spruce icith numerous conspression failures in the portion on the pith side of the
black line, as indicated by the broken fibers in both summerwood and springwood.

fiber due to compression failures has a characteris- wood is cut off throughout by the saw. Absence
tie appearance regardless of whether the cross- of end breakage of fiber is not proof, however, of
cut was made with a coarse or a fine saw. The the absence of compression failures, since the saw
fibers are broken off in more or less discontinuous, cut may not have come close enough to failures
radial streaks, as shown in figures 2-65 and 2-66. present within the piece.
On the bark side of the black line, where there The use of transmitted light is an aid in detect-
are no compression failures, the normal appear- ing compression failures in veneer. The sheet is
ance of a saw cut may be seen. Although the held up to a bright light so that the side observed
springwood is broken out in places, the summer- is in shadow. A compression failure will then
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appear as a dark, irregular line across the grain. 2.306. Ûompression wood. Compression wood

Figure 2-67 shows a compression failure in yellow- is an abnormal type of wood formed on the lower
poplar veneer as it appears using transmitted light. side of leaning softwood trees only-not in hard-
This method is usually more effective in light- wood trees. Because of inferior strength proper-
colored woods, such as Sitka spruce, than in dark- ties, excessive longitudinal shrinkage, and rela-
colored woods, such as mahogany, tively high specific gravity for a species, compres-

A good hand lens with a magnifying power of sion wood is unsuitable for aircraft construction
about 10 diameters is of assistance when the fail- except in limited amounts.
ures are not pronounced. In the laboratory, mag- Compression wood usually has relatively wide
nification up to 60 diameters by means of a low- annual rings and unusually wide summerwood
power microscope is helpful. which, however, does not appear so dense and

When a toughness machine such as is described hornlike as normal summerwood. This results in
in Forest Products Laboratory Report No. 1308 a lack of contrast with springwood which gives a
is used as a part of the regular acceptance test, lifeless appearance to compression wood, particu-
lumber containing even minute compression fail- larly when dry, as shown in figure 2-68. On sur-
ures can in practically all cases be detected by the faces of lumber and veneer, compression wood

low toughness values obtained. usually has a yellowish or slightly brownish color

Figure 2-66. Crosscuts through ßitka spruce. A and C cut toith holloto ground cut-o¶ sato; B and D cut witA
novelty out-og saw. Discontinuous radial streaks of fibers broken og in satoing indicate the presence of
compression failures in A and B. O and D, made toith the same satos as A and B, respectively, shoto no evi-

dences of compression failure.
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Figtere 2-6'/. Compressiove failure in rotary-cut yelloto-poplar 11eneer by travesmitte<l lig1st.

when dry and a reddish color when wet. Streaks which the thin section can be laid, when used in a
of compression wood on edge-grain surfaces fre- darkened room or in a well-shaded position, is best
quently are interspersed with streaks of normal for the purpose (fig.241). The opacity of the
wood, which usually has narrower annual rings, summerwood of compression wood is due to the
as is shown in figure 2-69. Occasionally it is microscopically discontinuous structure of its
present entirely across the width of pieces of edge- fiber walls, which dissipate light, in contrast to the
grain lumber. continuous dense fiber walls of normal wood.

Compression wood gradates from a pronounced For examining lumber for compression wood by
to a border-line form which approximates normal transmitted light, cross sections approximately
wood in appearance, particularly that which has five thirty-seconds inch thick, cut with a smoothly
wide summerwood. cutting saw, have been found satisfactory for most

Well-developed compression wood usually can species. In quarter-sliced veneer it also can be de-
be detected in ordinary visual inspection by its tected by this method in thicknesses up to one-
relatively wide annual rings and wide summer- eighth inch, at least. Even in glued panels, com-
wood. Moderately developed and border-line pression wood can be detected in the face plies by
forms, as well as pronounced compression wood, the opacity of its summerwood, provided the ply
can be detected by the opacity of their summer- containing compression wood is on the side toward
wood in contrast to the translucence of normal the observer, dark-colored heartwood of such spe-
summerwood when thin sections are held against cies as yellow-poplar and sweetgum is not included
a bright light (C, fig. 2--70). A box containing a in the panel, and the total thickness does not exceed
100-watt bulb and having a variable opening over about one-eighth inch. Figures 2-72 and 2-73
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show compression wood (left) and norinal wood wood. In bending, compression wood breaks with

(right)in veneer and plywood, respectively, as a brittle fracture, while normal wood splinters, as
seen in ordiiiary visual inspection (above)and as is shown in A and B of figure 2-70. Compression
seen against a bright light (below). In the latter, wood has relatively higher density than normal

the summerwood of compression wood is shown as wood, so that the ratio of weight to strength also

opaque, that of normal wood as translucent. makes it unsuitable for aircraft structure. Ex-
Strength properties of compression wood, par- cessive and irregular shrinkage along the grain of

ticularly stiffness and shock resistance, are lower compression wood occasionally causes cross breaks
than those of normal wood of the same species and, frequently, crook and bow in lumber. B,
when dry. Other hending-strength properties are figure 2-68, shows a cross break in compression
erratic, since the tensile strength of compression wood bounded on both sides by normal wood, and
wood frequently is much lower than that of normal 0, figure 2-68, shows crook of a piece in which the

C

E
Figure 2-68. A, longitudinal and cross sections throngle part of a tree trun1c toith compression evood on lower

side; B, cross brea1c in compression trood and splits betrocen compression wood and norneal ecood due to
greater longitudinal shrinkage of compression toood; C, crook caused by longitudinal shrinkage of the compres-
sion wood on the lotoer side; D, cupping in three-ply plywood due to higher longitudinal shrinkage of com-
pressiontcood in the bottom ply than of the normal ecood in the top ply.
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B

C
Figure 2-69. Samples of western hemlock boards with convpression wood in tarNing amounts: A, practically

the entire surface; B, streaks interspersed with normal wood; and C, occasional annual rings. A and B 1eave
escessive amounts of compression wood, w1eile that of C may be permitted.
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compression wood is along one edge. These de-
fects resulted from much greater longitudinal
shrinkage in the compression wood than in adja-
cent normal wood. D, figure 2-68, is an edge view
of cupping in three-ply plywood that resulted from
greater longitudinal shrinkage in compression
wood in the ply on the lower face than in normal
wood in the upper face ply.

The inferior stnength properties, excessive lon-
gitudinal shrinkage, and greater density of com-
pression wood generally are detrimental to aircraft
structures. Compression wood may be permitted
in aircraft structures only to the extent described
in section 9.4.

2.307. Pitch pockets. Pitch pockets are ap-
proximately plano-convex, lens-shaped openings
within annual rings, usually longer than they are
wide. As a rule, they contain more or less resin

and, occasionally, bark. They may be from less
than an inch to several inches in length. They
normally occur only in certain conifers, namely,
pine, Douglas-fir, spruce, tamarack, and larch.
They are most common in southern pines and
Douglas-fir and least common in redwood. They
probably are the result of small injuries received

at some time during its growth by the cambium,
which is the growing layer between bark and wood.
They are objiectionable because they may weaken

small members and resin may exude from them,
especially when the wood becomes warm. In
quarter-sliced veneer pitch pockets appear as nar-
row slits.

2.308. Bark pockets. A bark pocket is a patch
of bark partially or wholly enclosed in the wood.
There is usually some slight separation, or at

least a lack of cohesion, involved that has a definite
weakening effect. They are occasionally found in
most aircraft woods, particularly in spruce, and
are considered equal in damaging effect to pitch
pockets of equal size. In appearance they resemble
pitch pockets more closely than any other defect;
but they are usually smaller and, of course, lack

Figure 240. Typical bending failures in Sit1ca spruce
represented by: A, splintering normal wood, and B, pitch.
brittle compression 2cood. In C, upper example sAows 2.309. Pitch streaks. Pitch streaks are well-
cross sections of normat transincent wood ytve trairty- defined infiltrations of resin in the fibers in the
seconds inch thicro photograpAca by transmitted light, form of streaks, usually extending a greater dis-
summerwood more translucent than springtoood; lotoer .

tance alone than across the eram (fia. 2-743.
example shotos compression wood interspersed toitA ' * I

normai 2cooa, compression roood indicated by its opaque They normally occur only in pine, Douglas-fir,
summerwood. spruce, tamarack, and larch. As found in the bet-
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Figure 2-'ï1. Forest Proclocts Laboratory apparatus for <letecting compression woo<l by trctusneitted lig1tt.

ter grades of hunber, practically all are small. injury that the living tree received in the form
Pitch streaks are objectionable in airplane con- of bird pecks, mechanical abrasion, tappings for

struction in that the pitch may add materially to maple sugar, or the like.
the weight of the wood; it may exude, especially 2.311. Indented rings. In certain species of
in warm weather, and affect those finishes which conifers, particularly Sitka spruce, annual rings

do not hold well on pitchy areas. as seen on the cross section sometimes are in-
2.310. MineraZ streaks. Mineral streaks are dark dented along a radial line for many successive

brown or black streaks, frequently with a green years (fig.2-76) . Each indentation usually ex-
tinge, and often contain mineral matter in suf- tends up and down the tree trunk for several
ficient quantities to dull sharp-edged tools. They inches, producing noticeable blemishes on longi-
vary in length from less than an inch to a foot tudinal, especially tangential, surfaces (fig.2-77).
or more along the grain and have a transverse If the indentation ran exactly parallel to the grain,
dimension at the widest portion of one-eighth they would produce no distortion of the individual
inch to 1 inch or more (fig.2-75). Their limits fibers except at the top and bottom ends of the
may be sharply defined, or they may fade out indentation; but, since they usually make a slight
gradually into the surrounding wood. Mineral angle with the grain, the fibers dip from their
streaks are frequently infected by fungus, and they straight longitudinal course at the indentation,
check more easily in seasoning than does normal like a slack rope on the ground in following the
wood. contour of a ditch which it crosses at a very

Mineral streaks are common in maple, hickory, acute angle.
basswood, yellow-poplar, and yellow birch and This dip is in a radial direction and causes a
are occasionally found in other hardwoods. Evi- slight curvature of the annual rings and deflection
dently they are often, if not always, due to some of the fibers in a radial plane, as shown in figure
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1! i i i
Figure B-'12. Tico pieces of Douglas-fir vencer v1eolograp1ted (above) by reflected liflot as seen in ordinary visual

inspection and (Deloto) by transmitted lig1tt. Note in t1te lotcer pleotograples (left) opacity of t1te summericood
of compression tvood and (rig1tt) its transificence in normal 20004, in ec1ticle t1te sitamericood is brif1tter t1tan t1te
spriBUt0004.
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Figure 2-73. Two pieces of Douglas-fer plywood pitotograp16ed (above) by reflected lif1st as seen in ordinary visual
inspection and (below) by transmitted lig1st. Note in lower p1eotograp1ts (left) opacity of t16e summerwood of
compression wood and (rig1tt) its translucence in normal wood, in w1eic1e t1te summerwood is brig1tter t1ean the
springwood.
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Figure 2-7/;. Pitc1e streak.

Figure 8-76. Indented rings as seen on a cross section Figure 2-77. Indenied rings as seen on a tangential sur-
of Hitko spruce. Natural size. face of ßitka spruce. Natural size.
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2-78. In a tangential plane, on the other hand, tuberance is flat in tangential view, although it
the indented rings cause no distortion of grain, may be curly, and more or less steep slope of grain
as is evidenced by figure 2-77, in which the checks occurs some distance above and below the center

are not deflected as they pass through the indented (0, fig. 2-79 and fig. 2-80). In such rounded pro-
portion. tuberances the cross grain usually is less steep than

in burls.
Burls difer from hird's-eyes in that the latter

are due to individually scattered conical depres-
sions and never have a pith center.

On account of the differences in the steepness
and distribution of cross grain in them, it is nec-
essary to distinguish between knots, burls, and
rounded protuberances, the burls usually being
intermediate in weakening efect between the other
two.

2.313. Bird's-eye. Bird's-eye is defined as a
small, central spot around which the wood fibers
are arranged in the form of an ellipse to give the
appearance of an eye. Bird's-eye is fairly connnon

Figure 2-78. Indented rings as seen on a ra<ual surface in maple. Some samples show a sparsely scat-
of Sitka spruce. tered bird's-eye, as in figure 2-81, while others

show bird's-eyes crowded in at the rate of 10 or
2.312. Burls. A burl, as defined with respect to more per square inch. Since each bird's-eye is

aircraft veneer specifications, is a local distortion accompanied by a small area of steep cross grain,
of the grain due to one or several contiguous the effect on strength may be considerable in
conical protuherances of wood on the tree trunk pieces of the latter type. Yellow birch occasion-
which are formed under dormant buds that usually ally exhibits a dimple-like effect that is sometimes

do not develop but persist for many years, each called bird's-eye, although it has a less pronounced
having a core, or pith, or to overgrowths of such figure than bird's-eye in maple. Among soft-
buds that died and no longer contain a pith (fig. woods, redwood has a so-called bird's-eye that is
2-70). Sometimes a large number of such buds found in many pieces in the clear grades. This

are produced in close proximity to each other, bird's-eye usually occurs in small, rather widely
forming a large, wartlike excrescence on the tree scattered chains, hence it is not discriminated
trunk, which is the popular conception of a burl. against unless hollow or unsound.
Burls may occur singly or in groups with areas of 2.314. Radial red streak in spruce. Radial red
straight-gained wood between them. Because streaks in spruce are noticeably darker than the
burls originate from conical projections, they surrounding wood, especially as seen on the edge-
usually show a fairly definite boundary in lumber grain face, and may extend across a number of
and veneer. annual rings. Their vertical height is usually less

A tangential cut through the conical protuber- than their radial extent (fig.2 82). The color is
ance of a burl frequently resembles a small knot caused by the presence of dark gummy material

in having a central pith but differs from it in that in the wood ray cells. The gum-containing rays
there is no appreciable amount of strictly end may be considerably higher vertically than normal
grain around the pith. There may be steep cross rays (that is, made up of more cells one above
grain on the upper and lower sides of such a con- another). No indication has been found that the
ical elevation, but on the two lateral sides the red streaks are, in themselves, a source of weak-
grain is practically flat (A, fig. 2-79). ness in the wood containing them. Sometimes

A burl differs from cross grain formed by they are associated with distorted grain, the ef-
rounded protuberances due to overgrowth of a fect of which should be determined independently.
knot or injury or crook in the tree trunk, in that 2.315. Giant resin canals in spruce. Radial
in such cross-grained areas there is no central resin canals with diameters up to one-eighth inch
pith and the grain at the center of such a pro- or more, so large that they are easily seen by the
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A

ß

C
Figure 2-'/9. Burts in yelloto-poplar rotary-ciet veneer. A, a burl formed by one conical elevation.beloto a dor-

mant bud. Note dark core, or pith, and flat Urain on bot1e sides, as indicated by reflection of light and pore
length. B, a burl formeß by a cluster of dormant buds. O, sim small burls associated with cross grain due to

overgrototh of knot.
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Figure 2-80. Type of figure produced in cutting rotary veneer fron a block wille sonte crook; not to be confused
wille large burl.

/ Z,34-SC

Figure 2-81. Bird's-eye in maple.

naked eye and consequently are sometimes mis- of the grain, their presence in low-stressed parts
taken for worm holes, may occur in spruce wood. is, unless in obviously large numbers, not objec-
Large vertical resin canals may also occur but are tionable. Even in highly-stressed parts, the pres-
much less frequent than radial canals. In figure ence of occasional large canals should not be
2-83 the relative size of the normal and of giant cause for rejection.
resin canals is shown. 2.316. Black streaks in toestern Aemlock and

In determining when wood with giant resin otAer coniferous species. The activities of a
canals should be rejected, the strength require- species of fly (Chilosia alaskensis Hunter), living
ments of the part and the number of canals pres- under the bark of certain coniferous species as a
ent per unit area should be considered. Since larva or maggot, results in the formation of a
the resin canals do not produce serious distortion chamber or cavity in the wood which often re-
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sembles a pitch pocket in shape but is filled or or so. As seen on an edge-grained surface, the
lined with cellular tissue having dark-colored appearance is a thin black line which is wider

contents. Continuing vertically in both direc- where a maggot chamber is cut through. This
tions, from the maggot chamber for distances gives rise to the use of the term "blackstreak"
varying from a few inches to a few feet, is a thin to designate the layer of dark tissue and the in-
layer of dark tissue which usually occupies only eluded maggot chamber.

part of the thickness of an annual growth layer Tests of the effect of black streaks indicate that
and is limited in circumferential extent to an inch except for the niaggot chambers they need not be

Figure 2 82. Radial red strea1; in spruce as it appears on an edge-grain face.
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A

Figure 2-88. Giant resite cattals i2e spruce as seest under the microscope at 40X o2e a tange2ttial face: A, giatet
ra<lial canal, icith l<trge rarlial ca2tal besi<le it at left; B, normal radial resi2e ca2tal; C, large vertical c<tnal.

limited and that the chambers may be admitted area where the wood is not intergrown and which

in airplane parts to the same extent as pitch is lined with a dry, jet-black material.

pockets. The length of a maggot chamber should A and B, figure 2-85, shows the typical appear-
be considered only as that of the definitely wider ance of this defect on edge grain and end grain,
or thicker portion of the black streak (fig.2-84). respectively. O, figure 2-85, is an edge-grain

Irregular grain or deviations of grain associated sample from which the wood at the lower side of
with maLrgot chambers should, of course, be the soot pocket has been cut away to show the ex-
limited in the same manner as other deviations of tent of the area where the annual rings are not
grain. intergrown. D, figure 2-85, is a sample of rotary-

2.317. Black streak and soot pockets in yelloto- cut veneer showing the soot pocket in the center,
poplar. Black streak (sometimes called fire with the black streak or fire streak extending along
streak) and soot pockets are defects peculiar to the grain in both directions.
yellow-poplar that are usually associated. The 2.318. Bird peck. Occasional logs are encoun-
trouble originates at an injury, leaving a small tered in yellow-poplar that have been repeatedly
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damaged by birds, which drill series of holes Usually these bird pecks are more or less sparsely

through the bark into the sapwood. In the great scattered over a sheet of veneer; but in extreme
majority of cases, the injuries are shallow enough cases, as shown in figuie 2-86, there may be 100 or
to heal; the small, rounded spots remaining con- more to a square foot.
tain deviations from straight grain that are 2.310. Floccosoids in toestern hendock. Other-
usually much less pronounced than those in burls. wise acceptable western hemlock material is some-

Figure 2-8);. Black streak in toestern Itentloc1c; «-a, and b-b are lengt/ts of the niafgot c1tanthers.
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B

D

Figure 2-8õ. Blacle streale and soot pockets in yellow-poplar.

times rejected bÿ inspectors who mistake floc- defects of manufacture that are peculiar to veneer
cosoids, which appear as white spots or streaks, and that require special mention.
for decay or dote. . A and B, figure 2-87, show the 2.3201. Rough cutting. Rough cutting weakens
appearance of floccosoids. These whitish deposits veneer because it usually causes some tearing of the
in the cavities of the wood cells result from the life surface fibers. This results in thin spots that can
processes of the tree. They may be nearly form- be detected in thin veneer by holding the sheet to
less, granular, or crystalline. a source of light.

Floccosoids are soluble in various solvents, in- Rough cutting also prevents a uniform glue
cluding such caustic alkalis as potassium hydrox- bond, because it is not possible to obtain as close
ide or ordinary household lye. They dissolve and complete a contact between the glued surfaces
best when paper-thin slices of the wood contain- as is desirable.
ing them are submerged in an alkaline solution so Smoothness of cut is judged by feel and by ap-
that the solution is in direct contact with the de- pearance. Light shining obliquely on one side
posit. This solubility test may be used to dis- of a piece makes roughness more evident than
tinguish floccosoids from decay, since under such does diffused light. Long experience is not needed

treatment the floccosoids will disappear but any to detect the more serious types of rough cutting.
white decay spots present will not. Also, the Assuming that the lathe or slicer is in good con-
floccosoids are at least as firm and solid as normal dition and well operated, rough cutting is not a
springwood, whereas decayed spots are softer than serious problem in straight-grained wood. It
normal wood; thus, they can be distinguished by should, however, be looked for in sheets of veneer
picking at them with a knife blade. that show irregularities of grain resulting from

2.320. Veneer defects. Most of the defects dis- bumps, burls, curl, or interlocked grain. The seri-
cussed in preceding pages are common to both ousness of rough cutting from the aircraft veneer
lumber and veneer. There are, however, certain standpoint depends on the degree of roughness and
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the size of the area affected. A very small area tight side of the surface plies should be the ex-
that is only slightly rough need not be considered posed side. Since knife-cut veneer is severely
cause for rejecting a sheet that is otherwise of bent away from the log or flitch as it is cut, the
good quality. Figure 2-88 illustrates an objec- outerside is put in compression and the innerside
tionable and unnecessary degree of rough cutting in tension. In poorly cut veneer, the open side
in relatively straight-grained hard maple. often reveals ntunerous small surface checks

2.3202. Loose cutting. Every sheet of rotary- which run more or less parallel to the grain when
cut and sliced veneer has a "tightside" and an the sheet is bent so that the open side is on the
"openside." The tight side is that which is toward convex side. In properly made veneer, the dif-
the outside of the log, or flitch. In plywood, the ference between the two sides can be detected al-

Figure 2-86. Bir<l pec1e in yellorc-poplar.
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Fifure 2-87. Floccosoids-ochite spots in toestern 1temlock. A, floccosoids (f ) as seen t1erough the neicroscope
(about 200X magnification) ; 13, floccosoids (†) in rotard-UNt euccT-

though the difference is not very pronounced. cause uneven shrinkage. Such sheets are likely
Tightness of cut is better a thiaveneers than in to cause some difReulty in gluing and have a ten-
thick, and, fortunately from this standpoint, air- dency to split in pressing for crating, especially if -.

craft veneers are as a rule relatively thin and too dry. Flatness of the best commercial stand-
therefore relatively tight. ards is desirable in all aircraft work, but par-

9.3203. Nonuniform thickness. Well-made ve ticularly in molded parts. Wavy veneers can be a

neer should nieet certain thickness quirements. easûý squeèzed fla&ip a standard press and uni-

1. It should, on the average, be up to the fornily bonded td adjoining layers. In bag and

thickness specified, rŠther than, as often other types of fluid pressure molding, pressures
happens, slightly under. used are loger, and fói such purposes the veneer

must be relatívely flat if a good and uniform glue2. It should be cut with s flicient accuracy to .

. . bond is to be achieved.
kyep withm the sliecified thickness toler- 2.3205. Frequency of common natural defects inance ±0.002 meh or more acãordmg to

eeneer. Table 2-12 shows the chief natural de-the thickness of the veneer. . .

fects and blemishes found m four common air-
3. The thickness of individual sheets of veneer craft-veneer woods. The rotary veneers on which

should not vary more than ±0.002 inch in these figures were based were cut for aircraft, butdifferent places· actually nboutone third were somewhat under
Tests indicate that, with a good lathe or aircraft standards by reason of excëssive crossslicer þroperly operated, tbere is no serious grain or other defects exceeding the specifications.

difficulty in meeting thåse requirements· The percentages of clear sheets in the veneer in-
2.3204.- Lack of patness. Sheets of veneer often spected were: Yellow=poplar, 25; sweetgum, 53;

dry with a wavy, uneven surface, particularly if hardmaple,18;andyellowbirch,41.
they are wide or contain areas of cross grain, which Burls were much the most common defect found
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in yellow-poplar, occurring typically as cross see- counted for by the fact that very sman ones, one-
tions of buds which were frequently grouped. eighth inch or less in diameter, are fairly common;
Single burls seldom exceeded the allowable limit, sometimes several appear in one veneer sheet,
but their combined diameter or number often ex- Knots in all the woods were, in general, small,
ceeded the allowable limit. Burls were sometimes sound, and tight.
accompanied by rough cutting in the surrounding By far the greatest number of mineral streaks
wood, were found in maple, although in the quality of

The high frequency of knots in sweetgtun is ae- veneer examined they were small and sound. In

Figure 2-88. Objectionable rough cutting in maple.
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maple, mineral streaks often check during drying. The sweetgum tree is characterized by a great
For use in aircraft, the most serious defect in deal of interlocked grain. It is not surprising,

otherwise good veneer is cross grain. In small therefore, that the sweetgum veneer examined had
samples, cross grain sometimes reduces the tensile more spiral grain than did the other woods.
strength to one-third that of straight-grained ve- Spiral grain is common in birch also, both in the
neer; and in bending, small cross-grained pieces tree and in veneer, but is less of a problem in yel-
break at about twice as large a radius as do low-poplar and maple,
straight-grained pieces. Cross-grained sheets of Most of the excessive short grain in maple con-
veneer do not dry so flat as straight-grained sheets. sisted of swirls, or patches of localized steep short a
Where cross grain is extreme, greater difficulties grain, that are probably cross sections of sizable
in gluing and finishing are encountered than with bumps or swells on the log. Swirls usually have a
straight-grained veneer, because such cross grain slope steeper than 1 in 10; and, since several swirls -

in effect is similar to end grain. often occur in one piece, their combined area may
well exceed 10 percent of the sheet. In the other

Table 2--12. Frequency of Principal Natural Defects and woods, the short grain was more often the result
Blemishes Found in Veneers of Four Common Aircraft of swell butt or crook in the log.
Woods Cross grain resulting from butt swell may be

found in ahnost any wood. The characteristic
Percent of vencer sheet in which defects were appeRTRUCe iS shown in ßgure 2-89. Short grain

Defector blemish varying from 1 in 5 up to l in 10 is often found in
eggy sweetga Ha"Se1°Ne°a"such areas, the steeper slopes being found as a

rule where the growth rings are most closely
Knots...

___
_ _ _ _ _ 27 29 4 16 crowded together. This kind of short grain is

Burls------------- 45 5 4 14 usually limited to a small area near one end of the
Mineral streaks..

_ 8 3 27 10 sheet, and frequently such a sheet can be greatly
Excessive spiral improved if shortened a foot or so. Short grain

grain. - - _ _ 7 20 6 13 .

Excessive short of the same general type can sometunes be found
grain. 6 5 17 9 at both ends of a sheet of veneer from a log that

Excessive curly has a considerable degree of sweep or crook.
grain_

___
.. _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 12 Curly grain was of no great practical signifi-

Bark pockets. 7 2 1 2 - .

Scars 6 1 a 3 cancer in the veneer exarnned, except in yellow y

Bird'Sey . _.._ _-- 12 2 birch, about half of the logs of which contained
Bird peck 5 1 3 1 it in varying degree. Only 12 percent of the
Worm holes_. 1 6 -------- ---- sheets, however, had èxcessive curly grain; that

is, grain with a slope steeper than 1 in 10 covering
more than 10 percent of the surface. Curly grain

The cross grain shown is all excessive cross is often accompanied by rough cutting, which in
grain; that is, more extreme than the specifications itself is objectionable. Figure 2-90 illustrates
permit. Only excessive cross grain is recorded curly grain in birch.
here, because every piece of veneer has cross grain Such irregularities as bumps, burls, swells, and
in some degree; hence, most of it is not significant. knots are occasionally found in aR woods and
The situation is different with the other defects cause short grain in varying degrees. In figure
and blemishes, because they are as a rule entirely 2-91, for instance, the steepest short grain in the
lacking in a great majority of the veneer sheets. section through the small bump is 1 in 3, but the

No sheet of veneer is perfectly straight-grained. area affected is very small in proportion to the
Crook, taper, swell butt, ridges, and bumps pre- size of the sheet. Shoit grain of 1 in 6 is the
vent many logs from being even closely cylindrical. steepest fduild around the section through the
Curly, spiral, and interlocked grain affect other large bump in the center of the sample, but the
logs, so that the term "straight-grained"is purely area concerned is much larger.
relative. For all practical purposes, this term Figure 2-92 illustrates with khaya ("African
may be taken to mean that the grain is straight mahogany"), a type of short grain that occurs in
enough to meet specifications. woods having interlocked grain. The two nar-
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/ 2,3456

Figure 2-89. Cross grain resulting front butt sacell in µellorc birch.

rower samples are quarter-sliced "ribbongrain," the unfigured type is typically much more
the figure being due to interlocked grain such as straight-grained.
often occurs in sweetgmn, tupelo, and sycamore. These typical examples are given, not because
The other two samples are unfigured and plain they necessarily justify rejection of a sheet, but
sHeed. Much of the area of some ribbon-grain because they are usually grounds for suspicion
pieces has slope of grain steeper than 1 in 10, but and may call for checking. The quality of the

042374-51-8 ŸŸ
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Figure 2-90. Curlev grain in yellow birch.

remainder of the sheet often determines the ac- through the sheet. In rotary-cut veneer, the face
ceptability. is practically a tangential surface; and in quarter-

2.3206 Measurement of slope of grain in veneer. sliced veneer it is approximately a radial surface;
The slope of grain in veneer is determined with in flat-sliced veneer, however, it may vary from
respect to an edge--that is, in the plane of the tangential to nearly radial even in the same piece.
sheet;

, and with respect to the face-that is, The slope of grain with respect to the edge in
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rotary-cut and flat-sliced veneer is indicated by It is also indiscated roughly by elongated mineral
the direction in which the venéer tears or by pores, streaks and pitch streaks, since they usually ex-
resin ducts, the direction in which free-flowing ink tend along the grain, and by the direction in which
or dye spreads, or the scribe test on the surface, the apexes of successive annual rings line up on
although in veneer less tlpan one forty-eighth its surface if diagonal grain is present but spiral
inch in thickness the scribe test is not practical. grain is not present, as illustrated in figure 2-93,

lif lif il

/ 4345
Figurc 2-91. Cross grain resulting from small and large immps.
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Figure 9-92. Cross grain resulting from interlocked grain.

If spiral grain is present the grain will take a dif- Tearing quarter-sliced veneer to determine the
ferent course than the apexes of the annual rings, direction of grain may be misleading. If the tear-
as illustrated in figure 2-94, and therefore the ing is done by pulling downward with one hand
anhual rings cannot be relied upon entirely for and upward with the other, the teai may follow
determining the direction of grain in such veneer. the grain (annualrings in this case) ; but if the

In quarter-sliced veneer the annual rings indi- reverse motion is employed, the tear may go di-
cate the slope of grain with respect to the edge, agonally across the rings (A, fig. 2-95). The
the same as oli radial surfaces of lumber (sec. difference in tear is due to the radial checks that
2.302), except in khaya, which has no definite are formed on the "open"side in such veneer dur-
growth rings but has sufficiently distinct pores ing cutting. These checks are arranged in a diag-
to indicate the direction of grain. If the annual onal direction across the sheet, because when
rings are not distinctly visible on the faces of flitches are placed in the slicer in an inclined posi-
quarter-sliced veneer, as may occur in sweetgum, tion, the knife passes diagonally through the flitch.
yellow-poplar, magnolia, water tupelo, and bass- The slope of grain with respect to the face, or
wood, they sometimes can be seen more clearly by through the sheet, often is more difficult to deter-
tilting the veneer at a different angle with respect mine. In rotary-cut and flat-sliced veneer, the
to the light source or the eye. presence of numerous parabolas formed by the
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intersection of annual rings with the surface indi- holding thin veneer against a strong light or by
cates diagonal grain_through the sheet, as in figures pinpricks through the veneer.
2-93 and 2-94. The ratio of the thickness of A more complete discussion of determining the
the veneer to the length in which the boundary slope of grain is given in Forest Products Labora-
of the same annual ring intersects the two surfaces tory Report No. 1585.
is a measure of the slope of grain, as ab to ao In any cut of veneer, the length of resin ducts
in figure 2-95, in which bo is the boundary of an or of plainly visible pores also is a measure of the
annual ring, although the veneer need not be cut slope of grain. For example, if the length of the
through the apexes of the parabolas, as illustrated, pores on the surface of mahogany is less than 0.11
in order to make the measurements. The same an- inch, in birch 0.09 inch, and the resin ducts in
nual ring can be identified on the two surfaces by Sitka spruce and Douglas-fir 0.04 inch, the slope

Figure 2-Ð3. Artificial spiral grain as indicated DU oblique alinement of apexes of amutal rings on ihe tanUential
surface (tchen diagonal grain is present). Natural spiral grain absent, as indicate<l by parallelism of split
2cith alincmen¢ of aperes of annual rings.
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Figitre 2-9);. Natural spiral grain as indicate<l by split which is not parallel with alinement of apemes of antenat rings ,

due to di<tgonal Urain. Contpare wille figure 2-93.

of grain is greater than 1 in 10. Strictly speak- rings, pores, or the fibers themselves when magni- -

ing, resin ducts in spruce, Douglas-fir, and larch fied. To do this it may be desirable to clamp
should be measured for length on tangential sure the veneer between two pieces of wood with the
faces only, since, ou radial surfaces, several iii a edges flush and then draw a line parallel with the
row may intersect the surface and make the meas direction of the grain through the sheet on the
urement of single ones unpractical. If a slope of edge of the veneer and adjoining pieces of wood
1 in 10 or greater is present through tlie sheet, so as to facilitate nieasurement.
a strip of the veneer when bent until it breaks Veneer, like hunber, may have the grain slop-
will show a fracture along the grain unless it was ing with respect to the edge and with the face,
brittle or contained other defects that cansed the in which event the combined slope is the square
direction of the fracture to deviate from parallel root of the sum of the squares of the two slopes
ism with the fibers. The ratio of the thickness of as explained in section 2.3022.
the veneer to the length of the fracture (if it fol- 2.3907. Mændre2 bending tests. When strips of
lowed the grain all the way through the sheet) veneer with excessive slopes of grain through the
measured paranel with the surface s an approxi- sheet are bent around mandrels having predeter-
mate measure of the slope of grain. mined critical radii of curvature, breakage of the

The slope of grain through the sheet also can strips usually occurs, whereas veneer with straight
be measured on the edge by the slope of annual . grain usually will withstand such bending. Con-
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A

b

B
Figitrc 2--95. A, effect of checks formed in cuttinU on direction of terer in qurtrter-slicc<t eeneer. 13, metito<t of measur-

ing slope of grrein 11troug1t a s16eet of veneer. TIte fine bo rcpresents the riirection of the grain 11trongle t16e altect
as inflicated by annual rings, pores, fibers, frrecture, etc. The line ab reprcsents the thickness of tite veneer. Slope
of grant equals (th/ao.

sequently, the mandrel bending tests serve as a Table ß--18. Ratio of radius (R) of Mandrel to Thickness
methodfordeterminingcomplianceofveneerwith (T) of Veneer of Diferent Species for Use in Mandrel

specifications that require that, for aircrifft ply- "U 763 *

wood, slopes of grain "onat least 90 percent of nauo:= are
the area of the sheet shall not be steeper than 1
in 10." 2 The percentage of specimens of a given ir

s
°e

Basswood; Soft
calii

S
ene,

sample of veneer that break during the mandrel vencer onet Î'ei iai
« er;

bending test is an acceptable basis on which to ore re t,

determine the suitability of veneer with respect
to slope of grain through the sheet for aircraft ---

plywood· 0.011 and 0.020 47 46 34
In sainpling veneer for aircraft plywood by the 0.030

__
_ _ _ _ 57 46 34

mandrel bending tests, such specifications as the 0-034 to 0.047

Army-Navy Aeronautical Specification No. AN inclusive 57 50 40

P-69a, February 7, 1946, are followed. The s eci-
.

inclusive 67 55 50
mens are tested unmediately after reinoval from
the oven by bending them to a U-shape around
the mandrels having the critical radii of curvature Figure 2-96 shows a suitable inanner of placing
for the species and thicknesses of the veneer that the ruandrel-bending-test specimens in an oven
is under test (table2-13). for rapid drying; A and B, figure 2-97, show the

method of bending specimens arouiid the mandrel;
2 Army-Navy Aeronautical Specification Plywood and Veneer

Aircraft Flat Panel AN-P-69a, February 7, 1940. AnfÎÛ, OgtlFe 2-ÛÎ, SÌlOWS R Speciinen of mahogany
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F 2-90. Vencer specimens placell in racks for rapi<l oven <lrying prior to mantirel hentiing tests.

veneer with excessive slope of grain near the top to the tolerances permitted by the Army-
that broke during the mandrel bending test, while Navy specification of veneer for aircraft
the remaining relatively straight-grained part of plywood,"
the specimen did not. 3. The veneer specimens must be tested with

The following restrictions are necessary in the the tight side in tension, that is, the tight
use of mandrel bending tests in order to obtain side outward and the open side against
consistent results by which to evaluate the suit- the mandrel at thetime of test.
ability of veneer for aircraft plywood: 4. Breakage includes all fractures that extend

1. The veneer must be oven dried at the time one-eighth inch or more across the fiber
of test (0.0 percent moisture content). direction at the point of failure of the
It has been found practical to test oven- specimen.
dry veneer directly on removal of each 5. Specimens must be cut as nearly as possible
mandrel bending specimen from the oven. with the edges parallel to the general fiber

2. The thickness of the veneer must conform direction in order to avoid tearing along
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the grain during mandrel bending tests, unless they are massed or matted together. A
When such tearing inadvertently occurs mass of hyphae is called mycelium. Figure 9,98

it should not be classed as breakage, shows mycelimn on oak and the characteristic
6. The specimens must be held firmly against cracking in typical decay of a brown-rot type.

the mandrel during the bending to a The fruiting bodies of the fungi causing either
U-shape without, support on the tension sap stain or decay may appear on the surface of
surface. Determination of breakage wood. They vary in size from so small as to be
should be made before release of the invisible to the naked eye, except in a mass, to quite
specimen from the mandrel, since acci- large and conspicuous. The fruiting bodies of the
dental increase of the curvature by slip- staining organisms are always small. Those of
ping of the specimen in removing it from wood destroying fungi may be very large and are
the mandrel sometimes causes breakage called conks, brackets, mushrooms, toadstools, and
not due to excessive cross grain. the like. Since they are not formed until the

Fifure 2-97. Mandrel Lending test of vencer: A, stetrt of test;13, finis1eof test; C, specimen showing brealcage in
f1te pctrt wit1e c:ncessive slope of grain near the top but not in t/tc reinaincler, w1tich hatt perntissible slopes.

The critical radii of curvature that are used for hyphae have developed vigorously inside the wood,
mandrel bending tests were calculated from the their presence indicates serious decay.
ratios of radius to thickness at 5 percent average The fruiting bodies bear spores, which are mi-
breakage of the specimens with permissible slopes croscopically small reproductive bodies of rela-
of grain. Breakage not to exceed 20 percent of tively simple structure, analogous to seeds. The
the specimens tested from any sample of veneer spores, being very light, are borne about by air
is used as the basis for acceptability of veneer for currents. If the temperature and moisture are
aircraft plywood, since the Army-Navy specifica- favorable, they germinate and if they are in con-
tion 2 permits aircraft veneer to have excessive tact with wood that is not fungus-resistant they
slopes in small percentages of the areas of the start new centers of decay or stain.
sheets. Fungi will grow in wood only if both air and

9.321. ßtains and decays.3 Many stains, as well water are present, and at temperatures varying

as all forms of decay, are caused by fungi that from 3ö° to 100° F. These requirements vary

grow on and in wood. Fungi are plants made up widely with different fungi.
of fine threads (hyphae)invisible to the naked eye Lumber with a moisture content of less than 20

3 This section was prepared by the Division of Forest Pathology, perCOHÉWÍÌÌ11OÚStain or decay. The most efficient
Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, BletÌlOd of preventing stain and decay is to kiln
U. S. Department of Agriculture, which is maintained at Madison, .

Wis., in cooperation with the Forest Products Laboratory. dry lumber before it becomes infected. The tem-
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Figure 2-98. MUcclium on oak and f1te c1taracteristic cracking of typical brown rot.

peratures used in kiln drying are usually suffi- part. Properly placed drain holes are essential for
ciently high to kill any organisms that might be preventing decay of aircraft in use. Drainage
present in the wood. It is difficult to aír dry lum- holes should be at the lowest points. At trailing
ber quickly enough to prevent infectiop. There- edges of wings and ailerons, decay commonly de-
fore if the lumber is not to be kiln dried imme- velopiif the drains are 2 or 3 inches in front of the
diately, and especially if it is to be shipped before trailing-edge strip; they should be at the edge,
seasoning, it should be given added protection by and where metal trailing edges are used the drains
dipping in one of the several antistain chemicals should be in the metal itself. In fabric-covered
now in use (24, ß-6).* airplanes care is needed to punch the holes cleanly

In finished aircraft or aircraft parts decay will to provide the ¼-inch opening that is needed.
neither start nor progress if they are kept dry Drains so placed that water and dirt can get into
(2-9). In design and construction there should them during landings made on wet fields can be
be no unnecessary openings through which water protected by marine grommets. Perhaps some of

can enter. Protection is needed particularly the fins or other thin members can be entirely
against rain, splash from wet fields, and water sealed, but the safety of omitting drains cannot
used in washing. Openings at inspection plates, be judged until the possible importance of in-
pitot tubes, gasoline gages, and the like, should be ternal moisture condensation has been more thor-
made tight by gaskets or otherwise. On some oughly studied.
models, joints, such as that between wing and An added safeguard against decay at trailing
center section, or between vertical and horizontal edges would be to make the trailing-edge strip
stabilizers, need special attention to closure by from heartwood of one of the more decay-resistant
tight fairing strips or otherwise. Ailerons should species. Impregnation of aircraft parts with

not have exposed lightening holes at their ends. chemical preservatives is not compatible with
Openings through which pedal rods or control present gluing techniques, and the surface treat-
cables pass into structural members are safer if ments with preservatives are of such limited effec-
protected by boots. tiveness that their use does not justify any slack-

Construction should be such that any water that ness in provision for keeping wood dry.
does get in cannot accumulate or remain in any In shipping or storing aircraft and aircraft

parts the greatest care should be taken to prevent*ItaHe numbers .in parentheses refer to references given at . . .

and of section. water gettmg into the crates. - It is safest to un-
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pack crated airplanes and parts as soon as prac- in Douglas-fir, marking the outer margin
ticable after receipt; if parts must be stored where of an area infected with a wood-decaying

there is any chance for water to reach them, they fungus.
should be placed with openings downward so that (b) Red stain in ßitha spruce. Besides blue
water will run out rather than in. Lack of air stain, a spotty red stain is sometimes
circulation, combined with high atmospheric hu- found on both the sapwood and heart-
midity and temperature, affords a favorable con- wood of Sitka spruce airplane lumber
dition for the growth of wood-inhabiting fungi. (&-1). On the rough lumber the stain

2.3210. Occurence of staining fungi. Wood appears as terra cotta or brick-red spots,
may stain at any time after the trees are felled so varying from a very faint to a pro-
long as the moisture content remains favorable for nounced color. It is superficial, usuaHy
the growth of the fungi. Staining fungi normally surfacing off during manufacture. This
limit their activities to moist sapwood; probably red stain does not mar the appearance of
the heartwood is not suitable for their develop- Sitka spruce to the same extent as blue
ment. Most discolorations caused by molds and stain. So far as is known, the strength
by the early stages of staining fungi may be of the wood is not reduced by the un-
planed off, but both molds and staining fungi may identified fungus causing this discolora-
penetrate deeply in the wood in a few days. In tion.
general they do not materially affect the strength A similar reddish stain frequently occurs on
of the wood, but in very bad cases the toughness the surface of western hemlock heart-
may be reduced (0-3). Fungus stains are gen- wood. This stain, however, diffuses over
erally caused by the color of the fungus threads the surface. It is not caused by fungus
as seen through the cell walls of the wood, although action but seems to be the result of an
in some cases soluble pigments excreted by the oxidation of some of the extractives in
fungus actually stain the wood. The colors gen- the wood that occurs during slow drying.
erally vary from steel gray to bluish black, but This stain is generally superficial, ex-
yellows, reds, and browns sometimes occur. The tending no deeper than about a sixteenth
hyphae are frequently concentrated in the rays. of an inch, and would be planed otT in

2.3211. ßtains in conifers. Among the conifers manufacturing.

or softwoods, spruce, sugar pine, western white (c) Brown stains. Chemictil brown stains
pine, ponderosa pine, and southern yellow pine are occur during either air seasoning or kiln
very subject to sap stain, especially blue stain. drying. These stains may occur as yel-
Noble fir and cedar are not so conunonly affected. low to dark-brown discolorations and are
Douglas-fir and western hemlock are intermediate. most noticeable in the sapwood and heart-

(a) Blue stain (Ceratostomella spp. and wood of sugar, ponderosa, eastern white,

other fungi). Figure 2-99 shows blue- and occasionally western white pines.
stained pine sapwood. This appearance The brown stain occurring during kiln
is typical of blue stain at a well-developed drying is of a chemical nature. Brown
stage in the conifers. As the stain devel- stain occurring during air seasoning may
ops, the entire sapwood becomes dark blue be caused by fungi. The cause of the
gray and may become almost black. At chemical brown stains is not known, but
this stage the toughness of the wood may they seem to result from the deposition
be considerably reduced. and oxidation of extractive materials.as

A limited amount of blue stain sometimes oc- the moisture of the wood is evaporated.

curs in the heartwood of Sitka spruce When chemical brown stain occurs it is
and the cedars. It should not be con- frequently just below the surface of the
fused with the diffuse bluish or purplish- boards and is therefore seldom detected
gray discoloration that occurs in the outer until after planing.
heartwood of noble fir. The latter seems During drying Sitka spruce may become spotted
to be accentuated by an oxidation that so that the planed wood has the appearance of
takes place after the timber is cut. A being blotched with "greasespots." These spots
similar discoloration frequently occurs are shallow and should not affect the wood. In
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Figure 2-99. Planed southern yelloto pine board shoteinU typical sap stain,

western hemlock and noble fir deposits form at or develops as a result of exposure of unseasoned

near the surface of the boards so that when they wood to the air.

are planed they have a dark streaked appearance. 2.3212. ßtains in hardrooods.
Deeper planing usually removes such discolora- (a) Blue or broton stain (Ceratostomella spp.
tions. and other fungi). Stain in the hard-

The surface of western hemlock and noble fir woods is caused by fungi similar to or
boards frequently becomes brick red during sea- identical with those attacking softwoods.
soning. The color is superficial and should plane Of the hardwoods, sweetgum is the most
off. This is not caused by fungus infection, but susceptible to sap stain. Sweetgum and
seems to be caused by some oxidation. The stain yellow-poplar logs frequently become
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stained by the fungus growing in from lumber seems to be caused by chemical
the ends (fig.2-100). Unless Jogs aie to action, not by a fungus. The yellow is,
be sawed within a short time the freshly in most cases, more intense at the end of
cut ends should therefore be treated to the growth ring and usually does not ex-
prevent the growth of the staining fungi tend into the wood more than a sixteenth

(2-6,2-10). The stain may extend en- of an inch. It is not known to affect the
tirely through the sapwood. It is easily strength. It may, however, be confused
recognized after once being seen and is with decay, since many yellow-poplar
not likely to be confused with decay. In decays are straw-colored or brownish.
general, stain is often most intense in the Thus, where yellow discoloration of the
wood rays and larger pores or vessels. sapwood appears after surfacing, the
In a wood, such as yellow birch, in which wood should not be used in stressed mem-
the vessels, are not closely crowded, the bers, on suspicion of decay.
stain, if not too severe, appears in longi- 2.3213. Occurrence of ecood-decaying fungi.
tudinal sections as very narrow hluish- Some fungi consuine the cell walls causing decay
black lines or streaks following the grain of the wood. Even in the early stages of decay
of the wood. the strength of wood may be considerably reduced

(b) Yelloto stain. A yellow stain caused by (2--11). In living trees the wood-decaying fungi
Penicillium divaricatum is often present usually confine their activities to the heartwood.
in oah lumber. It is detected most easily After the trees are felled, however, the so-called
on freshly surfaced wood. The yellow storage rots attack the sapwood first, as a rule, and
color apparently is caused, at least in later may spread to the heartwood. All sapwood
part, by the dyeing of the wood by a is susceptible to fungus deterioration, but the
water-soluble substance produced by the decay resistance of the heartwood varies consider-
fungus. If the fungus works sufficiently ably with the kind of wood. Since all aircraft
long the board will become yellowed luinber should be so handled that finigus infection
throughout. Lumber seasoned without does not take place, the discussion here is inost

delay after it is cut and then stored in concernedwiththeinfectionsthatmightbepresent
a dry place should not become stained, when the lumber is cut.
but added protection may be given by 9.3914. Detection of decay. It is usually a
dipping or spraying the lumber with an simple matter to recognize welhadvanced rot or
antistain chemical. typical decay where the changes in wood structure

The more or less general yellowing of the are caused by prolonged action of the wood-
surface of some air-dried yellow-poplar destroying fungus. The early stages of decay are,

Fifure 2-100. ßap stain in sweetgum veneer. The stain originated in a log that had lain too 1089 on the Urolord.
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however, far from easy to recognize. In some by experience. Some types of decays are described
cases detection is practically impossible without in the following paragraphs.
a microscopical examination of the wood. 2.3215 Decay developed in standing trees.

Incipient decay usually appears as a discolora- 1. Conifers.
tion, in some cases pronounced, in others so faint (a) Ring-scale fungus (Fomes pini). One
as to be practically invisible. It rarely ends of the connnonest decays in airplane
abruptly or evenly, but usually fades out in one or lumber is that caused by the ring-scale

more irregular streaks. Such streaks usually ex- fungus in the heartwood of living
tend not more than 3 or 4 feet, measured along the trees. It is known by various names,
grain of the wood, beyond the typical decay. In such as red rot, red heart, conk rot,
softwoods the discoloration due to decay as ob_ white honeycomb rot, pecky wood rot,
served on a cross section may be distinguished and ring-scale rot. It may occur in
from the normally darker bands of heartwood by practically any species of conifer
observing whether or not the darkening follows (softwood),but is most common in
closely a definite group of annual rings. If so, spruce, Douglas-fir, hemlock, fir, and
the color variation is probably normal; if, on the pine. It is readily recognizable in its
contrary, the discoloration pattern is independent typical stage by the fact that the heart-
of the ring pattern, the color change may be a

wood is honeycombed with small white

symptom of decay. pockets in which the wood is reduced
Incipient decay should be, and usually is, re to a soft fibrous mass, the pockets being

jectedat the sawmill. It is more easily detected in separated by firm and apparently sound
the original board because it is ordinarily con

wood. Figure 2-101 shows typical
nected at one end with well-developed and recog- decay of this character in hemlock.
nizable decay, and also because, when the lumber While the typical decay has practically the
is green, the discolorations indicating incipient same appearance in various species of
decay are more intense than after the wood has wood, there is considerable difference
been seasoned or exposed to the light for some in the incipient decay. In Douglas-fir
time. A drastic rejection policy at the trimmer is the incipient decay appears, generally,
the most effective safeguard. The distance to as a zone of reddish-purple or olive-

which apparently sound wood must be rejected be_ purple discoloration, gradually taper-
cause of adjacent decay is usually very short in ing and becoming fainter as it follows
the radial direction, somewhat greater in the tan_ the grain of the wood until it is lost
gential, and varies in the longitudinal direction entirely. The color is often inost pro-
from a few inches in most hardwood rots to as

nounced in the outermost heartwood,
much as a dozen feet for a few fungi in conifers just where it adjoins the sapwood. In
(&1). some cases it appears brownish against

In inspection at later stages of grading and the red or yellow heartwood. Some-
manufacture, safe judgment depends first on

times it is bounded by a narrow zone
- of pronounced red color. Where thethorough acquaintance with the appearance of .

normal wood of the species being inspected. The incipient decay begms to merge into
. typical decay, scrutiny will usually re-so-called pick test, which depends on the pressure .

. veal mdications of the pockets. Ver-required to force a sharp point mto the wood or - - -

tically the discoloration may extend 10to turn up a splinter with it, or on the character of feet or more in advance of the pockets,
the splinter that is turned up, is as connuonly em- but radially its spread is limited to 2ployled for detecting brashness caused by fungi as or 3 inches beyond them.
it is for brashness due to other causes, and is be- In white and red spruce the incipient decay
lieved helpful by many expert graders. However, of ring-scale fungus fii-st appears asit has sometunes caused much unnecessary rejee- a grayish discoloration in the pale yel-
tion, and neither this nor any other known test lowish or reddish brown of the normal
that can be used by an inspector is a substitute for heartwood. The grayish discoloration
the expert knowledge of a species that is acquired deepens to brown, brit it is never so
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Figure 2-101. Typical pocket rot in hemlock.

pronounced as in Douglas-fir. Next, (b) Chalky quinine fungus (Fomes lari-
the pockets appear, visible at first as cis). Chalky quinine fungus causes a
tiny black lines following the grain pronounced decay in the heartwood of
of the wood, but soon revealing their many softwoods. The typical decay is
true character. In Sitka spruce the a brownish-red, friable, crumbly mass
tiny black lines preceding the forma- breaking into cubical fragments and
tion of pockets are not found, often with conspicuous mycelial felts

In western hemlock, the incipient decay is filling the cracks in the wood. In many
indicated by a pink to reddish-purple cases the incipient decay is accompa-
color. In advanced decay the pockets nied by an extremely faint brownish
are spindle shaped. They should not discoloration that is not discernible to
be confused with floccosoids (sec. any but the most expert eye, although
2.319). Brown or black threadlike the wood at this time may be severely
lines are present in badly decayed wood, weakened. In ponderosa pine, how-

The yellow pines first show ring-scale ever, the incipient stage can be fairly
fungus decay by a pronounced pink easily recognized as a red-brown or
color, which rapidly gives way to red pronounced brown discoloration in the
brown; hence the name red rot and red pale lemon to light orange-brown
heart. heartwood. The discoloration is not

In California incense-cedar, Port Orford uniform over the entire portion af-
white-cedar, western redcedar, and fected, but may occur on sawn lumber
probably other cedars, the initial decay in bands of varying color intensity,
produces little or no discoloration. sometimes intermingled with narrow
The first indication of a diseased con- bands of the normal heartwood. In
dition of the wood is the appearance cross section the infected wood presents
of the pockets. Hence there is no rea- a mottled appearance. The horizontal
son for mistaking the purplish-red limits of the discoloration are bounded
color, normally found in the heartwood by a narrow band of pronounced pink
of California incense-cedar and west- or red. At the upper limits of the in-
ern redcedar, for decay. cipient decay the discoloration becomes
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fainter until it finally disappears. All appear following the grain. Through-
the discolored wood, except that in ac- out this stage the wood may appear in
tual process of disintegration, seems to other respects quite normal, but in
be hard, firm, and strong, but in reality reality it is so greatly weakened that
it is seriously weakened. boards may separate along the annual

(c) Velvet-top fungus (Polyporus sch2cein- rings when dried. The discoloration
itsii). Velvet-top fungus causes a intensifies, the wood becomes soft,
reddish-brown, crumbly rot breaking showing a decided tendency to separate
into cubical fragments, which is con- in the springwood of the annual rings,

fined to the butt heartwood and the finally the typical stage is reached, in
roots of the tree. The mycelial felts which the wood is brown, with pro-
are very fine and inconspicuous. As a nounced rusty reddish streaks and fi-
rule, the incipient decay is very difficult brous and stringy texture. Hence the
to detect. In Sitka spruce it first be- name stringy brown rot is commonly
comes evident as pale yellow to lemon applied to the decay in this typical
yellow streaks or tapering bands. At a stage. The incipient decay usually ex-
later stage the streaks or bands are tends from 2 to 6 feet beyond the typi-
seen to extend longitudinally beyond a cal decay.
light yellowish-brown to reddish- In western hemlock the incipient decay is
brown discoloration which character- much harder to detect, because £he
izes the more advanced attack of the initial discoloration, above described,
fungus. At this stage a softening of so closely approximates the pale-brown
the wood is apparent. In Douglas-fir color, slightly tinged with red, of the
the incipient decay is first evident as a normal heartwood. The wood first as-
faint yellowing or browning of the sumes a faint yellowish color, which is
normal heart-wood. In western red- sometimes intensified by the presence
cedar, velvet-top fungus infection, or a of small, hardly discernible brownish
similar decay, is first indicated by a areas. These areas later develop into
decided deepening in the color of the the typical decay. The extension of
normal brownish heartwood, the zone the incipient decay beyond the typical
of discoloration extendinghorizontally decay varies from 1 to 5 feet.
for several inches around the typical 2.3216. Decay developed in standing trees.
decay and for a foot or more upward 2. Hardwoods.
in the tree in advance of it. (a) White heart rot fungus (Fomes frawi-

(d) Indian paint fungus (Echinodontium nophilus) attacks the heartwood of liv-
tinctorium). Indian paint fungus ing ash trees in the Mississippi valley
causes a stringy brown rot in the true and produces a very characteristic rot.
firs in the western United States, being On cross section the first indication of
especially prevalent and severe on the decay is a brownish discoloration of-
white fir. It also occurs in western ten difficult to distinguish from the
hemlock. normal grayish brown or reddish brown

In white fir the first indications of this de- of the heartwood. The discoloration
cay on a radial or tangential surface is most apparent in the broad bands of
are light-brown or golden-tan spots or sununerwood. The springwood gradu-
larger areas of discoloration in the ally turns to a straw color and small
light-colored heartwood, which may be white spots appear on it. On radial
accompanied by small but clearly dis- (edge grain) and tangential (flat
tinct radial burrows, resembling some- grain) faces of lumber the spots appear
what very shallow insect burrows with- as streaks or blotches, usually follow-
out the deposit of excrement. These ing the grain but sometimes at right
burrows are not easily detected in cross angles to it if the decay follows a wood
section. Next, rusty reddish streaks ray.
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As decay progresses, the whitish color grad- of incipient decay of this conunon type
ually becomes more marked until the of rot has a water-soaked appearance.
entire springwood is affected and ap- but when the wood is dry the discolora-
pears disintegrated. Then the fibers tion becomes light to medium brown in
fall apart. The summerwood passes color. The discoloration may extend

through the same process, but more from 1 to 10 feet in advance of any
slowly, so that in the earlier stages of other indication of the decay. The
typical decay the wood has a banded next stage, which is best seen on an
appearance. The completely rotted edge-grain face, is characterized by
wood is whitish or straw colored, very whitish spotsor streaks, usually follow-
soft and spongy. ing the wood rays, which produce a

The white spots are the first visible devel- mottled appearance of the wood. In
opment of the mycelium of the fungus. the final stages the decayed wood has
Hence, wood with the brown discolora- a white, stringy appearance and, al-
tion alone need not necessarily be re- though fairly firm, is worthless as a
jected, but it should be closely scruti- material of construction.
nized for more advanced decay. Pref- (d) Honeycomb heart rot of oak (ßtereum
erably toughness tests should be made subpileatum). The first indication of

on such material to determine whether honeycomb heart rot in oak is a slight
it possesses sufficient strength. The in- water-soaked appearance of the fresh
cipient decay is somewhat obscured in heartwood. When the wood is dry this
rough lumber, but is usually easy to "soak"becomes light brown. Next,
recognize on smooth surfaces. isolated bleached areas appear in the

(b) White heart rot of.beech, birch, maple, discolored wood and within these areas
and oak (Fomes igniarius and other are seen sman irregular whitish patches
fungi) . The first indication of the that develop into pockets with their
incipient decay caused by some white long axes parallel to the grain of the
heart rot fungi is a brown discolora- wood. The pockets increase in number
tion, not very apparent against the until the afftected wood is full of them.
reddish-brown heartwood. Next pale They are from one thirty-second to one-
streaks appear, which finally turn yel- fourth inch wide by one-fourth to five-
lowish white and become plainly evi- eighths inch long and are lined with

dent against the dark background. In cottonlike fibers. At this stage the
the center of the streaks small spots honeycomb heart rot is similar in ap-
are found in which the yeBowish white pearance to the ring-scale fungus de-
wood appears to have collapsed. Fig- cay in conifers, previously described.
ure 2-102 shows this rot in rotary-cut Later the cottony lining may disappear.
veneer. The long axis of the spots is 2.3217. I'ypes of decay in logs and lumber. In
usually parallel to the grain, but in addition to the wood-destroying fungi that attack

some cases may be at right angles to it. living trees, there are fungi that grow only or
Up to this time the wood, even that principally on wood in the form of logs or lumber.
which appears collapsed, is fairly firm. Sapwood is soon decayed if kept under moist con-
Whitish streaks or spots may be found ditions, but heartwood of some species is very de-
as much as 8 feet in advance of the typi- cay resistant. Decay by such fungi is caused by
cal decay. Next the streaks merge, the improper handling of the timber during storage,
wood becomes soft, and finally the en- manufacture, or use.
tire vohune of heartwood affected is (a) In coniferous logs and lumber, rot is
reduced to a yellowish-white fibrous commonly caused by Lensites sepiaria, L.
mass, trabea, or Fomes pinicola. In typical

(c) White pocket rot of oak (Polyporus decay the wood is brown and friable. In
dryophilus and other fungi) . In the the early stagtes of decay, infected wood

unseasoned heartwood of oak the area is darker in color than the normal.
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Figure 2-102. Fomes igniarius rot its rotary-cut yelloto bircle venecr.

Sometimes the early springwood of the might easily be confused with the "grease
annual rings may be completely decayed spots" described in section 2.3211.

while the summerwood is scarcely af- (b) In hardwood logs and lumber certain

fected. In this condition the wood sepa. fungi (Polyporus versicolor, ßtereum
rates readily along the annual rings. Airsutung and others) cause sap rots that

A brown rot has been encountered in aircraft are very difficult to detect in their incipi-

Sitka spruce lumber. Most frequently ent stages (2-8). The first indication of

the rotted spots are very small, but some-
decay is a faint whitening of the diseased
wood. The typically decayed wood is

times they form streaks. The boundary . .

white in color, very light in weight, rather
between decayed and sound wood is not .

. soft, and easily broken m the hands.
sharp. There is a gradual transition ,

.

I'his type of decay is most common in
from the badly decayed spots to sound -

hardwoods, although it occurs to some
wood. The cause of this decay is not extent in softwoods. Under proper stor-
known. The incipient stage as seen on age conditions it should not ble found at
the surface of quarter-sawed boards all.
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A decay occurs in sweet birch, sweetgtun, and clearly understood. However, in Sitka spruce
yellow-poplar in which the infected wood reddish streaks frequently occur that have the
is light in color with thin black zone lines. appearance of being infected with certain fungi.
The lines are a certain indication that Soine of these streaks inight be called resin streaks
decay has progressed sufficiently to cause since they generally extend froin a resin pocket.
considerable weakening even though the Upon close examination it may be seen that the
wood seems hard and firm. In yellow- color is caused primarily by deposits in the ray
poplar the infected wood is frequently cells. In this way they differ froin incipient clecay
pink in color. streaks in which the color is not concentrated in

2.3218. Variation in color of sound toood. the rays.
There is considerable variation in the natural color A purplish gray stain occurs in noble fir. It is
of woods. The causes of such variations are not typically more intense at the junctionof the heart-

Figure 2-10ß. Light streak in the heartwoorl of yellow birch,
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wood and sapwood, but the color frequently ex- (2-5) HANSBROUGH, J. R., WATERMAN, A. M., AND Lux-

tends well into the heartwood. It may be solid Fono, R. F.

or in bands separated by heartwood of lighter 1943. The ßignilicance of the Discolorations in
. . Aircraft Venecrs: Yelloto Birch. Forest

color. It is not evidence of decay, and is to be Products Laboratory Report No. 1377,
regarded as a normal coloration. y pp., inos.

In yellow birch the sapwood may vary from (2-6) HARTLEY, CARL, AND SCHEFFER, T. C.
almost white to light orange yellow, and the heart- 1948. Recommenaea Practice for controllingsap

- Stain in Aircraft Yellow-Poplar Lumber,wood may vary from very light yellowish brown
. Forest Products Laboratory Report No.

to dark reddish brown (9-5). In general, uni 1878, a pp., mus.formity of color over extensive areas, particularly (2-7) HEPTING, GEORGE H., RoTE, ELMER R., AND Lux-
in veneer, may be taken as an indication of nor- Fono, R. F.
mality, but frequently discolorations occur, which 1942. The significanceof the Discolorations in

in rotary-cut veneer show up as narrow bands of aircraft vencers:Yenow-Popiar. Forest
Products Laboratory Report No. 1375,color merging gradually into each other and run~ 8 pp., inus.

ning parallel to the grain. Predominant shades
(2-8) SCHEFFER, TEEODORE C.

are greenish brown, olive, yellomsh brown, and 1936. Progressive Effects of Polyporus Versicolor
grayish brown. The colors are not brilliant as on the Physical and chemicalProperties

they are in the heartwood of yellow-poplar, of Red Gum Espwood. U. S. Dept. Agr.

Such discolored veneer is often fuzzy to velvety Tech. Bul. 527, 46 pp., illus.

but the veneer does not seem to be always infected (2-Û) , AND BANSBROUGH, JOHN R.
. - 1942. The Significance of the Discolorations inby fungi. Light streaks occur occasionally in the Aircraft Vencers: Sweetgum. Forest

heartwood. These may be "includedsapwood." Products Laboratory Report No. 1376,
Figure 2-103 shows such a streak. 8 pp., nius.

The heartwood of sweetgum is frequently highly (2-10) ------, AND LlNDGREN, RALPa M.
figured and is either walnut brown or gray brown. 1940. stains of sapwoodand sapwood Products

- and their control. U. S. Dept. Agr. Tech.Such wood is as strong as plam heartwood (ß-9). .

Bul. 714, 124 pp., illus.

There is a wide variation in the color of yellow- (g_11) ----, wKSON, T. R. C., Luxrono, R. F., AND

poplar (ß--7). Good sound heartwood may be & HARTLEY, CARL.

pure yellow-buff or greenish yellow streaked with 1941. The Effect of Certain Heart Rot Fungi on
varying widths of blackish zones or it may vary tree specirtooravity and strength of

Sitka Spruce and Douglas-Fir. U. S.from pure yellow-buff through many colors, such
. Dept. Agr. Tech. Bul. TTS, 24 pp., illus,

as yellow, greemsh yellow, yellow green, dark
green, lavender, purple, purple brown, and red.
If the heartwood is white, warm buff, salmon buff, 2.4. Requirements for Wood in Specific Parts
yellowish brown, or brown, decay should be 2.40 GENERAL. The amount of perfect lumber
suspected of any species in the larger sizes used in aircraft

2.3219. ßtains and decays references. is limited, but greatly increased quantities of suit-
(2-1) BOYCE, J. S. able material may be obtained by the judicious

1923. Decays and Discolorations in Airviane utilization of smalleil sizes through the modern
Woods. U. S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 1128, technique of spliced and laminated construction,
52 pp., illus.

and by a proper understanding of so-called blem-
(2-2) -, AND REPTING, GEORGE H. -

ishes and defects as related to strength. The m-1943. Decay of Wood in Aircraft. Forest Path- . .

ology Special Release No. 12, 4 pp. nuenceof certain blemishes or imperfections is
(Mimeo.) frequently overemphasized, causing unnecessary

(2-3) CHAPMAN, A. DALE, AND SCHEFFER, TEEODORE
.

TejectiOn of suitable material. Furthermore, since
1940. Effect of Blue stain on specilicGravun the effects of defects depend not only on their

and strength of southern Pine. Jour· character and size, but also on their location in
Agr. Res. 61: 125-134. the piece and on the kind and magnitude of stress

(2-4) Forest Pathology, Bureau of Plant Industry - · -

. . to which the piece is subjected, it is both possible1941. Cause and Prevention of Blue Staen en
TVood. Forest Products Laboratory and practical to admit some defects and to so
Tech. Note 225, 4 pp. Rev. Sept. 1941. effect their limitation and placement in finished
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parts that they do not reduce the strength. The as being generally applicable to all wood parts
tolerance limitations for blemishes and defects should be considered to be in addition to the re-
set forth herein are so established as to provide quirements for specific parts given in later sec-
maximum utilization of material without sacrifice tions unless, in such sections, specific exception
of strength. This requires limitation of defects is made.
according to the character of the member and the 2.410. ßlope of grain.
position of the defects in it, and furthermore re- 2.4100. Requirements. In general the slope of
quires considerable detail in describing the per- grain in any part with respect to the longitudinal
missible size and location of the defects. The re- axis of the part should be not steeper than 1 in
quirements apply in general to parts made from 15. In tapered members subject to nonuniformly

any species of wood, although the several types distributed tensile stress the slope of grain.should
of defects for which restrictions are provided do be measured with respect to the center line of the
not occur in all species and some defects other face at which the tensile stress is greatest. The
than those mentioned are found in some species. slope of grain within the middle half of the depth
Admissibility of such defects must be judged on of solid or laminated spars may be permitted to
the basis of their equivalence to those permitted. be as steep as 1 in 10.
In this connection careful attention should be 2.4101. Local deviations of grain slope. It is
given to the discussion of defects and their effects obvious that local deviations of grain involving
as presented in section 2.3. slopes steeper than those permitted will sometimes

2.400. Degnition of "Lamination." A lamina- be permissible. It is diflicult to set up definite
tion may consist of a single piece or of two or more requirements for permissible local grain deviations
pieces edge glued to form the required width or which will be valid or applicable to all cases, since
depth. Edge glue lines in adjacent laminations the type, magnitude, and location of such devia-
should be staggered not less than the thickness of tions vary greatly. Hence, it is essential that in-
the thicker lamination (fig.2-109). spectors use a certain amount of discretion and

2.401. Requirements for annual ring direction, judgment relative to material having local grain
Requirements for the use of flat-grained or edge- slopes slightly steeper than the specified values.

grained material are based on consideration of the A general requirement for solid or laniinated
stability of dimension and shape and are not speci- spars is that no grain deviation steeper than the
fled because of any difference in strength. Edge- specified value of 1 in 15 should be permitted in an
grained lumber shrinks and swells less in width outer eighth of the depth of the spar. In an ad-
than does flat-grained lumber. Consequently, jacent eighth deviations involving steeper slopes
change in the vertical dimension of a spar with such as a wave in a few growth layers are unlikely
changes in moisture content during manufacture to be harmful. Local grain slope deviations in
and assembly, as well as in service, is minimized excess of those specified will be permitted in spar
by making its vertical face edge-grained. Fur flanges only in the innei- one-fourth of the flange
thermore, edge-grained material is less subject to depth. This applies to both solid flanges, and
cupping and warping than is flat-grained. In horizontally or vertically laminated flanges.
general, the use of flat-grained and edge-grained 2.4102. Combinations of grain slope. When a
laminations in the same assembly should be piece has diagonal as well as spiral grain, the effec-
avoided. tive grain slope will be steeper than either of the

2.402. Definitions of "Edge-grained" and "Flat- two slopes considered individually. This com-
grained." An edge-grained board, part, or lami- bined slope may be determined as outlined in sec-
nation is defined as one in which the anual rings tion 2.3022. References to slope of grain relate
make an angle of 45° or more with the wider sur- to the combined or effective slope and are not to be
faces, a flat-grained board, part, or lamination construed as pertaining to only one or the other
is defined as one in which the annual rings make of the two types. Spiral grain is difficult to
an angle of less than 45° with the wider surfaces. detect, and for this reason much closer inspection
Edge-grained and flat-grained faces or surfaces is needed than for the detection of diagonal grain.
are similarly defined. It may be noted (seetable 2-11) that for a per-

2.41. REQUIREMENTS ÛENERALLY ÁFFLICABLE To missible grain slope of 1 in 15 no consideration
ALL )ŸOOD PARTs. Tlie requirements given herein need be given to the combined slope when neither
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the diagonal nor spiral grain has a slope steeper general direction of the grain. Since end-grain
than l in 21. gluing is more difficult (and results in weaker

2.4103. Permissible deviations from slope of joints) than side-grain gluing, it follows that
grain requirentents. In the interest of conserving where cross grain within the specified acceptable
material, the aircraft manufacturer may desire to limits is present, all scarf ents must be made in
relax the requirement on slope of grain for those the general direction of the grain slope (fig.5--67).
portions of members where stresses are low. Re- 2.4112. Recommendations in addition to require-

quests for such deviations should be submitted to neents. It is recommended that, in addition to the
the procuring or certificating agency for approval. specific requirements of the succeleding sections,
Consideration of such requests by the appropriate (1) the number of scarf joints be limited as much
agency will be based on revised margins of safety as possible, (2) the location be limited to the par-
prepared by the aircraft manufacturer in accord- ticular portions of a member where margins of
ance with the appropriate correction factors con- safety are most adequate and stress concentrations
tained in ANC Bulletin 18a, Design of Wood Air- are not serious, and (3) special care be exercised
craft Structures. to employ good technique in all phases of the prep-

2.411. ßcarf joints. aration, gluing, and pressing operations. It is
2.4110. Requirements. The following require- particularly important that these recommenda-

ments apply to all scarf joints in solid or laminated tions be followed in the case of solid spars and
aircraft parts: flanges and those having few laminations.

(1) The slope of scarf should be not steeper 2.412. Moisture content. Each piece of lumber
than 1 in 15 unless the aircraft manufac- at the time of fabrication shall have been dried to
turer obtains specific deviations from an average moisture content not less than 8 per-
the procuring or certificating agency on cent and not greater than 12 percent by careful air
the basis of adequate margins of safety. drying, by kiln drying in accordance with the

(2) The direction of scarf should be related latest issue of Specification AN-W-2, "Wood;
to the direction of grain slope as speci- Method for Kiln Drying," or by a combination of
fied in section 2.4111. air-drying and kiln-drying processes. The spread

(3) In laminated members the longitudinal in moisture content among laminations in the same
distance between the nearest tips of scarfs assembly should not exceed 2 percent at the time of
in adjacent laminations should be not less assembly. Also, laminations should be dried to
than 10 times the thickness of the thicker such a moisture content that the water added with
lamination (fig.2-104) . the glue will not raise the moisture content above

12 percent (table5-11).
----to

t ------ Itegardless of the method of drying, the require-

ments of paragraph G-3 of AN-W-2 relative to
freedom from case-hardening stresses, uniformity
of moisture content, etc., should be observed.

---io

t--- 9.413. Rings per inch. The number of annual

rinus in an 1 inch measured in a radial direction
on either

eiyd
section of a lamination or of a part

should not be less than required by the Army-Navy
-------to

t---- aeronautical specification for the species (table
2-14). If the radial dimension of the piece is
less than 1 inch, there should be at least a pro-

Figure 2-104. Mininuum permissime iongitudinal separa- portionate number of rings.
tion of scart joints in adjacent iaminations. 2.414. ßpeci§c gravity. The.specific gravity of

any piece or part, based on weight and volume
2.4111. Eg'ect of sloping grain on scarf joints. when oven dry, should be within the limits given

The proportion of end grain appearing on a in the Army-Navy aeronautical specification for
scarfed surface may be greatly increased if the the particular species of wood (table 2-14).
material to be spliced is somewhat cross-grained, Methods for determining specific gravity are dis-
and the scarf is made "across"rather than in the cussed in section 2.20. Some of the AN speci-
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Table 2-14. Limits of ßpecific Gravity and Rings per Inch in Current AN ßpecijìcations

Species AN specificatioil

Allo vable values

Minimum

Cedar, Port Orford (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana). _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ AN-C-72a 0. 40 8
Fir, Douglas-(Pseudotsuga ta.cifolia):

ClassN___
_

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___-____ _ AN-F-7a
.45

8
Class L

_ _ _ _ ____
_ _ _ _ AN-F-7a . 38 0 47 6

Fir, noble (Abies nobilis)
_ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ -_ AN-F-6a . 36 6
Hemlock, western (Tsuga heterophylla)..

_ ________
AN-H-4a . 40 6

Pine, eastern white (Pinus strobus)
___ _

_ _ _ -_ - _ _ _ _ AN-P-16 . 34 6
Pine, sugar (Pinus lambertiana)

_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ AN-P-19 . 34 7

Pine, western white (Pinus monticola)
_

_ _.._ _ _ _.. _ _ AN-P-18.. . 38 6
Poplar, yellow-(Liriodendron tulipifera).

__
_ AN-P-17b.

__
.- _ - _ . 38 6

Spruce, red (Picea rubra)
Spruce, Sitka (Picea sitchensis) ______ ____ _-_ AN-S-6a._-_-_____ . 36 6
Spruce, white (Picea canadensis)

fications list limiting values of weight per cubic 2.42 REQUIREMENTS Fox 3Voon SPARS AND Sran
foot, and these may be used in lieu of the speci- FLANGES.

fled values of specific gravity. 2.420. General. The requirements stated for
2.415. ßaywood. Bright sapwood should not spar flanges relate specifically to a one-part flange

be considered a defect. Aircraft parts should con- as in a typical box spar with two shear webs.
form to current AN specifications with respect to When the flange is divided into two or more parts
the permissibility of sap-stained material. as in a spar of I-, multiple I-, or multiple box-

2.416. Indented rings. Indented rings or "bear section the requirements stated apply to each shch
scratches" should not be considered defects. part.

2.417. Decay and stain. All parts shall be free "Vertical" and "horizontal"as used in express-
from rot, dote, red heart, purple heart,6 heart stain, ing the requirements for spars and spar flanges
or other form of decay. Care should be exercised refer respectively to vertical and chordwise direc-
to avoid mistaking for decay some of the distinc- tions in a wing spar. "Depth" and "width"like-
tive shades of color that occur in sound material wise refer respectively to the vertical and chord-
of various species. wise dimensions of a wing spar or a flange of a

2.418. ßhakes, splits, or compression failures. wing spar. These terms are to be appropriately
All parts should be free from shakes, splits, or interpreted when considering a spar that is other-
compression failures. wise positioned.

2.419. ßurfacing of laminations. Laminations 2.4200. ßtraightness. In measuring the devia-
should be smoothly surfaced and free from dirt or tion from straightness, a member should be so sup-
grease on the surface to be glued. Those that in- ported that it is not deflected by its own weight.

clude scarf or edge joints, or both, should be sur- 2.42000. ßpars. The maximum deviation from
faced subsequent to the formation and gluing of straightness of a finished spar, prior to its as-
such joints. (See also conditioning of glued sembly into the structure, should not exceed the
stock, sec. 5.28). following limits:

2.4190. Compression toood. Compression wood . . . L °
. .

Maxnnum deviation= - /4h mehes m theof such a character that "crossbreaks" (sec.2.306) 100

are present should not be permitted in any part. beamwise (vertical)direction.

(L *
6A purplish color and other colorations are often natural and Maximum deviation= -- /2& inches in the

inherent in yellow-poplar and if the wood is sound these are 100
acceptable- cliordwise (horizontal)direction
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where of the face on which the knot appears and "di-L = length in inches over which the bowing ameter" is the inininuun distance between parallel
occurs, lines (in any direction) enclosing the knot (fig.

A=dimension in inches of the member in the 2-106). When the same knot shows on opposite
direction of bow. faces of a piece (spar,spar flange, or lamination),

2.42001. ßpar flanges. The maximum devia- the average of the measurements on the two faces
tion from straightness of a finished solid or lami- should be taken as the size or diameter and this
nated spar flange, prior to being glued to the spar average shall be included but once in the sum of
webs should not exceed (L/100) 2/2& in either the the sizes or diameters within a specified length or
beamwise or chordwise direction. area.

2.42002. Graph for allotoable botoing. The In addition to the limitations stated no knot
straightness requirements for a spar or spar flange shall exceed one-half inch in size or diaineter.
are readily determined from figure 2-105. Ex- Knots less than one-sixteenth inch in size or
ample, for a spar length of 16 feet (192inches), diameter should be disregarded in applying limi-
the allowable beamwise bow for a spar l inch deep tations of individual knots but should be in-
is read from the lower curve as 0.03 inch and if a cluded in limitations of the sums of sizes or diain-
spar of this length is 51/2 inches deep the allowable eters. When two or more knots are close together
bow is 0.03÷51/2=0.17. forming a cluster around which the grain is de-

2.4201. Knots. Knots are to be measured on flected as a unit, the cluster shall be subject to tlie
the surfaces on which they appear. In the sub- same limitations as individual knots.
sequent detailed limitations of lynots in solid spars 2.4202. Compression icood. On an edge or on
or spar flanges and in laminations for spars or an outer quarter of the vertical face of a solid or
spar flanges "size"means the distance between a horizontally laminated spar or on any surface
lines enclosing the knot and parallel to the edges of a solid spar flange, compression wood should

SPARJ AND JPAR FLANGE]
OF HNCH W/D7

3.0 SEANW/SE (VERTICAL

80W//VG EOR SPA
FLANGES OE /

BOVV/MG FOR.JPARS OF
/-//VCH DEPTH s ½

/VO7
TOR A ME MBER WHOSE

 

A/ME/VS/0/V /N THE D/RECT/ON OF 
BOVV /3 h /NCHES THE VALUE

 À
OßTA//VED EROM THE GRAPH /S TO · Â
ßf D/V/DED BY h TO GET THE :
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Figure 8-105. ßtraightness requirements for spars and spar flanges.
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or-res exceed ye W and the sum within any length equal
"°' to W should not exceed V16Y·

"|LOL / S/ZEOFNNOT Within the middle half of the spar depth the
diameter of a knot should not exceed ½ W and the
sum of the diameters of all knots on one face
within a length equal to 5 W should not exceed

12ifure 2-106. "Size" and "diameter" of knot' 14 y,

not be permitted in streaks wider than one-fourth
inch and the aggregate width of compression wood

on any of these surfaces should not exceed one-
sixth the thickness of the spar, or one-sixth the b EooE GRAin tututMum)

depth of the spar flange, whichever is the less. A
In vertically laminated spars compression wood

should not be permitted in streaks wider than
. FLAT GRAIN (MA)(IMUM)

one-fourth mch on an outer quarter of the depth
of a Jamination and the aggregate width of com-
pression wood in such an outer quarter, or on an Figure 2-107. Annual ring direction requirements for
edge of the spar, should not exceed one-sixth the soua spars.

thickness of the spar.
In the laminations of a spar flange, compression 2A213. Pitch or bark pockets. A pitch or bark

wood should not be permitted in streaks wider pocket should be not deeper than ya W¡ not wider

than one-fourth inch and the aggregate width of than ¼ inch or ys W, whichever is the lesser; and
compression wood on the face of a lamination, or not longer than 2 inches or four times its distance
on any surface of the flange, should not exceed one- from a corner of the spar, whichever is the lesser.
sixth the least dimension of the flange. The distance, measured in any direction, be-

Within the middle half of the depth of a solid tween two pockets on the same face of the spar
spar or of a lamination in a vertically laminated should be not less than six times the length of the
spar compression wood should not be permitted shorter pocket and for pockets in the same growth
in streaks wider than one-half inch and the aggre- layer this distance should be not less than six times
gate width of compression wood should not exceed the length of the longer pocket.
one-tenth the depth of the spar or lamination. 2.429. Requirements for horisontal laminated

2.4203. Dikedral. Dihedral in horizontally spars.
laminated spars or spar flanges may be produced

.
2.4220. Degnition. A horizontally laminated

by bending the assembly immediately after the spar is a spar in which the cross section is made up
glue is spread. The minimum radius of curvature of two or more laminations glued together and in
to which any lamination is bent should be not which the principal glue planes are horizontal. In
less than 500 times the thickness of that lamina- spars that taper in depth, laminations should be
tion. parallel to the edge at which the tensile stress is

2.421. Requirements for solid spars. greatest.
2.4210. Degnition. A solid spar is a spar whose Because of difficulties, waste, and duplication

cross section is composed of a single piece of wood. involved in the gluing, pressing, and finishing of
2.4211. Annualvingdirection (fig.9,107). The an assembly whose depth in the direction of the

spar should be edge-grained over not less than gluing pressure is several times as great as its
two-thirds the depth of both vertical faces. thickness (as,for example, in a spar 5 inches deep

2.4212. Knots (see also sec. 2.4201). Within by 1 inch thick), horizontally laminated spars
either outer quarter of the spar depth, the size of should preferably be made up in multiple thick-
a knot (on the edge or on either vertical face) ness for subsequent resawing and finishing, rather
should not exceed 1/16 W (W=the width of the thansingly.
spar) ; the sum of the sizes of all knots (on the 2.4221. Annual ring direction (fig. 2-108).
edge and in the adjacent quarters of the vertical Laminations should be edge-grained on those faces
faces) within any léngth equal to 5W s140ulcEnot which will be vertical in the finished spar.
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spar should be not less than six times the length
ALL LAMINATIONS TO BE EOGE-GRAINED of the shorter pocket and for pockets in the same
ON VERTICAL FACES, growth layer, this distance should be not less than

six times the length of the longer pocket.
2.423. Requirements for vertically laminated

spars.
Fioure e-108.Annual ring direction requirements for 2.4280. Deßnitions (fig.2-109). A vertically

horizontally laminated spars. Iaminated spar is a spar whose cross section is
made up of two or more laminations and in which

2.4222. Knots (see also sec. 2.4201). Within the principal glue lines are verticaL
either outer quarter of the spar depth, the size of

a knot in a lamination whose vertical dimension Ì, e
is greater than one-eighth the spar depth should
not exceed §§aTV, the sum of the sizes within a
length of the lamination equal to 5 TVshould not
exceed ¼ IV, and the sum within a length equal 1 (MIN.)

to W should not exceed ½eW.
Within either outer quarter of the spar depth the li (IN.)

size of a knot in a Jamination whose vertical di-
mension is one-eighth the spar depth or less should (MIN.)
not exceed §§oW, the sum of the sizes of all knots T
within a length of the 1amination equal to 5 TV y
should not exceed ½ W, and the sum in a length
equal to W should not exceed ½o IV. Figure e-1os. Acceptable practice for butiaing up vertical

Within the middle half of the spar depth, the zaminations.
diameter of a knot in any lamination should not 2.4231. Ammalringdirection (fig.2-110).Face
exceed ½ TVand the sum of the diameters of all laminations should be edge-grained on their verti-
knots in a length of the lamination equal to W cal faces. In spars consisting of four or more
should not exceed ½ W. Iaminations, flat-grained laminations may be used

2.4228. Pitch or bark pockets. A pitch or bark in pairs provided the individuals of each pair are
pocket in any lamination should be not deeper than located and oriented symmetrically with respect
¼ TV or one-half the vertical dimension of the to the vertical central plane of the spar and pro-
Jamination, whichever is the lesser; not wider than vided the total thickness of flat-grained lamina-
¼ inch or ¼ TV,whichever is the lesser, and not tions does not exceed õ0 percent of the spar thick-
Ionger than 2 inches with the further requirement ness. Single piece laminations (namely,lamina-
that a pocket on a face of the spar should be not tions without edge joints) that are flat-grained in
longer than four times its distance from a corner one-third or less of their width may be used as
of the spar. The distance, measured in any direc- edge-grained laminations provided they are sym-
tion, between two pockets on the same face of the metrically located and oriented in pairs.

Figure 2-110. Lamination arrangement and permissible combinations of edge-grained and flat-grained lamina-

tions in vertically laminated spars. ßpars to be symmetrical about vertical central plane.
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. SECTION /-2

Pigure 2-111. Orientation of growtle layers in built-tep lamination.

Laminations that are equidistant from the verti- tween two pockets on the same face of the spar
cal central plane of the spar should be of the same should be not less than six times the length of the
thickness as well as of the same character with shorter pocket and for pockets in the same growth
respect to being edge-grained or flat-grained. For layer this distance should be not less than six times
the required symmetry all pieces edge or scarf the length of the longer pocket.
jointed together to form a flat-grained lamination 2.424. Requirements for soZid spar flanges.
must be oriented with the annual rings facing the 2.4240. Definition. A solid spar flange is a
same way (fig.2-111). spar flange whose cross section consists of a single

2.4232. Knots (see also sec. 2.4201). Within piece of wood.
either outer quarter of the spar depth the size of 2.4241 Annual ring direction. Solid spar
a knot (onthe edge or on either vertical face) in flanges may be either edge-grained or flat-grained
a lamination should not exceed ½s TV with the on their horizontal faces (sec.2.401).
further limitation that the size of a knot on the 2.4242. Knots (see also sec. 2.4021). On any
narrow face of a lamination should not exceed face of a solid spar flange, the size of a knot should
one-fourth the width of that face. The sum of not exceed ½s IV (TV=the width of the face on
the sizes of all knots in a lamination within a which the knot appears) ; the sum of the sizes of
length equal to 5 TV should not exceed ¼ TV and all knots within any length equal to 5 TV should
within any length equal to IV the sum should not not exceed ¼ TV¡ and the sum in a length equal to
exceed ¾e 17. TVshould not exceed ½e TV.

Within the middle half of the spar depth, the 2.4243. Pitch or bark pockets. A pitch or bark
diameter of a knot in a lamination should not ex- pocket should be not deeper than one-eighth the
ceed ½ TV and the sum of the diameters of all dimension of the flange in the direction of the
knots in a lamination within a length equal to 5 TY depth of the pocket; not wider than one-fourth
should not exceed TV. inch or one-eighth the dimension of the flange in

2.4233. Pitch or bark pockets. A pitch or bark the direction of the width of the pocket, whichever
pocket in any lamination should be not deeper than is the lesser; and not longer than four times its
1/s IV or one-half the thickness of the lamination, distance from a corner of the flange. The dis-
whichever is the lesser; not wider than one-fourth tance, measured in any direction, between two
inch or 1/s TV, whichever is the lesser, and not pockets on the same face of the flange should be
longer than 2 inches with the further requirement not less than six times the length of the shorter
that a pocket on a face of the spar should be not pocket and for pockets in the same growth layer
longer than four times its distance from a corner this distance should be not less than six times the
of the spar. length of the longer pocket.

The distance, measured in any direction, be- 2.425. Requirements for Zaminated spar flanges.
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2.4250. Deßnition. A laminated spar flange is defects which interfere with nailing or are likely
a flange whose cross section is made up of two or to cause splitting in nailing.

more laminations glued together. 2.4261. Annual ring direction. Those faces of
Flanges may be either horizontally or vertically cap strips, verticals, and diagonals of trussed ribs

laminated. In horizontally laminated flanges that are parallel to the plane of the rib should pref-
that taper in depth, laminations should be parallel erably be edge-grained.

to the face at which the tensile stress is greatest. 2.4262. Knots. Knots may be permitted in the
2.4251. Annualving direction. Laminated spar middle half of the width of a flat-sawed face, pro-

flanges may be either edge-grained or flat-grained vided the diameter of any one knot does not exceed

on their horizontal faces (sec.2.401). one-eighth the width of the face, and provided
2.4252. Knots (seealso sec. 2.4201). On any

such knots do not cause deviations of grain in
- . - the outer quarters steeper than the allowable value.face of a lammation whose cross section exceeds

- 2.4263. Pitch or bark pockets. No pitch or barkone-third the cross section of the flange, the size .

of a knot should not exceed ½eW (W=the width pockets should be permitted in members that are
less than l inch in either cross-sectional dimension.of the corresponding face of the flange). . .

. . Pitch or bark pockets may be permitted m an edge-
On any face of a lammation whose cross sec-

. . . grained face (if it is wider than 1 inch), provided
tion does not exceed one-tlurd the cross section of .

their dimensions do not exceed a depth of one-the flange, the size of a knot shall not exceed ½oW eighth the dimension of the piece parallel to theexcept that the size of a knot on the narrow face depth of the pocket; a width of one-eighth theof a lamination should not exceed one-fourth the width of the face on which they appear; and awidth of that face. /Knots less than one-sixteenth .

. length not greater than 2 mehes, or four times theinch in size are to be disregarded m accordance distance of the pocket from the edge of the piece
with sec. 2.4201.) -

'

wluchever is the less.
The sum of the sizes of all knots on any face The distance, measured in any direction, be-

of a lamination in a length equal to the width tween two pockets should be not less than six times
of that face should not exceed the size of the the length of the shorter pocket, except that where
largest knot permitted on that face, and the sum they are in the same line, the distance between
of the sizes in a length equal to five times the pockets should be not less than six times the length
width of the face should not exceed twice the size of the longer pocket.
of the largest single knot permitted· 2.4964. Compression onood. No compression

2.4253. Pitch or bark pockets. A pitch or bark wood should be permitted in parts which are less
pocket in any lamination should be not deeper than than 1 inch in either cross-sectional dimension.
one-eighth the dimension of the flange in the direc- In larger parts, compression wood may be per-
tion of the depth of the pocket or one-half the mitted in streaks not wider than one-twentieth the
thickness of the lamination, whichever is the width of the face and aggregating not more than
lesser; not wider than one-fourth inch or one- one-tenth the width of the face on which they
eighth the dimension of the flange in the direction appear.
of the width of the pocket, whichever is the lesser; 2.427. Requirements forcurved laminated mem-
and not longer than four times its distance from a bers, such as fuselagerings, door frames, and
corner of the flange. On any face of the flange, wing-tip bows.
the distance, measured in any direction, between 2.4270. Annual ring direction. Material for
two pockets should be not less than six times the curved parts should preferably be flat-grained on
length of the shorter pocket, and for pockets in the faces, which will be curved after gluing in
the same growth layer this distance should be not order to minimize changes in curvature with
less than six times the length of the longer pocket· moisture-content changes.

2.426. Requirements for stressed parts of small 2.4271. Knots. Material for this use shall be
cross section as compared to their length, such as free of knots of such size as would interfere with

cap strips, verticals, and diagonals of ribs ¡ skin- bending to the required curvature or with good
stiffeners; longerons; etc. - contact between laminations.

2.4260. General. All such parts into which nails 2.4272. Compression wood. Material for such

are to be driven should be free of knots or other use should be free from compression wood.
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CHAPTER 3

MODIFIED WOOD

3.0. Plywood, Laminated Wood, Compreg, The tendency of cross-banded products to warp

Impreg, Heat-Stabilized Wood, and as the result of stresses set up from shrinking and
swelling with moisture-content changes is largelyPapreg eliminated by balanced construction. This con-

3.00. GENERAL. Useful as wood is in the form struction consists of arranging the plies in pairs
in which nature provides it, science has shown the about the core or central ply so that for each ply
way to transformations that add greatly to its there is an opposite, similar, and parallel ply.
utility. Among the modified wood products of Matching the plies involves a consideration of (1)
present and potential use in aircraft are plywood, thickness, (2) kind of wood with particular ref-
laminated and curved members, resm-unpreg- erence to shrinkage and density, (3) moisture con-
nated and compressed wood, heat-stabilized wood, tent at the time of gluing, and (4) angle or relative
and high-strength, resin-treated paper. direction of the grain.

Plywood for aircraft is sometimes made with
3.1. Plywood an even number of plies or with the grain of ad-

3.10. GENERAL. Plywood is an assembled jacent plies at angles other than 90°. Plywood
product of wood and glue that is usually macle of panels are also made with the grain of alternate

an odd number of thin plies (veneers),with the plies at 90° but with the grain of the faces at other

grain of each layer at an angle of 90° with the ad_ than 0° or 90° with the edges of the panel. Non-

jacent ply or plies. The outside plies are termed symmetrical plywood is not standard and should

"faces,"or "faceand back," and the inner plies be used with caution, because its unbalanced con-

are termed "coreand cross bands." In three-ply struction is likely to cause warping of the panels.
plywood the center ply is the core, and its grain Plywood for aircraft is produced in flat, curved,
is at an angle to the face plies. In panels with or molded form, using glues of the thermosetting,
five or more plies, the center ply is the core, and the synthetic-resin type. Aircraft flat plywood is
inner plies whose grain is at an angle to the faces produced between the heated platens of a hydrau-
and core are called cross bands. lic press and is commonly referred to as hot-press

The chief advantages of plywood as compared plywood, whereas molded plywood is usually prol
with solid wood are its more nearly equal strength duced by means of fluid pressure applied through
properties along the length and width of the panel, an impermeable bag or blanket in an autoclave

greater resistance to checking and splitting, and and is referred to as bag-molded or fluid-pressurea
almost negligible change in width and length with molded plywood. Curved plywood may be pro-
changes in moisture content (sec.3.11). duced by gluing veneer over curved forms in a

These advantages are obtained by alternating press, by bending flat plywood over a form or by
the direction of grain in the successive plies. bag molding.

Since the strength of wood across the grain is The quality requirements for plywood to be used
much lower than along the grain, equalization of in aircraft are much more exacting than for in-
strength properties in a plywood panel is ap- dustrial plywood in general. Current require-
proached through an increase in strength in one ments are published in Army-Navy Aeronautical
direction accompanied by a decrease in strength in Specification (AN-NN-P-511 b) Plywood and
the other direction. Veneer; Aircraft Flat Panel, and Army-Navy
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Aeronautical Specification (AN-P-43) Plywood; is therefore important that careful supervision
Aircraft, Molded (fluidpressure). be maintained over the production of aircraft

The quality of plywood is contingent upon (a) plywood.
the kind and quality of veneer used (sec.2.320), Examples of manufacturing defects that can
(b) the adhesive used (sec.4.0), and (c) the be visually detected include blisters, core laps
technique employed in combining the veneer and or core voids, and sometimes excessively glazed
adhesive to produce the finished panel. surfaces and "bleedthrough" (sec.5.212).

3.11. SHRINKAGE or PLYWOOD. Shrinkage in Blisters usually develop from an accumulation
thickness of the plies is unopposed, hence a ply- of steam within a panel in local areas of excess <

wood panel for all practical purposes will shrink moisture during the pressing operation. They can
in thickness like normal wood. Since the longi- usually be detected quickly by an inspector who
tudinal shrinkage of a ply is negligible, the lateral is looking between the platens of the press just as a

shrinkage of adjacent plies (whosegrain is at they open. After the panels have cooled, a blister
right angles) will be restrained. The shrinkage can often be detected by tapping the surface of
of a plywood panel, then, in the two lateral di- the panel with the knuckles or a pencil and listen-
rections, will be relatively small. This shrinkage ing for the change in sound as tapping proceeds
will vary with the species, the ratio of ply thick- from solid to blistered areas.
nesses, the number of plies, the character of the Core laps and core gaps are obvious. On the
grain, and the combination of species. The aver- other hand, panels can have glue bonds which are
age shrinkage obtained from several hundred tests below acceptable standards even though good
on a variety of combinations of species and thick- veneer and adhesives are used. This fact can
nesses in bringing three-ply wood from the soaked escape detection under visual examination only,
to the oven-dry condition was about 0.45 percent Unsatisfactory glue bonds can result from (a)
parallel to the face grain and 0.67 percent perpen- improper moisture content of veneer, (b) im-
dicular to the face grain, with ranges of from 0.2 proper amount of glue spread (sec.5.23), (c) too
to 1 percent and 0.3 to 1.2 percent, respectively. long assembly time (see.5.24), (d) excessive time
Individual cases of some species may give wider in loading and closing press (whenpanels lie
ranges than these. The species included in the on the hot plates before pressure is applied the
tests were basswood, birch, black walnut, chestnut, glues tend to precure), (e) improper temperature
elm, mahogany, Spanish cedar, spruce, sugar and pressure (secs.5.25 and 5.26), or (f) insuffi-
maple, sweetgum, tupelo, and yellow-poplar. cient curing time (sec.5.263). While small varia-
From this it is seen that the lateral shrinkage of tions from accepted practice in any one of these -

plywood is only about one-tenth as great as that conditions would be unlikely to lower glue bond
across the grain of an ordinary board. The total quality dangerously, a combination of small vari-
lateral shrinkage of a 1½-inch southern yellow ations of several conditions may result in below-
pine board with two 42-inch sweetgum veneers standard plywood.
glued to the faces was only 1 percent or about one- 3.13. WEIGHTS Or VENEER AND LYWOOD. Table
seventh of the normal shrinkage. The values 3-1 gives the weight per square foot of veneers
given for shrinkage are based on a moisture con- of various thicknesses and corresponding pounds
tent change ranging from a green or soaked con- per cubic foot and specific gravity based on weight

dition to an oven-dry condition. In service, the and volume when oven dry. The table also gives
change in moisture content will be much less, the weight per square foot of veneer at 10-percent
generally not more than enough to cause a di- moisture content. At the bottom of table 3-1
mensional change of one-fourth, though it might approximate values for weight per square foot
at times reach one-half of that represented in the of glue line are given for film glue, cold-setting
tests. resin glue, hot-setting resin glue, and casein glue,

3.12. MANUFACTUTENG DEFECTS. The effects of which should be taken into consideration when the
variations in technique are sometimes apparent table is used for estimating the weight of ply-
from visual inspection but are often manifest as wood. Table 24 lists the average specific gravity
inferior glue lines which can only be detected by and

.pounds

per cubic foot of a number of species
testing a panel or portions of it to destruction. It commonly used in aircraft.
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TABLE 3-1. Weight I in Pounds per ßquare Foot of Oven-dry Veneer and of Veneer at 10 percent Moisture Content

Thickuess of veneer in inches
Specific

as 0.001 0.011 0.016 0.020 0.030 0.034 0.040 0.047 0.060 0.068 0.080 0.095
based on i
oven-dry dry 10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10-

Od yn
e

Odtyn Od yn Od en Oven O en Oven O en Oven e O eri O en O en

volume con- con- con- con- con- cou- con- con- con- con- con- con-
tent tent tent tent tent teilt tent tent tent tent tent tent

Lb. Lb. Lb. LD. LS. LD. LS. LS. LS. LS. LD. LO. LD. LS. LD. LS. LS. LS. LS. LS. LS. LS. LS. LS.
18..

-- 0. 288 0. 0015 0, 0016 0. 016 0. 018 0. 024 0. 026 0, 030 0. 032 0. 015 0. 018 0. 051 0. 054 0. 060 0, 064 0. 070 0. 075 0. 000 0. 096 0, 102 0. 108 0. 120 0. 128 0, 142 0. 152
19

_
. 304 . 0016 , 0017 . 017 . 018 . 025 . 027 . 032 . 034 . 048 . 050 . 054 . 057 . 003 . 067 . 074 . 079 . 095 , 101 . 108 . 114 . 127 . 134 , 150 . 159

20_ _ _
. 321 . 0017 , 0018 . 018 . 019 . 027 . 028 , 033 . 035 . 050 . 053 . 057 . 060 . 007 . 070 . 078 . 083 . 100 . 106 . 113 . 120 . 133 . 141 . 158 , 167

21. __
. 337 . 0018 , 0018 . 019 . 020 . 028 . 030 , 035 . 037 . 052 . 055 . 060 . 063 . 070 . 074 . 082 . 087 . 105 . 111 . 119 . 125 . 140 . 148 , 166 . 175

22_ , _
. 353 . 0018 . 0019 , 020 . 021 . 029 . 031 . 037 . 039 . 055 . . 058 . 062 . 066 . 073 . 077 , 086 . 091 . 110 . 116 . 125 . 131 . 147 . 154 , 174 , 183

23. ..
. 369 - 0019 . 0020 . 021 . 022 . 031 . 032 . 038 . 040 . 058 . 060 . 065 . 068 . 077 . 080 , 090 . 095 . 115 . 121 . 130 . 137 . 153 . 161 . 182 , 191

24___
.385 .0020 .0021 .022 .023 .032 .034 .010 .012 .000 .063 .068 .071 .080 .084 .094 .098 .120 .126 .136 .142 .160 .168 .190 ,199

25_ _ _
. 401 . 0021 . 0022 . 023 . 024 . 033 . 035 . 042 . 014 . 062 . 065 , 071 . 074 . 083 . 087 . 098 . 102 . 125 . 131 . 142 . 148 . 167 . 174 . 198 . 207

26..
.417 .0022 .0023 .024 .025 .035 .036 .013 .015 .065 .068 .074 .077 .087 .090 .102 .106 .130 .136 .147 .154 .173 .181 .206 .215

27--- ------

.433 .0022 .0023 .025 .026 .030 .038 .045 .017 .038 .070 ,076 .080 .090 .094 .106 .110 .135 .141 .153 .159 .180 .188 .214 .223

28.-- ------

.449 .0023 .0024 .026 .027 .037 .039

.

.017 .019 .070 .073 .079 .083 .093 .097 .110 .114 .140 .146 .159 .165 .187 .191 .222 .231

29... ----.

.465 .0024 .0025 .027 .028 .039 .010 .018 .050 .072 .075 .082 .085 .097 .100 .114 .118 .145 .151 .164 .171 .193 .201 .230 .239

30
_

_ _ .... . 481 . 0025 . 0026 . 028 . 029 I . 010 . 012 . 050 . 052 . 075 . 078 . 085 . 088 . 100 . 101 . 118 . 122 . 150 . 156 . 170 . 176 . 200 . 208 . 238 . 247
31.-- ----

.497 .0026 .0027 .028 .029 .011 .013 .052 .054 .078 .080 .088 .091 .103 .107 .121 .126 .155 .161 .176 .182 .207 .214 .245 .254

32. _
. ... . 513 . 0027 . 0028 . 029 . 030 . 013 . 044 . 053 . 055 . 080 . 083 . 091 . 094 . 107 . 110 . 125 . 130 . 160 . 166 . 181 . 188 . 213 . 221 . 253 . 262

33..
..

. 529 . 0028 . 0028 . 030 . 031 : . 044 . 016 . 055 . 057 . 082 . 085 . 094 . 097 . 110 . 114 . 129 . 134 . 165 . 171 . 187 . 193 . 220 . 228 . 261 . 270
34._ ..

.545 .0028 .0029 .031 .032 .045 .017 .057 .059 .085 .088 .096 .100 .113 .117 .133 .138 .170 .176 .193 .199 .227 .234 .269 .278

35_ ... . 561 . 0029 . 0030 . 032 . 033 . 047 . 018 . 058 . 000 . 088 . 090 . 099 . 102 . 117 . 120 . 137 , 142 . 175 . 181 . 198 . 205 . 233 . 241 . 277 . 286
36. ---- . 577 . 0030 . 0031 . 033 . 034 . 048 . 050 . 060 . 062 . 090 . 093 . 102 . 105 . 120 . 124 . 141 . 145 . 180 . 186 . 204 . 210 . 240 . 248 . 285 . 294
37. ...-

.
. 593 . 0031 . 0032 . 034 . 035 . 019 . 051 . 062 . 064 . 092 . 095 . 105 . 108 . 123 . 127 . 145 . 149 . 185 . 191 . 210 . 216 . 247 . 254 . 293 . 302

38 ... . 009 . 0032 . 0033 . 035 . 036 . 051 . 052 . 063 . 065 . 095 . 098 . 108 . 111 . 127 . 130 . 149 . 153 . 190 . 196 . 215 . 222 . 253 . 261 . 301 . 310
39-. ..

. 625 . 0032 . 0033 . 036 . 037 . 052 . 081 . 065 . 067 . 098 . 100 . 110 . 114 . 130 . 134 . 153 . 157 . 195 . 201 . 221 . 227 . 260 . 268 . 309 . 318
40_

_
. 641 . 0033 . 0034 . 037 . 038 . 053 . 055 . 007 . 069 . 100 . 103 . 113 . 117 . 133 . 137 , 157 . 161 . 200 . 206 . 227 . 233 . 267 . 274 . 317 . 326

41_ _ . . 657 . 0034 . 0035 . 038 . 039 . 055 . 056 . 068 . 070 . 102 . 105 . 116 . 119 . 137 . 140 . 161 . 165 . 205 . 211 . 232 , 239 . 273 . 281 . 325 . 334
42.. . 673 . 0035 . 0036 . 038 . 010 . 056 . 058 . 070 . 072 . 105 , 108 . 119 . 122 . 140 . 141 . 164 . 169 . 210 . 216 . 238 . 244 . 280 i

. 288 . 332 . 342
43

_ .
..- . 689 . 0036 . 0037 . 039 . 010 , 057 . 059 . 072 . 074 . 108 . 110 . 122 . 125 . 143 . 147 . 168 . 173 . 215 . 221 . 214 . 250 . 287 . 294 . 340 . 349

44,
_ -- -- , 705 . 0037 . 0038 . 010 . 041 . 059 . 060 . 073 , 075 . 110 . 113 . 125 . 128 . 147 . 150 . 172 . 177 . 220 . 226 . 249 . 256 . 293 . 301 . 348 . 357

45,- -------

.721 .0038 .0038 .011 .012 .060 .062 .075 ,077 .112 .115 .128 .131 .150 .154 .176 .181 .225 .231 .255 .261 .300 .308 .356 .365

46,
_ .. --..

. 737 . 0038 . 0039 . 012 . 013 . 061 . 063 . 077 . 079 . 115 . 118 . 130 . 134 . 153 . 157 . 180 . 185 . 230 . 236 . 261 . 267 . 307 . 314 . 364 . 373
47,. __-..

.753 .0039 .0010 .013 .044 .063 .061 .078 .080 .118 .120 .133 .136 .157 .160 .184 .189 .235 .241 .266 .273 .313 .321 .372 .381

48._ .....

.769 .0040 .0041 .011 .015 .064 .066 .080 ,082 .120 .123 .136 .139 .160 .164 .188 .192 .240 .246 .272 .278 .320 .328 .380 .389

49.. -----

.785 .00‡1 .0012 .015 .016 .065 .067 .082 .084 .122 .125 .139 .142 .163 .167 .192 .196 .245 .251 .278 .284 .327 .334 .388 .397

50.. -
------

.801 .00‡2 .0043 .046 ,047 .067 .068 .083 .085 .125 .128 .142 ,145 .167 .170 .196 .200 .250 .256 .283 .290 .333 .311 .396 .405

For estimating weiglits of plywood the fonowing values per square foot of glue line may be useful: Film glue, about 0.012 pound; cold-setting resins, about 0.028 pound; hot-setting resius, about 0.025
pound; casein glue, about 0.025 pound. These figures are approximate values only, and in all cases where possible, the weight of dry glue should be calculated from the concentrations and spreads actually
used.
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3.2. Glued Laminated Members ing and bending the larger solid member, with the
result that the laminated member furnishes a

3.20. GENERAL. Glued laminated construction greater strength and stiffness.
is an assembly of two or more layers of wood which The drying of wood in thick sizes is relatively
have been glued together with the gram of all slow, expensive, and often accompanied by drying
layers or lammations approximately parallel. stresses. The thinner lumber and veneer can be
In aircraft, laminated construction is used for such dried much more rapidly and satisfactorily, and
parts as propellers, spar flanges, bulkhead rings, the laminating of such lumber or veneer enables
filler blocks, bearing blocks, rib members, and the production of heavier members which are uni-
wmgtip bows•

. formly dry and relatively free of drying defects
The laminations may be produced from either and stresses.

lumber or veneer. As used for making aircraft . .

. The lammated member is subject to changes in
parts, lannnations are usually prepared from dry . . .

. moisture content with variations in atmospheric
lumber of less than 1 inch thick and from veneer .

. . . humidity and to changes m dimension due toof one-sixteenth to one-eighth mch in thickness. . . .

shrinking and swelhng much the same as sunilar
The laminations may be of one or more pieces, edge

. . solid members. Minimizing dimensional changes
glued to provide width and end scarfed to provide . . . .

in both is dependent on havmg the wood at right
length, where necessary. Two or more full-sized .

. moisture content when fabricated and on the uselaminations are then glued together to produce the . .

. of moisture-resistant coatings.thickness of member required.
A well-laminated wood member is as strong as Successful lamination of wood members re-

a solid member of the same wood in the same size. quires that the joints be well glued and that the

Wood properties, such as slope of grain, density, bond shall be durable under all conditions of serv-

occurrence of wood defects, and the like, affect the ice. The glue should develop the full strength of

strength of the laminated member in the same way
the wood and should further maintain that

that they do a solid wood member. The process of strength under service conditions. Otherwise de-
laminatino- however, permits the use of small lamination of the glue line joint is liable to de-
clear euttiSgswhich can be glued into a member velop and the strength of the member be seriously

entirely free of such defects, and as a result the reduced. Many glues can be successfully used in
laminated member may possess more strength than producing laminated members,

the similar solid member, especially in the larger The use of heat to hasten the setting of the glue
sizes. In addition, the process of laminating per- is practical with cold-setting glue and may be
mits the production of members in sizes that could accomplished by placing the glued assembly in a
not readily be supplied in equal quality in solid heated room or kiln. Under heat curing, the wood

wood. in the assembly tends to dry out, the surface of

Laminated members are made both straight and the wood shrinks, and the glue joints open before
curved. The laminating of straight members is the glue is set, unless the atmosphere surrounding

the simpler operation, usually requiring only con. the assembly is humidified so as to maintain a con-
ventional equipment but sometimes complicated stant moisture content in the assembly. The use
by the large size of piece produced. In making of heated kilns also permits the laminating of
curved members, forms or jigs must be prepared to members with the low-temperature, phenolic-type
the shape of member desired. The laminations glues but laminated members of substantial size

are drawn against these forms and are glued to- are usually glued with cold-setting glues to avoid

gether in the curved shape, being held under pres- the inconvenience of heating the mass of wood.

sure until the glue has set. Upon removal from Electrical, high frequency heating and bag-
the forms, the laminated member retains the ap- molding with steam or steam-air combination are
proximate curve at which it was glued. In mak- employed for the heating and curing of special
ing curved members, the relatively thin individual laminated aircraft members, but the use of steam-
laminations can be bent into position before gluing heated hydraulic hot presses is not very practical
with much less stress than is developed in steam- for laminating heavy wood members.
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3.3. Resin-Treated Plywood and Laminated to 1 day, depending on the moisture content,

Wood (Impreg and Compreg) thickness, and species of veneer.

3.30. GENERAL. The properties of wood can be TaNe s-2. ßeven commercial phenol-formaldehyde resin-
. formingmixes

modified by resin treatments, and a combination of
R TOSin treatment and compression. Two such NIanufacturer Resinoid Resin-forming

dimensionally stable forms of wood, "impreg"
solid contenti

(resin-impregnatedwood) and "compreg"(resin-
impregnated, compressed wood) have been de Bakente Corp --__.. BR . 61

veloped at the Forest Products Laboratory' Casein Co. of America . _ Compregnite_. 59
The proper treatment of wood with suitable Interlake Chemical Corp

_
1650-- -_--__ 54

resins will greatly reduce the swelling and shrink- Durez Plastics & Chemical 6686_
__

.. _ _ _ _ 43
ing of wood and the resultant warping and check. Corp.
. . . Monsanto Chemical Co.. .- 461.. ..- _ _ _ -- 72
ing. It will greatly improve the resistance of the Resinous Products & Chem- PR 50- - _ .. _ _ 55
wood to moisture transfusion and to decay, and ical Co.
appreciably increase its compressive strength
properties. In addition to such improved sta- I As determined at the Forest Products Laboratory by polymerization
bility, resin-treated wood when compressed will in a pressure bomb.

exhibit an increase in strength properties, other Dry veneer can be treated by the method used
than the compressive properties, about in propor- for <rreen veneer by the cylinder-treating method
tion to the specific gravity to which the wood is by

abpplying air press'ures of 20 to 100 pounds percompressed·
square inch to the veneer immersed in the treat-Because of the difficulty of adequately treating ing solution. This treatment requires from 15

massive pieces of wood, and the further fact that ininutes to 2 hours, depending on the species. The
an outer zone treatment with stabilizing resins resinoid is carried only into the coarse caliilliary
causes stresses to be set up between the treated and structure; the veneer should, therefore, be close-
untreated parts of the wood, it seems advisable piled under nondrying conditions for a few hours
that, for the present, all impreg and compreg be to 2 days following treatment to insure a uniform
made from sheets of veneer one-eighth inch thick diffusion of the resinoid throughout the cell-wall
or thinner. Both materials can be made up in structure. The treated veneer is then dried by
either plywood or parallel-laminated form, de- stickering in a kiln or passing through a con-
pending on the directional distribution of strength tinuous drier at a temperature of about 160° F.
properties desired· When thoroughly dry, the treated veneer is

3.31. IMPREG. Great dimensional stability has heated to about 200° F. for 1 day or 300° F. for
been effectively accomplished in wood by treating one-half hour, to set the resin in the structure.
it with resin-forming systems that penetrate the These treated and cured plies can be assembled
cell-wall structure and become bonded to the active with practically any kind of glue-animal, vege-
groups of wood which tend to take up water. table (starch),soybean, casein, or both hot- and
Water-soluble, phenol-formaldehyde, resin-form- cold-press, synthetic-resin glues of both the phe-
ing mixes meet these requirements better than any nol-formaldehyde and urea-formaldehyde types
other resins or resin-forming systems thus far (sec.5.2720) but only the synthetic-resin glues are
tested. The commercial phenol-formaldehyde res- acceptable for aeronautical use. On the basis of
in-forming mixes given in table 3-2 are of this tests at the Forest Products Laboratory, however,
kind and, in experiments at the Forest Products only the synthetic-resin glues are recommended
Laboratory, have been found similar in stabilizing for assembly of resin-treated and cured plies that
effectiveness. are for aeronautical use. Glues containing con-

Green veneer direct from the log can be treated siderable solvent should be allowed to dry, after
with these resins by merely immersing the plies application to the treated veneer surfaces, to a
in the treating solution, which has been diluted greater extent before assembly than is necessary
to a solids content of 40 to 50 percent with water, in gluing ordinary wood. In gluing experiments,
for periods of time ranging from about 1 hour open assembly times of 15 minutes produced
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joints that failed 100 percent in the wood when coarse capillary structure and gave a limited pen-
tested. etration of the cell walls. When the water-soluble

Further details regarding the treating, drying, stabilizing resins were used under the conditions
and assembly of resin-treated wood are given in given for making impreg, the entire capillary
Forest Products Laboratory Report No. 1380 structure, including that within the cell-wall

(3-4). structure, was penetrated, thus making possible a
Impreg can be made from a number of different more stable product.

species. As most of its properties other than Compreg is made from dry, resin-treated plies
strength are largely independent of species, the either with or without the use of additional glue.
chief basis for selection of a particular species The resin treatments which give the poorest dis-
should be the desirability of its mechanical prop- tribution of resin throughout the structure in gen-
erties and ease of treatment. Practically all soft- eral give sufficient resin on the surface for bond-
woods, except the resinous pines, may be treated ing. Naturally dense veneer that is thoroughly
readily, as may the softer hardwoods, such as treated with a stabilizing resin will, under some
cottonwood, basswood, poplar, and the gums. The conditions, require the use of additional glue to
harder hardwoods may be treated under somewhat obtain optimum shear strength between plies.
longer treating time or higher treating pressure- The pressure required for compression will vary

An increase of 30 percent in the weight of the with the species, the degree of compression de-
wood was accompanied by a volume increase of sired, and the nature of the treating resin. Sta-
about 10 percent. Impreg of different species will bilizing resinoids, which enter the cell-wall struc-
hence have a specific gravity about 18 percent ture, plasticize the wood prior to setting of the
greater than that of untreated wood. resin to an extent sufficient to permit compression

A comparison of various properties with those under considerably lower pressures than are
of normal wood is given in table 3-3. needed for wood containing appreciably pre-

3.32. CoMPREG. The chief object of making formed resin. Pressures ranging from about 250
compreg is to combine the improved mechanical to 3,000 pounds per square inch are used for mak-
properties that result from compression with the ing a product ranging in specific gravity from 1.0
degree of stability needed for specific uses. Com- to 1.4.
preg can be made in variations ranging from ma- Because of the prohibitive time necessary to heat
terial that has been superficially treated with a the center of the material properly, compreg can
nonstabilizing resin to that which has been thor- be economically made by the conventional method
ougly treated throughout the cell-wall structure of pressing between heated hot plates only up to
with a stabilizing resin prior to compression. The thicknesses of about 2 inches. Compreg up to 6
least stable form----which, strictly speaking, should inches in thickness has been made by the electro-
be called densified wood rather than compreg-is static heating method, by which heat is generated *

made from thin plies of veneer (aboutone-forti- throughout the specimen. Blocks 6 inches thick
eth of an inch thick or less) which are reported to have also been made by a preheating process. By
be treated with bonding resin under high com- this method the separate plies, when ready for
pressing pressures. Actually only the open-pore assembly, are heated in racks in a kiln, or in a
structure at the surface can be penetrated in this continuous drier, to 230° F. for 10 minutes, then
way. Another method is to coat the plies several rapidly piled and rushed to the press. Practically
times with an alcoholic solution of a phenolic no cooling of the center of the pile occurs while
resin, allowing the solution to be taken up by this is being done, and the sides can be rapidly re-
capillarity and diffusion within the structure be- heated. The treated plies are very plastic at this
tween successive spreads. This method gave con- temperature, and uniform compression of all the
siderably more penetration than the aforemen- plies occurs simultaneously. By this method it
tioned procedure, but the distribution of resin was is only necessary to add sufficient heat to raise the
still far from uniform even in the microscopically temperature 20° F. when stabilizing resins are
visible structure. Prolonged soaking of the ve- used. At 250° F. the exothermic resin-forming
neer in the alcoholic resin solution or treating reaction becomes sufficiently intense to raise the
under vacuum or pressure in a treating cylinder temperature automatically to the desired tempera-
further improved the distribution of resin in the ture of 290° to 300° F.
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Table 8-8. Properties of Forest Products Laboratory Impreg Compared With Normal Wood

Property Compared with normal wood

Moisture resistance:
Rate of moisture absorptio11 swelling, shrinking Much smaller.
Equilibriuni adsorption of water vapor_ __ _

25 to 40 percent as much.
Equilibrium swelling and shrinking_

_ ___ _
_ Do.

Absorption of water on prolonged immersion Slightly less.
Moisture transfusion through wood under relative 4 to 8 percent as rapid.

humidity gradient.
Weathering

_ ___ ____
- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Vastly improved.

Chemical resistance:
To acids

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
High.

To alkalies_
_ _ _ _ _

Moderate to low.
To organic solvents IIigli.

Resistance to attack by:
Wood-destroying ftmgi_ __ ______

Impreg southern yellow pine stakes have slaown no serious
deterioration through decay after 6 years' exposure in the
ground in Mississippi, while siinilar untreated stakes have
had an average life of only 2.7 years.

Termites
__

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ High, on same basis as above.
Electrical resistance:

At 30 percent relative humidity _
2 to 10 times. Specific resistance 101a ohms.

At 90 percent relative humidity_
__

1,000 to 10,000 times. Specific resistance 2 x 1016to 2 x 10"
ohms.

Heat conductivity_
_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Approximately 7 percent higher.
Fire resistance-_

__ _ _ _ _
Inappreciably different. Weight loss only in direct proportion

to resin content. (Preliminary tests indicate that am-
monium phosphate can be incorporated with resin at time of

treatment, fixing the salt in the structure and giving appre-
ciably increased fire resistance.)

Finishing:
Painting_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Few tests made confined to white house paint. After 4 years'

exposure, impreg panels with no primer superior to controls
with no primer, as good as controls with primer. Showed
no loss of paint film. Some alligatoring.

Lacquer finishes
____ _ _

No data.
Strength_

_____________
Only compressive properties improved.

Thick compreg can also be made up by gluing the higher-resin-content forms. For uses where
thinner panels together. Compreg can be glued notch sensitivity is more critical than moisture
to itself, to impreg, or to ordinary wood only resistance, the less stable forms of compreg may
after the surface glaze is removed by sanding or be preferable; but for most uses the stable types
milling (sec.5.2721). Satisfactory joints have are to be preferred.
been obtained with cold-setting phenolic and urea As the mechanical properties of compreg are
glues and with thermoplastic glues. A means of less dependent upon the species from which it is
gluing compreg more readily is given in section made than are those of impreg, a broad range of
3.33. species can be used. The chief species limitation

Mechanically the dimensionally stable and less in making compreg, as with impreg, is the choice
stable forms of compreg are practically identical of readily treatable woods. Woods with extremely
except for notched impact strength. The thorough contrasty grain (markeddifferences in density be-
distribution of resin throughout the structure tween springwood and summerwood) should be
seems to increase the notch sensitivity of the wood avoided, as it is difficult to make compressed sur-
to some extent. Low-resin-content, nonstabilized faces that are free from raised grain from such
forms of compreg are also more easily glued than material.
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Table 8-4. Properties of Compreg (Stabilized and Unstabilized Forms) Compared With Normal Wood

Property Stabilized form 1 compared with normal wood Unstabil z rform compared

Moisture: Rate of moisture ab- Considerably less than for impreg as well as for normal Considerably less. See table
sorption and swelling and wood. See table 3-5. 3-5.
shrinking. Laminated spruce specimens, 0.4 x 2.5 x 2.5 inches, im-

mersed in water, absorbed 0.5 percent moisture in
1 day, 1.2 percent in 4 days, 1.8 percent in 7 days.

Equilibriumadsorptionofwater 25 to 40 percent as much. Actual adsorption 5 to 10 About the same.
vapor. percent.

Equilibrium sw ellin g an d Same as impreg at right angles to direction of pressing_
_ _

Equilibrium swelling (in-
shrinking. Greater in direction of pressing by the multiple factor cluding recovery from

(Sp. gr. of compreg divided by that of impreg). compression) in thick-
Equilibrium swelling in thickness direction: 5 to 10 ness direction. Low resin

percent. content: 40 to 60 percent.
High resin content: 20 to
25 percent.

Moisture transfusion through 2 to 5 percent as rapid
_ _ - _

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ No data.
wood under relative humidity
gradient.

Chemical resistance:
Toacids___ ______--___ High__ _____________ ____ __ Do.
To alkalies_

__ __ _
- _ _ _ Moderate to low_

___
_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ Do.

To organic solvents_ _- _ _ _ High_
_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Do.
Decay resistance

_ _ _
- _ _ _ At least as good as impreg_

_______ _
- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Do.

Electricalresistance (D. C.)
_ _

Similar to impreg. Approaches equilibrium conditions No data, as electrical con-
more slowly. ductivity is a function of

adsorbed moisture, very
little improvement would
be expected.

Heat conductivity
__ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ Practically the same as for wood of same specific gravity 2 No data, should be similar
2.0 B. t. u. per hr. per sq. ft. per inch per °F. (5.8 to stabilized form.
C. G. S. units) for sp. gr. 1.35.

Fire resistance_ _-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ About the same as for wood of the same specific gravity_
_

No data, should be similar
to stabilized form.

Finishing- --_ _ _ _ _ _-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Has naturally hard, smooth, water-resistant faces which Has naturally hard, smooth
cannot be improved by applied clear finishes. Can be faces. Clear finishes im-
sanded and buffed on cut surfaces to give finish similar prove water resistance.

to that of original faces.
Lacquers and enamels

___
_ _ _ Both one sprayed coat of a yellow lacquer and a yellow No data.

enamel used by the Army for painting insignia on
metal airplanes has stood up well to weather exposure
for over 1 year.

Machining _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ With suitable tools, can be cut and worked much more Similar to stabilized.
easily than metals. Saws and tools for softer metals
like brass seem most satisfactory. Lower tool speeds

than for normal wood are desirable.
i

i Forest Products Laboratory compreg.2 Mech. Eng. 63(10)'¡34 (1941).

For details of manufacture of the dimensionally Other properties of compreg, both the stabilized
stable type of compreg, see Forest Products Lab- Forest Products Laboratory form and an un-
oratory Report No. 1381 (3-5). stabilized form, are given in table 3-4. A com-

The specific gravity of compreg can vary all the parison of the moisture-absorption and swelling
way from that of impreg to about 1.4. In gen- characteristics of Forest Products Laboratory
ëral, the high specific gravity material is referred compreg and unstabilized compreg for varying

to when the specific gravity is not given. immersion periods is given in table 3-5.
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Table 8--5. Moisture absorption and swelling on water on plywood with impreg-faces on ordinary wood
immersion of dimensionally stabilized, parallel-laminated cores indicated that when the cores were exposed
compreg and an unstabilized form of parallel-laminated they were subject to attack by both fungus and
compreg, botle made from maple and containing ap- .

termites. When the edges were protected by dip-proximately 80 percent resin. ßpecimens ¶s-inclelong
in fiber direction. ping the assembled panels in a þhenolie-resinglue

- diluted slightly with alcohol, decay of the cores
Moisture absorption Swelling in thickness WRS reduced.

Time
in No strength tests have as yet been made. It

water Stabilized Unstabi- Stabilized Unstabi-
form lized form form lized for1n SÌ1Ould be possible, however, to estimate the values

of the combined materials from the properties and
'g"'

" "' distribution of the component parts.
n os s.o 1.5 s.6 3.34. POSSIBLE USES FOR IMPREG AND COMPREG.

Because of the improved properties of these two
materials over ordinary wood, they show promise
for a number of aeronautical uses.

3.33. COMBINATIONS OF COMPRESSED AND UN- Plywood with either impreg or thin stabilized
COMPRESSED Woon. When veneer is treated with a compreg' faces might be used to advantage for
dimension-stabilizing resin, it is possible to com- various skin surfaces because of its improved di-
bine it with cured impreg or untreated veneer in mensional stability, decay resistance, and natural
a single assembly-and-compression operation so finish. Such superior skin surfaces are already
that the treated, uncured plies become compressed being used on various control parts to some extent
while the treated and cured plies or the untreated by one aircraft company. Because of the fact
plies remain virtually uncompressed. This is that veneer treated with a stabilizing resin is more
possible because of the resin-forming constituents plastic at hot-pressing temperatures than ordi-
within the cell walls of wood greatly plasticize the nary plywood, it may have definite advantages for
wood, prior to the setting of the resin, at hot- molding by rubber-pad and bag-molding proc-
pressing. temperatures. For example, treated esses.
spruce, Douglas-fir, and cottonwood will compless The use of impreg and stabilized compreg in the
to about one-fourth -to oite-half their original making of housings for sensitive electrical control
thickness under « pressure of 250 poulids per equipment looks promising because of the low
square inch. The dry, untreated plies and the electrical conductivity of impreg in contrast to or-
treated precured plies under these conditions will, dinary wood at high relative humidities.
in general, compress less than 10 perce11t. In this Compreg shows promise for use as a die mold
way plywood with hard, densified faces and a core material; for spar plates; for aerial masts; for
of practically normal density can be made which various fastenings which can be improved by the
has improved fmish ai1d superioi- mechan- use of a material with greater tensile, compressive,
ical, water-resistant, and decay-resistant próper- and shear strengths than those of normal wood;
ties. for the shanks of airplane propellers and even for

By this same technique, compreg can be made the entire blade; for landing wheels, nonstructural

up witlronly partially compressed faces of either controls, chart cases, etc. All the enumerated pos-
impreg or ordinary wood. These, in turn, can sible uses are now being investigated.
be glued as described under the heading "Impreg." The compreg use that has been carried farthest

No extensive tests have as yet been niade on the is that for airplane propellers. The less dimen-
various combinations of these materials. sionally stable forms of compreg have been ex-

Plywood with either impreg or stabilized com- tensively used for the shanks of airplane propel-
preg faces on untreated cores showed weathei-- lers in Europe. This material was not satisfac-
resistance properties almost as good as those of tory for use in this country due to the widely

the impreg and compreg alone. Thermal cycles varying climatic conditions encountered. There-
and water soaking and drying eycles did not foie, the more stabilized form of compreg was de-
break the bond between the dissimilar materials veloped for use in training-plane propellers for
when made by the recommended methods. the Army. The flight blades were carved from

Decay tests at the Forest Products Laboratory blocks of compreg, and one producer developed
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a molded stabilized compreg blade for use in test Ivzed-tooos sheet (Evarooviin), and
clubs. The molded blade was made from resin Laminated Resin-treated Paper (Pap-

reg). Forest Products Laboratory Re-treated, uncompressed, uncured blanks of wood,
port No. 1385.

the plies of which were assembled with a phenolic (3-0) MILLETT, M. A., SEBORG, R. M., AND STAMM, ALFRED J,
glue under conditions such that the glue set 1943. Influence of Manufacturing Varial>les on
only partially. These were carved to the desired the Impact Resistance of Resin-treates
width and shape, but with a thickness 1½ to 212 Wood. Forest Products Laboratory Re-

times that of the finished product. When the port No. 1386.

carved blanks, which had been balanced in the 3.4. Heat-Stabilized, Compressed Wooduncompressed form, were heated and compressed
in a mold, the bonding glue was replasticized, and (Staypak)
bonded the treated plies together after they were 3.40. GENERAL. Ordinary densified wood, which
compressed to the final dimensions to produce a is made by compressing heated wood, usually in
joint stronger than the wood. The chief ad- the form of sheets of veneer coated with a syn-
vantages of this process are that the wood is more thetic-resin bonding agent, has excellent strength
readily carved in the uncompressed, uncured state, properties. It tends, however, to return to its
and less wood and resin are wasted. This general original uncompressed state when subjected to
procedure is also being commercially applied to swelling conditions, recovering 50 to 80 percent
the molding of aerial masts, and could be applied of the bulk lost in compression. This material is
to a great number of different articles. customarily made of veneer conditioned to about

3.35. IMPREG AND COMPREG REFERENCES. 6 percent moisture content and is compressed at
about 300° F. under pressures ranging from 2,000

1936. Minimizing Wood ßhrinkage and Swelling, to 3,000 pounds per square inch.
Treating 2citie syntitetic Resin-torming The Forest Products Laboratory has shown
Materials. Forest Products Laboratory that, by increasing the original moisture content

Report R1110. of the veneer to 9 to 12 percent and the tempera-
(3-2) ture to 330° to 350° F., a material is produced

1938. The Antishrin1c Treatment of Wood toith which, when soaked in water, recovers only about
Synthetic Resin-forming Materials and
Its Application in Making Superior Ply- 5 to 10 percent of the bulk lost under compression.
20004. Forest Products Laboratory Re- The Laboratory has termed this product "stay-
port R1213. pak." This large reduction is presumably due to

(3-3) the fact that the lignin of the wood flows suffi-
1941. Resin-treated, Laminated, Compressed . -

cient1v under these conditions to relieve the m-Wood. Forest Products Laboratory Re-
port R1268. ternal stresses caused by the compression. Be-

(8-4) cause of the higher moisture content, the wood is
1941. Forest Products Laboratory Resin-treated more plastic when under compression and hence

Wood (Impreg). Forest Products Lab- can be compressed to a specific gravity of 1.38 at

(3-5) --------

oratory Report No. 1380.
pressures of 1,500 to 1,800 pounds per square inch.

1942. Forest Products Laboratory Resix-treated, Heat-stabilized, compressed wood is darker in
Laminated, Compressed Wood (Com- color than normal densified wood. Although the
preg). Forest Products Laboratory Re- equilibrium swelling has not been materially re-
port No. 1881· duced, swelling occurs so slowly, due to the ten-

(3-6) SEBORG, R. M. AND STAMM, ALFEED J· dency of the material to remain compressed, that
1942. Effect of Resin Treatment and Compression it will readily meet the water-adsorption require-

Upon the Properties of Wood. Forest .

Products Laboratory Report No. 1383. ments of the Army Air Forces Specification f or
g_7) Bona, EORACE K., AND STAMM, ALFRED .T.

ÜOmpreg, No. 15065.
1943. Comparison of Conwnercial Water-soluble The strength properties of heat-stabilized,

Phenol-formaldehyde Resinoids for compressed wood, except for shear at right angles
Wood Impregnation. Forest Products to the direction of compression, are equal to orLaboratory Report No. 1384. .

higher than those of compreg. The property that(3-8) WEATEERWAX, RICHARD C., AND STAMM, ALFRED .I. . . .

1943. The Electrical Resistivity of Resin-treated is improved to the greatest extent is the unpact
Wood (Impreg and Compreg), Hydro- strength. Heat-stabilized, compressed wood
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made at the Forest Products Laboratory from of elasticity developed at the Forest Products Lab-
birch, maple, cottonwood, and sweetgum had Izod oratory. It can be made to have more than twice
values ranging from 10 to 14 foot-pounds per inch the tensile strength and more than one and one-
of notch in contrast to values for compreg ranging half times the modulus of elasticity of the best
from 3 to 8 foot-pounds per inch of notch. The conventional paper laminates. The plastic can be
average modulus of rupture for the four species produced under low molding pressures and there-
was 37,000 pounds per square inch (Army Air fore has possibilities of use in large applications
Forces Specification No. 15065 for compreg re- such as monocoque aircraft construction.
quires 35,000), and the average modulus of elas- Papreg is composed of laminations of special
ticity in bending was 4,100,000 pounds per square papers impregnated and molded with phenol-
inch (Army Air Forces Specification No. 15065 formaldehyde resins. The pulps that have been
for compreg requires 2,700,000). The average found suitable are those in which the wood has
compressive strength parallel to the grain for the been digested just suffleiently to produce a well-
four species was 20,200 pounds per square inch, fiberized pulp. The paper is made with high ten-
which just exceeds the Army Air Forces Specifi- sile strength in at least one direction, high
cation for compreg. The shearing strength paral- density, and high absorbency. The highest tensile
lel to the grain and in the direction of compression strength in the plastic is obtained when the paper
of the wood will readily meet the Army Air Forces is parallel laminated; that is, with the sheets
Specification of 5,000 pounds per square inch, us- laid parallel in the direction of their highest ten-
ing the cylindrical double-shear test. Of the four sile strength. The tensile strength and modulus
species investigated, maple alone gave shear values of elasticity in tension of cross-laminated plastic
parallel to the grain and at right angles to the di- are about 80 percent of those properties in paral-
rection of compression that would consistently lel-laminated plastie (testedin the grain direc-
meet the specifications. Values as low as 2,000 tion). Parallel-laminated plastic is, of course,
pounds per square inch (half of the values speci- highly anisotropic, whereas the cross-laminated
fied for compreg) were obtained with cottonwood material is more nearly isotropic and, for this
and sweetgum. Birch gives border-line values. reason, may be better adapted to some applica-

Heat-stabilized, compressed wood can be made tions.
from solid wood as well as from veneer, thus The minimum requirements (Federal Specifica-
avoiding the use of critical resins. The proper- tion L--P--406, Organie Plastics) for parallel-lami-
ties, as determined in limited tests, appear to be nated papreg, tested in the grain (fiber)direction,
similar to those for the material made from are a tensile strength of 35,000 pounds per square
veneer. inch and a modulus of elasticity in tension of

Heat-stabilized, compressed wood is easier to 3,000,000 pounds per square inch. The specific
glue than stabilized compreg, because it has .no gravity is about 1.4 and the water absorption 2
glossy, resinous surface and absorbs solvents some- to 5 percent. In general, the strength values, with
what better. Excellent joints were obtained in respect to normal temperature, range from an
tests with several different synthetic resin glues. increase of about 15 percent at

-65°

F. to a de-
Experiments are under way in an attempt to crease of about 20 percent at 158° F. Although

substitute heat-stabilized, compressed wood made the smooth surface.does not require the involved
from maple or birch for unstabilized forms of com- finishing and coating that metal and wood need,

preg and, in some instances, for stabilized com- a low-gloss, highly pigmented surface can be read-

preg. For uses where the shear at right angles to ily obtained, if desired, by incorporating the pig-
the direction of compression is not highly critical, ment in the resin used in impregnating the surface
heat-stabilized wood made from the less critical laminations. The moisture and decay resistance

species may be suitable. are reasonably acceptable.
Papreg can be molded in moderate double cur-

3.5. High-Strength Laminated Paper Plastic vature forms without special treatment. Slight
(Papreg) , taper and gage variations are readily fabricated

to produce members of uniform strength, as in
3.50, GENERAL. Papreg is a laminated paper cantilever beams. The material is subject to die

plastic of high tensile strength and high modulus and bag molding at pressures as low as 75 pounds
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per square inch. L-sections with an internal 3.7. Acetylated Wood
radius of curvature as low as one-sixteenth inch
have been bag-molded with no loss in strength in

.3.70.

GENEILiL. Impreg and compreg, made

b with penetratmg low-molecular-weight resinsthe bent zone. Partially precured panels can e . .

=

laid up and molded like veneer by bag-molding have greatly improved dmiensional stability.

methods. High-strength tubes have been made un- .This stability, however, is attamed with a sacrifice

der conditions such that the wrapping pressure
in toughness or impact strength of the product.

- - The embrittlement results because cross-linked
was sufneient for moldmg. Papreg can be satis- . .

factorily glued by a number of cold-setting, low_ resm is formed throughout the cell-wall structure.
It was found by the Forest Products Laboratorytemperature, and hot-press glues. . .

>

For data on the strength and related properties however, that acetylation (replacmgof the hy-
of papreg, see Forest Products Laboratory Report droxyl groups of cellulose and lignin by acetate

No. 1319. groups) stabilizes the wood without involving
cross-linked resin ("Acetylated Wood," U. S. For-
est Products Laboratory Report No.1593 (1946)).3.6. Combination Materials The process, which so far is only suitable for ve-

3.60. GENERAL. Combinations achieved by glu- neer, consists in drying the wood in an acid-

ing together low- and high-density materials such resistant kiln, subjecting it to the vapors of acetic

as balsa with plywood, and plywood, balsa, or
anhydride and pyridine for about 6 hours, and

. . . then driving off the excess chemicals.other low-density materials with compreg, papreg,
. . The treatment does not change the appearanceand impreg, result m products with special charac- . .

. of the wood. When the weight of hardwood is
teristics which are useful in aircraft.

. increased by 20 percent and softwoods by 25 per-Such combinations may be achieved as flat or . . . .

cent, the equilibrium swelhug and shrmking arecurved panels by bonding between platens of a reduced to 25 to 30 percent of normal. This is the
hydraulic press, molding with fluid pressure, or highest degree of dimensional stabilization at-
pressing by other conventional methods. There tained with any treatment to date. The volume
is no fixed relationship between the position of the of maple is increased by 12 percent, due to the
high- and low-density layers in any combination· bullsing effect of the treatment (20percent acetyl),
A common practice is to employ thin, high-den- so that the specific gravity is increased by only S
sity layers on the surface and a relatively thick, percent. The volume of spruce is increased by 9
low-density materialin the center of a panel (com- percent when the acetyl content is 25 percent, thus
monly referred to as sandwich construction), but resulting in a 16 percent increase in specific grav-
this is only one of

,several

possible arrangements, ity. Acetylated veneer can be compressed to make
and others will probabÌybe developed to meet a compreg-like dense product with both high di-
specific requirements in the future. mensional stability and toughness.

The combination may be achieved by bonding .The treatment imparts high decay, termite, and

the materials with either hot- or cold-setting marine borer resistance to the wood, as well as
glues, depending upon the exposure, types of mate- dhnensional stahility without loss in strength

rial, and methods of fabrication. properties. In some instances the toughness has
been increased by as much as 20 percent. Signif-Papreg can be formed from resin-impregnated

. icant increases in the compressive strength perpen-paper by hot-pressing m the same operation dur- .

. . dieular to the grain are also obtained.
ing which it is bonded to the lower density core. . . .

Lunited fabrication data to date mdicate thatFor example, an assembly consisting of sheets of .

acetylated veneer can be cut, assembled mto ply-
veneer with glue between the: layers of uncured wood, glued and nailed like normal wood. No
resin-impregnated paper on top and bottom can data are available as yet on finishing.
be subjected to heat and pressure so that, when Acetylated wood has not been made commer-
withdrawn from the press, it will be in the form of cially. Limited data indicate that it should cost
a plywood panel surfaced with papreg. less than resin treatment.
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CHAPTER 4

AIRCRAFT GLUES

4.0. Kinds subsequent softening occurs even though the tem-
perature is increased beyond the original setting

4,00, GENERAL. Several types of synthetic- temperature. Synthetic resins of the thermo-
resin glues are in current use for aircraft gluing. plastic class, such as the vinyl acetate, or butyrate,
Casein glue is also used to a limited extent, pri- soften whenever the temperature is raised above
marily for repair work. Animal glue and blood- the softening range that is characteristic of each
albumin glue were formerly used for aircraft fab- particular type of resin. A thermoplastic resin
rication but are no longer employed. must be first heated and then cooled under pres-

4.01. SYNTHETIC-ËESIN ÛLTJEs. The develop- sure in using it as an adhesive. Glues of the
ment of synthetic-resin glues for wood (_44)has strictly thermoplastic type are not recommended
provided bonding materials superior in a number for the gluing of wood in aircraft parts.
of important properties to those formerly used in Variations in the raw materials, the details of
aircraft. Most uses in aircraft require glues that processing, and added materials, such as catalysts
retain their strength and durability under moist and fillers, produce synthetic-resin glues of dif-
conditions and even after exposure to water. In ferent characteristics, form, and properties.
these properties the synthetic-resin glues are out- There are thus a number of resin glues available
standing (4--4,4,6). of varying use characteristics. A common chara-

The best known and most commonly used syn- eteristic of the thermosetting resin glues is that
thetic-resin glues are the phenol-formaldehyde, they are only partly "polymerized"during manu-
resorcinol-formaldehyde, and urea-formaldehyde facture and a further reaction is necessary to set
types. Synthetic resins of the melamine and or "cure"them,
polyvinyl ester type are not so widely used. Some Synthetic-resin glues may be marketed in the
of these resins may be combined with each other form of dry film, dry powder, suspension in water,
or with other materials, if such materials are cone or nonaqueous solution. A number of them are
patible, to form glues of somewhat different basic formulated for hot pressing, during which the
characteristics than those made from a single high temperatures soften the resin to an adhesive
resin. Examples of such combinations are urea condition and complete the setting reaction. The
and melamine, urea and resorcinol, phenol and most satisfactory room-temperature-setting resins
resorcinol, and phenol and dried blood. Insoluble now in use are of the resorcinol-formaldehydetype,
materials, such as walnut-shell flour or wood flour, These glues are prepared for use by the addition of

are often added to the resins to give better working a hardener that reacts chemically with the par-
characteristics and joint-formingproperties. As tially polymerized resin and results in the setting
a result of this practice there are resin glues con- of the glue at ordinary room temperatures. Cold-
taining varying amounts of other materials, some setting urea resins also cure at room temperature
of which are variously referred to as "fortified,"through the action of a catalyst that accelerates

"modified,"or "extended." the setting reaction, but glues of this type are
Synthetic-resin.glues may be classified as ther- not so durable as the resorcinol resins. Other

mosetting or thermoplastic. The phenol, resorci- resin glues that set at intermediate temperatures
nol, melamine, and urea resins belong to the ther- are formulated from phenols, melamines, or com-
mosetting class, and once the condensation reac- binations of resins. Considerable progress has
tion, which is hastened by heating, is complete, no been made during recent years in the development
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of highly durable phenol, resorcinol, and melamine those in figure L2 on both types. The plywood
glues that will set at room temperature or at was made of three plies of one-sixteenth-inch birch
temperatures that may be attained in heated, veneer. The glues were prepared and applied in
humidified curing chambers. accordance with the manufacturer's directions.

4.02 CASEIN ÜLUES. Tlie fornis, cliaracteristics, Tlie plywood after pressing was conditioned to
and properties of water-resistant casein glues have equilibrium with a relative humidity of 65 percent
remained substantially the same for many years and 80° F. temperature and then cut into shear
except for the addition of preservative (44, 4--9, specimens. A part of the specimens from each

4-14). The dried casein of milk is the basic con- panel weretested dry and a part wet after soaking
stituent of this class of glues. It is combined with in water at room temperature for 48 hours. The
alkalies or alkali-producing chemicals which, remaining specimens were divided into groups,
when mixed with water, dissolve the casein. The subjected to prolonged exposure at different con-
addition of lime or other materials causes the glue ditions, and tested at various intervals during ex-
to set and later retain a part of its strength, even posure. The joint strengths of the specimens,
when saturated with water. Casein glues for use tested dry after various exposure periods, are
in aircraft should contain suitable preservatives shown as percentages of the original dry strength,
to make the set glue resistant to molds and other Specimens subjected to cyclic exposures involving
deteriorating organisms. moisture were tested after the dry portion of

Most casein glues are sold in powder form ready the cycle. The estimated percentages of wood
to be mixed with water. They are mixed and failure in the tested specimens are shown as verti-
applied at ordinary room temperatures. Casein cal bars in each graph.
glues containing preservative are used in aircraft Figure L1 shows the results obtained after ex-
repair, but have been largely replaced in original posure of the plywood specimens to a repeating
fabrication of aircraft parts and in assembly cycle consisting of 2 weeks at 97 percent relative
gluing by synthetic-resin glues that set at room humidity and 80° F. and 2 weeks at 30 percent
temperatures. They have been used for many relative humidity and 80° F. The phenol-for-
years, and the details of their preparation and maldehyde resins retained most of their original
application are generally well known ( 16) . strength under prolonged exposure, and the uni-

formly high wood failure in the tested joints
4.1. Properties of Aircraft Glues throughout the 30-month exposure indicates that

glues of this type had not deteriorated more
4.10 GENERAL. The properties of the glues used rapidly than the wood. The resorcinol, melamine,

in aircraft construction vary widely. Specific in- and melamine-fortified urea resins indicate a simi-
formation.on these properties has been obtained lar resistance to high humidity conditions. Ca-
at the Forest Products Laboratory in large part sein glue with preservative appeared to be some-
from tests of joints and wood assemblies. It is what less durable. The cold-setting urea, the hot-
difficult to interpret the various properties of glues press urea, and the resorcinol-fortified urea resins
as dry films or solids in terms of their properties failed to retain original strength values, and the
and performance in wood joints. The data herein declining wood failure with exposure indicates
presented on properties of glues are accordingly that these glues deteriorated more rapidly than the
based mainly on joint and assembly tests. wood under prolonged exposure to alternate high

4.11. EFFECT OF MOISTURE ON ÜLUES. The re- and low humidity conditions.
sistance of different types of synthetic-resin glues Other specimens from the same plywood panels
and of casein glue in plywood joints after exposure were tested after exposure to a repeating cycle
to severe moisture and temperature conditions is consisting of 2 days' soaking in water at room tem-
illustrated in figures L1, L2, and G3. The cold- perature and 12 days' drying at 30 percent relative
setting urea resins upon which these figures are humidity and 80° F. (fig. 4--2). The phenol,
based all complied with Army-Navy Aeronautical melamine, and resorcinol glues showed a high de-
Specification AN-G-8. Various casein glues were gree of resistance to water and to stresses asso-
used. The results shown in figure L1 are based ciated with shrinking and swelling. In this test,
on casein glues with preservative, those in figure involving alternate soaking and drying, the ply-

3 on casein glues without preservative, and wood glued with hot-press urea, resorcinol-forti-
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Figure 4-1. Resistance of plywood, glued with eiglet types of glues, w1ten exposed to a repeating cycle consisting
of 2 weeks in 97 percent relative humidity and 80° P., followed by 2 weeles in 30 percent relative Itumidity and
80° P.
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Figure 4-2. Resistance of plywood, glued with seven types of glues, when exposed to a repeating cycle of 2 days'
soaking in water at room temperature and 12 days' drying at 30 percent relative humidity and 80° F.
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fled urea, and the cold-setting urea resins deteri- Cold-setting urea resin showed the greatest de-
orated less rapidly than in the alternating high cline in strength and wood failure under these con-
and low humidity cycle, and other tests have shown ditions. Joints made with cold-setting urea
that the resistance of urea resin to continuous resins lost nearly half their original dry strength
soaking in water at room temperature is much during the first 9 months and then continued to
better than its resistance to exposures involving lose strength slowly throughout the remainder of
high relative humidity (4-17). Casein glue with- the 2½-year exposure period. Wood failure
out preservative lost strength rapidly under alter- values were negligible after 6 months of exposure.
nate soaking and drying conditions as a result of Hot-press and resorcinol-fortified urea resins
the softening effect of absorbed moisture and hy- showed a more moderate trend toward reduced
drolysis when subjected to immersion. There is strength and wood failure values under these con-
no evidence to indicate that the addition of pre- ditions. The phenol, melamine, melamine-forti-
servative would improve the performance of ca- fled urea, and resorcinol resins and casein glue, al-
sein glue under such exposure conditions. though declining in strength, retained approxi-

4.12. EFFECT OF HIGH AND Low TEMPERATURES itiately tlie saixie percei1tage of wood failure
ON ÜLUES. Figure 4---3shows the results obtained throughout the exposure period. In ntost in-
after exposure of plywood specimens glued with stances wood failure values were close to 100 per-
eight types of glues to a repeating cycle consisting cent, indicative of deterioration of wood rather
of 8 hours at 158° F. and 20 percent relative hu- than weakening of the glue joint as a result of ex-
midity and 16 hours at 80° F. and 65 percent rela- posure to this elevated temperature.
tive humidity. The plywood was of the same type Similar plywood specimens glued with the same
and was prepared and tested after exposure as types of glues shown in figure L3 were also ex-
described in section 4.11. The joint strengths at posed to four other temperature conditions: (1)
various test periods are again shown as percent- continuous exposure to 158° F. and 20 percent rel-
ages of the original dry strength, and the estimated ative humidity, (2) continuous exposure to 158° F.
percentages of wood failure in the tested specimens and 60 percent relative humidity, (3) continuous
are shown as vertical bars in the graph. exposure to 200° F. and 20 percent relative humid-

SORGIMOL - F r/F/EO UREA 60 RESORGI/VOL

[HOT PRESSED)
40

MELAMME-FOR7/REO UREA
/HOT PRESSED) PHE/VOL

6 /2 to 24 30 0 6 12 16 24 JO

exposone remoo tuowres;

Figure />-3. Resistance of plywood glued with eig16t types of glues, w1een exposed to a repeating cycle consisting
of 8 1eours at 158° F. and 20 percent relative humidity, followed by 16 hours at 80° F. and 65 percent relative
humidity.
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EXPOSURE PERIOD (MONTHS)

Figure ly,/¡. Dry and zoet strengtle of plytcood, johtts gitted toit10 caseite gittes .containing 5 percent of pentachloro-
p1tenol, after exposure to 97 percent relative humidity. Dry tests made topon removal of specimens from 97
percent relative Itumiclity, toet tests after soa1cing in teater at room temperature for 1,8 Joours. Restelts from
tzco glues averagerL

ity, and (4) a cycle of 8 hours at
-67°

F. over dry most important factor contributing to the deterio-
ice and 16 hours at 80° F. and 65 percent relative ration of casein glue under high relative humidity
humidity (.M and F17). When exposed con- conditions is its low resistance to molds and other
tinuously at 158° F., the urea resins (withthe ex- microorganisms. Comparison of the results of
ception of melamine-fortified ureas) weakened tests on casein glues formulated with and without
more rapidly than shown in figure G3. The de- suitable preservatives shows a marked improve-
cline in strength was much more pronounced at ment in durability under exposure to high humid-
158° F. with 60 percent relative humidity than at ity when suitable preservatives are added. Re-
158° F. with 20 percent relative humidity. At 200 cently developed preservatives, such as the chlori-
F., deterioration of the urea resins was extremely nated phenols and their sodium salts, are effective
rapid, and practically no strength was shown by in preventing organic deterioration of casein glues
the cold-setting ureas after 6 months or by the hot- under high humidity exposures, which are espe-
press or resorcinol-fortified ureas after 12 months cially favorable for the growth of molds (4-4,
of exposure. Melamine-fortified urea resins 44). The improvement in mold resistance ob-
showed considerably less deterioration. Ply- tainable with preservatives such as pentachloro-
wood glued with casein, phenol, melamine, and phenol is illustrated by the results shown in figure
resorcinol glues showed a gradual reduction in 44. After continuous exposure to high humid-
strength under the continuous high temperature ity conditions conducive to mold growth, casein
exposures, particularly at 200° F., but the reten- glue containing preservative was superior to
tion of high wood failure values on testing indi- caseiu glue without preservative in both dry and
cates that deterioration of the wood was responsi- wet strengths. Further evidence of the effective-
ble for the decreasing joint strengths. Exposure ness of pentachlorophenol as a casein glue preserv-
to the cycle involving a temperature of

-67°

F. ative is furnished by the results of tests on lami-
showed no weakening effect on any of the types of nated timbers (sec.4.14). A comparison of wet
glues tested. and dry strength values in figure M shows the

4.13. CASEIN ÜLUES WITH ŸRESERVATIVEs. The characteristic softening effect of water on both
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types of casein glue. The addition of preserva- is equal to or greater than the strength of normal
tives does not appear measurably to affect the wood over wide ranges of moisture conditions and
water resistance of casein glues, and casein glue temperature. Phenol-resin glues are resistant to
with or without a preservative weakens rapidly the attacks of micro-organisms and are highly dur-
under conditions that involve wetting. able under adverse exposure conditions. In gen-

4.14. EXPOSURE ÌESTS ON LAUNNTED ËEAMS. eral, well-made phenol-resin joints are very difn-
Results of tests on laminated timbers exposed to cult to destroy without destroying the wood itself.
high humidity conditions and to the weather with- Phenol-resin glues may be either acid or alka-
out protection confirm in general the order of line in reaction. Hot-press phenol glues are ,

durability of phenol, resorcinol, melamine, urea, usually alka1ine. Intermediate-temperature
and casein glues as determined in plywood (sec. phenols are generany more nearly neutral or
4.11). slightly acidic and may consist of a mixture of

Tests involving the determination of joint phenol-formaldehyde and resorcinol-formalde-
strength and measurement of delamination in un- hyde resins. Adhesives of this type commonly
painted white oak, Douglas-fir, and southern yel- set within a range from 140° to 200° F. through
low pine beams exposed to the weather have the addition of hardeners, which may contain
established the fact that certain intermediate-tem- formalin or paraformaldehyde required to com-
perature phenol, melamine, and resorcinol resins, plete the cure of the resin, or they may set through
properly used and cured, are capable of producing the addition of acid catalysts.
glue joints that develop the full strength of the Available data on the properties of inter-
wood, either wet or dry, and maintain sufficient mediate-temperature-setting phenol glues indicate
strength to avoid appreciable delamination under that, when properly cured, they produce joints
prolonged periods of exposure to weather without high in strength and in resistance to moisture and
protection. Under similar conditions of exposure, various temperatures (4 1). There are indica-
unpainted southern yellow pine and Douglas-fir tions, however, that highly acid phenol resins
beams glued with casein and with urea resin de- have an injurious effect on wood, and neither
creased in strength and wood failure upon testing highly acid nor highly alkaline phenol glues are
and showed considerable evidence of delamination. considered suitable for aircraft gluing.
In an accelerated soaking-drying test of short cross 4.151. Resorcinol-formaldehyde glues. Resor-
sections of laminated beams thit reflects perform. cinol-resin glues are available as liquids consisting

ance under the wetting and drying conditions of of a suspension of partially polymerized resin in
outdoor service, casein-glued sections of Douglas- a mixture of alcohol and water. Some adhesives
fir showed delamination amounting to more than of this type are mixtures of resorcinol-formalde-
30 percent, urea resin more than 14 percent, and hyde and phenol-formaldehyde resins and thus
intermediate-temperature phenol and resorcinol differ from some of the intermediate-temperature
resins less than 5 percent. phenols only in the proportion of phenol and

Under continuous exposure at 97 percent rela- resorcinol resins that they contain. Resorcinol
tive humidity, glue joints made with casein (with- resins are prepared for use by the addition of
out preservative) and urea resin deteriorated paraformaldehyde or formalin hardener and set
rapidly, and in timbers laminated from Douglas- at room temperature. Although durability data
fir heartwood complete failure occurred with for resorcinol resins are not so extensive as for
casein glue in 4 years and with urea resin in 5 phenol-resin glues, investigations to date indicate
years. Timbers glued with casein glue containing that resorcinol resins are comparable in durability
10 percent pentachlorophenol preservative, how- to the phenol resins.
ever, continued to show high joint strength in 4.152. Melamine-formaldehyde glues. Mela-
Douglas-fir after 5 years of continuous exposure mine resins are available in the form of film or
to high humidity conditions. powder, and the type suitable for aircraft gluing

4.15. SUMMARY OF ŸROPERTIEs. The properties may be generally classified as hot-press and in-
of satisfactory glues of the various types are sum- termediate-temperature glues. Melamine resins
marized below on the basis of existing information. of the intermediate-temperature type set between

4.150. Pheno l-forma2dehyde gzue s. The 140° and 200° F. When well-made and properly
strength of hot-press phenol-resin glues in joints cured, melamine-resin glue joints show excellent
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resistance to moisture and to high and low tem- face of a panel made of thin veneers or to prevent
peratures, and available exposure test data in- blistering in the hot-pressing operation. Many
dicate that the durability is similar to that of operations with existing equipment require room-
phenol resins (4-17). temperature-setting glues, while others permit the

4.153. Urea-formaldehyde glues. Urea-for- use of intermediate-temperature-setting or hot-
maldehyde glues are acid in reaction. When pre- press glues. Fortunately, glues are available with
pared for apphcation, cold-setting urea resins are characteristics that meet these various require-
more acid than the hot-press urea resins, inasmuch ments reasonably well.
as additional catalyst is added to produce a setting As an aid to the user of aircraft glues in the
reaction at normal room temperatures. Wood selection of glue types and brands of suitable
joints well made with urea-resin glues are high characteristics and of those best adapted to spe-
in dry and wet strength at ordinary temperatures. cific operations, table L1 has been prepared
Urea-resin glue joints will not withstand pro- largely from the glue manufacturers' directions
longed exposure to high temperatures; pronounced and instructions, the experience of the users of the
weakening of the joints occurs when exposed to glues, and such test results as are available. The
water above about 150° F., and a more gradual list is perhaps incomplete and is subject to change
weakening occurs in dry air at 158° F. Joints as some brands of glues are discontinued, others
made with urea-resin glue decline in strength are modified, and new glues are developed and
under long exposure to high humidities, to cycles marketed. The inclusion of any glue in this list
of high and low humidity, or to the weather and does not constitute an endorsement on the part
are less durable under these conditions than joints of any Government agency or assurance that it will
made with phenol, melamine, or resorcinol-resin meet current specifications.
glues. . 4.21. PHENOIrFORMALDEHYDE TYPE ÜLTJES. The

4.154. Casein glues. Casein glues are highly phenol-formaldehyde glues may be classified or
alkaline in reaction. Unlike the resin glues pre- grouped on the basis of a number of characteris-
viously described, casein glues soften when soaked tics, such as hot-press and intermediate-tempera-
in water and, although joints well made with ca- ture types, film, powder, and liquid forms, and
sein glues are high in dry strength, their strength kind of solvent.
when saturated with water is only-about half as Hot-press phenols are available in film, powder,
great. Casein glues show good resistance to high and liquid form with varying degrees of stability,
temperatures. Casein glues without preserva- but many of them can be stored satisfactorily at
tives are not durable when exposed to relative hu- room temperature for periods varying from 6
midities above 90 percent, but the addition of pre- months to a year or more. Hot-press phenols
servatives of suitable kinds and amounts increases normally require platen temperatures of 280° to
their durability under such conditions. 310° F. to complete their cure. The film form of

phenolic glue requires no preparation for use, and

4.2. Use Characteristics of Aircraft Glues a single sheet is usually laid between the surfaces

to be joined. Since the fihn does not add moisture
4.20. GENERAL. The various operations in- to the wood, it is particularly well adapted to the

volved in the production of aircraft require glues gluing of thin veneers, such as ½ooto ys2 inch.
of different use characteristics. Assembly gluing When a film glue is used, the moisture content of
operations may require a glue that makes strong the stock must be closely controlled, usually be-
joints under pressures obtainable by nail gluing tween 8 and 12 percent. To obtain good joints
and fluid pressures. In nail gluing the skin to with film glue, the surface of the veneer should
the fuselage or wing frame, this low-pressure re- be smooth, because the amount of glue applied
quirement may be combined with a requirement cannot be increased to accommodate rough or
for a moderately long assembly time. In bag- poorly cut stock. For the film form, the assembly
molding operations, a long assembly life is often period (thetime between applying the glue and

required and yet the glue must be comparatively pressing) is not critical and may vary over a wide
fluid at some time during the pressing period. A range. Once the panel has been placed on the
glue with a high solids content may be required heated press platen, however, pressure must be
to avoid excessive penetration of glue to the sur- promptly applied to avoid precuring.
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TABLE 4-1. Synthetic-resin glues classified as to type, form, and general operating characteristics I

Appro- Favor-

Designation IIardener or Type Form Cleaning sol-
omadse

Closed assembly Curing tem-
se-

modifier vent content at 75° F. time at 75° F. perature turemixed contentfor use of wood

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Percent °F. Percent
Amberlite: PR~14_

_
Incorporated Hot-press phenol.. ... Powder_ Water........- 40-65 Several days. ¼ hour to many 250-320------ 6-10

days.
Amberlite3PR-83._ Q-108_______ Hot-pressphenol. Powder_ Water.......__ 40 6hours------- 5-25minutes.------- 260-285------ 0-5
Amberlite PR-115._ P-117_

______
Resoreinol _..... ... Liquid_

_
Water.......-- 65 4 hours....... 10-60 minutes_ _ _ _ _.. 70 and up--. 6-15

Amberlite PR-245._ Q-108. ______
Intermediate-tempera- Powder. Water._

_____
_ _ 40-45 , i hours----- }ú hour to several 160-320------ 4--10

ture-phenoL days.
Bakelite 2 BC-16529. Incorporated Hot-press phenol._..... Powder_ Water--------- 50 Over 8 hours- 1 hour to 3 days 180-270.--._

_ 2-10
Bakelite BC-17613_

_
BK-17618.._ Resorcinol.

_
_---------- Liquid_. Water..._

__
_.- 72 4 hours._ _--._ Up to 2 hours... 70 and up--- 6-15

Bakelite BCU-1_
___

Separate_--_ Room-temperature-urea Powder. Water.------_
_ 65 4 hours....... Up to 30 minutes Minimum 70 6-15

Bakelite BCU-1_ _ _ _ Separate._
__ Hot-press urea._ _

_.-... Powder_ Water......_
__ 65 S hours._

___
_ _ Up to 48 hours_- 260---------- 6-15

Bakelite BCU-5.... Incorporated Room-temperature-urea Powder. Water--------- 65 4 hours.------ Up to 30 minutes Minimum 70 6-15
BakeliteBCU-12772. Separate._

__
Room-temperature-urea Liquid.. Water......._

_ 65 4 hours. Up t0 30 minutes.... Minimum 70 6-15
BakeliteBCU-12772. Separate

_ __ Hot-press urea._ _
_ _ _.-- Liquid

__
Water......... 65 12 hours.----- Up to 72 hours_----- 260...------- 6-15

Caseamite ANS..
__

Incorporated Room-temperature-urea Powder. Water......._
_ 65 4 hours...---- Up to 20 minutes.... Minimum 70 6-15

Caseamite 12........ Incorporated Room-temperature-urea Powder. Water.--.._ _ _ _ 65 5 to 6 liours-- Up to 20 minutes._
__

Minimum 70 6-15
Caseamite 66..._ __..

M-16_
______

Room-temperature-urea Powder_ Water......._- 65 4 hours ------ Up to 20 minutes._.. Minimum 70 6-15
Caseamite466._____ H-19_....... Fortifiedurea.......--- Powder_ Water...____.- 71 Over8hours- Upto4hours.------ 260.....----- 4-12
Caseamite 77._..... M-20.---_

__
Room-temperature-urea Powder_ Water......... 61 5 to 6 hours- - Up to 20 minutes.... Minimum 70 6-15

Cascamite 151._ __..
M-8._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Room-temperature-urea Powder

_
Water........- 67 1¼ hours..... Up to 20 minutes.... Minimum 70 5-15

Caseamite 153.....- H-7-3...... Hot-pressurea ... Powder. Water.....__.. 69 44hours._____ Upto12110urs------ 230-250------ 5-15
Caseophen 2 BG-17. H-23......_

_
Hot-press phenol....--- Liquid._ Water-.....,_

_ 50 Several days. 15 minutes to 4 days. 220-300.----- 6-12
Cascophen HP-402.. H-31-L_ ____

Hot-press phenol._ _.... Powder_ Water......... 55 About l week- 34 days........._
___

240-300...--- 4-12
Cascophen LT-67... M-18

_
- _ _ _.. Intermediate-tempera- Liquid.. Water........- 71 4 to 5 hours-- Up to 75 minutes---- 150-200.----. 8-15

ture-phenol.
Cascophen RS-216._ FM-60._

____
Resoreinol

. _
_.......--- Liquid_

_
Water.-------- 68 3¾ hours.---- Up to 90 minutes._

__
70 and up. __ 6-15

Cascophen RS-224.. FM-84._
____

Resorcinol------------- Liquid_
_

Water....._
___ 59 3-4 hours.---- Up to 30 minutes._

__
70 and np... 6-15

Caseo Resin No.5... FM-50...... Room-temperature-urea Liquid Water....._
_

_- 64 4 hours....--- Up to 20 minutes._
__

Minimum 70 6-15
Casco Resin No.5_

__
FM-62._

____
Room-temperature-urea Liquid_

_
Water.-------- 64 5 to 6 hours-- Up to 20 minutes._

__ Minimum 70 6-15
Casco Resin 135

__..
FM-100-C.. Room-temperature-urea Liquid_

_
Water._....... 60 8 to 9 hours Up to 30 minutes._

__
Minimum 70 7-15

Catabond590....... No.1___... Intermediate-tempera- Liquid._ Alcohol------- 62 211ours....--- Upto20minutes.___ 150-200..---- 2-12
ture-phenol.

Catabond590---. No.7__
____

Intermediate-tempera- Liquid_. Alcohol._..._- 62 2hours.....-- 15to60minutes._... 150-200.---.- 2-12
ture-phenol.

Catabond 591-----
.

No. 3_ ... .. Hot-press phenol.....-- Liquid Alcohol------- 62 Over 8 hours- Several days._ _----- 300-320..---- 6-15
DuPont 4624. ... . Incorporated Modified vinyl ........ Liquid Alcohol and 20 Indefinite.--- Many days.-_...... 250-300------ 3-18

water.
Durez:196.__--__ Incorporated Hot-pressphenol------- Powder Water...----- 00 Over24hours. 15minutesto7days- 250-300.---__ 3-15
Dnrez 12041.

_
--_.._ 7422._....--- Intermediate-tempera- Liquid Alcohol.--.... 67 7 hours....... Up to 2 hours------- 150-200.----- 2-12

twe-phenol.
Durez 12533-34B._

__
Incorporated Intermediate-tempera- Liquid Water......... 73 6 to 7 hours- - Up to 1¾ hours----- 150-200..---- 6-15

ture-phenol.
Durez 12688._....... 12689.------- Resorcinol

_
_.......--- Liquid

_
Water......... 66 3 hours._

_____ Up to 90 minutes---- 70 and up--- 6-15
Durite 2982._ ....... 2082-A...... Intermediate-tempera- Liquid_

_
Water....--_ _. 70 8 hours.....-- Up to 2 hours------- 175-250..---- 6-12

ture-urea.
Durite 2984._ -... .. 2984-A...... Fortified urea---------- Liquid.. Water......... 76 8 hours.._

_
_ _ _ Up to l hour_.------ 200-250-..... 6-12

Durite 2989._ _.-_ .. 2989-A------ Room-temperature-urea Liquid._ Water.-------- 64 5 hours...._ __ Up to ¼ hour_
_

_ _ _.. 70-145 .._ _ _ _ 6-12
Durite 3026._ ---- . 3026-A...... Resorcinol.------------ Liquid._ Water...._

_
_., 64 3 hours....--- Up to 60 minutes---- 70 and up. __

6-15
Interlake 4282..-- NaoH; soda Hot-press phenol.....-- Liquid.. Water-.._

___
_. 50 3 days.....--- Up to 30 minutes---- 260-300.----- 2-10

ash,
Kaseno580.___.. Incorporated Hot-pressphenol------- Liquid

_
Water......... 41 Severaldays- 5-20minutes-------- 270-300.,

_
4-8

Kaseno2680___... 2680-B._____ Intermediate-tempera- Liquid__ Water.--____.. 47 4hours....--- 5-90minutes.------- Minimum 8-15
ture-phenol. 140.

Kaseno 2690....-- 2690-B...... Resorcinol.._.......--- Liquid_
_

Water..._
__

_., 47 3 hours
._

_--- 5-90 minutes.
_______ 70 and up 8-15

Kaseno b 4510-... 4510-B.
_____

Resoreinol------------- Liquid._ Water..... ... 62 4 hours._
_____ Up to 2 hours------- (5) 8-15

Lauxite PF-4.. PF-4A-_
____ Hot-press phenol.....-- Liquid_

_
Water....._

__. 44 2 days._ _..... ¼ to 24 hours------- 220-280... 1-10
Lauxitc 3 PFAX. PFAXW... Hot-press phenol------- Liquid._ Water-.....-.. 45 2 days.._

___
_. Up to 24 tours------ 220-280... 1-10

Lauxite PF-10C_
_

_ _ PF-10C...... Hot-press phenol.------ Powder
_

Water.-------- 58 Over 16 hours. 15 minutes to 48 260-280... 6-12
hours.

LauxitePF-90C..__ PF90C___.. Resoreinol ---------- Liquid._ Water......... 61 3hours....-- 5-90minutes.__.-____ 70andup. 6-15
Lauxitc° 8-9XC-U. Incorporated Hot-press urea._ ____ __ Powder. Water......... 62 48 hours._

____ 5 minutes to 24 hours. 240-260... 6-15
Lauxite 8-9XC-U- 250-L.

_ ____
Melamine-urea._

______ Powder_ Water.-------- 62 4 hours....--- 5 minutes to 24 hours. 240-260.._ _ _ _ 6-15
250--L.

Lauxite9-2C-U___.. Incorporated Hot-pressurea.__...... Powder_ Water......... 63 Over16hours. Upto48hours..--.. 220-260..--_- 6-12
Lauxite 77-X.--_ _ _ _ Incorporated Room-temperature-urea Powder. Water_

___
_.._, 60 4 hours-_ _.... Up to 20 minutes.... Minimum 70 6-15

Lauxite 81-MX..... X and Y_ _.. Room-temperature-urea Powder. Water.--._
_

_., 60 2-5 hours..
__ Up to 20 minutes---- Minimum 70 6-15

Lauxite 101 --_ _ _ _ FW._ _...... Hot-press urea. __
_ _ _ _ _ _ Liquid

_
Water..._

___
_. 60 24 hours... .. Up to 24 hours_

__
_ _ _ 220-280 ...._ 5-15

Lauxite 101 .... YM ..._ _ _ _ _ Melamine-urea._
___

_... Liquid_
_

Water....._
__

_ 70 48 hours_
_ _

Up to 21110urs------ 220-280__ _ _ _ _ 5-15

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE 4-1. ßynthetic-resin glues classified as to type, form, and general operatino characteristics CContinued

Appro- F

Designation H loisir°' Tyve 26,, ciessingsoi.
sogels

Closed as mbly CurinLtem-i -

mixed content
for use of wood

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Percent °F. Percent
Lauxite 224. 224---------- Room-temperature-urea Liquid._ Water......._

_
67 3 hours._ - Up to 30 minutes.... Mínimum 70 5-15

Lauxite 250 Incorporated Hot-press melamine..
-

Powder. 30 pet. CaCl2_ 65 10 hours. 15 minutes to 24 240-280._---- 6-12
hours.

Lauxite 252. 252:--------- Intermediate-tempera- Powder. 30 pet. CaC12._ 67 3-4 hours.... 5-30 minutes.
__

_ _ _ _ _ 110 and up._ 6-12
ture-melamine.

Lauxite260. Incorporated Melamine-urea.....---- Powder. Water..__.---, 63 Over16hours. 15 minutes to 24 190-300.----- 1-8
hours.

Le Page's Panite.... Incorporated Room-temperature-urea Powder Water.-....... 65 4 hours.-----. Up to 20 minutes.... Minimum 70 6--15
Melmae 2 400.......- Incorporated Intermediate-tempera- Powder Soap solution_, 60 36 hours-..--- Up t030 days,_

______
100-240---... 6-14

turc-mclamine.
Mehnae401.-------- Incorporated Intermediate-tempera- Powder Soapsolution._ 67 36hours..____ Upto30dayS-------- 190-240------ 6--14

ture-melamine.
Melurac3300,------ Incorporated Melamine-urea.___.---. Powder Water_-_______ 60 10to12hours. Upto7days.,...---. 200-240------ 6-14
Melurac301....--_.. Incorporated Melamine-urea..___.... Powder Water.....___ 65 Over15hours 1honrto10days,.... 200-260,---__ 6-12
Penacolite G-1124... G-1124B---- Resorcinol_

____
_ _ _..... Liquid. Water. ....... 59 2 to 3 hours.

_
10-15 minutes.....-- 70 and up... 4-15

Penacolite G-113L.. G-1131B.... Itesorcinol_
______

_..... Liquid. Water. ------- 70 2)ú to 3 hours. 10-120 minutes...... 70 aud up 6-15
Penacolite G-1215.-- G-1215B.--- Resorcinol_

_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _.. . Liquid.. Water. ..-_... 53 3 hours....._

_
Up to 2 hours.

_
_ _., 70 and up... 6-15

Perkins L-100 ...._ _ C-2...------ Room-temperature-urea Liquid._ Water.
_

_ _ _ _ _ _ 65-70 4 hours._ _ _... Up to 20 minutes._ _ _ Minimum 70 6-12
Perkins L-100------- H-20_

_
_..... Hot-press urea. _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Liquid._ Water.
______

_ 65-70 18 hours.._ ___
Up to 18 hours_ _ _... Minimum 8-12

220.
Perkins D-110.

_
,... C-23_ ... _ _.. Room-temperature-urea Powder. Water. ..._ _ _ _ 60-65 S hours._

_____
Up to 20 minutes.... Minimum70 6-12

Perkins DC-246....- Incorporated Room-temperaturc-urea Powder. Water. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 60-65 5 hours..._
_ _

Up to 20 ininntes.-,_ Miniumm 70 6-12
Perkins M-411._ _ _ _. Incorporated Melamine-urea.....---- Powder. Water. ... _ _ _ _ 62 S hours_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10 minutes to 8 hours 180-240-_

_
... 6-9

Perkins R-55..----- H-55-------- Resoreínol_
_

- _.-------- Liquid._ Water_
___

_ _ _ _ 60 2 hours-..._
__

Up to 2 hours.
_

_ _ _... 70 and up--- 6-15
Perkins RP-60.----- H-55-------- Resorcinol_

_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Liquid.. Water. ._ _ _ _ _ _ 60 2 hours_-_ _--. Up to 2 hours.....,_ 70 and up, __

6-15
Phenne Resin Ad- 700.......--. Resoreinol------------- Liquid._ Water.

_
_.._ _ _ 72 5 hours_,

__
_. Up to 60 minutes.... 70 and up, -- 6-14

hesive 703.
Plaskon 107-2------- B-7--------- Hot-press urea....----- Powder. Water........_ 64 Over 8 hours. Up to 24 hours------ 220-240...... 6-12
Plaskon201-2.....-- A----------- Room-temperature-urea Powder. Water....-_... 61 4honrs..._-__ 20minutes---------. Minimum70 6--15
Plaskon 201-2....__. D----------- Fortified urea.--------, Powder. Water_ __.,_ _ _ _ 65 Over 4 hours. Up to 20 minutes.--- 140...._ _.... 6-15
Phlskon 201-2....... 0----------. Fortified urea._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. Powder. Water......_

__
66 Over s liours. Up to 24 hours------ 220-240_

_____
6-12

Plaskon 250-2.._
_

_., Incorporated Room-temperature-urea Powder. Water_
___

_ _ _ _ _ 60 4 hours. ---_ _ Up to 20 minutes.--. Minimum 70 6--15
Plaskon°700-2.----- 700-2B------ Fortifiedurea_..._____. Powder. Water___.._.._ 78 4hours..__--. Upto72hours------ 200250._____ 6-12
Plaskon2800-12..... Incorporated Hot-pressphenol.------ Powder Water._____ 50 Severaldays.I Uptoseveralweeks. 250290.__... 8-10
Plaskon 810-12....-- Incorporated Hot-press Dhenol------- Powder Water.__... 40 Several days Up to several weeks. 280 300._

____
8-12

Plyophen P-398...-- Incorporated Hot-press phenol.....-- Liquid Water _..._ 43 Over 8 hours Up to 24 hours------ 240 320...... 2-12
Plyophen 6000...... No. 6002----- Resoreinol_

_
_ _.....---- Liquid Water

___
_ _ 68 4 hours Up to 2 hours_ ...... 70 and up... 6--15

SynvarenCP-5..... Incorporated Rot-pressphenol.------ Liquid Water ___.. 50 Severaldays. }ú hour to several 280-300_____. 4-12
days.

Synvaren CP-5._... LS.......... Intermediate-tempera- Liquid Water .... 50 8 hours _
_.... Up to 4 hours------- 180 up._ _____

4-12
ture-phenol.

Synvaren PLS-A... RP 3 7 or Resoreinol._ _.--------. Liquid Water .__ _. 60-70 254 to 3)ú Up to 1 hour----- .. 70 ard up_ _ _ 4-12
RP73. hours.

Synvarite POP..... Incorporated Hot-press-phenoL....-- Powder. Water
__

_ _ _ 40-60 Several days. ½ hour to several 280-300_
_

_ _ _ _ 6-12
days.

Synvarite PCP..... LS---------- Intermediate-tempera- Powder
_

Water..._ _ _ _ _ _ 40-60 8 hours...._
__

Up to 4 hours...---- 180 up......- 4-12
ture-phenol.

Synvarite U._...... UPA-------- Room-temperature-urca Powder. Water._.._ _ _ _ _ 70 4 to 5 hours_
_

Up to 25 minutes.... Minimum 70 6-12
Synvarite U-----... APB-------- Hot-press urea......... Powder. Water,_.._ _.._ 70 24 hours.__... Up to 16 hours----.. 220-250_----- 6-12
Synvarol WR-513.-. 228-8------- Room-temperature-urea Liquid_

_
Water._

__
_.._ 65-70 2 to 3 hours. - Up to 15 minutes---. Minimum 70 6-12

Synvarol WR-513--. APB------.. Hot-press urea....,---- Liquid._ Water____
____

65-70 24 hours.__
___

Up to 16 hours...... 220-250._-_ _ _ 6-12
Tego "....---------- None-------- Hot-press phenol------- Film._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 100 Sever a I Several mouths._ _.. 280-320_----- 6-10

months.
Textolite 2163-A.... 2775.-------- Intermediate-tempera- Liquid.. AlcohoL

___
_ _ 75-80 2-5 hours.__

__
Up to 4 hours.----_, Minimum 3-11

ture-phenol. 110.
Textolite 2168-A.... 2777--------- Melamine-urea,._ _..... Liquid._ Water_

________
70-75 6-10 hours._

__
Up to 48 hours------ 212-265...... 3-12

Ufoimitc 430__....-- Q-21-------- Hot-press urea...------ Liquid _. Water.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ 70 4-S homs._
___

10-60 minutes------- 240-280
__

_ _ _, 5-10
Uformite430........ Y----------- Hot-pressurea.__...... Liquid._ Water________. 70 4-5hours.___. 10-20minutes....... 240-280_...-- 5-10
Uformite 430._ _

_---. Q-116------- Room-temperature-urea Liquid
.

Water_
__

_ _ _ 70 3-4 hours.._
__

Up to 30 minutes.... Minimum 70 5-15
Uformite 2 430---.--- Q-107 and Fortified urea_--------. Liquid_

_
Water_

_
__ _ _ _ _ _ 70 4-8 hours._

_
_ _ 2-24 hours.-_........ 250-300_

_
_ _ _ _ 5-10

Q-87.
Uformite 500.....--. Q-116----.-- Room-temperature-urea Powder

_
Water.._ _ _ _ _ _ 70 3-4 hours_ _ _ _ _ Up to 30 minutes._.. Minimum 70 5-15

Uformite 500...----- Q-87.------- Room-temperature-urea Powder. Water_
_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 70 3-i hours_,_ _ _ Up to 30 minutes.... Minimum 70 5-15
Uformite 2 500.------ Q-107 and Fortified urea.,_ _...... Powder.: Water.

_
_ _ _ _ _ 70 4-Shours_ _ _ _ _ Up to 24 hours.._ __

_. 250-300_ _ _.._ 5-10

Q-87.
Uformite 501 ..... Incorporated Hot-press urea. _

_-_ _.- Powder
_

Water_...._ _ _ _ 70 4-5 hours.._
__

10 minutes to 2 hours 240-265_ ____
_1 5~10

Uformite CB-552-. Incorporated Room-temperature-ure Powder
_l Water_

_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 70 \ 3-4 hours_..._ Up to 30 minutes.... Minimum 70, 5-1ö

See footnotes at end of table
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TABLE 4-1. Synthetic-resin glues classified as to type, form, and general operating characteristics CContinued

ximate able
Hardener or Cleaning sol- solids Approximate Closed assembly Curing tem- Inois-

Designation Inodifier Type Form vent content working Ufe time at 7õ° F. perature ture
mixed content
for use of wood

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Percent °F. Percent
Urae 180.._ _ _ _ _.._.. 59_.._.._,

_
_ Room-temperature-ure Liquid._ Water.-------- 70 4 to 5 hours.. Up to 20 minutes_... Minimum 70 6-15

Urae Resin Adhe- 185,
__

_ _ _ _ .. Room-temperature-ure Liquid. Water.-------. 85 4¼ hours...-- Up to 30 minutes.... Minimum 70 6-14
sive 185.

USPResoreinol .._ USPeatalyst ResoreinoL._____.._. Liquid_, Water.-------- 70 3¾-4hours___ Upto2hours..-_ .. 70audup __ 6-15
Weldwood_. _ _..... Incorporated Room-temperature-ure Powder. Water--------- 60 3-4 hours._ _ _ _ Up to 20 minutes_ _., Minimum 70 6-15

I Informatíon contained in this table is based on data supplied in paet by ° Glues suggested for bag-molding by the manufacturers.
the manufacturcrs, in part by the users, and in part by the Forest Products 3 Designed primarily for Douglas-fir and similar woods.
Laboratory. The listing of glues in this table is not a recommendation of 4 Not recommended for use with fluid pressure.
ciuality or indication that they meet applicable current specifications. The 6 Suggested by the manufacturer for use with high-frequency curing.
limits given for curing temperatures and other details have not, in general,
been verified by tests at the Forest Products Laboratory

The liquid forms of phenolic-resin glues, either moisture content ( 10). Different glues of this
water suspensions or nonaqueous solutions, can be type vary in their curing requirements, and, in ad-
advantageously applied to veneers by means of dition, recommended curing cycles vary with the
mechanical spreaders with rubber-covered rolls in species of wood used and with the performance
much the same way as casein glues are applied required of the glued product. In general, glues
with grooved steel rolls. With the liquid-resin of this type cure sufficiently for many purposes in
glues, the quantity of spread can be varied to suit several hours at a temperature of 120° F., and
operating requirements better than it can with the their cure is rapidly accelerated at higher tem-
film type, and they are, therefore, preferred for peratures (4-ß). Complete curing of these glues
some operations. The control of moisture in the is accomplished at temperatures of 150° to 200° F.
wood is somewhat less exacting with the liquid Most intermediate-temperature-setting phenols
forms of phenolic-resin glues than with the film have a working life of 2 to 8 hours at 75° F. Be-
forms, but some trouble with steam blisters may be cause these glues cure at relatively low tempera-
expected in making hot-press plywood at high tures, assembly periods are shorter than those al-
temperatures if the total moisture present in the lowed with hot-press phenols, but most of them
assembly at the time of pressing is too high. Or- permit 1 to 9 hours or more of closed assembly at
dinarily, a moisture content of about 12 percent at room temperatures (/4--11,12) .

the time of pressing is the maximum, above which 4.22. RESORCINOL-RORMALDEIITDE ÜLUES. Ë6-
a decided increase in blistering may be expected. sorcinol-resin glues are furnished in water-alco-
For most hot-press, phenolic-resin glues, the hol mixtures that are stable throughout more than
coated veneers are allowed to dry under shop or a year of storage at room temperature ( 13).
slightly elevated temperatures until in approxi- When mixed with a hardener and ready for use,
mate equilibrium. The pressing may then be done the solids content of these glues ranges between 60
immediately or delayed for several days. and 70 percent. The resorcinol resins are classi-

Intermediate-temperature-setting phenol resins fled as room-temperature-setting and require a
are available in liquid and powder form. They pressure period of 5 to 7 hours at 75° F., although
have been developed to fill the need for dur- full joint strength is not usually developed in this
able glues that can be cured at temperatures of period. Resorcinol resins should not be used at
212° F. or less. These glues are not so stable in lower temperatures, and their rate of cure is ac-
storage as the hot-press phenols, and some have a celerated at higher temperatures (4-8). The
storage life as short as 30 days at room temper- working life of resorcinol resins ranges from 2 to
ature (4---13).At lower temperatures, their stor- 5 hours at 75° F. and is considerably shortened at
age life is prolonged considerably. Intermediate- higher temperatures. The disadvantage of short
temperature-setting phenols are capable of pro- working life in warm rooms can be overcome by
ducing strong joints in wood over a wide range of surrounding the glue container with a water bath
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in which cool water is circulated to maintain the sing set at temperatures somewhat below those re-
temperature of the glue mixture at from 70° to 75° quired for phenolic-resin glues.
F. or by keeping the mixed glue under refrigera- The rate of setting of cold-setting urea resins
tion until required for use. Resorcinol glues are at room temperatures is much slower than that in
similar to the intermediate-temperature phenols hot presses and a minimum pressure period of 4
in their ability to produce strong joints in wood hours at 70° F. is required. At higher tempera-
over a wide range of moisture content (4-10). tures shorter pressure periods may be used.
Assembly periods for resorcinol glues vary some- Curing continues at room temperature following
what with different glues, but they are, in general, the release of pressure. The use of cold-setting
shorter than for intermediate-temperature phe- urea-resin glues when the temperature of the wood
nols, and maximum closed assembly periods range or of the gluing room is below 70° F. is prohibited
from 50 to 120 minutes at 75° F. (4--11,4-10). by Specification AN-G-20. The working life of

4.23 MELAMINE-FORMALDEHYDE ÛLUES. Mela- cold-setting urea-resin glues may vary from 2 to
mine glues are available in hot-press and inter- 8 hours at 70° F. but is considerably shortened at
mediate-temperature types and in film and powder higher temperatures. In hot weather it may be
forms. With some exceptions, their use charac- desirable to cool the mixture by means of a water
teristics are similar to those of the phenol-formal- bath as described in section 4.22 for resorcinol-
dehyde glues of the same type and form (44, resin glues. Closed assembly periods for cold-
/--10, 4-11, 4-19). Melamine resins are stable setting urea resins are more limited than for room-
over long periods and commonly have a storage temperature-setting resorcinols. Closed assembly

life of at least 1 year at room temperature (4-13). periods should not exceed 20 minutes at ordinary
The temperatures required for curing the hot- room temperatures. Open assembly periods are
press melamines are usually somewhat lower than generally limited on the basis of the relationship

for hot-press phenols. that 1 minute of open assembly is equivalent to
'2

4.24. UREA-ËORMALDEHYDE ÛLUES. Urea-resin minutes of closed assembly.
glues are marketed either as dried powders or as 4.25. "FORTIFIED" UREA-RESIN ÜLUES. Other
water suspensions ordinarily containing 60 to 70 urea-resin glues have been developed for special
percent of solids. Most of those marketed as purposes. Some of these glues, for example, have
liquids may be used as received or after the addi- been developed primarily to improve the resist-
tion of small amounts of catalyst, which increases ance of urea-resin glue joints to boiling water.
the rate of setting. The dry-powder types are Other formulas have been developed primarily
mixed with water to produce suspensions having for the gluing of curved plywood by the bag-
concentrations approximately the same as those molding technique, and these glues are character-
marketed as liquids. In general, urea-resin glues ized by the property of permitting very long as-
in powder form have a longer storage life than sembly periods, although some will set quickly at
those in liquid form. Some urea-resin glues are temperatures at or near 212° F. Such glues are
formulated for use at room temperatures and sometimes marketed under the term "fortified
others for hot-pressing operations. urea-resin glues," indicating that through the ad-

Urea-resin glues appear to be more critical than dition of resorcinol or other fortifying ingredients
resorcinol resins with respect to the minimum their resistance has been increased in some par-
moisture content of the wood at which strong glue ticular over that ordinarily associated with urea-
joints can be made, although the most desirable resin glues.
moisture content will ordinarily be governed by 4.26. CASEIN ÛLUES. The use characteristics of
considerations other than its effect on the quality casein glues have been reported in several publica-
of the joint. When hot pressing with urea-resin tions (4-14,4 1õ). Their use over many years
glues at high temperatures, the same limitations on has generally resulted in good shop practices. In
moisture contents must be observed, in order to working life, assembly time, pressure, and rate
avoid blistering, as with phenol-resin glues. As- of setting at ordinary room temperatures they are
sembly periods are not critical with hot-press urea- similar to cold-setting urea resins and in general
resin glues and may be varied over comparatively are subject to the same limitations and adapted to
wide limits, in some instances for more than 24 the same gluing operations. They do, however,
hours. Urea-resin glues formulated for hot pres- set at temperatures lower than those at which the
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cold-setting urea resins can be used. The addi- ant casein: Army Air Forces Specification
tion of preservatives to casein glues may affect No. 14149, September 4, 1945.
somewhat the consistency or viscosity of the mix- Glue; resin-type liquid and powder: Federal
ture and the working life, but, in general, the use Specification No. C-G-496, September 14,
characteristics of casein glues containing preserva- 1944.
tives are similar to those of casein glues without Adhesives; thermosetting-resin, room-tem-

preservatives (4--8). perature and intermediate-temperature set-
ting, waterproof (phenolic,resorcino1, and

4.3. Control of Glue Quality melamine base) (for wood) : Joint Army-
Navy Specification JAN-A-397, Septem-

4.30. GENERAL. ÜÌU6S for use in aircraft should ber 20, 1946.
be systematically tested to insure that they con- 4.31. Joner TESTs. It is not practical for the
form to standard specifications and requirements fabricator of aircraft to test the glue used by the
before they are put in production. Thereafter, plywood manufacturer in the production of ply-
they should be checked sufficiently often to make wood. The quality and kind of glue used in the
certain that they have not deteriorated during production of plywood can, however, be controlled

storage or for some other reason do not come up within safe limits by tests on the finished plywood.
to current requirements. The requirements for flat plywood for use in the

The testing of high-temperature-setting phenol fabrication of structural or highly stressed parts
and melamine glues, intermediate-temperature- of aircraft are covered by Army-Navy Aeronau-
setting phenol and melamine glues, room-tempera- tical Specification No. AN-P-69A, February 7,
ture-setting resorcinol glue, cold-setting urea-resin 1946, and for molded plywood by Army-Navy
glue, and casein glue, and the requirements for Aeronautical Specification No. AN-P-43, March
their use in aircraft are covered by specifications 30, 1943. These specifications limit the glues
as follows: used to hot-press, thermosetting, synthetic-resin

Glue; high-temperature-setting resin (phenol, types.
melamine, and resorcinol base) : Army Air The requirements for aircraft plywood and for
Forces Specification No. 14139, June 29, synthetic-resin and casein glues in the foregoing
1945. specifications are based in part on results obtained

Glue; low-temperature-setting resin (phenol, in joint tests. Information on preparing the test
melamine, and resorcino1 base) : Army Air material and making the tests is given in the pub-
Forces Specification No. 14124-A, May 19, lished literature (4--15and 4 16), and is ample
1945. and readily available. Inasmuch as the block

Glue; process for use of phenol aldehyde shear and plywood joint tests are currently used
resin: Navy Aeronautical Specification in Army-Navy Aeronautical Specifications, and,
PG-2, January 16, 1945. since most of the test data herein presented on glue

Glue; water- and mold-resistant casein: Army properties and use are based on these tests, speci-
Air Forces Specification No. 14122, July mens and testing equipment are shown in figures
30, 1943. 4-5 and 4-6, and the more important points of

Glue; application of high-temperature-set- procedure are summarized below:
ting resin (phenol,melamine, and resor- 4.32. BLOCK SHEAR JOINT ÌEST.

cinol base) : Army Air Forces Specification 1. Use a wood of high density (hardmaple of -

No. 14150, September 4, 194ö. not less than 0.65 specific gravity is con-
Glue; application of low-temperature-setting sidered standard), of straight grain, and

resin (phenol, melamine, and resorcinol free from defects. Condition to a mois-
base) : Army Air Forces Specification No. ture content of about 7 percent.
14140, June 1, 1945. 2. Cut the material into pieces about 1 by 2.5

Glue; application of cold-setting resin: by 12 inches, or of such other width and
Army-Navy Aeronautical Specification No. length as to provide at least four speci-
AN-G-20, March 19, 1943. mens of the dimensions shown in figure

Glue; application of water- and mold-resist- 4--5. Surface the pieces smoothly to a
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I -

Joigure 4-5. Block shear joint test: Test spec¿men and shear tool; testing machine.
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JPEC/MEN ß

Fifure !;-6. Plywood joint test: Test specimens amd grips; testing machitte,

uniform thickness and glue promptly 8. Record for each specimen tested the break-
after surfacing. ing load and the approximate percentage

3. Glue at least two joints for each test. of wood failure occurring over the glue-
4. Follow the manufacturer's directions line area. Compute the breaking load in

carefully in mixing the glue. Weigh terms of pounds per square inch of glue-
the component parts. line area.

5. Spread the glue evenly on one of the two 4.33. PLYWOOD JOINT TEST.

pieces and apply pressure uniformly to .

. L Glue three-ply panels with the grain of
the joint witlun the assembly period lim-

. the face plies at right angles to that of theitations of the specification. The quan-
. core. The veneer should be selected fortity of glue spread can be determmed by .

. firmness, straightness of grain and
weighing the pieces immediately before '

. freedom from defects (ys-inch yel-and after spreadmg. . . .

low birch is considered standard).
6. Apply a pressure of 200 to 250 pounds per

square inch for the period prescribed in 2. Each panel should be of a size sufficient to
the applicable specification and condi produce at least 10 specimens of the form

tion the joints for 6 additional days at and dimensions shown m figure 4-6. A

room temperature before testing. panel measuring 4 inches with the grain
7. Cut the glued blocks into specimens of the and 12 inches across the grain of the faces

is a convenient size for cuttmg the re-form and dimension shown in figure 4-a . .

. quired number of specimens.and test on a universal testing machme
equipped with a shearing tool illustrated 3. Condition the veneer to a moisture content
in figure 4--5. Apply the load to the spee- of about 7 percent.
imens at 0.015 inch per minute, plus or 4. ITollow the manufacturer's directions care-
minus 25 percent. fully in mixing the glue.
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5. Glue the plywood under carefully con- (4--6) BRUCE, H. D., OLSON, W. Z., BLACK, J. M., AND

trolled conditions. Rauca, A. H.

6. Condition the panels after gluing in ac-
1946. Development of Joint ßtrength in Birch

. Plytcood Glued toith Phenol-, Resorcinot-,
cordance with provisions of current and Melamine-resin Glues Cured at Rev-
specifications. eral Temperatures. Forest Products

7. From each panel cut 10 specimens of the Laboratory Rev. Report No. 1531, illus.

form and dimensions shown as specimen (4-7) FonEsT PaooccTs LanonATonY.

A or B in figure L6. Specimen A is used 1945. ßynthetic-resin Gittes, Forest Products
. Laboratory Rev. Report No. 1336.

when the face phes are thicker than 0.047 (4_S) KAUFERT, F. B.
inch and specimen B when face plies are 1943. Increasing the Durability of Casein Glue
0.047 inch or less in thickness. Number Joints 2cith Preservatives. Forest Prod-

the specimens from each panel succes- ucts Laboratory Report No. 1332, illus.

(4-9) AND RICIIARDS, C. A.sively from 1 to 10 1943. Procedures for MeasurinU the Mold Resist-
8. Test in the dry condition the odd-numbered ance of Protein Glues. Forest Products

specimens from each panel in a cement Laboratory Rev. Report No. 1344, illus,

briquette testing machine equipped with (4-10) oLSON, W. Z.
special grips as shown in figure 4-6. 1945. Effect of Moisture Content of Wood on

Joint ßtrength in Gluing Bircle VencerApply the load to the specimens at a rate
and Maple Lumber Wit16 Room-tempera-

between 600 and 1,000 pounds per minute ture-setting and Interneediate-tempera-
9. For wet tests, soak or otherwise expose the ture-setting Phenoi, Resorcinoi, ana

even-numbered specirnens to moisture as Melamine Glues. Forest Products Lab-

specified and, while still wet, test in the oratory Report No. 1534.

same manner as described in paragraph (4-11)
1945. Effect of Closed Assembly Time on Joint

8 above• Strengtle in Gluing Wit16 Low-tempera-
10. Record for each specimen tested the ture-setting Phenol, Resorcinol, and

breaking load and the approximate per- Melamine Glues. Forest Products Lab-
centage of wood failure occurring in the oratory Report No. 1535, inus.

test. (4-12) -- AND BRUCE, H. D.
1946. ßtrength of Joints in IIard Maple Blocks,4.34 GLUE ËEFERENCES.

Glued With Certain Resin Glues, After
(4-1) BLACK, JOHN M., AND BRUCE, H. D. Various Open and Closed Assembly

1945. Durability of Room-Temperature-ßetting Periods. Forest Products Laboratory
and Intermediate-Temperature-ßetting Report No. 1542, illus.
Resin Glues Cared to Different Degrees (4-13) - AND COEODAS, LEAR.
in Yellow Birch Plywood. Forest Prod- 1945. ß t a b i l i ty of Low-temperature-settinU
ucts Laboratory Report No. 1537· Phenol, Resorcinol, and Melamine Resin

(4-2) BLOMQUIST, R. F Ad,16esives ßtored at 80° F. Forest Prod.
1944. Effect of IIigh and Low Temperatures on ucts Laboratory Report No. 1532.

Resin Glue Joints in Birc1L Plywood.
(4-14) TRAUX, T. R.Forest Products Laboratory Rev. Report 1929. The Gluing of Wood. U. S. Dept. Agr.

No. 1340° Bull. No. 1500, 78 pp., illus.
(4-3) BROUSE, DON.

1938. ßer iceability of Glue Joints. Forest (4-15)
Products Laboratory Report No. R1172, 1930. Gluing Wood in Aircraft Manufacture,

illus. U. S. Dept. Agr. Tech. Bull. No. 205,
58 pp., illus.

1939. Contribution of ßynthetic Resins to Im- (4-16) ---, EROWNE, F. L., AND BROUSE, DON.

provement of Plvwood Properties. Forest 1929. Significance of Mechanical Wood-Joint
Products Laboratory Report No. R1212, Tests for the ßelection of Woodworking
illus. Glues. Forest Products Laboratory Re-

(4-5) . port No. R1111, illus.

1938. Controlled Exposure Tests on Bircle Ply- (4-17) WANGAARD, F. F.
wood Indicate Durability of Water-Re- 1944. ßummaryofInformationontheDurability
sistant Glue Joints. Forest Products of Aircraft Glues. Forest Products Lab-
Laboratory Report No. R1185, illus. oratory Report No. 1530, illus.
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CHAPTER 5

PROCESSINGAND FABRICATION

5.0. Seasoning and Storage of Lumber stant temperature and relative humidity it will

in time come to a definite moisture content, which
5.01. GENERAL. Tlie quantity of water in wood is called the equilibrium moisture content (5-1).

cut from a living tree may have a weight that is This relationship between the moisture content of
one-third to three times the oven-dry weight of the wood and the surrounding atmospheric conditions
wood; a freshly cut log 16 feet long and 18 inches is shown in figure ö-1 for Sitka spruce, but is gen-
in diameter may have a liquid content of more erally applicable to other species. Note that un-
than 100 gallons- der constant temperature conditions the moisture

Sap, which is principally water, is the lifeblood content increases as the relative humidity in-
of a living tree; but after the tree is felled and creases, and that under constant relative humidity
converted into lumber most of this moisture must conditions the moisture content decreases as the
be removed before the material is suitable for use· temperature increases. In general, relative hu-
The moisture present in wood has an influence midities are lower in the spring and summer than
upon its strength and resistance to decay- during the autumn and winter, and seasoned
Changes in moisture content cause changes in di- wood exposed to these changes in humidity will
mension (sec.2.240). In the seasoning process, absorb or lose moisture accordingly.
considerable shrinkage takes place, and precau- õ.011. Geographical variations in reZative hu-
tions must be taken to prevent the unequal shrink- midity. In addition to variations due to season,
age stresses from causing defects, such as warp- there is also a variation in relative humiditÿ in
ing, checking, splitting, and case-hardening- different parts of the country as affected by alti-
The proper moisture content at the time of manu- tude, proximity to the ocean, precipitation, or
facture is that which is best suited for the condi- some comparatively local condition. Table 5-1
tions to which the material will be subjected shows the relative humidity for a number of
during manufacture and, later, during use. Spec- widely separated cities in the United States at
ifications for airplane parts define limits that are different times of the year. Similar seasonal
intended to cover this range, so that subsequent variations occur in other parts of the world. In
changes in moisture content will not be large tropical and subtropical areas, where long rainy
enough to cause troublesome swelling and shrink- seasons are followed by long dry spells, the spread
age. The final average moisture content allowed of equilibrium moisture content between seasons
for propeller stock is lower than for other airplane may be considerable. Low equilibrium moisture
parts. Propeller stock must be uniform in mois- content conditions may be expected in desert
ture content, both as to moisture distribution areas, while in Europe generally the average equi-
within each piece and as between the various pieces librium moisture content would be as high as, or
which make up the propeller. This condition is higher than, that along the northeastern coast of
most likely to be attained when stock is dried to the United States.
the moisture content specified. The approximate equilibrium moisture content

Details of how to determine the moisture con- for wood can be estimated for any section of the
tent in wood are given in section 2.21. country and for any season by noting the relative

5.010. The moisture content of toood is depend- humidity given in table 5-1 and reading the cor-
est upon the humidity and temperature of the sur- responding moisture content from figure 5-1 at the
roemding air. When wood is subjected to a con- particular temperature under consideration. In
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this figure the solid curved lines marked "RH" tion; the first method of expression is called abso-
denote relative humidity, and the intersecting lute humidity, and the second is called relative
solid and dashed lines denote temperature. humidity. Fortunately, the amount of water

vapor that a given amount of air can hold at a
Table 5-1. Relative Humidifies at Diferent ßeasons in given temperature is a fixed quantity; when this

Various Paris of the United States 1 quantity is present the air is said to be saturated.
The amount of water vapor at the saturation point

Mean relative Immidity in percent based on
daytime readings OÎ Rif increRSes rapidly with increase in teripera-

cit? - ture. At 60° F., 5.8 grains of water vapor perwinter spring summer sutum" cubic foot saturate the ordinary atmosphere,
whereas at 212° F. it will hold about 260 grains perNew York, N. Y_ 73 70 74 75 cubic foot. It is generally more convenient toCleveland, Ohio

___
77 72 70 74 .

Spokane, Wash__-_ 82 61 47 67 consider the amount of water vapor in the air in
Seattle, Wash_

_ __
83 73 69 81 terms of relative humidity than as absolute

Phoenix, Ariz_ _ _ _ _ 47 32 32 41 humidity. As already, intimated, relative hu-
San Diego, Calif 74 78 81 78 midity is always expressed as a percentage of
San Francisco, saturation.Calif 79 79 84 80
Denver lo

_
54 51 49 46 The lower relative humidities represent dry air,

Washington, D. C 72 69 75 76 and the higher ones, moist air. Air at a tempera-
El Paso, Tex

_
45 27 41 46 ture of 125° F., for instance, can hold a maximum

Galveston, Tex .. 84 82 79 78 of 40 grains of water vapor per cubic foot. If aJacksonville, Fla_. 80 74 80 83 certain atmosphere at that temperature had only
- 10 grains of water per cubic foot, it would have

i The relative humidities given llere are based on daytime readings made
by the U. S. Weather Bureau and do not give the inean average 11umidity

Only 10/40 of the maximum amount it could hold,
for 24-11our periods. T11e relative humidity during tile night is usually much which is a relative humidity of 25 percent. Airliigher tlian during the day, and the equilibrium moisture content will follow . .

.

the mean average humidity for tlie 24-11our period.
W1th 25 percent relative humidity is comparatively
dry. At 125° F., the relative humidity of air

5.012. Determination of atmospheric humidity. having 30 grains of water vapor would be 30/40,
The amount of water vapor in the air, which is or 75 percent; such air would be considered moist.
termed "humidity,"is usually expressed either in The preceding example may be expressed by the
grains per cubic foot or as a percentage of satura- following formula:

amount of water vapor actually present
. . m a given spaceRelative hurudity percent- . × 100

maximum amount of water vapor possible
(the saturation value) in the same
space under the same temperature

At any given temperature dry air is heavier than schedules and, further, determines the extent to
moist air. Hot air always is lighter than cold which wood for use under specified conditions of
air at the same relative humidity and the same temperature and humidity should be dried. Since
pressure. When water is evaporated from wood, humidity determines the drying characteristics of
the heat required for evaporation is absorbed from air at any given temperature, the control of hu-
the air that carries away the water vapor, with midity in the kiln is of prime importance. It is
resultant cooling of the air; the net effect, in con- essential that the moisture be removed from the
sequence, is to make the air heavier, since the gain wood surface at the maximum safe drying rate.
in weight brought about by the cooling outweighs If the humidity is too low, the wood will dry too
the weight loss caused by the increase in humidity. fast and will be injured; if the humidity is too

The humidity of the surrounding air not only high, the drying will be slow and expensive.
determines largely the rate at which materials will Itelative humidity may be measured in a num-
dry, but it also determines the extent to which her of different ways, but the wet- and dry-bulb
they can be dried. The relation between humidity thermometer is almost universally used for such
in the air and moisture in the wood is an impor- measurements in dry kilns (fig. 5-2). This in-
tant one, since it is closely related to all drying strument is also known as a hygrometer and as a

942374-51-11 US
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Figure 5-1. T1tc moisture content of Sitka spruce at equilibrium wille 11te indicated temperature, partial vapor pressure, and relative Itumidity.
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FiUttre 5-2. A toet- and dry-bulb 1tygrometer. T1 e centrcil reserroir infest be filled scitle vcutcr to 1ceep t1te toicle alecays
yrtoist. Accurate rearliftUs require bris/c circulation of air past t1tc toet bulb; t1tis is ustittlly securefl by fanning.
B, slitty psychroaneter. T1tc air circulatio?L needefl to procure evaportttiore front the toet ec-iclo b is secured by
toltirling t16e instrument around t1te 1tandle di t1te sleeve e protects bot1L the dry bitió <t avid t16e 'tcet bulb.

psychrometer. The silk or muslin wick for one of velocity of the cooling air is sufficient. If the
the two thermometers of the instrument, kept amount of the cooling, called wet-bulb depression,
moist by the reservoir of water into which it dips, and the temperature of the air are known, the
is cooled a certain amount by the evaporation of relative humidity can be determined by formula
water from its surface when it is exposed to a or by reference to a chart or table such as table
breeze of nonsaturated air, and in turn it cools the 5-2. In practice, the reading of the dry-bulb
wet bulb it encloses, thus causing the wet-bulb thermometer gives the air temperature, and the
temperature indication to drop. The amount of difference between that reading and the reading of
cooling is constant for any given temperature and the separate wet-bulb thermometer gives the wet-
humidity, provided that the reservoir contains bulb depression; both thermometers are mounted
water enough to keep the wick moist and that the on one panel.
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Table 5--2. Relative Humidity 1 and Equilibrium Moisture Content 2 Table for Use With Dry-Bulb Temperatures and Wet-Bulb Depressions
œ

Temperature dry Wot bulb-dopression (° F.)
bulb (° F.)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 32 34 36 38 40 dö 50

89 78 67 57 46 36 27 17 6 .

30
.... 15.9 12.9 10.8 9.0 7.4 6.7 3.9 1.6 ..

90 81 72 63 54 45 37| 28 19 11 335..
... 16.8 13.9 11.9 10.8 8.8 7.4 0.0 4.õ 2.9 0.8
92 83 75 68 60 52 45 37 29 22 15 840

... 17.0 14.8 12.9 11.2 9.9 8.6 7.4 6.2 6.0 3.6 1.9
93 85 78 72 64 58 51 44 37 31 25 19 12 6 .45

18.3 15.6 13.7 12.0 10.7 9.6 8.6 7.6 6.6 6.3 4.2 2.9 1.5|_
93 86 80 74 68 62 56 50 44 38 32 27 21 16 10 5 .50

19.0 16.3 14.4 12.7 11.5 10.3 9.4 8.5 7.8 6.7 6.7 4.8 8.9 2.8 1.6 .. . -

94 88 82 76 70 65 60 54 49 44 39 34 28 24 19 14 9 55
19.6 16.9 16.1 13.4 12.ß 11.0 10.1 9.8 8.4 7.6 6.8 6.0 6.3 4.6 3.8 2.6 1.3.

94 89 83 78 73 68 63 58 53 48 43 39 34 30 26 21 17 13 9 5 160
... 19.9 17.4 16.0 18.9 12.7 11.0 10.7 9.9 9.1 8.3 7.8 6.9 6.3 6.6 4.9 4.1 8.£ 2.3 1.8 0.ß
95 90 84 80 75 70 66 61 56 52 48 44 39 36 32 27 24 20 16 13 8 6 265

... 20.3 17.8 10.1 14.4 13.3 12.1 11.2 10.4 9.7 8.9 8.3 7.7 7.1 6.6 6.8 6.2 4.6 8.8 8.0 2.8 1.4 0.4
95 90 86 81 77 72 68 64 59 55 51 48 44 40 36 33 29 25 22 19 15 12 9 6 370

... ß0.6 18.ß 16.6 14.9 13.7 12.5 11.8 10.9 10.1 9.4 8.8 8.3 7.7 7.2 0.6 0.0 6.6 4.9 4.3 3.7 2.9 ß.3 1.6 0.7.
95 91 86 82 78 74 70 66 62 58 54 51 47 44 41 37 34 31 28 24 21 18 15 12 10 7 4 175

... ß0.9 18.6 10.8 15.2 14.0 12.9 12.0| 11.2. 10.5 9.8. 9,3 8.7 8.2 7.7 7.2 6.7 0.2 5.0 ö.1 4.7 4.1 3.ö ß.9 ß.8 1.7 0.9 0.2 .

96 91 87 83 79 75 72 68 64 61 57\ 54 50 47 44 41 38 35 32 29 26 23 20 18 15 12 10 7 5 380
.

ß1.0 18.7 17.0 15.5 14.3 13.2 12.8 11.5 10.0 10.1 9.7 9.1 8.6 8.1 7.7 7.ß 0.8 6.8 6.8 6.4 6.0 4.6 4.0 8.6 3.0 ß.4 1.8 1.1 0.3.
96 92 88 84 80 76 73 70 66 63 59 56 53 50 47 44 41 38 36 33 30 28 25 23 20 18 15 13 11 9 485

21.2 18.8 17.2 16.7 14.ô 13.5 19.6 11.8 11.2 10.5 10.0 9.5 9.0 8.5 8.1 7.6 7.ß 6.7 6.8 0.0 6.6 6.ß 4.8 4.3 8.9 8.4 3.0 ß.4 1.7 0.9
96 92 89 85 81 78 74 71 68 65 61 58 55 52 49 47 44 41 39 36 34 31 29 26 24 22 19 17 15 13 9 5 1 .90

.__ ß1.3 18.9 17.3 15.9 14.7 13.7 1ß.8 1ß.0 11.4 10.7 10.ß 9.7 9.3 8.8 8.4 8.0 7.6 7.ß 6.8 6.6 6.1 6.7 6.8 4.9 4.6 4.ß 3.8 8.3 ß.8 2.1 1.8 0.4
96 92 89 so 82 79 75 72 69 66 63 60 57 55 52 49 46 44 42 39 37 34 32 30 28 26 23 22 20 17 14 10 6 295

... ß1.8 19.0 17.4 10.1| 14.9 13.9 12.9 12.2 11.6 11.0 10.5 10.0 9.5 9.1 8.7 8.2 7.9 7.5 7.1 0.8 0.4 0.1 6.7 6.3 6.1 4.8 4.4 4.0 3.6 3.0 2.8 1.5 0.6
96 93 89 86 83 80 77 73 70 68 65 62 59 56 54 51 49 46 44 41 39 37 3ö 33 30 28 26 24 22 21 17 13 10 7 4 -100

... 21.8 19.0 17.5 16.1 15.0 13.9 13.1 12.4 11.8 11.2 10.0 10.1 9.6 9.9 8.9 8.6 8.1 7.8 7.4 7.0 0.7 6.4 6.1 5.7 6.4 ö.2 4.9 4.6 4.2 8.6 8.1 2.4 1.6 0.7
96 93 90 87 83 80 77 74 71 69 66 63 60 58 55 53 50 48 46 44 42 40 37 35 34 31 29 28 26 24 20 17 14 11 8105

21.4 19.0 17.5 16.ß 16.1 14.0 13.2 1ß.0 11.9 11.8 10.8 10.3 9.8 9.4 9.0 8.7 8.8 7.9 7.6 7.3 6.9 0.7 0.4 6.1 6.7 5.4 6.2 4.8 4.0 4.2 8.0 8.1 2.4 1.8
97 93 90 87 84 81 78 75 73 70 67 65 62 60 57 55 52 50 48 46 44 42 40 38 36 34 32 30 28 26 23 20 17 14 11 4110

ß1.4 19.0 17.5 10.ß! Jö.1 14.1 13.8 1ß.6 12.0 11.4 10.8 10.4 9.9 9.ö 9.ß 8.8 8.4 8.1 7.7 7.õ 7.ß 6.8 6.0 0.3 6.0 ö.7 5.4 5.ß 4.8 4.5 4.0 3.õ, ß.0 ß.5 1.1
97! 93 90 SSI 85 82 79 76 74 71 68 66 63 61 58 56 54 52 50 48 45 43 41 40 38 36 34 32 31 29 26 23 20 17 14 8 2115

.... 21.4 19.0 17.5 10.2 15.1 14.1 18.4 12.7 12.1 11.5 10.9 10.4 10.0 9.6 9.3 8.9 8.6 8.2 7.8 7.6 7.3 7.0 0.7 6.6 0.2 5.9 5.6 5.4 5.ß 4.7 4.8 8.9 3.4 2.9 1.7 0.4
97 94 91 88 85 82 80 77 74 72 69 67 65 62 60 58 55 53 51 49 47 45 43 41 40 38 36 34 33 31 28 25 22 19 17 10 5120
__ 21.8 19.0 17.4 16.2 15.1 14.1 13.4 12.7 12.1 11.5 11.0 10.6 10.0 9.7 9.4 9.0 8.7 8.3 7.9 7.7 7.4 7.2 6.8 6.6 6.8 6.1 5.8 5.6 6.4 ö.0 4.6 4.2 8.7 8.3 2.3 1.1
97 94 91 88 86 83 80 77 75 73 70 68 65 63 61 59 57 55 53 51 48 47 45 43 41 39 38 36 35 33 30 27 24 22 19 13 812o

.___ ß1.ß 18.9 17.8 10.1 16.0 14.0 13.4 1ß.7 12.1 11.6 11.0 10.6 10.0 9.7 9.4 9.0 8.7 8.8 8.0 7.7 7.6 7.2 7.0 6.7 6.6 6.2 0.0 6.8 5.6 6.ß 4.8 4.4 4.0 8.8 ß.7 1.ß
97 94 91 89 86 83 81 78 76 73 71 69 67 64 62 60 58 56 54 52 50 48 47 45 43 41 40 38 37 35 32 29 26 24 21 15 10130

..__ 21.0 18.8 17.2 10.0 14.9 14.0 13.4 1ß.7 1ß.1 11.6 11.0 10.6 10.0 9.7 9.4 9.0 8.7 8.3 8.0 7.8 7.8 7.3 7.0 6.8 6.6 6.4 6.1 6.9 6.6. 6.3 4.9 4.6 4.2 3.8| 8.0 2.0
97 95 9 89 .87| 84 82 79 77 75 73 70 68 66 64 62 60 58 56 54 53 51 49 47 46 44 43 41 40 33 35 32 30 27 25 19 14140

____ 20.7 18. 16.9 16.8 14.8 18.8 13.2 12.6 11.9 11.4 10.9 10.4 10.0 9.0 9.4 9.0 8.7 8.4 8.0 7.8 7.0 7.8 7.1 6.9 6.6 6.4 6.ß 0.0 6.8 6.4 5.1 4.8 4.4 4.1 8.4 2.6
98 95 9 90 87 85 82 80 78 76 74 72 70 68 66 64 62 60 58 57 55 53 51 49 48 46 45 43 42 41 38 36 33 30 28 23 18150

. ß0.2 18.4 16.6 16.4 14.6 13.7 13.0 12.4 11.8 11, 10.8 10.3 9.9 9.6 9.2 8.9 8.6 8.3 8.0 7.8 7.5 7.3 7.1 6.9 6.7 6.4 6.2 G.0 5.8 5.4 5.2, 4.9
.4.5

4.2 3.6 2.6

16(). 98 95 93 90\ 88 86 83. 81 79 77 7 73 71 69 67 65 64 62 60 ö8 57 Sö ö3 52 50 49 47
.

46 44 43 41 38 35 33 31 25. 21
. 19.8 18.1 10.ß! 15.ß 14.ß 13.4 12.7| 12.1 11.5 11. 10.6 10.1 9.7 9.4 9.1 8.8 8.5 8.ß 7.9 7.7 7.4 7.ß 7.0 6.8 0.7 6.4 6.ß 6.0 5.8 6.5 5.2 4.9 4.6 4.8 3.7! ß.3
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98 95 93 91 89 86 84 82 80 78 76 74 72 70 69 67 65 63 62 60 59 57 55 53 52 51 49 48 47 45 43 40 38 35 33 28 24
170 ·      

.. 19.4 17.7 15.8 14.8 13.9 13.2 12.4 11.8 11.8 10.8 10.4 9.9 9.0 9.2 9.0 8.6 8.4 8.0 7.8 7.6 7.3 7.ß 6 9 0.7 0.0 0.4 0.2 6.0! 6.7 6.6 6.2 4.9 4.6 4.4 3.7 3.2
98 96 94 91 89 87 85 83 81 79 77 75 73 72 70 68 67 65 63 62 60 58 57 55 54 52 51 50 48 47 45 42 40 38 35 30 26

180 18.9 17.3 15.6 14.6 13.7 12.9 12.2 11.0 11.1 10.0 10.1 9.7 9.4 9.0 8.8 8.4 8.1 7.8 7.0 7.4 7.2 7.0 6.8 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.0 6.8 6.7 5.4 5.2 4.8 4.6 4.4 3.8 S.S
98 96 94 92 90 88 85 84 82 80 78 76 75 73 71 69 68 66 65 63 62 60 58 57 56 54 53 51 50 49 46 41 42\ 39 37 32 28

190
___ 18.6 10.9 16.2 14.ß 13.4 12.7 12.0 11.4 10.9 10.6 10.0 9.0 9.2 8.9 8.0 8.ß 7.9 7.7 7.4 7.2 7.0 6.8 0.0 6.4 6.ß 0.0 6.9 6.7 5.6 6.3 5.0 4.8 4.5 4.4 ß.8 3.3
98 96 94 92 90 88 86 84 82 80 79 77 75 74 72 70 69 67 66 61 63 61 60 58 57 55 51 53 52 51 48 46 43 41 39 34 30

200 [..__ 18.1 16.4 14.9 14.0 13.2 12.4 11.8 11.ß 10.8 10.3 9.8 9.4 9.1 8.8 8.4 8.1 7.7 7.5 7.2 7.0 6.9 0.0 0,4 0.2 0.0 ö.9 6.7 ö.6 5.4 õ.2 4.9 4.7 4.õ 4.8 3.8 8.8
98 96 94 92 90 88 86 85 83 81 79 78 76 75 78 71 70 68 67 65 64 63 ô1 60 59 57 56 54 53 52 ö0 47 45 43 41 36 32

210. .. (____17.7 10.0 14.0 13.8 13.0 1ß.2 11.7 11.1 10.6 10.0 9.7 9.2 9.0 8.7 8.3 8,0 7.6' 7.4 7.1 0.9 0.8 0.5 6,8 0.1 6.9 6.8 5.5 5.4 6.3 5.1 4.8 4.0 4.4 4.2 3.7 3.2

1 Relative hu midity values in roman type.
2 Equilibrium moisture content values in italic type.
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To assure accuracy, it is essential that the wick plete components in a single case, one to record
be clean and that there be a brisk circulation of temperature and the other humidity.
air over the wet bulb. A velocity of at least 15 Two types of wet bulbs are used in dry-kiln
feet per second is desirable for accurate readings work, the well-known wick-and-water-trough type
at atmospheric temperatures. At ordinary kiln and the porous-sleeve type. In the latter, a porous
temperatures, however, sufficient accuracy can be sleeve of alundum or other suitable material, which
secured with very much lower air velocities. surrounds the wet bulb, is kept fined with water.

With certain types of wet- and dry-bulb ther- The water, gradually seeping through the porous
mometers, circulation past the wet bulb is pro- walls, is evaporated on the sleeve surface, produc-
duced by whirling the entire instrument. Such ing the necessary depression of temperature in the
instruments are known as sling psychrometers sleeve and the contained bulb. Both types are
(B, fig. ð4). Other instruments are provided thoroughly reliable and satisfactory under proper
with maximum-reading thermometers, so that they operating conditions. Hard water soon clogs up
can be removed from the kiln and read outside. the porous sleeves, just as it encrusts the wicks,

The mercury or other fluid column in these ther- but the sleeves can be cleaned very easily by im-
mometers must be shaken down before they are mersing them in muriatic (hydrochloric)acid,
used again. They indicate only the maximum and the wicks can be changed at slight trouble and
wet- and dry-bulb temperatures since they were expense.
last shaken down. If the temperature and hu- ö.013. Moisture content of seasoned lumher.
midity variations have been reasonably great dur- The trade terms "green,""shippingdry," "air
ing this time, the readings will be misleading. dry," and "kilndried," although widely used, have

Table 5-2 is for use with wet- and dry-bulb no specific or agreed meaning with respect to
thermometers. It is based on the difference be- moisture content except in a few cases where
tween the wet- and dry-bulb temperature. The lumber association rules define moisture content
dry-bulb temperatures are in the left-hand column limits for kiln-dried and air-dried stock. The
and the differences between wet- and dry-bulb wide limitations of these terms as ordinarily used
temperatures are in the top row. Both relative are covered in the following statements, which,
humidity and equilibrium moisture content values however, are not to be construed as exact defi-
are given at the intersection of the row and the nitions:
column. Suppose the dry bulb reads 140° F., and "Green lumber"-lumber that may be freshly
the wet bulb 130° F.; the difference between them cut or partially seasoned but which has not yet
is 10°. By reading across the 140 row to column reached a shipping-dry or air-dry condition. The
10, the relative humidity of the air will be found term may also be applied to material that has
to be 75 percent and the equilibrium moisture con- a higher moisture content than is acceptable for
tent of wood 12 percent. stock being manufactured into finished products.

Instruments recording humidity directly are not "Shipping-dry lumber"-lumber that has been
commonly used in lumber dry kilns. Usually, in- partially dried, either in a kiln or by air drying,
struments adapted for this purpose record wet- to reduce weight and freight charges, and which
and dry-bulb temperatures from which relative - may have a moisture content of 30 percent or more.
humidities may be determined. It is obvious, of "Air-dry lumber"-lumber that has been ex-
course, that such a record can be secured by the posed to the air for any length of time. If ex-
use of two separate recording thermometers, one posed for a suñicient time, it may have a moisture
suitably equipped with a wet wick over the bulb. content ranging from 6 percent, as in summer in
It is just as obvious that a better arrangement the arid Southwest, to 24 percent, as in winter in
would be to have both records on the same chart, the Pacific Northwest. For the United States as
and this is a very common type of recorder. These a whole, the minimum moisture content range for
instruments are known also as wet- and dry-bulb thoroughly air-dry lumber is 12 to 15 percent in
recording thermometers, recording psychrometers, the summer, and the average is somewhat higher.
and recording hygrometers. In principle, tem- Sometimes terms such as "90days on sticks" or
perature-humidity recorders, usually designed for "4months in the yard" are used instead of "air-
ordinary atmospheric temperatures, are similar dry" to denote length of time in the yard piles.
to recording thermometers, there being two com- Since stock seasons slowly in cold weather, less
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drying would take place during the winter than 5.014. Coatings that prevent end checks. Wood
during the summer, and a given period in the yard dries more rapidly from the end grain than from
would not mean the same degree of seasoning in the side grain, and is apt to check and split during
cold or wet months as would occur in summer or seasoning unless end drying is retarded. For this
dry months (table5-3). reason it is advisable to use a moisture-resistant

"Kiln-dried lumber"-lumber that has been kiln end coating on wood during air seasoning or kiln
dried for any length of time. The term applies drying, especially on woods which are difRcult to
to stock dried to "shippingdry," as defined above, dry and on short kiln samples. As end checks,
as well as to stock dried to a final moisture content once started, are hard to stop, such coatings should
of 8 to 12 percent. Specifications covering kiln- be applied as soon as possible to the freshly cut
dried lumber intended for immediate processing ends.
into a finished product should state the average The coatings ordinarily used are of two kinds.
moisture content, tolerance of individual pieces Those of the first kind are liquid at ordinary tem-
above and below the average, and moisture dis- peratures and can be applied cold; the second are
tribution between surface and center. For air- solid at ordinary temperatures and must be ap-
plane stock, where maximum strength is a factor, plied hot. Cold coatings have the advanta.ge that
it is also necessary to specify the maximum tem- they may be used as easily on logs and lumber as
peratures permissible at various stages of season- on kiln samples and dimension stock; hot coatings,
ing. Such limits apply, of course, even to stock because of the usual method of application (end
dried to a shipping-dry condition. dipping), are not easy to use on large stock.

Table 5-8. Approximate Moisture Content in Percent of Thoroughly Air-dry 1-inch Stock by Months for Diferent Regions

FOTOStT0gÏOn.i "" March April May June July August i Se em- Obeto- No m- Debeeerm-

California pine_
_ 20 18 16 14 12 10 9 9 10 12 16 18

Redwood
__ __

_ 24 25 22 20 18 16 15 15 16 17 19 21
Inland Empire 2_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
20 20 18 15 14 14 12½ 13 14 15 20 20

Oregon and Washington
_

26 24 22 18 16 15 12 13 15 16 22 26
Southern pine . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 20

__ _
_ 13

_ _
_ _ _ _ 14 14 14 16 17 20

I In the arid Southwest during the clriest portion of the year air-dry lumber Northwestern Montana, Idaho north of the Salmon River, Washington
dries down to between 5 and 10 percent moisture content. cast of the Cliscade Mountains, and the northeastorn tip of Oregon.

Either cold or hot coatings can be used in the preferably, a power-driven roller, the lower por-
kiln, but each type has its advantages and dis- tion of which extends into the hot coating. Cold
advantages. Hot coatings should have a melting coatings should have about the consistency of
point sufficiently high to prevent a breakdown heavy syrup, and are usually applied by brush,
in their efficiency under the kiln temperatures used. They should be allowed to dry a few hours before
In general, this requires a melting point approxi- being subjected to kiln temperatures.
mately 30° to 40° F. above the kiln temperatures. The two best cold coatings developed at the For-
Hot coatings, as a type, are very water resistant est Products Laboratory are hardened gloss oil
and, when properly used, are more effective than thickened with barytes and magnesium silicate
the cold coatings. (verycheap), and a mixture of phenolic-resin var-

Excessive shrinkage of the wood and rough han- nish and aluminum powder or paste. The latter
dling often cause the end coatings to chip or coating is expensive, but when two coats are ap-
shear off, and a fresh application of the coating plied it is very effective and has some advantage
should then be made. To reduce end drying suffi- over the former.
ciently, there should be a thick unbroken coating The manufacture of hardened gloss oil involves
over the entire end surface. Hot coatings are technical operations and should not be attempted
usually applied by dipping the wood approxi- by the novice. Because gloss oil is made commer-
mately one-half inch into the liquid or by firmly cially in a number of ways, and because some of
pressing and rolling the end surface over a free or, the products are unsuited for end coatings, a gloss
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oil should be specified that is made in accordance of 100° F., but the most favorable conditions range
with the following formula: between 75° and 85° F.

6 to 8 parts by weight hydrated lime. Green stock piled in freight cars is subject to
100 parts by weight rosin. the same hazards as solid piles at the mill, ag-
57.5 parts by weight mineral spirits. gravated, however, by the fact that the time ele-

ment is greatly extended, and that there is prac-To 100 parts by weight of this gloss oil add 25 tically no ventilation around the piles. Green
parts barytes and 25 parts magnesium silicate. stock might be safely shipped if it is cut during
One or two parts of lampblack may also be added cold weather and the temperatures during transit
if a black coating is desired. The magnesium sil remain low enough to prevent the growth of fungi.
icate helps to keep the pigment in suspension. In Stock having a maximum moisture content of 20
time, however, it will settle, and the spirits will percent will not support the growth of fungi and
evaporate. As a result of these two actions, the usually may be shipped safely. The possibility
filled hardened gloss oil tends to become pasty if of stain developing in solid piles of lumber con-allowed to stand any considerable period. It is taining sapwood is affected by three factors-tem-
suggested, therefore, that the user protect his gloss perature, moisture content, and time. It is cus-oil from evaporation and mix relatively small tomary trade practice to ship stock called "ship-quantities of it with the barytes and magnesium ping dry" both on ships and in freight cars. Such
silicate as needed· stock may have a moisture content of 20 percent or

Paraffin has proved very satisfactory as an end more, and with favorable temperatures may stain
coating for stock during air seasoning, but cannot and mold in transit.
be used in the kiln because of its low melting Stacking green lumber on stickers in a closed
point. The following hot coatings are satisfac- freight car does not prevent stain, but dipping
tory for all ordinary kiln temperatures: such stock in a toxic solution and then stacking

(1) Coal-tar pitches or asphalts with melting it in a closed car does provide considerable pro-
points between 195° and 213° F. tection even if the stock is bulk-piled.

(2) Mixtures of such coal-tar pitches and as- Stacking lumber on flat cars, either solid or
phalts. (For instance, 100 parts by on stickers, has many disadvantages. Unless it
weight of 213° and 40 parts of 155° F. is protected by cover boards or waterproof paper,
coal-tar pitch plus 25 parts of 220° serious damage from checking usually results. If
asphalt.) so protected, the problems are much the same as

. in closed cars.(3) Rosm and lampblack (100 parts by
. If emergency conditions require the shipping ofweight of rosm to 7 parts of lampblack). .

. <>reen lumber under conditions liable to cause stain
(4) Any mixture of high-melting-point

. or decay, the stock should be dipped in an anti-pitches and rosm. stain solution and, after arrival at destination, the
5.02. CARE AND SIIIPMENT OF LUMBER Paion To lumber should be unloaded at once and kiln dried

SEASONING. Under favorable temperature con- or stacked for air seasoning as described in sec-
ditions, the sapwood of green lumber is subject tion 5.03. If stain or decay already is present,
to attack by mold- and strain-producing organisms the lumber should be placed in a kiln and steamed
if left in solid piles for several hours before stack- as described in section 5.04.
ing for drying. Even the heartwood of some 5.03. Ain SEASONING. Seasoning practices differ
species may be affected. Protective measures re- materially in the various timber-producing re-
quire quick transfer from the mill to the kiln or gions, and also as between hardwoods and soft-
air-seasoning piles. Some species (5-2) are more woods even in the same locality (5-3). Generally
susceptible than others and require special meas- hardwoods are air dried before shipment, whereas
ures of protection, such as end-racking, for 2 or 3 often the upper grades of softwoods are kiln dried
days before piling in the yard, or dipping in toxic green from the saw. It may be necessary to carry
solutions as the stock passes on the green chain a surplus stock of lumber to insure against short-
along the sorting table. age at the time of manufacture. If the stock is

Stain and mold fungi usually do not grow below green, advantage may be taken of this intermediate
a temperature of 35° F. and above a temperature period to reduce the moisture content, thereby re-
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ducing the time required for kiln drying. At soft- of hot creosote at points of contact may
wood mills, the lower grades and dimension are be used when either of the first two are
usually air dried. Since most air-dried stock used not available.
in airplane products will be kiln dried, it follows (f) If existing pile bottoms are to be used
that the quality of the finished product depends they should be inspected to see that they
in no small measure upon the care taken in the comply with the requirements given aspreliminary air seasoning. .

. to height levels and drainage conditions.
Pihng that is correct for air seasoning must All weeds, debris, and decayed wood and

accomplish a number of objectives : It must pro-
. . , .

vegetation must be cleared away. An 7

vide proper air circulation, it must offer suitable
protection from sun and rain, and it must keep part of the pile bottom containing decay

boards straight and flat while they are drying. If should be removed or the decayed area

these things are accomplished, the best drying will cut out. All wood parts should be
result and drying defects will be at a minimum. pamted with two coats of hot creosote.

Among such defects may be mentioned stain and 5.032. Air ßues. The following minimum re-
decay, end and surface checking, and warping. uirements should be followed:
No one rule will apply to all weather conditions (a) Even-width stock should have space be-
and to all classes of stock; some species must be tween the boards or planks not less than
open piled to hasten drying and thereby avert 20 percent of the width of the board.
stain, while others must be closed piled to prevent The boards in each succeeding layer
too rapid drying, which may cause checking. The should be placed directly over those below
following general principles will apply to most so that the spaces between boards will

seasoning yards. form uninterrupted vertical flues.
5.030. ßtain prevention. If stain is likely to (b) The lateral spacing between the edges of

occur, freshly cut lumber containing sapwood boards or of groups of boards totaling 12
should be dipped in or sprayed with an antistain to 14 inches in width should be at least
solution for protection against fungi attacks dur- four inches, so arranged as to form
ing the air-seasoning period (5-5), straight vertical flues in the pile; or in

5.031. Foundations. The pile foundations (pile uneven-width material one tapering flue
bottoms) should be constructed as follows: not less than 12 inches at the bottom

(a) The foundations should be rigid and should be used for a 6-foot pile, and two
properly leveled. such flues in wider piles. With the

(b) The foundations should be high enough tapering flue, the space between adjacent

from the ground to allow good circula- tiers of boards should be not less than
tion. The minimum distance from the 1 inch.
ground to the underside of the lumber at 5.033. ßtic1cers. The following minimum re-
the rear of the pile should be 18 inches. quirements should be followed:

(c) Foundations should slope from front to (a) All stickers must be sound, thoroughly
rear about 1 inch to the foot. dry, free from stain, and of uniform

(d) Material for piers is listed in order of thickness.
durability and should be so selected when- (b) Each tier of stickers should be aligned

ever available: and rest on a beam.
Concrete or masonry. (c) Stickers for 4/4-inch lumber should be
Pressure-creosoted blocks of any spe- of nominal inch stock or thicker and not

cies or the heartwood of baldcypress, more than 4 inches wide. For thicker
redwood, or cedar. (When un- lumber of random length, stickers should
treated woods are used, all points of be at least 1½-inches thick for greater
contact should be given two coats stiffness and strength and not more than
of hot cresote.) & inches wide.

(e) Beams and stringers should preferably (d) Stickers should overlap the ends of the
be of steel, or pressure-creosoted timbers. boards at least one-half inch to reduce
Untreated durable woods with two coats end checking.
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(e) Stickers should not be more than 2 feet (c) The roof should be securely fastened.
apart for hardwoods up to 6/4 inch in 5.037. ßite. The yard should be well drained
thickness. For thicker hardwoods and and kept free of weeds and debris.
all softwoods, the equivalent of five rows ö.04. KILN ÜRYING OF LIIMBER. Lumber is
of stickers for 16-foot stock should be kiln dried, first, to reduce moisture more quickly
used. than in air drying, and, second, to reduce the

(f) Aircraft stock should never be self- moisture content to a lower point than can ordi-
stickered. narily be attained in air drying. In addition, if

5.034. Placing of lumber. The following mini- stain, decay organisms, or wood-boring insects are
mum requirements should be followed: present, the lumber will usually be sterilized and

(a) Piles should be erected of boards of equal the borers killed.
length wherever practicable· 5.040. Essentials of Good Kiln Drying. Lum-

(b) Box piling should be used for mixed ber intended for airplane parts requiring maxi-
lengths. With this system, the longest mum strength and minimum dimensional changes
stock is piled in the outer rows and short after manufacture must be free from surface or
lengths within the pile, with one end of end checks, honeycomb, casehardening, and warp,
a board at one end of the pile and one and the moisture content and moisture distribu-
end of the adjacent board at the opposite tion must be within the range best suited for con-
end. In each succeeding layer, the out- ditions of service. Properly designed kilns have
side ends of boards should be kept im- both temperature and humidity under automatic
mediately over the ends of those below· control so that the optimtun conditions of drying

(c) Each layer should be composed of boards can be maintained during the seasoning period.
of the same thickness· Circulation of air, adequate in both uniformity

(d) The pile should have a forward pitch to and volume, is necessary for good control of tem-
the extent of 1 inch for each foot of perature and humidity. The initial drying
height and a slope from front to rear of 1 period, during which the stock is green, is the
inch for each foot of length· most critical stage or time that the stock is most

(e) Narrow piles are desirable for stock that likely to be damaged. It is during this period
will withstand rapid drying and wide that the lowest temperatures and highest humidi-
piles for stock that is liable,to check and ties are needed and uniformity of control can be
honeycomb. Common pile widths range obtained best with the aid of fans, blowers, or
from 6 to 16 feet· other mechanical means of stimulating circulation.

(f) The lateral space between piles should be After stock has been dried to a moisture content
at least 4 feet, and the distance between of 25 percent or lower, less circulation is required '

the rear ends of the piles should be at to obtain accurate control of the drying.
least 8 feet· In double-track kilns in which air enters at one

5.035. End coatings. End coatings should be side wall, passes through the piles on both tracks
applied in all cases where end checking is objec- and thence into the space between the load and
tionable. .Several satisfactory end coatings are the opposite wall, a small heating coil is sometimes
listed under section 5.014· located in the space between the two loads. The

5.036. Covering. All material should be under object is to make up the heat loss that develops as
cover either in an open shed or with roofs over the air passes through the first load. These booster
individual piles. One satisfactory type of pile coils, while acceptable in standarcl commercial
roof consists of two layers of low-grade boards,

. . . drying, are not desirable as a rule for the drymgthose m the upper layer bemg staggered with re-
. of airplane stock. Their use should be permittedspect to those m the lower layer. . .

- · only after exammation to determine if they cause(a) A minimum front height of 6 mehes
,

above the lumber, with a slope of at least excessive temperatures.
1 inch to the foot, should be required. 5.0400. Material.

(b) The ends and the sides should project (1) Speciesof the same drying characteristics
sufficiently to prevent snow and rain from may be included in the same charge.
beating into the lumber piles. (2) Pieces should be dried in the smallest
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sizes to be used and which are practical circulation kilns, dual dry bulbs or other accept-
to handle, rather than in large dimen- able means of controlling the temperature of enter-
sions, ing air should be used.

(3) Reasonable variations of thickness may Maximum temperatures are tabulated in the
be tolerated if drying conditions are regu- specification becatise teinperattires in excess of the
lated for the wettest, thickest, and slow- values allowed for different degrees of dryness
est drying stock and care is taken to give are likely to redtice the strength of the wood. Rel-
each thickness its proper final condition- ative htunidities at permissible kiln temperatures
ing treatment. have no deleterious effects on the strength of the

5.041. Temperature and relative humidity. The wood as long as they are high enough to prevent
specifications define maximum temperatures for checking and honeycombing; hence, the humidity
variotis species of lumber at different stages of schedule is left to the discretion of the kiln opera-
drying and the bulbs of the recording hygrometer tor. For the kiln operator who has had no ex-
and control bulbs of the thermostats should be perience in drying a given item of aircraft lumber,
located, if practical, where they will measure the the relative humidity schedules in tables 5-4- to
most severe drying conditions. In reversible- 5-8 are offered as a guide. In general, they are

Table õ-4. Suggested Relative Humidities I for Temperatures Specißed in Schedule 2 of AN-W--Ba

Percent moisture content at which changes are made-
Species Thickness

Above 40 40 to 30 30 to 25 25 to 20 20 to 15 15 to 10 10 to

Inches 1sö° F. 11,0° F. 1/,5° F. 1õ0° F. 15õ° F. 100° F. 166° F.
Noblefir-____-_--_ ___ 1 65 60 55 50 | 45 35 35
Red pine - - _ _ .... _ _ 1 70 60 50 45 40 35 35
Red spruce_ _ _ __

_ _ 1 75 60 50 45 40 35 35
Sitka spruce _

_ _ _ _ -- 1 75 60 50 45 40 35 35
White spru ce_

_ _ - - _ _ _ _ 1 75 60 50 45 40 35 35
Port Orford white-cedar

_ _ _
1 75 60 50 45 40 35 35

I In10-inch and wider flat-grain softwoods, relative humidities approximately 10 percent higliershould be used during the first 2 schedule periods. In drying
aircraft lumber in a natural-draft kiln, the relative humidities suggested in this table may be reduced abotit 5 percent.

Tal>le 5-5. Suggested Relative Humidities for,Temperatures Specifted in ßchedule 8 of AN-W-fa

Percent moisture content at wbích changes are made-
Species Thickness

Above 40 40 to 30 30 to 25 25 to 20 20 to 15 15 to 10 10 to final

Inches 180° F. 13õ° F. 140° F. 145° F. 150° F, 1õõ° F. 160° F.
Douglas-fir_

__ _
_ _ _ 1 70 65 60 50 40 35 35

Red fir
__

- _ 1 65 50 40 40 35 35 35
Sugar pine 1 60 50 40 40 25 35 35
Silver maple 1 80 75 70 60 50 40 35
Sugar maple 1 80 75 70 60 50 40 35
Yellow-poplar 1 80 75 70 60 50 35 35
Noble fir_ 1½ 65 60 55 50 45 35 25
Red pine. 1½ 75 70 50 45 40 35 35
Sitka spruce 1½ 75 70 50 45 40 35 35
Red spruce 1½ 75 70 50 45 40 35 35
White spruce 1½ 75 70 50 45 40 35 35
Port Orford white-eedar 1¼ 80 65 50 45 40 35 35
Silver maple.

_ _ ___
1½ 80 75 70 60 50 40 35

Sugar maple_
_

_ _ _ _ _ _ 1½ 80 75 70 60 50 40 35
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conservative, and experience with a particular ing can be lowered with safety as far as checking
kiln should afford a basis for improving them. is concerned, but such a reduction will tend to

The relative humidities in the last stage of dry- increase the range in final moisture content values.

Table 6-8. ßuggested Relative Humidities for Temperatures ßpecified in ßchedule 4 of AN-W-Ba

Percent moisture content at which changes are made-
Species Thickness

Abovo 40 40 to 30 30 25 25 to 20 20 to 15 15 to 10 10 to final

Inches 1ß5° F. 180° F. 135° F. 140° F. 145° F. 150° F. 155° F.
Baldcypress___- ____ 1 70 50 45 40 35 35 35
Baldcypress_

_ _
_._ __ _ 1½ 75 50 45 40 35 35 35

TVestern hemlock ___ _ 1 65 60 55 50 45 35 35
Eastern white pine ____ 1 60 55 50 45 40 35 35
Ponderosa pine._ .._. 1 60 55 50 45 40 35 35
TVestern white pine 1 60 55 50 45 40 35 35
Black wahiut 1 80 75 70 65 55 45 35
Black wednut 1½ 80 75 70 65 55 45 35
I3ouglas-Br. 1½ 70 65 60 50 I 40 35 35
Red nr __ 1½ 70 60 50 40 35 35 35
Sugar pine 1½ 65 55 50 50 40 35 35
Yellow-poplar 1½ 80 75 70 60 50 35 35
Noble nr 2 75 60 55 50 45 35 35
Red pine_ 2 80 75 55 50 45 35 35
Red spruce 2 80 75 55 50 45 35 35
Sitka spruce_ 2 80 75 55 50 45 35 35
TVhite spruce _

_ _ _ _ _ _ 2 80 75 55 50 45 35 35
Port Orford white-cedar __ _ __ 2 80 75 60 50 45 35 35

Table õ-7. Buggested Relative Humidities for Temperatures ßpecißed in ßchedule õ of AN-W--Ba

Percent moisture content at wllich ellallges are made-
Species Thickness

Above 40 40 to 30 30 to 25 25 to 20 20 to 15 15 to 10 10 to final

Inches 120° F. 1ßõ° F. 180° F. 18õ° F. 140° F. 14ö° F. 150° F.
Commercial white ash. 1 80 75 70 60 50 35 35
Commercial white ash 1¼ 80 75 70 60 50 35 35
Yellow birch-- 1 80 75 70 60 50 35 35
Yellowbirch . 1¾ 80 75 70 60 50 35 35
Black cherry 1 80 75 70 65 55 45 35
Black cherry_. -- 1½ 80 75 70 65 55 45 35
Khaya (African mahogany) 1 80 75 70 60 50 40 35
IChaya (African mahogany) 1¼ 80 75 70 60 50 40 35
TVest Indies mahogany 1 80 75 70 60 50 40 35
TVest Indies inahogany 1½ 80 75 70 60 50 40 35
Baldcypress ___ 2 80 75 50 45 40 35 35
13ouglas-Br ____ 2 75 70 60 50 40 35 35
Ponderosa pine 1½ 65 50 50 45 40 35 35
Redür.... 2 75 60 55 50 45 35 35
Bugar pine. 2 70 50 45 40 35 35 35
Yellow-poplar 2 85 75 70 60 50 35 35
Red spruce- 3 90 75 70 50 45 35 35
Sitka spruce 3 90 75 70 50 45 40 35
TVhite spruce 3 90 75 70 50 45 40 35
Port Orford white-cedar 3 90 75 70 50 45 40 35
Eastern white pine 1¼ 65 55 50 45 40 35 35
TVestern white pine____ ------ 1½ 65 55 50 45 40 35 35
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Table 5-8. Suggested Relative Humidities for Temperatures ßpecified in ßchedule 6 of AN-W-ßa

Percent moisture content at which changes are made-
Species Thickness

Above 40 40 to 30 30 to 25 25 to 20 20 to 15 15 to 10 10 to final

Inches 116° F. . Iß0° F. 1ßõ° F. 130° F. 13õ° F. 140° F. 145° F.
Sweetgum-

__
____-___--_ _-_-_______ 1½ 80 75 70 60 50 35 35

Western hemlock. _
_ _ _ _ _ _ .. _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ 2 80 70 50 50 40 35 35

Westernhemlock...-____-._____-_---___ 3 85 70 60 55 45 35 35
Eastern white pine---

__
-- - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2 80 70 50 50 40 35 35

Ponderosa pine ... _ _ _ _ - _ _ .. _ .. _ _ _ --. _ _ 2 70 50 50 45 40 35 35
Ponderosa pine -- - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ 3 80 60 55 50 40 35 35
Red pine- . . - _ _ - _ - _ _ - - 3 85 60 55 50 40 35 35
Sugarpine ___.-_--______-- 3 70 60 55 50 40 35 35
Western white pine

__
_ _ _ _ _ 2 70 50 45 40 35 35 35

Yellow-poplar --. _ _ . _ _ _ _ .. _ -- 3
.

85 80 75 65 55 40 35
Red spruce_ --_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3+ 85 80 50 45 40 35 35
Sitka spruce __

-- . _ 3+ 85 80 50 45 40 35 35
White spruce. _

-_.._ _ _ - _..-- _ _ _ 3+ 85 80 50 45 40 35 35

5.042. Piling. The method of piling should be (1) Nominal 1-inch stickers should be used
suited to the circulation system of the kiln in for all edge-piled stock and for flat-piled
which the stock will be dried. Two general stock up to 6/4 inch in thickness, and 1½-
methods of piling are used: edge stacking, with inch stickers for random length stock
the stock standing edgewise in the kiln truck with thicker than 6/4. In flat piling, the
the edges touching, the faces of the board sepa- stickers must be in vertical alinement, not
rated with vertical stickers, and the circulation more than 2 feet apart for 6/4-inch stock
intended to be up or down through the open and not more than 4 feet apart for stock
spaces between the faces of the boards; and flat thicker than 6/4. All stieker tiers must
stacking, with the stock laid flat in the load, spaces bear on beams or cross ties.
provided between boards, and stickers laid hori- (2) Each layer should consist of boards of
zontally. The latter method is preferred, because the same thickness.
it tends to hold the lumber more nearly flat; cir- (3) Piling should be so done as to avoid over-
culation may be vertical, horizontal, or a combina- hanging ends of boards. At least 24
tion of both directions. inches should be allowed between the

These two methods of piling are applicable to loads and the side walls.
either natural- or forced-circulation types of kilns. (4) Box piling should be used for flat-piled

In natural-circulation kilns the air movement is stock of mixed lengths. With this sys-
generally downward through the load when the tem, the longest stock is piled in the outer
stock is relatively green and upward when nearly rows and short lengths within the pile,
dry. In edge stacking, the pile provides the ver- with one end of a board at one end of the
tical flues suited to this air movement. For flat pile and one end of the adjacent board at
stacking in natural-circulation kilns, the lateral the opposite end. In each succeeding
spacing between the edges of boards or of groups layer, the outside ends of boards should
of boards totaling 12 to 14 inches in width should be kept immediately over the ends of
be at least 4 inches, so arranged as to form straight those below.
vertical flues in the pile. In piles 5 feet or more 5.043. Steaming. Any operating condition, at
in width a vertical flue may be provided also in or above operating temperatures, using humidities
the middle of the load at least 8 inches wide from high enough to prevent diying, or tliat wouki add
the bottom of the pile. moisture to the stock, may be defined as steaming.

In forced-circulation kilns, the design of the It is not good practice to give air-dried wood an
kihi usually determines the method of piling best initial steaming treatment. When necessary to
adapted to the circulation system. sterilize wbod to liill inold or stain, axi initiaÏ
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steaming treatment may be given; otherwise, both is necessary that the range of moisture content in
green and air-dried wood should be started off the boards making up the kiln charge be as small
at the initial temperature and relative humidity of as possible.
the drying schedule. During the period while 5.044. ßelection of samples. The kiln operator
the kiln and the load are being heated to operating should use great care and judgment in selecting
conditions, the wet-bulb depression established by material for use as kiln samples and in locating
the schedule should be maintained as closely as the samples in the kiln charge so that they will
possible. fully represent the conditions of the charge during

Throughout the drying period the surface of the drying operation. The specifications require
the stock is consistently at a lower moisture con- that there shall be at least 12 samples, six from
tent than the center. Early in the drying opera- each of two boards, for each kiln charge and that
tion there may be a wide difference, but near the they represent the wettest and slowest drying class
end of the drying period the difference decreases. of material. In mixed thicknesses or mixed spe-
Stock dried to 6-percent moisture content would cies, additional samples of the faster-drying stock
have less variation between outer portion and core may prove of value as well as additional random
than exists when the moisture content averages 12 samples representing the heavy boards. When
percent. Since the specifications limit the accept- samples are prepared, the ends should be coated as
able difference in moisture distribution, the opera- soon as possible after cutting to prevent end dry-
tor must plan his final operating conditions to suit ing. Moreover they should be protected against
the final average moisture content of the charge. rapid drying before they are placed in the pile or
In principle, it will be necessary first to determine kiln charge,
the average moisture content at which the charge 5.045. Tests at end of drying period. Regard-
is to be unloaded, then to carry the average mois- less of the care used in preparing samples, errors
ture content of the load below that value to bring are sometimes made; at the end of the run, there-
the moisture content of the core within the allow- fore, the samples should be rechecked by cutting
able limits, and finally, through the use of higher new moisture content sections. At the same time,
humidities, to build up the surface moisture con- moisture distribution and case hardening tests can
tent slightly to establish the desired average. This be made. Where necessary to make distribution
final steaming (conditioning)treatment will also tests before final steaming, only part of the sam-
be valuable in reducing casehardening stresses. ples should be cut up and the others used to guide
The limiting conditions during final conditioning the steaming operation and to cheek the results

periods are specified in AN--W-2a. - after steaming.
A conditioning treatment at or near the end A casehardening test indicates (1) the presence

of the run will usually be necessary to bring about and degree of stresses within the piece at the time
uniformity of moisture content distribution in of sawing and (2) the influence of unequal mois-
each board and to relieve severe casehardening ture distribution (5-4). Methods of preparing
stresses. Casehardened stock should be condi- both thick and thin stock for casehardening tests
tioned at a temperature not over 74° C. (165°F.) are shown in figure 5-3. These sections are to be
and at humidities that will permit the stock to room-dried for 24 hours or until moisture content
pick up not more than 2 percent of moisture, based is uniform, in order that the stresses present be-
on the average moisture content of the kiln sam- come discernible in the prongs. All caseharden-
ples; but in no case should the humidity be such ing test sections should be numbered with an indel-
as to produce stock having a moisture content ible pencil to correspond to the number of the kiln
value less than 8 percent or more than 12 percent. run. Casehardening is indicated when the prongs
The conditioning treatment should continue long turn in or cup toward the saw when being cut. Re-
enough to relieve the stresses and bring about the verse casehardening is caused by over-condition-
specified degree of moisture uniformity in each ing at too high a relative humidity and is indi-
piece. The usual time necessary is approximately cated when the prongs turn away from the saw.
5 hours per inch of thickness for softwoods and Both represent the tendency of the same stock to
from 18 to M hours per inch for hardwoods. In cup if resawed. Planing, routing, or working up
order that these conditioning treatments at or of casehardened stock may unbalance the stresses
near the end of the run may be most effective, it and result in warping. Unequal moisture distri-
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Figure 5--3. Kiln sample and test sections for moisture content and caseha,rdening.
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bution is indicated when the prongs turn in after 5.047. Kiln-drying defects. The following is a
room-drying. The effects are similar to casehard- brief description of the principal defects in kiln-
ening, except that the distortion does not occur at dried lumber.
the time of machining but afterward, when the 5.0470. ßurface cAecks. Surface checks weaken
moisture content has become equalized. Both the member and cannot be permitted in finished
casehardening and moisture distribution tests are parts. Surface checks in rough stock which can
required before the stock is taken from the kiln so be dressed out or will not appear in the finished
that the proper treatment can be given before the piece will not be cause for rejection. Surface
stock is unloaded. . checks may be closed and invisible. To test for

Another casehardening test may be made in the closed checks, cut a 1-inch section out of the board
following manner when the purpose to which the and then cut prongs one-eighth inch in thickness
stock will be put is known: parallel to the wide face of the board. If checks

Cut the test section on a band saw to simulate are present, the prongs will fall off where checked.
the finished cross section or profile the piece would 5.0471. Honeycomb. This defect may be con-
have after manufacture. Place the section in a sidered as an internal check, usually developing
factory workroom for 24 hours, or until the mois- along the rays. It may be preceded by a surface
ture content is uniform. Any distortion is evi- check which closes as drying progresses because of
dence of casehardening or lack of uniformity of tension from within. Honeycomb may also de-
moisture distribution and indicative of the change velop in stock not previously surface checked.
in shape which would have occurred had the stock Too high temperatures and severe casehardening
been worked up while in the condition represented are the most common causes. It may also occur
by the section. If the distortion exceeds that al- if severely casehardened stock is steamed at 100
lowed for the member or part, the stock should be percent relative humidity. The moisture pick-up
subjected to a relative humidity sufficiently high to on the surface will cause increased internal ten-
relieve the stresses. sion stresses; and when the stress exceeds the

5.046. Example. Stock intended for propeller strength of the wood substance, honeycomb de-
use is too thick, and after jointing one face the ex- velops. Honeycomb is cause for rejection. Ifig-
cess will be dressed off the other. As the depth ure 5-4- shows severe honeycombing in an oak
of the cut on opposite faces would not be equal, plank.
the casehardening stresses would become unbal- 5.0472. Collapse. This is abnormal shrinkage,
anced and, if of sufficient intensity, would cause causing grooves to appear in the surface of the
the piece to cup toward the face having the deeper lumber. It sometimes occurs when wet lumber is
cut. This condition may be simulated in a case- dried at too high a temperature. Woods which

hardening test by removing wood from one side of are especiaUy subject to collapse are western red
the section, equal to the jointing operation, and a cedar, redwood, sweetgum, and white oak. All *

greater amount from the opposite face. The collapsed stock should be rejected. Collapse in
amount of distortion which would follow after western redcedar is shown in figure 5-5.
room-drying would indicate whether the stock 5.0473. Brashness. When lumber is subjected
would be acceptable for the purpose. to very severe temperatures, whether in dry or

Figure õ . End of oak plank sloowing 1toneycontiaing.
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PLUttre õ-5. Collapse in toestern reti ccclar.

moist air, the wood will be darkened in color and or rooms, heated to or slightly above ordinary
become brash. This weakening effect increases factory temperature, is available and time not
with an increase in either temperature or time. important, it might prove practical to store
If the schedules given are not exceeded, no difli- air-dried lumber in such rooms until the moisture
culties will be encountered insofar as seasoning content complies with the requirements of Specifi-
is concerned. All brash stock should be rejected. cation AN--W-2a. Before use, however, any exist-

5.0474. Oasehardening. Casehardened lumber ing casehardening stresses must be removed by a
is that which contains internal stresses caused by conditioning treatment, either in a kiln or in a
unequal shrinkage within the piece. The outer storage room in which it is possible to raise the
portion is in compression, and the inside is in ten- relative humidity by temperature adjustments or
sion, though these stresses are balanced in the humidification, similar to the kiln method de-
rough piece. Should these stresses become un- scribed in section 5.043. Low-temperature con-
balanced, as will occur if the stock is resawed or ditioning can be accomplished similarly, except
more dressed off one side than the other, the piece that more time will be needed. Stock so dried
will cup, the amount of cupping depending upon could then be used without kiln drying, the fol-
the severity of the stresses. Tests for caseharden- lowing rules should be observed in room drying.
ing are described in section 5.045. Acceptance or 5.051. Piling. Pile foundations should be de-
rejection of casehardened stock will depend upon signed to permit circulation below the pile. The
the degree of casehardening permissible as out- lowest layer of lumber should be 18 inches above
lined therein. the floor. Piles should be 2 feet apart, not nearer

5.05. FINAL CONDTTIONING OF ÀIR-ÜRIED SToca. than 2 feet to outside walls, and not more than 6
5.050. Preparing air-dried stock for manufac- feet wide. Stock not over 6/4 inch thick should

ture. Usually air-dried stock is not in satisfactory be placed on 1-inch stickers. For thicker ma-
condition for use in aircraft, and the common pro- terial of random length, 11/2-inch stickers should
cedure is to place it in a kiln for final drying and be used for greater stiffness and strength. Stick-
relief of casehardening stresses. If a kiln is not ers should be evenly aBned and not more than 2
available or if sufficiento§torage space in sheds feet apart for stock up totand ilícluding 6/4 inch
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in thickness and not more than 4 feet apart for specifications, and subsequent storage should be
stock thicker than 6/4. relied upon merely to obtain additional benefits in

5.052. Circulation. Small fans may be used the form of more nearly uniform transverse mois-
when necessary to bring about a circulation of ture distribution and further relief of caseharden-
air sufficient to keep temperatures relatively uni- ing stresses. For kiln-dried stock, at least 2 weeks'
form. storage is desirable for this purpose, but to main-

5.053. Temperature, humidity, and moisture tain the stock in satisfactory condition until used
relations. By referring to the equilibrium mois- in the shop, the storage conditions should be con-

ture conteut curves (fig.5-6) one can readily de- trolled within the moisture-content range specified.
termine the necessary temperature and humidity In such cases, the stock can be either left on stick-
conditions required to maintain a desired constant ers or solid piled.
moisture content. To hasten the final drying Stock stored under uncontrolled conditions may
process, the humidity may be 15 percent below become unsatisfactory regardless of the method
that required to maintain the final moisture con- of piling, because a longidutinal moisture gradent
tent specified. In most cases it should be possible inay develop in a solid pile and a general moisture

to sëeure the desired temperature and humidity pick-up may occur in an open pile.
conditions by controlling only the temperature Storage of all material before manufacture

(5-4). For conditioning treatments, however, should be under conditions that will deliver the
steam or water sprays may be required. stock souitc free from seasoning defects, and at a

5.06. STORAGE OF KILN-BRIED AND AIR-BRIED suitable rioisture content. In order to reduce
STOCK. MOiSture changes or to secure wood at a given

5.060. ßtorage. Aircraft lumber should be moisture content, it may be necessary to equip the
dried to meet moisture content and casehardening storage shed, or factory, with humidity-control

L

9 PRC E U/L/8 CON7 E
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Figure 5-6. Equilibrium moisture content curves. Example: To determine toltat temperature s1tould be maintained
schen tAe outdoor temperature is 30° F., the relative humidity 80 percent, and t16e desired equilibrium moisture con-
tent is 8 percent, proceed as follotos: From the intersection of the (vertical) 30°-temperature line and the (horizon-
tal) 80-percent relative humidity line, extend a line midicay beticeen the adjacent (concave) capor-pressure lines
until it intersects a line midicay beticeen the 7- and 9-percent moisture-content lines indicated on the right-hand
ordinate. The reading on the bottom scale at lAe point of the sepond intersection is about 1,7°.
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equipment so that the range of moisture change cated that higher temperatures, if applied for the
may be controlled. The humidity should be so length of time required ,for

kiln drying, were
controlled that the moisture content of stock other likely to be damaged, particularly to shock re-
than propeller material cannot fall below 8 per- sistance.
cent or rise above 162 percent. Propeller stock The time involved in kiln drying is usually a
should be stored under conditions that maintain matter of days or even weeks. It is obviously to
the moisture content at between 5 and 7 percent. be expected that considerably higher temperature

Stock that has been dried to the acceptable mois- may be applied safely when the period of exposure
ture content, if kept dry, may be held for an in- is only a few minutes or a fraction of an hour as in
definite period without deterioration from season- the drying of veneers. In recent tests on Douglas-
ing defects, such as checking, honeycombing, fir and Sitka spruce, green wood in a thickness of
stain, and decay. one-eighth inch heated to 320° F. between hot

5.061. Efect of storage on insect attack. Cer- plates for 20 minutes was not deficient in strength
tain woods are subject to insect attack even after properties as compared to matched material that
drying. The Lyctus powder-post beetle attacks es- was carefully air dried. Considerably longer
pecially the seasoned sapwood of hickory, ash, and heating periods (up to 4 or 5 hours) at this tem-
oak, and it also damages other hardwoods such as perature caused practically no decrease in modulus
black walnut, maple, black cherry, ehn, yellow- of elasticity (stiffness)or in modulus of rupture
poplar, and sycamore. Other powder-post bee- (bendingstrength), but the periods of one-half

tles attack both heartwood and sapwood, and both hour or longer caused a definite deficiency in
hardwoods and softwoods. Stored stock that is shock resistance which increased progressively
subject to borer attack should be moved in rota- with prolongation of the heating period. The tests
tion, so that none of it will remain exposed to an have also shown that heating in steam at 320° F.
infestation for an excessively long time. In addi- for 4 hours prodnees definite decreases in all
tion, such stock should be examined regularly and strength properties and have demonstrated that
carefully, and borer-infested stock should be either heating in steam is more deleterious than heating
heat-sterilized or destroyed. Infestation of ad- between hot plates.
jacent stock is merely a matter of time if proper Veneer for use in plywood is in some instances
preventive measures are not observed. The made from logs that have been soaked for some
larvae of the Lyctus beetles bore inward, giving hours in hot water to facilitate cutting and is
little or no early indication of their presence and often dried at temperatures of approximately 300°
thus making prompt recognition of infestation F. in order to expedite production. Tempera-
highly difficult. Borers eat holes from one-six- tures up to about 390° F. are used subsequently
teenth to one-fourth inch in diameter and leave in gluing plywood with thermosetting resins.
wood powder in them. When a hole penetrates an Glued airplane parts are often subjected during
exterior surface, the powder can be jarred out. assembly to temperatures well above the normal

Badly tunneled wood can easily be broken. atmospheric value. Although these heating pe-
5.062. Efect of heat on strength properties of riods are ordinarily brief, the available data indi-

wood. The effect of temperatures above normal cate that there may be some deleterious effect on
atmospheric on the strength properties of wood strength properties. Furthermore effects may
has not been fully explored. During and imme- be more pronounced on some species than on those
diately after World War I, extensive studies were on which tests have been made. Consequently it
made at the Forest Products Laboratory of the '

is desirable that in general temperatures applied
effects of kiln drying (5-7). These demonstrated in processing or preparing wood for use in air-

that with such temperatures as are specified in craft should be kept as low and the aggregate
AN-W-2a (10ö°F. to 135° F. at the beginning duration of elevated temperatures as brief as ,

and 13õ° F. to 165° F. at the end of the run ae- possible. Subsequent to the original drying, ele-
cording to the species and the thickness) and with vated temperatures are ordinarily applied only

proper control of relative humidity and other to wood that is low in moisture content to which
factors, wood could be kiln dried without any de- it is believed such temperatures are less harmful
ficiency in strength properties as compared to the than to green or wet wood, although there is
most carefully air-dried stock. It was also indi- little specific information on this point.
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There are few specifie data on the strength of (5-8) KOLMEN, FRANZ.

wood at temperatures other than the usual sum- 1941. The Mechanical Properties of Wood of
. Different Moisture Content Within

mer and winter room values (5-8). Wood at 200° to +200° F. Temperature Range.
comparatively high moisture content is made National Advisory Committee for Aero-
weaker and more flexible when the temperature nautics Tech. Memo. No. 984.
is raised and such information as is available in-
dicates that it is made stronger and stiffer and 5.1. Control of Humidity in Fcictories
possibly less shock-resistant when the tempera-
ture is lowered. It is probable that the tempera- 5.10. GENERAL. In tlle CORSÉructiOR OÎ RircraÎt
ture within the range to which aircraft is sub under assembly line production methods, dimen-

jectedhas no large effect on the strength of wood sional changes in partly worked units mean waste

in the normally dry state in which it is used. of materials, loss of time, and upsetting of the
production schedule; hence, dimensional stability

5.063. SEASONING REFERENCES. . .

of wood parts is important as a factor of prodne-
(5-1) FOREST PRODUCTs LAnonATonY.

On1940. IVood Handboolc. U. S. Dept. Agr. (Un- .

numbered Pub.), 326 pp., illus. (ne. Since dimensional changes m wood are caused
vised.) principally by changes in moisture content, it fol-

(Ö-2) ÀiARKWARDT, L. J. lows that conditions should be maintained in the
1941. Aircraft TVoods: Their Properties, Selec- wood shop that will prevent moisture changes.

tion, and Characteristics. Forest Prod~ To minimize such changes, the moisture content
ucts Laboratory Report R1079. (Re- .

of the wood at the time of manufacture shouldvised.)

(5-8) ŠÍATEEWSON, J. S. be as nearly as possible that which it would attain
1930. The Air Seasoning of Wood. U. S. Dept. in service. The specifications establish limits of

Agr. Tech. BulL 174, õ6 pp., illus· moisture content for wood parts at time of assem-
(6 *) bly at 5 to 7 percent for propellers and 8 to 12

1937. Moisture Fluctuations in Lumber Within
closed storage siteds controuca witte percent for other parts. During World War I
Elecìrical Equipment. Forest Products soine data were collected by the Forest Products
Laboratory Report R1140. Laboratory on the moisture content of wood in

(5-5) SCHEFFER, Î. C., AND LINDGREN, R. M. Army and Navy airplanes (table5-9).
1940. Stains of Sapicood and Saptcood Products Throughout a large part of the United States,and T1teir Control. U. S. Dept. Agr. -

the moisture content of wood stored or used outTech. Bull. 714, 123 pp., illus.

(5-6) THELEN, R.
Of doors and protected from rain, averages about

1929. Kiin Drying Handboolc. U. S. Dept. Agr. 12 percent. In the drier areas of the Southwest-
Bull. 1136, 96 pp., illus. (Revised.) ern States the average moisture content of wood

(5-7) WILSON, T. R. O iS about 8 or 9 percent. Coastal zones in the
1919. T1te Effect of Kiln Drying on t1te Strengt1e

. . Southeastern States, alongthe Gulf of Mexico, andof Airplane Woods. National Advisory .

Committee for Aeronautics. Report No. in the Southwest, average slightly higher than 12
68, 60 pp., illus. percent, as do also tropical regions.

Table 5-9. Moisture Content of Wood Airplane Parts Under ßervice Conditions

Moisture content
Stations

Kind of construction Service sami heSr'evere

wo
nsdscSofed

t st c Average for Maximum Minimum
taken i specimens for any one for any one

tested a station and station and
wood wood

Number Number Number Percent Percent Percent
Solid and laminated woocl 3_

_ _ _ _
Army._ _ _ _ _ _ 10 4 371 11. 5

'

14. 0 9. 3
Propellers

_____ _ _______ _
clo..._ --- 9 ----- 75 10. 3 11. 3 8. 4

Plywood_______
_ __ _

-___ ____ clo.-__--- 7 ----- 39 13.9 16.7 11.7
Solicl ancl laminatecl woocl 6

__ _
Navy

______
10 10 419 12. 7 15. 3 8. 8

PlywoocL___ __________-__ _do_______ 6 , 4 35 13.8 17.8 9.1

I Army and Navy stations are considered separately, although they arc 2 Grand average for aÏl stations where determinations were made; station
frequently located close to each óther. averages were prorated on number of specimens tested.

3 Exclusive of propellers.
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In most States, outdoor relative humidities dur- people are working and manufacturing operations
ing the summer are usually sufficiently high so that are in progress, is nevertheless sufficiently accurate
satisfactory equilibrium moisture content condi- to show approximately how conditions inside a
tions can be maintained by adequate ventilation. building may change as out-of-door conditions
However, when cool weather comes in the fall and vary and why wood dries out during the winter in
buildings are heated, an important change takes a heated building.
place wherein lower humidities and equilibrium Some manufacturers of wood airplanes main-
moisture content values are encountered. As the tain a relatively humidity of about 55 percent in
outside temperature decreases it can hold less and the wood shop. This relative humidity keeps the
less water vapor per cubic foot than it could at wood at a moisture content of about 10 percent.
higher temperatures, but when heated to normal Stock is brought into the shop from the kilns or
temperatures, without changing its water content, storage rooms at or near this moisture content
this outside air has a greater capacity for moisture value and held in stickered stock piles for a week

and since the relative humidity is the ratio of the or more before being cut up. Since cold-gluing
quantity of moisture present in air to that which processes add moisture to the wood, the larger
could be held at a given temperature, it is corre- sized laminated parts are sent to a conditioning
spondingly lowered. This causes drying of mate- room after gluing (fig.5-7) as discussed in sec-
rials stored or housed in heated buildings and tion 5.28.
workrooms. An illustration of the operation of To prevent the moisture content of material
this principle will be found by a study of table being processed from becoming too low it is de-
5-10. In this table an average relative humidity sirable to maintain a relative humidity of about
of 75 percent for out-of-door conditions is as- 45 percent during the winter when inside humidi-
sumed for illustrative purposes. It is also assumed ties are otherwise likely to drop to very low levels.
that no water is added to the inside space. This This condition would prevent moisture content
latter assumption, although not strictly true where values from falling below about 8 percent and

would not introduce so serious a condensation
Table õ-10. Efect of o2ttside temperatures on inside humidi. problem as if a higher humidity were maintained.

ties and equilibrium moist2tre content values when the o2tt- Condensation on windows and skylights may be
side relative h2tmidity is 75 percent minimized by double glazing, by heating the glass

. . . with steam coils, or by circulating warm air across
Outside temperature

Corresponding mside conditions at 72° F.
the glass surfaces. Drip from condensing sur-

Relative humidity Equilibrit moisture ÎRC6S should be prevented wherever it is likely to
damage materials being processed.

°F. Percent Percent -

70 70. 1 13. O Preventive measures can be incorporated in new
65 59. 0 10. 6 buildings at very little added expense. This is
60 49. 5 9. 0 particularly true in the "blackout"type where no
55 41. 3 7. 7 windows are used, as suitable vapor barriers in the
50 34.4 6.7 - . .

45 28. 5 5. 8
side walls and ceilings are all that is needed.

40 23. 5 5. 0 Where windows are used, they should be either
35 19. 3 4. 3

.
double glazed or of the insulated block type.

15i 64 6 Since humidification is not a requirement in the
20 9. 8 2. 5 entire plant but primarily in the wood shop, it
15 7. 7 1. 9 may be practical in buildings already erected to
10 6. 0 1. 5 install protection for some or all of the vulnerable
5 4. 6 1. 1 places as described.
0 3. 6 (1)

-5 2. 7 (1) 5.11. METHODS OF HUMIDITY CONTROL. Where
-10 2. 1 (1) the storage of wood at a definite moisture content
-15

1. 6 (1) is desired, a room built inside a building, prefer-
- 20 1. 2 (1) ably with no exterior exposure and equipped with

-air-conditioning

apparatus, makes an arrange-
1 Less than i.1. nient that can be used at any time during the year
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Figure 5-7. Spars in conditioning room.

with satisfactory results. The apparatus and building. Such equipment is expensive and prob-
controls may be designed to meet the particular ably not justifiedfor most wood airplane factories.
needs. Another method of accomplishing the same re-

A definite moisture content in lumber awaiting sult as with the large central-station air-condition-

use in storage buildings may also be maintained by ing plant is to install a sufficient number of small
controlling the temperature of the space within air-conditioning units throughout the plant and
the building by means of a hygroscopic element use no distributing system. This method, if
attached to heaters. This can be done only so fully equipped for year-round control, is likewise
long as the prevailing relative honidities are expensive and perhaps nonessential in most cases.
high; they may be reduced by increasing the tem- As a rule, high humidities are not a problem in
perature of the space surrounding the lumber wood manufacturing plants in the northern part of
above that of outside temperatures. However, the United States, and consequently conditioning
simple devices are available for humidifying so equipment is needed only to increase the humidity
that moisture can be added if necessary. during the heating season when low humidities

or the conditioning of a large wood-using prevail. On the other hand, in manufacturing
plant any one of several methods may be employed. plants situated in very damp climates, such as
A central plant may be designed to condition the prevail along the Gulf Coast, dehumidification
air completely and may be equipped with refrig- may be required.
eration or absorption apparatus as well as heating To accomplish humidification, only relatively
and humidifying facilities. The air is distributed simple apparatus is needed. Steam jets may be
by means of a system of ducts throughout the distributed throughout the plant and may be con-
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trolled automatically by a moisture-sensitive in- quent use of presses or jigs. Strip heaters, infra-
strument. The chief objection to the use of steam red lamps, tubes heated b.y steam, and warm air

jets is that water is lost from the steam-generating produce local conditions requiring attention.
plant and heat is added to the space. In winter When a wood surface is heated in the open the
this would probably not be objectionable, but it humidity of the space immediately adjacent to the
might be if humidification were required during surface is lowered and some drying is likely to
a dry summer season. The simplicity of the occur-the higher the temperature, the lower the
steam jet system and the resultant freedom from humidity, and the greater the moisture10ss. Strip
dust residues commend it. Similar results can heaters, when tightly pressed against the wood
be obtained by the use of cold water and com- surface, greatly retard the escape of moisture, and
pressed air sprays. This is a very simple method present no problem. Open surfaces heated with
by which water is discharged into the air by an infrared lamps reach such high surface tempera-
air jet as a finely divided mist. The main objec- tures that humidification of the workroom is of
tions to this method are a slight amount of noise, little value in preventing excessive surface drying.
and-if the water used for evaporation contains Under such conditions and when practical the
minerals or organic material-a deposit of fine heated area should be tightly covered with a thin
dust on materials in the room. Provision must be layer of strip aluminum in order to prevent the
made to take care of drip from sprays of this kind. escape of moisture and maintain as near the de-
No heat, however, is added to the air from such sired equilibrium condition at the surface of the
sprays and a small amount of cooling results from wood as possible. The outer surface of the sheet
the evaporation. - metal should be painted a dull black in order that

Target sprays are also a possibility for this pur- it receive and transmit as much heat as possible
pose. They discharge a very fine stream of water to the material behind it.
against a plate. The bulk of the water striking Where heat is applied by warm air, such as in a
the target is broken up into a fine mist which kiln or oven, the moisture content of the object
floats out into the room. Unless water free from being heated may be controlled by properly adjust-
minerals is used, fine dust is also scattered by this ing the relative humidity to that which would
method. Adequate filters to prevent plugging of represent the equilibrium condition for desired
the fine openings and a drain to remove drip must moisture content. In certain cases it is advan-
be provided. tageous to drop a canvas-covered frame over the

There are a number of mechanical devices on the work and to heat and humidify the limited space
market which have a rotating disk upon which thus enclosed rather than the entire room.
water is allowed to flow. This disk rotates at Sling psychrometers and tables or curves for
high speed, so that the water is driven to the edge conversion of the measurements into relative
of the disk by centrifugal force and thrown against humidity should be provided (sec.õ.012) . Hair
the edges of a series of sheet-metal vanes. The hygrometers or inexpensive humidity guides are
water is thus broken up into a fine mist and blown unreliable unless they are carefully calibrated and

out into the room by a fan located behind the disk. checked from time to time. The equilibrium
This apparatus has disadvantages similar to those moisture content of wood, in prevailing atmos-
mentioned above. Residues resulting from evap- pheric conditions, may also be determined by thin
oration of the water accumulate on the apparatus sections of wood exposed in the workrooms which
and form dust which floats about the room. can be weighed for determination of their moisture
Usually these evaporators are controlled by a content. If a sample is designed to contain 100
hygroscopie element which opens or closes a grams when oven dry, the number of grams over
water valve on the humidifier. A number of them 100 will be numerically equivalent to the per-
could, however, be controlled from a single humidi- centage of moisture in the sample. In preparing
stat. such a sample, select air-seasoned material of

The control of the humidity near wood surfaces known moisture content and work it down until its
being heated is a problem which frequently con- weight in grams is equal to 100, plus a number of

cerns fabricators of airplane parts. This prob- grams equal to the percentage of moisture. For
lem arises because of desirability of speeding up example, a sample containing 10 percent moisture
the setting of glues in order to make more fre- content should weigh 110 grams, of which 100
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grams is dry wood substance and 10 grams is moisture content and cold-press processes increase
moisture. Such samples should not be oven dried. it. Glues of high water content add more mois-

ture to the wood than glues of low water con-

5.2. Gluing tent, and lieavy spreads add more than light
spreads. More water is added by the glue to a

Satisfactory glue joints in aircraft should de- construction inade of thin plies than to one made
velop the full strength of the wood under all of thick plies. The percentage increase in mois-
conditions of stress. To produce this restilt, the ture content from a given aniount of glue spread
conditions involved in the gluing operation must will be greater in woods of low specific gravity
be carefully controlled so as to obtain a contintious, than in woods of high specific gravity.

thin, uniform film of solid glue in the joint with Table 5--11 illustrates approximate percentage
adequate adhesion to both surfaces of the wood. of moisture added to wood in cold-pressing opera-
These conditions involve: tions for certain types of aircraft members. Most

hot-press operations, however, reduce rather than1. Proper moisttire content of the wood.
increase the moisture content of the wood in glu-2. Properly prepared wood surfaces.
ing. The moisture content of panels, when re-3. G1tieof good qtiality, properly prepared.

. . moved from hot presses, is normally well below4. Good glumg technique. .

the 8 to 12 percent range that is required for air-
A satisfactory joint and two types of unsatis craft plywood (Specifications AN--P-69a and

factory joints, resulting from improperly con- AN-P43), and the manufacturers of the plywood
trolled gluing conditions, are shown in figure 5-8· must introduce moisture into the panels by a con-

5.20. MOISTURE CONTENT FOR ÜLUING. The dry- ditioning process in order to bring thein within
ing and conditioning of wood to the proper mois- the range required (sec.õ.28). The inoisttire con-
ture content for aircraft tise are described in tent of veneer normally shows little or no change
sections 5.03 to 5.04. The moisttire content of the during bag-molding processes of making plywood
wood affects the results obtained in gltiing and, in (sec.5.341).
turn, is affected by the gluing process. It may be Changes in moisttire content of the wood after
either increased or decreased, depending on (1) the glue has set develop stresses in the gltie line
the gluing process used, (2) the forin and com- and redtice the load that the member will with-
position of the glue, (3) the amount of gltte stand in service. To minimize the stresses in a
spread, and (4) the dimensions of the wood parts glued structure that develop from inoisture con-
glued. In general, hot-press methods reduce the tent changes, the member should have a moisture

Table 6-11. Calculated Percentages i of Moisture Added to Wood in Gluing Five-Ply Construction With Cold-Press Glues

Moisture added in gluing 2 with
Thickness of

Species plies or Room-temperature- Room-temperature-laminations Casein glues setting urea- setting resorcinol-
resin glucs resin glues

Inch Percent Percent Percent
Yellow-poplar

_
_ _ _ .----. - ¼2 62. 0 23. 6 17. 4

Yellow-poplar
_

.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ¾a 31. 0 11. 8 8. 7
Yellow birch_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ }/22 40. 0 15. 1 11. 1
Yellow birch_ _ _ _ _ _ ¼a 20. O 7. 6 5. 6
Sitkaspruce. --___-__ J's 15.5 5.9 4.3
Sitkaspruce. ._ __--- . j's 5.2 2.0 1.5
Sitkaspruce. _______- ¾ 2.6 1.0

.7

Yellow bireh_
____ }/s 10. 0 3. 8 2. 8

Yellow bicch- _--_ J's 3. 3 1. 3 . 9
Yellowbirch. ____ -____ _____ _____ 1.7

.6 .5

1 Calculated percentages are based on oven-dry weight of wood and volume cinol-resin glucs per 1,000 square feet of single glue line are assumed in these
at 12 percent. In the calculations it is assumed that all the surplus solvent calculations. It is assumed that the easein glue is mixed 1 part dry glue to
added by the glue is absorbed by the wood. This assumption is known to 2 parts of water, the cold-setting urea resin 1 part dry glue to 0.65 parts of
be somewhat in error, but it nevertheless affords a satisfactory basis for water, and that the mixed resorcinol-resin glue has a solids content of 70
comparison. percent.

2 Spreads of 75 pounds of wet casein and 17 pounds of wct urea- and resor-
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Figure 5,8. ßironU and tocalc joints resulting from different gluing conditions. A, well-glued joint icit/t a 1tigh per-
centSUe of 20004 failure made under proper Uluing conditions; B, starved joint, whicle results from t1te applica-
tion of cocesdive pressure toith thin glues; C, dried joint, resulting from too long an assembly period or insu§ìcient

pressure.
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content, when the glue sets, that is approximately several stations in the arid Southwest, indicate
equal to its average moisture content in service. that the moisture content of wood often drops to
Moisture content determinations on wood aircraft about 6 percent during the spring and summer
parts have been made at the following locations (5-11,5-14). From all available information it
in the United States: New York, N. Y.; Garden appears that the normal moisture content of dif-
City, N. Y.; Quantico, Va.; Philadelphia, Pa.; ferent wood parts of aircraft in service in the
Hampton Roads, Va.; Aberdeen, Md.; Washing- continental United States may range from as low
ton, D. C.; Cleveland, Ohio; Dayton, Ohio; Pen- as 6 to as high as 18 percent.
sacola, Fla.; Little Rock, Ark.; San Antonio, Tex.; The effect of moisture content of veneer at the
Tucson, Ariz.; San Diego, Calif.; Santa Monica, time of gluing on the strength of joints in ply-
Calif.; Sacramento, Calif.; San Francisco, Calif.; wood glued with various room-temperature-set-
and Seattle, Wash. There was considerable var- ting, intermediate-temperature-setting, and high-
iation in moisture content of similar wood air- temperature-setting glues is illustrated in figure
craft parts at the same station during different 5-9. These results are based upon dry strength
seasons and among stations. The moisture con- tests made on ¾e-inchyellow birch plywood at 6-
tent relationships at different stations during the to 12-percent moisture content. In figure 5-9 the
same season or at a single station during different percentage of maximum joint strength is shown
seasons were found to be in equilibrium with the by the curve for each type of glue, and the per-
relative htunidity relationships given in table 5-1. centage of wood failure on testing of plywood
The lowest moisture content values were found in glued at various moisture content values is indi-
wood parts sampled at Tucson during early stun- cated by the vertical bars.
mer and the highest at coastal stations during Maximum joint strength is not developed at the
winter. The moisture content of solid and lami- same moisture content for all types of glue, and
nated wood parts varied from 5.8 to 15.3 percent, different glues also vary with respect to the range
of plywood from 5.9 to 17.8 percent, and of pro- of moisture content throughout which strong
pellers from 8.4 to 10.3 percent. No moisture con- joints can be obtained. Phenol film glue is the
tent measurements, however, were made on pro- most critical and can be used satisfactorily only
pellers at Tucson. within narrow limits of moisture content, whereas

Moisture content measurements on wood in the intermediate-temperature-setting phenol glues
dwellings and on spruce test panels, exposed at produce strong joints throughout a wide range of
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Figure 5-0. Effect of moisfare content of rencer on shcar strength of plytcood joints made with rarious types of glucs.
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moisture content. Since ply thickness, species, poor machining technique. Crushing can be de-
glues, and gluing processes affect the percentage teeted by examining the sawn or planed surfaces
of moisture added to the wood, the optimum mois- with a hand lens that magnifies about 10 times and

ture content for maximum strengths varies some- comparing them with surfaces prepared by split-
what with different structures and processes, ting. On undamaged wood surfaces the outline

Considering all factors, however, it is recom- of the wood elements is quite distinet, whereas on
mended that, in cold-press gluing, veneers and crushed wood surfaces the elements are indistinct
thin laminations up to one-eighth inch in thick- and distorted. Because of the difficulties in main-

ness have at the time of gluing a moisture content taining the degree of control necessary to insure
of 5 to 8 percent and that stock thicker than one- uniformly satisfactory surfaces, the use of sawn
eighth inch have from 8 to about 12 percent. surfaces for gluing has been discouraged for air-
For intermediate-temperature-setting or high- craft purposes.
temperature-setting glues using aqueous suspen- 5.211. Machining joints. The machining of
sions of resins on thin plies, a moisture content of joints of irregular shapes, such as the tongue-and-
5 to 8 percent is applicable, and for dry film and groove, for the purpose of presenting larger gluing
nonaqueous resin glues, or for aqueous glues on areas is not usually advisable. Irregularly shaped
thick plies, the moisture content should range be- surfaces are more difficult to machine for perfect
tween 8 and 12 percent. fitting parts than are plain, straight surfaces.

5.21. MAcr1x1xo WOOD FOR ÜLUINo. Wood Lack of contact may make the effective holding
should be machined for gluing only after it has area smaller in the shaped joint than in the
been uniformily conditioned to the desired mois- straight, flat joint, and this may actually reduce

ture content. Drying and conditioning stock the strength. Furthermore, if proper gluing prac-
after it has been machined produces distortion and tiees are used, the planed side-grain surfaces of the
surface irregularities, which are objectionable woods used in aircraft can be glued in such a man-
from the gluing standpoint. It is recommended ner as to develop the full strength of the wood

that no more than 8 hours be permitted to elapse (see.5.27), and the extra contact surface becomes
between finil surfacing and gluing (Specifications superfluous as far as strength is concerned.

AN-G-20, 14140, and 14149). Specification AN_ The faces of well-manufactured veneer are usu-

P-15a (Propellers and Test Clubs; Fixed-Pitch ally suitable for gluing without further machining

Wood) requires a lapse not to exceed 4 hours be- or preparation (see.2.320) , but, where two or more
o tween surfacing and gluing. The gluing surfaces pieces of veneer are joined at the edges to form a

should be machined smooth and true. Planer larger piece or assembly, the edges must be jointed
marks, chipped or loosened grain, and other sur- straight and square. This is usually accomplished

face irregularities should not be permitted. satisfactorily on regular veneer jointers.
5.210. Methods. With normal wood, smooth, 5.212. Surface treatments. Sanding, tooth plan-

even surfaces produced on planers and joints with ing, or other means of roughening smooth, well-

sharp knives and correct feed adjustment are best planed surfaces of normal wood before gluing are
for gluing. Surfaces that are satisfactory for notreconunended. Suchtreatmentofwell-planed
gluing can be produced with special types of saws, wood surfaces may result in local irregularities and

but the operation must be carefully controlled. objectionable rounding of edges. While sanding

Satisfactory sawn surfaces should approach well of planed, normal wood surfaces is not recom-

planed surfaces in uniformity, smoothness, and mended, sanding is a valuable aid in improving

freedom from crushed fibers. Glue joints made the gluing characteristics of some plywood sur-
faces; wood that has been compressed through ex-

on surfaces that are covered with crushed fibers do .

posure to high pressures and temperatures; resin-
not develop the normal full strength of the wood. impregnated wood (impi'egand compreg) (see.
When glue joints that have been made on surfaces 5.279) ; and laminated paper plastic, (papreg)
covered with crushed fibers are broken, they usu- (sec.3.5). Sanding also finds useful application
ally show a thin but complete coverage of wood in cutting searf jointson thin veneers and plywood
fibers on the glue line. These abnormal and un- (see.5.63) and in floating or contouring the sur-
desirable wood failures are the result of crushing faces of certain assemblies (sec.5.658).
and weakening of the surface layers of fibers by Wood surfaces for gluing should be free from
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oil, finishing materials, dust, dirt, old glue, crayon of the plywood can conveniently remove niuch of
marks, and other extraneous materials. Where the glaze by properly processing or conditioning
sizing of joint surfaces is practiced, care must be the panels after removal from the hot press. Since
taken that the size does not interfere with the ad- plywood from the hot press is abnormally dry, the
hesion of the glue. In such cases, it is safest to addition of moisture is necessary to bring it within

prepare the size by diluting glue of the same kind the required moisture content range for aircraft
that is to be used later to make the joints (sec. use. By applying the proper amount of water to
5.271). the faces and then stacking the panels solidly for

Wood surfaces that are "glazed"from dull tools equalization, the plywood is brought to the proper
or by being pressed excessively against smooth, moisture content, and at the same time the glaze
hard surfaces are somewhat more difRcult to glue of the faces is largely removed. The moisture
than normal wood surfaces. Glazing results from may be conveniently applied by passing the panels
crushing or compressing the surface fibers so that between water-covered rolls, such as those in a
they appear glossy. The gluing of glazed sur- glue spreader, by sprayiing, or by a short period
faces can be improved by preliminary treatments. of exposure to a high humidity (sec.5.281)
A light sanding to remove the crushed fibers, or Bleed-through of glue is most often encountered
the application of water, which tends to restore the on thin-faced plywood and is usually but not en-
surface fibers to their original condition, is helpful tirely limited to hardwoods, such as birch and

Plywood surfaces may present more difficult mahogany. The porous nature of these woods
glaing problems than do freshly planed wood sur- permits the flow of glue from the joint to the faces
faces. During the manufacture of plywood, un- during hot pressing. Bleed-through is commonly
favorable surface conditions occasionally develop associated with too high moisture content of the
that interfere with adhesion of glue in secondary veneer at the time of gluing. Although it is dif-
gluing operations. Some of the surface changes ficult to eliminate completely, bleed-through of
that occur in plywood manufacture and that may glue on thin-faced plywood can he greatly mini-
interfere with the adhesion of the glue in second- mized by a careful control of moisture content of
ary gluing, such as glazing and heavy "bleed- veneer before hot pressing (sec.5.19)
through" of glue, are readily recognized. In con- The presence of even small quantities of wax on
trast to these readily recognized surface conditions, the faces of plywood greatly interferes with ad-
wax deposits from cauls during hot pressing pro- hesion of glue in secondary gluing. Sucli wax
duce unfavorable glaing surfaces that are not deposits usually result from the use of waxed
easily detected. metal or wood cauls during hot pressing and can

In addition to these unfavorable surface condi- be easily avoided.
tions of plywood, the causes of which are known, These unfavorable surface conditioi of ply-
there are others for which the causes have not been wood can usually be corrected and their effects
established. Wetting tests are useful as a means minimized by lightly sanding the surfaces with
of detecting the presence of wax. Drops of water Ko. 3-0 or 4-0 garnet paper before gluing. Re-
placed on the surfaces of the wax-coated plywood moving as little as 0.001 inch from the surfaces
do not spread or wet the wood. Wetting tests appears to be just as effective as heavier sanding in
may give some indication of the presence of other correcting the gluing characteristics of plywood
unfavorable conditions, but they cannot be relied otherwise difficult to glue (5-13). The danger of
upon completely to evaluate the gluing properties over-sanding and resultant impairment of strength
and, at present, preliminary gluing tests appear of the plywood can be minimized by specifying
to be the only positive means of actually determin- the use of sandpaper no coarser than No. 3-0 gar-
ing the gluing characteristics of the plywood sur- net on species of high density and no coarser than
faces. No. 4-0 on species of low density. Frequent thick-

Many of these unfavorable surface conditions of ness measurements are advisable when sanding is
plywood can be avoided by changes in manufac- practiced. In no case should thickness reductions
turing practices. Glazing frequently results when exceed 10 percent of the face ply thickness.
plywood is hot pressed at high temperatures and 5.22. PREPARATION OF ÜUJES Fon USE. The dry-
pressures between metal platens, metal cauls, or film types of glue are bought ready for use. Man
hard compressed wood cauls. The manufacturer ufacturers' directions should be followed for the
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preparation of other glues. Unless otherwise eners and usually the dry resin glues are easily
specified by the glue manufacturer, clear, cool mixed; casein glues normally require a longer
water should be used with glues that require mix- mixing period and more stirring. Various types
ing with water. The proportions of glue, hard- of mixers have been used successfully, but the
ener, and water or other solvent should be deter- dough type (fig.5-10), equipped with a mechan-
mined by weight rather than by measure or guess. ism for turning the paddle in a double-rotary
Manufacturers usually recommend the proportions motion at two or three diferent speeds, has been
to be used with a particular brand of glue, and used with excellent results for both casein and
these recommendations should be followed unless resin glues.
other proportions are knoivn to give better results. The chief requisites of a mixer for casein and

The mixed glue should be free from air bubbles, synthetic-resin glues are (1) thorough but not
foam, and lumps of undissolved material. Ma- violent agitation, preferably with diferent speeds
chine stirring normally produces a more thor- of the paddle, and (2) a bowl that can be readily
oughly mixed glue than hand stirring, but small removed from the machine for cleaning and made
batches of one-half pound or less of dry glue of some metal that will not corrode rapidly from
may be prepared satisfactorily by hand stirring. the action of acid or alkali. Bowls and paddles
Liquid resin glues are readily mixed with hard- of copper and brass are unsuitable.

Fifure 5-10. TAree-speed, dough-fUpe, electric fitimer equipped toith 3- and S-quart botels and troo sizes of
paddles for titiming glues.
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Mixers, spreaders, and other equipment used should not be used after the expiration of 70
with all glues should be thoroughly cleaned at percent of its working life.
regular intervals. A thorough cleaning every 5.221. Casein glues. In mixing casein glues,
working day before the glue hardens is highly the water should first be placed in the bowl of
desirable. the mixer and the glue powder added slowly with

5.220. Resin glues. Liquid resin glues may come the paddle in motion. The glue should be added
ready for use or in a form that requires only the slowly to avoid the formation of lumps and the
addition of a hardener. Resorcinol-resin and paddles should not be rotated so rapidly that the
liquid urea-resin glues are furnished with the mixture foams.
hardener in a separate container, in which case For most commercial casein glues it is recom-
the hardener and the resin must be thoroughly mended that the mixing be continued only for
mixed together before use. All liquid-resin glues 3 to 5 minutes after the powder is added to the
and liquid hardeners should be thoroughly stirred water. The glues are then allowed to stand with-
before use to assure uniformity, inasmuch as any out agitation for 15 to 30 minutes and again
filler or other materials added during manufac- mixed for 3 to 5 minutes before using. Many of
ture may settle out during shipment. Resorcinol- the casein glues thicken and set to stiff paste dur-
resin glues are prepared for use simply by mixing ing or soon after the original mixing but return
the proper amount of hardener with the liquid to workable consistencies during the rest period.
resin until the mixed glue is smooth and free This original thickening is normal for these glues
from lumps and entrapped air. and is not an indication that too little water was

A number of the resin glues are sold in powder used. Most commercial caseins have working
form. Since some segregation of the dry mate- lives, at 70° to 75° F., of at least 5 hours, but
rials may occur during shipment, it is advisable they thicken noticeably toward the end of this
to mix the contents of each container thoroughly period. Casein glue should not be used after the
before combining with the solvent. Hardeners expiration of 80 percent of its working life.
for some of the dry resin glues are shipped sep- 5.23. SPREADING OP ÜLUE. To make a satis-
arately and combined with the resin at the time factory joint, it is necessary to spread evenly the
of mixing with water. amount of glue needed, and för certain classes

Probably the most generally applicable proce- of work this should be done within as short a time
dure for mixing cold-setting, urea-resin glues as possible. These requirements can often be most
that are delivered in powder form is to place easily met by machine spreading, but in the con-
about two-thirds of the required water in the struction of aircraft parts from many small and
mixing bowl, add the powder slowly with constant irregularly shaped pieces it is frequently neces-
stirring, anow the mass to mix until smooth and sary-to spread by hand. Thick glues are difficult
free from lumps, and then add the remainder of to spread by hand, and it is therefore best to
the water. Continue the stirring for a few use a machine spreader for them whenever pos-
minutes thereafter until the mixture is of uni- sible (fig.5-11).
form consistency throughout. Variations in pro- The strength of a glue joint depends upon the
cedure are advisable for certain prepared glues spreading of a sufficient quantity of glue to bond
of both liquid and powdered forms, and in such the two surfaces firmly together. Figure 5-12
glues the glue-water proportions and other details shows the effect of spreading different amounts
should be supplied by the manufacturer. of several types of glue on the strength of yellow

Resorcinol and cold-setting urea-resin glues birch plywood glued under optimum conditions in
when prepared for use are usually sharply lim- other respects. It is evident that, below a criti-
ited in working life, and care should be taken to cal minimum spread, strength values are consid-
discard the glue and clean the equipment before erably reduced. Under less favorable gluing
the end of the working-life

'period.

It may be conditions heavier spreads are required to obtain
found advisable, especially during warm weather, maximum strength. Recommended rates of
to keep the glue container in a bath of cold water spread for each type of glue are close to the min-
at approximately 70° F. to prolong the working imum amounts below which a reduction in
life of the glue mixer. Resorcinol-resin glue strength may be anticipated.
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Figtere 5-11. Typical gifte spreatler icitle rubber-coverect rolls use<l for sprearling resin glues.

For most aircraft gluing operations in which The amount of glue spread can be readily calcu-
the glue is spread on but one of the two contact lated by weighing a small sample of veneer or lum-
surfaces, the following spreads of wet-glue mix- ber on a gram scale before and after spreading with

tures are recommended: glue. The difference in weight (grams) per
ro2mas per 1,ooo square foot of surface multiplied by 2.2 is equiva-

Giues
squat teccLsinglelent to the spread in pounds per 1,000 square feet.

Resorcinol and room-temperature-setting urea The foregoing recommendations are equivalent
resins

_ _____ ________
____________ _ 45 to 50 to about 22 to 30 pounds of dry glue per 1,000

Intermediate-temperature-setting phenol and square feet of single glue line. It is desirable
melamine resins_____

____
___-___________ 45 to 50 to use the maximum amounts recommended forHigh-temperature-setting phenol, melamine, and .

urea resins_
_ ____ __ ______

_-- - 30 to 50 each type of glue and even to increase them if

casein__________-____-_-_-_--_ __- _______ - 65 to 7ö the wood surfaces are rough, end or sloping grain
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Pigure 5-12. Relation Octrocen quantity of glue spread and plytcood joint strength.
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is exposed on the contact surfaces, or assembly intermediate and high temperatures permit longer
times approach the recommended limits. assembly times.

Under certain conditions of gluing, such as long When room-temperature-setting urea-resin and
assembly periods, rough wood surfaces, scarf joint casein glues are used under open assembly condi-
surfaces, or excessively sloping or end-grain sur- tions, the allowable maximum assembly time is
faces double spreading should be used. When both reduced by approximately one-half as compared
contact surfaces are spread with glue, the total with closed assembly periods. With room-tem-
amount applied should be approximately 25 per- perature-setting resorcinol glues the ratio of open
cent more than is recommended for single spread- to closed assembly time is less than with room-tem-
ing. Under favorable gluing conditions, the glue perature-setting urea and casein glues. Approxi-
need be spread on but one of the two contact sur- mate ranges in assembly time recommended as a
faces (singlespreading). Tests on both plywood guide in using room-temperature-setting glues
and laminated constructions indicate that no sig- under open and closed assemblies and for certain
nificant difference in strength of joints results ranges of temperature and gluing pressure are
from single or double spreading if other conditions given in table 5-12.

are satisfactory. Since most gltting operations involve both open
The weight of dry film glues, of which approxi- and closed assembly, the allowable interval be-

mately two-thirds is glue and one-third is paper, tween the start of spreading and the time final
is about 12 to 13 pounds per 1,000 square feet. pressure is reached will usually fall between the
On roughly cut and thick veneers tlie use of two liinits for closed and open assembly (table5-12).
sheets of the film per joint improves the quality In such cases the permissible closed assembly
of the bonds. period can be determined as follows: calculate the

5.24. ASSEMBLY ÌIMEIN ÜLITING. Where pieces percentage of permissible open assembly time that
of wood are coated with glue and exposed freely . has elapsed before the surfaces of the joint are
to the air, amuch more rapid change in consistency brought together, subtract this percentage from
of glue occurs than where the pieces are laid to 100, and inultiply the remainder by the maximum
gether as soon as the spreading (singleor double) closed assembly time permitted at the particular
has been done. The condition of free expostire is temperature. The product represents the maxi-
conveniently referred to as "openassembly" and inum period of closed asseinbly that may be used.
the other as "closedassembly." Permissible assembly times for intermediate-tem-

Assembly time limitations vary widely with dif- perature and hot-press glues of different types
ferent glues. In general, the rooin-temperature- range from approximately 20 minutes to many
setting glues are characterized by relatively short days. Manufacturers' instrtictions should be fol-
maximum assembly periods, and glues that set at lowed, if reliable shop experience or test data are

Table õ-1ß. Tiange in Recommended Assembly Time for Room-Temperature-Setting Glues i

Kind of glue c eo Gluing pressure a se
ncb

y as e11
blcme

°F. LO.persq.in. Mimites
Resorcinol resins

_ _ _ _ __ ___
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 75 100 to 250_

_
--_ _ _ _ Closed_ --_ _ Up to 50

Do
_ __ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ 75 100 to 250
____ ___

Open
__

.- _ Up to 12
Do

__ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . 75 Less than 100_

_
- _ _ Closed

__
_ _ - Up to 40

Do
___

_____-_____ ___ _____ ____ 75 Lessthan100___
_

Open __ Upto10
Room-temperature-setting urea resins

_ _ __ __ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 70-90 100 to 250_

__ ___
Closed

_
_ Up to 20

Do_
_ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 70-90 100 to 250_
__ ___ Open -_ Up to 10

Do
_ _ ___

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 70-90 Less than 100_
__

Closed-
_

_ _ _ Up to 15
Do__

_
____ __ ___ _ 70-90 Lessthan100_____ Open______ Upto 8

Casein
_ __ _ _

_ _ _ _ 70-90 100 to 250-._
____

Closed_
_

_ _ _ Up to 20
Do__ __________ 70-90 100to250________ Open____ - Upto10
Do

_ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 70-90 Less than 100

_
Closed

__
_ Up to 15

Do
__ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 70-90 Less than 100_
____

Open
_ _

_ _ _ Up to 8

1 The recommended assembly times for the conditions speculed are applicable for glues that meet current specifications; though it is recognized that some
specific brands and formulations will permit somewhat longer assembly times than those recommended herein; also, it ís assumed that customary mixtures of
the glues and recommended spreads will be used. When double spreading is practiced, the permissible assembly periods may be increased by 25 percent.
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not available, for any specific adhesive. Table withstand higher gluing pressures than woods of
1, however, shows the estimated assembly time low strength.

at 75° F. for a number of commercial brands of It is very difficult to measure the viscosity of a
glue. glue mixture after it is spread on wood surfaces.

5.25. USE OF PRESSURE. The application of ade- At the time of pressing, however, a glue of the
quate and well-distributed gluing pressure is one proper consistency will flow sufficiently under the
of the most important factors in producing con- gluing pressure to show a line of glue at the joint
sistently good joints. Pressure on the jointduring edge. The absence of "squeeze-out"at the joint
the early stages of setting is required for best re- edge usually indicates a dry joint (0, fig. 5-8).
sults in practically all types and forms of gluing- If, on the other hand, there is excessive glue flow
The functions of pressure include spreading of the from the joints, starved joints may result (B,
glue to form a continuous film between wood lay- fig. 5-8). The resin film glues constitute an ex-
ers, forcing air from the joint, bringing the wood ception to these general considerations. The resin
surfaces into intimate contact with the glue, and film glues undoubtedly flow within the joints but
holding them in this position while the glue sets- rarely show a line of squeeze-out at the edges. The

The best results in gluing are obtained when the absence of squeeze-out with film glues is probably
pressure is distributed uniformly over the entire accounted for by the small amount of glue present
joint area. Fluid pressures, such as are used in (sec.5.23) .

bag-molding processes with thin veneers, most In addition to the viscosity of the glue at thenearly accomplish this result. The application of time of pressing, the pressure required to bring thesimilar amounts of pressure at numerous and regu wood surfaces into intimate contact and the crush-
larly spaced points over the joint area, as in nail- ing strength of the species affect the amount of
gluing, approaches this condition, but with thin gluing pressure that should be applied. Recom-layers the pressure at and between the points of inended pressures for gluing thick laminations orapphcation may vary considerably. Cauls, blocks, for gluing between metal platens, thick cauls, and
and strips are frequently used between the pres- other rigid surfaces are substantially higher than
sure members and to other parts not directly under .

. where fluid pressure or tlun members are used.
load. This is particularly necessary where thin

. Recommended pressures for specific aircraftlayers are glued and the points of pressure appli- . .

. ghung operations are given in section 5.4.cation are some distance apart. Obviously, such

pressure distributing members must be true and 5.251. MetAods of appZying pressure. The

even or they do not fulfill their purpose. Non- methods employed in applying pressure to joints
uniform gluing pressure commonly results in weak in aircraft gluing operations ranged from the in-
and strong areas in the same joint. The principal sertion of brads, nails, and screws to the use of

causes of an unequal pressure on joints are: (1) 11ydraulic and electric power presses. Most flat
irregular surfaces of the pieces being glued, (2) aircraft plywood is glued on power presses
unequal dimensions of stock, (3) warped stock, equipped with gages, so that the amount of pres-
(4) improper spacing of the pressure-bearing sure applied can be accurately determined and
members, and (5) deformation, deflection, and controlled (fig.5-13) . Likewise, in fluid pressure
other imperfections in press, clamps, or other operations the amount of pressure can be con-
pressing equipment. trolled. The amount of pressure applied by hand

5.250. Amount of pressure. The amount of devices, however, is not so readily determined.
pressure required to produce strong joints varies In figure 5-14 are illustrated some of the com-
over a wide range. This is illustrated by the ap- mon means of applying pressure to glue joints
plication of pressure by such methods as nail glu- by hand. Nail gluing (A, fig. 5-14) is still used
ing, where the pressures obtained are usually low, rather extensively in the gluing of ribs and in the
and, at the other extreme, the use of jack screws application of plywood skins to the wing, control
and hydraulic presses by means of which very high surfaces, and fuselage frames, although it is being
pressures may be obtained. The range of pres- replaced with pressure jigs designed for specific

sures involved in aircraft assembly operations may parts and operations (see.5.4) . The spring clamp

vary from about 10 to 250 pounds per square inch. (B, fig. 5-14) has been used for the gluing of
Species of high crushing strength require and small, narrow joints and the eccentric clamp, when
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Figureó-13. Hydraulic, 6-opening, hot-plate press used in the manufacture of flat plytcood.

gluing reinforcing blocks in place, but the use of frames where several are used on the same joint.
these two clamps is not recommended for struc- The bar clamp (G, fig. 5-14) is useful when gluing
tural parts because the pressures obtainable are pieces edge to edge. "Fixed distance" clamps of
generally below those required for joints of uni- the pincher and throw types have been used for
formly high quality. Wood clamps and C-clamps applying gluing pressure to small parts. Their
(D and E, fig. 5--14) are extensively used to glue use is not recommended, however, for purposes
smaller spars, spar flanges, reinforcing blocks, and where strength of joint is important because of the
bow ends. The larger laminated members, such as difficulty in consistently controlling the thickness
larger spars and propellers, are usually pressed of stock within limits sufficiently exact to insure
under jack screws (F, fig. 5-14) mounted on adequate and uniform pressure.
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Figure 5-1/>. Hand devices used in applying pressure to glue joints; A, brads, scretos, or nails; B, spring

clamp; C, eccentric clamp; D, 20004 clamp; E, C-clamp; F, jac1cseretos; G, har clamp.
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The amount of pressure that can be applied therefore, the use of a torque-indicating wrench
with the different devices illustrated in figure or a lever arm that shows the force applied is
5-14 varies greatly. The amount applied by a recommended (B, fig. 5-15). In experimental
single brad may be only a matter of pounds, gluing, the amount of pressure applied by screws
whereas several tons can be applied by jackscrews. can be measured by the hydraulic device illus-
The spring and eccentric types of clamps of the trated in use and plan in A, figure 5-15 and fig-
usual sizes likewise are limited to relatively small ure 5-16. The same devices can be used for check-
loads. Calculations of the approximate amounts ing pressures in industrial operations, but it is
of pressure applied by them may be made, since not so well suited for continuous use in produc-
the load and force applied are related to the dis- tion, and the torque-indicating wrench is pref-
tances from the fulcrum of the clamp to the points erable where adapted.
of application. Tests made on devices D, E, F, Another simple means of measuring pressures
and G of figure 5-14 have provided the data in gluing operations consists of a thin envelope
shown in table 5-13, which may serve as a guide of sheet metal containing oil and directly con-
in the use of similar pressure equipment. nected to a pressure gage. This envelope or pres-

The approximate loads applied by screws of sure pad is placed above or below the load in the
square threads may be calculated from the press (E,, fig. 5-17)., When the pressure is ap-
formula; plied to the block to be glued, the work is sup-

FL-TVR (xfD+K) TVD (xfD+K) ported by the oil confined in the pad. The fluid
(«D ~ fK)  2 (xD - fK) pressure is measured by a pressure gage. The

where F is the force applied to the lever in pad may be placed over the load, or under it, or

pounds. between cauls below the work. If the pad is

L is the length of the lever arm in inches.
inade to be used directly below the load, it should

TVis the total load in pounds.
extend about one-half inch beyond it on all sides.

R is the mean radins of the screw in inches. If the extension is made too great, however, bulg-

D is the mean diameter of the screw in ing of the sheet metal will occur around the load.
inches=½ (diameterat root + outside This may be avoided by placing the pad between
diameter). cauls so that the faces of the pad are entirely

K is the pitch of thread in inches. supported. If the bearing surface (in contact

f is the coefficient of friction (maybe as-
.with

the cauls) is greater or less than the area
sumed as 0.20) . of the load, corrections to the gage readings should
is 3.1416=22/7 approximately. be applied in proportion to the differences in area.

In using screws, the control of the amount of The pads may be made in any size or shape desired.
pressure involves a determination of the force If filled with a suitable oil, they may be used
applied. This will vary with individuals and, in a hot press to transmit heat and pressure to

Table 5--18. Pressure Data on Screw Clamps and Other Devices Used in Gluing

Equipment tested Forec applied .°E Pitch of screw
Diameet'er of Total load i Coe icienn

Pounds Inches Inches Inches Pounds

Jackserew I 170. O | 37 ¾ 1¾a 33, 850 2 0. 1978
Do

____
1 170. 0 18 ¾ 1¾a 16, 350 2. 1997

Do
__ _

-

1 170. 0 31 2¾a 16, 720 2. 2000
Do

__ ____
1 140. 0 7 ¼ ¾ 7, 500 2. 2498

C-clamp
____

= 70. 0 1¾ ¼ ¾a 1, 585 3. 20
Do ________ ___ __

269.5 3 ¼ ¾e 2,700 3.20

Do__________ 270.2 2 ¼ I¾e 1,370 3.20

1 Measured in test. 4 Metalserews with V type threads; hence calculation from formula is only
Calculated from the formula given in see. 5.251. approximate. The pressure developed by the wood clamp was measured

3 Assumed from results of previous tests, with the work in approximately the position shown in figure 5-14. With the
work closer to the screws a considerably greater load may be developed.
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B
Figure 5-15. Instruments used in measuring loads applied by jackscretes; A, compressometer; B, torque wrench.
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Figitre 5-16. Detailed drawing of compressometer; tesed to meastere loads applied by jac1cscretos.

the load. They have been used successfully in thin metal. A coating of brass is applied by the
applying pressure to scarf joints in a hot press. brazing process on both sides of the pad at the

Since the pressure pads are not available com- place the connection is to be made. A small notch
mercially, a description of the method of making is filed at the center of the brazed area at the
them is given here (A, B, C, and D, fig. 5-17). edge and a small opening forced between the
Two sheets of No. 26 black iron are cut to the size plates. At piece of 1/rinch copper tubing is
desired, and two heavy steel bars are clamped one- slotted at the end, flattened so as to fit closely
fourth inch away from the edge to be welded. over the surface of the brazed ares, and then
These heavy metal bars are essential because they soldered in place. When the pad is completed, a
absorb the heat from the welding operation, hold pressure gage should be connected to it through
the metal in line, and prevent buckling of the a tee. Another line connected to this same tee
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Figure 5-77. Constrliction an<l use of a pressure measuringpad; A, edge eccldinU operation; B, copper tubing connection;

C, opening in edge of patt; D, attachment of copper tubing; E, pressure pa<l used bettocen teco supporting cauls.

may be used to introduce the oil. The oil can be nections. The branch supplying the oil should be
forced into the pad by a small amount of pressure crushed together, cut off, and sealed with solder.
with a pump or by gravity. Enough oil should The pad so far will not have taken shape. By
be used to give the pad the desired thickness, and placing it between rigid boards and applying
all air should be purged from the pad and con- suflicient pressure the pad will become flat and the
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edges formed. The pad may be made in any con- the characteristics of the glues. Temperature af-
venient thickness, but there is no advantage in fects the working life of the glue solution, the per-
making the pad much over one-eighth or three- missible assembly period, the rate of setting of
sixteenth inch thick. the glue, and the conditioning of the glued stock.

Various jigs have been developed for the as- 5.260. Efect on zoorking life of mixed glues.
sembly of various parts of aircraft and the appli- An increase in temperature sharply curtails the
cation of pressure in gluing by either screws or working life of resorcinol, intermediate-tempera-
hydraulic and air methods. A common fault in ture phenol, and roonetemperature urea-resin
the design of jigs is that they are too light to glues. These glues gel and set as a result of chem-
carry the loads involved. It is recommended that ical action and loss of water, and the chemical
the jigs be designed to carry at least 800 pounds action particularly is accelerated when the tem-
per square inch over the entire gluing area in perature is increased. Figure 5-18 illustrates the
order to provide a reasonable factor of safety for effect of temperature on working life for glues
the possible glaing of high density species where of several different types. These curves merely
a minimum pressure of 200 pounds per square indicate general relationships and do not apply
inch will be required. Where fluid pressure is to all glues of each type represented. As a rough
employed, by liquid or air applied to the platen approximation, however, an increase of 10° F.
area, the loads are relatively easily determined in the temperature of the glue solution reduces
from the unit pressure and the effective area to the working life by one-half for intermediate-
which the fluid pressure is applied. More de- temperature phenol, resorcinol, and room-temper-
tailed information on the application of pres- ature urea resins. When any glue of these types
sures in specific operations is given under is to be used, the user should obtain information
section 5.4. on the working life at different temperatures from

5.252. Duration of pressure. Joints should be the manufacturer of the glue, or develop this in-
retained under pressure at least until they have formation for himself. As mentioned elsewhere,
sufficient strength to withstand the internal it may be found advisable to keep the glue con-
stresses tending to separate the wood pieces. It tainer in a bath of cold water at about 70° F. to
is safe to assume that, under favorable gluing retain a reasonably long working life during hot
conditions, this stage will be reached in from 2 weather. Resin glues should not be used when

to 7 hours with room-temperature-setting glues more than 70 percent and casein glues when more
according to the thickness and absorptive power than 80 percent of the working life has elapsed.
of the wood. In hot-pressing operations, the du- The effect of temperature on the working life
ration of pressure may range from a few minutes of casein glues is somewhat less marked than for
to one-half hour or more, depending on thickness the resin glues, as indicated in figure 5-18. As a
of material, temperature, and kind of wood and general rule, a rise of some 20° F. is required to
glue. A pressing period beyond the minimum is reduce the working life by one-half. In the aver-
advisable and is usually provided for in directives age operation, where the glue is mixed at least
and gluing specifications. twice each day, the user will ordinarily have no

The rate at which joints gain initial strength trouble with the casein glues that meet current
is the principal factor in determining the length specifications. In hot weather, however, it may
of time in the press. Joints made with the cold- be advisable to observe some precautions, such as
setting glues increase in strength mainly as the arranging to mix three or four batches of glue
result of chemical action and the drying of the instead of two for each 8-hour shift. Limitations
glue layer, and drying, in turn, is affected by sev- on the use of casein glues at low temperatures
eral factors. The quickest release of pressure is are not very important, and the lower limit of
possible when a fast-setting glue, a thin spread, the temperature of the glue room will probably
and warm, dry, thick layers of wood are glued be governed more by the comfort of the workers -

in a warm room. The rate at which glues set is than by the characteristics of the casein glue.
illustrated and discussed under section ö.262. The temperature changes involved under aver-

5.26. GLUING ÌEMPERATURE. Temperatures in age operating conditions do not materially affect
the gluing operation should be controlled within the working life of most hot-setting glues. These
recognized limits, which are governed largely by glues, however, will thicken appreciably in the glue
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Figure 5-18. Representative zoor1cisty-life curves for resoreinot, intermediate-temperature pleenol, colti-settitty strea-
resitt, avid casein glues.

pot and on mechanical spreaders because of evap- relationship shown by curve B for closed assembly
oration of solvent, which is accelerated somewhat in figure 5-19, is a practical working limit.
at higher temperatures. The working life of the Open assembly time is further limited by the
resin-film glues is a matter of months under aver- loss of solvent through evaporation, as shown by
age operation conditions, but it is advisable to curve A for open assembly in figure 5-19. While
store them in cool dry places.

.
maximum open assembly may be more than 60 min-

5.261, Eý'ect on assembly period. The effect of utes at 75° F. and 10 minutes at 105° F. with some
the temperature of the gluing room and stock on resorcinols, others are limited to somewhat shorter
the permissible closed and open assembly periods periods (curve B, fig. 5-19). Resorcinol-resin
for resorcinol-resin glues is shown in figure 5-19. glues can be used safely within the open assembly
When the surfaces are laid together immediately time of 12 minutes at 75° F., decreased at higher
after spreading (closedassembly), evaporation of temperatures as shown by curve B for open as-
the alcohol-water solvent is limited and diffusion sembly in figure 5-19. When both surfaces are
of solvent into the wood and chemical action con- spread with glue (doublespreading), open and
trol the initial thickening of the glue. Both of closed assembly periods may be increased by 25
these factors are affected by temperature and the percent. When longer assembly periods are re-
permissible assembly time decreases with an in- quired for the completion of a specific gluing
crease in temperature. Although several resor- operation, increased assembly times for certain
cinol glues develop strong joints after closed as- resorcinol glues may be permitted if recommended
sembly periods as long as 130 minutes at 75° .F. by the glue manufacturer and approved by the
and 60 minutes at 105° F., as shown by curve A for procuring agency.
closed assembly in figure 5-19, others are consider- Assembly time for intermediate-temperature
ably more limited in the maximum closed assem- phenol resins is affected by temperature in much
bly periods that can be permitted (curveB, fig.

.the

same way as for resorcinol resins. Although
5-19). For resorcinol-resin glues, a maximum generally permitting longer periods than resor-
closed assembly period of 50 minutes at 75° F., cinols, individual glues vary greatly in permissible
decreased at higher temperatures according to the assembly time at a particular temperature, and
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specific reconunendations for the glue used should accelerated, while that of casein was affected to a
be obtained from the glue manufacturer. lesser degree. Forty percent of final strength was

The effect of temperature within the range com- reached with casein in slightly more than 1 hour,
monly encountered in factories on permissible as- with urea resin in about 2 hours, and with resor-
sembly periods for casein and cold-setting urea- einol in slightly more than 2 hours.
resin glues is not so pronounced. Maximum as- When used in gluing flat surfaces of light con-
sembly periods for glues of these types are limited struction such that the glue joints are not appre-
largely- by the initial thickening and drying that ciably stressed upon the release of gluing pressure,
result from diffusion of water into the wood or a pressing period of 5 hours at 75° F. is consid-
from evaporation. If the assembly period is ad- ered suitable for resorcinol glue. Resorcinol resin
justed within conservative limits up to 20 minutes should not be used on wood or in rooms below 75°
for closed assembly and up to 10 minutes for open F. For similar gluing operations, a pressure
assembly (table5-12), it is usually unnecessary period of i hours at 70° F. is required for either

to make adjustments in assembly periods to com- room-temperature-setting urea or casein. Casein
pensate for changes in the temperature of the glues may be used at temperatures as low as 40°
gluing room. F., but cold-setting urea resin should not be used

Limitations on maximum assembly periods for on wood or in rooms below 70° F. When casein
hot-press glues are usually not so critical. Assem- glues are used at temperatures lower than 70° F.,
bly periods for these glues vary from as little as their rate of setting is greatly decreased, and the
one-half hour to several days or longer. For the joints should be kept under pressure for longer
hot-press phenol, urea, and melamine resin glues it periods than are reconnnended for 70° F.
is usually recounnended that sufficient time be per- When glue surfaces must be forced into contact,
mitted to elapse between spreading and hot press- as in gluing curved members or in heavy construc-
ing to permit evaporation of the solvent. tion, a longer pressure period is needed. With

5.262. Efect on rate of setting in joints. Tem- resorcinol resin a minimum period of 7 hours at

perature has a pronounced effect on the rate of 7õ° F. is required; with urea resin and casein, 6
setting of the glue and the rate of increase of joint hours at 70° F.
strength. The setting and development of Similar trends in rate of increase in dry strength
strength of resin glues and casein glues depend in resorcinol, urea-resin, and casein glue joints
upon chemical changes that are accelerated bv in- have been shown by tests on birch plywood. Ply-
creasing temperature. Figure 5-20 illustrates the wood joint tests have also shown that wet strength,
rate of increase in the strength of jointsmade with as measured by testing after soaking in water for
resorcinol, room-temperature-setting urea resin, 48 hours, increases much more slowly than dry
and casein glues on ¾-inch thick laminations of strength. This fact emphasizes the necessity for
hard maple with temperatures of the room and an extended conditioning period at ordinary room
stock maintained at 75° and 90°F. At 75° F., temperatures before testing for water resistance
casein glue is shown to develop joint strengths and is of importance to those who have occasion
faster than room-temperature-setting urea resin, to test glues rather than to those who use glues
which, in turn, is somewhat faster than resorcinol as a regular part of commercial production.
resin. Forty percent of the final strength of the 5.263. Use of higher temperatures. In many
joints was attained with casein glue in about 1½ gluing operations, temperatures in excess of room
hours, with room-temperature-setting urea resin conditions are required to set the glue or employed
in approximately 5 hours, and with resorcinol to reduce the time required for setting the usual
resin in about 7 hours. These strengths are ap- cold-setting glues. Elevated temperatures are
proximately equivalent to the full shearing utilized in hot-pressing flat plywood, in bag mold-
strength of such aircraft woods as Sitka spruce and ing, and in various assembly gluing operations to
Western hemlock. effect the cure or set of the glue in the shortest

The effect of temperature on rate of setting is practical time. In these operations, the glues are
evident when the rate of increase of joint strength spread and the assemblies laid up at ordinary room
with the same glues at 90° F. is compared with the temperatures but later heated by being placed in
results obtained at 75° F. At 90° F. the rate of heated rooms, hot presses, autoclaves, or special
setting of the resorcinol and urea resins was greatly assembly jigs heated by steam, hot air, electricity,
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or other means. All such operations involve the cured more slowly at low temperatures or may
problem of heat transfer through the wood to the even have an entirely different range of curing
glue line as well as the temperature and time re- temperatures.
quired to cure the glue properly. In all assembly In view of the complications involved, the
gluing operations carried on at elevated tempera- manufacturers' recommendations should be ob-
tures, provisions should be made to prevent ex- tained on the time-temperature curing relation-
cessive drying of the wood during the heating ships of the glue under consideration. These rec-
period. Proper humidification of rooms is essen- ommendations should then be checked by
tial if assemblies are placed in heated rooms or themocouple measurements of the temperatures
chambers to accelerate or effect the cure of glues. actually obtained in each glue joint and by joint
If lamp-banks are used as a source of heat, the tests on each glue line in the assembly to see that
lamps and assemblies should be enclosed in a com- all joints are receiving sufficient heating to cure
partment and the compartment humidified to a them effectively. The recommendations may be
degree sufficient to prevent excessive loss of mois- checked further against the fundamental data on
ture from the wood. heat transfer (5-14)to see that the temperature

Determination of the temperature and time of conditions at the glue lines are those expected.
heating required to obtain a satisfactory cure of 5.2630. Time-temperature curing relations of
the glue in joints is complicated because of the high-temperature resin glues. Approximate
number of factors involved. In addition to the pressing periods for the glues classified in table 4--1
factors afecting the rate of penetration of heat as high-temperature-setting phenol, when used in
through the wood (5-14),the problem is further conventional hot presses without cauls, are given
complicated by the fact that the curing of in table 5-14. The use of cold cauls with the
synthetic-resin and casein glues does not take place veneer assembly will increase the required pressing
at one exact temperature but rather over a range period. This information is intended to serve as
of temperatures that difer for the. diferent glues a rough guide and should be checked with manu-
and for various formulations of the same type of facturers' recommendations, by thermocouple
glue. One resin glue, for example, may cure in 3 measurements of glue-line temperature, and by
minutes at 300° F., in 6 minutes at 280° F., or in tests of joint strength. It is recognized that the
20 minutes at 260° F. Other resins of the same recommended pressing periods tend to be slightly
basic type may cure as rapidly at the higher tem- longer than the minimum time required to cure
peratures but fail to give satisfactory bonds when the majority of glues belonging to this class, but

Table 5-14. Approximate pressing time for the gluing of panels with phenolic-resin glues
when the platen temperatures are 800° lo $10° F.

No ply thicker than ¾o inch Core-¼ inch Core=¼ inch

Total thickness
Depth to rtbest glue Pressing time Depth to anrethest glue Pressing time Depth to lethest glue Pressing time

Inch Inch Minutes Inch Minutes Inch Minutes

¾a ¼2 5
½o 6

o 7 ½2 6
2 8 ¼e 7

½s e 9 %2 8
10 ¾ 9
11 ¶a2 10 2 6

Ys %2 13 ¾a 11 ¾e 8
¾ 1722 16 ¼ 14 )/s 10
ys I¾2 19 ¾a 17 ¾e 14

1 %o 25 ¶s 24 ¼ 21
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the table is intended as a general guide and not as glues is obtained at temperatures between 150° and
a fixed minimum recommendation. The schedules 200° F., and a number of them develop high joint
suggested in table 5-14 will not produce tempera- strength in several hours at 120° F. The effect of
tures at the centers of thick panels equal to those temperature on the rate of setting of glues of this
at the centers of thin panels. Consequently, the type is illustrated by the heating period required
suggested periods will not correspond exactly to

. . to develop approximately the full strength ofdata derived directly from fundamental heat . .

three-ply, 3/16-mch yellow birch plywood with onetransfer equations. It is believed, however, that .

the use of the schedules will lead to the production
intermediate-temperature phenol: 10 hours at a

of good joints, provided other gluing conditions temperature of 110° F.; 21/4 hours at 120° F.; 45

are properly controlled. inmutes at 140° F.; 22 minutes at 160° F.; 10
When used in hot presses with platen tempera- minutes at 180° F.; and 5 minutes at 200° F.

tures of 255° to 26õ° F., other glues that set at Intermediate-temperature melamine resins are
high temperatures, such as melamine formalde- characterized by similar variations in curing re-
hyde, hot-setting urea formaldehyde, and fortified quirements. The effect of temperature on the rate
urea formaldehyde, which can be cured at tem- of setting of intermediate-temperature melamines
peratures of about 240° or slightly above, will set is shown by the data obtained from tests of ply-
in approximately the same periods given for the wood as described in the preceding paragraph.
respective assemblies in table 5-14. In every case, Six hours at 140° F., 2¼ hours at 150° F., 1¼
however, the recommendations of the manfacturer hours at 160° F., 40 minutes at 170° F., 20 minutes
should be obtained, checked by thermocouple at 180 F., and 10 minutes at 190° F. were found
measurement of glue-line temperature, and the to be approximately equivalent in their effect on
glue-joint quality determined by test. plywood joint strength.

5.2631. Time-temperature relations for inter- 5.2632. Rate of setting of resorcinol-resin g7mes
mediate-temperature phenol and melamine-resin at elevated temperatures. The rate of setting of
glues. Intermediate-temperature phenols vary in resorcinol-resin glues in laminated hard maple
their time-temperature curing requirements, and blocks at 75° and 90° F. is shown in figure 5-20.
no fixed schedule applicable to all glues of this At higher temperatures, joint strength develops
type can be established. Complete cure of these at a faster rate, as shown in figure 5-21, which

80-

60

T/ME (HOURS)

Figure 5-41. Time-temperature curing relationships for resorcinol glues. Percentages of ultimate joint strength developed

in three-ply, ¾6-incA yellow birch plywood after different periods of cure at various temperatures.
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is based on average results of tests of several resor- Whenever the cold-setting urea resins are used
cinol glues in three-ply, "r'16-inchyellow birch at elevated temperatures, the manuf acturer should
plywood. Joint strengths comparable to that de- be consulted and recommendations obtained on
veloped in 5 hours at 75° F. (sec.5.262) were ob- the maximum permissible heating temperatures.
tained in 2¼ hours at a glue line temperature of The rapid rate of setting at higher temperatures
90° F., 1¼ hours at 100° F., 45 minutes at 110° F., emphasizes again the necessity of precautions to
23 minutes at 120° F., 16 minutes at 130° F., 10 avoid precuring.
minutes at 140° F., and 6 minutes at 150° F. Fur- 5.2634. The rate of setting of casein glues at ele-
ther curing will occur slowly at room temperature vated tem peratures. The rate of setting of casein
after such periods of heating, or more complete glues is likewise accelerated at elevated tempera-
cure can be effected by prolonging the heating tures but to a lesser extent than in the case of the
period. resorcinol or cold-setting urea-resin glues. Tests

The rapid rate of setting at higher tempera- on a commercial casein glue indicated that a joint
tures emphasizes the danger of precuring that strength of 300 pounds per square inch was ob-
exists when resorcinol-resin glues are used in hot tained in three-ply, k-inch yellow birch plywood
presses and heated assembly jigs. Hot-press with the glue line at 120° F. for about 45 minutes,
equipment used with room-temperature-setting at 150° F. for 30 minutes, at 180° F. for 11minutes,
resin glues should be limited to the quick-closing, at 200° F. for 7½ minutes, and at 220° F. for 4
single-opening type, and other pressure devices minutes. These times, of course, do not include
should be such that the requirgd pressure can be the period of about 1¼ minutes needed to heat the
attained in a few seconds. glue line to the desired temperature. The time

5.2633. Rate of setting of room-temperattere- required to reach a shear strength of about 300
setting urea-resin glues at elevated temperatteres. pounds per square inch was approximately halved
The rate of setting of room-temperature-setting, for each 25° to 30° F. rise in temperature within
urea-resin glues can be increased over that shown the range of 120° to 220° F.
in figure 5--20 by the use of higher temperatures. 5.264, Electrostatic heating. If wood is placed
Tests on cold-setting urea-resin glue in three-ply, in an electrical field that oscillates at the frequen-
¾e-inchyellow birch plywood indicated that the cies used in the short-wave broadcasting range or
time required to set the glue sufficiently to give higher, heating occurs throughout the mass, thus
a dry joint strength of 300 pounds per square making it possible to introduce heat at a rate de-
inch decreases by approximately one-half for each pendent on the material to be heated and the
10 degrees la. rise in temperature at the glue line. capacity of the equipment available. The advan-
The same general relationship held for the heat- tage of this method in contrast to heating by con-
ing periods required to develop 50 percent wood duction is obvious.
failure in the shear specimens. This degree of Although this method has been introduced only
curing represents some 60 to 80 percent of the recently into the woodworking industry of the
final joint strength, but with cold-setting urea- United States, it is now gaining favor in the air-
resin glues final curing would ultimately occur craft industry for the rapid setting of adhesives
at ordinary room temperatures. To achieve this known as "cold-setting"and in the curing of ther-
state of cure, it was necessary that the glue line mosetting glues. It appears to be especially well
be at 120° F. for 32.minutes, at 150° F. for 4 adapted to the gluing of thick laminated or ply-
minutes, or at 180° F. for 15 seconds after allow- wood members, such as propellers, spars, or bear-
ing a period of approximately 1¼ minutes for ing blocks, especially where the usual hot-plate
the glue line to reach the platen temperature. methods are time consuming or impractical. The
The time required for the ghie line to reach 200° process has already been demonstrated on a prac-
and 220° F. was sufficient to set the glue fully. tical scale and is in limited commercial use for the

In addition to the danger of precuring, there mauufacture of plywood. It is now used in the
is some question concerning the effect of tempera- gluing of airplane spars and other airplane parts,
tures above 200° F. on the urea-resin glue. From boat keels, and compreg, and in the preheating of
the evidence available, it appears that the glue- treated material that is to be compressed.
line temperatures should not exceed 200° F. The electrostatic heating apparatus is similar
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to that used in short-wave broadcasting, except carefully examined to be sure that the setting has
that, instead of radiating the energy into space, been uniform and that no local overheating has
the equipment is so designed that the energy is occurred. Such overheating shows up in the glue
converted into heat within the mass of wood occu- line as a light brown discoloration, or scorched
pying the high-frequency field. Units having an appearance. If such areas occur, thefield strength
output of less than 7 or 8 kilowatts can be mounted or the heating time should be reduced until they
on casters to serve several presses or jigs. A unit no longer appear. If glue-line temperatures must
of 7 kilowatts output is shown in A, figure 5-22, be raised above approximately 215° F. to cure the
and in B, figure 5-23. Smaller units are shown to glue, selective heating introduces the danger of
the right in B and C, figure 5-22, and in A, figure excessive arcing through the glue line. Conse-
5-23 for lower heating loads. The machines are quently, the procedure is not well adapted for the
connected by flexible cable to electrodes suitably curing of high-temperature-setting resin glues.
located in the press. With proper care it can be used to cure resin glues

Several methods of applying the electric field for of the intermediate-temperature-setting type, but
the gluing of wood have been employed (fig.5-24). in aircraft fabrication it is most frequently used

If a metal press is used and there is sufficient to accelerate the cure of room-temperature-setting
opening to permit, the arrangement shown in A, glues.
figure 5-24, may be used, but there must be suf- Temperatures may be measured by placing ther-
fìcient room for blocking between the press platens mocouples in the material under test. The leads
to prevent excessive energy losses to the press. outside of the load should be short and brought out
When the opening of the press is limited, the ar- parallel to the electrodes. The potentiometer
rangement shown in B, figure 5-24, may be used, should be.disconnected while the electrical field is
in this case two blocks are glued at a time. In being applied. Ordinary thermometers may also
the foregoing methods, the high-frequency field is be used, but they are probably subject to greater
applied perpendicularly to the plane of the glue errors and are not so convenient to use as thermo-
joints,and the entire mass of the material is heated. couples.

In certain cases, glue lines may be set selectively Insulation or spacers are desirable while heat-
and very rapidly by applying the electrical field ing in some instances in order to reduce heat losses
parallel to the glue lines. An electrode covering and to maintain surface temperatures. Auxiliary
the entire piece is shown in C, figure 5-24, which devices may be necessary to prevent the develop-
illustrates the gluing of an edge joint in a single ment of standing waves. Where veneers are being
lamination. The use of a relatively narrow elec- glued, it is necessary to mterpose a layer of ply-
trode for the same gluing operation is illustrated wood between the electrode and the work. Thus
in D, figure 5-24. Another application is illus- it is possible to cause the last glue line to be heated;
trated in E, figure ö-24, in which the field is ap- otherwise, it would be cooled by loss of heat toplied parallel to the glue joints in a member made the electrode. Insulation along the sides of the
up of several laminations. Since it is difficult to wood being heated will greatly reduce radiation asmeasure and to control the temperature of the glue well as equalize the heat throughout the work.lines when selectively heated, a high degree of For example, if the material in the press receives
care is required when the procedure is employed ni inore heat at the central zone than at the edges,fabricating structural joints in aircraft. When the thermal expansion will be greater at the centerused, it is necessary that the operator work out the

. . than along the edges, thus causing open joints andelectrode spacmg, heating tune, and field strength .
. .

. madequate pressure. The msulation should becarefully before starting on the production of . . .

meluded m the Ingh-frequency field and may bejoints in quantities in order to conform to the .

standards for control of high-frequency gluing
inade of a low-density material or of a run of the

established by Army Air Forces Specification
inaterial being heated. Another method of ac-

20041 (Glue, Curing Process, High-Frequency complishing the same result is to heat the space
Dielectric Heating, 1 March 1945) . Shear tests surrounding the wood in order to reduce heat losses
of the glue joints should be made throughout the from the work. Heated electrodes, of course, make
length of the joint, and the glue line should be insulation unnecessary.
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Figtere 5-22. High-frequency heating. A, curved frame part being pressed and Acated; B, figs with electrodes

for gltiing glider seat, (a) exterior jig, (b) interior jig; C, (a) glider seat held in figs while being glued, (b)
fenished seat.
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Figure 5-28. High-frequency heating of wing rib parts. A, sinfle piece after removal front clamp press; B, mul-
tiple pressing and heating of wing rib part using large Generator.

METAL METAL When glued between 8 and 12 percent moisture
content, there is no consistent difference in the

.ocxixa dry strength of joints made with resorcinol, m-
ELECTROÐF termediate-temperature phenol, cold-settmg urea-

resin, and casein glues. Approximately the full
strength of the wood was developed in tests in-

OSC/LLATOR -CTRODE
volving a large number of woods used in aircraft.

stocxiss B In general, the low-density species are more
/////////////////// easily glued with aH woodworking glues than are

A the high-density species. With high-density spe-
cies such as yellow birch, hard maple, and

HEAT /NSULA TION

woxx ctm sess hickory, the production of glue joints that de-
),, L velop the full strength of the wood and that are

.,o,

ec / stocxi e durable under severe exposures require more
C LE6TR careful control of the gluing conditions than with

ascauro low-density species, such as spruce and yellow-
£LECMODE

- WORx poplar.
Although freshly planed surfaces of most woods

cru ros -m.oc"'"

used for aircraft present no special gluing prob-
HEAT

NSL/CATONN
ÌOMS, difficulty may be experienced with plywood

A E of different species and densities. The nature of
Figure 5-217. Typical clectrode arrangements for high- these unfavorable

.surface

conditions, most of
frequency heatina. which develop during plywood manufacture, and

the corrective measures are discussed under
5.27. GLUING ÜIFFERENT SPECIES AND SURFACES Section 5.212.

or WOOD.--The strength of glue joints obtained 5.270. Recommendations for gluing side-grain
with various species depends, in general, upon the surfaces of dig'erent species. Certain recom-
specific gravity of the wood (5-20 and 5-10). mended gluing conditions are similar for all spe-
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cies, but variations in other conditions are species with which high pressures are normally
necessary for best results. The amount of glue used.
spread and the moisture content of the wood at The pressures recommended for gluing various
the time of gluing need not be varied. The per- aircraft woods vary considerably. Pressures
missible assembly periods are likewise similar for should be sufficient to produce joints of high qual-
most species and are within the limits given in ity but should never exceed the crushing strength
table 5-12. Moisture dif uses more rapidly into the of the least dense species in the assembly. Withsapwood than into the heartwood of most species, . .

fluid pressure and nail glmng, there are definiteand, while there is considerable diference between
. limitations on the pressures that can be used, andspecies in this respect, these differences are not .

. . . adjustment for species differences is rarely pos-important if the assembly periods are kept withm .

sible. With other pressure devices, such as jack-the recommended limits. Some change in viscos-
ity of glue, particularly for casein, is advisable screw and hydraulic presses, however, the species

when gluing high-density species, such as birch, consideration is important. From the standpoint

beech, maple, and hickory. A 5 to 10 percent of the pressures that produce the best glue joints,
decrease in water content over that recommended the aircraft woods can be divided roughly into
for low- and medium-density woods is usually suf- three groups, with recommended gluing pressures
ficient and aids in preventing starved joints for as follows:

Gnour I Gnour II Gnour III

200 to fö0 pounds per square inch 150 to 200 pounds per square inch 100 to 150 pounds per 31uare inch

Ash, white. Sweet gum. , Basswood.
Hickory and pecan. Sycamore. Cottonwood.
Maple, hard. Walnut, black. . Fir, noble.
Birch, yellow. Elm, American. Hemlock, western.
Beech. Douglas-fir. Pine ponderosa, sugar, and white.
Oak, white. Mahogany. Port Orford white-cedar.

Magnolia, southern. Redwood.
Maple, soft. Spruce, red, Sitka, and white.
Tupelo, water. Yellow-poplar.

The crushing strength of wood decreases rapidly justed so as to avoid crushing of the least dense
with increase in temperature and moisture con- wood in the assembly.

tent. At room temperatures and moisture con- Aside from any effect of density and strength
tents of 8 to 12 percent, the crushing strength of of wood on the shear strength of joints,the species
aircraft woods is considerably higher than the of wood has an effect on the rate at which resor-
foregoing reconnnended gluing pressures, which cinol and intermediate-temperature-setting phe-
have been found satisfactory for the production nol glues harden or cure. The effect was demon-
of high-quality glue joints. At the temperatures strated by experiments in which ½e-inchveneer
used in manufacturing hot-press plywood and at of several aircraft species was glued with three
high moisture contents, however, the crushing resorcinol glues and one intermediate-temperature-
strength of wood is much lower. These consid- setting phenol glue, using curing temperatures
erations are important and must be taken into of 80° F. and 120° F. (5--15). The effect of spe-
account in the manufacture of aircraft plywood. cies on the development of joint strengths was
Some of the low-density species in particular, revealed in the data for both the phenol and the
which will withstand 150 to 200 pounds per square resorcinol glues. With the two resorcinol glues,
inch in cold-pressing operations, will be com- the species fell in about the same order in respect
pressed considerably at pressures of 125 to 150 to the rate of development of joint strength.
pounds per square inch in hot presses operated With the phenol glues, the order was not the
at temperatures of 310° F. same as for the resorcinol glues. The effect was

Whenever species of widely varying densities apparent at both the 80° F. and the 120° F. cur-
are glued together, the conditions recommended ing temperatures. From the data, the species
for the heavier species should be approached as commonly used in aircraft may be arranged in
closely as possible, but the pressure should be ad- an approximate order progressing from those on
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which a glue cured most rapidly to those on amount and duration of pressure, and (8) shrink-
which a glue cured most slowly. For the resor- age of glue. Since factors (1), (3), and (8) are
cino1 glues, the order was sweetgum, hard maple, largely beyond operative control, any improve-
yellow birch, noble fir, Western hemlock, ma- ment in strength must be brought about primarily
hogany, Sitka spruce, and Douglas-fir. The or- through the other factors.
der was consistent for both curing temperatures. With even the most careful gluing of straight
For the intermediate-temperature-setting phenol butt joints, not more than about 25 percent of
glue, the order was not so consistent for the two the tensile strength of the wood parallel to the
temperatures, probably because the intermediate- grain has been obtained in tests. It is evident,
temperature-setting glue may have dried at the therefore, that in order to obtain a tensile strength
lower temperatures with little chemical curing. of the various species that is greater than 25 per-
For the 120° F. curing temperatures, however, cent of the tensile strength of the wood, a scarf
the order was noble fir, Western hemlock, ma- or other form of joint must be used instead of
hogany, Douglas-fir, Sitka spruce, yellow birch, plain end gluing. Where it is necessary to elon-
hard maple, and sweetgum. The difference be- gate members, such as longerons or spars, some
tween the species was sufficient to indicate that, suelt form of joint is recommended. The plain
in the gluing with resorcinol resins of Western scarf (A, fig. 5-34) is perhaps the easiest to glue
hemlock, mahogany, Sitka spruce, and in par- and involves fewer machining difficulties than the
ticular Douglas-fir, the time under pressure should many-angle forms of joints,
be extended beyond the minimum required by the Excessive penetration of glue may occur when

application of Specification AAF No. 14124. gluing end-grain surfaces, such as scarf joints.
5.271. Gluing end-grain surfaces. The meth- This is more Ìikely for hardwoods with large

ods, practices, results of tests on joints, and rec- vessels or pores than for conifers or softwoods.
ommendations that have thus far been presented Excessive penetration is more of a problem with
relate more specifically to the gluing of side-grain thin glues than with thick glues and with high
surfaces of wood. Such surfaces are involved pressures than with low pressures. It is recom-
exclusively in plywood and laminated construc- mended that, for gluing scarf joints and other
tions. Joints between side-grain surfaces in most end-grain surfaces, both surfaces should be coated
species can be made as strong in shear parallel to with ghie and other conditions favorable to the
the grain, tension across the grain, or cleavage, production of strong joints should be observed.

as the wood itself. The highest stresses devel- In some cases, particularly with the dense, por-
oped in these joints do not exceed 3,000 or, at ous hardwoods, sizing the end-grain surfaces may
the most, 4,000 pounds per square inch, prove beneficial. The size should be made by di-

The gluing of end-grain surfaces, on the other luting the same glue to be used in the final gluing
hand, is not accomplished with the same degree operation so that it contains about 50 percent more
of success. Straight end-grain butt joints are solvent than when prepared for side-grain gluing.
rarely attempted in any type of construction, and, It is not necessary to allow the size coat to dry
where the wood is subjected to tension stresses completely before final gluing. In gluing sized
parallel to the grain, joints of this type cannot scarf joints with urea resin or casein glue, the
be depended upon to develop more than a small glue mixture should contain about 10 percent less
part of the strength of the wood. water than for side-grain gluing.

Most North American species of wood are capa- Without reinforcement of some type, glue joints
ble of withstanding 6,000 to 20,000 pounds per between end-grain and side-grain pieces cannot
square inch in tension parallel to the grain. Tests be relied upon where strength requirements are
made in gluing straight end-grain surfaces have important. Such joints are commonly made in
shown that such joints are erratic and rarely ex- aircraft production, but wherever they are to be
ceed about 3,000 or 4,000 pounds per square inch subjected to considerable stress they are rein-
in strength. Their strength is limited by several forced with corner blocks, plywood angles, or ply-
factors, including (1) structure of the wood, (2) wood gussets.
penetration of the glue, (3) air bubbles in the 5.272. Œuing modiged toood products. The
openings of the wood, (4) quality of glue, (5) gluing of modified wood products, such as resin-

consistency of glue, (6) application of glue, (1) impregnated wood (sec. 3.31) heat-stabilized
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wood (see. 3.4), resin-impregnated and com- In operations permitting their use, the high-
pressed wood (sec.3.32), resin-impregnated lam- temperature-setting resin glues have been found
inated paper (sec.3.5), and acetylated wood (sec. to give satisfactory joints between compreg mem-
3.70), involves several, considerations in addition bers. The use of these glues, however, is limited
to those described for the gluing of normal wood. to thin laminations that can be glued in hot presses
Particular attention must be given to the prepara- and to thick laminations glued by special processes
tion of surfaces and some consideration to the se- (sec.5.264). Compreg-to-compreg jointscan like-
lection of glues. wise be made with intermediate-temperature

5.2720. Impreg and heat-stabilised toood. Re- phenol-resin glues under the proper curing condi-
sin-impregnated, uncompressed wood, such as im- tions (sec.5.263) . For room-temperature gluing,
preg, can be readily glued with acceptable aircraft the resorcinol and cold-setting urea resins have
glues under the conditions described for the denser been found to bond compreg members satisfactor-
aircraft species (sec.5.27). Preliminary tests on ily and to be superior to casein glue for this pur-heat-stabilized wood indicate that it, likewise, can pose (5-11).be glued satisfactorily under conditions described Lighter glue spreads are permissible, but assem-for high-density species. Thick laminations of bly periods are about the same as those for normal
either type that do not deform readily under woods. Pressures of 200 to 300 pounds per square
pressure should be carefully machined before glu- inch should be used to insure adequate contact,
ing to insure smooth, true surfaces. Thin lam- particularly on thick laminations. Because theinations that cannot be planed or otherwise ma- diffusion of moisture into compreg is slower thanchined should be machine sanded with No. 1-0 or into normal wood, it is advisable to leave the as-hand sanded with No. 3-0 garnet paper or its semblies under pressure longer than is recom-equivalent before gluing. mended for normal wood (sec.5.250). In contrast

5.2721. Compreg. Resin-impregnated com- tothegluingofeompreglaminationstoeachother,pressed wood products, such as compreg, are more the gluing of normal wood to compreg presentsdifficult to glue than are impreg products, and it fewer difficulties. In making compreg-to-normalis essential to the production of high-quality glue wood joints, the compreg should be carefully ma-jointsthat special precautions be taken m the prep~ chined or lightly sanded depending upon thearation of surfaces and selection of glues. At the thickness of laminations. Glue spreads and as-time of manufacture, the surfaces of these prod- sembly periods should be normal, and the maxi-
ucts are glazed and coated with resin. Wood- mum pressure permitted by the normal wood with-
working glues do not adhere satisfactorily to such out crushing should be applied. The resorcinol
glazed and resinous surfaces. The surfaces of thin and cold-setting urea resins appear to be some-Jaminations, which deform readily under pres- what better adapted to the gluing of normal wood
sure, can bebrought to a satisfactory gluing condi- to compreg than are the casein glues. Resin glues,
tion by thorough hand or machine sanding. For which require the application of higher tempera-hand sanding, the equivalent of No. 2-0 garnet ture to effect their setting, have been successfully
and, for machine sanding, the equivalent of No· ½ used in making normal wood-to-compreg glue
or No. 1-0 garnet paper have been found to give joints.good results. Laminations thicker than one- 5.2729. Papreg. Papreg can be satisfactorily
fourth inch, which do not deform readily under glued to papreg and to wood with an acceptable
pressure, must be surfaced on planers, jointers, or aircraft glues if precautions are taken first tometal milling machines to produce surfaces that lightly sand the surfaces of the papreg. This can
are true, smooth, and free from glaze. Variations be accomplished by machine sanding with theof more than 0.003 inch should not occur on the equivalent of No. 1-0 garnet or hand sanding with
surfaces. When heavy members of such modified No. 2-0 garnet paper. For the liquid hot-press
wood products are glued together, as in propeller glues in particular, the assembly period should be
manufacture, the necessity of having uniform and somewhat longer than for wood in order that the
well-fitted surfaces cannot be overemphasized. solvent may fully evaporate and blistering during
Serrated side-grain joints have been used in glu- hot pressing may be avoided. Good quality joints
ing heavy compreg laminations. between papreg and papreg and between papreg
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and normal wood have been made with pressures temperature-setting glues is a problem in which
of from 25 to 250 pounds in the case of liquid simplicity of control and operation are important.
glues meeting aircraft specifications. The thick- Although such panels can be dried successfully

ness of the members largely determines the pres- under widely varying conditions of temperature
sure required to insure good contact. It has been and humidity, the effect of the drying schedule

difficult to obtain good bonds in nail gluing of upon the joint sti-ength may well be considered.

papreg to normal wood because of the formation It has been found possible to dry panel stock satis-
of a bur when the nail passes through the papreg, factorily at a constant temperature and a constant
which appears to prevent good gluing contact, humidity corresponding to a moisture content
Preboring of nail holes may be necessary to obtain about 2 percent below that which the panels are
satisfactory bonding of papreg by nail gluing. to reach. Thus, if the panels are to come down

5.2723. Acetyketed too.od. In preliminary glu. to 10 percent, a humidity corresponding to about

ing studies made on acetylated wood veneers, suc- 8 percent moisture content would be used (table
cessful bonding was obtained with room-tempera- 5-2) . The time required may range from a few
ture-setting resorcinol adhesives under normal hours with thin material to 2 to 3 days with thick-
gluing conditions. When hot-setting phenol film panel material. At a temperature of 120° F., the
adhesive was used under normal procedures, how humidity corresponding to 8 percent moisture con-

ever, the joints were not of good quality. tent is about 50 percent. A temperature of 120°

5.28. CONDITIONING ÛLUED STOCK. Cold gluing F. and a humidity of 50 percent will dry a panel
operations add moisture to the wood in varying one-half inch thick to 10 percent moisture content

percentages (tables5-11). Glue that has set in overnight, and no particular damage will result

joints contains only a part of the water added at if the stock is left in the kiln appreciably longer,

the time of mixing, the remainder having been smee the drying rate below the desired 10 percent
abs.orbed by the wood or removed by evaporation, will be increasingly slow.

The absorbed moisture must be allowed to dry out Table 5-15 shows several combinations of tem-
or to distribute itself through the wood in order perature and relative humidities with which a

to insure the full strength of the joint and to re-
moisture content of 8 to 12 percent may be obtained

duce the tendency of the glued member to warp.
in freshly glued plywood within a reasonable dry-

. ing period, when stickered to obtain free circula-
In ghung thick laminations, the moisture froin tion of air.

the glue need not be eliminated but may simply be
allowed to distribute itself throughout the con- Table 5--15. Combinations of Temperatures and Relatwe
struction. Complete equalization would require a Humidities Suitable for Drying Cold-Pressed Plytoood and

very long time. For black walnut and white oak Assemblies to Various Desired Moisture Content Values

in laminations about three-fourths inch thick, and
under average room temperatures, a conditioning ÎpiitiŠŠi°ea"t'e°iwiththe

period of 7 to 10 days is sufficient. For woods that desired I (percent)

permit a more rapid distribution of moisture, such ,
noo r. no v. noa v.

as spruce, a 3- to 5-day period should suffice under
. . Percent Percent Perceret Percent

most conditions. Specification AN-G-20a re- 8 33 35 37 41

quires a conditioning period of not less than 48 10 46 48 50 53

hours at 120° F. with the further provision that 12 08 m 61 65

for every degree drop in temperature below 120°
F. the conditioning period shall be extended by 1 Relative hutnidities and tetnporatures given correspond to an equilibriun1

moisture content about 2 percent below that which the pancIs are to reach.
4 hours. Where heavy constructions are glued
from laminations one-eighth inch or less in thick- 5.281 Hot-pressed ply2cood. Plywood and
ness, however, they will normally contain too much other members glued on hot presses commonly have
moisture after gluing and should be dried for 1 only 2 or 3 percent moisture content when removed

to 3 weeks or longer, depending upon their thick- from the press. Such material should be condi-
ness and width and the conditions of drying- tioned to 8 to 12 percent before it is assembled into

The drying of plywood panels and other thin aircraft parts and structures. This may be done
structures after they have been glued with room- in conditioning rooms in which a relative humid-
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ity is maintained that is approximately equal to (5-13) KAm?ERT, F. R.

or slightly in excess of that corresponding to the 1943. Preliminary Experiments to Improve t7te
. Gluing C1tterttcteristies of RefractorUdesired moisture content. Another method is to Plyzcood Surfaces by Sanding. Forest

apply sufficient water to the hot-pressed panels to Products Laboratory Report No. 1351.
bring them to the required moisture content and (5-14) MAcLEAN, J. D.

then to stack them solidly, allowing the moisture 1942. The Rate of Temperature citange in wood
to equalize throughout. Care should be used to PanelsHeatedBetweenHotPlates. For-

. est Products Laboratory Report No.apply only sufficient water to brmg the panels to R1200.
the desired moisture content. The correct amount

(5-15) OLsoN, W. Z., BRUCE, H. D., AND SOPER, V. R.
of water can be readily calculated after determin- 1946. Rate of nevelopment of Joint Strenatie />v
ing the moisture content and weight of the dry Four Rcsin aines on Zielet species of

panels. The moisture is conveniently applied by Wood. Forest Products Laboratory Re-

passing the panels between water-covered rolls, port No. 1547.

such as in a glue spreader or by spraying. By (5-16) FECK, E. C.
- 1932. Moisture Content of Wood in Dwellings.weighing a number of panels before and after the

, , . U. S. Dept. Agr. Cir. No. 239.
apphcation of the water, the amount and um- (5-17) PienRY, T. D.
formity of the application can be checked. The 1941. Modern Plywootl. 366 pp., illus. (Book,
time required for equalization in the solid pileS New York City.)
again varies with the thickness of the individual (5-18)
panels. While the panels are usually warm when 1941. Aircraft Pivwood and Jakesives. wood
the water is applied, a circumstance that aidS Plastics, Vol. 18, No. 8, illus.

equalization, the glue lines, especially of synthetic (5-19) PREs'roN, R. .T., and KAUncaT, F. H,
- - - 1044. Bleetl-t/troughof GlueinAircraft Plywood.resin glue s, retard diffusion. Conditionmg Forest Products Laboratory Report No.

periods for plywoods of different thickness and 1541.
number of plies should be based on actual moisture- (g_go, rasex, y a,
content determinations of both the interior and 1929. The ainina of wood. U. s. Dept. Aar.
exterior plies. Bull. No. 1500, 78 pp., illus.

5.282. Conditioning bag-moZded pZytoood. The (5-21)
moisture content of plywood and other structures 1980. aining wood in aircran Manufacerse.

. . U. S. Dept. Agr. Tech. Bull. No. 205, 58produced by most bag-moldmg methods is not
changed greatly during gluing, unless there is a
leak in the bag. Consequently, veneer and other 5.3. Bag-Molded Plywood and Structuresparts that are assembled dry and kept dry during
gluing need to be conditioned for only a few hours 5.30. GENERAL. Tlie molding of plywood by
to bring about an approximate equilibrium mois- means of fluid pressure applied through flexible
ture content. In case of a leak in the bag, how- bags or blankets of some impermeable material
ever, the molded structure may have a high mois- (bag-molding)has found application in the mak-
ture content and require careful drying for a longer ing of airplane parts of various degrees of curva-
period. The drying conditions shown in table ture. In size, these parts may vary from a fairing
5-15 are considered satisfactory for most molded for a tail wheel to a half fuselage complete with
products. bulkhead rings. They include all combinations

5.29. GLUING REFERENCES- Of Single and compound curvature, cylinders,
(5-10) EICKNER, HERBERT W. paraboloids, portions of a sphere-in short, any

1942. T1te Gluing C1taracteristics of Fifteen Spe- curved piece for which a mold can be made and
cies of wood wins cota-setting,crea later separated from the finished product.resin Glues. Forest Products Labora- .

tory Report No. 1342. 13ag-molded parts, such as fuselages, wing fd-
(5--11) - lets, and fairings, are reported to offer improved

1943. GZuing of Thin Compreg. Forest Prod- performance characteristics as a result of the su-
ucts Laboratory Report No. 1346· periority of the stiffness-weight ratio of molded

(5-12) HUNT, G. M. lywood to that of metal, and the smooth ripple-1930. Effectiveness of Moisturc-emoluding Coat- .

ings on Wooß. U. S. Dept. Agr. Cir. No. and rivet-free surfaces presented to the air stream
128. (fig.5-25).
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MOLDED PLYWOOD

g Figure õ-25. Rettr section of engine coteling of molded plytcoort. Note smoot1e plytcoo<t surftece as contrcisted
teit1e riveted nietal tehty and †1tselages1cin.

Bag molding of plywood and laminated veneer often referred to specifically, such as the Dura-
members probably had its origin in the vacuum- mold, Vidal, Aeromold, or vacuum-bag processes.
bag process that was introduced in the furniture Other terms sometimes used in describing the
industry several years ago (A, fig. 5-26). While technique are "bagmolding,""autoclave molding,"
the vacuum-bag process depended upon atmos- or "tankmolding." Perhaps the most inclusive
pheric pressure and ordinarily only room tempera- is the term "fluid-pressuremolding." Five gen-
ture to set the glue between the plies, the newer eral methods are shown in figure 5-26.
techniques employ higher fluid pressures and vai-y- The fundamental procedures is the same for
ing degrees of heat. all processes in common use. In principle the

Misnomers, such as "plasticplywood" and technique consists of attaching temporarily by

"plasticplanes," have been applied to structures staples, tape, clips, or some other means, super-
of molded plywood that are actually made from imposed layers of strips or sheets of glue-coated
wood bonded with synthetic resin adhesive. By veneers to a mold of the desired shape, and mold-
weight, these structures are probably about 80- ing these into a unit structure by the application
percent wood and 20-percent resin adhesive. Ex- of heat and fluid pressure through a flexible, im-
cept for variations in shape, the product is essen- permeable bag or blanket. All the processes are
tially the same as flat-press plywood. relatively simple and provide a means by which

5.31 METHODS OF DAG MOLDING. NOlded ply- plywood of simple or compound curvature, and
wood is produced by several techniques which are of constant or varying thickness, in any arrange-
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Figure 5-26.Five methods of forming bag-molded µ¾/20004.

ment of plies can be produced. Naturally, flat parts too large to be made practicably by mating
plywood can also be made by bag molding, but dies; quantity too small to justify mating dies.
due to the critical bag materials required in most 5.32. EQUIPMENT FOR BAG MOLDING.

operations, it is recommended that the technique 5.320. Molds. The forming of any piece of bag-
be limited to the production of strategic molded molded plywood requires a mold of some type.
parts that can be manufactured by,no other prac- Molds, sometimes called forms, dies, or mandrels,
tical means. In general, parts that fall in this are broadly classified as male or female. Male
category will have one or more of the following molds as illustrated in A, B, and 0, figure 5-26,
characteristics: Appreciable compound curva- are the desired shape on convex surfaces, while

tures; variable thickness; single curvature bends female molds (D and E, fig. 5-26) have the proper
approximating or exceeding 180° when pieces are shape on concave surfaces.
too thick to be steam bent from flat plywood; Common mold materials are wood (solidor ply-
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wood), metal (steel,cast iron, or low-temperature ture. The face veneers of these molds are some-
alloys), plastic materials,

-and

cements. The times impregnated with resin which is cured at the
choice of mold materials will depend largely on time of bonding.
the shape of the item to be molded, the quantity Another construction that should produce a
desired, and the availability, advantages, and dis- more stable mold involves the use of thick, resin-
advantages of the materials considered. bonded plywood instead of solid wood stock in the

5.3200. Wood molds. Wood molds are com- body of the mold, with an impregnated skin of
monly made of lumber of softwoods such as west- veneer bonded to the plywood base. The plywood
ern white pine or sugar pine, cut approximately to should be laid so that its shrinking and swelling

the contour of the mold and glued and nailed to_ in thickness will introduce the least serious dimen-
gether. The rough shape, usually not more than sional changes in the mold.
0 inches thick at any point, is then marked into Wood molds are ahnost always male in shape,
stations-a procedure very similar to that used in which necessitates fastening the strips of veneer
defining the shape of a boat--and worked down to the mold to hold them in place. This is readily

by plane and sander to the desired shape minus done by means of staples or tacks that must later
an allowance for a hardwood skin. This hard_ be removed.

wood skin (oftenof birch veneer) is bonded di- 3Vood molds are well adapted to the formation
rectly to the mold by bag molding and is later of a molded plywood skin and its bonding to stif-

worked carefully down to the exact contour at eners or bulkhead rings in a single operation. In
each station. Attention is given to the direction this process the ribs are preformed by laminating
of the grain in both the skin and the mold proper or steaming to exact shapel They are inserted in

so that the maximum cross-banding efect is se_ previously cut slots in the face of the mold before
cured. the veneer strips are tacked in place. The fit of

Wood molds are distorted somewhat by moisture the ribs in these slots is important. If the slot is
and heat. A leaky bag is particularly damaging too deep, the finished molded part will show a
to a wood mold and usually ruins the piece beine depression at this point and the glue bond between
molded, as well. Overheating the mold will also the skin and the rib may be questionable. If the
hasten the distortion and necessitate early recon-

slot is too shallow, the rib will project beyond the

touring or other repair. Much of this distortion urface of the mold and a bulge will be produced
and cracking is caused by exposing the hot surface in the skin.

of the mold to the air after the removal of the ð.3201. Metal molds. Metal molds are usually

molded piece from its surface. By cooling the
inade of steel sheet or cast iron. Alloys having

mold while in the bag this rapid surface drying low melting points are also reported to be m hin-
- - ited use. Molds of single or very slight double

can be elumnated. Cooling can be done by a cold
. - curvature are made of sheet material one-tenth towater spray system m the cylmder or in a special .

. one-fourth meh thick, while those of severe doublecoohng booth installed near the cyhnder.
curvature, such as for a propeller spinner, are cast.Plywood molded on thick wood molds heats In most cases, metal molds are of the female typemore slowly than the same thickness and construc- . .

. m which the strips of veneer are taped togethertion on thm steel molds. The time required to .

or sprung m place between metal clips, as illus-mold the piece, therefore, is about twice as long
. trated in figure 5-27, thus eliminating the neces-

as for the same construction on a thm steel mold. . .

. sity of a tackmg surface to which material can beA variation of the wood mold construction that stapled.
may be referred to as a "plywood-shellmold" is

. Metal molds, particularly those of sheet metal,
sometunes used on shapes such as that of a large -

have the advantage of very rapid heat transfer.nacelle. These molds 6 are produced on a master -

The rate of temperature rise in a molded plywood
mold of the usual cross-banded lumber. The shell piece on a thin metal mold approaches that of ply-
mold itself is similar to the finished molded ply- wood of the same thickness in a hot press (tablewood article, only much thicker (¾ to 1½ inches) 5-14). The time in the pressure cylinder, there-
depending upon its size and the degree of curva~ fore, can be approximated from the hot-press in-

6 A patent application on the details of one type of plywood
shell mold is reported to have been made by John S. Barnes, " It is reported that applications for patents have been made

Skanenteles, N. Y. on details of a similar process by the Vidal Research Corporation.
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CL/P - CL/P

METAL A/0LD
VENEER STR/PS

Figure 5-27.--ßection f1erougle female metal mold illustrating clips for 1tolding vencer strips in place.

structions for the particular glue being used by these materials have been used mostly experi-
adding the pressing times given in table 5-14 to mentally and have proved practicable in relatively
the time required to bring the pressure cylinder up few cases. .

to operating temperature. Heavy cast metal 5.321. Bags or blankets. The purpose of the bag
molds heat more slowly than sheet metal molds is to provide a flexible impervious barrier between
but the heat transfer will probably be more rapid the fluid under pressure and the mold. The piece
than for wood. The rapidity of heating for any being molded is pressed between this flexible bag
kind of mold depends largely on the heating and the rigid surface of the mold and the full fluid
meditun (sec.õ.343). pressure is applied at right angles to the surface

Metal molds are very stable but those which are of the bag regardless of the shape. The pressure
cast must be machined which makes them expensive at certain glue joints may be slightly less than the
and often difficult to obtain. full fluid pressure by the amount necessary to

Molds in continuous use may require cooling shape the veneer or to force it into place.
before they can be used for the next lay-up. This Bags are classified as full bags or half bags -

is particularly true of small metal molds of con- (blankets). A full bag is a complete envelope
siderable thickness, and on this type cooling is of impervious flexible material (A and C, fig.
usually done with cold water. Large molded 5-26), clamped shut at one end or side and having
pieces require a longer time for removal; therefore a connection, usually called a bleeder, to allow the
the mold may be sufliciently cooled before it is entrapped air to escape to the atmosphere. It may
again ready for use. be completely closed, similar in principle to a bas-

5.3209. Concrete molds. If a concrete mold is ketball bladder (B and D, fig. 5--26), having only
used, a wood form must first be made to cast the a tube connection for inflation. A half bag, or
concrete section. After this is done it is some- blanket, is a sheet which normally fits the mold
times necessary to bond to the concrete a tacking without wrinkling and is sealed by some tem-
surface of wood or possibly some other suitable porary means to the edges of the mold (E, fig.
material. Concrete molds have the advantage of 5-26). The bleeder may be attached to the mold
being stable toward moisture, but are excessively or to the bag. Full bags are normally used over
heavy and cumbersome to handle and are damaged male molds and half bags are used on female
somewhat by heat. molds.

ö.3203. Resins. Some attempts have been made Because half bags do not support the weight of
to use casting resins, and other materials which the mold, abrasive wear is less and their life greater
can be poured, in mold construction, but to date than that of full bags. The use of fitted half bags
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is advised where production is high and they can tates the frequent attaclunent of bleeder fittings.
be tightly sealed to the mold. Figure 5-29 illustrates a convenient inetal bleeder

The useful life of a bag depends on the type of fitting that has been used satisfactorily with sub-
material used in the bag, the heating medium used, stitute bag materials.
the temperature of the cycle, the size of the bag, Present information indicates that, in ordinary
and the care used in handling. It may be as short use on a steam-air cycle at temperatures of about
as 10 hours or as long as 200 hours of operation. - 250° F., the life of a rubber bag is approximately

The type of bag to use and the material from 50 operations on a full unfitted bag. Repair of
which it is made depend largely on the molding minor leaks, usually caused by rough handling,
process to be used, the temperature, and the heat- may be necessary during this period. The use of
ing medium. Most bag-molding operations at hot water or pure steain reduces oxidation and
present require bags made of specially com- greatly increases the life of a bag. With a thick,
pounded natural or synthetic rubber, often rein- fitted, half-bag assembly, considerably more than
forced with fabric. 100 operations may be expected in steam at 300° F.

In tests at the Forest Products Laboratory cer- Whenever a steam-air mixture is used and the
tain polyvinylidene chloride, vinyl butyral resin, air is introduced under pressure from a com-
and cellophane fihns have shown considerable pressor, an adequate after-cooler and air filter
promise as bag materials. Their characteristics should be installed between the compressor and
and use limitations are shown in table 5-16. the cylinder. It has been reported that if all

Half bags of cellophane 3 have been success- traces of oil, either in the form of small drops
fully used with a hot-air cycle on thin plywood or of vapor, are removed from the air, the bag
shell molds. Joints between the cellophane sheets life is considerably increased.
can either be made with cellophane tape on regu- Tests at the Forest Products Laboratory have
lar cellophane, or by overlapping the edges and indicated that synthetic rubber bags are gener-
applying a hot iron if the sheet material is of ally more resistant to heat, both dry and wet, than
the self-sealing type. Several suggested methods natural rubber. In these tests also, a steam-air
for sealing cellophane bags are shown in figure mixture at 250° F. was found more damaging to
5-28. The life of a cellophane bag is limited to all bag materials of rubber or synthetic rubber
one operation. than pure steam at 300° F. or even 320° F. Where

The use of short-lived bag materials necessi- conditions permit a choice between these two heat-
ing mediums, it is advisable to use pure steains An application for a patent on the use of eeHophane bags is

reported to have been riade by Jolin S. Barnes, Skaneateles, N. Y. at 300° F. (52 pounds per square inch) to gain

NOT RECOMMENDED RECOMMENDED

A-EOLD CELLORHANE OVER BEEORE SEAL/RG EDGES

NOT REGOMMENDED RECOMMENDED

B-ARRANGE BAG ON FORM 50 THAT 5EALED EDGE5
ARE PLACED UNDER NO URNECESSARY STRESS

NOT RECOMME lvDE D RE COMMENDED

C-ARRANGE SEALED EDGES 50 THAT VVATER CANNOT
ACCUMULATE AT 7 HE EDGE

Figure 5--28. Suggestions for sealing cellophane bags.
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Table 5-16. Summary of Materials Tested at the Forest Products Laboratory as Substitutes for Rubber Bag Materials in Ma1cing Molded Plywood

Type
R ommededed hreat- Lm a atnsre°i Life of bag Note 111nnexibility,

Method of forming bag Size of sheets available Remarks

Regenerated cellulose Air (or inert gas)._.. Not eritical ,_ _ _ _ _ One cook...._ _...... Will not stand rough Can be heat sealed........ Continuous rolls up to 40" Air-tight but not so mois-
single film, handling. width, ture proof as the next

type.
Regenerated cellulose Air,water,orsteam....._do.---_. .......

____.do

___..______

.....do-----------.____.........do.--.--------....____

Continuousrollsuptod0" Steam passes through
laminated film. width and prefabricated slightly but does not ap-

bags. pear to be a serious dis-
advantage.

Thermo plastic poly-
__

_

_.do._

....._ _ _ _ _ _. Not over 250° F. for One cook (perhaps Very thin and very tough Use in tube form, clamp In tubular form. Largest Shrinks 10 percent in
vinylidene chloride 15-30 minutes. more), but becomes dry and both ends, at present is 24" circum- length and width when
film. brittle and easily dam- ference, in use.

aged in removing from
form.

"Thermosetting" vinyl
_

_...do_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _...... Not eritical_ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Many cooks....._ _ _ _ Resístant to scuffing; pin Cement edges with resin. Continuous rolls up to 36" "Double texture fabrie"

butyrsl resin between holes developed in "Vulcanized" or cure width, betterthansingle.
fabries. wrinkles after 450 min- both material and seams

utes at 320° F. (steam). in one operation.
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OUTLET

577. ?/PE THÆEAD

HERAGONAL NUT

REF/0VABLE PLATE
UBBER GASKET

SAG MATER/ALSOLDER
/VARROVV RAD/A L
GROOVES O/V TH/3 FACE

MATER/AL: BRA55
Figure 5-29. Metal bleeder connection designed for rapid attachment to bags,

the advantage of a longer bag life and a shorter thin bags, more molded plywood is turned out per
heating cycle. pound of bag, provided the bag is strong enough

Normal rubber bag thicknesses are between one- to withstand the handling. When thin bags are
thirty-second and one-eighth inch, depending used, wrinkles in the bag are less likely to leave
upon the amount of reinforcing, the severity of their marks on the bag side of the piece being
handling, and the type of bag molding. The thin- molded. This is important with thin veneers,
nest bag capable of withstanding the handling since a thick bag could easily produce an area of
and mechanical wear is reconunended. A thin poor glue joint, as much as one-fourth inch wide
bag has several advantages: probably most im- and several inches long, as a result of reduced
portant is its more rapid heat transfer. By using pressure under a fold. A practical guide, when-
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ever bag wrinkles are likely. to occur, is to use a If temperature stratification exists in the cyl-
bag slightly thinner than the face veneer. inder, a temperatu're-recording bulb at the top

In all bag molding it is advisable to use a layer of the cylinder may be 30° F. or more above the
or two of paper, cloth, or canvas between the actual temperature at the bottom of the cylinder;
plywood being molded and the bag. This facili- provision for circulation should therefore always
tates the "bleeding"of air and steam to the outside. be made if possible. A good check on uniformity
It also prevents adherence of the glue squeeze-out of temperature may

-be

had by inserting bare
to the bag. It is advisable to cover any sharp thermocouples in the top and bottom of the
corners at the edges of the molded plywood piece cylinder.
with extra layers of canvas to prevent injury to A large inlet for the heating medimn is ad-

the bag. visable, so that the cylinder can be brought up
Whenever a rubber bleeder hose is used, as in C to the desired temperature and pressure in 5

or E, figure 5-96, it must not collapse and close minutes or less. Usually this rapid heating is
when external pressure is exerted upon it during advisable, which on large cylinders will mean
the molding cycle, if it is to fulfill its purpose. high boiler and compressor capacity.
Collapse is difficult to observe due to the fact 5.33. GLUES FOR BAG ÀÍOLDING. A ÌiSÚ OÎ Cur-

that, while the tube is collapsed, it is within the rent synthetic-resin glues with a tabulation of
cylinder and not visible unless the cylinder has a their principal characteristics, as related to use
glass observation window. Emission of a slight requirements, is given in table Gl. Those that
amount of air or steam from the bleeder does have been reported in successful use and that have
not guarantee that it is functioning properly. A been used satisfactorily in limited bag-molding
flexible metal hose or a suitably reinforced rubber experiments at the Forest Products Laboratory,
hose is recoronended for the bleeder

.wherever

with proper adjustment of heating cycle and other
this type of hose gives the necessary flexibility. operating conditions, are indicated by a footnote

In using the methods shown in A and C, figure reference. In selecting a glue and using it in
5-26, careful attention should be given the inside bag-molding operations, however, close coopera-
surface of the bleeder fitting in the bag. If this tion is urged between the user and the glue sup-
is very smooth and flat, it may make an almost plier to insure best results. The selection of glues
airtight fit and stop the bleeder from functioning. for bag molding aircraft parts is limited by the
Grooves in this fitting as shown in figure 5-29 requirements of the current aircraft specifica-

or a piece of coarse burlap glued to it, will usually tion on molded plywood.
suffice. Parts to which bag molding is best adapted are

õ.322. Pressure and temperature equipment. All either large or of severe double curvature or both
pressure cylinders for use with bag molding and along period (varyingperhaps from 1 to over
should be hydraulically tested to a pressure of 10 hours) is required to adjust the strips of ve-
at least double the maximum working pressure neer in place on or in the mold. During this pe-
used. An adequate safety valve should always riod, a snudl amount of hand fitting with a plane
be installed if the boiler or compressor pressure or sandpaper block is usually necessary. These
is in excess of the pressure at which the cylinder conditions require the use of a glue that is dry
was tested. at the time of assembling and that permits a long

The sensitive elements placed within the pres- assembly period. A satisfactory bag-molding
sure cylinder for controlling and recording condi- glue should have an allowable assenibly period
tions should be carefully installed. Heavily of at least 30 hours to be adapted to bag-molding
jacketed controls will be sluggish and therefore operations in general.
will not record the actual cylinder temperature It has been suggested previously that the cyl-
during the rapid heating-up period. A jacketed inder temperature and pressure be brought up to
thermometer was found in experiments at the operating conditions in 5 minutes or less (sec.
Forest Products Laboratory to be about 20° to 30° 5.322), but in some cases, particularly where large
F. below the reading on a bare thermocouple in cylinders are used, this is impossible to accom-
heating a cyclinder 2 feet in diameter and 6 feet plish with the available boiler and compressor
long to 250° F. in 5 minutes, using a steam-air capacity. Under such conditions there is danger
mixture. with some glues of precuring the outer glue lines
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before sufficient pressure is applied. The relation the method of veneer cutting. The method of
between the characteristics of the glue and the holding the veneer in place on the mold is usually
rate of pressure and temperature rise is critical the determining factor; therefore, it will be noted
and should be examined carefully. that the suggested ratios are well above those at

It is desirable in all bag molding of double- which the veneer may be expected to break.
curvature parts with thermosetting glues to use Breaking radii are discussed in section 5.6830.

a glue that passes through the fluid stage rela-
tively slowly and while in this stage has a high Tal>le õ-D. Approximate Minimtem Ratio of Radius of

degree of flow. This produces the effect of a lubri_ Curvattere to Thickness of Dry Veneer for Bay Molding

cant between the adjacent plies of veneer and al Angle between diree-
, Radius of curvature i

lows them to slip to their proper place, thus often ti°"°,f g an axis natto= Thicknessof vencer

avoiding wrinkles. Most of the glues in table
4-1 that are designatedas bag-molding glues have 90 100 to 1
this property.. Additional information on the 0 50 to 1
slipping properties of these glues is given in
reference 5-27 of section 5.35• 1 As measured in the plane perpendicular to the axis of curvature. A few

In addition to the charactersitics described tests made on strips of plywood at 45° indicated that there was little or no
difference between results obtained at 0° and 45°.

above, it is important that glues for bag moldmg,
in common with other aircraft uses, remain dur- 5.341. Moisture content. A moisture content of
able under service conditions. The properties of 8 to 12 percent in veneer used for bag molding
various types of glues have been described under is favorable and within this range any variations
section 4.1. The phenolics and certain modified depend mainly on the glue being used. Variation
phenolics, fortified ureas, and thermoplastics meet in moisture content between the veneer sheets in
bag-molding requirements reasonably well but any one assembly should not, however, exceed 2
vary in their resistance to severe exposure condi- percent. Change in moisture content during
tions. Current thermoplastic glues, which are manufacture is often serious, since the veneer
otherwise well adapted to bag-molding processes, strips are cut to exact shape. If the width of the
give evidence of slow flow at elevated tempera- strips changes in the period between shaping and
tures, such as 150° to 160° F., and should not be assembly considerable hand fitting will be re-
used in aircraft parts. They are, however, often quired. The importance of dimensional stability
used in experimental work, particularly on the depends onsthe shape and size of the molded part,
first few pieces and made on a mold having curva- but in extreme cases on larger part some plants
tures likely to cause trouble. They.have a high have found it advisable to control the relative
degree of flow when plasticized by the heat in humidity within ±2 percent in the lay-up room
the molding cycle and if a wrinkle is formed in and the rooms where veneer is stored. On other
the molded part it can often be removed by a smaller parts or on parts made from narrow strips
subsequent reheating. of veneer, no control of moisture content, other

5.34. Bao-AIOLDING ÌECHNIQUE. than that required for the glue, is attempted.
õ.340. ßise, shape, thickness, etc. In applying The bag-molding operation does not greatly

bag-molding technique it is necessary to study change the moisture content of the veneer, unless
carefully the piece to be produced. This means leaks develop in the bag. Tests on small, flat
a consideration of curvatures, the approximate pieces indicate that the moisture loss during mold-
thickness and number of plies, species, and ar- ing is less with wood molds than with metal
rangement of alternate plies. The curvature of molds. It is also less in both types of molds when
the piece may determine the thickness of the ve- no vacuum is maintained on the bag. Prelimi-
neers that can be used. Table 5-17 will serve as nary tests made on plywood molded in bags of
a guide to the approximate relation between the suitable grades of cellophane indicate little or no
thickness of veneer and the minimum radius of change in moisture content of the veneer during
curvature considered practical in bag molding. the molding cycle. In all the tests, the moisture
These ratios are only suggested minimums; the loss was considerably less in bag molding than in
actual permissible minimums will vary with the hot-press operations on the same combination of
species, the moisture content of the veneer, and species and glue.

942374-51-15
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5.342. Assembling the veneer. The degree of metrically constructed panel with alternate plies
double curvature will determine the width of the laid at 90°, with respect to direction of grain,
individual strips of veneer. Naturally it is more would have maximum dimensional stability. In
economical of labor to use a few wide strips in- practice, however, a construction with alternate
stead of many narrow ones, in order to reduce the plies at 90° to each other is often impossible in
number of necessary shaping operations to a mini- pieces of pronounced compound curvature.
mum. On the other hand, if the strips are too 5.343. Heating mediums. Heating mediums in
wide, their edges will wrinkle as the fluid pressure current use are steam, steam-air mixtures, water,

on the bag presses the flat strips against the and air.

double-curved mold. On double-curvature molds, Pure steam is often used when high tempera-
such as required for fuselages or bomber noses, the tures are desired. In this cycle an exhaust valve is
strips are usually between 2 and 8 inches wide. left partly open for a short period after the steam

The strips of veneer must be tapered or
valve is opened so that the residual air is expelled.

"tailored"very carefully to fit the mold so that a The steam-air mixture usually requires an air
close joint is obtained between the adjacent strips compressor in addition to a steam boiler. Some
(fig.ö-30). To determine the exact shape of each so-called steam cycles are in effect steam-air cycles
strip the first lay-up is carefully done by hand as the cylinder is sealed and charged with steam
and later disassembled, each strip being marked without discharging the residual air. Under these
to designate its position on the mold. In produc- conditions the pressure and temperature of the
tion, this tailoring is usually done by first sawing charge will not agree with temperature=pressure
the strips roughly to shape and then shaping theni tables fois pure saturated steam.

exactly on a vertical spindle shaper, using ply- The use of hot water requires an auxiliary stor-

wood or metal templates, each accommodating a age tank m which the water is heated and to which

stack of veneer strips approximately 2 inches high.
It is returned af ter use in the heating cycle. This

. tank is often mounted above the molding cylinder
Sometimes the pieces are sawed to final shape . .

. so that the hot water can be mtroduced rapidly
and then each edge is run through a special scarf-

. . by gravity through a large pipe. It is returned
ing or feathering device consisting of a small sand by means of a centrifugal pump. The pressurepaper-lined drum and a hold-down. The strips for the molding operation is applied by air.
are then spread with glue and laid on the mold 3Vhen air is used as a pressure and heating
so that the edges overlap one-fourth to one-half medium, heating is done by means of a steam jacketinch, depending upon the veneer thickness. As around the cylinder. Additional heat is some-the veneer strips are assembled on the mold, they times supplied by steam coils within the cylinder
must be fastened or held in place. Fastening of or possibly by electric strip heaters. Extreme
veneer to metal molds is illustrated in figure 5-27· caution should be exercised when using electrie
On wood molds this fastening is conveniently done heaters or any electric connection, as the combina-
by means of staples or tacks. The first layer of tion of compressed hot air, combustible material,
veneer is stapled directly to the wood mold and, and a glowing heater within a cylinder is very
as each successive layer is applied, the staples in da ngerous.
the preceding one are removed. By this procedure Each heating medium has certain practical lim-
the finished molded piece (fig.5-31) has no staples its of temperature. An attempt has been made
in it since those in the outer layer are removed at the Forest Products Laboratory to determine
after curing. these limits from actual heating tests in which

The same principles of balanced construction thermocouples were inserted in the cylinder and at
that apply to flat plywood are applicable to molded various depths in a piece being molded on a wood
plywood. For maximum resistance to warping, mold to record the rise in temperature. These
all plywood should be synonetrical about the limits as well as other practical limitations of 11
center plane of thickness. In this connection sym- different techniques which have been or could be
metry involves species, munber of plies, thickness used in bag-molding plywood are presented in
of plies, and direction of grain. In theory, a sym- table 5-18.
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and some grades of eellophane. : and condition of the apparatus and State safety code requirements.
Class 2-Air-tight and usable up to a temperature of 320° F.-cellophane. : A mold that will withstand internal fluid pressure.
Class 3-Air- or liquid-tight up to a temperature of 212° F.-rubber, cellophane, resin-coated cloth,

and thermoplasticfilms.
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ejerring to table 5-18. 11. Same as 10 except that mold is heated elec-
ad synthetic rubber give highest trically; inert gas is recommended for
on bag life with pure steam; safety, although air may be used in some
tdes of cellophane are usable for cases.
e. Pressure is too low for.gen- Hot air, besides being a very poor heating
gluing below 260° F. (20pounds medium, produces results very largely de-
re inch at 260° F.) ; above 320° pendent upon the amount of circulation
is danger of overcuring the outer in the cylinder. It is also difficult to de-
it and bag deterioration is very termine separately the effect of radiation

from the hot-jacketed cylinder walls or
is more damaging to rubber than heater and the effect of convection. There
hot water; some grades of cello- is considerable interest of late, however, .

e usable for one cycle. Circula- in the use of air, for two reasons: first,
ivoid stratification is sometimes leaks developing in bags do not damage
, especially below 240° F.; rapid the piece and the mold, as is likely with

a of bag materials occurs above , the steam or hot-water cycle; and, second,

a few of the bag materials suggested as
life can be expected from hot substitutes for rubber are not steam or

rcle
as there is veiy little oxida- hot-water proof but are better adapted

ae grades of cellophane are usable for use with air or some inert gas.
cycle. Open-storage tank may The use of air under high pressure and tem-

>elow 212° F.; above 300° F. pure perature conditions is exceedingly dan-
n ordinarily be used to advantage gerous, and all known safety precautions
a water must be kept under the and regulations should be observed. The
assure as is required for steam. compressor should always be equipped ;
-ery slow cycle due to low specific with an adequate aftercooler and oil- §

air. Seventy-five pounds per vapor filter. The lubricating oil in the
ich is suggested as maximum safe compressor should have a high flash point
. Precautions should be taken to so that a minimum of vapor is given off.
il vapor from compressor and All precautions should be taken to elimi-
scharges from circulating fan. nate any sparks in a cylinder charged
oxide, nitrogen, or any other gas with hot air containing some oil vapor, *
ill not support combustion or af- as a dangerous explosion can result.
materials may be used. Do not 5.344. Amotat of pressure. The pressures used a

ts there is danger of exothermic in bag molding vary from a vacuum drawn on - -

or explosion. the bag to a maximum of about 120 pounds gage
ated, and unheated air is used for pressure per square inch. The bulk of the cur-
; therefore bag stays relatively rent bag molding is done at from 40 to 80 pounds
oughout cycle. per square inch. Vacuum alone produces insuffi-
i, except that inert gas is recom- cient pressure for most bag-molding operations
to avoid danger of explosion in and therefore is not recommended for aircraft
park or a short circuit in wiring plywood.

5.345. Heating cycle. The selection of a proper
>anded against work by means of heating cycle to cure the glue and bond the veneer
An adequate drain for conden- into the finished molded part is complicated by
equired at the lowest spot in the the fact that the synthetic resins do not have a

definite temperature at which polymerization, or
, except that steam-air mixture is condensation, occurs. If a clearly defined tem-
seenote 2. . perature were required for the polymerization of
sated mold is used; bag inflated any one adhesive, the proper heating cycle could
wressure, therefore no drain con- be calculated (makingcertain assumptions and
aecessary for bag. allowances for end heating, moisture content of the
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wood and mold, diffusivity of the bag materials, to be made. This is probably an unstressed part
etc.) at any desired bag temperature. Polymeri- and merely acts as a smooth, rounded fillet be-
zation of any synthetic resin of the thermosetting tween the fuselage and upper wing surface to re-
type, however, is influenced by both temperature duce turbulence in the air flow. It will also be
and time of heating; therefore, any calculation of assumed that the minimum radius of curvature
the temperature that exists at a given glue line is about 3 inches and that, when viewed from the
within a structure is directly applicable only when top, the line ac is approximately straight.
the time-temperature conditions required to pro- (1) Use requirements. Nonstressed - but
duce a good bond with the glue in use are known. scuffing, air action, and weather resistance

As an example, a phenolic-resin film is re- demand at least ¾2-inch thickness of
ported to be completely cured in about one-half hardwood. Suggested construction--
minute at 350° F. but requires about 10 minutes at ¼2-inch rotary-cut yellow birch faces,
275° F. This suggests the development of tem- ½ inch rotary-cut yellow-poplar core.
perature-time relationship factors for calculating Glue will spread on both sides of core
the time required to cure completely each of the strips only. Strips of veneer laid at a
common synthetic-resin glues (549), but until +45° and -45° angle with the junction
some more satisfactory method is presented, the between the fairing and the fuselage.
heating cycle can only be determined empirically. For additional abrasion resistance (if
Table 4-1 does, however, indicate the suggested necessary) both faces may be precured
cylinder temperature to use for best results on resin-impregnated birch.
some of the glues suitable for bag molding. (2) Moisture resistance. Severe conditions,

The rate of heating of the veneer assembly on use hot-press, phenolic-resin glue or .

the mold also affects the length of the heating cycle equivalent as provided in current specifi-
selected. A difference in the rate of heating on cation covering molded plywood for air-
thin metal molds as compared with thick wood craft parts.
molds has been indicated (sec.5.3200). (3) Degree of curvature. Width of strips to

Maintaining uniform temperature in the cylin- be determined by trial. Minimum radius
der throughout the cycle and avoiding stratifica- . 3.00

. . of curvature is 3 mehes, thus- = 0.060-tion of the heatmg medium by means of adequate 50
circulation in the cylinder are necessary to secure inch probable maximum thickness of
uniform rates of heating. veneer. One thirty-second-inch yellow

Under any particular set of operating condi- birch and ½4-inchyellow-poplar should
tions, an occasional check of the actual tempera- bend nicely.

ture at the coolest glue line throughout the heating (4) The mold. Examination of the shape in
cycle is desirable. A satisfactory method of mak- A, figure 5-32, reveals that if it is turned
ing this check is to use fine thermocouples, leads, upside down and its mate from the right
and a potentiometer. Copper and constantan leads side placed beside it so that the line ac
of No. 30 gage have been found satisfactory, and on each coincides, the pair can be molded
they may be embedded in the molded part without in one operation as a single unit on a
danger of injuring trimming equipment. saddle-shaped male mold (B, fig. 5-32).

Approximate temperature checks have also been Later the unit can be divided into two
made in some cases by the use of temperature- parts.
sensitive crayons or paints. The final check, of By this selection, the side next to the
course, is the ability of the glue joints in the mold, which will be the smoother side, is
finished product to meet specification require- the side later exposed to the air stream.
ments. A wood mold will be used, probably

5.346. An example of the bag molding of a spe- built up of resin-bonded plywood laid
cifc product. Assume that it is desired to bag flat and glued together. After shaping
mold the wing fillets of a plane such as shown in the mold, an impregnated birch skin of
outline form in A, figure 5-32. three plies of ½2-inch veneer will be

Lacking definite information such as drawings bonded to it to provide a smooth tacking
and specifications, certain assumptions will have surface.
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Figure 5-82. Suggested method of molding wing ßllets.
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The method shown in C, figure 5-26, for eliminating these wrinkles, one "of which is
will be used, as it is perhaps best suited to illustrated in figure 5-33. For simplicity, a single
this shape of mold. curved piece having parallel flat sides 8 inches

(5) The bay. A full, reinforced synthetic- long connected by a curve of 2-inch radius is il-
rubber bag ¼e-inchthick will be used lustrated. Triangular strips 3£-inch high are at-

over a wrapping of paper or cloth. The tached to the mold about 2 inches beyond the end

bag will not be formed, but will be gen-
of the piece being molded. The relation between

erously large, so that stretching is un- these dimensions has been found to be important
necessary. A vacutun will be drawn on in obtaining good results. A piece of heavy can-
the bag after the mold is inserted, to vas, or any other strong, flexible, nonelastic mate-
check for leaks and to inspect the folds in rial, is tacked or otherwise attached to the mold

thebau. Thisvacuumwillbemaintained at A after being tightly wrapped around the as-

until t le cylinder pressure is applied, to sembly. The whole assembly is then put in a
avoid any shifting of the bag and reform thin, reinforced, full bag and pressure and heat
ing of bag wrinkles. applied, as illustrated in C, figure 5-26. As the

. . fluid pressure is applied, the canvas puts addi-
After the cylinder is sealed, air pres- .

tional force on the curved portion and at the
sure of approximately - 15 pounds per same time prevents full force from being exerted
square inch will be applied; then the on the flat surfaces. As full pressure is reached,
temperature and pressure will be adjusted the canvas has assumed the position shown in theby the admission of pure steam and vent dotted lines and full fluid pressure is then applied
ing to obtain a temperature of 300° F· to the flat surfaces, while the curved portion hasand a pressure of 59 pounds per square full fluid pressure plus the additional pressureinch within a period of 5 minutes or less· from the tension in the canvas.

(6) Heating cycle. The mold is small and Removal of most if not all the staples attach-
contains no large flat spots, therefore the ing the flat sides to the mold before pressing facili-
temperature rise at all points will be tates the slipping of these sides and it is reported
somewhat more rapid than usual· that, in some cases, the use of the triangular strip

Using a high-temperature phenolic is then unnecessary.
glue and a cylinder temperature of 300° 5.3470. Tubular members. Tubular members of
F., a satisfactory cure should be obtained molded plywood are also difficult to mold, al-
in a total of 15 minutes· though here again only single curvature exists.

5.347. ßuggestions on bag-molding technique. The cross section of these parts may be circular,
One type of curved part, which requires special elliptical, or any other closed shape. Figure 5-34
attention in production, is the U-shaped cross sec- shows a short section of a cylindrical member such
tion (two essentially flat and parallel sides con- as is sometimes used for air ducts. These mem-
nected by a curve of small radius). Examples of bers have been bag molded by several methods,
this shape are the leading edges of wings and of usually involving the use of accurate metal molds.
vertical stabilizers. When attempting to make The fundamental problem is the same in all;
these U-shaped pieces on a male mold, wrinkles namely, to secure a very close fit between the ve-
often result at the point of greatest curvature. neer strips of sheets and the mold. If this is not
Regardless of how tightly the veneer is wrapped accomplished, the fluid pressure will produce de-
by hand and attached to the mold, the fluid pres- fects as it forces the veneer tightly against the
sure will tend to press it more firmly to the mold. mold.
Since fluid pressure is exerted at right angles to In tubular members, as in compound-curvature
the surface, the total force exerted on the sides is pieces, a +45° and

-45°

angle of grain to axis
greater than that exerted on the end. The force of curvature causes the least difficulty in assembly.
on the end tending to overcome the frictional A sheet of veneer in width 2.22 times the diameter
resistance under the sides causes a wrinkle to be of the cylinder, wound helically around the mold
formed in the curved part.

9 It is reported that a patent application on a somewhat similar
Several special techniques have been developed technique has been made by the Vidal Research Corp.
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Figure 5-33. A method for molding U-shaped sections.

Figurc õ-3!;. Short section of tubular-molded plyzco0d.

so that the opposite edges touch, will produce an ly made between adjacent strips. On long cyl-
angle of 45° between its edges and the axis. Suc- inders it is necessary to scarf joint and glue the
cessive strips would in opposite rotation make a strips end to end to secure the required length of
construction having a 90° angle between alternate material.
plies. Butt joints parallel to the grain are usual- A common method of making these cylindrical
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members is to wrap the strips around a thin metal 5. Tear caused by shrinkage of reinforcing
cylindrical mold, taping them in position. The fabric due in turn to seepage of water
bag is also tubular but somewhat larger than the through outer coating of rubber, allowing
mold so that it may be slipped over the assembly fabric to get wet.
and clamped to the mold near each end. The 6. Improper sealing of the bag.
bleeder may be attached to either the mold or the Some bag leaks develop during the heating
bag. cycle, and when the leak occurs after the

The process is sometimes reversed and the ve. glue has set the molded part may often be
neers assembled within the cylindrical mold. In salvaged. It should, however, be care-
this process the bag is inserted inside the mold fully inspected to determine whether the
and inflated to produce pressure, a process some- glue bond is satisfactory. Parts which
what similar to B and D, figure 5-26. are only partially wet are sometimes thor-

If it is necessary to use the 0° to 90° assembly oughly soaked and dried to remove local

of veneers, the 90° material (grain around the distortions. This treatment also reveals

bend) should be scarfed at the ends. In long the presence of poor glue bonds,

tubular members it may also be necessary to make Any bag that has shown evidence of leaks
scarf joints in the 0° material. should immediately be removed from pro-

duction and examined. This is often
In all tubular work the veneer sheets must be . .

done by inflating the bag and painting it
very flat and plate redrying before laying-up is . . .

with a soap solution. The leak will beoften necessary. Any cupping of veneer caused
. revealed by bubbling of the soap film.by glues containing water must be avoided; there- 5.35. BAG-MOLDED PLYWOOD REFERENCES.

fore, an alcohol-soluble glue or a dry-sheet glue (5-22) ANoNYMoos.
is generally used· 1944. How to Apply Rapid, Large ßcale Produc-

.
5.3471. Bag leaks. Obviously, all precautions tion Technique to Making Molded Ply-

should be taken to avoid the occurrence of leaks wood Fuel Tanks. Wood Prod. 49 (12) :

in the bags used in bag molding. In spite of this,
18-21, 67, illus.

leaks will occasionally occur on account of the 1942. Molding Plastic Plywood. Mod. Plastics
natural deterioration of the bag material. How 19 (11) : 46-40, 112, 114, 116, 111us.

long a bag can be used before it must be discarded (5-24)
is a question that can only be answered by bal_ 1942. Molded Aircraft Units: Use of Resin-

Bonded Plytcood as a Structural Mate-ancin« the cost of renairino· leaks and the valuea r a rial: A Survey of Progress. Aircraft
of molded parts ruined by the leaks against the Prod. 4 (4) : 312-315, illlus.
cost of a new bag. As an aid in arriving at the (õ-25)
answer, it is suggested that a record be kept of the 1943. Molded Plytcood Aircraft Components.

performance of each bag or type of bag. A sum_ Timber of Canada 3 (10):15, 38-39,

mar of these records will indicate the optimum inus.

(ö-26)point at which the bag should be discarded, and 194 . Plytcood Bomh-Door Skins: Equipment
will also show which type of bag is giving the best and Procedure for Producing Molded
SerVice. Thtits of Û0mpound Curvature. Aircraft

. - Prod. 7 (75) : 9-10, illus.Conditions other than material deterioration (5-27)that cause early bag failure are, in nearly all 1945. Plywood Bomber Trainer Plane: The
cases, traceable to improper handling. The ae- Fairchild AT-21 Twin-Engine Mono-

tual leak is usually caused by anyone of the fol- plane Built scith the Duromold Process.

lowing and may be accelerated by slight deteriora_ Wood Prod. 50 (1) : 18-19, inus.

(5-28) BARNEs, JOHN S.tion of the material:
1943. Making Plytcood With Multidirectsonal

1. Tear due to rough handling. Pressure. Mech. Engin. 65 (1) : 17-20,

2. Hole from abrasion due to sliding of a inus.

heavy mold on the bag. (0-29) BRYANT, A. IL.
1942. The Bonding of Tego Film Glue in Ply-3. Rupture of bag from concentrated load. wood. Forest Products Research Lab-

4. Rupture of bag by fluid pressure over un- oratory. Unnumbered Pamphlet. (Lon-
supported area. don.)
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(0-30) CHASE, HERRERT. gÏUing Operations, except for special constructions
1948. Duramoia specas stavatzer Proauctio''· made from thin plies or lamiiiations by cold-press

Aviation 42 (G) :150-151, 153, 316, 319- .

oluing. Because of the moisture added by cold-
320, illus.

(5-81) Fa12ctrr.», SITERSIAN M.
Setting gÏUeS when used with thin material, a

1043. Details of Durasnol<l F<tbrication. Aero moisture content of 5 to 8 percent is recommended
Digest 42 (2) : 232, 235, illus- if the stock is one-eighth inch or less in thickness

(5 32) HAwTHORNE, RANDOI2FI. (Sec. 5.20). Within either range of moisture con-1941. Mol<linU the Langley Airpl<tne: A Neso .

Plastic Bonded Plywood Plasse. Avia- tent recommended, the members m any one as-
tion 40 (11) : 75-76, 154, 150, illus. sembly should not vary by more than 2 percent in

(5 33) HEERINIC, B1tUCE G. mOiStur6 COntent.

1945. Mot1tods of Bag-Mol<ling Plytcoo<l. Indus· 5.401. Preparation of gluing surfaces. After
riastics 1 (4) : 25-20 the stock has been conditioned to the required

(5-34)
1946. Fluid-Pressure MoldinU of Plytcood. For-

inoisture content, and immediately before gluing,

est Products Laboratory Report No. all surfaces should be machined smooth and true
lu624. and acettrately fitted as discussed in sections 5.21

(5-35) --, AND FLEISCHER, HERRERT O· and 5.6. An interval of more than 8 hours be-
1943. Tests to Determine t1te Slipping Proper- . . . .

tween final surfacing and glumg is undesirable.
ties of Bttg-Mol<Ting Glues in t1te Fluid

St<tge. Forest Products Laboratory Ile- Specification AN-P-15a requires a lapse not to
port No. 1350. exceed 4 hours between surfacing and gluing.

(5-36) MARHOEFER, L. J· 5.402. Preparation of glue for use. Manufac-
1942. Design Considerations for Plywoo<l Struc- turers' recommendations should be followed for

tveres. Aviation 41 (11) : 114-117, 340 ; . . . .

(12) : 146-149, 314, illus. ruxing glues. The proportion of all mgredients

(5-37) MILLER, EUGENE.
Sliould be determined by weight. Glues should be

1942. Tree viaai Process for Moidea struct2eres. thoroughly mixed to an easily spreadable consist-
Aviation 41 (10) : 124-127, 200, illus. ency, and mixtures that become difficult to spread

(5-38) PERRY, T. D. Should be discarded. Colored paper cups are be-
1943. Ficoible Pressure in Veneer and Plytcoorì .

Worlo: T1ee Mo<lern Met1tod of Ma1cing ing used for dispensing cold-setting glues as an
Curve<l Plytcoor2. Wood Products 48 aid in assuring that the glue used is fresh and of
(6) : 32-34, 36, 38, 40, 59, illus satisfactory consistency. For example, if the glue

were mixed twice daily, the morning mix could be
5.4. Gluing and Assembly Operations placed in green cups and the afternoon mix in red

cups; all glue used in the morning would thus be
5.40. GENERAL. Current practices in the fabri- from green cups and all used in the afternoon from

cation of wood aircraft parts and their assembly red cups.
into the finished airplane are by no means stand- 5.403. Glue spread. The glue mixture should
ardized in the industry, and many departures be applied uniformly to either or both of the
from or variations of the procedures set forth surfaces being joined (sec.5.23). Double spread-
herein are to be found. Most of the processes de- ing is recommended for the gluing of scarf joints
scribed, however, have been observed in actual or when certain unfavorable gluing conditions,
commercial practice. In each of the assembly such as long assembly periods or rough wood sur-
gluing operations discussed, the various methods faces, are encountered. Under these conditions,
and practices described are believed to conform the total amount of glue applied would be in-
reasonably closely to the detailed recommenda- creased about 25 percent (sec.5.23).
tions given in section 5.9. The following gluing 5.404. Assembly periods. When gluing condi-
conditions and limitations apply generally to all tions permit closed assembly and application of
assembly gluing operations and should be fol- adequate gluing pressure, the assembly time should
lowed, unless otherwise specifically excepted under not exceed 50 minutes at 75° F. or 35 minutes at
the description of each operation. 90° F. with resorcinol-resin glues. Open assembly

5.400. Moisture content of evood. Wood pieces, periods with resorcinol glues should not exceed
parts, and subassemblies should have a moisture 12 minutes at 75° F. or 9 minutes at 90° F. (fig.
content of between 8 and 12 percent for assembly 5-20). When pressures of less than 100 pounds
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per square inch are used, as in nail gluing, closed longer pressing period should be used if the glue
and open assembly periods should not exceed 40 joint is stressed immediately upon the release of
and 10 minutes, respectively, at 75° F., and pro- pressure, as in curved members or in heavy lami-
portionately shorter periods at higher tempera- nated construction. Resorcinol glues should not
tures (sec.5.24and table 5-12). Longer assembly be used on wood or in a room that is below 75°
periods may be used safely with some resorcinol F. (sec.5.262).
resins but should be used only with specific ap- When cold-setting urea resins or casein are used,
proval of the procuring agency. stock should remain under pressure at least 4 hours

With cold-setting urea-resin and casein glues, at 70° F. or 2 hours at 90° F. In curved members
closed assembly periods should not exceed 20 or in heavy construction, gluing pressure should be
minutes, and open assembly periods should not maintained for a longer period. The cold-setting
exceed 10 minutes at 70° and 90° F. when gluing urea resins should not be used at temperatures be-
pressures of 100 pounds per square inch or more low 70° F. (sec.5.262).
are used. In nail gluing and other gluing opera- At elevated temperatures the pressure period
tions that involve the application of low pressure can be appreciably shortened (sec.5.263).

to these glues, closed and open assembly periods 5.407. Conditioning period. Following the
should not be greater than 15 and 8 minutes, re. gluing operation, the stock should be conditioned
spectively (sec.5.24 and table 5-12). for a sufficient time to ensure the development of

5.405. Gluing pressures. The amount of pres the full strength of the joint and to permit the
sure needed for satisfactory gluing depends to a

inoisture added by the glue to be removed or dis-
large extent upon the uniformity of the applica tributed throughout the wood. The type and

tion of the glue. When applied between rigid duration of the conditioning treatment needed are
surfaces, as when stiff cauls are used to distribute considered under specnic gluing operations (sec.
the pressure uniformly, gluing pressures of 100 5.28).

to 250 pounds per square inch, depending on the 5.41. GLUING OF Scany JOINTS. The require-
. ments of scarfed surfaces for gluing and the meth-density and crushing resistance of the species, are . .

. . ods used m producmg them are described underrecommended (sec. 5.25). When ghung high-
. sections 2.4 and 5.6.

density species to those of low density, the recom- 5.410. ßcarf joints in solid stock. After themendations for the low-density species govern the .

. surface has been prepared with the required slope
maximum gluing pressure that should be applied. . .

. the gluing operation itself should follow the fun-Nail gluing is always associated with relatively
. damental principles discussed earlier, with one orlow and undetermmed pressures. Nail gluino -

= two additional precautions.should be limited to thin members, as when ply- 5.4100. Presention of slippage. In the gluinowood skins that deform readily under small pres- . .

. . of scarf joints,probably the most important smgle
sures are glued to supportmg structures. It is .

.

. consideration is to prevent end shppage. Effortconsidered questionable to use nails to apply glu- should be made to keep the parts in proper aline-
ing pressures if the thinnest member exceeds one- ment, as illustrated by A, figure 5-35. A small
eighth inch in thickness, and nail gluing should amount of overlap as iHustrated is desirable and
not be used if the thinnest member exceeds one- ·

·

insures that the joint will receive adequate pres-fourth mch in thickness. When fluid pressure is sure. If the members slip excessively endwise
applied directly against the part being assembled, during the pressing operation, a condition win
somewhat lower pressures are permissible if the exist as illustrated in C, figure 5-35. When the
total thickness to a rigid support does not exceed members are in this position, the joint will not re-approximately three-eighths inch. The structural ceive sufficient and uniform pressure, and erratic
strength of the assembly will often limit the maxi- joint strengths may be expected. The condition
mum pressure, but within these limitations the illustrated by B, figure õ-3õ, is to be preferred to
nearest practical approach to the recommended Û. In case the members are in a position ilhis-
pressure should be used- brated by B, figure 5-35, it is possible that the scarf

5.406. Pressure period. Stock glued with resor- joint will receive higher pressure than intended
cinol-resin glues should remain under pressure at and some crushing may result, but it is probable
least 5 hours at 75° F. or 2 hours at 90° F., but a that the quality of the glue joint will not be ad-
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C. /HCOÆgECT
Figtere 5-35. (A) Correct, (B) acceptable host zoasteful,end (C) incorrect metitods of aßgning scarf joints forgluing.

versely affected. It is important to provide some Where satisfactory electrostatic equipment is
method, such as blocking or clamping the ends of available, hot-setting resins can be used on thick
the members, to prevent end slippage. Blocking stock as well as on thin stock (sec.5.264).
or clamping should also be arranged to minimize 5.4102. Gluing operation. In the gluing opera-
side slippage and thus prevent unnecessary waste tion, proper control of the fundamental gluing
of materiaL Wood pins of small diameter driven factors described in chapter 4 and section 5.40
into drilled holes are sometimes used to prevent should be observed. After removal from the
end and side slippage. These pins have an ad- press, stock of different thicknesses should be con-
vantage over nails, sometimes used for the same ditioned for 3 to 7 days at ordinary room condi-

purpose, in that they can be left in and do not in- tions, or for 1 to 3 days in a kiln or room at 100°
terfere with subsequent machining operations. to 120° F., with humidity controlled to maintain -

5.4101. Glues. In gluing scarf joints,both con- the moisture content of the stock within the range
tact surfaces should be coated with glue and the of 8 to 12 percent (sec.5.28).
maximum pressures permitted by the species Pressure can be exerted by any mechanism that
should be used. For the dense, porous hardwoods, will apply a load of the desired magnitude uni-
particularly when the maximum permissible slope formly over the joint area. Screw presses of con-
is approached or when a glue of low viscosity is ventional design are frequently used (fig.5-36).
used, sizing of the scarfed surfaces with a thin The number of scarf jointspressed simultaneously
glue mixture prior to gluing is helpful in prevent- in the same device should be limited in order that
ing excessive penetration (sec.5.271)., alinement may be maintained and an even dis-

In thick stock the choice of glues is usually lim- tribution of pressure insured.
ited by operating conditions to resorcinol, cold- If the members are thin and the operation is
setting urea resin, or casein glues, although inter- carried out in a hot press, a few of the details of
mediate-temperature phenol and melamine glues the gluing operation just described will, of course,
may be used if facilities are available for the ap- be changed to fit the adhesive. With hot-pressing
plication of sufficient heat (sec.4.2). If the stock adhesives, the assembly period can ordinarily be
is thin, hot-setting synthetic glues may be used considerably longer, and the gluing operation will
provided heat can be applied to set the glue. involve a loss rather than a gain in moisture. The
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Figtere 5,96. Screw press tesed ire gitting scarf joints. In presses of t1tis type some provistort s1toul<l be made to
prevent end slippage (sec 5.17100).

time in the press will be greatly shortened, but a 5.412. ßerrated, ßnger,and stepped scarf joints.
conditioning period should follow the gluing, just Various designs of joints,such as serrated, finger,
as in the case of cold-setting glues. The same pre- and stepped, may also be considered as examples of
cautions involved in securing an accurate fit of the scarf joints. As a general rule, they are difficult
surfaces and preventing endwise slippage are rec- to machine accurately and to glue with assurance
ommended, as in cold pressing. The use of dry of producing joints of high and uniform quality.
glues reduces somewhat the danger of end slip- Consequently, they find little use in aircraft con-
page. Some operators have found it practical to struction, and are not recommended.
use electric strip heaters between scarf joints in a 5.42. GLUING Sonatano LAMINATED NEMBERS.

cold press, either to accelerate the setting of the The laminating of flat, straight members, such as
cold-setting glues or to provide a means of curing spars and spar fianges, is a simple gluing opera-
hot-setting glues where lamination thicknesses tion complicated only by the large size of some of
permit. the members produced. The species involved are

5.411. ßcarf joints in plywood. After the scarf chiefly spruce and other lightweight wood. The
joints in plywood have been machined, they should large pieces, of course, require the use of gluing
be glued as described in sections 5.971 and 5.40. presses of corresponding size and often machine
Figure 5-37 shows a special narrow, multiple- glue spreaders to speed the operation and stay
opening hot press for gluing scarf joints in ply- within permissible time limits for the assembly
wood. The extensions are for supporting the ply- period.
wood and also may be used as clamp supports to 5.420. Glues. The thickness and size of most
prevent end slippage. In hot-press gluing of laminated members preclude the use of hot-setting
scarf joints with liquid glues of low viscosity, two glues, except where heated rooms with controlled
applications of glue to both of the contact surfaces humidity or electrostatic heating equipment are
are often made. Several minutes are allowed to available (sec.5.264). Consequently, the choice
lapse between the two applications of glue. of glues is generally limited to those of the room-

Other than the points mentioned, the gluing of temperature-setting types. The glues used should
scarf joints in plywood follows the same basic conform to the current issue of the Army

-and

procedure as does gluing of scarf joints in solid Navy specification covering the type of glue
stock. selected.
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Fig re 5 87. Special narroto, telliple-opening Itot press used for g7tting scarf joints in plytcood.

ffš¾

Figure 5-88. A type of screto press used in gluing flat laminated stoc10.
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5.421. Presses and clamps. The most common to be glued is laid between the platens and the
method of applying gluing pressures in gluing gluing pressure is applied by air pressure on the
laminated members is by means of screw presses, diaphragm or hose. In a press of this design, the
as illustrated in figure 5-38. The major problem travel of the head is limited, and it is suitable for
in using this type of equipment is to insure an the gluing of stock of only one thickness. Some
adequate but not excessive pressure. The load conunercial hot presses make use of the same prin-
applied by a screw may be measured by the use ciple and attain greater flexibility by providing
of a compressometer, by means of a torque wrench for movement of the head of the press. In such a
(fig.5-16), or may be approximated by calcula- press, the platens aise closed mechanically, and
tion (sec.5.251) . only the gluing pressure, accomplished with rela-

Occasionally, presses are used that are similar tively small movement, is exerted by the
in basic design to the screw press illustrated, but diaphragm.
with the pressure applied by means of hydraulic 5.422. Final conditioning. If the laminations
jacks equipped with pressure-indicating dials. are three-eighths inch or thicker, the stock, after
With equipment of this design, the pressures can removal from the press, should be conditioned for
be measured and controlled more conveniently 3 to 7 days at ordinary room conditions, or for 1
than with a screw press. The travel of the head to 3 days at 100° to 200° F. (withhumidity con-
of the jack, however, is ordinarily more limited trol) before final surfacing operations. The
than the travel of a screw, and more time will be joints will be strong enough to permit initial ma-
spent in blocking if members of different thick- chine work in 2 days at ordinary conditions. If
nesses are to be glued in the same press. Further, the laminations are one-eighth inch or thinner and
the number of hydraulic jacks in a press will us- glued with casein glue, the conditioning period
ually be small compared with the number of screws should be extended to 1 to 3 weeks when stored in
in a press of the same size. Consequently, the caul ordinary room conditions or 4 to 12 days in a kiln
boards must be considerably heavier to insure ade- at a temperature of about 120° F., depending on
quate distribution of pressure. the size of the member. For conditioning other

Laminated members whose depths vary constructions, see action 5.28.
throughout their length can be produced by the use 5.43. GLUING CTIRVEDLAMINATED MEMBERS. In
of shorter laminations at the thicker sections. On the preparation of curved, laminated parts, the
construction of this type, the continuous lamina- bending and gluing are usually done in one opera-
tions should always be on the side most highly tion. After the glue is set, the laminated con-
stressed in tension. Gluing of such assemblies is struction will retain essentially the curvature of
accomplished with "stepped"cauls. Each step in the form. Examples of laminated parts fre-
the caul should be accurately coordinated with the quently found in aircraft work are spar flanges,
thickness of the corresponding lamination. As a bow ends for wing tips, bulkhead rings, gas-tank
further precaution, it is advisable to line the supports, and wing rib caps in highly stressed
stepped caul with a uniform thickness of felt or sections.
rubber, securely glued in place. Waxed paper or In gluing curved, laminated parts, the funda-
cellophane should be used against this surface to mentals of the operation are the same as in gluing
prevent its being covered with glue. In the ap flat laminations.
plication of pressure to laminated members, it is 5.430. Methods of applying pressure. The ap-advisable to work from the center towards the ends . .

.
. phcation of gÌuingpressure to curved members is

or from one end. Tlus procedure allows the lanu- . .

. . . usually more comphcated than m the case of flatnations to shp mto place. . .

Where enough laminated members of one thick- lanunations. If the curvature is only moderate,

ness are required to justify a special press, one can
possibly the eas est way to apply glumg pressure

be constructed that makes use of hydraulic or air is by means of sunple male and female forms pre-
pressure distributed over the entire platen area. pared from wood blocks (A, fig. 5-39). When
In a press of this type, a diaphragm is placed be- loaded, such forms can be laid in screw or hy-
low the bottom platen. The diaphragm may con. draulic presses and pressure applied just as in
sist of fire hose closed at one end and attached to gluing flat stock. If many small curved items of
air pressure equipment at the other. The stock the same design are to be made, it may be conven-
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Figure 5-39. Diagrams of apparatus used in gluing curved laminated members.
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ient to prepare a series of forms and use them in a hydraulic pistons. A piece of thin high-carbon
hydraulic press as illustrated in figure 5-10. steel, 0.005 to 0.010 inch. thick, is attached to the

Another laminating press, employing electric inside surfaces of both forms. It is advisable to
strip heaters to accelerate the setting of the glue, use a sheet of felt or rubber on one form to com-
is illustrated in C, figure 5-39. The force is ap- pensate for inaccuracies in the fit of parts. To
plied to the movable form by screws, C clamps, or facilitate uniform heating, the strip heater must

Figure 5-!,0. Forming curced plU2cood parts in quantities by cold-pressing technique.
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be uniform in cross section. The electrical energy the radius of the circle (in inches). If one part
necessary to produce the desired temperature in of the member is curved and the other nearly
the strip heater will depend on several variables, straight, it will be difficult to use tension bands
such as size, shape, and construction of forms, but alone, because the pressure will then be very low
a power consumption of about ly2 watts per on the straight portion. One method of overcom-
square inch of heater strip has been found to be ing this difficulty is shown in B, figure 5-39, in
generally applicable. A voltage of less than 30 is which a fire hose has been laid between the tension
advisable for the safety of the operators. Power band and the work. The fire hose is closed at one
is usually supplied by a step-down transformer in end and connected to air pressure at the other.
series with a variable voltage transformer or by a In its use, the laminations are spread and laid in -

welding machine. In use, the jig is loaded and place, and the tension band is tightened. Air is
pressure applied before the power is turned on. then admitted into the hose. If the shape deviates

In gluing curved, laminated members whose much from circular, or if there are straight por- y
depth varies throughout the length, the use of step tions, it may be necessary to interpose filler blocks
cauls permits the use of shorter laminations at the between the hose and the tension band because,
thicker sections. The same precautions apply to with fluid pressure in the hose, the band tends to
both curved and straight members of this type assume a circular shape. It is apparent that the
(sec.5.421). A horizontal laminating press that setting of resin glues could be accelerated if warm
can easily be adapted to curved, stepped cauls is water instead of air were used in the hose. The
illustrated in figure 5-41. male form can also be made in such a way that

As the curvature of the members becomes hand clamps may be attached around the circum-
greater, it will be found more and more difficult ference. With a jig of this description, the work
to secure uniform distribution of pressure by the is laid on the form with a caul of wood or metal
use of only the simple male and female forms. over the last,lamination and clamped to the form
If the curve is circular or nearly so, it is possible by means of the hand clamps. While such a jig
to use tension bands of metal around a male form, or form is simple to make, more time to clamp up
in which case the radially acting pressure in the work will be required than with the air-pres-
pounds per lineal inch of length in direction of sure type and probably the pressure will not be so
the axis of curvature is equal to the tension per evenly distributed.
inch of width on the strap (inpounds) divided by If the laminated member is a complete ring, as,

Figure 5-!;1. Horizontal laminading press.
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for example, a complete bulkhead ring, the manu- ders are usually smaller and their construction
facturing difficulties are considerably increased. often simpler in design than that for wings (sec.
One method consists of using a continuous lamina- 5.46). In place of braces, a single sheet of ply-
tion wound spirally around a form with the gluing wood, with or without lightening holes, may be
pressure applied by tension of the lamination alone used as web, and cap strips glued to one or both
or aided by belt pressure. This method is illus- sides to form a channel or an I-section. On the
trated in figure 5-1-2 on a closed member of circular other extreme, ribs in the center section, particu-
shape. Application of this method requires that larly in larger aircraft, may have cap strips whose
the veneer first be spliced end to end by means of cross section is such that laminated construction
scarf joints until a sufficient length is provided to must be used to provide the proper site and bend-
form the complete ring. It would be possible to ing properties. The general methods described
manufacture much the same product by laminating here, however, should prove suitable, and the gen-

Na PULLEYygNSIO y
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BEND/NG
FORM

wf/GHT

L/F7/NG ./AC/<

TE NS/ON /N BE LT

cARF jo/NT

courtsvous srere
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ANCHOR

CLAMPS REVOLVING TABLE

Figure 5-/;.S. Method of gluing a Zaminatecl memi>er in the form of a, complete ring.

the rings in half sections and later joining pairs eral principles underlying the use of.the glues and
of half sections with scarf joints. conditioning practice after gluing will apply.

5.431. Raditos of cesrvature. Precise data on the 5.440. Cold-press glesing.
minimum curvatures to which veneers of different õ.4400. Nail giteing. The most commonly used
thicknesses and species can be bent are not avail- method of wing-rib construction provides that the
able, but the information contained under section cap strips and braces be laid in a jig so designed
5.68 is suggested as a guide. that the strips and braces are held by blocking in

5.432. Time under presstere. Conservative prac- their proper positions (fig.5-43). Small plywood
tice suggests that the time under pressure should gusset plates, often triangular in plan and about
be extended somewhat beyond the minimum sug- 2 inches in their longest dimension, are then spread
gested for flat gluing. with glue and nailed in place. The nail spacing

5.433. Fina2 conditioning. Curved, laminated and nail size vary according to the size of the cap
members should be given a final conditioning strips and braces. When the cap strips are ap-
treatment similar to that recommended for straight proximately ¾ by ¾ inch and the gusset plates are
laminated members (sec.5.422) . ¾2-inch plywood, %-inch No. 20 nails spaced

5.44. ASSEMBLY AND OTLUING OF RIBs. The size about ¾ inch apart are suggested. The surfaces
and number of ribs to be made will have consider- of the cap strips and braces should be true and
able bearing on the choice of the procedure in smooth, and the nails should be driven home
construction. A few ribs of one size and shape snugly.
can probably be produced most easily and eco- An adequate amount of glue should be spread
nomically by nail gluing, although in such cases over the joint area (sec.5.404), but the natural
many are glued in simple jigs with the gluing tendency is to use more than is necessary, so that
pressures applied by hand clamps. For mass pro- the main precaution required is to see that all
duction of ribs, the more elaborate jigs will prob- parts of the joint are covered. Single spreading
ably prove most useful. Ribs of the control on the gusset plate is adequate and most conven-
surfaces, ailerons, stabilizers, elevators, and rud- ient. Because of the nature of the operation, the
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assembly period is short and requires no special maintaining proper limits on the assembly period.
regulation other than training the operator to In this type of operation, a jig is prepared for
spread only a few plates before nailing. The com- each size of rib. The jig consists essentially of
mon practice is to spread one gusset plate, nail two metal plates about three-eighths inch thick,
it in place, then spread a second, nail it in place, to one of which short metal rods are attached-
and so on; but, where desirable, a few plates can usually by threading the ends of the rods and
be spread and laid in place in advance so long as tapping the plates-in such positions that they
the interval between spreading and nailing on any hold the cap strips, braces, and gusset plates in
one plate does not exceed 10 minutes. When the their proper position (fig.544). Holes are bored
gusset plates have been nailed and glued to one in corresponding positions in the upper plate.
side, the rib is removed from the jig and the gus- Additional pressure rods, threaded at the top and
set plates are nailed and glued to the other side. attached to the bottom plate, extend through the

5.4401. ManuaZ pressure gZuing. A second top plate when the jig is loaded, nuts are screwed
method, that of manual pressing, has in some cases on the threaded rods, and the gluing pressure is
been adapted to the cold gluing of wing ribs, but applied by tightening the nuts. With this method,
the method is not recommended for general use some care is required in locating the strain rods
because of the difficulties of insuring proper mag- to avoid unequal pressure distribution and local-
nitude and distribution of gluing pressure and of ized crushing. It is advisable to use a torque-

Figure õ />3. Constructin0 wing ribs by nail Uluinf.
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Pigure 5-!¡!¡. Jig for assembling and pressing several wing ribs in one Operation.

indicating wrench to avoid excessive pressure. rib to prevent excess glue from causing the ribs
The gluing pressure can also be applied, of course, to stick together or to the cauls.
by external screws, clamps, or presses. The principal disadvantage of this system is

In operation, one set of gussets, cap strips, and the danger of exceeding the allowable assembly
braces after another is.spread with glue and laid period. The assembly periods should not exceed
in place until the jig is full. The top plate is then 50 minutes at 75° F. for resorcinol glues or 20
laid on and the gluing pressure applied. It is minutes for urea-resin and casein glues, and the
advisable to lay a caul of

.thin

plywood upon each gluing pressures should be between 100 and 200
rib to promote uniform distribution of pressure pounds per square inch, depending on the species
and a sheet of waxed paper on each side of each used. Some difficulties are likely to be encoun-
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tered when this system of rib gluing is first tried. these angles must be somewhat less than the sum
For larger ribs, the forms are heavy and mechani- of the thicknesses of the cap strips and the gusset
cal lifting joists may be desirable. Loading the plates, so that the gluing pressure will be exerted
jig is not a rapid process; hence, the munber of on the joint and not on the guide blocks.
ribs that can be laid up at one time in one jig will 5.4410. Œuing. In the gluing operation, the
be limited by the permissible assembly period from gusset plates for one side of the rib are coated with
the time spreading starts on the first rib until glue and laid in place, the cap strips and braces
gluing pressure is applied. If the gusset plates are inserted in their proper places, and the top
are continuous strips, several ribs of medimn size gusset plates are spread with glue, laid in place,
can be laid within the time limit, but, if the gussets and-since they may extend well above the guide
are in the form of small patches, the munber of blocks-fastened lightly with a few nails. The
ribs per jig will be considerably reduced. assembly is then placed in a hot press, where the

After the ribs are removed from the press, they gluing operation is completed under heat and
should be conditioned before final machining for pressure.
2 to 3 days at room temperatures, or 1 day at ö.4411. Glues. Synthetic-resin glues are best
120° F. with humidity control. suited for this type of operation, the choice be-

õ.441. Hot-press gluing. Gussets are often tween the different types depending somewhat on
glued to cap strips in a rapid-closing hot press. the hot-press equipment available. Hot-press
To carry out this operation, a jig is made of com- phenol, melamine, fortified urea, and hot-press
paratively thin metal (approximatelyone-six- urea glues can be used in single- or multiple-open-

teenth inch) equipped with thin metal angles ing hot presses of conventional design (figs.5-13
welded to one surface to hold the ribs, braces, and and ö-15). The intermediate-temperature phenol
gussets in their proper positions. The height of glues, which do not cure at ordinary room tem-

Figtere 5-lió. Q1tic1c-closing,fire-1tose 1608 press for assemblitty ribs attd similar antall parts.
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peratures, the resorcinols, and the cold-setting of as much as 60°. If
_the

filler blocks are of ply-
urea resins are also adapted for use in hot wood, the grain of approximately half the plies
presses. There is great danger of precuring when will run at right angles to that of the spor flanges
intermediate-temperature-setting and room-tem- and, on this portion of the surface, end grain will

perature-setting resin glues are used in hot presses. be glued to side grain. If the grain of the filler
If the press is slow in closing, either because of blocks, is perpendicular to the flange, or nearly
delay by the operator or because of a slow closing so, the recommendations for the gluing of scarf-
mechanism, the glue may set before the pressure joint surfaces should be followed (5.271 and
is applied, and faulty joints will result. Quick- 5.4101).
closing, single-opening hot presses (fig.5-45) are 5.450. Glues. The choice of glues for gluing
best adapted for use with intermediate-tempera- both the filler blocks and the web is usually
ture-setting and room-temperature-setting resin limited to those of the cold-setting type. In some
glues. Although casein glues can be used in hot cases it may be possible to glue the web to the
presses, they do not set as rapidly and are not so flanges in a hot press, and in such cases a hot-
well adapted for hot-pressing operations as are setting resin adhesive can be used. The use of
the resin glues. hot-press glues, however, will be limited to those

With the hot-setting resin glues, the tempera- cases where the web is thin.
ture of the platens may well be that used in the 5.451. Pressure. In calculating the gluing pres-
conventional gluing of hot-pressed plywood (sec. sure, the area of contact between the filler blocks
5.263) . The rate of setting of intermediate-tem- and the spar flanges or between the web and the
perature phenol, resorcinol, and cold-setting urea- filler blocks and flanges should be considered
resin glues is discussed in section 5.263. With the rather than the total surface area. The width of
cold-setting, urea-resin glues in particular, the the filler blocks should equal that of the flanges.
recommendations of the glue manufacturer on In gluing, the blocks should be carefully alined
maximum permissible temperatures should be ob- with the surfaces of the spar flanges to minimize
served and tests made to confirm the quality of the surfacing necessary before gluing on the webs.

the resulting bond. In all hot-press gluing, the The time under pressure should not be less than
metal jigs must be cooled between operations, or 5 hours at 75° F. with resorcinol resin or 4 hours
the glue on the lower gusset plate may cure while at 70° F. with cold-setting urea-resin glues, and
the rib is being assembled. the assembly should be allowed to condition 3 to

5.4412. Pressure. The gluing pressure should 5 days at room temperature before preparing the
be calculated on the basis of the area of the glue surface for gluing to the web.

joint and should conform to previous recommen- 5.452. Filler bloc1cs. In gluing the filler blocks
dations for the glues used. of a box spar, the method of applying the pressure

5.4413. Final conditioning. During the gluing will vary with the design of the spar. Filler
operation, moisture will be lost, and the ribs should blocks of simple design in small spars may be
therefore be allowed to condition before the final glued in place with hand clamps, provided that a
machining operation. In contrast to cold press- sufficient number of clamps is used to obtain ade-
ing, the conditioning involves a regain rather than quate pressure (sec.5.251 and table 5-13) . Filler
a loss of moisture. This increase in moisture con- blocks can be glued in larger spars by the use of

tent can best be accomplished in a kiln at elevated cauls and screw presses (fig.5-38) .

temperatures and humidity adjusted to an equi- If the job involves large numbers of complex
librium moisture content of about 10 percent. spars, special jigs are desirable to assist in proper
Conditioning in an ordinary shop without ade- alinement of the filler blocks and in convenient
quote humidity control during the winter will be application of the gluing pressure. One such type
slow and unsatisfactory. of special jig is illustrated in figure 5-46. The

5.45. ASSEMBLY OF Box Srans. The assembly location of each filler block is indicated by a dia-
gluing of box spars consists of gluing the filler or gram or by mechanical stops on the plate upon
reinforcing blocks between the flanges and gluing which the flanges and blocks are placed. One spar
plywood webs to the sides. In most cases the grain cap rests against a rigid metal caul plate; the op-
of the reinforcing block is perpendicular to that posite cap is laid against a movable caul plate that
of the spar flange. In other cases, it is at an angle . may be of wood or metal. In this design, a fire
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Figure 5-46. Jig for positioning and gluing filler blocles to spar flanges in a spar of comples design.

ÿ * V

unum

Figure 5-47. Specially designed, steam-16eated Isot press used to flue plytcood to framing.
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hose is laid between the movable caul plate and a 5.4601. Machining. For a wing that is to be
rigid supporting member. When the filler blocks covered with fabric only, the amount of machin-
have been surfaced to fit and spread with glue, they ing to true the surfaces after the ribs are in place
are laid in place, and the gluing pressure is applied will be limited. If the wing is covered with fabric
by admitting air into the hose. The pressure over a partial covering of plywood (fig. 5-50),
could also be applied by screws througli the fixed more surfacing will be required to form a smooth
support bearing against the movable caul board, junction between the ribs and plywood-covered
or by levers that actuate eccentrics. Applying air areas.
pressure through hose, however, has the advantage 5.461. Plytcood-covered scing frames. Ribs in
that the pressure is uniform and is easily wings that are covered with plywood are often in
measured. three sections, the leading-edge section, the trail-

5.4õ3. Gluing toebs. Gluing of the webs to the ing-edge section, and the section between the front
flanges and filler blocks can ordinarily be done and rear spar. In this case, more elaborate jigs
most conveniently in a conventional screw-type are required to locate the ribs in the proper posi-
press (fig:5-36). As mentioned previously,°this tion and to hold them at the correct angle while
gluing might be done in a hot press in special cases. they are being glued in place. Frequently the ribs
Specially designed steam or electrically heated for the leading edge are fastened in position first
fire-hose presses are sometimes used for this pur- (fig. 5-51), usually by nail gluing them to the
pose. A large, steam-heated press of this type is spar. The plywood cover is frequently attached
illustrated in figure 5-47. to the leading edge in the same jig as soon as the

5.454. Final conditioning. After removal from leading-edge ribs have been glued in place and

the press, the completed spar should be allowed to surfaced (usuallyby floating (sec.5.658) ) to in-
condition at least 2 days before initial machining sure a good contact surface. The spar, complete
and from 3 to 5 days at room temperature before with leading edge, is then transferred to another
final surfacing. jig where the center-section ribs are attached be-

ö.4õõ. Interior ßnish. Gluing the interior sur- tween front and rear spar. For the most part,
faces of the flanges and filler blocks involves mask- these ribs, like the leading-edge ribs, are nail glued
ing or otherwise protecting the glue-line area in place. The joints are sometimes reinforced
previous to the finishing, as described in section 5.7. with blocking or with plywood angles, and some-

5.46. ASSEMBLY OF Wmo Ann FUSELAGE FRAMES. tiines with a strip of plywood glued to the surface
5.460. Fabric-covered wing frames. The ribs of the spar flange and extending over a portion of

for fabric-covered wing frames are often made in the ribs (fig.5-52).

one unit that includes the leading edge, center Ribs in the inter-spar section of a three-piece
section, and trailing edge. The cap strips are con- wing are frequently heavy and designed to carry
tinuous and extend across the top and bottom of high stresses. These ribs likewise are often fas-
the spar. Attaching ribs of such design to the tened in place by nail gluing, with or without re-
spars offers no particular difficulty and requires inforcing blocks or angles, but occasionally they
no elaborate jig. Ordinarily, the ribs are slipped

'are

bolted to the spars. The jigs for holding the
over the ends of the spar, properly held by simple structure in place while the ribs and other parts
positioning jigs, and glued in place (fig.5-48). of the structure are attached are often large and
The gluing pressure is ordinarily applied by small complex.
nails. On the other extreme, the ribs for the trailing-

5.4600. Reinforcing bloc/cs. The joint between edge section and of the control surface are usualy

the rib and the spar is sometimes reinforced by small and light and require only simple jigs to
corner blocks or by small plywood angles, as in 13, insure their proper positioning. Nail gluing is
figure 5-19. Solid reinforcing members are usu- used ahnost exclusively in fastening the ribs in
ally glued in place by nail gluing, although the position in these small assemblies.

pressure could be applied with hand clamps. Ply-
'$.4610.

Glues. The choice of glue for use in
wood angles can be glued in place by special assembling the wing frames is limited to those of
clamping devices. A suitable clamp for gluing the room-temperature-setting types, except in
four angles in place in one operation is illustrated those cases where it is possible to accomplish set-
in C, figure 5-49. ting by the application of heat.
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Figure 50. Asse bling a tving that is to be covered toith fabric over a partial cover y of plytcood.

Figure 5-51. Jigs for locceting lecettitty-et ge ribs in proper positions.
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l'iduit J-J? Ribs all place bettveen front and rear spars of witty section.

dinary conditions is sufficient to permit the joints at the proper positions to which the fuselage rings
to reach approximately maximum strength. A are clamped (fig.5-53). With an external jig of
longer conditioning period to permit complete dif- this type only a part of the fuselage covering can
fusion of moisture away from the glue joint is not be attached at one time, so that a second jig is
necessary. necessary when the fuselage advances to the final

5.462. Assembly of the fuselageframe. As- covering operation. With the internal type of jig
sembling the fuselage frame consists essentially for assembling the fuselage rings, a rigid and com-
in holding the bulkhead or fuselage rings in proper paratively large member extends longitudinally
position while the longerons are being fastened through the fuselage frame. Rigid arms radiate
in place. The rings may be laminated stock (sec. from this central member at the proper locations
5.68) ; flat plywood formed from panels of sufli- to which the fuselage rings are clamped (fig.5-
cient thickness; or combinations of solid wood, 54). If other considerations permit the use of
plywood, and laminated stock. Larger fuselage the internal type of jig, it has the advantage of
rings may be of box-section construction, leaving the surface free to apply the entire cover-

5.4620. Jigs. The jigs used for supporting the ing without changing jigs.
fuselage rings are usually of two types, external In fuselage designs where the longerons are let
and interuaL The external type is essentially a into the different fuselage rings at varying angles,
frame enclosing the fuselage with stops or blocks the slots in the rings are sometimes cut oversize

Figure 5-53. Externa 776 5/0 for assembling fuselage frames.
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FUJELAGE FRAME

L_a_lL Lll IL_LL-lL_IL ,...Ë-lL.
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CLAMP

JCREW ADJUJTMENT

( ) FUJELAGE R/NG

Figure 5-5/;. Internal type fif for assembling fuselage frantes.

and squarely across to eliminate the necessity of control surfaces, it may sometimes be practical to
setting up special jigs for slotting each ring and use glues that require elevated temperatures for
to facilitate laying the longerons in place. The small assemblies that can be glued up and then
triangular spaces remaining are then filled with moved into kilns where the temperature and hu-
small wedges coated with glue and driven in place. midity can be regulated. The kiln procedure can

5.4621. Œuing. The choice of glues for this also be employed to accelerate the cure of the cold-
work is limited to those of the room-temperature- setting resin glues, which set more slowly at cus-
setting types. The spread should conform to pre- tomary room temperatures. Lamps have been
vious recommendations for the type selected. The used to accelerate the cure of the glue, but the ad-
general tendency, however, will be to spread an vantage of their use is often open to much question
excess so that the main precaution to be observed because of the relatively slow rate of heat transfer
is to insure that all parts of the contact areas are and the dilEculty of obtaining proper humidifica-
completely covered. If the fuselage rings are of tion around the assembly. Resistance heaters ap-
plywood, a part of the gluing will be end grain to plied as strips between the skin and nailing strips
side grain. If the contacting surfaces are not side sometimes prove useful over limited areas where
grain to side grain, the practices reconunended for rapid curing of one joint may accelerate the assem-
the gluing of end-grain surfaces should be ob- bly of a large unit. High-frequency units with
served (sec.5.271). specially designed portable electrodes have been

5.4622. Pressure. In many operations, it is cus- used in a limited number of operations of this
tomary to fasten the longerons to the rings with type.
screws that serve also to apply the gluing pressure. The surfaces of the wing ribs, spars, and braces
Frequently the joints wiß be in positions where in the wing surface or of the fuselage rings, lon-
clamps can be used, and, wherever practical, their gerons, and braces in the fuselage surface should
use is recommended. be true, smooth, and in alinement when the skin

5.4623. Conditioning period. A conditioning is attached. A common method of preparing the
period for the glue joints that greatly exceeds the surfaces of the framing members is "floating"
time required to gain approximately the full (see.5.6ö8).
strength of the glue is unnecessary; about 2 days It is desirable to prepare jigs to hold the wing
at room temperature is considered suñicient. or fuselage frames rigidly in position during the

5.47. APPRCATION OF PLYWOOD SKINS. Though surfacing of the frame and attaching of the skin.
room-temperature-setting glues are largely used The complexity of the jigs will vary, depending
to attach plywood skins to the wings, fuselage, or on the size of the assemblies and the method of
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Fifitre 5-55. Attachitty flat plutcood to the leading edge of a wing section.

applying the gluing pressures. If the gluing sheet to approximately the desired shape before
pressure is to be applied by nails and if the assem- attaching it to the frame. In some cases it may
bly is small, the jig may consist of merely the be necessary to use shells of molded plywood
simplest support for the work (fig.5--55). As the rather than.to attempt to bend a flat piece to the
size of the assembly increases, the size of the Jig desired shape.
must, of course, be increased. Occasionally the surface of the plywood may be

5.470. Preparing the skin. Before the actual glazed, show bleed-through of glue, or possess
operation of gluing the plywood to the frame be- other characteristics that make it difficult to glue
gins, the plywood skin itself must be prepared for (sec.5.27). Ordinarily these conditions can be
gluing. In some cases this may consist of merely remedied most easily by light sanding. The use
cutting the plywood to size. Usually it will in of a paper no coarser than a No. 4-0 garnet is rec-
volve splicing two or more sheets in order to obtain ommended for low-density species and no coarser
the proper length. Plywood panels are ord than No. 3-0 garnet for high-density species,
narily sphced by joining with scarf oints in sep- Only a small amount of the surface, usually not
arate glumg operations, although sphenw with .

6 more than 0.001 inch, needs to be removed, and mscarf joints may be done as a part of the operation .

. . no case should the sandmg decrease the thicknessof laying the skm. In either case, the precautions
- of the face ply by more than 10 percent. If the

as to slope of scarf, gluing, and pressmg that have .

- - aircraft manufacturer encounters trouble m sec-been discussed previously should be observed (sec.
5.4102). ondary gluing to plywood surfaces, the subject

The amount of curvature may be so great that should be considered with the plywood manufac-

flat plywood sheets cannot be conveniently bent to turer and efforts made to eliminate the trouble
the required shape during the operation of laying at the source.
the skin (sec.5.683). In such cases it will be 5.471. Attachingtheskin. Itisimportantthat
found desirable to bend or preform the plywood al details be planned and arranged carefully in
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advance to avoid the danger of exceeding permis- nailing strips are used. Nails set in nailing strips
sible assembly limits of the glue used. prepared in advance also speed the assembly wörk

5.4710. Glue spread. The glue usually is and reduce the danger of extended assembly pe-
spread on the contact surfaces of the frame and riods. If nails are used, the spacing should con-
occasionally on both surfaces. Ordinarily, the form to previous recommendations. For most
spreading is done by hand and the natural ten- plywood skins, a spacing of approximately 1 inch
dency is to spread more glue than necessary, so is satisfactory, with one row of nails for each one-
that the main precaution is to insure that all sur- half inch in width of framing member and with

faces are covered. Overspreading, however, is the nails in each row staggered with respect to
not good practice because it results in excessive nails in adjacent rows. The length of the nails
squeeze-out, which may later be loosened and plug should be sufficient to reach at least three-eighths
drain holes or grommets. inch into the heavier supporting members, but they

5.4711. Assembly time. The interval between should not penetrate through the lighter supports.
the start of the spreading operation and the com- Some manufacturers have found a nailing ma-
plete application of the gluing pressure should chine of considerable convenience in preparing the
conform to previous recommendations (secs.5.24 nailing strips. The machine can be set for the
and 5.404). In applying the skins to the larger desired nail spacing and adjusted merely to start
assemblies for the first time, it may prove difficult the nails into the strips. A uniform spacing is
to keep within these limits. This emphasizes the thus assured, and one operator on a nailing ma-
need for careful planning and suggests the train- chine saves the time of several in preparing the
ing of crews on smaller assemblies before moving strips. Nailing machines have given some trouble
them to the larger and more complex units- in feeding the small nails, but one operator solved

5.4712. Application of pressure. The simplest this difficulty by attaching a small magnetic vibra-

method of applying gluing pressure is by the use tor to the feed box.
of nails, either with or without nailing strips. If A tension clamp, illustrated in figure 5-57, may
the nails are to be withdrawn later, the use of a be used to hold the leading-edge skin in intimate
nailing strip (fig.5-56) is almost a necessity, but contact with the ribs while the nailing strips are
in some cases the mails are not withdrawn and no applied. Cotton webbing approximately one-half

WAX PAPER

SKIN SCARFED TO
RECEIVE NEXT

Figure 5-56. Attaching the plywood s1cin to a fuselage frame.
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/VA/L/NG STARTS HERE
A/VD PROGRE53E5 DOWN

NA/L/NG STR/P BOTH 5/DESH/N AiETAL ßANDS

LEAD/NG f DGE
S/t/tv

Figure 5-5'7. Hold-down band clamp for nail-strip gluing of leading edge of skin.

Figure 5-58. Cotton toebbing under nailing strips facilitates removal of the strips and nails.

inch wide is often used under nailing strips to corner, then adjusted and tacked lightly in the
facilitate removal of the strips and nails (fig. opposite corner, inspecting carefully to insure that
5-58). A simple device illustrated in figure 5-50 the skin is properly positioned. The first place-
has been found helpful in removing the nails and ment should be as nearly exact as possible, and

broken nailing strips from webbing so that it may moving of the skin over the frame should be re-
be reused. duced to-a minimmn. Otherwise the glue that has

In nail-strip gluing the larger assemblies (fig. been spread on the frame may be scraped off, and
5-56), the plywood skin is tacked lightly at one the amount remaining may be insufficient to form
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NA/L

VVEBB/NG

ROKEN +-5TEEL
/VA/L/NC, STR/P ßLADE

Figureó-59. Defice for removitty nails attd brolcen nailing strips front toebbittg.

a good joint. In small assemblies (fig.5-55), the of the wood. The use of heat lamps to accelerate
cover may be attached first along one edge. setting of the glue is not recommended unless

When the plywood has been fastened lightly in humidity is likewise controlled. A device or ac-
its proper position, a nailing strip is laid over celerating the setting of secondary glue joints on
one of the principal supports and nailed in place, a wing tip is shown in figure 5-60. High fre-
the nailing proceeding from the center outward quency units with electrodes of special design have
to avoid wrinkles and bulges in the skin and to also been used.
aid in flowing the glue to a thin film. The nail- When the making o a scar joint is a part o an
ing strips should be carefully alined to insure that assembly operation (fig.5-56),room-temperature-
the nails strike the support, and the nails should be setting glues are suggested as the most suitable for
driven firmly into place. Severe blows of the the purpose. A nail-strip gluing technique is
hannner that leave a definite crushed spot on the usually used. The size of nails and nail spacing
nailing strip should be avoided. Several light will vary somewhat with different operations, but
blows that leave the nail head flush with the nail- two rows of nails per inch of width is suggested,
ing strip are recommended in preference to a with a nail spacing as reconunended earlier in this
single hard blow. In wing structures, the first section. If rapid curing of the glue is essential
nailing strips will ordinarily be laid over a spar. to production schedules, it may prove convenient
In the fuselage the first nailing strips may be over to accelerate the setting of the glue by the use of
a central longeron or fuselage ring. The second moderately elevated temperatures applied after
nailing strip is usually laid over a support running the parts have been nailed in place. Resistance
at right angles to the first nailing strip. The suc- elements, often fastened in place by the nailing
cessive strips are then nailed in place, always strip directly on the surface of the plywood, are
working from the area already attached, as from suitable for the purpose, provided the time-tem-
the center outward or from the top down, in order perature cycle used is regulated to prevent dam-
to permit the skin to assume the shape of the age to the wood or glue. Lamps and warm rooms
supporting frame without buckling and to assist may also be used if provisions are made to con-
in obtaining a thin, uniform film of glue (fig.5- trol the relative humidity in order to prevent ex-
56). Enough strips must be used, of course, to cessive drying and consequent moving of parts
cover the entire surface of members supporting the during the curing period.
skin. Heat lamps are sometimes used to acceler- The design of plywood skins for aircraft some-
ate the setting of glues on assemblies of this type. times calls for joints to be made between skins
When such lamps are used, it is important that of unequal thickness. Figure 5-61 illustrates two
humidity be controlled to prevent excessive drying methods of forming these joints between the main
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two prongs of each support or caul. The supports Several types of gluing jigs employing heat and

are often lined with strips of rubber to provide a sometimes fluid pressure are used to attach the skin
more nearly uniform distribution of pressure. If to the framing members of wings and fuselages.
such a device is used, the gluing pressures should Cross sections of two types, both utilizing fluid
be calculated on the basis of the actual gluing area pressure and heat, are shown in B and C, figure
and they should be approximately 150 pounds per 5-62, and figure 5-63. The jigs shown in B, 5-62,
square inch or the maximum pressure that the and 5-63 employ an extruded rubber tube that
frame will withstand, whichever is the smaller. exerts pressure and supplies heat from steam pass-

Another device for applying gluing pressure in ing through the tube. Pure steam is used, and
covering wings is illustrated in A, figure 5-62. Its there is, hence, a definite relation between pres-
use requires the construction of a jig to hold the sure and temperature corresponding to that given
wing frame in place and to provide for the attach- in steam tables. The jig illustrated in C, figure
ment of the metal pressing frame illustrated at 5-62, uses air pressure and an electrical strip
the location of each rib. The gluing pressure is heater. This arrangement provides individual
obtained by laying a caul, curved to the shape of control of pressure and temperature to any desired
the wing, over each rib and applying pressure by level.
tightening the screws. The device is most suitable 5.4714. Bag pressure. Another method of ap-
for assemblies in which the rib spacing is com- plying gluing pressure to frame assemblies in-
paratively large and the wing ribs heavy. volves the use of rubber bags and pressures that

J/G FRAME

EXTRUDED RUBBER
PLYWOOD JN/N TUS/NG

AUL JTR/P
'\

W/MG RIS

I
I
I

A ß

PAR7 OF A/R PRESSURE
WOOD ..//G /N TN/5 SPAcE

HEAT RES/STANT
RUBBER SHEET

HE TAL
GLUED TO WOOD

RE7A/NER / PLYWOOD 5M/N

TH/M ME TAL RE S/STANCE ULMHEAD Ñ/NG, R/B
HEAT/MG ELENENT OR SPAR

C
Figure 5-62. Devices for applying gluing pressure and heat in covering wings.
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A/RCRAFT 1/V//VG

-HEAT LAP/PS AND
REFLECTORS

HUM/D/F/ER

OW ELOOR L/A/E

Figure 5-60. Device for accelerating tAe setting of secondary glue joints by means of heat lamtps.

wing skin and the leading-edge skin. A, figure 5- to the plywod covering of the leading edge of a
61, shows a scarf joint in which the length of scarf wing. It consists essentially of supports or cauls
is equal on both skins. The length of scarf should set in a metal frame in a position corresponding
be at least 12 times the thickness of the thicker to the positions of the ribs in the leading edge.
skin. B, figure 5-61, illustrates a modified butt In operation, the preformed skin is first laid in
joint in which the thicker plywood is rabbeted to place in the jig. The leading-edge frame, with
receive the thinner skin. This type of joint is less the ribs attached to the spar and with the surface
desirable, particularly for plywood wings not cov- of the ribs coated with glue, is then laid in the
ered with fabric, as the finish is likely to fail over formed skin and so positioned that each rib is
the butt joint. Neither joint should be relied on bearing on a support or caul in the jig. Gluing
for the full tensile strength of the thinner plywood. pressure is obtained partially by applying pres-

5.4713. ßpeciaZ gluing jigs. Several other meth- sure against the top of the spar. Pressure so
ods of applying gluing pressure have been de- applied reacts principally against the nose of the
vised. Often these methods require more or less curve, while pressure against the sides is relatively
complicated jigs, and some are applicable to one low. Pressure against the sides is brought up to
particular operation but not to others. One of the satisfactory magnitude by the use of clamps or
simpler jigs is designed to apply gluing pressure other devices to exert an inward pressure on the

RABBETED s/0/NT
TH/N W/NG SK/N CARF JO/NT EAD/NG-EDGE SM//v /NG JKIN

TH/C K
LEAD/NG-EDGE JM/N

SPAR +-SPAR

A ß
Fifure 5-61. Two methods of forming joints between skins of unequal thickncss. A, scarf joint inwAicA LAe length

of scarf is equŒl on both skins. B, modified butt joint in which LAe LAicker plywood is rabbeled to receive
the thinner skin.
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Figure 543. Steam-1tested 1>ressure fif used to attacle plywood s1cin 10 framing neembers.

can be obtained by drawing a vacuum on the bag. frame is small compared to the total surface area.
In this operation the entire skin, preformed to In applying the method it is essential, in order to
approximate shape, is fastened lightly in place prevent depressing the skin between ribs or other

over the frame, the bearing surfaces of which supports, that the slats be relatively stiff.
have been previously coated with glue. A series 5.4715. Precautions against tmcontrolled pres-
of slats somewhat resembling the arrangement in sures and heat. In some special secondary gluing
a roll-top desk is laid over the work, with the slats operations it is necessary to guard against appli-
running at right angles to the wing ribs. The cation of high uncontrolled pressures. Small,
entire assembly is then inserted in a rubber bag, softwood members can easily be crushed by ex-
the end closed, and a vacuum drawn on the bag. cessive pressure. Figure 5-64 illustrates a means
Since the area of the bearing surface of the ribs sometimes used to apply controlled pressure to
is small compared to the total area of the wing, the such small parts, the force being applied by re-
vacumn pressure will be multiplied several times leasing a compression spring. This type of clamp
on the bearing surfaces of the ribs, and the amount has the further advantage that the pressure will
of vacuum must be regulated accordingly. Over be relatively unaffected by a slight shrinkage of
the spars or other members that are parallel to the the wood due to loss of moisture if the glue joint
slats, however, the pressure in pounds per square is set rapidly by the application of heat.
inch may not exceed that indicated by the vac- All heated assembly-gluing jigs and special
uum, and additional pressure from clamps outside presses heated from one side only should be care-
the bag may be necessary on these areas. The fully checked before use, and at definite periods
method is somewhat limited to constructions in thereafter, to guarantee temperature conditions
which most of the framing members run in one adequate to cure the glue. The most accurate and
direction and in which the bearing area of the convenient method of making this check is to in-
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VV/NG NUT
(LOOSEN TO APPLY PRE35URE

PART OF JTAT/0NARY J/G AT GLUE L/NE)

- CAUL BLOCK SPRING

BASE OE STAT/0/VARY J/G

Pigure 5-6/7. Spring-loa<leti clanopinU <levice.

sert thermocouples in the glue lines in question, Where room temperatures are critical, record-
being sure that the glue line farthest from the ing instruments are useful in adjusting controllers

source of heat is checked. and in providing a permanent record. Various
5.4716. Pressure period. The g1ning pressure types are available, some of which can be moved

should be maintained for at least 5 hours at 75° from one department to another to check con-
with resorcinol glue and at least 4 hours at 70° F. ditions within short periods of time.
with cold-setting urea-resin glue. The pressure 5.51. THERMOCOUPLES. A number of tempera-
period may be decreased if equipment is available ture measurements can be made most conveniently

to raise the temperature during the curing period. with thermocouples, which consist of fine wires
If nail-strip gluing has been used and the nails are of two different metals, usually copper and con-
to be removed, it is desirable to allow 7 hours at stantan, for temperature measurements in proc-
75° F. with resorcino1 resins and 6 hours at 70° F. essing wood. Constantan is a special alloy of very
with cold-setting urea-resin glues. - stable properties. When a loop is made of two

5.4717. Final conditioning. After the skinning such wires and the junctions of the wires are at
operation is completed, the moisture added with different temperatures, an electromotive force is
the glue should be allowed to diffuse before the set up in the loop which is dependent upon the
final sanding or surfacing preparatory to apply- kinds of metal used and the difference in tempera-
ing finish. Under normal room conditions, this ture between the two junctions. Differences in
will require 2 to 3 days, but the process may be electromotive force, usually translated into a tem-
accelerated by moderate heat so that an extended perature scale, are obtained by a convenient port-
conditioning period may be unnecessary unless able potentiometer.
exceptional freedom from irregularities is essen- Thermocouples are especially useful for making
tial. temperature measurements in places inaccessible

by other methods, particularly in glue joints and

5.5. Temperature Measurement the like. They may also be used to check tempera-
tures in various parts of dry kilns. The actual

5.50. GENERAL. For the measurenient of teri- temperature measurement may be made at some
peratures, such as room or wet- and dry-bulb tem- distance from the point at which the thermocouple
peratures for humidity control, ordinary glass islocated. Leadsfromanumberofthermocouples
stem thermometers of good quality are entirely may be brought to a central switchboard for read-

satisfactory as indicating instruments. The wick ing (fig.5-65).
of a wet-bulb thermometer should be moistened Thermocouple wire is made from metals now
with clean water (distilledif available) and difficult to obtain and since wartime uses of ther-
whirled or held in a rapidly moving stream of air mocouples have greatly increased, it is necessary
until the wet-bulb temperature reading has become to conserve the wire in every possible way. If a
constant. Wicks should be renewed before they large number of thermocouples are to be read some
become encrusted with mineral deposits. distance away, a single or common constantan lead
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Figure 5-65. Multiple switching arrangement for reading therntocouples. The board nuty be enlarged to accont-
modate any nunther of therntoccuples.
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TI/NCT/¤/Y

B C D E

THEÆNoc00RL E EXTE/V J/0/V
(0/)'MEC T/0/i

tro Porwr/OMETER

Ifigure õ-00. Thermoccupte connection c;ctension to provide te rapid means of making connections for tempera-
ture readings.
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may be used for the whole group. Thermocouples for making this adjustment usually ac-
can be made of fine wire (No. 30 or somewhat company the instrument.
finer) and may be cut off and left in the work 2. The potentiometer should be used in a pro-without damage to woodworking tools or the tected place where the surrounding tem-
mechanical strength of the parts being made. It perature will be as uniform as possible.
may be obtained bare, enameled, or enameled and Radiant heat from hot presses, ovens, or
cotton covered. direct sunlight should be avoided since

Long leads may be avoided by the use of the the compensating device may not fune-
thermocouple extension connection shown in figure tion accurately under such conditions.
5-66. This device not only conserves thermo- Likewise, if an instrument is taken from
couple wire but affords a rapid means of connect- a location at one temperature to one at
ing the potentiometer to the thermocouple. It has another temperature, the instrument
been found advantageous to cement the two wires should be allowed to come to the approxi-
together by stretching 20 or 25 feet or more of mate temperature of the space before it is
wire between two points and cementing them to- used.

gether with a rapid-setting nitrocellulose glue such 3. The covering and enamel on the wire

as ordinary household cement. The cement is should be carefully removed where the
placed in a folded paper and the wires passed junctionis to be made. This can be done
through the cement. The wires are separated for easily by holding the wire in a clamp and

a short distance at the ends and then passed pulling the ends through fine sandpaper,

through a previously perforated paper board as
after which the wire ends should be wiped

shown at A in figure 5-66 and twisted as shown at
clean and twisted tightly together. For

B. O and D are finished connections with the ordmary use the twisted tip will give a
. satisfactory contact; if the thermocouplescopper loop through the paper on one side and the . . .

. are to be used a long tune m an macces-constantan on the other. The wire covering is re- .

. . sible place, however they should bemoved from the exposed wire by lightly fihno. A . .

'
. . 9 dipped m hot solder to make a permanentsmall wood pin is placed under the exposed wire at .

. . . contact. A long twist is not necessaryD merely to give it a little better elevation. An .

. or desirable, as the temperature meas-ordinary spring clip is used to make the connection -

ured is that at the point where the two
as shown at E. The thermocouple wire is carried . -

metals first come m direct contact outside
out to the jawsof the clip, wrapped closely around of the loop.
the jaws which have been previously flattened and 4. The thermocouple junction at which thecemented together with nitrocellulose cement' temperature is to be measured should be
After the cement has dried the inside faces of the placed in a critical position in the work
jaws are filed to expose the copper and constantan· and the leads carried out to a point where
Both the connection and clip should be marked so a connection can be made or to a central
that the latter may be properly attached. Since switch if a large number of measurements
the wires are directly connected no error can be are to be made.
introduced by handling the clip 5. Only the kinds of wire and the calibration

Most portable potentiometers are equipped with for which the potentiometer is designed
temperature-compensating devices which make should be used with it.
unnecessary the use of a constant temperature at 6. Where strip heaters are used the thermo-
the cold junction. The use of these instruments couple junctionshould be in the glue joint
is not difficult, but a few points should be borne and so arranged that the wires will not
in mind by those who have not had experience with come in contact with the strip heaters.
them· 7. Surface temperatures may be measured by

1. The working voltage should be adjusted recessing the thermocouple into the sur-
with the standard cell when measure- face and securing it in place by pressure
ments are to be made and thereafter at or by means of a suitable adhesive.

intervals frequent enough to maintain a 8. The use of jacks and clips of different
uniform working voltage. Instructions metals from the thermocouple wire for
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switching purposes will not introduce an equipment or special techniques m manufacture.

error if both connections to the thermo- Such operations are described in greater detail in
couple wire are at the same temperature. the followin pararaphs, and emphasis is placed
If one end of a clip is connected closely upon the points requiring particular attention.
to a thermocouple wire in a heated part, õ.61. CUTTING SCARF «IOINTS. ÌÌle USB Of some
however, an error in the temperature means of joiningwood together to form long, con-
reading will result. tinuous members in the grain direction is neces-

sary whenever the length desired is such that it
5.6. Machining, Bending, and Other Wood. exceeds that commercially available in a single

piece, or is desirable from the standpoint of usingworking Operations short lengths of otherwise good material. This
5.60. GENERAL. Among the important classes applies to either solid wood or plywood parts.

of properties that affect the general utility of any The most satisfactory means for accomplishing
wood are its machining properties, which embrace this purpose, particularly for solid wood, is a
all woodworking operations. In these, as in other properly made and glued scarf joint. Scarf joints
classes of properties, different woods vary widely have been successfully made at various slopes
and a given wood may give good results in some ranging from 20 to 1 to as steep as 8 to 1. In gen-
operations, fair in others, and poor in still others. eral, other conditions being equal, the steeper the
The "workability"of any wood, therefore, cannot slope the less waste in the cutting of the scarf,
be judged by one operation, but depends rather but the more difficult its gluing and the weaker the
upon the summation of all of them. In any oper. resulting joint.
ation there are several factors, both in the wood 5.62. SCARFING SOLID SToex. Tlie most impor-
itself and in the machine, that affect the results, tant single item involved in the making of a scarf
and these results may be good or bad depending joint is the machining of the scarf surface. If the
upon the conditions under which the work was two scarf surfaces have the proper slope and are
done. Some woods machine well under a rela- smooth, true, and accurately fitted, the gluing can
tively wide range of conditions, while others are be done without difficulty. If the surfaces are not
handicapped by the need of exacting techniques if accurately fitted, joints of the quality essential in
good results are to be obtained (5-39). aircraft cannot be expected.

If the machining operation involves the prep- The slope of the scarf may depend on how
aration of a surface for gluing, the stock should highly the part is stressed, but a slope not steeper
be conditioned to the proper moisture content for than 1 in 15 should be used for all stressed parts
gluing before the surface is machined (sec.5.28). (sec.2.410).
The two pieces making up a scarf, for example, The slope of grain with respect to the scarfed
should be as nearly as possible at the same mois- surfaces may be greatly increased or decreased if
ture content at the time of gluing; a variation of the material to be spliced is cross-grained, depend-
approximately 2 percent is the maximum permis. ing on whether the cut is made across or with the
sible. Any machining that is done following glu- grain. All scarf cuts should be made in the gen-
ing should be preceded by sufficient conditioning eral direction of the grain, as illustrated in figure
to obtain a uniformly distributed moisture content 5-67, since the greater the angle the grain makes
in the member that will approximately equal its with the scarf the more difficult the surface is to
average moisture content in service (sec.5.010). glue (sec.2.4111).

Most of the machining operations required in The laminations in the solid wood members of
fabricating aircraft parts can be carried out on aircraft usually requiring scarf joints are neither
equipment that is readily available in woodwork- unusually thick nor wide; consequently, the scarfs
ing plants. In many instances, standard equip- can generally be prepared on some standard wood-
ment can be used directly; in others, it can readily working machine by the use of special jigs. Some
be adapted and supplemented by jigs and tem- of the most commonly used methods are described
plates for the making of such parts as spars, ribs, here.
wing-tip bows, and the like. 5.620. Planer. Figure 5-68 shows the cutting

Some operations, on the other hand, do require of a scarf joint on an ordinary single-head cabinet
special procedures, either in the way of specialized planer. As the stock passes through the planer it
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A / NC ORR E CT

ß /NCORRECT

CORRE CT
Figure 5-6'i. Consideration of grain direction schen ma1eing scarfing lantinations toit1e cross grain, t1te slope of grain in

11te lantinations being toit/tin t1tc perntissible limitations of specifications. Arrotos inflicate grain direction,

is guided and held at the proper angle by a heavy, equal in height to the greatest thickness of the bev-
three-part supporting block, preferably made of eled central portion, are bolted to it, forming a
hardwood. The central portion of the block is channel with a sloping bed.
horizontal on the bottom, beveled on the top to the The bed of the planer is set low enough to allow
desired slope, and is as wide as the material being the guide block barely to pass through. The mate-
scarfed. To prevent the stock from moving side- rial to be scarfed is laid on the beveled guide, as
wise as it passes through the planer, two rails, illustrated, and fed through the planer. By one or

Figure 5-68. Cutting a scarf joint on an orrlinary single-1teart cabinet planer.
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more trips, depending upon the thickness of the again it is important that the jig be equipped
lamination and the power on the cutting head, an with proper and adequate clamps to hold the piece
acetirate scarf can be cut. To reduce the number of firmly in place. The scarf cut should be made in
passes, the scarf may first be sawed to approximate at least two trips over the head, the final one
shape (sec.5.625) . Any tendency of the stock to being very light.
slide may be prevented by placing sa.ndpaper 5.623. Tenoner. On thin, but relatively wide,
rosin, or small metal spurs on the beveled surface material it has been suggested that a single-end
of the jig. The spurs may simply be small nails tenoner may be quickly converted into a satis-
partially driven and sharpened on the protruding factory machine for cutting scarf joints. A sketch
end. It is important to place the piece in such a of this scheme is shown in B, figure 5-70, as ap-
manner that its end'coincides with the end of the plied to a tenoner having nontilting heads. If
sloping surface of the jig, so that the scarf may the head can be set at an angle, the piece may be
taper off to a feather edge. It is necessary to sup- held in a horizontal jig. Tenoners of this type
port the free ends of long pieces so that the work have heads not longer than about 7 inches; there-
lies tightly against the slope of the jig and does fore the maximum thickness of material on a 15
not bow up, causing the slope of the cut to change. to 1 scarf would be about three-eighths inch.

5.621. ßhaper. If the stock to be scarfed is less Since the travel of the cutters is across the giam
than 5 inches wide and not too long, the opera- of the wood, considerable care is required to pro-
tion may be carried out on a vertical spindle duce a surface of the requisite smoothness. The
shaper equipped with straight knives (fig.5-69). spiral knives with which tenoner heads are
In this instance, the jig is arranged so that the equipped are advantageous in this respect. A
guide runs against the collar of the shaper head "back-up"block may be necessary to prevent
and the piece being worked is held at the desired splintering as the knives leave the cut.
angle to the path of travel. The piece being 5.624. Vertical cutter-head sca,rgng machine,
scarfed is securely clamped to a jig cut to a large A special machine for cutting scarf joints on
radius of curvature to prevent lifting of the end laminating stock is illustrated in figure 5--71. The
of the piece. As in the planer operation, the final stock is held rigidly on a stationary vacuum bed
cut should be light, movement (or slippage) of while the cut is made with a high-speed traveling
the piece with relation to the jig should be avoided, cutter head. The cutter head produces a scarf
the piece should be placed to taper off to a feather cut that resembles a smoothly sawn surface.
edge, and the free ends of long pieces should be 5.625. ßmos. Scarf joints can, of course, be
supported. cut with saws, but to produce sawed surfaces that

5.622. Jointer. Ahand-feedjointerhavinglong will form a good joint requires unusually good
tables may be used to produce accurate scarfs equipment, maintenance, and operation as well as
when equipped with the proper jig. One sug- careful inspection. The degree of care required
gested type of jig is shown in A, figure 5-70. Here to produce satisfactory gluing surfaces directly

APPROX/NATELY 30 ET RAD/US

HOLÐ DOWN BAR

CLAMP

D/AGRAMMAT/C TOP V/EW

Figure 5-69. ßcarying operation on a vertical spindle shaper.
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TR/S PARTOF J/G
ACTS AS CLAMP J/S

¿P/ECE BE/NG SCA FED

o

HEAD

A

P/ECE BE/NG JCA EED

ROLL/NG TABLE

LOWER TENONEN HEAD

B
Figiere 5-70. Scarfirty. A, joiteter. Stoc1c is clamped oft inclisted fig and passect over joisster 1tead. Final pass

-is

lig1st,

to produce straigitt clit; B, sittgle end-tenoner adapted toit16 bevele<l jig and 1told-down har for scarfing.

from a saw is not ordinarily maintained in pro- firmly clamping the plywood to a solid flat surface.
duction operations, and the average sawed surface In thick plywood, the rough cut is sometimes
is likely to be "fuzzy"and rough, with a consid- made with a table saw and the scarfed surface
erable amount of torn fiber which tends to pro- finished by hand.
duce weak joints (sec.5.21). Sawing of the final 5.630. Hand plane scarßng device for thin ply-
gluing surfaces should be avoided wherever pos- toood and eeneer. A hand plane may be con-
sible, verted into a manually operated scarfing tool by

5.63. Scanvrwa PLYWOOD. Preparing scarf nieans of a suitable guide as illustrated in A, figure
joints in plywood offers greater difficulties than 5-72. For cutting across the grain, however, it
in solid wood because some of the plies run at is necessary to grind a slight back-bevel on the
right angles to the direction of the cut. The blade as indicated in B, figure 5-72. It is also im-
pieces are too wide for most planers and the cut- portant to grind a perfectly straight cutting edge
ting, consequently, is usually done at right angles at right angles to the side of the blade instead
to the grain of the faces, adding to the difficulties of the customary slightly curved cutting edge.

of feathering off the scarf to a fine edge. Scarf This device operates most satisfactorily on one-
joints in plywood accordingly are sometimes pre- sixteenth- to one-eighth-inch plywood. The max-
pared with hand tools. The scarf cut, which imum length of scarf is limited by the width of

should have a slope not steeper than 1 in 12, may the blade, and seldom exceeds about 2½ inches.
be made with a plane, electric sander, sandpaper A shorter scarf may be made by the proper ad-
block, wide spokeshave, or scraper after first justment of depth and angle of the blade (a and
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Figure 5-'ï1. Vertical cutter-head scarfing machine.

b respectively in A, fig. 5-72). The metal guides limits are probably about three-fourths and one-
(cof A. fig. 5-72) between which the plane oper- sixteenth inch respectively.
ates prevent lateral movement. ö.632. ßato-scarßng machines. Another special

5.631. Troveling cutter-head scargng ma,chine. scarfing machine in which a large heavy saw cuts
One type of scarfing machine which employees a the scarf is shown in A, figure 5-74. This is also
traveling cutter head to cut scarfs on plywood an adaptation of a veneer jointer. The limits of
panels is shown in figure 5-73. This is not a this machine are about the same as for the travel-
standard machine but was specially built, perhaps ing cutter-head machine, and the accuracy and
from the parts of a veneer jointer, to perform smoothness of the cut depend largely upon effec-
the scarfing operation. The maximon thickness tive hold-downs and proper saw condition. Fre-
of plywood which it will cut is determined by the quent sharpening of the saw and constant atten-
length of the cutter head and the minimum thick- tion to the surfaces produced are necessary to as-
nessby the effectiveness of the hold-downs. These sure satisfactory surfaces for gluing.
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BLADE OF
PLANE

APPROX/ATATELY 75°

PLYWOOD
SURFACE

B
Figure 5-'i2. Hand plane for scarfing 11tin plywoort and veneer. A, arrctilgentent for cittiing a sc<trf ; B, det<til of

elettitty attgle. T1tc back-bevel of 11te pl(tite bla<lc s1t01tld inake att attgle of appromimately
'15°

wille the bc<l of
116e platte.

A heavy-duty, slow-speed, vertical-spindle plytcood and veneer. A narrow traveling sander
shaper can be converted into a satisfactory scarfing drum can be used for scarfing plywood and veneer
machine for plywood as shown in the diagram- (fig. 5-75). When properly designed, this type
matic sketch, B, figure 5-74. The knife collars of machine is capable of making accurate scarf
are replaced by large stiffening collars for the cuts on thin plywood and veneer at all angles of

saw. By building an adequate sliding table of grain. Machines of this type have been used on
wood framing, the plywood can be guided past the plywood as thin as ¾eoinch and on plastic sheets

saw. Adequate and effective hold-downs in front ½oo inch to ½e inch in thickness. The practical
of and following the saw are important in obtain- upper limit of thickness is about ¼ inch. The
ing successful results from this machine. Saws proper grade of sandpaper to use depends on the
used for scarfing should be of heavy gage and it thickness and species of wood or the type of plastic
is advisable to side-joint the teeth lightly to assure sheet to be scarfed, but in general the thinner
smooth, uniformly cut surfaces. panels require finer paper. In no case should felt

5.638. ßander-drum scarying machine for thin or other soft back-up material be used on the drum
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OLD-DOVVN

SP/RAL-KN/PE CUTTER HEAD

PLYWOOD DR/VE PULLEY

TRAVEL/NG CARR/AGE
,5TAT/0MARY BES (CUTTER SHAET ADJUSTABLE

UP AND DOW/V AMD FOR
ANGLE OF SCARE)

37 / A B

Figure 5-78. Traveling cutter-1tead scarfing mac1tine.

HOLD-DOWN
ßA

PLYWOOD VENEEM-GUTT/HG

TABLE
MOVABLE OÆF/XED

MOTOÆMOUNTEDON
/NCLINED CANR/AGE
MOVABLE OR F/XED

TA

EW

/' SL/D/NG TABLE

.. SURPORT
VE T/CAL SP/NDLE

SHAPEÆ

B
Figure 5--7/;. Special sato-scarfinU vtachines. Plytcood is 1teld rigidly in g>osition on table by hold-doton. ßcarf

is cut by moving table past sa2c (A), or by stoving sato past table (B). Tilt of sato or table determines slope
of scarf.
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SANDER DRUM

HOLO-DOWN BAR BRONZE RUNNER UNDER
CENTE R C/NE OE SHAPT

BE/NG
5CAREED WEDGE TO

ADJUST DEPTH OF CUT

STEEL BED

ANDCARR/AGE BED

STAT/0NARY BED

PLYWOOD BED TR'AC/f

Figure 5-75. Sander-drum scar/ing mac1Line for 11tin plywood and rencer.

under the sandpaper, as such material tends to or plywood being scarfed is passed under a small
produce rounded edges and inaccurate scarfs. The cutter head, sometimes called a "rotaryplaner."
drum should be of some hard, stable material, such To insure that the end of the piece being cut is held
as metal or plastic. The use of any type of a down, an additional narrow hold-down is provided
sanding drum to make complete scarf cuts on rela- at the end. The extension illustrated in B, figure
tively thick panels is impractical because of the 5-77, is usually left on to protect the feather edge

large amounts of material that must be removed until the piece is ready for gluing, when it is easily
in the forin of sander dust. If most of the mate- broken off by hand.
rial is removed by some type of cutter head or saw, õ.64. ROUTING OF Srsus. Frequently, solid or
however, the finishing cut may be done accurately laminated spars are rectangular in cross section,
on a sanding drum. or are merely beveled top and bottom, but to re-

5.634. ßander-drum scarfer for veneer strips. duce weight, may be routed. Three types of
Strips of thin veneer have been scarfed by the use routed spars (fig.5-78) are commonly employed:
of a small diameter sanding drum and a movable a. Constant cross section, I or C in shape.
clamping jig, as indicated in figure 5-76. The 2>.Constant depth, but routed in portions of
accuracy of this type of cutting device depends on the length to form I- or C-shaped cross
the flatness of the veneer and the precision of the sections with full-width flanges.
drum and the alinement guides. c. Variable depth, with or without webs par-

5.635. Rotary planer scargng device. Another tially cut away, as in (b). Type (a) is
scarfing device which in principle is quite similar readily formed on a molder or shaper.
to figure 5-76 is shown in figure õ-77. The veneer Types (b) and (c) are conveniently

SANDE R DRUM
ARPROX/k/ATELY 3"/N D/AP/ETER AND /2"LONG

VEA/EER BE/NG SCARFED
HEAVY
PLATE, HOLD DOVVM
GLASS * '

i '
BED - A10VE S

I

STAT/ONARY BED

Figure 5-76. Sander-drum scarfer for veneer.
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CHUCK Of DR/LL PRESS
OR M/LL/NG MACH/NE

VENEER ßE//VG

ROTA/W RLANER

SC AREED HOLD-DOWN

SL/D/NG ßfD l

STAT/ONARY' BED

A

.0/

OR LESS /N TH/C/fNESS HERE

DE TA/L OE E/M/SHE D CU T

B
Figure 5 77. Rotary planer scarfing mac1tine for vencer and t1tin plywood.

þ) CONSTANT & OSS-SECT/0H

(b)CONSTANT DEPTH

Figure 5-78. Three common types of routed spars.

formed on a router, with one bit of the (1) Part stationary on jig table; cutting done
proper profile for the edges and another by tools moving along edges.
bit for removing the central portion of (2) Cutting tools stationary; part moved in
the cut-out. frame past cutters.

5.65. BEVELING AND ŸROFILING SPARS, Sran 5.650. ßpar progling soitA band sa2e and shaper.
FLANGES, AND S1x1Lan Panos. During manufac- The method in which the jig table is stationary is
ture, spars, spar flanges, and similar parts are applicable to spars of all sizes, but is especially
made slightly oversize, and receive their finished useful for large members which are heavy and
shape-profile and bevels-in a final shaping op- awkward to handle. These are clamped to a rigid
eration which leaves them ready for the assembly stationary table whose top is a template of the
of ribs or other contiguous parts. Two principal shape required to form the profile of the spar.
methods are employed: Cutting is accomplished by band saw and
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shaper, as shown in figures 5-79 and 5-80. In dent that it could be adapted to performing the
both instances the tool is carried by two wheels same operations on other parts, such as fuselage
running on a rail, as shown in the figures, and is rings.
guided by a wheel or collar running against the 5.65L Contoùr planing of spar ßanges. Spar
edge of the template. The weight of the tool flanges sometimes require machining to specially
keeps it in position while the operator moves it curved shapes on the surfaces to which filler blocks
forward. An initial rough cut is made by the and spacers are later attached. This operation
band saw, which cuts the profile and bevels the ca.n be accomplished quickly and accurately on a
edges to approximate shape. The finishing cut is specially built traveling-head contour planer.
made by the shaper. One design is shown in figure 5-8L The planer

The amount of bevel imparted to the edge of the head passes lengthwise over the flange and cuts
spar depends upon the tilt of the cutting tool, while moving in either direction. The support-
which in turn depends upon the lateral position ing carriage rides on two straight ways, while the
of the rail with respect to the template. If the vertical movement of the cutter head is controlled
rail is situated a generous distance below the level by a roller running on a third track, which is
of the template, small deviations in its alinement contoured to produce the proper flange shape.
have an inappreciable effect upon the bevel. 5.652. ßpar proßling on a jointer. Another

Although this idea has been developed prin- method of spar profiling employs a jointer and a
cipally for profiling and beveling spars, it is evi- frame in which the spar is carried across the

Fifure 5-'79. Rough cutting profele and bevels on spar by band saw moving on template table and rail.
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Figure 5-80. Pinish-cutting profile an<l bevels on spar by shaper moving on same template table and rail illus
trated in figure 5-'79.

jointer head, imparting the proper bevel and pro- steel tracks move are attached to the frame of the
file to the top or bottom of the spar as it moves - machine. Their height is adjustable so that they
along. can be raised for roughing cuts and then lowered

The frame consists essentially of two track bars, to a stop for the final finishing cut. In operation,

two fillers, end blocking, and bolts. The track the profiling assemblage is simply pushed from
bars are boards cut to the required shape and fitted end to end past the jointer, which automatically
with steel tracks approximately ¼ inch thick and cuts the proper bevels and tapers. The final
1 to 1½ inches wide. Track bars are clamped curved cut at "D" is not included, but is later
against the sides of the spar by bolts which pass formed by hand.
through existing holes in the spar. Tapered fill- If for the final cut the guides are in a position
ers are placed between the spar and the track bars concentric with the jointer head, the cut will be
to maintain a constant distance between tracks. correct regardless of whether the spar is kept ap-
The method is illustrated in figure õ-82, which proximately level.
shows the frame assembled on the spar, sections With properly shaped and positioned track bars,
through the assemblage at three points (B, fig. õ- constant or varying bevel can be cut. One set of
82), and the assemblage in position on the jointer. track bars can be used to guide the cutting on both

Rollers or curved guide plates on which the edges of the spar.
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5.653. ßhaping, beveling, and proßling of ribs, contour. Obviously this operation should be car-
icing framesand fuselageframes. Edges of ribs ried out with skill and care to produce a smooth,
must be machined to produce the desired contour true surface to which the plywood skin can be
and a smooth, true surface to which the skin may glued. After routing, the ribs should move as
be fastened. If the jigs and operating conditions promptly as possible to the final assembly to min-

keep the parts well in line during the gluing of imize surface changes caused by changes in mois-
ribs, and if the.structure is to be fabric-covered, ture content. If a supply accumulates, the rough

a simple sanding of the outer surfaces of the ribs ribs should be stored and routed as needed.

may be sufficient. 5.655. Contouring toith a shaper. Profiling of
5.654. Contouring toith a router. If, on the ribs may also be carried out on a shaper by the

other hand, the jig does not hold the cap strips use of a jig. The particular arrangement shown
and gasset plates of the ribs accurately to contour, in figure 5-84 is for a rib which is attached to the
and if the surfaces are later to be covered with spars at an angle deviating slightly from 90°.
plywood, the final contouring of the wing rib must The rib is mounted on an inclined or bevel block,
be more carefully done. One method is illustrated the ratio of distance o to distance b being ad-
in figure 5-83. The rib is clamped against a pat- justed to give the proper angle. 11ib and bevel
tern and, thus guided, is brought to the desired blocks are, in turn, mounted on a template of uni-

Figure 5-81. Traveling-head contour planer.
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A

SECT/ON C-C

D

SECT/0N B-8C
SPAR

C .JTEEL TRACKS
8

ß0LT *

ß - TRACK BARS

- SPAR

PROE/L/NG ERAME F/LLERS
/N PLACE ON SPAR

SECTION A-A

Figure 5-82. Spar profiling: A, profiling inachine in operation; B, details of frame employed for profiliftU
and beveling spars by vnovinU spar past a stationary jointer.
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.EVEL BLOCK

SHAPER HEAD
COLLA

SHAPER TABLE

b

Figure 5-8/¡. Profiling ribs toit1e beveled edges on s1taper by necens of bevel bloc1cs.

SQUARE-CUT EDGES BEVELED EDGES

A B
Figure 5-85. ShapinU boz-section framing members. (Edge conditions of $1tc plytcood are exaggerated.)

"floating."The gross irregularities are removed a length equal to about three-fourths that of the
with hand tools. Final alinement and surfacing wing. Sandpaper is attached to one side and
are done with sandpaper attached to one side of a suitable hand grips to the other. The device is
board of a length sufficient to extend over several laid across the ribs and moved more or less parallel
elements of the frame. Considering the wing to them until their edges are in proper alinement.
structure illustrated in figure 5-52, for example, The same method applies to preparing the surface
the device for floating the ribs would be a board of the fuselage frame for attaching the plywood
approximately 1 by 4 inches in cross section and of cover. If the routing and attaching of the ribs
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Figure 5-83. Routing wing ribs to contour.

form thickness which is shaped to impart the exact the surface of the solid flange to reduce the effee-
profile to the rib when the guide block is moved tiveness of the glue bond between the plywood
along the shaper collar. In this way suitable skin and the flange of the framing member, either
bevel cuts may be made on two edges of the rib in the gluing operation or in subsequent service.
with a single bevel block. If bevel cuts are to be Beveling or rounding the edges of the member as
different at front and rear spars, for example, or shown in figure 5-85, either in a separate opera-
if top and bottom bevels are different, as is usu- tion or by grinding the proper contour in the
ally the case because wings taper toward their shaper knives, will eliminate this difficulty.
tips, a second bevel block is used so that the ratios 5.657. Wing-tip bov>profiler. Large laminated
among distance a, b, and c cau be varied. wing-tip bows are sometimes contoured in a jig as

5.656. ßhaping bow-section framing members. illustrated in figure 5-86. The bow is held firmly
The shaped edges of box sections may present an between side clamps, while the contour is cut by
unsatisfactory gluing surface for attachment of either a power plane or a large portable router

the plywood skin due to changes iu moisture con- which runs on two properly aligned tracks.
tent, dulling of the knives by the glue line, and 5.658. Floating. The surfaces of wing and fuse-
recovery of the fibers after shaping. As a result, lage frames should be true and smooth. A com-
the plywood web may protrude sufficiently beyond mon method of preparing such surfaces is by
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Fiqure 5-86. Contouring large laininated scing-tip bows with a power plane.

are done with a sufficient degree of exactness, the is mounted on a solid bed which moves under the
floating operation may be unnecessary, particu- sander drinn in such a way that the steel templates,
larly if the cap strip of each rib is continuous or which are machined to the exact shape of the fin-
if only a portion of the surface is to be covered ished contour, run against ball-bearing collars on
with plywood. If wing ribs or fuselage rings con- the shaft of the sander drum. The accuracy of
tain cut-outs, special care in the floating operation the contouring will depend on the rigidity of the
is required to insure a true surface in the vicinity sander drum and the proper contouring of the steel
of the cut-outs. templates. The sandpaper should be attached

5.659. Contour drum-sander for framescork. directly to the drum without soft back-up ma-
A machine method that enables rapid and accurate terial. Oscillation of the drum is a refinement
contouring of assembled air frames, such as the which might add considerably to the life of the
aileron and flat skeleton, is illustrated in figura sandpaper.
5-87. This type of machine will operate on any 5.66. BORING. Good boring in aircraft calls for
frame of single curvature, but it is doubtful holes that are smoothly cut and true to size. The
whether its operation will be sufficiently accurate quality of work will, in general, vary with the
on very long sections. The frame being contoured kind of wood used, type of bit, and operating

BALL ßEARS/A DCOLLAURS ON SHAFT

I|| GOUPL/NG
FRAME OF PARTBE/NG CONTOU RED TO MOTOR

3TEEL TEMPLATES/

Figure 5-8'i. Contour drum sander for aircraft framc work.
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conditions (5-39). In this operation special at- 1. Template: All holes are bored, either one
tention should be paid to the steadiness of the at a time or all at once, by boring through
machines used. As a rule, the harder woods bore a template having glass-hard steel inserts
better than do the soft ones, which means that to guide the bit (fig.5-88). Holes are
extra care must be taken with the latter. bored half-depth on one side, the piece

Poor boring often results in some crushing and is reversed, a template clamped on the
tearing of the wood inunediately around the hole, other side, and the holes finish-bored.
which exerts some weakening effect on the wood in TVhen the template must be removed and
addition to that resulting from the hole itself. refastened, as described, some means of

For smooth, clean-cut boring in solid wood the best alining must be provided. One method

of many types of bits is probably the machine bit is to bore one or two holes, either separate
with extension lips. A twist drill, preferably alining holes or members of a group, all
machine-sharpened, has been found to produce a the way through and to use these holes, by
smoother hole in plywood than a machine bit with means of pins driven into them, to posi-
extension lips. The proper rate of feed depends tion the template for the second boring.

upon the diameter of drill and the speed, but Another is to provide a template frame
should be such as to produce only very thin which consists essentially of identical or
shavings. Manufacturers reconunend peripheral reverse-image templates clamped to both
speeds of 300 to 400 feet per minute for twist drills sides of the stock. Holes are first bored
of high-speed steel when used in wood. The cor_ through the template on one side, then the
responding speed of rotation (in revolutions per

assemblage is reversed and holes are fin-
minute) can be computed approximately as L350 ish-bored from the other side.

divided by the diameter of the drill in inches. 2. Gang drills: Sufficient drills are set in a

For carbon steel drills, speeds equal to about one- gang drilling machine to bore a number

half the above are recommended. of holes at once in the desired locations.
The material to be bored is set in position

Holes through a combination of plywood and
. on the bed, usually by means of two pinssolid wood, such as m a boy spar, have been bored . . . .

. which fit into alunng holes in the stock.
accurately by using a twist drill slightly smaller .

. Holes are drilled half way, the stock is
than the final size and reaming the hole to final .

. . turned over and reahned, and the holes
size with a metal cutting reamer. . . . .

are fmish-bored. This procedure is feas-
There are many different types of boring ma- ible onlv when holes are synnnetrically

chines, the simplest being the variable speed, oroupeciabout
some axis.

single-spindle, hand-feed type common in small Onebi·equirement for most boring operations
woodworking establislunents. At the other ex of this kind is that the opposite faces of
treme are highly specialized boring machines de the stock must be perfectly parallel.
signed for quantity production and capable of bor When this is not the case, it is necessary
ing in only a very few seconds a dozen or more to use a parallel-sided boring frame, or to
holes of the desired depth, spacing, and angle block up the stock during boring so that
in each side of a piece at one operation. The use the two half lengths of the hole are in
of a hand-held electric drill guided by a template perfect alinement.
around the drill is not recornnended Holes for bolts or bushings should be bored

Frequently it is necessary to bore holes to very only after a period of conditioning fol-
close tolerance in alinement and position because lowing the last gluing operation on the
holes must coincide with corresponding holes in material through which they pass. The
other parts, such as metal fittings. Such boring, diameter should be such that.the bolt or
furthermore, must often be done from both sides bushing fits closely but can be inserted
to avoid the tendency to splinter wood as the bit with the application of a moderate

emerges, or to prevent the bit from wandering amount of force. No heavy driving
too much in deep holes· should be necessary.

Several methods are employed to meet these 5.67. CUTT1xo GUSSETS AND OTHER ËLYWOOD

requirements: PanTs or CURVED OR RREGULAR SHAPE. ÜUSS6ÉS
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Figure 5-88. Template for boring spar shear webs,

are of two types-patch and continuous. Both
find their greatest use in joining rib webs to cap ARR¤wsAso-sAwstADE
strips and in making attachments such as those
joining ribs to spars. In any event, they are farrer pig ro,o¿Low

usually irregular in shape and are apt to be small. CONTOUR OF TEMRLATE

Both types of gussets are generally cut by band
sawing or routing, but may be cut by steel-rule
dies and "clickingmachines." tvwooo raretars

RACK OF THINWhen cutting is done by band saw or router, pry-o, , i
a number of sheets of plywood are stacked up and
cut simultaneously. For band sawing, the top
sheet may be marked to pattern and acts as a guide é BAmo JA w / \ TABLE

for cutting the entire stack. The shaping of cer-
tain curved parts, such as long plywood rib gus-
sets, can be done on a band saw by means of tem-
plates and the device illustrated in figure 5-89. FiUnre 5-89. Barul saw with template guide for shapiBU
The template rides against small follow pins in- ione plywood rii> gussets.
stalled in the upper saw guide on either side of
the saw. Proper allowance for the distance be- for cutting to a small radius of curvature. A com-
tween the outer side of the pin and the inner mercial device of this nature is covered by a patent.
side of the saw is made in laying out the template. For routing, a template is employed to guide the
A narrow saw with considerable set is necessary router bit.
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Steel-rule dies consist essentially of thin, the same sheet of plywood and, in addition, using
sharpened steel strips set into the bed of a press, small scraps for other purposes.
the strips being bent to form patterns yielding Curved pieces or rings band sawed from ply-
pieces of the proper shape from a sheet of stock wood serve satisfactorily as shear webs in curved
when the press is closed. When the dies are members of I or box forms of cross sections. Parts
equipped with spring ejectors, the punchings are of single curvature band sawed from plywood are
rapidly and easily removed. less subject to change in shape with change in

"Clicking machines," generally used for cut- moisture content than those formed in other ways.
ting irregularly shaped leather parts, also employ 5.681 ßteam bending. Steam bending consists
patterns made of sharpened steel strips. Com- of softening wood by steaming or some other
monly, the patterns are movable and are merely means, after which it is bent against a form of
laid in place on the stock to be cut, each sheet of the required curvature. Hardwoods are much
which is different in size and shape. They can, better adapted to this process than are softwood
however, be fixed to the head of the machine to species.
speed up operations when the stock is of uniform 5.6810. Moisture content. Wood at all stages
length and width, as is generally true of plywood. of seasoning, from thoroughly green to well air-

Cutting edges of steel-rule dies and clicking- dried, has been used in various industries that
machine patterns may be single-beveled, either in- make steam-bent parts. Seasoned wood with a
ward or outward, or double-beveled, depending moisture content not lower than 12 percent seems
upon the type of edge desired on the finished to bend as well when steamed as that at higher
pieces. In any event, one thickness of stock is moisture content, and its use simplifies the season-
generally cut at a time, although, if the sheets are ing subsequent to bending.
Very thin, more than one can be handled simul- 5.6811 ße2ection of stock. Preferably, stock is
taneously. prepared so that the faces that are to become con-

Fuselage bulkheads or rings are frequently cut vex or concave are flat sawn. This orientation,
out of solid plywood or utilize plywood webs besides reputedly adding to success in bending, re-
in combination with other parts. In either in- duces the tendency of the curved piece to change
stance, the plywood is most easily cut to shape by shape with changes in moisture content. Clear,
routing, the number of pieces which can be han- straight, grain stock is required.
died at one time depending upon the thickness of 5.6812. ßoftening process. The usual condi-
the material and the length of the router bit. tioning or softening process consists of steaming

5.68. FonawrION OF QURVED Panos. Such at atn10splieric pressure (steamingat higher pres-
curved parts as fuselage rings, door frames, and suresdoesnotseemtobeadvantageous) orsoaking
wing-tip bows may be formed by band sawing, in hot water--ordinarily for about an hour per
steam bending, or laminating. inch of thickness of the stock, although it is prob-

5.680. Band saicing. Curved parts of either able that a shorter period will suflice in many
single or double curvature can, of course, be instances,
formed by band sawing or otherwise shaping them 5.6813. Tension straps. In making severely
from solid wood. If the curvature is abrupt or curved pieces, metal tension bands or straps (6-
passes through a large angle, the piece will be 40) are used on the side of the piece that is to be
fragile and weak because the grain of the wood convex in order to restrain tension failure and to
will necessarily be at a large angle with the axis cause most of the required deformation to take
of the member. Plywood is somewhat superior place as compression or upset, the amount of
to solid or laminated wood for band-sawed, curved which is greatest at the concave and decreases to-
parts, but the handicap of cross grain is still pres- ward the convex face.
ent, and parts of high strength cannot be made 5.6814. Radius of curvature. When the wood is
in this way. properly selected and properly manipulated, bends

Fuselage rings for planes of one model have with a radius of as small as three or four times the
been made by band sawing from plywood with re- thickness of the piece can be formed in such species

portedÌysatisfactory results in service. Excellent as the hickories, elms, and ashes. Pieces with
utilization was reputedly attained by cutting a double curvature can also be formed.
series of rings of successively decreasing size from In aircraft construction, steam bending is likely
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to be used only for parts of relatively moderate the fact that, as brought out under section 5.6820,
curvature that do not require the use of reinforc- the moisture added with the glue increases as the
ing bands. Parts such as cap strips of some wing thickness decreases, the choice of thickness of lam-
ribs can be formed by bending to the required inations is affected by other considerations.
shape without preliminary softening treatment. Under section 2.466 it is provided that, in curved
This is applicable only to parts that will be held flanges or box spars the radius should not be less
to the required curvature by their attachment to than 500 times the thickness of the lamination, and
other members, since bends made in this way are such a limitation should be applied to other parts
not permanent and tend to straighten out. Some similarly highly stressed. In laminated parts,
of the other methods of bending should be used such as wing-tip bows, whose principal function
when the curvature is such that visible wrinkling is to serve as formers and as connections between
or compression failures are formed at the concave other parts, the principal considerations are to
face of the bend or tension failure occurs along the minimize the resistance to bending and thus to re-
convex face. duce the forces that must be applied and to avoid

õ.682. Laminating. Curved members of highest breakage and loss in bending laminations.
strength and stiffness are formed by laminating When a laminated part of a given total thick-
them from a number of pieces, each of which is ness is made up of laminations all of which are the
thin enough to be bent to the required curvature same thickness, the force required for bending de-
with much less distortion than is involved in creases in almost exact proportion as the number
steam bending of a member of the same size. The of laminations is increased; for example, the force
members are formed by bending the laminations is approximately one-half as great for four
and gluing them together in one operation (sec. Vrinch laminations as for two

-inch

lamina-
5.43), laminations being made sufliciently thin that tions.
no softening treatment is necessary. Complete and systematic data are not available

5.6820. Material. The material may be either relative to the radii to which lumber and veneer
sawed lumber or veneer, according to the thickness in a dry and unsteamed condition and of various

as governed by the radius of curvature. Bending thicknesses can be bent without breakage. In
is facilitated and the use of somewhat thicker bendingnominall-inchsouthernpineorDouglas-
laminations is possible if the stock is at a fairly fir of construction grades as laminations in arches
high moisture content. On the other hand, the and other large curved members, it has been found
moisture content before the gluing should be ad- that the minimum radius that can be reached, in
justed wherever possible so that the moisture con- material at 10- or 12-percent moisture content
tent when increased by the water added with the without tension failure, is approximately 80 times
gÌueis not more than 12 percent (sec.5.20). The the actual thickness. On the other hand, current
amount of moisture added by the glue to thin lami- data, some of which are presented in section 5.6830,
nations is likely to be comparatively large (sec. indicate that for plywood and veneer, the ratio of
õ.20). minimum radius to thickness decreases as the

An advantage of laminating is that some of the thickness decreases.
heavier, harder woods may be used in parts of the In the fabrication of laminated parts on a pro-
cross section where their qualities are desirable duction basis, it is suggested that at least reason-
and the remainder made of lighter woods. able factors of safety be applied to these estimated

Although not substantiated by available data, breaking radii in order to reduce the forces re-
it is generally believed that flat-sawed lumber or quired for bending and to avoid breakage or over-
rotary-cut veneer can be bent more severely than stressing of laminations. At any rate, the thick-
edge-grained lumber or quarter-sliced veneer. ness of the lamination should never be so great
From the standpoint of change of curvature with that tension breaks on the convex face or visible
change of moisture content (sec.2.240), the use of compression buckles or wrinkles on the concave
flat-sawed lumber or rotary-cut veneer is advan- face are formed.
tageous, since the shrinkage in the direction of ö.6822. End joints in laminations. When end
the thickness of laminations is thereby lessened. joints in laminations are necessary, they should be

5.6821. Required thickness of laminations. scarf joints, glued before the laminations are as-
Aside from the question of moisture content and sembled to form the curved part. The scarf joints
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are, of course, stronger than butt joints; further- bent plywood pieces to those which are supported
more, because a square-ended piece cannot be bent at frequent intervals by a rigid framework.
all the way to its end, it is difficult to get properly 5.6830. Radius of curvature. The minimum
distributed gluing pressure on the faces of lami- radius beyond which it is impossible to bend a
nations in the vicinity of a.butt joint. piece of plywood or veneer without fracture de-

5.6823. Formation of complete rings. Com- creases when any of the following conditions pre-
plete rings, such as fuselage rings, may obviously vail:
be made by joining laminated curved pieces end 1. Thickness is decreased.
to end with glued scarf joints. Laminated com- 2. Face plies are laid more nearly parallel to
plete rings with concentric laminations is compli- the axis of bend.
cated by the necessity (unlessopen-end joints are 3. Moisture content of the plywood is raised.

permissible) of cutting each lamination to an 4. Temperature of bending form is raised·
exact length. A method for avoiding this that 5. Quality of veneer is increased (particu-
has been used to some extent consists of spirally larly by minimizing cross grain).
wound, instead of concentrically arranged,1amina- 6. Technique of bending is improved.
tions (sec.5.430). In most applications of plywood in aircraft it is

5.68-24. Double laminating. "Double laminat not practical to approach very closely to this
ing" is a procedure adapted to the formation of breaking radius, as considerable allowance must
fuselage door frames, coclipit coamings, reinforce- be made for variations in veneer quality and the
ment around curved openings in curved surfaces, Inethod of holding the bent plywood in place while
and similar doublv curved members. it is fastened to the supporting structure. Fur-

" thermore, bending to the extreme is inadvisableFor example, for a fuselage door frame with
because of the effect on subsequent performance ofrounded corners there would first be formed a

. . . the part. If, however, the breaking radius iscontinuous larunated ring of approximately the
. . . known for different face-grain angles and condi-shape seen in a side view of the fuselage. This

. . . tions of plywood, approximate factors of safetyring would then be sheed mto a number of thm . .

. can be applied which will enable the builder of arings. These would next be assembled with glue .
.

. bent plywood aircraft part to specify more closelyand bent to the curvature required to fit the cross
. the proper treatment of the plywood.section of the fuselage. . . .

. . . . . Lunited data are available on the relation be-Obviously, if the curvature m the section direc- - ·

tween breakmg radius and thickness of plywood
tion is not large it may be more economical to .

. and veneer under several conditions. Some ofform it by band-sawing or some equivalent opera- -

t iese have been derived from actual factory prac-tioit tice and some from tests at the Forest Products
5.683. Bending of plytcood. Much of the ply- Laboratory. An approximate relation between

wood used in aircraft is manufactured flat and thickness and breaking radius of plywood is pre-bent to the required form. The amount of curva- sented in figures 5-90 and 5-91. It may be noted
ture that can be introduced into a flat piece of ply- by reference to the plotted relations that no con-wood depends on numerous variables, a few of stant ratio of radius to thickness can be set for all
which are moisture content, direction of grain, thicknesses.
thickness and number of plies, species And quality The graphs shown in figures 5-90 and 5-91 areof veneer, and the technique applied in producing based on tests of plywood between 0.03õ and 0.375
the bend- inch in thickness of aircraft construction and qual-

The use to which the bent plywood part will be ity (AN-NN-P-511b), but it is believed that the
put should govern its thickness, number of plies, curve for the 90° angle and 10-percent moisture
and direction of grain. Once these factors are content may also be applied in estimating the
established, the method of producing the bend can breaking radii of veneer and air-dry lumber be-
usually be determined. tween 0.01 and 1 inch in thickness, and that the

Bent plywood parts are more likely to be curve for 90°, hot-soaked material may also be ap-
changed in shape by subsequent moisture changes plied to veneer that has been soaked in hot water
than are molded plywood parts which have been prior to bending on a heated form, as described
glued up in a curved shape. This usually limits below.
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Figure 5-90. Approoimaie relation bettceets t1tickttess and breakitty radius 111t1te bendiflU of softtooo<l plyscoo<t. Soft-

toootis teste<l scere Douglas-fir, Sitka spruce, and toestern schite pinc. (For emp3anatiove of this gr<tph, see sec.
5.6830.)

The angle referred to on each graph is the angle Broken lines "a"and "b"on the graphs refer to
between the grain direction of the face plies and the examples given in the text. The tests were
the axis of the bend. Most of the tests were made made by slowly bending strips of aircraft plywood
at the 0° or 90° angle, but a few tests on wider around a series of mandrels of decreasing size
strips of plywood at 45° indicated that there was until fracture occurred. In most cases, each sam-
little or no difference between results at the 0° ple was bent through an angle of at least 90°.
and 45° conditions. Separate curves are shown for plywood bent at 10

"Hot soaked" means that material is thoroughly percent moisture content around a cold mandrel
soaked in hot or boiling water until the plywood and for hot-soaked plywood around a heated man-
sinks, after which it is bent over a mandrel heated drel. For each condition, the breaking radius is
to approximately 300° F.; "10percent moisture shown for plywood bent with the face-grain direc-
content" means plywood of this moisture content tion at 0° and 90° to the axis of the bend. It is
bent over a cold mandrel. assumed that the same values would be obtained

The curves represent average breaking radii of if wider plywood sheets equal in quality to the
plywood strips 1 inch wide, bent slowly over narrow strips were used. All the plies in each
mandrels with no support on the tension side. strip of plywood were of the same species. It is

042374,51--10
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Figureó-91. Approxim<tte rel<ttiott bettocett t1tic1c7tess att<l brea1cing ra<lins in t1te bentlisty of 1tartlecoort plytcood. Harcl-
200048 testefl icere yelloto bircle, 1tard neaple, 820CCffu?>L, yelloto-poplar, blac1e occzinitt, ated 77ta1togatty. (For explanct
tion of t1tis grap15, see sec. 5.6880.)

suggested that plywood containing a combination from figures 5-90 and 5-91 by a factor of safety
of species be considered to have the same bending in order (1) to get a working radius that will
radii as plywood made entirely of the face-ply provide against overstressing in bending, (2) to
species. allow for inapplicability of figures 5-90 and 5-91

Soaking in water at room temperature can be to the case in hand, (3) to avoid face checking
expected to produce a degree of flexibility or a of plywood, (4) to reduce the forces required to
reduction in breaking radius intermediate between form the bend and hold the bent part in position,
that of dry and that of hot, water-soaked wood. and (5) to allow for the fact that, during place-
Bending plywood at 10 percent moisture content ment in female molds, veneers must often be bent
over a hot mandrel is also an intermediate treat- to a radius shorter than that to which they are
ment, and a breaking radius between that for dry held after they are in final position.
and hot, water-soaked wood may be anticipated. A factor of safety against breakage of at least
This treatment is probably more effective on thin 3 applied to the radius is suggested for all bend-
plywood than on thick material. ing of thin, exposed, finished plywood on aircraft

5.6831. Factor of safety. In any instance, it is where smoothness of the convex finished surface
desirable to multiply the breaking radius obtained is important. As an illustration, figure 5-91 in-
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dicates a breaking radius of about 2 inches for 0.1- ture with the face grain parallel (0° angle) or
inch Douglas-fir plywood at 10-percent moisture at a 45° angle to the axis of curvature. Either of
content bent at a 0° angle. A minimum working these directions permits a smaller radius of curv-
radius of 3 times 2, or about 6 inches, is suggested. ature, and the plywood can be bent with less force
On unexposed parts, this factor of safety may be than when the face grain is circumferential or at
reduced if fairly prominent face checks are not right angles to the axis (90°angle).
objectionable. When bending at a 0° angle, small face checks

Interior parts, such as plywood seats and will appear long before the breaking radius is
angles, are often steam bent to the radii indicated reached. The radius at which these face checks
by figure 5-91 and even sometimes to a slightly become objectionable will vary with the species,
smaller radius when a well-developed technique thickness of face ply, and quality of surface re-
such as the use of heated male and female dies quired.
is employed in the bending· 5.6835. Plytcood bent after soaking or steaming.

5.6832. E:camples shotoing use of figures5-90 3Vhen only a portion of a flat sheet of plywood is
and 5-91. To what radius can 0.160-inch birch to be bent to a severe radius of curvature, it is
plywood of aircraft quality, after soaking in hot common practice to soak only this portion by
water be bent on a hot mandrel with the face sponging it until thoroughly wetted with hot orgrain at 45° to the axis, allowing a factor of cold water before bending. A strip of wet cloth
safety of 3 against breakage ? Starting at laid on the area to be bent will accomplish the same"t=0.160inch" on the graph for hardwoods, R result as repeated sponging. If the entire piece is
is found (line"a"on graph) to be 0.37 inch, which, bent to a small radius, or if it is desired to reduce
multiplied by 3, gives 1.11 inches as the safe bend- the force necessary to hold a piece of varying
ing radius· radius of curvature in place while attaching it toWhat thickness of Douglas-fir plywood can be the supporting frame, the whole sheet should be
safely bent dry and unheated, with the face grain soaked or steamed. In either instance, the sheet
parallel with the axis of the bend, to a 9-inch ra- can be bent over a form, preferably heated todius? Using a factor of safety of 3, the breaking facilitate the bending and to reduce the drying
radius is read on thefigure as 3 (9÷3=3). Froin time, similar to that shown in figure 5-93.
this radius on the softwood curve, the thickness . .

. . . Steam-bending maclunes, the elements of oneis found (hne "b"on graph) to be about 0.120 .

inch type of which are shown in figure 5-94, are often
. . used. These machines (fig.5-95) can be auto-5.6833. Compound curvature. No sunple en- . . .

matically controlled by eycle timers, so that it isterion is available for predetermining whether a
. only necessary to insert flat sheets of plywoodsurface of compound curvature can be unparted

. that have been steamed or soaked and remove theto flat plywood (og1). Soaking the plywood and . . .

bent pieces after an interval of 2 to 5 nunutes,the use of heat during application are aids to ma- .

. . For severe curvatures, the plywood is soaked formpulation. Some compound curvature can be .

. . . 1 to 2 hours at 1õ0° to 200° F., and the mandrel isimparted to flat plywood by die molding. Figure . .

. usually mamtained at a temperature of 300° F. or5-92 illustrates one method of bending a flat sheet
of plywood to double curvature. The plywood is liigher.

first soaked in hot water and then dried between Following are examples of bends that have been
heated male and female forms that have been at- produced conunercially on a machine of this type:
tached to a hydraulic press. In case the use of (1) Five-ply, all plies one-twenty-eighth
flat plywood on surfaces of compound curvature inch birch. (Total thickness 0.178 inch.)
is contemplated, experiments to determine the Face grain 90° (circumferential) to
possibility and the best procedure are recom- mandrel. Bent to 1-inch radius through
mended. The following discussion relates to the an angle of 90°.
application of plywood to surfaces of single (2) Three-ply, faces one-twentieth inch
curvature. birch, core one-sixteenth inch poplar

5.6834. Plytcood bent toithout softening. Thin (totalthickness 0.162 inch). Face grain
plywood wing and fuselage skins are often ap- 90° (circumferential)to mandrel. Bent
plied without softening to the supporting strue- to 1-inch radius through an angle of 90°.
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Figure 5-92. Bending gat plywood to desired shape between heated plates.
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Figure 5-9/;. Cross section of steam-ben<linU mac1tine.
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AC2 8UL

Figure 5-95. Commercial machine used for bending plywood.

Under some bending conditions, plywood of five ratio of radius to thickness, and other factors.
plies is less susceptible to fracture than three-ply As an allowance for spring-back, some operators
material of siinilar thickness probably because each bend soaked plywood on heated forms having a
ply is somewhat thinner. The thickness of veneer radius of curvature about 20 percent less than
is important, particularly that of the face veneer. the desired radius of the bend.

In preforming plywood by any wetting and dry 5.69. WOODWORKING ËEFERENCES.
ing technique, there is a certain amount of spring-
back, for which allowance must be made if accu-

(5-39) DAVIs, E. M.
1942. Machining and Related C1taracterestics of

racy is desired. Spring-back depends on thick- Southern Hardwoods. U. S. Dept. Agric.

ness, moisture content, temperature, bending time, Tech. Bull. No. 824, 42 pp.
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(540) WILSON, T. R. C. Hardwoods with pores as large as those in birch
1041. Wood Bending: with Appendio or Appara- require wood filler applied by wiping across the

tus for Bendisty Boat Ribs. Forest Prod- -

oram of the wood to plug the large pores. If aucts Laboratory Report RS66. ©
. . .

(5-14) NonRIs, CHARLES B.
ZERSh with inirror-like smoothness is required,

1939. Interpreting the Deformations anct Stresses wood of any kind usually must be coated with
Met in Moiding Paneis of compound sanding surfacer, part of which is sanded away
Curvature. Hardwood Record, May after it has dried, to yield a perfectly smooth sur-
1989, pp. 7-16, inus face for the application of enamel or lacquer

enamel.
5.7. Finishing Wood in Aircraft i

To be durable, wood finishes must remain some-
- - what plastic throughout their useful life so that5.70. GENERAL. AlfCTRÎÉSpecincations for tlie they can accommodate themselves to the changesArmy or Navy usually require that all exposed .

. - m shape and dimensions of the surface. The re-surfaces of wood, either interior or .exterior, be
. . quired degree of plasticity usually runs counterfinished with a protective coating. Exterior sur- . .

to the desire for speed in drying and hardness offaces are those that are exposed to the weather . .

and to view from outside the craft. Interior sur-
coating; plasticity is provicled by drying oils or

- soft resins, whereas fast drying and hardness coinefaces may be further subdivided into those seen from hard resins or cellulose esters.by occupants of the craft, such as the interiors . . .

Aircraft finishes should be as fast m apphca-of fuselage compartments, and those ordinarily .

. . . tion as is consistent with their primary objectives.remaining entirely unseen, such as interiors of . .

. . The munber of finishing operations should be heldwings, hollow spars, stabihzers, ailerons, flaps,
. to a minimum and the over-all time required forrudder, and closed portions of fuselage and . .

drying should be as short as possible either bynacelles. Areas of contact between wood and
- reason of the limited number of coats applied ormetal may also be considered interior surfaces re- .

- . because of fast drying of each coat. Although
quiring finish.

. . wood finishes cannot be baked to speed drying, theThe plans and specifications of the prime con- .

. . . process can be speeded by forced drying at tein-tractor indicate in detail where finish is to be ap- . . .

. peratures up to 150° F. with sufficient hunndifica-plied, what finish is to be used, the number of .

. tion to avoid undue loss of moisture from the wood.
coats, how it is to be applied, and other points . . .

. Finishuig systems when dry should add as littleabout the finislung procedure. Alternates may be . . . .

. weight to aircraft as is consistent with the attain-permitted sub3ect to the approval of the prime . . .

. . Inent of their prunary objectives.
contractor, who is in turn sub3ect to the specifica- . . . .

. . The primary objective of interior finishes is totions or the specific approval of the nulitary au-
. . . . . . afford protection of the wood against serious

thorities. Specifications for finishmo materials
.

6 change in moisture content when exposed for aand finislung systems should, of course, conform
. . limited time to damp air or to water that gainsto current Army, Navy, or Federal specifications

. access to closed spaces by condensation or by pene-wherever such Government specifications are ap-
. . . tration of rain, mist, or fog through joints, ventphcable. The specification of finislung materials . .

holes, bullet holes, or imperfections m the cover-by trade brand or manufacturer's code number is . .

ing. Coatings on contact areas between wood andmeaningless unless the products have been com- .

metal protect the metal agamst corrosion froinpetently tested for conformity to Government or
. moisture in the wood.

other authoritative specifications. . . . .

Interior finishes must retam their protective-5.71. REQUIREMENTS OF FINISHas. The surface .

. ness for the life of the aircraft and throughout theof wood is vascular and moderately absorptive of .

great range in temperature to which the craft
liquids. Wood surfaces, therefore, must be ren- .

. inay be subjected in service. They need not bedered nonabsorptive by applying sealer or primer, capable of withstanding exposure to the weather,
which penetrates only far enough to close the open- . .

.

. .

including sunshme, for any such length of time.
ings in the surface, before a uniform coating of ,

. . .

. The primary objectives of exterior fimshes arefinish can be spread over the surface (5-49). protection of the wood against weathering, suffi-
A more detailed discussion of the subject has been prepared Cient Sinootliness of surface to núnimize skin re-by the Forest Products Laboratory in Report No. 1396, "Finish- . .

In: wood in aircraft" (5-45). sistance durmg flight, suitable appearance, and
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enough durability to retain these properties for which moisture passes through them, either into
several years of full exposure to the weather at all or out of the wood surface, to such an extent that
altitudes of flight even in the most severe climates. a reasonably uniform distribution of the moisture
The finish should be easy to keep clean and should within the pieces of wood is always maintained
wear in such a way that it can be renewed when and internal stresses are thereby avoided.

necessary with minimum increase in the weight A finish entirely impermeable to moisture has
of coating. not yet been found (õ-43,õ-48, 5,61). Moreover,

Appearance is important from a military, not no finish alters the fiber-saturation point or the
a civilian point of view. Combat and task craft swelling coeflicient of wood. Figure 5-96 shows at
for some military purposes require a dull surface, the effects of a series of finishes ranging from
free from gloss, of a color chosen for camouflage, very low to high protectiveness on the moisture
Training planes may have semigloss or gloss fin- content of matched specimens of %2-inch,three-
ishes of bright color when so specified by the pro- ply, aircraft plywood (conformingto Army-Navy
curing agency. The appearance of interior finishes Aeronautical Specification AN-P-69a), uncoated
is unimportant except for those visible to occu. and coated on all surfaces with the various fin-
pants of the craft, for which a dull surface and ishes. The specimens were brought to constant
subdued color are desirable. weight in 65 percent relative humidity at 80° F.,

The ordinary finishes do not preserve wood then placed in 97 percent relative humidity at 80°
against decay and do not prevent blue stain in F. for weighings at intervals during 42 days, and
sapwood; indeed the finishes themselves are sub- finally returned to 65 percent relative humidity
ject to attack by molds under conditions of pro- for weighings during another 4-2 days. When ex-
longed dampness and suitable temperature. posed to 97 percent relative humidity, uncoated
Careful design and good construction to see that specimens and specimens with finishes of low pro-
no wood parts become damp long enough for fungi tectiveness reached equilibrium close to the fiber-
to thrive are the most important measures for pre- saturation point within little more than 10 days,
venting decay in aircraft. Despite such precau- whereas specimens with highly protective coat-
tions, however, mold and decay may attack air- ings required 90 days or more to reach equilib-
craft kept in the damp tropics, especially if they rium. Very similar curves are obtained if swell-

are grounded for considerable periods of time. ing is measured instead of moisture content. On
Increased resistance to fungi can be provided by return to 65 percent humidity, those finishes that
incorporation of fungicides in the sealer or var. retarded absorption to the greatest extent likewise
nish with which the finishing system begins. retarded drying most effectively. After equal
Better protection because of deeper penetration periods of absorption and drying (42days) all
of the preservative into the wood can be obtained specimens retained more than their initial mois-
by treating the wood before starting to apply ture content and the extra moisture retained
finishes with nonswelling, paintable preservative increased with the protectiveness of the finish.
conforming to Army Air Forces Specification No, The protective power of finishes is conveniently
14141 or with water-repellant preservative con- expressed in terms of moisture-excluding effective-
forming to Army-Navy Aeronautical Specifica- ness, represented by the symbol E, for an arbi-
tion No. AN-P-76. , trarily chosen time of exposure to dampness under

5.72 PROTECTIVE ŸOWER OF Woon FINISHES. standardized conditions. Using the data of fig-
When unprotected wood is exposed alternately to ure 5-96, 7 days is a suitable time of exposure. In
dampness and dryness, such as to rain and sun- 7 days the specimens coated with aluminum finish
shine, the portions of the wood near the surface gained 3.1 percent whereas the unfinished but
change in moisture content more rapidly and more otherwise similar specimens gained 14.5 percent
widely than do the interior portions. Such un- moisture. The finish therefore excluded 14.5-
equal distribution of moisture within pieces of 3.1= 11.4 percent moisture, which is 79 percent of
wood sets up internal stresses that are responsible the absorption by the unfinished specimens. The
for such processes of weathering as grain-raising, moisture-excluding effectiveness of the aluminum
cupping, warping, checking, and softening and finish was therefore 79 percent.
disintegration of the surface. Protective finishes The moisture-excluding effectiveness has rela-
guard against weathering by retarding the rate at tive significance for comparing finishes when
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Figure õ-96. Average absorptiott of moisttire avid dryitty of 3-ply, 3/as-iticle aircraft plytcood ec1ten protected toit1e sis
basically differetet flitis1tes. T1te teater-repelleitt j'ttvisil consisted of 1 dip for 8 mittutes aftd sceig1ted 0.002 lb. per
sq. ft.; t1te scaler zoas inade of pleettolic res-itt at 12½ gal. letigtle its tung oil avid 30 percent stotivolatile icitle 2 dips

for 5 seconds eacle and 2ceigleed 0.007 là. per sq. ft.; t1te camottilage enantel 2cas 1>laced over t1ee above sealer and
cottsisted of 1 dip its eacle attd iceig1ted 0.045 lb. per. sq. ft.; t1tc varttis1e tcas made of pleenolic resin at 33 gal.
lengt1e itt oil and 60 percetti ttottvolatile scitle 3 dips for õ eecortds eacle attd sceig1ted 0.032 lb. 1>er sq. ft.; t1ee glass
enantel tous ntade icitle clerome yelloto fit pleettolic resitt va?'9tis1e toitle 2 dil3ped coats over 1 dip itt t1te above scaler
ated treig1ted 0.047 10. per sq. ft.; t1te alumittune ettatitel cotesisted of 3 dil323e<lcoats of alutreinem pigneetzt i21 t1te
above carnis16 and iceig1ted 0.088 10. 2>er sq. ft.

tested under standardized conditions, but the abso- allel to the 11-inch dimension, and 96 percent on
lute values of E vary with the test conditions. solid spruce 5/s by 4 by 8 inches in size with the
For example, using the data of figure 5-96, E for grain parallel to the %-inch dimension (4 by 8
the aluminum finish was 90, 85, 79, 56, and 37 after inch surfaces end grain wood).
exposure for 2, 4, 7, 21, and 42 days respectively. Unprotected wood takes up moisture much more
In general, effectiveness decreases as the time of rapidly from water than it does froin damp air,
exposure increases, eventually becoming zero. For whereas well-protected wood gains moisture at

the alumnium paint in figure ö-96 on different nearly the same rate under the two conditions. It
kinds of ¾2-inch plywood after exposure for 7 follows that protective coatings afford much
days, E was 75 on yellow-poplar, 77 on Douglas- greater protection against brief exposure to water
fir, 77 on mahogany-on-yellow-poplar, 79 on than to damp air. Water repellents and sealers,
spruce, and 83 percent on birch. On sapwood E which are low in moisture-excluding effectiveness
is usually higher than on heartwood of the same as indicated in figure 5-96, furnish a significant
species. On spruce specimens of differing dimen- degree of water repellency for wood that may be
sions, E after 7 days' exposure for the aluminum in contact with water for short times. A method
finish was 97 percent on edge-grain veneer 132-inch of measuring the water repellency of sealers and
thick, 43 percent on flat-grain veneer of the same water repellents and a survey of the properties
thickness, 79 percent on the 332-inch plywood re- of commercial products of the two types are de-
ported in figure 5-96, 91 percent on solid spruce scribed in Forest Products Laboratory Report No.
6/s by 4 by 8 inches in size with the grain parallel R1495 (5-49).
to the 8-inch dimension, 93 percent on solid spruce The six finishes presented in figure 5-96 repre-
1½ by 1½ by 11 inches in size with the grain par- sent six basically different types of finish. The

942374-51-20
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representative chosen for each type stands near 0.003 inch) over the surface of wood,

the top among finishes of its type in moisture- achieve reasonably high moisture-exclud-

excluding effectiveness or in water repellency. ing effectiveness.
1. Deeply penetrating finishes, such as water- 5. Pigmented coatings of a nonporous nature,

repellent preservatives, afford relatively such as semigloss or gloss enamel, have
low moisture-excluding effectiveness but materially higher moisture-excluding ef-

may provide a significant degree of wa- fectiveness than otherwise similar coat-
ter repellency. These products are ings without pigments.
usually applied by dipping once for not 6. Ahuninized coatings, which are pigmented
less than 3 minutes, and their primary with aluminum in the form of thin flakes,
purpose is to carry fungicides into the are capable of attaining very high mois-
wood as deeply as can be accomplished by ture-excluding effectiveness even in thin
brief, nonpressure treatment. A rep- coatings of light weight. For full ef-
resentative specification for water-repel- fectiveness, however, at least one alumi-
1ent preservative is Army-Navy Aero- nized coat should be a priming coat or an
nautical Specification No. AN-P-70. undercoat, that is, it should be sand-

-2.

Slightly penetrating finishes that form wiched between the wood and succeeding

little or no coating over the surface of coats or between coats. When the final
the wood, such as sealers, are lower in coat only is aluminized the moisture-
water repellency than the better water- excluding effectiveness sometimes is no
repellent preservatives when only one greater than that obtainable with the
application is made, but a second appli- clear vehicle without the aluminum.
cation often results in somewhat higher The data of figure 5-96 show that high mois-
water repellency than is obtained with ture-excluding effectiveness is obtainable only
water repellents, though the moisture- from continuous, nonporous, moisture-resistant
excluding effectiveness remains low. The coatings of appreciable thickness over the surface
sealers are designed primarily to render of wood. Penetrating finishes afford relatively
the surface of wood nonabsorptive for the little protection against damp air, although they
liquids in coating materials applied sub- may give moderate protection against brief ex-
sequently, but two or more applications posure to water. It is also evident that finishes
of sealer are used also as a moderately retard drying of wood in the same order that they
protective finish for surfaces not exposed retard absorption.
to the weather. A representative specifi- The effect of protective finishes on the moisture
cation for sealer is Army 3-186, types content of woodwork within the wings of aircraft
II and III. under the conditions that prevail when planes are

3. Coatings of a porous nature, such as the parked in the open has been studied at Madison,
lusterless camouflage enamels and camou- Wisconsin. Preliminary experiments were made
flage lacquers, do not provide much mois- in "dununywings" (5-46) between November
ture-excluding effectiveness. The data of 1942 and June 1943. The dummy wings had in-
figure 5-96 indicate that a coat of cam- adequate vent holes and some of the glued joints
ouflage enamel weighing approximately between plywood skins and framework deterior-
0.04 pound per square foot offers less ated to such an extent that, by winter, water from
resistance to moisture movement than an rain or melting snow gained access to the interior
application of phenolic-resin sealer and raised the relative humidity. The conditions,
weighing less than one-tenth as much- therefore, were representative of leaky wings.
The sanding surfacer used in some ex- Test specimens inserted in the air spaces within the
terior finishing systems likewise forms dummy wings consisted of 1/ginch spruce veneer
porous coatings of low moisture-exclud- and of 3/s- by 5/16-inch spruce sticks. One speci-
ing effectiveness. men of each kind was unfinished; one was finished

4. Coatings of a nonporous nature, such as with two coats of wood sealer; and one with two
spar varnish, when so applied as to form coats of aluminized wood sealer. All specimens
a fihn of appreciable thickness (0.001to were at 6.5 percent moisture content when first
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placed in the dummy wings in November; they throughout the test period. Test specimens were
were weighed ahnost daily throughout the test sheets of ½2-inchbirch veneer, %,-inchbirch air-
period. By early January 1943 the unfinished craft plywood, %2-inchspruce aircraft plywood,
veneer reached 21 percent moisture content and the and spruce blocks 11/2 by 1½ by 11 inches in di-
unfinished stick 10 percent, after which they monsions. For each kind of specimen there was
gradually dried out again to roughly 12 percent one without finish and one with each of the finishes
by the end of April, except that repeatedly, fol- described in the title of figure 5-06. The results
lowing heavy snowfall or rain, there were sudden with the specimens of birch plywood are given in
upward surges in moisture content. Protection figure 5-97. Unprotected plywood fluctuated
of the veneer with sealer did not measurably alter widely in moisture content, though the highest
the January maximum of 621

percent moisture con- moisture content observed in this wing, which re-
tent, which was approached gradually, but it did mained weather-tight, was 12.6 percent. Finishes
cut the sudden upward surges following storms of low degree of protection, such as water repel-
nearly in half. Even the higher degree of protec- lent and wood sealer, failed to alter the fluctua-
tion afforded by abuninized sealer failed to keep tions materially, though they did reduce the peak
the veneer from exceeding 19 percent moisture moisture content slightly. Highly protective
content in January. Protective finishes were finishes, such as coatings of varnish, gloss enamel,
somewhat more effective on the larger sticks of and alumimun enamel, damped out the fluctua-
spruce, but even the aluminized sealer permitted tions effectively and significantly reduced the peak
a range in moisture content from less than 6 per- moisture content. Even the highly protective
cent in August (5-45) to nearly 16 percent in finishes, however, failed to prevent the moisture
January. content from dropping from an average of ap-

More detailed experiments were made in an in- proximately 8.5 percent for the winter season to
board section of the wing of a large naval glider a low of less than 6.0 percent in early June, when

mounted at Madison between December 1943 and observations were discontinued. Thin or small
June 1944. This wing was well vented in the bot- pieces of wood fluctuate more widely and are more
tom surface and remained free from leaks likely to attain high peaks under such conditions

/3 -

L[GEND:
o - WOOD UNPROT[CT[D

/2 - ©   - WATER REPfLLENT
o ------ - SEALEN
•-- CAPIOUTLAGE£MAñ[L
- - - VA N/5H
A- -GLDSS ENAMEL

...É +----ALU/1/HUM [HA/1[L

e-
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DATE

Figure 5-97. Variations in utoisture content of three-ply, ¾e-incioDirc16 aircraft plytcootl 1cept in t1te air space soitlein te
naval glitler scing mountect at MacZison, Wis., from December 1943 to June 1944. A.s intlicate<l by 11te lopenct, t1tere
score samples of Plutcoo(L left unfinis1tell anti samples protecte<l by eac16 of t1te y¿nishes (lescribell in (letteil in ille
title of figureó-96.
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than large pieces of wood. Thus between Decem- To that end the large pores of such hardwoods as
ber and March the range in moisture content and birch and mahogany must be filled and, to level
peak moisture content, respectively, for the un- the surface irregularities of all woods, it is neces-
finished specimens were as follows: birch veneer sary to apply sanding surfacer and to sand it
7.0 and 16.5 percent, birch plywood 3.5 and 12.6 smooth before applying the finishing enamel or
percent, spruce plywood 4.3 and 12.4 percent, lacquer. The sanding surfacer, which is a coating

spruce blocks 1.8 and 13.5 percent. If the meas- very rich in pigment and therefore relatively

urements had been continued through the sum- heavy, makes up approximately half of the total
mer season, lower extremes of moisture content thickness of coating (fig.5-98). For that reason, 4

and much larger seasonal ranges in moisture con- finishes of maxinuun smoothness are relatively
tent would have been observed. In Anson bomber heavy, usually approximately 0.05 pound per
wings during the summer of 1943 unfinished Ms square foot or even more. They are also laborious <
inch birch veneer fell as low as 3.0 percent at Madi- in application, inclined to crack and chip badly
son and as low as 0 percent in Tucson, Arizona; when they wear out, and are little if any better in
unfinished spruce blocks 1½ by 1½ by 11 inches protective power and durability than on otherwise
in dimensions fell as low as 6.0 percent at Madison similar finish from which the sanding surfacer has
and as low as 1 percent at Tucson (5-//) . been omitted and the weight reduced to 0.0-2õ to

The studies indicate that keeping the top skins 0.03 pound per square foot. The tendency at pres-
of aircraft wings tight against the weather and ent, therefore, is to leave out sanding surfacers
the bottom skins adequately vented does more and to accept the somewhat rougher finish, often
toward keeping the moisture content of the wood still revealing the grain pattern of the wood, that
within safe limits than can be accomplished with results.
protective finishes of the kinds now used for air- Finishes of mirror-like smoothness are neces-
craft interiors. sarily glossy, reflecting light specularly. When

5.73. EFFECT OF FINISH ON SMOOTHNESS OF camouflage is required on task and combat craft,
SURFACE. FOr best aerodynamic performance, ex- some sacrifice of smoothness must be made to ob-
terior surfaces should be as smooth as possible tain lusterless finishes that reflect light diffusely.
(õ-50). With suitable finishing systems, wood 5.74. Ansonro10s or HEAT BY FINISHES. Stag-
may be given a surface of mirror-like smoothness. nant or nearly stagnant air spaces enclosed by thin

Figure 5-98. P1totomicrograp1e of a cross section t1erongle a typical enamel finis1etoit1e filler and surfacer on ma1tog-
any-yelloto-poplar galytcood. T1te sample tcas fa1cen fro ne att Arnty training plane after it 1tad been in service

some mont1ts.
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skins, such as occur in the wings of aircraft, may Late in August 1942 the following comparison
become heated when exposed directly to sunshine. of temperatures in the enclosed air space was ob-
The rise in temperature is greatest on cloudless tained when the exteriors of the plywood skins
days with little or no wind when the sun is closest were finished with enainels of differing infrared
to the zenith and the plane stands so that the sur- reflectance and the outside teinperature in the
face is most nearly normal to the direction of the shade was 90° F.
sun's rays. If all of these factors are constant, the respe,
rise in temperature depends on the absorptiveness Enclosed air spacc in winU turc (°F.)

of the exterior finish for infrared radiation from ciossy yeilow enainei of 80 percent reflectance_ 129

the sun. Camouflage olive drab entuuel of 50 percent reflec-
tance__-__-_ -_-__. ______________ ____ __ 133

White enainel or lacquer reflects inost of the Carnoutlage olive drab enainel of 10 percent
radiant energy of sunshine and therefore tends to reflectance __-______ _______- _--__--_ ____-__ 138
keep the surface cooler than it would be with any Cainouflage blue enainel of 5 percent reflectance____ 146
other finish. Clear finishes, such as varnish, trans- Starting early in July 1943, similar studies of
mit most of the radiation, much of which is then teniperatures were undertaken at Madison, Wis.,
reflected by the surface of the wood, so that the and at Tueson, Ariz., in wings from Anson bomber
heating effect is relatively moderate. Black fin- planes finished with a brown enamel of 10 percent
ishes made with carbon pigments absorb nearly all infrared reflectance; meanwhile, the observations
the radiation and thereby give rise to maximum in the "duminywings" were continued. Approxi-
heating of the surface. Colored finishes fall some- inately the same maximinn temperatures are devel-
where between white and black, according to the oped in the real wings and in the "dununywings"
proportion of the radiation, particularly the infra- imder similar conditions. The highest tempera-
red radiation, that they refleet. As a rule, the ture observed in the Auson wings was 179° F. at
darker the color, the less radiation reflected and AIndison and 215° F. at Tucson.
the more absorbed; hence the colors preferred for 5.7õ. AIATERIALS FOR ÀIRCRAFT FINISHING.
camouflage, which are dark, tend to cause marked The materials coihmonly used for aircraft fin-
warming of surfaces. ishing are broadly classified into three general

Certain colored pigments that are highly ab- types, namely, dopes, lacquers, and oleoresinous
sorptive of portions of visible light are reasonably products. Dopes are fabric finishes, and should
highly reflective for infrared radiation. Finishes be used on wood only in conjunction with fabric
made carefully with such pigments may be dark coverings. Lacquers and oleoresinous products,
in color and yet fairly highly reflective for in- when properly made for the purpose, are suitable
frared radiation. Ordinary olive drab camou- for finishing directly on wood surfaces. In gen-
flage enamel, for example, has a rating of approxi eral, lacquers should not be combined with nonlac-
mately 10 percent for reflection of infrared radi- Suers in a finishing system. It is frequent prac-
ation, but enamel of the same color can be made tice, however, to apply an oleoresinous sealer to
with a rating of 50 percent reflection. bare wood as the first operation in a lacquer

Observations were made at Madison, Wis., in system; with that exception it is poor practice to
the duruny wings described in Forest Products alternate lacquers and oleoresinous products in

Laboratory Report No. 1343-B (5-/,0). During building a finish on wood.
. . õ.750. Dope. Dope is essentially a solution ofJuly 1942 with an ohve-drab, camouflage-enamel

. . . . cellulose ester of high-viscosity orade togetherexterior nnishof 10 percent infrared reflectance .

' with a small proportion of plasticizer in suitable
the maximum temperatures recorded on a clear, ,

.

. organic solvents and volatile thinners. Ïlns
still day when the outside temperature m the shade makes clear dope, which forms transparent coat-
was approximately 85°F. were as follows: ings that are usually nearly colorless. To make

romper"- opaque coatings of any desired color, including
Position in wing ture (°F.)

white and black, the necessary pigments are in-
Upper surface of plywood__

_____ _ __
_______ _-_- 180 corporated, making pigmented dope. The cellu-

Outer glue line in upper plywood skin____________ _ 180 .

lose ester most widely used for aircraft dopes isMidpoints of air space between upper and lower
skins__ __

___ _ _ ___ ______ __ ___ __ _ 170 cellulosenitrate (nitrocellulose)butcelluloseace-
Glue line in lower plywood skin _______ 130 tate-butyrate is also used. Dopes made with the
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latter are less inflanunable than the cellulose ni- of pigmented dope, lacquer enamel, or oleoresin-
trate dopes. A primary function of dope is to ous enamel. The emulsion dopes facilitate the
tauten fabric, which it does because the dope attaclunent of fabric even on surfaces with sharp
solidifies when only a portion of the solvents and double curvature because the water makes fabric
thinners has evaporated and then shrinks mate- very flexible.
rially as the rest of the drying takes place. The Dope is low in moisture-excluding effectiveness
high-viscosity grades of cellulose ester impart the and therefore does not make a .very satisfactory
desired degree of such shrinkage in drying but protective coating for wood.

the high viscosity requires a very large proportion 5.751. Lacquer. Lacquer is essentially a solu-
of solvents and thinners to make dopes of suitable tion of cellulose ester of low-viscosity grade, to-
consistency for brushing or spraying. In conse- gether with plasticizer and resin in suitable or-
quence, the nonvolatile content of dopes is very ganic solvents and volatile thinners. Pigments
low, which means that the film formed on the sur- are incorporated in the clear lacquer to make
face when a single application of dope has dried lacquer enamels. Use of a low-viscosity grade of
is very thin. For that reason, finishing systems cellulose ester and addition of resin permit more
with dope usually require at least six or eight ap- than twice as much nonvolatile in lacquer as there
plications to produce a coating of satisfactory is in dope, so that one application of lacquer ac-
thickness. On the other hand, dope dries rapidly, complishes as much as two applications of dope in
hence many coats can be applied within a rela- building film thickness. Most lacquers are made
tively short time. with cellulose nitrate, but some are made with cek

There are three wartime developments in mak- lulose acetate-butyrate. The aircraft lacquers
ing and handling dope that are directed toward generally contain more resin than cellulose ester,
reducing the munber of applications of dope re- and the resin conunonly used is one or a mixture of
quired to attach and finish fabric. In the first the the alkyd

.(glycerol

phthalate) resins, in which
fabric is "predoped";that is, the manufacturer of case the resin may serve also as a plasticizer. The
dope impregnates the fabric with clear dope by lacquers take somewhat longer to dry than the
means of special equipment. The predoped fabric dopes but are fast-drying materials nevertheless.
is then shipped to the aircraft maker, who can In moisture-excluding effectiveness, the lacquers
then apply and finish it with fewer additional ap- are much superior to the dopes and, if applied
plications of dope. The predoped fabric is stiffer in coatings of equal thickness, may be nearly as
and harder to apply on surfaces with double good as some of the oleoresinous products. As a
curvature than is undoped fabric. To retain sufli- rule, however, lacquers are applied in somewhat
cient flexibility, predoped fabric often requires thinner coatings than the corresponding oleores-
shipment and storage in airtight containers to inous finishes and, so applied, furnish somewhat
keep it from drying out too much. less protection for wood.

The second development is "hotspraying." 5.752. Oleoresinous products. The oleoresinous
When dope is heated and applied at 170° to 180° products when unpigmented are commonly called
F. by means of specially designed spraying equip- varnishes and when pigments are incorporated are
ment, the dope can be made with nearly twice the called enamels. Varnish consists of resin blended
usual nonvolatile content, so that one hot coat ac- with drying oil by heat according to a suitable
complishes as much as two coats of unheated dope. cooking schedule and then, when the product has
The process, however, requires greater skill and partly cooled, adding enough volatile thinner and

more careful attention of the operator. drier to produce the correct viscosity for appli-
The third development is the use of dope emul- cation. Much less volatile thinner is required for

sion, which consists of specially formulated this purpose than is the case with lacquers, hence
dope or lacquer emulsified in water. Such emul- oleoresinous products usually contain a much
sions contain twice the usual content of nonvola- higher proportion of nonvolatile than lacquers do.
tile and yet have a consistency suitable for With some of the synthetic resins, particularly
brushing or spraying without being heated. The the alkyds, the drying oil is incorporated during
emulsion dopes or emulsion lacquers are proposed the manufacture of the resin and the "resins"so
for attaching fabric to sealed plywood and then produced, which should properly be called var-
sealing the fabric to make it ready for final coats nishes, may be mixed with one another and thinned
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60 make varnishes of the desired characteristics. sealer with 30-percent nonvolatile and nearly as
Most oleoresinous finishes for aircraft are made well as the varnish did.
with either alkyd or phenolic resins or with com- Wood sealers , however, have now been dis-
binations of the two known as phenol-modified carded in the Army-Navy specifications and two
alkyd resins. applications of spar varnish conforming to Army-

For the drying oil, tung oil is highly desired Navy Specification No. AN-V---26or AN-TT-V-
because it makes fast-drying varnishes, partica- 116 are specified instead. This procedure accom-
larly in conjunction with the phenolic resins, but plishes somewhat better protection with slightly
the limited availability of tung oil during wartime greater increase in weight than the former prac-
makes it necessary to use dehydrated castor oil, tice of using two coats of sealer. Spar varnish,
oiticica oil, and specially treated linseed oils to however, is longer in oil and slower in drying than
a considerable extent. The rate of drying and a good wood sealer. For that reason varnish does
other properties of varnish depend also on the pro- not hold out subsequent coatings so effectively as
portions of resin and drying oil. Varnishes are sealer does. The best procedure for getting as
called "longin oil" or "shortin oil" according as much protection as possible for the least increase
they are made with much or little oil for a given in weight would be to apply one coat of good wood
amount of resin. More specifically, a varnish is sealer and one of spar varnish.
of "10-gallonlength in oil" if it is made with 10 On interior surfaces two applications of sealer
gallons of drying oil to 100 pounds of resin, "20- or varnish are commonly specified as a complete
gallon length" if there are 20 gallons of oil per 100 finishing system deemed to have sufficient mois-
pounds of resin, and so on. In general, a varnish ture-excluding effectiveness for the purpose. As
dries faster and has better moisture-excluding ef- pointed out in section 5.71, fungicide may be in-
fectiveness the shorter it is in oil, but when too corporated in the sealer or varnish to furnish some
short it lacks plasticity and durability. The protection against mold, stain, and decay in air-
length in oil, therefore, is eonnnonly adjusted to craft to be used in places in which attack by fungi
give the fastest drying consistent with the required may occur.
degree of durability for the use to which it is to The first application of sealer or varnish may be
be put. If unduly fast drying is demanded, it can by brushing, dipping, or roll-coating, but some
be attained only by sacrificing durability. specifications prohibit application by spraying.

According to their function in finishing sys- The second application, however, may be by spray-
tems, the aircraft finishing materials for wood ing or by one of the other methods named.
surfaces, whether of lacquer or oleoresinous type, On exterior surfaces it has been customary to
include sealer or varnish, wood filler, sanding sur- apply wood sealer or varnish as the first steps in
facer, enamel, and camouflage enamel. the exterior finishing system. When application

5.753. ßealer or varnish. Oleoresinous sealers is by dipping of assembled wings or other parts
are usually fast drying, short oil varnishes of rel- the exterior as well as the interior surfaces neces-
atively low nonvolatile content. They are de- sarily receive the sealer or varnish. Nevertheless
signed to sink into the cell cavities near the sur- it is not desirable to have a continuous coating of
face of wood and harden there without penetrat- unpigmented material interposed between the sur-
ing farther into the wood. Their function is to face of the wood and the final coating of enamel,
seal the surface against penetration of the liquids lacquer, or doped fabric. To avoid such coating
in coatings to be applied subsequently. A second with varnish, the exterior surfaces may be wiped
application of sealer after the first has dried is with rags moistened with volatile thinner imme-
necessary to develop as much moisture-excluding diately after withdrawal from the dip tank to re-
effectiveness as that indicated for sealer in figure move all varnish that has not sunk into the sur-
5-96. A former Army-Navy Aeronautical Speci- face of the wood.
fication for wood sealer (AN-S-17) required that 5.754. Wood gller. Wood filler is essentially a
the nonvolatile content be not less than 30 percent. highly pigmented sealer designed to fill and level
The experiments charted in figure 5-97 included off the large pores in hardwoods having pores as
another sealer made with 40-percent nonvolatile, large or larger than thosein birch. The pigments
which succeeded in damping out the fluctuations are commonly silica and magnesium silicate or
in moisture content to a greater extent than the similar pigments of low opacity. Filler may be
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furnished in the consistency of paste to be thinned sanding surfacer are really forms of enamel,
before application or it may be furnished ready the term "enameP' when not otherwise qualified
for application. Filler may be applied by brush- is usually reserved for the product used for the
ing, spraying, or mopping; but in any case, after final coats (finishcoat) of a finishing system.
much of the volatile has evaporated but before the Enamels may be gloss, semigloss, or lusterless.
rest has hardened, it is wiped with rag, burlap, or The lusterless enamels for aircraft and other war
moss across the grain of the wood to pack the large material are called camouflage enamels. The
pores and remove any excess. gloss enamels contain only enough pigment,

Filler when used should be applied to bare wood chiefly or entirely opaque pigment, to give them
before any other finishing material is put on. A adequate hiding power and color and good work-
good filler, properly applied, serves both as sealer ing properties. The coating left after applica-
and filler; nevertheless, a clear sealer is sometimes tion and escape of the volatile thinners contains
applied before or after wood filler. Application enough drying oil and resin to fill all interstices
of sealer before filler interferes with proper pack- between pigment particles and, in addition, to
ing of the filler into the large pores of the wood leave a film of clear material over the surface,
and therefore is not considered good practice. If which provides the high degree of gloss. The
sealer is used at all in conjunction with the filler, semigloss enamels contain more pigment, some of
the filler should be applied first and the sealer which is usually pigment of low capacity (extend-
afterward. Federal Specification TT-F-336a ing pigment) so that the dried coating contains
covers paste wood filler. barely enough drying oil and resin to fill the in-

5.755. ßanding surfacer. If a finish of mirror- terstices between particles of pigment. The
like smoothness is required on wood, it is neces- camouflage enamels contain still larger propor-
sary to apply a coating of substantial thickness tions of pigment, largely pigments of low opacity,
that can be sanded soon after it is dry to provide so that the dried coating contains insufficient oil
a perfectly level foundation for enamel or lacquer and resin to fill the interstices between particles
enamel. Ease of sanding is achieved by making of pigment, and the surface is therefore left
sanding surfacers with a very high proportion of slightly rough. Light is reflected diffusely rather
pigments so that the coating, as soon as the vola- than specularly from such a surface, making the
tile thinner evaporates, is somewhat porous and surface lusterless, but the coating itself is neces-
spongy. The pigments used, such as magnesium sarily somewhat porous and spongy and allows
silicate and china clay, are largely of low opacity, moisture to pass through it too readily to provide
but enough opaque pigment, such as titanium di- appreciable protection for wood.

oxide, is commonly incorporated to give the coat-
ing good opacity. For aircraft uses, sanding sur- Table õ--19. Relative Proportions by Volume of Ingredient

facers are usually either white or gray in color. Per Galtonof Product Ready for Applicationfor 4 Finishes

Army Air Forces Specification 14115 covers "Sur- Volume of ingredient per
facer; Aircraft (for wood)." sanon or proauet ready for

application
Inclusion of surfacer in a finishing system adds

materially to the weight of coating without pro- Finish Volatle o non
Ratio

portionately improving either the protective
°i e

value or the durability. The film of surfacer is thinnersl andresin)

too porous to contribute much protection, and it " " "> NU-"

is inclined to become brittle as the finish ages. canon cano2 cauo
5.7õ6. Patching putties. Patching putties are Camouflage enameL

_ _
_ _ _ o.50 0. 50 0. 30 0. 60

essentially surfacers put up in putty consistency Gloss enameL._ _- __
-- _ _ _ . 50 . 50 . 10 . 20

for application with a putty knife or with the Glosslacquerenamel----_
.75

I
.25 .04 .16

Gloss pigmented dope_
__

. 90 . 10 . 01 . 10
fingers to fill and level any holes, cracks, or other
blemishes in the surface. The nail holes left after
strip-nail gluing, for example, unless satisfac- The relative proportions by volume of volatile
torily filled with wood filler, must usually be ingredients, o ¡ nonvolatile ingredients, 1- o ¡ pig-
puttied before finishing enamel is applied. ment, p¡ and the ratio of pigments to nonvolatile

5.757. Enamel. Although wood filler, and ingredients, p (1-v), differ among camouflage
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enamel, gloss enamel, gloss lacquer enamel, and surfaces of hulls below the floor boards, the mini-
gloss-pigmented dope as indicated by the repre- runn acceptable finish is System B, as follows:
sentative data in table 5-19. Operations 1 and ß. Same as in System A.

5.76. AmonArt FINISIIINo SYSTEMs. Although Operation 3. Apply another coat of varnish
the Forest Products Laboratory has developed as in Operation 2.
basic principles of wood finishing in many fields Operation 4. Mix 12 to 16 ounces of ahnni-

(5-/74),it has not studied aircraft finishing long num paste conforming to Specification AN-
enough to make its own recommendations of suit- TT-A461a with one gallon of varnish.
able systems. Accordingly, the systems described Apply 1 coat of the mixture by brushing,
herein are those set forth as minimum require- spraying, or dipping. The same time is
ments in Army-Navy Aeronautical Specification allowed for drying as for Operation 9.
AN-C-83. Although a number of optional finish- 5.762. Interior surfaces exposed to vieto. The
ing systems are authorized by Specification AN- mininnun finishing systems for interior surfaces
C-83, it is provided that only one system may be exposed to view are the same as those specified for
used for a given class of surfaces of any specific exterior surfaces when not covered with fabric
model of aircraft. except that on interior surfaces the application of

5.760. Interior system A. Ifor interior surfaces wood filler on woods with large pores, such as
not exposed to view, such as interior surfaces of mahogany, is optional, not mandatory. There are,
wings, the minimum finish now specified consists however, a munber of options, and it is not neces-
of two applications of varnish conforming to sary to select the same option for both the interior
Army-Navy Aeronautical Specification No. AN- exposed surfaces and the exterior surfaces of a
V-26 or No. AN-TT-V-116. given model of aircraft. Interior exposed sur-

Operation 1. Apply by brushing or dipping faces, for example, may be finished with a lacquer
1 coat of varnish and allow to dry for not system, whereas an enamel system or a fabric and
less than 6 hours at room temperature or dope system may be used on the exterior surfaces.
not less than 30 minutes at 130° to lö0° F. The weight added by application of finish to .

The varnish may be thinned with aromatic interior exposed surfaces should be not less than
naphtha, Type I, Grade B, of Specification 3.0 nor more than 7.5 ounces per square yard
AN-iW-N-96. The surface must not be (0.021to0.052 pound per square foot).
sanded after the varnish has dried. 5.763. Areas of contact bettceen metaZ and

Operation 2. Apply "by any conunercial wood. Areas of contact between metal and wood
method producing a wet fihn" 1 coat of should be protected with varnish conforming to
varnish. Any thinning of the varnish must Specification AN-V-26 or AN-TT-V-116, with
be the "mininnunconsistent with the aluminized bituminous paint conforming to Spe-
method of application." If drying is at cification AN--P-31, or with other materials ap-
room temperature, the work is ready to han- proved by the procuring agency. The number of
d1e in not more than 6 hours; if dried at coats is not provided in Specification AN-C-83,
130° to 150° F., it is ready to handle in 30 but at least two coats of varnish are necessary to
minutes. afford much protection, though one heavy coat of

Wood filler is not required. aluminized bituminous paint may suffice. Bitu-
The weight added by application of Interior minous paint, however, may not be used where

System A should be not less than 1.5 nor more surfaces may come in contact with gasoline, with

than 3.0 ounces per square yard (0.01to 0.021 additional paint coatings, or with personnel.
pound per square foot). Even the mininnun rep- 5.764. Exterior system O (enamel). The min-
resents more generous application of sealer or imum system for exterior surfaces when not cov-
varnish than has been the practice of some aircraft ered with fabric and when it is desired to use
manufacturers. oleoresinous enamel for the finish coat consists of

5.761. Interior system B. The degree of pro- System A plus one coat of enamel. The enamel
tection afforded by System A, even when applied must conform to Specification AN-E-3 in the
at the maximum weight, is not great. For extra color required by the procuring agency when a
protection on such surfaces as wheel wells and gloss finish is specified and to Specification AN-
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E-7 in the required color when camouflage finish ume of lacquer thinner conforming to
is specified. Specification AN-TT-T-256. At least 40

Operations 1 and 2. Same as in System A. minutes should be allowed for drying.
Operation 3. Apply by spraying or brushing On woods with pores larger than those in birch,

1 coat of enamel. The enamel may be System D requires one of the two optional pro-
thinned as required for good application cedures already described in connection with Sys-
with not more than one-fourth its volume of tem C, namely, use of liquid wood filler or of
mineral spirits conforming to Federal sanding surfacer in addition to the two coats of

Specification TT-T-291 for gloss enamel, sealer in order to obtain a smoother surface.
or of aromatic naptha, Type I, Grade B, of The weight added by application of finishing
Specification AN-VV-N-96 for camouflage System C or D should be not less than 3.0 nor
enamel. Gloss enamel dries at room tem- more than 7.5 ounces per square yard (0.021to
perature within 18 hours, camouflage 0.052 pound per square foot). The upper limit
enamel within 1 hour. Some gloss enamels should be approached only if sanding surfacer is
dry at 130° to 150° F. within 2 hours. used.

On woods with pores larger than those in birch, 5.166. ßystem E for floats and hulls. Speci-
such as mahogany, System C is unacceptable be- fication AN-C-83 provides that "exteriorsurfaces

cause it does not make the surface smooth enough. of floats and hulls below a line 12 inches above
Either of two optional modifications must be fol- the full load water line shall be finished with &
lowed. Under the first option, a coat of liquid coats of varnish and a hull-bottom finish system
wood filler may be applied "inaddition to the two as specified by the procuring agency."
varnish coats." The normal place to apply filler 5.'767. Fal>ric covering over plytoood. The
is prior to Operation 1, but Specification AN-C-83 practice of covering exterior surfaces of plywood
permits the application of filler and varnish in any with fabric and then finishing with dope offers
sequence approved by the procuring agency. Un- the following advantages:
der the second option, sanding surfacer may be 1. It follows a finishing procedure with
applied between Operations 2 and 3. The Specifi- which most aircraft manufacturers have
cation provides that "whensurfacer is used the had long experience and for which their
processing shall be so controlled as to leave a mini- plants are adequately equipped.
mum thickness of the surfacer consistent with 2. Edges of plywood and joints between face
acceptable smoothness." veneers or sheets of plywood can be cov-

5.765. Exterior system D (lacquer enameZ). ered smoothly with little danger of pre-
When lacquer enamel is used for the finishing mature cracking of the finish at the edges
coats, the minimum system requires that two coats or over the joints.
of lacquer enamel be used to replace the one coat 3. Any checking that develops in faces of ply-
of oleoresinous enamel in System C. Gloss lac wood usually remains concealed.

quer enamel must comply with Specification AN_ 4. Presence of the fabric imparts greater re-
L 29 and camouflage lacquer, enamel with AN-D sistance of the finish to abrasion, for ex-
21. ample, by sand thrown up during landing

Operations 1 and 2. Same as in System A. and take-off.
Operation 3. Apply by spraying 1 coat of 5. When finish must be renewed, the old fab-

lacquer enamel. The lacquer enamel may
ric and dope can be stripped off com-

be thinned with not more than half its vol- pletely so that new finish can be applied
. without increase m weight.

ume of lacquer thinner conformmg to . .

. The chief disadvantages of the fabric andSpecification AN-TT-T-256. At least 40 -

dope fimsh are excessive weight, and theminutes should be allowed for dryina low degree of protection furnished forThe surface may then be sandpapered the wood, and comparatively lowlightly if necessary' durability.
Operation 4. Apply by spraying 1 coat of Specification AN-C-83 includes the require-

lacquer enamel. The lacquer enamel may ments of cotton fabric for covering ply-
be thmned with not more than half its vol- wood where no portion of the loading is
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carried by the fabric. Army-Navy Spec- degree of gloss specified by the procuring
ification No. AN-C-121 covers airplane agency. For spraying, the dope may be
cloth when some portion of the fabric thinned with not more than its own volume

carries load. Tape is covered by Speci- of thinner conforming to Specification
fication No. AN-T-48. Predoped fabric AN-TT-T-256. For brushing, the thinner
conforming to Army-Navy Aeronautical must not exceed one-fourth the volume of
Specification No. AN-C-113 (cellulose the dope. Allow 1 hour for drying.
nitrate predoped) or AN-C-132 (cel- Operation 12. Repeat Operation 11.
lulose acetate butyrate predoped) is per The dope for Operations 11 and 12 may be, as
mitted, in which case it must be applied specified by the procuring agency, gloss pig-
in accordance with the directions of the inented dope conforming to Specification AN-
manufacturer· TT-D-554, aluminized dope conforming to Spec-

5.768. Finishing system F (fabricand cellulose ification AN-TT-D-551, or camouflage dope con-nitrate dope). Operations specified for applying forming to Specification AN-D-8. The alumi-
fabric and cellulose-nitrate dope are: nized dope is supplied as a clear vehicle to be mixed

Operations 1 and 9. Apply two coats of var- on the job as follows: Add appproximately 12
nish over the plywood as in System A· ounces of aluminum paste conforming to Speci-

Operation 3. Apply by brushing or spraying fication AN-TT-A-461a to 1 pint of the clear
1 coat of dope conforming to Specification dope, stir thoroughly, then add enough clear dope
AN-TT-D-514. Thin the dope as re- to bring the total volume to 1 gallon, and finally
quired with thinner conforming to Speci thin as described in Operation 11.
fication AN-TT-T-256 or AN-TT-T-258.

.

0.769. Finishing system 6' (fabricand cellulose-
The dope may be colored slightly as a guide acetate-butyrate dope).
m apphcation, provided that it is not made

. Operations 1 to 7. Same as in System F, both
opaque. Allow 1 hour for drying.

. as to materials and procedure.Operation 4. Repeat Operation 3.
Operation 5. Lay the fabric in place and, if Operation 8. Apply by spraying or brushing

desired, tack it lightly. Set it in place by 1 coat of clear butyrate dope conforming to
. . Specification AN-D-1. The dope may bebrushing in one direction with dope tlunner .

. .

. thmned as required for good apphcation,
or with thinned dope ("pull-oversolu- . .

- using thinner conforming to Specificationtion"). Release any air bubbles imprisoned
. . AN-T-27 or AN~T-28. Allow 1 hour forunder the fabric by puncturing with pins .

if necessary. Allow 1 hour for drying. drymg.
. Operation 9. Repeat Operation 8.Operation 6. Apply by bruslung l eoat of un-

colored dope (Specification AN-TT-D Operation 10 (optional).Sand lightly with

514) thinned as required to wet the fabric paper not coarser than No. 280 if necessary
to smooth the nap of the fabric.thoroughly and produce maximum adhe-

sion. Allow 1 hour for dryino. Operation11. Apply by spraying or brushing

Operation ÝApply fabric tape over all un_
1 coat of pigmented butyrate dope conform-

stitched fabric joints and over all exposed ing to Specification AN-D-2 if the pro-
nail and screw heads. Lay the tape on wet curing agency requires gloss finish or Speci-

dope and cement in place with thinned fication AN-D-3 if camouflage finish is
dope. Allow 1 hour for drying. required. The dope may be thinned as

Operation 8. Repeat operation 6, except that necessary for good application. Allow 1

the dope may be applied by either spraying liour for drying.

or brushing. Operation 19. Repeat Operation 11.
Operation 9. Repeat Operation 8. The weight added by finishing System F or G
Operation 10 (optional). Sand lightly with should be not less than 4.5 nor more than 7.0

paper not coarser than No. 280 if necessary ounces per square yard (0.031to 0.052 pound per
to smooth out the nap of the fabric. square foot) exclusive of the fabric, which weighs

Operation 11. Apply by spraying or brushing not more than 3.5 ounces per square yard (0.024
1 coat of pigmented dope of the color and pound per square foot) in addition.
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5.7600. Insignia. The application of insignia dehumidification of the large volume of air re-
after the exterior finish has been otherwise com- quired present serious difficulties, especially in
pleted is described in Specification AN-I-0. places where cold water in large volume is un-

5.77. METHODS OF ÀPPLYING FINISHEs. As a available. In spite of its difficulties, air condi-
rule, all major finishing operations that involve tioning during summer weather is exceedingly

application of large quantities of finishing mate- helpful in regions where the relative humidity
rials should be performed in a finishing room may rise much above 60 percent, because blushing
separated from the rest of the factory and used may then prevent all application of dope or lac-
only for finishing operations. The room should be quer until the weather changes. Where there is
maintained in a neat and orderly manner, with no provision for dehumidification and difficulty
particular care to keep it free from dust and to with blushing arises, the relative humidity can be
minimize fire hazards. Good ventilation is essen- lowered by raising the temperature of the finish-
tial. Oleoresinous finishes require oxygen from ing room still higher insofar as that is practicable.
the air for drying, and lacquers and dopes demand Spraying is the principal method used to apply
movement of air ample to carry off the large vol- aircraft finishes, but for certain operations brush-
ume of solvents and thinners given off as they ing is believed to give better results or is more
dry. Accumulation of such vapors constitutes convenient, and for still others dipping is prac-
both a fire and a health hazard. Positive ventila- ticed. Less frequently used methods are roll coat-
tion by forced draft, sufficient to effect at least 15 ing in equipment much like glue spreaders, mop-
complete changes of air per hour, is highly desir- ping on with rags or suitable applicators (sealers,
able if not essential in finishing rooms in which varnish, and fillers), wiping off with rags or other
much dope or lacquer is applied. Incoming air material (fillersand sometimes sealers and var-
should be freed from dust by passing it through nish), and knifing with putty knife or spatula
cheesecloth, very find mesh screen, or other suit- (surfacersand putties).
able filters. 5.770. ßpraying. Spraying is a rapid method

The temperature of the finishing room should of application especially effective when applying
not be lower than 70° F. and should be held as very fast-drying products on large surfaces.
uniform as practicable. Finishing materials be- Spraying can be done only in spray booths or
come heavier in viscosity at lower temperatures spray rooms equipped to exhaust the mist and
and thinner at higher temperatures. Although fumes; hence the work must be brought to the
some adjustment can be made by altering the pro- spray booth. In most States there are detailed
portion of thinner, uniform temperature promotes laws governing equipment and safety precautions
uniform application and uniform rate of drying for industrial spray finishing. Technical details
of finishing materials. The optimum relative about the equipment needed for specific operations
humidity in the finishing room is approximately are obtainable from manufacturers of spray equip-
60 percent. At 70° F. this tends to hold wood in ment. For hot spraying, special equipment is re-
the range of 10 to 12 percent moisture content, and quired.
under such conditions finishes dry satisfactorily. Typical spray booths for aircraft finishing are
If the relative humidity is too high, coatings tend shown in figures 5-90 and 5-100.•
to remain tacky for a long time and dopes and lac- 5.771. Brushing. Brushing is used for small

quers may be damaged by "waterblushing" during jobs along the assembly line where it is more con-
application. (Blushing is a condition of whiten- venient to bring the finishing materials to the part
ing of a coating caused either by a separation of than to take the part to a spray booth,
some of the vehicle constituents or by droplets of A few operations are better done by brushing
water emulsified in the coating before it has than by spraying. The first coat or two of dope
dried.) are usually brushed on fabric, because the pres-

In the winter season, air conditioning of the sure of the brush on the fabric brings about better
finishing room can be accomplished easily and penetration and helps to release air bubbles.
economically by heating the income air to 70° Many finishers believe that sealers, varnish, and
F. and raising its relative humidity to 60 percent fillers can be applied on previously uncoated wood
by means of steam jets or other convenient devices. more effectively by brushing than by spraying,
Under summer conditions, however, cooling and but this view is not accepted everywhere.
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F¡gitre 5-99. Typical sprad bootle for finisleing aircraft parts by spraying. T1te operator evears a mŒs/c for
protection against paint mist.

Figure 5-100. Spraying a fuselage in a spray boot15. Note leoto parts not to be sprayed are maskecl toitle paper
Itcld in place wille maslaing tape.
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5.772. Dipping. Dipping is a method of rapid
application that permits application of finish to
interior parts inaccessible to brush or spray. Fig-
ure 5-101 shows a plywood-covered wing section
beine dipped in sealer to finish all of the interior
surfËcesand seal the outside surfaces in a single
operation. After each dip the excess sealer is
wiped from the outside surfaces with rags wetted
with th e ·.

Pigure 5-102. DippinU tank set in floor of finis1ting roone
shozoinU incihod of finis1ting ico0dwork of wing section
later to be covered scith fabric as seen in figitre 5-10/>.

Note drain rack in backfround.

time at 70° F., can be dried in 43 hours in the
forced drying room shown in figure 5-103 at a
temperature of 130° F. and a relative humidity
of 30 percent. Where the work progresses through
the finishing room on dollies such as that shown

m figure 5-104, it is not difficult to make use of

forced drying.
Figure 5-101. DippitrU tank set in floor of finishing rootn

holdisty shout 2,000 gallons of varnish scaler in schich -

plytcood-covered wing sections are dipped tecice to
finish all interior surfaces avid seal the outside surfaces.

Figure 5-102 shows the dipping of a wing see-
tion that is to be subsequently covered with fabric.
The surfaces in this case might be accessible for
spraying, but dipping is faster and insures more
certain penetration of the finish into pockets like
those formed between rib caps, diagonal braces,
and gussets.

The tank shown in figure 5-101 holds 2,000 gal-
lons of sealer, the composition of which must be
checked frequently to restore thinners gradually
lost by evaporation and to avoid "livering"(coag-
ulation forming a jelly) of sealer that remains in
the tank long enough to become seriously oxidized.
Pigmented products are more difficult to apply by
dipping than are clear products because the pig-
ments tend to settle, making it necessary to provide
agitation to keep them in suspension.

5.773. Forced drying. Drying time can often be
greatly reduced by raising the temperature mod-
erately. A typical oleoresinous exterior finishino

. .

* Figure 5-103. Typical drying room for forceci drying of
systent consisting of sealer, surfacer, and 2 coats aircraft finisAes at 180° F. dry buib, 97° F. wet bulo (so
of gloss enamel, which requires 23 hours of drying percent relative humiaity).
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of finishing arise from necessary procedures in the
manufacture of aircraft.

5.780. Finishing swfaces inaccessible after
assembling. The interior surfaces of plywood-
covered wing sections are usually inaccessible
after the plywood covering has been glued on both
sides, yet Specification AN-C-83 requires that all
of the interior surfaces including the inside faces
of the plywood covering receive protective finish.

One method of complying with, these require-
ments is to complete all gluing before any finish
has been applied and then to apply the required

two coats of sealer by dipping the wing as shown
in figure 5-101. The vent holes in the bottom
skin, inspection ports, and lightening holes admit
sealer within the wing, allow the enclosed air to

Figure õ-104. Fabric-coverca 2cing section <etter avviving escape, and then permit excess sealer to drain out
clear <iove. Tite ciccer dove cont<eins a little ot2eeave for after lifting the wing from the dip tank. Avari-
i<lentification ist t1te factory. Note t1te <lolly ort to1ticle ation of the method is to hold the wing in a suit-
t1te tving sectiort is moved t1trougle 11te vario2ts steps . .

in tinis/ting.
able device for rockmg and rotating it, pour an
abundance of sealer inside through a convenient
opening, slosh the sealer around inside until all

For wood finishing, drying-room temperatures surfaces are believed coated, and then drain out
are limited. A too sudden increase in temperature the excess sealer. Neither procedure admits of

may cause blistering of coatings resulting from adequate inspection of the interior surfaces after
expansion of the air in the wood and excessive finishing to see that no areas have been skipped
drying of the wood, which must be avoided. Hu- and no puddles of excess material have been left
midification of the drying room prevents inordi- behind.
nate drying of the wood but, if the relative hu- Another method of meeting the requirements
midity control is set too high, cold wood entering of Specification AN-C-83 is to complete the
the drying room is far below the dew-point tem- assembly to the point at which the plywood skin
perature and water therefore condenses upon it to has been glued on the top or bottom of the wing
the detriment of the finish. At 130° F., a relative and the second skin has been cut and fitted accu-
humidity of 65 percent would be needed to keep rately but has not yet been glued down. All glue
wood at 10 percent moisture content; but the dew lines for attaching the second skin must then be
point is then 114° F., far above the temperature located, marked off, and protected from contami-
of the finishing room and the temperature of fin- nation with finish either by covering them tem-
ished parts entering the drying room from the porarily with masking tape or by special care in
finishing room. Serious condensation therefore applying finish. Finish may then be applied to
occurs. Experience has shown that 130° F. and all interior surfaces except the glue lines and
30 percent relative humidity in the drying room allowed to dry. The masking tape, if used, is
are suitable provided that the temperature of the then removed and the second skin is carefully
finishing room and of the finished parts is not glued in place. This procedure obviously is slow
allowed to drop below 70° F. Although the dew and laborious and fails to apply protective finish
point for 130° F. and 30 percent relative humidity at the edges of glue lines between rib and spar
falls at 88° F. the finished surfaces evidently reach caps and the second skin. Any creeping of finish
that temperature before condensation takes place. into glue lines or inaccuracy in locating and ad-

Under the conditions in question the wood loses justing glue lines may produce weak glue joints.
less than 2 percent of its moisture during forced Another variation of the procedure that permits
drying of a system that requires 434 hours. somewhat faster production is to assemble to the

ö.78. SPECIAL PROBLEMS ÀRISING FROM CON- point at which one skin has been glued in place,
sTuverlos PROCEDURES. Several special problems apply finish to the interior surfaces of the assem-
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bled portion and let it dry, cut and fit the second ture of the gluing operations makes it difficult to
skin, spread glue on the rib caps and spar caps, minimize squeeze-out and inaccessibility makes it
place the skin in position just long enough for hard to remove the excess glue subsequently. It
some of the wet glue to cling to the skin to mark is customary to apply interior finishes on enclosed
the glue lines, remove the skin and apply interior surfaces directly over any glue squeeze-out that
finish by hand, and then complete the gluing while may be present even though it is realized that the
the interior finish is still wet. This procedure hardened glue and finish often chip off in service,
encourages contamination of the glue with sealer, leaving a portion of the wood unprotected.
admits of one coat only of sealer on the second On interior exposed surfaces and on exterior
skin, and prolongs the assembly time to the point surfaces every practical effort should be made to
at which the glued joints are of doubtful quality. prevent excessive squeeze-out during gluing.

Some sealers are much more nearly gluable than Specification AN-C-83 requires that such surfaces
heretofore considered possible,- particularly when be free from squeeze-out extruded more than one-
the gluing is done with low-temperature, phenolic- eighth inch beyond joints. Even one-eighth inch
resin glues. No sealer has yet been found, how- of glue, however, is enough to cause premature
ever, that the Forest Products Laboratory consid- failure of finish over the glue, and the failure may
ers reliably glueable for aircraft purposes. Ef- then spread farther over the surface. Light sand-
forts have been made to use resin glues for the ing of areas contaminated with glue, enough to ex-
dual purpose of providing protective finish for pose clean wood fibers for contact with the finish,
interior surfaces and gluing plywood skins in is permitted.
place. Some resin glues when thinned and ap- Other foreign substances soiling surfaces to be
plied as plywood coatings weighing 0.02 to 0.03 finished, such as oil or grease, are objectionable
pound per square foot afford sufficient moisture- and should be removed as completely as possible.
excluding effectiveness to meet that requirement Naphtha may be used to sponge off oil or grease,
of the former Specification AN-S-17 and leave a but it should be applied first around the circum-
surface that can be glued firmly; but the interior ference of the soiled area, working in toward the
finishes so produced are brittle and inclined to center, in order to avoid spreading the oil or grease
craze. over a still larger area. At best, the contaminants

A practice followed for some time in the con- can be removed only in part, hence the most effec-
struction of some Canadian and British airplanes tive precautions are those that prevent soiling of
but not admissible under Specification AN-C-83 the surfaces in the first place.
is to apply no finish whatever to the interior sur- Care should be exercised in the choice of ma-
faces of top skins. In manufacture, the bottom terials for placing inspector's markings, part num-
skin is glued to the frame first, after which pro- bers, batch numbers, and other control infor-
tective finish can be applied readily to the inside mation on areas that may become parts of the sur-
of the bottom skin and to the ribs and spars for a faces to receive finish. As far as practical such
distance approximately two-thirds of the way markings should be placed on faces that will ulti-
toward the top. The top skin, with no finish at mately be concealed from view, but in any case
all, is then glued in position. Since any free water the marking material should be one that will not
that gets into enclosed spaces will drain down over harm finishes. Grease-pencil and lumber-mark-
the bottom surface to the vent holes and the top ing crayons containing wax are harmful. Ordi-
skin is repeatedly warmed and dried by exposure nary soft graphite pencils and common stamp-pad
to sunshine, this procedure offers a reasonable com- inks made with water-soluble dyes may be used
promise by supplying protective finish at those safely.
points where it may be most useful and avoiding Surfaces to be finished should be free from dust,
the bottle-neck in assembly imposed by the re- sander dust, dirt, or other foreign solids. Saw-
quirement of finish on all interior surfaces. dust, shavings, chips, and loosened glue squeeze-

5.781. Glue squeeze-out and other contaminants. out should be removed from enclosed spaces be-
The incompatibility between glues and finishes af- fore they become inaccessible. An air spray is
fects finishes adversely when applied over glue useful for such cleaning but a vacuuin cleaner is
squeeze-out or other contamination of the surface better and an old-fashioned tack rag (a rag made
with glue. On interior enclosed surfaces, the na- sticky with partly dried oil or varnish) still better.
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5.782. Exposed edges of plytoood and other depressions over the holes allowed to remain
end grain 2cood. Good design will minimize ex- visible.

posure of plywood edges and butt joints by On woods having no pores large enough to re-
scarfing or other details of construction. There quire wood filler, and where slight depressions in
may often be some edge exposure, however, at the finish over nail holes will be acceptable, wood

vent holes, inspection holes, and fittings. filler may be applied over the areas in which there
Taping of exposed edges is probably the safest are nail holes only. This may be done most easily

procedure for providing effective protection of on the bare wood before varnish is applied.
both the wood and the finish. Holes too small for 5.784. Effect of seams in plytcood faces. When
taping, such as vent holes, can be closed with seams in face veneers of plywood have been well
metal or plastic grommets. Specification AN--C- glued with water-resistant glue, they have no ef-
83 requires that end-grain edges on interior parts feet on the behavior of finish. The finish should
receive at least two coats of varnish (systemA) remain as intact over the seam.as it does over the
and, on exterior parts, at least three coats of partsofthesurfacehavingnoseams,exceptwhere
varnish unless they are to be covered with doped glue squeeze-out occurs.
fabric. Clear varnishes, however, are not very Unglued seams are Ekely to cause cracking of
effective on end-grain wood. Highly pigmented the finish. The thicker the face ply, the earlier
fillers are more effective. the cracking may be expected to set in, and the

For end-grain surfaces and drilled holes in wood wider will be the crack formed. Where the face
spars and other primary structural members, ply is no thicker than one thirty-second inch,
Specification AN-C-83 requires that the surface cracking of the finish, though readily visible, may
be sanded smooth and finished with two coats of not represent too serious an impairment in the
varnish plus one coat of aluminized varnish con- durability of the finish. If it is considered neces-
forming to Specification AN-P-31, except that the sary to prevent such cracking, however, the joints
bituminous paint may not be used on surfaces to may be covered with fabric or paper tape. Fabrie
receive additional coats of finish or that may come tape is cemented in place with dope, paper tape
in contact with gasoline or with personnel. with either dope or, better, with sealer or varnish.

5.783. Nail holes or nail heads. Flush-driven 5.785. Maintenance of gnishes. Gloss finishes
nails or screws left in exterior surfaces to be fin- of enamel or lacquer tend to lose their gloss after
ished are likely to prove points of premature exposure to the weather for some time. Eventu-
failure of the finish. The finish usually cracks ally the color apparently fades and the surface
over the junction of wood and metal and the begins to chalk. The gloss and color can be re-
failure progresses from the crack. Specification stored, and any dirt deposited on the surface re-
AN-C-83 requires that nail or screw heads be moved, by washing at intervals with mild soap and
taped after application of varnish. water. Strongly alkaline soap or cleaning agents

Nail holes left from nail-strip gluing or counter- may soften the surface of the finish enough to
sunk nails or screws should be filled before fur- result in removal of an excessive amount of it
ther finish is applied. Holes in woods on which with each washing; hence, they should not be used.
wood filler is applied should be filled sufliciently Camouflage finishes are inclined to become more
to protect the wood and the durability of the glossy if they are rubbed either when dry or in
finish, but filler alone will not make them level the course of washing. They should be washed
enough to be entirely concealed from view. Very as infrequently as possible, and then with the least
small holes may be leveled after the application amount of rubbing practicable.
and sanding of a surfacer, but larger ones will still Refinishing, unless the old finish is removed
appear as sÌight depressions. If such slight de- completely, adds weight to the surface. If done
pressions are considered objectionable enough to frequently, the added weight may impair the per-
require further leveling, they must be puttied by formance of the craft. For that reason, refinish-
hand with a quick-drying putty that is known to ing should be done as seldom as is practical and
be compatible with the finishing system. As a then with a minimum weight of enamel or lacquer,
rule, however, a more durable finish may be ex- preferably of the kind applied when the craft was
pected if the puttying is omitted and the slight niade. If the old finish is badly cracked, it should
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be sanded down as nearly as possible to the bare will hereafter be called "woodpropellers" and the
wood before being refinished. second, "laminatedveneer propellers." The use

5.79. FINISHING REFERENCES. of the board laminate material is normally con-
(5--42) Baowme, F. L. fined to fixed-pitch propellers, while the laminated

1981. Ad1tesion in t1te Painting and in tire veneer material is usually confined to detachable
Gluing of Woort. Indus. and Eng. Chem. propeller blades.
23:200. Propellers and detachable blades for both types

(5-43) are usually made in special propeller factories.
1936. Effectiveness of Paints as Protective Coat- -

Their manufacture requires equipment not usually
ings for Wood. Forest Products Labo- .

ratory Report No. R974; Indus. and Eng. available in aircraft factories. The lammated
Chem. 25: 835 (1933) and 28: 798 veneer material, however, is usually made in block
(1936). form by plywood factories and furnished to the

(5-44) propeller factories. It requires equipment and
1940. The Two-coat ßystem of House Painting. - · ·

techmques not usually found m either aircraft orForest Products Laboratory Report No.
R1259; Indus. and Eng. Chem. 33:900 propeller factories.
(1941), Nominal 1-inch lumber is commonly used in the

(5-45) -. making of ordinary wood propellers. Species
1942. Finishing Wood in Aircraft. Forest Prod- permitted and quality of material required are

ucts Laboratory Report No. 1390. covered by the current issues of Army-Navy Aero-
(.5-46) -, LAUGHNAN, D. F., HEEBINK, B. G., AND . .

nautical S >ecification AN-L-18 and AN-P-15bFLEISCUR, H. Û.
1948. A study of Tenn>cratures Attained in a and Civil Aeronautics Manual No. 14.

Dummy Aircraft Wing During the sum- The requireinents covering both species and se-
mer at Madison, Wisconsin. Forest lection of material for laminated veneer are set
Products Laboratory Report No, 1343-B. forth in Army-Navy Aeronautical Specification

(5-47) -, DOWNS, L. E., LAUGHNAN, D. F., AND
No. AN-P-82.SCHWEBS, A. C.

1944. Sintly of Temperature and Moisture Con 5.81. ÜLUING ÌECHNIQUE. Tlie thickness and
tent in woodaircraft wings is nigerent size of propeller blocks preclude the use of glues
Climates. Forest Products Laboratory that require the application of heat to effect their
Report No. 1507· setting, except where suitably controlled humidity

(5-48) ---- AND SczwEns, A. C. heatmg chambers or electrostatic heating equip-
1944. Moisture-Excluding E¶cotiveness oncl

Weig1et of Aircraft Finfaltes on Papreg
inent are available. Under current Army-Navy

and on Plywoort. Forest Products specifications only room-temperature-setting
Laboratory Report No. 1598. phenol, melamine, and resorcinol glues are per-

(5-49) - AND ÜOWNs, L. E· mitted. These glues can be set at elevated temper-1945. A Survey of t1eeProperties of Commercial atures but are normally employed at room temper-Water Repellents an<l Related Proclucts.
Forest Products Laboratory Ileport No. atures. The room-temperature-setting urea resin
R14eo. and casein glues have suflicient moisture resistance

(5-50) Hoon, M. J. for this purpose, but their use is permitted only
1939. T1te Effects of Some Common Surface by the Civil Aeronautics Administration.

Irregularities on Wing Drag. Natl. Adv· The glues should be mixed accordino to the
Com. for Aeronautics Teelmical Note .

No. 695.
instructions of the manufacturers. For casein

(5-51) HUNT, G. M. glues, a 5 to 10 percent reduction in water content
1930. Effectiveness of Moisture-Excluding Coat- over that reconnnended for normal gluing opera-

ings on Wood. U. S. Dept. of Agr. cire- tions aids in preventing starved joint conditions
No. 128 (Sec. 6.970) .

5.810. ßelection of material. Boards f rom
5.8. Propeller Manufacture which Jaminations are to be cut should be selected

as outlined in section 2.4 and Specification AN-L-
5.80. GENERAL. TO eliininate confusion, pro- 18. Further considerations should be given to the

pellers are divided into two classes: those made fact that, normally, from 1 to 4 laminations run
by laminating together boards 3/8 to 1 inch in completely through the center of the propeller
thickness, and those made by laminating sheets of from tip to tip. These laminations carry the
veneer 1 to 1/16 inch in thickness. The first type greater percentage of the stresses. Special care
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should be exercised to obtain as nearly straight- By either method, the hunber is first surfaced
grain boards as possible for these, particularly lightly so as to reveal the grain and any defects
for that portion which will forin the outer two- that may be present. By the use of patterns, the
thirds of the blade. lamiuations are then outlined on the boards. Con-

5.811. Preparation of lominations for gluing. toured laininations are later band-sawed. Care
In the manufacture of propellers, it is important should be exercised that defects are eliminated
that the laininations before gluing be uniformly and that the grain is approximately parallel to
dry and that all laininations be conditioned to the longitudinal axis of the laminations.
the same moisture content. The average moisture Usually the laminations are then bored at a
content of the wood at the time of glaing should point equivalent to the center of the hub, assem-
be between 5 and i percent, but the maximmn dif- bled as they will later be glued in the complete
ference between any two laininations in any one propeller, and tested for approximate balance.
propeller should not exceed 2 percent. These lim- This facilitates the final balancing of the propel-
itations are most easily met in rooms or plants Jer. Some shifting and interchanging of lamina-
where the relative humidity is controlled (sec. tions is usually necessary to bring about approx-
5.1). iinate balance. Thereafter, the laininations are

In providing laminations of the proper widths, surfaced to final thickness.
it may be necessary to edge-glue narrow pieces. Final surfacing of the laminations should occur
The gluing technique employed in making edge immediately before gluing. Specification AN-P-
to edge joints should follow that reconunended 15b requires that not more than 4 hours elapse
later for gluing the laminations together. The between final surfacing and gluing. The surfaces
edge to edge gluing should be the first gluing should be smooth and even, and each lamination
operations and should be completed in time to al- should be uniform in thickness throughout its
low a conditioning period of at least 3 days before length and width.
the final surfacing of the laminations. 5.812. Gluing. The essential procedures in glu-

From the standpoint of minimizing changes in ing propellers are similar to those involved in
shape of the finished propeller, it is highly desir- gluing straight, laminated members described in
able that all laminations in any propeller be of section 5.49, except that the species used are dif-
either flat-sawn or quarter-sawn material and of ferent. The propeller species are hardwoods of

a single species. Boards that are truly flat-sawn rather high specific gravity and require somewhat
should not be glued to boards that are truly quar- more closely controlled gluing conditions than for
ter-sawn, because of their difference in shrinkage gluing the lighterweight species (sec.5.27) .

with moisture content changes. It is also desir- 5.813. Œue spread. The glue should be
able to arrange adjacent laminations of flat-sawn spread on the surfaces by machine, which gives a
stock so that the growth rings of one are reversed more uniform coating and reduces the time other-
in position and direction to the other to minimize wise spent in threading by hand. The amount of
further the stresses and distortion, wet glue spread, applied on one of the two contact

Laminations may be cut from the boards in such surfaces, per 1,000 square feet of single glue line
shapes that, when combined, they form the ap- should be between 45 and 50 pounds of resin glue
proximate contour of the propeller or to dimen- and between 65 and 75 pounds of casein glue. In
sions that are equivalent to the over-all length operations where the assembly period is pro-
and width of the propeller. Making all lamina- longed, it is advisable to spread both joint sur-
tions of the same width is somewhat more waste- faces, in which case the amount of glue spread per
ful of material than eutting them to the approx- unit area of joint should be increased about 25
imate contour of the propeller, since a larger percent, one-half the total quantity of glue being
amount of material is taken off in the shaping spread on each of the contacting surfaces.
operation. This waste, however, is reduced some- 5.814. Assembly time. The glue-coated lami-
what by placing defects in those portions that are nations should be laid together as soon as spread.
cut away. The full-width Jaminations require The interval between spreading the first glue and
somewhat more attention in assembly to keep the application of pressure should not exceed 50
them in proper order, but uniform and adequate minutes at 75° F. (sec.5.261 and Army Air Forces
gluing pressure is more easily applied to them. Specification 14140) with resorcinol glue and 20
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minutes at 70° F. with casein and room-tempera- the assembly operation and results in a delay be-
ture-setting urea glues. It is desirable to keep the tween spreading and pressing that may prove criti-
assembly time within the limits of 5 to 15 minutes. cal; therefore, this method is not recommended.
The permissible assembly periods for the inter- Another method is the use of a permanent jig,
mediate-temperature-setting phenols vary with constructed to receive in its proper place each
different glues, but they are usually longer than lamination of a propeller of a given size. The
for room-temperature-setting urea and casein use of such a jig facilitates the assembly of the
glues. laminations but ofers other difficulties. It neces-

5.815 Temperature. Gluing with room-tem- sitates very exact machining of the laminations
perature-setting phenol, melamine, and resorcinol of successive propellers so that the thicknesses are
glues should not be carried out when the tem- constant. If the jig is made of wood, it should
perature of the glue, the gluing room, or the wood be stored in an atmosphere where the humidity
is below 7õ° F. For the use of elevated temper- is controlled to prevent dimension changes in the
atures, the manufacturers' recommendations and jig. Coating the surfaces of the jig with wax
the approval of the procuring agency should be aids in preventing adhesion of glue and avoids
obtained. For casein glues, the temperature limi- damage when excess glue is removed.

tations are less critical. Information on curing Applying a uniform and well-distributed pres-
time and temperature relations of high-tempera- sure to laminations that are all of equal width and
ture-setting phenolic glues are given in section laid directly over each other is not difficult with
5.263. presses of the type illustrated in figure 5-38.

5.816. Pressing. For the species used in pro- Hand clamps are not well suited to this method.
pellers, gluing pressures of 200 to 250 pounds per Pressure equipment sometimes used consists of
square inch are reconnnended. several small but strongly constructed units of a

When laminations are cut to the approximate screw-type press, all built to the same design and
profile of the propeller, an adequate and uniform size. Any desired number of these units are then
distribution of pressures during the gluing opera- alined on tracks, which are firmly fixed for the
tion is somewhat complicated because the lamina- purpose to a good foundation, to provide a press
tions in the blade section are of diferent widths whose length may be made to suit the length of the
and are echeloned from top to bottom. The dif- propeller.
ficulty is often remedied by extensive use of block- 5.817. Conditioning. Tests show that wood pro-
ing so arranged that each lamination is filled out pellers change their form, blade angle, and balance
to approximately the same width and length. If when the moisture content of the assembly is
this system is used, it is important that the block- changed appreciably either by absorption or by
ing material be planed to the same thickness as drying out. It is desirable in the manufacturing
the laminations. Variations in thickness of block- process to maintain a constant average moisture
ing material should not exceed 0.002 inch. Uni- content of the block during the entire procedure,
formity can be assured if the blocking material is including the shaping and finishing operations,
prepared at the same time and with the same ma- This control of moisture content can only be met
chine setting as the propeller laminations them- in adequately conditioned rooms or plants. The
selves. If the thickness of the blocking is not the moisture content of the propeller assembly is in-
same as that of the corresponding lamination, the creased during gluing with cold-setting glues due
gluing pressure will not be uniformly distributed. to the moisture supplied by the glue (sec.5.20).
When the blocking is so arranged, the gluing pres- When ¾-inch lumber is glued with cold-setting
sure can be applied in a screw press of the type urea-resin glues, this moisture increase is about 1
illustrated in figure 5-38. percent. With casein glues the moisture content

Some operators reduce the amount of blocking increase is about 2 percent. When ¾-inchlumber
by the use of a great number of hand clamps. The is glued with room-temperature-setting resorcinol
use of hand clamps ofers difficulty in securing ade- glues, the moisture increase is approximately 0.5
quate pressure. Even with the heavier type of percent. This moisture will difuse through the
C-clamps (table5-13) and by crowding the work wood, and the blocks as a whole will not change in
with clamps, adequate pressures may not be ob- moisture content if they are held in controlled
tained. Further, the use of many clamps retards humidity rooms that maintain a moisture content
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equilibrium for wood at 1 to 2 percent above the roughing and final roughing-before the next is
moisture content of the laminations at the time of begun. The final roughing cut should be no closer
gluing. Under room temperatures, the condition- than one-eighth inch to the finished surface.
ing should continue for at least 2 days before rough 5.821. Finish cutting and balancing. Leading
carving and from 5 to 7 additional days before and trailing edges are cut by rigidly mounting the
finish carving or a total conditioning period of 7 blocks on a template that is moved against the
to 9 days. Moisture diffuses through cherry, ma- collar of a shaper, which in turn cuts all edges in
hogany, the oaks, and walnut somewhat more one continuous operation. This procedure requires
slowly than through birch and maple. Conse- that the blade be mounted on the template in such
quently, blocks made from the first group of species a way as to bring the true leading and trailing
should be allowed the longer conditioning period. edges in contact with the shaper head. Rough
By using higher temperatures, as 120° F., the edge profiling may be done before rather than after
conditioning period suggested for room tempera- vough shaping, particularly if rough shaping is
ture may be reduced by approximately one-half. done on a contouring machine, rather than by

5.82. SHAPING ŸROPELLERS. Akfter condition- hand-guided planer.
ing, the propeller blanks must be formed into fin- Final shaping and smoothing are done by hand.
ished shape by cutting and carving, partly by Tools required are planes, spoke shaves, cabinet
machine and partly by hand. Before shaping, hub scrapers, files, and sandpaper of varying degrees
faces should be made parallel with the centerline of fineness.
of the propeller. This insures drilling of the The finishing stage may advantageously be per-
center bore 90 degrees to the centerline. formed with the blade supported by a special up-

5.820. Rough cutting. Square blanks require right mount on which the propeller can be fixed
a preliminary roughing cut to bring them to ap- at such an angle that all surfaces are readily ac-
proximate form before the final shaping opera- cessible to the finisher.
tions can begin. Preliminary cutting of this kind As the work proceeds, the outlines of the blade
is conveniently done by a wide dado head. must be checked continuously by template, sepa-

Roughly formed, originally square blocks and rate templates being required for positions on the
blocks formed of band-saw laminations are rough- two faces of the blade at frequent intervals along
cut to nearly finish size by several methods. its length. The templates are cut to fit the finished

One method employs power-driven hand planers contour of the blade from leading to trailing edges,
with which the operator can cut at any angle or which, having been cut to true profile, act as base
position he chooses. As the final form is ap- lines from which to work. Furthermore, if the
proached, it is frequently checked against tem- templates are provided with protractors and levels,
plates to guard against the removal of too much they can quickly be placed in proper position with
stock. respect to the axis of the blade, which is mounted

Contouring machines, duplicating the form of a at a fixed angle on its support. The finisher grad-
master model, are excellent for final rough cutting ually works down the material until all templates
of this kind. Machines may cut only one propeller fit snugly at their proper positions. It is impor-
or blade at a time, or may be arranged to handle tant that blades be carved to the maximum allow-
five or six simultaneously from one master. With able plus tolerances, particularly with regard to
rigid supports and carefully mounted stock, it is width and thickness. This immediately becomes
possible to cut to nearly the finished shape, leaving apparent when it is necessary to remove material
only a small amount of hand working to bring from some portion of the propeller in order to
the surfaces to final form and to balance the blades. achieve balance (sec.5.ö23).

Heavy blocks, particularly those originally 5.822. Boring hubs. One-piece propellers, con-
square in section, are likely to be subject to internal tinuous from tip to tip, must have their hubs bored
stresses that are released in eutting and cause some to receive the propeller shaft fittings and the bolts
twist or warp. To allow such stresses to come to that hold the fittings in place. The current Speci-
equilibrium, rough-cut blanks are stored for peri- fication AN-P-15b describes acceptable methods
ods ranging from several days to a week before the and allowable tolerances. These cuts must be ac-
finishing operations begin. It is desirable to allow curately centered on the hub to avoid unbalance
several days to elapse after each cut--preliminary and must be perpendicular to the axial plane of the
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Figure 5-10õ. Lag screw retention of detachable laminated veneer propeller blade.

end of the screws is ininiinized as inuch as possible. veneer material so close as the laininated boards
If the screws are not evenly spaced around the in the first rough cut. The conditioning period
periphery of the circle, then the greatest concen- before rough carving has been eliminated.
tration should lie in the saine approximate plane 5.854 Conditioning. The conditioning period
as the chord of the finished blade. An example of after rough carving specified by Army-Navy Spec-
this type of blade retention is shown in figure ification No. AN-P-82 is primarily for the pur-
5-105. pose of permitting the block to stabilize itself after

5.853. Shaping and rough outting. The shaping the internal stresses have been relieved. The mois-
and rough cutting are essentially the same as those ture diffusion rate through the block is very low.
outlined in paragraphs 5.82 and 5.820. It has For this reason, it is advisable to use a glue that
been found advisable not to carve the laminated adds a minimum of moisture and veneer with a
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low moisture content. The 7-day conditioning spruce or other medium density natural wood out-
period permits the internal stresses to readjust board sections bonded to compreg shanks or a
themselves. It is sometimes necessary to spread type with variable density compreg ranging from
the rough cutting through two or more operations high to low density from shank to tip, which types
to keep the blades from warping or twisting be- were in use in Europe and England, a blade of
yond the allowable tolerances. uniform high density compreg throughout was de-

5.855. Finish cutting, balancing, and ßnishing. veloped. The reasons for this were (1)to make a
Finish cutting, balancing, and finishing are ac- thinner blade of better performance possible and
complished in the same manner as outlined under (2) to simplify production by using uniform ma-
paragraphs 5.821, 5.823, 5.824, 5.83, and 5.84. The terial and also by eliminating the wire mesh-cel-
balancing operation, however, becomes more crit- lulose nitrate covering of the Schwarz type blade.
ical because of the requirement in Specification The Schwarz type retention was used however.
No. AN-P-82 that all blades of the same design This consisted of a tapered exterior compreg screw
must balance against the same master moment. shank fitting into a conical internally threaded
For this reason, the approved type ferrule shown steel ferrule. Because of loosening due to shrink-
in Army-Navy Aeronautical Specification No. age caused by dimensional changes occurring with

AN-P-82 has provision for adding lead washers changes in humidity, natural wood could not be
to compensate for a certain amount of unbalance. used with this retention. Although the high den-

5.86. PLASTIo PROPELLERS. 3Vithin certain sity compreg was hard, it was still found neces-
limitations, laminated plastics seem to offer sary to use metal leading edge strips on the pro-
promise for small, lightweight propeller blades. peller blades for erosion protection against sand,
One interesting development now under way is a stones, and rain.

blade made from fiberglass cloth laminated over At first a highly stabilized material made with

a wood core. Some of these materials offer higher . a low-molecular-weight 3vater-soluble resin was
tensile strength, torsional ridigity, and dimen- considered. Since this material was relatively
sional stability than wood. brittle and notch-sensitive, difficulties were en-

5.87. LAmwxrzo Bosno BLADES. A limited countered in retaining the blades in the Schwarz
number of propeller blades have been used that type retention. The external threads of the re-

were manufactured from blocks built up by lami- tention created stress concentrations in this type
nating 3/s-inch boards together. An interesting of material sufficient to cause failure of the shank
feature of this type of construction is its adapta- in tension at relatively low loads. As a result, a
bility to the control of the balance problem. After less-stabilized compreg material, which was
the boards are planed to the same thickness and tougher and less notch-sensitive, was tried and this
cut to the same size, they are then weighed (pro- material was retained satisfactorily in the
vided the moisture content is uniform and the Schwarz type retention. This material was made
weight can be used as a criterion of specific grav- with a higher-molecular-weight resin, and an al-
ity). The boards are then segregated into dif- cohol-water solution was used as the solvent. It
ferent groups in relation to their specific gravi- was found that propellers made of this material
ties. By judicious selection of boards from dif- cewash-boarded" in humid regions due to dimen-
ferent groups, a uniform standard for specific sional changes occurring. The water resistance of
gravity for the whole blade can be obtained. This the material in production was then increased
is of great value in obtaining interchangeability without rendering the material appreciably more
from blade to blade within a given design with brittle and notch-sensitive by means of vacuum
regard to balance. Blades of this type are some- and pressure impregnation. Later it was found
times covered with plastic to increase their dimen- that checking and small cracks occurred in the
sional stability. material in hot, dry climates on a large number of

5.88. COMPREG ŸROPELLEns. Because of the the propellers located in such regions. At this
shortage of aluminum aRoy in the first part of time production of compreg blades ceased due to
World War II, compreg blades were developed lessened need for trainer planes. Meanwhile a
as a substitute to be used for controllable pitch multiple lag screw type of retention was developed
propellers on training planes. Instead of adapt- by the AAF consisting of lag screws inserted
ing either the Schwarz type blade consisting of through a base plate attached to a ferrule similar
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to that shown in figure 5-105. This enabled more ance, weather resistance, dimensional stability,
notch-sensitive material to be retained, but this and fungus resistance, in which case laminated
retention method was never in production for com- plastic, or even compreg, may become important.
preg blades. It should be stated that the original Also propellers of the latter materials can be made
highly stabilized compreg was somewhat improved thinner, and hence of better performance because
in toughness also. of the greater strength properties.

The compreg that had been in production for During the early stages of development it was
propeller blades was improved with regard to felt that the most highly stabilized material was
water resistance, dimensional stability, and check- essential. Since this material was relatively brit-
ing in dry heat by means of a change in the im- tle, difficulties were encountered in retaining the
pregnating resin and procedure, but this improved blades in the Schwarz type retention. The brit-
material was not developed in time for use in pro- tle material was highly notch sensitive and the ex-
duction blades. The latter material, in common ternal threads of the retention created stress
with that used in production propellers, still re- concentrations sufficient to break the shank in
quires protection from the weather by means of tension on relatively low overloads. As a con-
finishing with transparent phenolic resin spar var- sequence, a new type of retention was developed.
nish. Surface checking occurs to some extent on This retention utilized multiple lag screws in-
weather exposure without finishing. serted through a base plate attached to a ferrule

It is worthy of note that the compreg propellers similar to that shown in figure õ-105. At the same
used in service were made up of several blocks time the toughness of the highly stablized com-
glued together with an alkaline phenolie glue preg was improved sufÏiciently to permit the large-
cured by high frequency heating, and that no scale production of compreg blades for the
known trouble at all was experienced with the training program, and the Schwarz retention cou-
glued joints in the thousands of blades in service. tinued to be used for the majority of the blades
It was found to be most important that the two produced.
surfaces of the compreg blocks to be glued together The lag-screw retention, however, made it pos-
mate very closely. sible to retain blades with uncompressed shanks

The lag-screw retention made it possible to re- and since such materials as the laminated veneer
tain blades made of laminated veneer, which mate- were much more economically machined and pro-
rial is much more economically machined and pro- duced, it is believed that the prime necessity for the
duced than compreg. It is probable that most more expensive compreg blades has been obviated.
nonmetallic detachable or controllable propellers It is probable that most detachable or controllable
for light aircraft will be made of the uncompressed propellers for light aircraft equipped with wooden

laminated veneer type of material, except where it blades will be made of the uncompressed laminated
is desired to obtain greater hardness, water resist- veneer type of material.
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CHAPTER 6

MISCELLANEOUS

6.0. List of Specifications AN-P-10 Pine; Aircraft Sugar.
AN-P-31 Paint; Blended Type, Coal-tar Pitch-

Following is a list of specifications referred to base, Bituminous.

in tlie text of this inanual, together with tlle AN-P-43 Plywood; Aircraft, 3Iolded (Fluid

sources from which they may be obtained. Speci- Pressure).
. . . AN-P-60a Plywood and Yeneer; Aircraft Flatfications subsequently issued will supersede those Panel.

listed in this manual· AN-P-72 Plywood; Container.
AN-P-76 Proservative ; Water-Repellent.

Arnty Air Force-Navy Aeronautical Specilications AN-P-82 Propeller Blades ; General Specifica-
(Obtainable from Naval Air Development Station, tion for Detachable (Laminated

Johnsville, Pa., or Air Matériel Command, U. S. Air Forces, Veneer, Uncompressed).
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio.) , AN-S-6b Spruce, Aircraft.

AN-T-27 Thinner; Cellulose Acetate Butyrate
AN-C-72a Cedar, Aircraft Port Orford· Dope.
AN-C-83 Coatings; Protective (For Wood). AN-T-28 Thinner; Cellulose Acetate Butyrate
AN-C-113 Cloth; Cellulose Nitrate Predoped Dope, Blush Iretarding.

Airplane AN-T-4S Tape; Cotton Surface.
AN-C-121 Cloth: Mercerized Cotton Airplane AN-W-2a Wood; Method for Kiln Drying.
AN-C-132 Cloth; Cellulose Acetate Butyrate AN-W-3a Wood; Determination of Moisture

Predoped Airplane Content of.
AN-C-130 Certification of Operators and Ap' AN-W-4a Wood; Determination of Specific

proval of Kiln Drying Equipment; Gravity of.
6 Process for· AN-TT-D-514 Dope; Cellulose-Nitrate, Clear.

AN--D-1 Dope; Cellulose-Acetate-Butyrate AN-TT-D-551 Dope; Cellulose-Nitrate, Clear (For)
(Clear)· Aluminum-Dope.

AN-D-2 Dope; Cellulose-Acetate-Butyrate AN-TT-D-554 Dope; Cellulose-Nitrate, Piguiented.
(Pigmented) AN-TT-T-256 Thinner ; Cellulose - Nitrate - Dope -

AN-D--3 Dope ; Cellillose-Acetate-Butyrate and-Lacquer.
(Camouflage)· AN-TT-T-258 Thinner; Cellulose Nitrate Dope and

AN-D-8 Dope; Cellulose-Nitrate, Pigmented Lacquer, Blush Retarding.
(Camouflage). AN-TT-V-116 Varnish; Spar, Glyceryl-Phthalate.

AN-E-3 Enamel; Aircraft, Gloss· AN-V-26 V a rn i sh ; Phenol-Formaldellyde
AN-E-7 Enamel; Camouflage, Quick-drying· Spar.
AN-F-Gb Fir ; Aircraft Nobel AN-V-27 Varnish ; Wood Propeller.
AN-F-7b Fir ; Aircraft Douglas AN-V V-N-06 Naphtha ; Petroleum Aromatie.
AN-G-20a Glue; Application of Cold-setting

Resin· United ßtates Air Force Specifications
AN-H-4b Hemlock; Aircraft Western.
AN-1-0 Insignia; National Star- (Obtainable from the Air Matériel Coimnand, United
AN-L-18 Lumber; Aircraft Propeller- States Air Force, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Day-
AN-L-21 Lacquer; Cellulose-Nitrate, Camou- ton, Ohio.)

flage.
AN-L--20 Lacquer; Cellulose-Nitrate. 14115 Surfacer; Aircraft (for wood),
AN-P-15b Propellers and Test Clubs; Fixed- 14122 Glue; Water and Mold-Resistant Casein.

Pitch Wood. 14130 Glue; High-Teinperature-Setting-Resin (Phenol,
AN-P-10 Pine; Aircraft Eastern White. Melamine, and Resorcinol Base).
AN-P-17a Poplar; Aircraft Yellow. 14140 Glne; Application of Low-Temperature-Setting
AN-P-18 Pine; Aircraft Western White. Resin (Phenol, Melamine, and Resorcinol).
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14141 Preservative; Non-Water-Repellent Treating Brashness. A condition of wood characterized by low
Solution for Wood. · resistance to shock and by abrupt failure across the

14149 Glue; Application of Water and Mold-Resistant grain without splintering.
Casein. Broad-leavecl trees. (See Hardwoods.)

14150 Glue; Application of High-Temperature-Setting Burt. This term has the following separate and distinct
Resin (Phenol, Melamine, and Resorcinol). meanings:

14155 Compound; Preventive, Sap Stain, Green Lum- 1. A large wartlike excrescence on the side of a tree.
ber. It contains a large number of buds which rarely

15065 Panels; Impregnated Compressed Wood. develop. Sueli burls are the source of the liighly
20041 Glue; Curing Process, High Frequency Dielec- figured burl veneers and burl wood used for

tric Heating. purely ornamental purposes.
20538 Blank; Propeller, Compressed Wood. 2. A swirl or twist in the grain of the wood which

usually occurs near a knot but does not contain a
Bureau of Aeronautics and Navy Aeronautical knot. This definition has long been used in the

Specilications grading of hardwood lumber.
3. A burl in veneer is defined, for aircraft-inspection

(Obtainable from Naval Air Development Station, purposes, as localized severe distortion of the
Johnsville, Pa.) grain, usually rounded in outline,. from one-
PG-2 Glue; Process for Use of Phenol-Aldehyde Resin- eighth of an inch to several inches in diameter,

due to the one or a cluster of small, contiguous,
Feder<d Standard Stock Catalogue Specifications conical protuberances, each usually having a

Core, or pith, but no appreciable amount of end
(For sale by the Superintendent of Documents, Govern- grain (in tangential view) surrounding it, as

ment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. An Alphabetical distinguished, on the one hand, from cross grain
Index of Federal Specifications is available from the dye to rounded protuberances with or without
Superintendent of Documents at a price of 5 cents.) curly grain, or crook, and, on tlie other hand,

C-G-456 Glue; Casein Type (Water-Resistant). from knots with distinct end grain in several

C-G-496 Glue; Resin-Type Liquid and Powder. to many annual rings entirely surrounding a core,
TT-A-4GS Powder and Paste (for Paint). or pith, all as indicated by the configuration of

TT-F-336a Filler; Wood, Paste. the annual rings on the surface of the Veneer or
TT-T-291 Thinner, Paint, Volatile Mineral Spirits. the degree and position of cross grain.

Cant. A cant is a thiek piece of lumber with or without

Joint Army-Navy ßpecifications squared edges sawed from a flitch or log and intended
for remanufacture into lumber.

(Obtainable from Naval Air Development Station, Cell. A general term for the minute units of wood strue-
Johnsville, Pa.) ture. It includes fibers, vessel segments, and other

elements of diverse structure and functions.
JAN-A-307 Adhesives, Thermosetting-Resin, Room- Cellulose. The carbohydrate that is the principal con,Temperature and Intermediate-Temper- Stituent of wood and forms the framework of the cells,

ature Setting Waterproof (Phenolic,' Chec1c. A lengthwise separation of the wood, the greater
Resorcinol, and Melamine Base) (for part of which occurs across the rings of annual growth.
Wood) Checks are usually due to nonuniform shrinkage in

drying.
6.1. Glossary of Terms Relating to Wood close-orainertwoort. (see crain.)

Coarse-grainctl woorl. (See Grain.)
Air driecl. (See Seasoning.) Collapse. The flattening of single cells or rows of cells in
Annual growth ring. (See Ring, annual growth.) heartwood during the drying or pressure treatment of
Bar1c poc1cet. An opening between annual growth layers wood, characterized externally by a caved-in or corru-

that contains bark. Bark pockets appear as dark gated appearance.
streaks on radial surfaces and as rounded areas on Compression failure. Deformations or buckling of the
tangential surfaces, wood fibers resulting from severe stress in compression

Bird's-eye. A small central spot with the wood fibers along the grain. In surface lurnber they appear as fine
arranged around it in the form of an ellipse so as to wrinkles across the face of the piece.
give the appearance of an eye. Compression wood. Abnormal wood that often forms on

Blemish. Anything, not necessarily a defect, marring the the lower side of branches and of leaning trunks of

appearance of wood. softwood trees. Compression wood is identified by its
Blue stain. (See Staiu, blue.) relatively wide annual rings, usually eccentric, and its
Boards. (See Lumber.) relatively large auiount of summerwood, usually more
Bow. That distortion of a board in which the face is than 50 percent of the width of the annual rings in

convex or concave longitudinally, which it occurs. Compression wood shrinks exces-
Boxed heart. The term used when the pith falls entirely sively lengthwise as compared with normal wood.

within the four faces anywhere in the length of a piece. Conifer. (See Softwoods.)
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Croo1c. That distortion of a board in which the edge is Fiber-saturation point. The stage in the drying or in the
convex or concave longitudinally. wetting of wood at which the cell walls are saturated

Crossband. To place the grain of layers of wood at right and the cell cavities are free from water,
angles in order to minimize shrinking and swelling Pigure. The pattern produced in a wood surface by irreg-
and consequent warping; also the layer of veneer at ular coloration and by annual growth rings, rays, knots,
right angles to the face plies. and sneh deviations from regular grain as interlocked

Cross brea1c. A separation of the wood cells across the and wavy grain.
grain. Such breaks may be due to internal stresses Flat grain. (See Grain.)
resulting from nonuniform longitudinal shrinkage or Plitch. A flitch is a portion of a log sawed on two or inore

to external forces. sides and intended for remanufacture into lumber or
Cross grain. (See Grain.) sliced or sawed veneer. The term is also applied to the
Cup. The distortion of a board in which the face is resultíng sheets of veneer laid together in sequence of

convex or concave transversely. Cutting.

Decay. Disintegration of wood substance through the Grade. The designation of the quality of a inanufactured

action of wood-destroying fungi. piece of wood.
Defect. Any irregularity occurring in or on wood that Grain. The direction, size. arrangement, appearance, or

may lower its Strength. quality of the nbers in wood.
Densiiv. The mass of a body per unit voluine. When Close-grained wood. Wood with narrow and incon-

expressed in the inetric system, it is numerically equal spienous annual rings. The terin is soineti1ues
to the speciñe gravity of the same substance. used to designate wood having sniall and closely

Diagonal grain. (See Grain.) spaced Dores, but in this sense the tertu "fine
Diamond. A distortion in drying that causes a piece of textured" is more often used.

wood originally rectangular in cross section to become C0arse-grained wood. Wood with wide, and con-
dianiond-shaped. spicuous annual rings; that is, rings in which there

Diffuse-porous woods. Hardwoods in wllich the pores are is considerable difference between springwood and
practically uniform in size throughout each annual surnuierwood. The term is soinetinies used to
ring, or decrease slightly toward flie outer border of designate wood with large pores, such as oak, ash,

the ring. chestnut, and waluut, but in this sense the terin
Dimension. (See Lumber.) "coarse textured" is niore often used.
Dimension stock. Squares or flat stock usually in pieces Cross grain. Grain not parallel with the axis of a

under the miniinuin sizes admitted in standard lumber piece. It niay be either diagonal or spiral grain,
grades, rough or dressed, green or dry, eut to the or a combination of the two.
approximate dimensions required for the various prod- Diagonal grain. Annual rings at an angle with tlie
ucts of woodworking factories. axis of a piece as a result of sawing at an angle

D0te. "Dote," "doze," and "rot" are synonymous with with the bark of the tree.
"decay" and are any form of decay which may be evident Edge grrein. Annual rings that form an angle of 45°

as either a discoloration or a softening of the wood. or rnore with the wider surfaces of the piece.

Dry rot. A term loosely applied to many types of decay Flat grain. Annual rings that forlu an angle of less

but especially to that which, when in an advanced stage, than 45° with t11e wider surfaces of the piece.
Dermits the wood to be easily crushed to a dry powder. Interlocked grfein wood. Wood in which the fibers are
The term is actually a misnoiner for any decay since all inclined in one direction in a nuinber of rings of

fungi require considerable moisture for growth, annual growth, then gradually reverse and are
Durability. A general term for permanence or lastingness. inclined in an opposite direction in succeeding

Frequently used to refer to the degree of resistance of growth rings, then reverse again.

a species or of an individual piece of wood to attack Open-grained wood. Common classification of paint-

by wood-destroying fungi under conditions that favor ers for woods with large pores, such as oak, ash,

such attack. In this connection the terni "resistance to chestnut, and walnut. Also known as "coarse
decay" is more specific. textured."

Edge grain. (See Grain.) Plain-satced. Another term for flat grain.

Encased 1anot. (See Knot.) Quarter-sawed. Another term for edge graiu.

Extractives. Substances in wood, not an integral part of Spiral grain. A type of growth in which tlie fibers

the cellular structure, that can be dissolved out with hot take a spiral course about tlie bole of a tree instead

or cold water, ether, benzene, or other relatively inert of the normal vertical course. The spiral niay

solvents. extend right-handed or left-handed around the
Equilibrium moisture content. The moisture content at tree trunk.

which wood neither gains nor loses moisture when sur- Vertical grain. Anotlier term for edge grain.

rounded by air at a given relative humidity and tem- Wavy-graincd wood. Wood in which the fibers col-

perature. lectively take the form of waves or undulations.

Factory and sleop lumbcr. (See Lumber.) Green. Unseasoned, wet.
Fiber. A wood fiber is a coriparatively long (one-twenty- Growtle ring. (See Ring, annual growth.)

fifth or less to one-third inch) narrow, tapering cell Hardwoods. The botanical group of trees that are broad-

elosed at both ends. leased. The term has no reference to the actual hard-
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ness of the wood. Angiosperms is the botanical name is applied to each piece with reference to its
for hardwoods. size and length when graded, without consid-

Heart, Heartwood. The wood extending from the pitch eration to further manufacture.

to the sapwood, the cells of which no longer participate Factory and shop lamber. Lumber intended to
in the life processes of the tree. Heartwood may be be cut up for use in further manufacture. It is
infiltrated with gums, resins, and other materials which graded on the basis of the percentage of the
usually make it darker and more decay-resistant than area which will produce a limited number of
sapwood. cuttings of a specified, or of a given minimum,

Honeycomb. Checks, often not visible at the surface, that size and quality,

occur in the interior of a piece, usually along the wood Structural lumber. Lumber that is 2 or more
rays. inches thick and 4 or more inches wide, intended

Interlocked-grain wood. (See Grain.) for use where working stresses are required.
KihL A heated chamber for drying lumber. The grading of structural lumber is based on

Compartment kiln. A dry kiln designed to keep the the strength of the piece and the use of the
same temperature and relative humidity through- entire piece.
out at any given time. ßize Classification.

Progressive kiln. A dry kiln designed to provide dry- ßtrips. Yard lumber less than 2 inches thick and
ing conditions that increase in severity from en- less than 8 inches wide.

trance to exist. In it the unit CI1arge is only a Boards. Yard lumber less than 2 inches thick, 8
part of the total charge of lumber ; a unit of perhaps or more inches wide,
four truckloads is moved through the kiln in a Dimension. All yard lumber except boards,
chain of several units, from day to day, with a strips, and timbers; that is, yard lumber from
single unit leaving and another entering at one 2 inches to, but not including, 5 inches thick,
time. and of any width.

Kilu-dried. (See Seasoning.) Timbers. Lumber 5 or more inches in least

Knot. That portion of a branch or limb that has become dimension.

íneorporated in the body of a tree. Mineral strettk. An accumulation of mineral matter ap-
Decayed 1enot. A knot which, due to advanced decay, pearing as darkened areas and usually associated with

is not so hard as the surrounding wood. an injury of some kind. Their most frequent occur-
Encased knot. A knot whose rings of annual growth rence is in the maples, hickories, yellow-poplar, and

are not intergrown with those of the surrounding basswood.
wood. Moisture content of wood. Weight of the water contained

Intergrown knot, A knot whose rings of annual in the wood, expressed in percentage of the weight of
growth are completely intergrown with those of the oven-dry wood.
the surrotuiding wood. Jteisture gradient. A condition of graduated moisture

Round knot. A knot whose sawn section is oval or content between the successive layers of a material, such
circular. as wood, due to the losing or absorbing of meisture.

Sound knot. A knot which is solid across its face During seasoning the gradations are between the mois- >
and which is as hard as the surrounding wood. ture content of the relatively dry surface layers and the

Spike knot. A knot sawn in a lengthwise direction. wet layers at the center of t11epiece.
Laminated wood. An assembly built up of plies or lami. Open-grained wood. (See Grain.)

, nations of wood that have been joined either with glue Peck. Pockets or areas of disintegrated wood caused by
or with mechanical fastenings. Distinguished frotn advanced stages of localized decay in the living tree. It
plywood by the fact that the grain of the wood is in is usually associated with cypress and incense cedar.
the saine direction in all plies. As used herein, "lami- There is no further development of peck once the lumber
nated" implied the use of glue as the joining medium. is seasoned.

Lignin. A principal constituent of wood, second in Pitc1e poc/cet. An opening extending parallel to the an-Quantity to Cellulose. It incrusts the cell walls and nual rings of growth usually containing, or which has
cements the cells together' contained, pitch, either solid or liquid.

Log. A section of the trunk of a tree in suitable length
Pit1t. The small soft core occurring in the structuralfor sawing into commercial lumber.

Lumber. The prodnet of the saw and planing mill not center of a log.

further manufactured than by sawing, resawing, and l'it16 flec1c. A narrow streak resembling pith on the sur-
passing lengthwise through a standard planing ma- face of a piece, usually brownish, up to several inches
chine, crosseutting to length and working. Lumber of in length, resulting from the burrowing of larvae in the
thickness not in excess of one-quarter inch to be used growing tissue of the tree.
for veneering is classified as veneer. Plywood. An assembly made of three or more layers of

Use Classification. Veneer joined with glue and usually laid with the grain
Yard lumber. Lumber of all sizes and patterns of adjoining plies at right angles. Almost always an

which is intended for general building pur- odd number of plies are used to secure balance con-
poses. The grading of yard lumber is based on struction.
the intended use of the particular grade and Plain-sawed. (See Grain.)
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Poc1cet rot. Advanced decay which appears in the form Spiral grain. (See Grain.)
of a hole, pocket, or area of soft rot usually surrounded Split. A lengthwise separation of the wood, due to the
by apparently sound wood. tearing apart of the wood cells. It is caused by rough

Pore. (See Vessel.) handling or other artificially induced stress.
Quarter-sa,wed. (-See Grain.) Springwood. The portion of the annual growth ring that
Radial. Coincident with a radius or radial plane from is formed during the early part of the season's growth.

the axis of the tree or log to the circumference. It is usually less dense and weaker mechanically than
Rate of growtle. The rate at which a tree has laid on suunnerwood.

wood, measured radially in the trunk or in lumber cut Stain, blue. A bluish or grayish discoloration of t11esap-
from the trunk. The unit of measure in use is the wood caused by the growth of certain moldlike fungi
number of annual growth rings per inch. on the surface and in the interior of the piece ; made

Rays, wood. Strips of cells extending radially within a possible by the same conditions that favor the growth

tree and varying in height from a few cells in some of other fungi.
species to 4 inches or more in oak. The rays serve Stain, broton. A rich brown to deep chocolate-brown dis-
primarily to store food and transport it horizontally coloration of the sapwood of some pines, caused by a
in the tree. fungus that acts similarly to the blue-stain fungus.

Ring, annual grotot10. The growth layer put on in a single Stain, ssp. (See Stain, blue.)

growth year. Strength. The term in its broader sense embraces collec-
Ring-porous woods. A group of hardwoods in which the tively all the properties of wood which enable it to

pores are colnparatively large at the beginning of each resist different forces or loads. In its inore restricted

annual ring and decrease in size Inore or less abruptly sense, strength may apply to any one of the inechanical

toward the outer portion of the ring, thus forming a properties, in which event the narne of the property

distinct inner zone of pores known as the springwood under consideration should be stated, thus strength in

and the outer zone with smaller pores known as the compression parallel to the grain, strength in bending,

sununerwood. hardness, etc.
Sunemerwood. The portion of the annual growth ringRot. (See Decay.)

that is forIned during the latter part of the yearlyRotard-cut veneer. (See Veneer.)
growth period. It is usually more dense and strongerSap. All the fluids in a tree, special secretions and ex- mechanically than springwood.eretions, such as gum, excepted.

Tangential. Strictly, coincident with a tangent at theßalnoood. The layers of wood next to the bark, usually circuinference of a tree or log, or parallel to suell alighter in color than the heartwood, one-half inch to 3 tangent. In practice, however, it often ineans, roughly,
or more incl1e5 wide, that are actively involved in the coincident with a growth ring.
life processes of the tree. Under most conditions sap- 2'exture. A term often used interchangeably with grain,
wood is more susceptible to decay than heartwood. (See Grain.)
Sapwood is not essentially weaker or stronger than I'wist. A distortion caused by the turning or windingheartwood of the same species. of the edges of a board so that the four corners of any

sawed vencer. (See Veneer.) face are no longer in the saine plane.
Reasoning. Renioving moisture from green wood in order Veneer. Thin sheets of wood.

to improve its serviceability. Rotary-cut veneer. Veneer cut in a continuous strip
Air-drieß or mir seasoned. Dried by exposure to the by rotating a log against the edge of a knife in

air, usually in a yard, without artificial heat. a lathe.
Kiin-dried. Dried in a kiln with the use of artificial Satced vencer. Veneer produced by sawing.

heat. Sliced veneer. Veneer that is sliced off by nioving
Second growt10. Timber tliat has grown after the removal a long, bolt, or flitch against a large knife.

by any means of all or a large portion of the previous Vertical grain. (See Grain.)
stand. Vessels. Wood cells of comparatively large diameter

S1ta108. A separation along the grain, the greater part of which have open ends and are set one above the otber,
which occurs between the rings of annual growth. forming continuous tubes. The openings of the vessels

81top lwm1>cr. (See Lumber.) on the surface of a piece of wood are usually referred

Sliced reneer. (See Veneer.) to as pores.
. Virgin growtli. The original growth of inature trees.Softwoods. The botanical group of trees that have needle

or scalelike lenves and are evergreen for the most part, TVane. Bark, or lack of wood or bark, from any cause,

cypress, larch, and tamarack being exceptions. The on edge or corner of a piece.

term has no reference to the actual hardness of the TVarp. Any variation from a true or plane surface.

wood. Softwoods are often referred to as conifers, and 3Varp includes bow, crook, cup, and twist, or any
botanically they are called gymnosperms. combination thereof.

Specific gravity. The ratio of the weight of a body to TVavy-prained wood. (See Grain.)
the weight of an equal volume of water at some standard TVeat1tering. The mechanical or chemical disintegration

temperature- and discoloration of the surface of wood that is caused
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by exposure to light, the action of dust and sand car- TVorkebility. The degree of ease and smoothness of cut
ried by winds, and the alternate shrinking and swelling obtainable with hand or machine tools,
of the surface fibers that come with the continual vari- Working of wood. Change in the dimensions of a piece of
ation in moisture content brought by changes in the wood with change in moisture content.
weather. Weathering does not include decay. Yard lumber. (See Lumber.)
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gluing of ___- -__-_-__-_ _______ _______ 250 Gluing:
jigs in, assembly of-____-_____-_-- _____-__- 240 acetylated wood___

___ __ ___
_____ __ - 200

pressure _____ __ __ _____ _ __ ___ 250 amount of pressure____ __
____ _- 188, 310

General characteristics of wood
___ __ __

44
assenibly tinie in

_ _
_-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 187

Geograpliical variations in relative huriidity__---- 154
coinpreg.__-_ __

___ _ _ _ ___ ___- ---- 208

Glossary __.- _ __ ______ ___ __-________ 818
compreg to compreg__-______ __ __ _

_--- 208

Glue bleed-through
_ _ __ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- 182
conditioning glued stoek_

_
_ _ _ _ _ 200, 235

Glue bonds, unsatisfactory__ ___ __ _ _
___--- 128 curved laminated menibers in assembly opera-

Glue quality: tions--______ __ _ _
____ _ ____ _____ ggg

block-slieur joint test___ _______ __ _ _--- 150 different species and surfaces of wood ___ 205
control of_

_
__ ___ _ _____ -_ 150 duration of pressure-________ _ _ _

105

joint tests_____ __ __ _ ________ _--___ __ 150 end-grain surfaces___-__________
_

207

plywoodjointtest_____
__ _

152 end-grain to side-grain. __ ___ _
207

Glue spread: fuselage fraines_____-_-
___

__ _ 250
for wingfranies_____-___

___ ___
___________ 247 heat lamps_ ---------_--- 254

in gluing and asseinhly operations
__ _

230, 300 inipreg and heat-stabilized wood_ 208
laminations, propeller manufacture__ ____-- 309 in assembly and gluing of ribs_

_
243

on plywood skins_
_ ____ _ __ ___ ____

_ 252 jigs, special. for plywood skins_ _ 255
Glued laniinated inembers

_ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ 03 laniinations in propeller nianufacture 300, 313

Glue stock, conditioning of
_ __ _ __ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ 200 Inachining joints for_
_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 181
Glues: inachining wood for___---__- ___-- 181

aircraft
_ _

____-__ __ _ ___ ___ ____ 130 inethods.__
_____-____ _________-- 181

kinds 130                     

methods of applying pressure-- --------- 188, 231
use characteristics of__

_ __
___ __

- 145
niodified wood products_

___ _ _
_- --_ _ _ _ 207

asseinbly operations in straight lariinated inem-

bers __ ___-______ __________ ____ ___ 233
Inoisture content for__.-_---___---___- 178

casein____ __-___ __ __ __ _________-_ 140 papreg ____
208

properties of__
__ __ _

_____ __ 145 plywood skins:
use characteristics

___ ____ _
_-- 140 application of pressure-_ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 252

with preservatives._
__ _ _

_________-- 143 assernbly time_ _ __
______ 252

effect of teluperature on--__ _ _
______-__ _ 142 attaching of_ ____ _-__ _ __ __ _____ 251
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bag pressure ___ _____ _ _ ______- 256 Heartwood, color___ ___ -___ ________ _ _ __- 3
final conditioning_-_________ ________ _ 258 strength of___--__

_
--_ ____ __ ____ ___-- 4

pressure period_
_

_____ __________ 258 Heat, absorption of, by finishes ____ 204

to wings, fuselage_-__ _________------- 250 Heat lamps------------_-----
__ _

254
plywood to conipreg_--____ _

____ __------- 208 Heatingcycle,bagmolding----
___ 224

plywood to papreg- _
_-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- 208 Heating inediums for bag moldin

_ __ _
220

preparation of glues for use___ __
_____-____ 182 Heat-stabilized, coinpressed wood ____ 136

preparing plywood skins_
__

__-_ __ 251 gluing of___
_ _ _ _ ___ __ _

_137,208

pressure, use of___________ ____-- __ 188 Hernlock, western:
propellers__ _ ___ __________ __-____ 308, 309 floccosoids in__- _____ _ _ _ _____ ______ 03
reconnnendations for gluing side-grain surfaces key for the identification of

__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 44

of difEerent species
_

____ _____- ____ 205 Highteriperatures,useof,ingluing-_-_____ ____ _ 108
references ____ _______ ___________ ____ 210 High-frequency heating-_----

_
_--______ 202

scarf,joints,inplywood_ ____-____ __ ____ 233 High-strength laminated paper plastic (papreg)- 137
in solid stock___ _

____________ ___ 231 Honeycoinb____
__

______ ___ ___ ___ _ 170
side-grain to end-grain_ _____ ___ __ ______ 207 Honeycoinb heart rot_______

_ ___
___ 115

spreading of glues ____ ___ _
__-___---____ 184 Horizontally laminated spars:

straiglitfaininatedmeinbers___ _____ ________ 233 annual-ring direction________
__

123
surface treatments__ _______ _______ __ 181 conipression wood-_ ____-_ __ __ _ 122
teinperature .------------ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 195 definition

_ __ ____
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 123

webs _____ _______ ______ _ ___ __ __ __ 245 dihedral
__ ___ __

_______ ____- 123
Gluing and assernbly operations

_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 230, 232 knots

___ _ _
_- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 123

assembly periods_
_ __________

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- 230, 300 pitch or bark pockets-------
_

123
conditioning period__

____
___ ___ ___ _-_ 231, 310 requireinents

____ __
123

glue spread_______ ----- --------
-___ 230, 300 slope of grain_ __-__ __ 119

gluingpressures___ _______________ ____ 231 Hot-press gluing.
_

_____
942

moisture content of wood_____
_____

______ 230 Hub, boring of, propellers_-
___ _____ _ 311

precautions against uncontrolled pressures and Humidity, in factories, control of
_ _____ _

174
heat in _-- __

-------------------------- 257 Huinidity control, niethods of_ __-__-__ 175
preparation of glue for use___ ___

_____ 23(), 232 Identification of wood ___ ____ --- __- 6preparation of gluing surfaces__ ____ __ ___ 230 Identification of hardwoods, key for __-- 40931pressure period------ --     ~

Identincation of softwoods, key for_ __-- -_ 43prevention of slippage_______ _ _
231

Identification of woods:
Gluing operation __ __

____ 230, 232
Alaska birch_ ____ __ _--

__ 23Gluing pressures _______ __ __ _ ____ ____ 188, 235
Alaska yellow-cedar_-_-___ --- 20

Gluingteelinique,propeller_ ____ ______ ___ 308 American heech _________ __ -- 10Grain: Ainerican elin_ _____ __ ___-- 14combination of diagonal and spiral____ _
__ 71

Anierican sycamore ___-- 16
cross------------------------__ ____ _ _ __ 71

ash. _____ ________ _-_ -- 17diagonal_
___ -

--------------- -- -_ _ _ _ _ 71
baldcypress

_ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _--_ -- 37of wood---------------- --                

basswood_
_ ___

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 27
spiral ____ __ _ __ ____ ____ ___ __ _ __ 71

birch
_

__ __ _ _ __ ____-_-__ _____ 23Grainslope: blackash_
_ _

___ _ _ ____ _______ ___ __ 17effect of, on scarf joints___ ________
______ 120

black cherry
_

_____--_-___ __ __-___ 21measurement of, in solid wood ______ ____ _ 66
black maple __ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--_ _ _ 23
in veneer _ _ __ _________ _____ 100

black oak_ _-_ _ _ _ ____ __ __ __----.___ 12permissible deviations in spars and spar black walnuL
_ _ _ _ ____

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 17
flanges----------_ _______ ___ _ __ ______ 120

blackjack oak__ _-__ __-__
_ _ 12

Grand fir, identification of_
_

____ _____ __ ___ 39 bur oak___ __ __ _ __ ____
___ 11

Green ash, identification of_______ _
__ ___ 17 California incense cedar____ -_

___ 20
Growth, defects of frequency of common natural California red fir _-------- ------ 37

defects in veneer ------------------------_ _ _-- 06 cedar
___ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 29
Growth layer, annual__________ -___-___- _ 4 eedar enn_

__ - _____ 14
Growth rings, mahogany____-__-_ ____-______ 10 chestnut oak--

__ __
11

Hand plane scarfing device______ ____ 265
chinquapin oak

__
_________ __ _ 11

conifers___ _ og
Hardwoods:  cottonwood_ __

07

decay developed in standing trees ___
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 114 cucumbertree--

__ 27
identification of, key for__ _--_ _---___-_- 40 cypress___ __ __ ___ _ _ _ 37
stains in----_---------_-_

___
_-_-____-- 110 description of woods in key __ ___ _ ___ 11

structure, identification of- ___- ---_--_--- 6 Donglas-fir__ __ ___ ____ _ _ ____ __ 34
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eastern red oak _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -_ _ _ _ 12 western larch-

_
---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- 35

eastern white pine__
_ _

_ _______-____ 32 western redcedar ______ ____ _ ____ _ _- 20
elm__ _____ ___ _-__ ___ ____ 14 western white pine._____ ____ _ _ ___ __- 32
Engelmann spruce __ ___

_________ 35 white ash___
_ _

_______ _ _ _ ___ __ _ 17
grand fir______ -___ __ ____ ____ ___ _ 39 whíte f1r _ ___ ______ _ _ ___ _ gg
green ash______ ___ _ _ ____ _________ _- 17 white oak group_ __

_______ _ _ _______ _- 11
hardness-________

__ _
-_ ____ _________- 11 whíte pine group__ ____

_____ __ __ _ _ _- 32
key for____ ___-____ ________ _______-___- 40 white spruce-__-_ _

_____ ___ __ _______ _ 35
khaya __-_ ____ ____ __________ ________ 10 willow oak-__-___

___ ___
____ _ _______ _- 12

laurel oak- --- _____-----_____________ - 12 yellow birclL___
_ _____ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 23

mahogany __- -____----___-____--_---__ 19 yellow pine group_ _______ __ ___ _ _ _ _ 34
maples-_- -_- ---__.----___-----___--___ 23 yellowpoplar

_ _ __ ____ _ _ __ ___ _
28

meaning of the terms "hardwoods" and "soft- Impreg._
_

__---__
_ ___ _ _ __ ____ 131

woods"_____-__ _- _______ __.-- ____ __ _ 6 from different species_____ ___ _ _____ _ 132
mockernut hickory______-__-_____-_____ __-_ 17 possible uses for_

_______
_-____ ____ _ 135

nobel fir____
___ __

___ ____ ___ ____ 39 references _____ _ ___ _ _ ____ _ ___ _ _ 136
northern red oak----_ _ __ _____

---_ 12 Impreg and heat-stabilized wood gluing of _____
-- 208

northern white cedar____ __-___ _ _____ ___ 29 Incense-eedar, California, key for the identifiention_ 40
odor and taste _ ____ __ ___ _ _ __ ___ e Indented rings_-_

__ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _______ _ 84
overeup oak---- ------________ _____-_-___ 11 spar flanges_--__ __ _____ _ ___ ___ ___ __ 121
Pacific silver fir _______-_____ ____________ 39 spars _

_-_ _-_ _____ _ _ ___ ______ _ 121
paper birch__-__ _______-____---_______-_-__ 23 Indian paint fungus_ ____ _ ___ _ ______ _ 114
pecan_____-__ _-_________-________ _ --__ 17 Insect attack_-_- _______ _____ __ _ _ __ __ __ 173
physical properties_

___ _____ _______ ___
_ g I11stallation of ferrules propeller n1anufacture_ 308

pignut hickory__ ___-_ ______ _________ ___- 17 Interior finish, of spars ___
___ __ __ ___ _- 245

pin oak_-------- ______--- __ _____---___- 12 Introduction___
_ ___

___ ___ _ ________ __ 1
pondcypress ________ -_________________.-___ 37 Jigs, in assembly of the fuselage fraine_

__
249ponderosa pine____----_-----___ ______---_- 32

Port Orford white-eedar__________ __________ 29
Jigs special, for gluing plywood skins

__ 255

post oak.____ ___ ________-__ _____- --__ 11 .To1nt Army-Navy specifications.-__ __ ___--- 317
Jomt tests, glue quality______ _____ _____----- 150procedure ___-_-___--___.----_ _ _ _____--___- 11 Jointer_-__

__ 264red maple__________________-_ ________ -___ 23   
red oak group______________-__________.-___ 12

Joints, dried--_---_ -_____ ___ _ _______ __ 188
red pine_--_- __---___-__________-_______-__ 32 starved____ ____ _____ _ __ _ _____ _ 188

red spruce__-______-__- ___ __ _ __ __ _ 35 temperature, elTect on rate of setting, in__
__

100

redwood----__-_-__-- _---- ___- ___ _ ___ 37 Key for the identification of:
rock elm _ ____

_____ _ _______ ____ _ ___ 14 hardwoods ___ ____ __ _ _ __ _ __ __ 40
scarlet oak__ __________ ___ ____ _____ ___ 12 softwoods_ _ __ _ __ _ _____ ____ __ 42
shagbark hickory _____ _ ______- ____ ___ 17 Khaya, identification of______ 19
shellbark hickory__ _-_ __-____ -__ ___ 17 key for the identification of_______-__ ____ 44
silver niaple___ ___-___ __ __-__ ___ ____ 29 Kiln-dried stock, storage __ ______ -_ 172
Sitka spruce_ ___ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 35 Kiln-drying :

slippery elm_
___ _ ____ ___

__________ _- 14 defects--___--_------- ---- - ---------- 170
southern magnolia______ _____-_____ _ __ 26 effect of heat on strength

_
___ __ 173

southern red oak -____-_ _______-_ -__--_-__ 12 essentials of _ _ _
___ _ ___

__ __ 164
spruce ________ ____-_____________--

_--___ 35 of lumber___ ___ _-_ _ _ _ - 164
structure of hardwoods_____ ____-____ _ ___- 6 Knots:
structure of softwoods-_________----_ -__ -- 8 defects and blemishes ____

__ 62
sugar maple---__----------------__ ____ _ 23 horizontally laminated spars__ ___ __ 123
sugar pine

--_---------------------------_
_ 32 laminated spar flanges

______
_ -_

_ _ 126
swamp chestnut oak _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-_ 11 ineasurement of

_ _
------- -------- -------- 62

swamp red oak__ _ __
____ __ _____ _____ 12 solid spar flanges ___________ ___-_-_______ 125

swamp white oak _____ ___ ____ _ ____ ___ 11 solid spars_ _
__ _---- --- -----___-____ 122

sweet birch -----
---------- -_-_ _ _ _ _ 23 spars and spar flanges-

____ __
-_----- 121

sweetgum _
_____ _---- _--______ 26 vertically laminated spars ________--

____ 125
true firs__ ____ ____ __ _ _ ____ 39
true hickories_ ________________ -______ _ 1T Laek of flatness, Veneer.-___ _______-_ ___ 96
water oak--___ ____ __ ____ _ _______ 12 Lacquer for aircraft finishes_ _______-_ __ _ _ 296

water tupelo __
___-___ _____ __ __________ 23 Laminated beams, eXposure tests on____-___ __

_ 144
weight, dry

____
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9 Laminated paper plastic (papreg) ____

-.--_ _ _ 137

western hemlock_ _ _ _ _-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 39 Laminated spar flanges annual-ring direction
__ _

126
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Laminated spar flanges: Method of applying aircraft finishes______ --

__ 302
compression wood___ ________

__---- 122 Method of applying pressure, in gluing curved
definition__ ________-_ _____ ______----_ 126 laminated members_ _--_-____ ______-______ 235
knots

_______
___ __ _ ______ ____ 126 Mineral streaks, defects and blemishes_________- 84

pitch or bark pockets- ___ ___ __ __ 126 Mockernut hickory, identification of___ ________-- 17
requirements

__
___________ _______ ____ _ 126 Modified wood:

slope of grain_
______ _______

_-_ _ _ _ _ _ 119 combination of coinpressed and uncompressed
Laminated wood, resin-treated (impreg and com- wood ___--____ _______ ___ ____ _ _- 135

preg) _______ _ ___ ____-_______ _
____-__ _ 181 Plywood, laniinnted wood, con1preg, inipreg,

Laininating : 11eat-treated wood, and papreg_ _ _________ _
_ _ 127

formation of curved parts_ ___
_-____-_ 280 Modified wood products, gluing of___ ________ __- 207

for gluing, preparation of, propeller inanu_ Moisture:

facture____ ___________ ____
_________- 309 content:

Laniinations: bag-molding technique______ _____
_ ____ 219

gluing, in propellers --_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 300, 313 cliange of, on curved wood members, ef-

surfacing of, in spars and spar fla nges-------- 121 feet of
__ __ _ _ ____

_- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ OS
Laurel oak, identification of_ -----_________-- __ 12 determination of___

__ _ ____
______ 54

Laying-up blocks, propeller inanufacture, laminated determination, oven-dry method
___ 54

veneer propellers_____________ __________ ____ 313 for gluing_ _-_ ____________ _____ _ 172
Logs and lumber, types of decay in_

_____ ___ __
_ _ _ 115 forination of curved parts_

_______ ____ _
_- 280

Loose cutting, veneer__-___ __-_______ ___ ____ 95 in spars and spar flanges___ ___________- 120
Lumber: inuxinium for wood_ __ _ __ ___ _--- 54

"air-dry"-------- ----
------- 160 of green lutnber

__
--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - 53

air seasoning of_____ ___ -_____ 162 of seasoned lumber__-___ _-____ __ ___- 160

"green" _______..____ __ -___ 160 of wood____ _____ _ _ ___ _ _________ 53
green, moisture content of__-__ __ -- 53 gluing and assembly operations__ ______- 178

"kiln-dried" -_--__--------- __ __ -- 161 liumidity and temperature, effect on_____- 154
kiln-drying of

______________
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 164 tests, conditions to be observed in making-- 56

placing of for seasoning __________ _______ 164 efTeets of, on glues_ _-_______ ________ _- 140
plain-sawed -_.________ __ __ ___ ____ _ 5 in propellers __ _____ ___ __ _____ _ 310
prior to seasoning, care of__________

____
-_ 162 ineter, how used, example

___
_______________ 55

prior to seasoning, shipment of
______ _ _

162 sap ___ __ _ _ _______ __ ___________------ 154

"quarter-sawed" - ___--___ 5 Moisture and teniperature, effects, resistance of
seasoning and storage of_____

_
_________ - 154 glues to___ __ ___ _ __ _

_____-- --------_ 142

"shipping dry" ____________ __ _ ____ _ _ 160 Molds:
siteforstorage_________________ _

_-__ __ _ 164 bag-molding ______ __ ____ ___ __ _- 212
stain prevention _____-_______ _ ______ __- 163 concrete, bag-molding_ _________ ___ _ ___ 214

Ltuliber and logs, types of decay in__- __-____--_ 115 inetal, bag-molding
_____

_ ___ ___ _ ___ __- 213
wood, bag-molding____________ _______ _ ___ 212

Machining:
bending, and other woodworking operations___ 262 NaÎl gluing of ribs_-_-______

____
__________ __- 230

jointsforgluing-_-_________________ _
___ 181 Noblefir,identificationof___

___ __ __
_____ _-- 30

of fabrie-covered wing frames
____

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 245 Nonuniform thickness, veneer_ _ _ _ _ ___ _
_ _ _ --- 06

wood, for gluing-_________________
_____ ___

181 Northern red oak, identifiention of _________
___ 12

Mahogany : Northern white cedar, identification of_
_ __

_ _ _ _ _ 29
annual rings_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10 Notes referring to : table for :

identification of--_
__________

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 19 equipment and limitations on conditions in vari-
key for the identification of_____

_
_____ ___ 42 ous niethods of bag-niolding plywood_-__ ___ 224

Manual-pressure gluing of ribs_____ __ _____ ___ 240
Manufacture of propellers

______
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 308 Oaks, key for the identification of

_ _ _ _ _
_ _ 40

Manufacturing defects, of plywood-_
_

_ _ _ _ 128 Oleoresinous products, for aircraft finish
_ __ _ _

_ _ 200
Maple, annual rings

__
_-_ ____ ___ __ _ ___ 23 Operations, gluing and asseinbly___-_ ____

______187,

232
Maples, key for the identification of- ___ __ ___

42 Over cup oak, identification of
____ _ ____ _ ____

_ _ 11
Material:

laminating
__

_____-________-____
__ ___ 281

Pacific silver fir, identification of-___ ______ _ _ 30

Materials for aircraft finishing____ _ ______ 295 Paints for aircraft_____ _____ ___ _ ___ _ _ 208

Meaning of the terms : "hardwoods" and "soft Paper birch, identification of_
___ ___

_-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 23

woods,"inwoodidentification_______ ___ ______ 6 Paper plastic, high-strength laminated (papreg)__ 137

Melamine-formaldehyde glues, properties of____ _ 144 Papreg__ ______ _ __ __________ _ __ ____ _ 137
Melamine-resin glues : time-temperature relations gluing ----------------------

--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 208
for intermediate - temperature - melamine - resin molding of-_

_ __ __ ___
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 137

glues____--________-- 01 Patching putties______
_____

__________________ 208
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identification of___ ___ ________ _ ______ _ 17 Presses and clamps, in gluing _________ ____-- 235
key to the identification of______ ____-__ 41 Quarter-sawed lumber 4resen1bles true hickories________ ______ ____ 17        

Phenol-formaldehyde glues, properties of--------- 144 Pressing, propeller manufacture
_ _____ _ _ 310

Phenol-resin glues: time-teluperature relations for
Pressure:

interinediate-temperature phenol and melamine-
ainount of, bag molding_

_ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 224

resin glues_ _________________ ______-______-_ 201 duration of, in gluing_____
___

_____-_-___ 195
Physical properties in identification of wood

___ 9 in assembly and gluing of, box spars________ 243
Pignut hickory, identification of_ ______ _______ 17 in gluing fuselage fraines_

___
______-___ _ 250

Piling, of luinher_ ___ _ ___ __ ___ _ _________ 171 in gluing wing fraines--__--____ _________--- 247
preparing air-dried stock for manufacturing__ 171 method of applying in gluing curved laniinated

Pin oak, identification of---_
_

_ _ _ --_ _ _ _ 12 Ineinbers
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ------------ 235
Pines, key for the identification of

_
_ _--_ _ _ _ _ 4g inethods of applying, in glu ing

_
_-_

_ _ _ _ _;_ 151, 231
Pitch or bark pockets : on plywood skins, application of

_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2õ2

horizontally laminated spars _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 123 period, for use in glu ing and asseintly opera-

laniinated spar flanges_____ ___ __ ___ __ 126 tions______ ___ ________ ______ _----- __ 231

solid spar flanges
___ __ ______ __

120 gluing plywood skins_
__ __ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ 258
solid spars_-__________________________ _ _

123 in gluing wing fraines___ _____
__ 247

vertically laminated spars _______
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - 125 time under, in eu rved laniinated menibers

__
- 239

Piteli pockets
_____

_________ ____ _ ___-- 83 lise of, in gluing_ ________ ___ ______ ____- 188

in softwoods_ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ g Pressure and temperature equipment for bag

Pitch fleeks_________ __ __ ___ ___ _______ 73 molding ____ _ ___ ________ _____ _----- - 218
Plain-sawed luniber______ ________ __ _ ___ ___ 4 Pressures: uncontrolled, and heat: precautions
Planer

_ ___ ___
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 262 against, in gluing and asseinbly operations_

_
-_ _ _ 257

Plywood
_

_-_-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._
_ _ _ _ _- 127 Prevention of slippage in assembly operations_-_

__ 231
bag-molded- _-_______ __ __________ -___-_ 210 Processing and fabrication____

____
______ __ 154

conditioning of ________ ____ __-___ 210 Propeller inanufacture_________-
__

____________ 308
bent after soaking or steaming____

___
______ 285 asserably time, laminations_-______ ________ 300

hent without softening_
______ __

_ -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 285 balancing
____ __ _ __ ___ __ _ _ _ ________ _ 312

blisters ____ _______ _ _ _____ 128 boring bulb______ _______ __ ___________ _ 311
hot-pressed, conditioning_

____ ______
_--_ _ 209 checking

__ _ ____ ____ _ __ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 312

joint, test, glue quality
_ _____ _ ________

150 compreg propellers_
___ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 315
manufacturing defects---------------- 128 conditioning_

_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 810, 314

resin-treated (impreg and conipreg) 131 finish cutting and balancing_
_ ______ _ 311, 315

shrinkage of
__

______ _---__ -- 128 finishing propellers___
__

__ -____ 312, 316
skins: gluing, laminations___

_____ _
__- 309, 315

appliention of, to wings, fuselage
_ _

250 gluing technique_ ____ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -- 808

assembly time ----------- 252 glue spread, luminations_
__

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -_ _ - 300
attaching

_ __
_-_ ___-______

___ _ 251 installation of ferrules____ _ _
_-________- 313

bag pressure----------------__ ___
- 256 laminated board blades_-- __-__ -______-_ - 315

final conditioning________ ____ __ __ 258 laminated veneer propellers_____
___ __

_.- 313

glue spread_-_---
________

_____ 252 laminations for gluing, preparation of___-__-- 309
gluing jigs, special_

_ _ ____ ___
_-- 255 laying-up block used in manufacture of lami-

preparing _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 251 nated veneer propellers_ ___ __ _ __ __ ___ _ _
313

pressure, application of
___ _ _

___ _ 252 plastic propellers___ ____ ___ ___________ 315
pressure period_____________

_ _
__ __ 258 pressing ___-________ ______ ____ __ 310

Plywoodandveneer, weightsof____ ____ ________- 128 protection against abrasion______________-___ 312

Pondeypress, identification of_ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ 31 rough cutting_ _______

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-_ _ _ _ _ 311, 314
Fonderosa pine, identification of____

__ _
____- 32 shaping propellers___ __ _ __

________ 311, 314
Port Orford white cedar, identification of

__ __ _ _
20 temperature_ _ ___ _____

_ _ _ _ _--_ _ 310

key for identification of
___________ ________

44 Propellers :

Post oak, identification of_-____-____ ___ ___ _ 11 compreg_ -___--------- -- ------------- _ _ 315

Potentiometers
___ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 258 finishing----------------------------_ ___
312, 315

Preparation of glues, ensein g1nes______
__ _

184 laminatedboard blades__ _____________ _ 315

resin glues-___ ___-
_ ____ __ ____ _ ____ 184 laminated veneer ____

___ ___ __ _ 313
Preparing air-dried stock for manufacture__ ___- 171 plastic -_----------------------------------- 315
Preservatives, use in glues_

_____ __ _ ____
_ _ _ _ - 143 moisture content-----------------_ _

_ _ _ _ _ 310
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Properties of: solid spar flanges_____________ _------- --_- 125

aircraft glues --------------------- 140 annual-ring direction______________ _-_- 125
easein glues___ --------------------- 145 compression wood_----------- --- --__ 122
glues, sununary of

____
_--------------------- 144 knots

__ __
_-_ _ _ _ _--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 125

melamine-formaldehyde glues
_____

_ _ _ _ _ - 144 pitch or bark pockets
_____ _

_ _ 126
phenol-formaldehyde glues _______.----_- 144 slope of grain_ __----------------

_ 120
resorcinol formaldehyde glues _____ -------- 144 solid spars-----_------------------------ _ 123
urea-formaldehydge glues____ ___-__-______- 145 annual-ring direction_ _____ ___ __ _____ 123

Radius of curvature: compression wood-___ -----__-__ 123
in curved laminated inembers__________-_-

_- 280 definition------____-- ---------- 123
plywood, woodworking operations___ _- _- 282 knots _______ --- --------__ 122
woodworking operations_ ___ _- 280 pitch or bark pockets_ __-----___ 123

Rays in softwoods _______ ______ ___----------- 9 slope of grain--
_ ___

-_-------- 120
Red niaple, identification of__ __--------- __---- 23 spar flanges, measurement of bow ____---___ 122
Red pine, identification of_ ____-____- _ --__--__ 32 spars, straightness in_ ___ ___ ___----_

_ 121
Red spruce, identification of______ ___________-- 35 spars and spar flanges__________

_
____ ___ 121

Red stain__ _____ __ ________ ___ _ ___--- 100 decay and stain_ _
_______ _________ 121

Red streaks, radial, in spruce, defects and blem- indented rings
____

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -_ _ _ _ ------- 121
ishes

_____
_____ ______ _ ___ __-_-__ ____ 88 knots ---- ------- --------------------- 121

Redeedar, western, key for the identification of_
_ 43 inoisture content ___ ____ _____-_____ 120

Redwood, identification of____------___ --_--- 37 rings per inch___-----__----------------- 120
key for t11eidentification of________ ___-_-_ 48 sapwood.------------------------------- 121

References: sliakes, splits, or compression failures_
_

121
bag-molded plywood_

___
_-_-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- _ _ 229 specific gravity_ _ _-----------------

_ _ 120
finis11ing _- ________ _______ _________ __ 308 straightness _____ ________ __ 121
glue____ __-- __-----__------------------__ 153 surfacing of laminations__

__ 121
gluing__ ____ __---___-___

______---_-____- 210 vertically laininated spars___ ___ 124
seasoning of lumber________ ____----------- 174 annual-ring direction

_
_ __ -_____ 124

wood stains and decays_--__-_____----_--___ 118 compression wood.___----___ __ _-__ __- 122
Reinforcing blocks, fabrie-covered wing frames_ _

_ _ 245 knots
_

_-------------------------------- 125
Relative humidity: pitch pockets and bark pockets__ _ _- 125

and temperature, seasoning and storage of slope of grain
_ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 121
lumber __-__--___ _-_- _______------___--- 165 wood in stressed parts of small cross section

geographical variation in_ ________---------- 154 as coripared to their length______-__-_
__ 126

measurement of________________ ---__----_- 155 Resin canals, giant, in spruce _____ ____ 88
Relative hulnidity schedules for use in drying air Resin ducts in softwoods_- ___-------- ----- -- 9

craft lumber____ _____
_ ________ -___---__ 165 Resin glues, preparation of_ ____ ________ ___ 184

Required thickness of laminations____ _____----__ 281 time-temperature eutng relations of high-
Requirements: temperature resin glues_------------__

___
201

applicable to all wood parts_
_

_--____---__ 119 Resins, bag-molding ________ ______ __ _____ __ 173
curved laminated members__-_ ___-------__ 126 Resin-treated, laminated wood____ ____ ____ _-- 131
for wood in : plywood (impreg and compreg)

____
_-_ _ _ 131

searf joints______-_--__-- _----------- 120 wood, possible uses for_______ -__ __- 135
spars____________________ ___________ 121 Resistance of glues to moisture and temperature
specific parts____ ____ ___---------- 118 effects-_-----------------------------------_ 142
conibination of grain slope____-________ _ 120 Resorcinol-formaldehyde glues, properties of_- _- 144
spars, permissible grain slope, deviations Resorcinol-resin glues:

in_________-------------------------__ 120 rate of setting of, at elevated teniperatures__ 201
11orizontally larninated spars_ _______________ 123 Ribs:

annual-ring direction__ __ __ ___ ____-_- 123 asseinbly a11d gluing of ___- ___---------
_ _ 239

conipressed wood------------------------ 122 ñnal conditioning of
_____ _

---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 243
diliedral__________ -________ ___-_ ____ 123 liot-press gluing of-________-___-________ _- 242knots____ -_____-__________ __-________ 123
pitch or bark pockets----_

____
_--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 123

Inanual-pressure gluing of
_ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 240

slope of grain_ _______ __________------ 119 pressure_-___ _______ ____ 243

laminated spar flanges ___ ____-__ _____-- 126 Rings, per inch, in spars and spar flanges
____

120

annual-ring direction-_ ________ ___ ___ 126 Rings, wood __ _ __ _ ______ _____ ____ 56

compression wood_
___

_____-__ ___ 122 Ring-scale fungus
_

_____-_ ___-- ___- 112

dihedral_ _________ _____________ __ ___ 128 Rockelm,identificationof____ ______ _____ 14
knots ____

________ ____ -______ _ 126 Rotary planer scarfing device___-_-___ __--_ 269
pitch or bark pockets____

_
________

__ 126 Rough cutting, propeller inanufacture__
_ 311, 314

slope of grain_____ _-__ ____ ___ 119 veneer _____ ______ ________ ____ _ ____ _ 94
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Routing of spars-_ -----------_-- 269 of plywood--_____-____--______ _ _______-- 128

Sander-drum scarfer ______ _ ___ _ _ ____ 269 of wood ____ _ _ _ _ ____ ___ gy
Sander-drum scarfing machine _______ _____ 267 Side-grain surfaces, recommendations for gluing, of

Sanding surfacer-- ___ __ ____ ____ _ _____- 298 different species _
_ _ _

_ _ __ ____ ___ _ 205
Sandwicheonstruction__ _ __ __ _ _____ _____ 138 Silver maple, identification__.-__ ___ _____ _ _ 23

Sap_ ____________ __ ___ ___________ ____ __ _ 154 Site, in seasoning and storage of lumber __-___ - 164

Sapwood: Sitka spruce, identification of _______ ____ ___ _ 35

color- _
___-_

___ _ __ ___ _ _ __ __ _ 3 Slippery elm, identification of.__
_

___ ______ _ _ 14

requirements, general----------------- ----- 121 Slope of grain:

strength- __.- ___ __ _ __ ___ _____ _____ 4 horizontally laminated spars_ ____________ _ 120

thickness-----_ _______ __- __-_ __________ 3 in solid wood, measurement of______________-- 120

Saws___ _________ _ _______ _ ______________ 264 in veneer, measurement of____ ___ ____ ___-- 100
Saw-scarfing machines_

_
_- _ _ _ _ _- 266 laminated spar flanges

_ __ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _--- 120

Scarf joints: solidsparflanges---_____--___ __ ____ ___.- 120

in plywood, gluing of
__ _

______ ____ 233 solid spars___ _
_ _ __ __ ___ __ ____-- 119

in solid stock, gluing of______
__

_________ 231 vertically laminated spars__ ____ ___ _ _ 119
requirements for

__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 120 Sloping grain on scarf joints, effects of

_
_ _ _ _ _- -- 120

serrated, finger, and stepped, gluing of____ __- 233 Softening process__ _
_ _ __ _ _____ ________-- 280

Scarfing plywood.__
_

__- ___ ___-____ __ ____ 265 Softwoods:
Scarfing solid stock________ __ __________ ___ 262 identification of, key for_-___-___ ________-- 43
Scarlet oak, identification of _-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12 identification of, pitch pockets_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ g
Sealer for aircraft finish---. ____-_____ __ __ 297 rays----___-________ __ _ ___ _ __ _ g
Seasoned lumber, moisture content of

____ _
_ _ _ _ 160 resin ducts

_ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ g

Seasoning and drying of lumber, example ___
170 structure, identification of

___ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ g

Seasoning of lumber______________
_ __ _

__- 154 Solid spar flanges:
air flues____ ____

__ _ ___ __ _______ _____ 163 annual-ring direction_
__ __ _

________ _ 125

brashness__ ___ ______ ____ _____ ______- 170 compression wood __ __ ______ ______ _ 122

casehardening ______-______ _ _ __ __ _ 171 definition __ _ __________ __ _ _ ____ _ 125
collapse _________ ____ ____ ___ 170 knots __ _ _ __ ______ _ __ _ ___ __ _ 125
covering__ _____ _ _ _ _ __ _ ____ _- 164 pitch or bark pockets_

_
-__ ___ __ ___ _ 126

final conditioning of air-dried stock _____ ____ 171 requirements
__ _ _ _

_______
_ _____ __ - 125

foundations--_
__

________ _ __ ____ __ 163 slope of grain_-_ __ ____ __ ___ ____ - 121
honeycomb

_ _____
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 170 Solid spars :

kiln drying_- ----- _ _-_ _ 164 annual-ring direction ______
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 123

Seasoning of lumber : conapression wood_
____ ___ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 123
kiln-drying defects _____

_________ 170 definition_ ___ __-______ ______ __ _____ _ 123
material ___ ______ _____ __ _____ ___ 164 knots _-__ ____ ______ _ __ _______ 122

piling_____
__ __

_- _____ ________ _ 167, 171 pitch or bark pockets_ -___ ____ _-____ _ _ 123
placing of lumber ____ _-___ _____ _ _ 164 requirements ____ ________ _____ _ __ ___-- 123
preparing air-dried stock for manufacture--_ 171 slope of grain_

_
_-______ __ _ ____ _-- 121

selection of sainples______- _
___ ________ 108 Southern magnolia, annual rings --- ---------- 26

site -___- --_____ __- -______-____ ---- 164 identification of__-____--_-____-__ ---____ 26
steaming_________ __---__-_-___

___ _ _ 167 key for the identification of____-__ ___ ____ 43
stickers _-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 163 Southern red oak, identification of_

_ _ _
--_ _ _ _ _ 12

surface checRs____ __--____ __- ______ _____ 170 Spar flanges, straightness in______
_ _ __ 121

temperature and relative humidity
___ __

_- 165 Spar-profiling:
testsatendof dryingperiod

__ ____ _
168 with band saw and shaper_

___ _ _ _
270

Seasoning references_____-
__ _ __

_______ __- 174 with jointer______ __
___- ____ _ __ 271

Selection of stock, formation of curved parts_- -__ 280 Spars:
Serrated, finger, and stepped scarf joints, gluing of- 233 final conditioning of-____----- 245
Shagbark hickory, identification of_- ______ ___- 17 permissible grain slope deviations, in

_
120

Shakes, checks, and splits. _______
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 74 straightness in

_
--

_ 121
Shakes, splits, or compression failures, spars and Spars and spar flanges :

spar flanges ____--_ _ ___ _____ __ ___ 121 decay and stain - __ 121

Shaper_--_
_ __ _ __ _ _ ___ _

_____ 264 indented rings_ ____ __ 121

Shaping, beveling, profiling of ribs, wing frames, knots _ _ ____ __
_ _ _ _ _ 121

measurement of how, in_ _
--__ __ 122

and fuselage frames___
____

__________ _- 273 inoisture content____ _____ __ 120
Shaping, box-section framing members----------- 275 requirements for-

_____ _ _ __
121

propellers
_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _311, 314 rings per inch _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ 120
Shellbark hickory, identification of

____
_ _ _ _ 17 sapwood_-_ __

_ _ _ _ _ 121
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Spars and spar fanges--Continued Page Page

shakes, splits, or conapression failures --_____ 121 Siveet birch, identiñeation of _____________ __-- 23

speciñc gravity -________ __-___ _________ 120 Svveetguni:
surfacing of laniinations_______ ______- ---- 121 ainiual rings--_____

___
_____________ __ _- 26

Speciñe gravity: identiñcation of_ ______--------------------- 26
and unit weights of wood-______ ____ ____ 44 key for the identiñcation of_____

_
_______-- 43

conipreg ____ __ _ _ __ __ ____
_ _- 134 Synthetie-resin glues _________

______-------- 139

conaputing ________
_______ ___

_____.__ 44 Taper,horizontally laminated spars _____ ___- 123

of wood,ñotation inethod_--_
___ __

-___---- 48 Tenaperature:

spars and spar ñanges______ -___
__________ 120 effect on assenably period___ _________ _ __ _ 196

veneer _,___
_ _____ _ ____________ ___ 49 effectonrate of settingin joints___ _____ _ _ 198

Specine parts: effect on working life ofnaixed glues _____ _- 195

conibination of grain slope, requirements for__ 121 humidity and moisture relations, preparing

requireinents for svood, in _____________ ____ 120 air-dried stock for ruanufacture_-_
____ _ 171

spars,perniissible grain slope deviatlinus,in__- 121 in gluing__
_

_____ _ _____-------------- 194

Specineations,11st of ______ ________ _ _______- 317 Ineasurentent___
_ __ __ _ ________ __ ___- 258

Splits, cheeks, and shakes__ ________ __-_______ 74 nieasureinent svith potentioineters____ __-- 258

Springsvood ____ _ _____ _
_________---- 4 nieasurenient with thermocouples_____ -___ 258

Spruce: propeller Inanufacture_
-__ _________ ______ 300

giant resin canals in ____ ___
______----- 81 ti1ne-temperature curing relations of high-tem-

radial red streaks in
__ ___

_ _________ _ 88 perature resin glues ___________ __ ___ 201

Spruces : time-teniperature relations for intermediate-

annual rings ____ _________
_____---- 35 temperature phenol and melamine-resin

identiñcation of________
__

_________________ 35 glues---____ _
__ ___ ___ _______ __-__ 201

key for the identiñeation of_______________--_ 44 :Periperature and relative huraidity, seasoning and

Stain, prevention of stain in lunaber__ _____-_ 163 storage of lunaber______ _______ _________ ____ 165

Stains: Elenoner_-______
___ __

______ __---____ 264

in conifers_ _
________ __ __ ______ -_ 100 Tension straps:

in hardvvoods_______--
__

____-- --- 110 formation of curved parts_______-_ ____ ___ 280
Stains and decay,wood __ _______ ____ _ _ 107 Efests:

Stains and decay, svood, references
_

___-_ 118 at end of drying period--------____ __---_-__ 168

Staypak_ ______ __ -__ ___ ______-_ 136 block-shear joint tests,glue quality___-__-___ 150

Steani bending: exposure,on lanainated beanas__ -__--___--___ 144
fornaation of curved parts by --_--- 280, 285 glue quality,joint tests__ _______ _ ____ ___ 150

Stearning of lunaber______
_ _

_______ ______-- 167 naandrel-bending tests of veneer for aircraft
Stickers______

_ ___ ___
__ _ ________ ___ _ 163 plysvood__ --_____ _______ _ _ _ __ ___ 104

Storage: inoisture content, conditions to be observed in
efect of, on defects, air-dried and kiln-dried inaking___________

_______ _ ____-_ __- 56

stock------_____ _ __
__---------- --_ 173 plywood joint, glue quality------- __--- ___ 150

of kiln dried and air-dried stoek_-_.---------_ 172 Texture of wood_______ __ __ _ _____ ____ 5
of hunber---------------------------------_ 154 Thermocouples for temperature measureinent

_ _ __ 258
Straight laminated melubers : Traveling cutter-head searfing machine_ _-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 267

ñnal conditioning, after gluing in assenibly True ñrs, identiñcation of______ _____ ____ 39
operations _ _ _______ ___ ____-- 236 True hickories,annual rings_______ ______ ___ _ 17

glues, in assenaby operations ____-- --------- 233 key for the identiñeation of_______
___

_____ 41
gluing of, in assembly operations

_ __
_-_ _ _ _ _ 233 Tubular inenibers, bag-molding_

_ ___ __
_ _ _ _ _- 227

presses and clanaps used in gluing of, in as- Drea-formaldehyde glues,properties of _________ 145sen1bly operations_______
___

__ _______- 230 Urea-resin glues, rate of setting of room-tenipera-Strength of wood, variation with amount of su1u- ture-setting, at elevated teniperatures_______ 202Daerwood
_

________ _ ______-______________-_ 56
Strength properties of Tvood, effect of heat on_---_ 173 Varnish for aircraft_________________ ______ _ 292
Sugar niaple, identiñcation of_

__
___ ___-_ 23 Velvet-top fungus_____ _- _____ __________ _ __ 114

Sugar pine, identiñcation of _________ ___--__-_ 32 Veneer:
Suggestions on bag:-naolding technique_ ___

__-_ 227 assenibling of, bag-Inolding_
_____ ____ _ __ 220

Stuninerwood__--________ -_____ _- __-_ 4 defects__ __ __ _ ___ ____ __ 04
variations in strength ________-- __-_ 56 fregttency of natural defects in-- --- 96

Surface checks_
_____

__________-_______-_ 170 inandrel-bendingtests of,for aircraftplysvood_ 104
Surface glazing________ __--__________--__-_ 181 speciñc gravity of__________ ___ ________ 49
Surface treatinents for gluing__-___ --- _____ --_ 181 Veneer and plywood, weights of__________

_
____ 128

Surfaces,gluing,preparation of_________-______ 230 Vertical cutter-head scarñng niachine_ ___ _ _ 261
Swamp chestnut oak, identification of.--_

_______ 11 Vertically laininated spars :
Syvanap red oak, identiûcation of ____ ___- ___ _ 12 annual-ring: direction

_
__ _____ _ __ __ 124

Svvan2p Tvhite oalt:, identiñeation of_____-_____-
_

11 colupression vvood
__ ____ _ ______ __

122
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Vertically laminated spars--Continued Page Wood-Continued Page
defmitions

__ _
_____ _____ ____-___ 124 moisture content____ ____-__ ____-_ _ _ _-- 53

knots
_ _

______ _____ ___ _____-___ 125 determiuation by electric moisture nieters_ 55
pitch pockets and bark pockets__________

__
125 determination of _____-_____--______

__ õ4
requirements - -________ -----____-_ 124 determination, oven-dry method

__
_____ 54

slope of grain_
__ ____

_______________ ___ 121 of green hunber__
__

___________ _____ 53
natural discolorations____ _- 117
occurrence of staining fungi_--------_______ 1003Vater tupelo, key for the identification of____.-__ 43
occurrence of wood-decaying fungi-_

__
_ _ _ 111Water tupelo, and swamp tupelo, identification of__ 29

plain-sawed lumber
___ __ _ _______ __ __ 4wood indistinguishable__ _____________ _____ 20

properties riodified by resin treatinent 2\Vebs, gluing __________ ____ -_______ _-___ __- 24a quarter-sawed luinber_________________ __ 4Weights of wood members_
_

-___-__ -_____ __ 53 .

requirements applicable to all wood parts __ 119Western hemlock, identification of
_______

_-_ _ _ _ 30 requirements for :Western lar eli, identification of
_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 35 . . .

. in scarf Jomts-________________
__ 120

key for the identification of___
__

-______ 44 . .

Western redeedar, identification of___________
__

20
in specific parts

__
__________ __

_ __ 118
in stressed parts of sinall cross section asWestern white pine, annual rings______----__ _-- 32

compared to their length___ ________ __ 126identification of____-__-__--____.---_____---_ 3
rings per incli_--__-_____ -__ _____ ____ 56White ash, identification of________ __-_ ________ la
sapwood, color 3White-cedar, northern, key for the identification

                 

thickness___ ________ _-____ ___________ 3of__________ _____ _-____ ____-- ______-__ 44
shrinkage of 57White fir, identification of _- __--------_ -- 39      

              

specific gravity :
White heart rot ________ ______ _ ______-_____ 114

and unit weights of __-__ _______ 44White oak, identification of_ _____-____ _____-- 11
flotation method 48White pine group, identification of

_____
_. _ _ _ _ --- 32

         

White pocket rot _____ __-_ _ ______ _ _ 115 of veneer_ ____ _ _ __________ ___ 49
specific parts, combination of grain slope, re-White spruce, identification of __ ______ _-_

35
quirements for 121Willow oak, identification of

__
___________ __-__ 12

  ~~                

springwood and sumnierwood
____

4Wing and fuselage frames, assembly of________245,249
stains and decay_ ______

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 107Wing frames :

fabrie-covered, assembly of-_____________ ___ 245 references_ -__ ________ _ _________ 118

final conditioning following gluing_
____ _____ 249

stains in conifers_
___ __ _ _______

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 100
. stains in hardwoods

____ _ _ ________ _ _
_ _ _ 110

glues for___ _____ ____ __ 240
glue spread_________

____ 247 texture ___--__-_ ___- _ __.-__________-__-- o
variation in strength with amount of sun1mer-plywood cover e 1 o 4

Wood fi i
hdes

:

Wing
,es.sure perio I u protective power of

____ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 200

Wood parts, all, requirements applicable to_ 119Win ip bow profiler 270
\Voods, description of, in key_____

_______ __
11

cellular structure____ ___ ____
4

beveling and profiling spars, spar flanges, andchange of nioisture content on curved wood
nien1bers, effect of____ _____________ 58

similar parts_____ ______ _ _____ _______ 270

conversion equivalents, pounds to grams_ _ _ _
52

boring
_ __ _ _

_--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - 276, 311
compound curvatures_________-___- __-_____ 28adecay developed in standing trees, conifers

__
112

. contour drum-sander for franiework_
_

__ _ _ 277
defectsandblemishes____ __-- _______ ___ __ 62 contour planing of spar flanges------__- ___ _ 271
description, general-__-______________ 2 contouring witli a router-__---_______ ___ _ 273
detection of decay_ ____

------ 111 contouring with a shaver
_ _ ___ _ _ _

_ _ _ 273
filler, for aircraft finish

______________ __ 297 cutting gussets and other plywood parts of
finish, effects of, on smoothness of surface_ __ 294 curved or irregular shape_- _________ ___ 278
finishing, in aircraft

_____ _
-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 289 entting scarf joints

_______ _ __ _ ___
_ _ _ 262

general characteristies_-_
_

_-__ _ __ _- 44 double laminating__ ______ ____ ___ _ 282
gluing different species and surfaces of

_ _
205 end joints in laminations

_ __ ___ _ _ _
_ _ 281

grain and teXture of________
___

_____-__ 5 example showing use of figures 5-90 and õ-01 285
heartwood and sapwood-_________ ____-__ 2 factor of safety__- _______-____ ___ 284
heat-stabilized-_ ________ _ -___________ 136 floating_____ ___-________ ____ __ _ _ 275
hygroscopicity __ _____________ __ ___ _ 2 formation of complete rings

____ _
___ 282

identifying procedure___
_

_________ __ 11 formation of curved parts____ ____ ____ 280
maximum, moisture content_______

____
__- 54 hand plane scarfing device_

__
_____ ___ 265
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Woodworkingoperations-Continued Page Woodworking operations-Continued Page
jointer ______ _ _____ ___ ____ __ _____ ___ 264 shaper

________
_______ __ ___ ____ _ 264

laminating in formation of curved parts-_ ___ 280 shaping, beveling, and profiling of ribs, wing
machining, bending, and other______---_ ___ 262 frames, and fuselage frames_ ____ _____

__ 273
moisture content and its application to forma- shaping box-section framing members_____

__ 275
tion of curved. parts_

____ _ _____________
- 280 softening process in formation of curved

planer ________ ______ ___ __ __________-- 262 parts _____ _ ___ _____ ____ ___ _ 280
plywood, bent after soaking or steaming._

__
_ _ 285 spar profiling on a jointer

____
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 271

plywood, bent without softening____--_ _--- 285 spar profiling with band saw and shaper__
__ 270

radius of curvature___________ ____________ 280 steam bending___ _________ ____ __ ____ 280, 285
radius of curvature, plywood_--_____

_____
282 tenoner-_-_ _-__ ___-_________ _

_________ 264
references---------------------------- ----- 288 tension straps_

_ _____ __ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ 280

required thickness of laminations_____
_

_- 281 traveling cutter-head scarfing machine __ _ 268
rotary planer scarfing device-_

__ __
_-_ 269 vertical cutter-head scarfing inachine_

_ _ _ _ _ _ 267
routingofspars_-____ ____ ___ _______ 269 wing-tipbow profiler______ ___

_ _______ 275
sander-drum scarfer for veneer strips_______- 269 Yellow birch, identification of___ ___ _______ 23sander-drum scarfing machine for thin ply- Yellow pine group, identification of

_ _ __
_ _ _ _ 34wood and veneer __ __

_-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 267 Yellow stain_ _ _ _ ____ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10T

saws____ _
_____ __-_______- _-_ ____-__ 264 Yellow-cedar, Alaska, key for the identification of__ 44

saw-scarfing machines _________-_ ___ __ 266 Yellowpoplar:
scarfing plywood-___ _______-__-_ ___ ___ 265 annualrings___

_
_____ ___ _ _____ ___ 26

searfing solid stock___ _____ ___ _ ___ 262 black streak and soot pockets in_-__ 92
selection of stock for formation of curved identification of

_ __ ___
_ __ ____ ___ 26

parts_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 280 key for the identification of
__ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ ---- 43
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